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General Overview 
 
The World Bank Group has two common goals that unify work across its five organizations.  
These two goals are to reduce poverty and promote sustainable economic development.  In order 
for economic development to be considered sustainable it must embody three primary elements, 
economic, social, and environmental sustainability. 
 
The World Bank has recognized that for its activities in a given country to contribute to 
sustainable development outcomes, there must be supportive economic structures, policies and 
institutions.  However, in many developing countries, including those with economies built 
primarily on extractive activities (oil, gas, and mining), such supportive elements are often 
lacking.  In response to these weaknesses, the Bank is and has been involved in reform programs 
that are aimed at improving the economic policies and institutions associated with the extractive 
industries in many countries.   
 
Typically, these Bank reform programs consist of several interrelated loan operations that include 
macroeconomic and multi-sectoral policy reforms as well as institutional reforms.  The 
macroeconomic policy reforms are often supported by structural adjustment and/or sectoral 
adjustment loans (SAL and SECAL).  These structural adjustment operations are often jointly 
supported and prescribed by an International Monetary Fund (IMF) country program.2  
Furthermore, adjustment operations are often coupled with complimentary policy and 
institutional reforms that are usually supported by technical assistance loans (TAL)3 or analytical 
& advisory activities (AAA) of the Bank.  Throughout this report, the term “structural reform 
program” is used to refer to this interrelated program of structural adjustment and 
policy/institutional reforms. 
 
World Bank structural reform programs supporting extractive industry (EI) development face 
many challenges. To begin , developing country governments are often faced with budget crises, 
few options for revenue generation, weak institutions, and pressure from special interests.  Given 
these constraints, oil and mineral dependent countries often suffer from high levels of 
inefficiency, corruption, and social conflict.  Furthermore, the global markets for EI commodities 
are characterized by a combination of volatile prices and market consolidation.  These elements 
pose major challenges in allowing governments to convert natural resource wealth into broad-
based improvements in economic performance and human development.4    
 
In recent years, the negative effects surrounding natural resource wealth have been given more 
attention in international development institutions, mainly framed as issues of governance.  An 
example of this is the World Bank’s Extractive Industries Review – an assessment of the Bank’s 
role and operations across the mining, oil, and gas sectors – for which this analysis has been 
conducted.  World Bank5 and non-Bank studies6 alike have raised questions regarding the relative 
                                                 
2 It is important to understand the relationship between the World Bank and the IMF.  First, World Bank structural 
adjustment programs often combine an IMF stabilization loan with conditionalities for a longer-term structural 
adjustment program overseen by both the IMF and the World Bank.  Second, the World Bank typically requires a 
country to have a sound macroeconomic program, often determined by the presence of an IMF program, as a 
prerequisite for Bank loans.  Third, the IMF does not receive nearly as much scrutiny as the World Bank and does not 
have environmental and social safeguard policies like the Bank. 
3 For the extractive industries, these loans are often energy and mining technical assistance loans (EMTAL). 
4 Numerous empirical studies have confirmed that resource wealth tends to have a negative correlation on economic 
growth (Sachs and Warner, 2001; Leite and Weidmann, 1999; and Weber-Fahr, 2002). 
5 OED, 2003; McPhail, 2000; and OED, 2002.   



costs and benefits of providing assistance for EI development.  Stated clearly, those queries ask 
whether the economic benefits outweigh the considerable social and environmental costs 
associated with growth in the extractive sectors.     
 
It is within this broader context of complex interactions, difficult trade-offs, and less than optimal 
conditions that World Bank structural reform programs aim to improve the economic structures 
surrounding extractive sectors.  While national governments and the private sector are principal 
actors that influence EI developments, this analysis focuses on the specific policies, activities, and 
priorities of structural reform programs supported by the World Bank, and to a lesser degree the 
IMF.  
 
Specifically, the following analysis aims to answer two primary research questions for the World 
Bank’s Extractive Industries Review: 

 
1. Are the World Bank and IMF structural reform programs and related effects in the extractive 
industries having sustainable development outcomes, i.e., positive or negative effects on poverty, 
national/local economies, and the environment?  
 
2. Where negative effects are detected, what factors lead well-intended policy and institutional 
reforms to have unintended negative economic, social, and environmental consequences?   

 
In identifying some of the shortcomings of Bank structural reform lending, the analysis hopes to 
highlight where improvements could be made in Bank programs so as to increase positive 
economic, social, and environmental outcomes associated with development of the extractive 
industries. 
 
The analysis is based on three country case studies in Peru, Tanzania, and Indonesia covering the 
years of 1990-2002.  Each of these countries has undergone World Bank and IMF structural 
adjustment programs and policy and institutional reforms linked to the development of the 
extractive sectors.  In addition, the extractive sectors of mining and/or hydrocarbons (i.e., oil and 
natural gas) play a significant role in the economic development strategy of each country.   
 
Research for the analysis consisted of extensive interviews, research in each of the countries, a 
desk study of existing literature and data, and supplemental research by specialist in the three 
countries.  Interviews included government agencies, mining, oil, and gas companies, World 
Bank country and Washington-based staff, research institutions, and non-governmental and 
community-based organizations.  Due to the sensitive nature of the research, the identity of 
individuals interviewed is protected throughout the document.  In addition, international and local 
experts on World Bank structural adjustment and the extractive industries reviewed the analysis 
for accuracy and to provide additional professional input. 
 
The reader should bear in mind that this assessment was conducted with limited resources over a 
one-year period.  Consequently, many data and important issues, such as gender, have not been 
covered. 
 
 
 

                                                                                                                                                 
6 Asafu-Adjaye, 2001; Campbell, 1997; Chachage, 2001; Easterly, 2001; Gibbon, 1995; Reed, 1992 & 1996; and Reed 
and Kulindwa, 2001. 



Summary of Main Findings and Conclusions  
 
Question 1:  Are World Bank structural reform programs and related effects in the extractive 
industries having sustainable development outcomes, i.e., positive or negative effects on poverty, 
national/local economies, and the environment?   
 
Main Findings:  Under Bank supported structural reform programs, new extractive industry 
investments were initiated in all of the study countries, with Peru and Tanzania experiencing 
exceptional growth in the mining sector.7 Both mineral exports and government revenues 
received from these sectors increased.  In Peru and Tanzania, growth in the EI sectors could be 
tied to improvements in macroeconomic performance in the short-term.  However, Peru 
experienced slippage in macroeconomic indicators after the mining investment boom.  
Furthermore, in some cases the structural reforms appeared to exacerbate macroeconomic 
imbalances, including: vulnerability to external shocks8; declining government revenue ratios 9; 
increased economic dependency on primary commodities10; and significant negative pressure on 
balance of payments from increased energy imports associated with the mining sector boom11. 
 
In addition, social benefits associated with the expansion of large-scale EI operations were 
generally in the form of improved infrastructure, including water supply, schools, and hospitals in 
specific localities near extraction sites.  Employment effects have been mixed.  Privatization in 
the petroleum sector reduced employment.  Mining sector data for Peru indicated a modest 
increase in employment.  However, small-scale and artisanal mining, which provides the majority 
of employment opportunities for the poor in the sector, experienced both positive and negative 
employment effects as a result of reforms.  Overall, the EI sectors in these countries did not 
constitute a significant percentage of employment.  Moreover, data are insufficient to determine 
the net effect of reforms on employment, e.g., how EI growth affects employment in other sectors 
such as fishing and agriculture. 
 
Furthermore, the Bank generally recognized that the extractive industries in these three countries 
were associated with negative environmental and social impacts.  To address these anticipated 
outcomes, the Bank designed complementary program measures to help improve the social and 
environmental performance of these sectors.  However, despite these efforts by the Bank, the 
complementary projects tended to fall short of significant and long-lasting improvements.  As a 
result, growth of the EI sectors considerably outpaced any progress on social and environmental 
governance.   
 
Overall, the limited impact of the Bank’s complementary projects coupled with expansionary 
measures of structural reforms, resulted in unnecessarily high social and environmental costs.  
Furthermore, the case studies found no evidence of poverty reduction associated with growth in 
the EI sectors.  The main social and environmental findings of the analysis include: 
 
• No evidence of poverty reduction 

                                                 
7 It is also important to keep in mind that some of this growth was due to other factors, for example the increased 
international market price for gold. 
8 Associated with significant reliance on EI and fluctuating international EI commodity prices. 
9 Measured by government revenue as a percentage of GDP. 
10 Measured by percent of manufacturing value added of GDP and growth rates of value added for EI related products 
in the economy. 
11 Largely to support the expanding mining sectors in the Peru case study and to a lesser degree in 
Tanzania. 



• EI revenue seldom transferred to affected communities  
• Exploration and production tend to take place in more socially and environmentally sensitive 

areas 
• Increased insecurity surrounding natural resource tenure  
• Increased social antagonism and conflict  
• Increased overall environmental degradation  
• Increased air pollution  

 
 
As a result of the findings discussed above, the first conclusion of the analysis is the following: 
 
Conclusion 1:  Despite efforts by the World Bank to improve the social and environmental 
performance of the extractive sectors, expansion of these sectors under the aegis of structural 
reform programs has led to higher than necessary social and environmental costs, and, in some 
cases, exacerbation of macroeconomic vulnerabilities.  The World Bank structural reform 
programs associated with the extractive industries in the three country case studies did not have 
sustainable development outcomes. 

 
 

Question 2:  Where negative effects are detected, what factors lead well-intended policy and 
institutional reforms to have unintended negative economic, social, and environmental 
consequences?   

 
Main Findings:  In some cases, Bank and IMF structural reform programs corrected important 
market, policy, and institutional failures, such as state monopolies, political interference in price 
setting, investment barriers, and lacking environmental regulations.  However, in all of the study 
countries significant failures persisted and, moreover, new problems were created by program 
reforms.  As a result, significant extractive industry expansion occurred prior to addressing 
several important failures that were harmful to the poor, the environment, and the economy.   
 
Overall, the Bank’s structural reform programs failed to convey that sustainable development 
requires not only good economic policies, but strong institutions and good governance as well.  
This is especially important for the development of the extractive sectors, which are prone to 
corruption and rent-seeking behavior.  The three country case studies revealed three main 
weaknesses in the Bank’s, as well as the IMF’s, approach to structural reform programs.  
 

• First, the Bank and IMF supported reforms tended to concentrate on improving policies 
and institutions in favor of investors, mainly foreign, without commensurately 
strengthening policies and institutions for the poor and environment and thereby creating 
an imbalance.  For example, new contract models with fixed environmental costs locked 
in inadequate environmental standards for ten to twenty years.  While foreign investment 
is an essential element for economic development, it is only one of many elements 
needed to contribute to sustainable development and poverty reduction.   

 
• Second, where the Bank has made efforts to address the policy and institutional failures 

that have negative effects on the poor and environment, the scope of activities in these 
complementary programs tends to be too limited.  Furthermore, perhaps the biggest 
constraint to the effectiveness of these programs has been a lack of leverage with 
governments and/or weak capacity of governments to ensure implementation of World 
Bank advice.   



 
• Third, although the Bank fully recognizes the limited social and environmental capacity 

of these countries, the Bank is not questioning the policy and institutional reforms 
themselves.  Current Bank structural reform programs are built on the assumption that 
foreign investment in EI will lead to broad-based growth and poverty reduction.  
Furthermore, the EI growth takes place in the context of weak state structures whose role 
has been redefined through structural reform as one of facilitation and regulation aimed at 
creating a favorable investment climate.  As the Bank’s structural reform strategy 
currently stands, there is a significant imbalance between unleashing market forces that 
have immediate social and environmental impacts and developing mitigation responses 
that require long-term institutional development.   

 
The following list provides examples from all of the country case studies of institutional, policy, 
and market failures that were exacerbated or, in some cases, created by Bank supported reforms:  
 
Institutional Failures: 

• Privatization of State owned extractive enterprises without adequately building State capacity 
to regulate the private sector.  

• Absence of a governmental authority to address social and environmental compliance issues 
that is independent of the institutions in charge of EI sector or investment promotion.  

• Significant increase in EI revenue without adequate management, accountability, or 
transparency. 

 
Policy Failures: 

• Preferential tax treatment for the EI sectors 

• New EI contract models that lock in inadequate social and environmental standards 
• Policy and institutional reforms that are designed for larger-scale enterprises and, in turn, 

create some disadvantages for small-scale miners12 

• Commercial land tenure strengthened, while land tenure of the poor remains weak 
 
Market Failures: 

• Domestic firms unable to compete with finance terms offered to large foreign enterprises  
 
 

As a result of the findings discussed above, the second conclusion of the analysis is the following: 
 

Conclusion 2:  Unintended negative economic, social, and environmental outcomes of structural 
reform programs have been due to market, policy, and institutional failures that were either left 
uncorrected or were created by structural adjustment and policy/institutional reforms. The 
findings of the case studies draw attention to the need for closer scrutiny of the design of World 
Bank policies and structural reforms associa ted with the extractive industries. 
 
 
                                                 
12 The World Bank has in recent years recognized the need to provide more assistance on small-scale mining issues and 
has created the Communities in Artisinal and Small-scale Mining initiative (CASM).  However, experts following this 
initiative state that progress is slow and the effort is significantly under funded. 



 
Main Findings (question 2 continued):  IMF operations have significant implications for World 
Bank development objectives. First, as a pre-requisite for World Bank structural adjustment 
lending a country typically must have an IMF program in place.  In one of the case studies, 
socially- and environmentally-based Bank loans were cancelled due to a lack of progress on IMF 
structural benchmarks. Second, even though the IMF has no environmental and few social 
requirements for lending, the Bank operations staff has repeatedly stated that the Bank has no 
responsibility for assessing the environmental or social impacts of IMF policy prescriptions.13  
 
In the case study countries, World Bank collaboration with IMF operations took place mostly at 
the lead economist level.  There was very little, if any, interaction between Fund staff and World 
Bank sectoral, poverty, or environmental specialists.  Furthermore, the IMF’s approach to the 
extractive sectors was mainly one that promoted aggressive privatization of significant mining 
and hydrocarbon assets for short-term financing of the deficit.  Such an objective did not ensure 
the creation of competition, efficiency gains, development of a domestic private sector, or 
environmentally and socially sound development strategies for the extractive sectors. 
 
As a result of the findings discussed above, the third conclusion of the analysis is the following: 
 
Conclusion 3:  The World Bank’s collaboration with the IMF on structural adjustment programs 
associated with the extractive industries has been ineffective with regards to social and 
environmental development objectives.   
 
 
 
Summary of Recommendations  
 
In light of the conclusions drawn from the three case studies, the following six recommendations 
are offered to the World Bank to improve the outcomes of structural adjustment and other policy 
lending associated with the extractive industries:   
 
 
1. Strategic Social and Environmental Analysis of Policy Lending – The World Bank’s 
updated operational policy on structural adjustment (OP 8.60) should require upstream social and 
environmental analysis of policy lending (SAL, SECAL, TA, and AAA) 14 for countries where EI 
development is likely to or is intended to occur as a result of structural reform programs. The 
main objective is to ensure that socially and environmentally appropriate incentives and 
disincentives for the private EI sector are built into structural adjustment.15 
 
2. Social and Environmental Accountability of Investment Liberalization and Privatization 
– The World Bank should establish mechanisms and standards for EI investment approval 
processes, sector codes, and private sector contract models that ensure local community benefits 
& rights, and environmental protection. 16  Furthermore, Bank assistance for investment 
                                                 
13 Even though, according to the framework for World Bank-Fund collaboration, the World Bank is the lead agency 
responsible for environmental policy areas. 
14 Structural Adjustment Loan (SAL), Sectoral Adjustment Loan (SECAL), Technical Assistance (TA), and Analytical 
and Advisory Activities (AAA). 
15 The current analysis could be used to provide initial guidance to Bank staff. 
16 Special attention needs to be given to the use of “stability agreements” that at times lock in inadequate environmental 
and social standards.  Further work is needed to develop guidance on socially and environmentally appropriate codes 
and contract models for the extractive industries.   



liberalization and privatization should include specific activities to enhance domestic private 
sector opportunities, such as access to finance and markets and formalization of small-scale and 
artisanal mining.   
 
3. Government Capacity for the Poor and Environment – In countries anticipating 
development of the extractive sectors, the World Bank should place priority on building 
government capacity to ensure that EI development benefits the poor and improves environmental 
protection. This will require assessing and strengthening revenue distribution policies and 
mechanisms, improving the capacity of EI-independent regulatory agencies, and establishing 
mechanisms for informed stakeholder participation.  Furthermore, the Bank should ensure that 
central and local government agencies have clear social development and environmental 
protection mandates associated with EI development. 
 
4. More Value Added to the Economy – When EI development is promoted, World Bank 
lending should support policy and institutional reforms that ensure EI resource rents are used to 
stimulate more value-added and labor intensive sectors.  Conventional wisdom asserts that 
drawing down natural resource assets is appropriate to the degree that they are converted into 
other forms of capital, be it productive, human, or financial, which can increase a country’s 
productivity over time.  The Bank should provide guidance and assistance on how a country can 
utilize EI to stimulate other sectors of the economy and, thereby, move beyond mainly using EI to 
increase exports.17   
 
5. Strengthened Collaboration between Bank and IMF Operations - The World Bank should 
enhance social and environmental accountability and collaboration between World Bank and IMF 
lending operations especially in countries with significant extractive industries.  To begin with, 
the Bank should institute a monitoring mechanism of governance, social/poverty, and 
environmental management indicators to complement the IMF’s macroeconomic monitoring.  
 
6. Strengthened Civil Society – The World Bank should establish clear guidelines and 
mechanisms that ensure substantive and sustained interaction among national government 
agencies, civil society organizations (CSO), and the World Bank.  Bank guidelines should 
provide social and environmental performance criteria by which CSOs can monitor the impacts of 
structural reform.  Furthermore, the guidelines should identify the specific stages in the reform 
program cycle and the mechanisms whereby the Bank receives feedback from civil society.  
Lastly, the World Bank should revise program activities in response to the CSO monitoring 
feedback. 
 
 
 
Organization of the Document 
 
The rest of the document is organized in the following manner.  The main body of the report 
contains the three country case studies: Peru, Tanzania, and Indonesia.  Each case study has five 
sections. Section one provides the country context.  Section two describes the World Bank and 
IMF structural reform program as it relates to the extractive industries.  Section three discusses 
the economic, social, and environmental effects. Section four identifies the corrected, persisting, 
and created market, policy, and institutional failures associated with the structural reform 
                                                 
17 For example, the Bank should provide guidance on how a country can move beyond primary production, e.g., mining 
and smelting, and into activities of refining and fabrication of products that capture more value-added.  
 



program.  Lastly, section five provides a summary of the given country case.  The document ends 
with a summary of the main findings and a discussion of recommendations. 



PERU 
 
1. Country Context 
 
Peru is a lower middle-income country with a per capita income in the year 2000 of $2,100 
(OED, 2002). Peru’s economy is highly resource extractive, primarily mining- and fishing-based.  
The country is rich in mineral resources and is Latin America's leading gold producer and the 
world's 5th largest copper producer (New York Times, 2002).  Although Peru is rich in minerals, 
many of its people are poor.  More than half of Peru’s 26 million people live on $1.25 or less a 
day.     
 
From the time the Incan empire fell in the 1530s, Peru has been integrated into the world 
capitalist economy through the extraction of natural resource wealth.  While gold and silver 
initially provided the mercantile link to colonial powers on the Iberian Peninsula, European 
countries returned time and again to Peru to fuel their domestic growth.  Peruvian guano, then 
nitrates provided fertilizer for European agriculture in the1870s.  British railroads, constructed in 
the 1880s, carried wool from the Andes to British ships bound for the centers of the world’s 
textile industry.   
 
From 1900 onward, export of sugar, fish meal, and cotton, as well as copper, nickel, petroleum 
and natural gas fueled industrial growth and diversification in North America.  Export revenues in 
various periods of Peruvian history became the principal source of government income. 
Regaining control over natural resource wealth was also the principal cause of the national 
revolution that transformed the country in 1968.  The role of natural resource wealth in shaping 
the country’s development remains as important today as during the past 5 centuries.  
 
In 1989, Peru's economy started to rapidly decline.  The Central Bank was left dealing with the 
consequences of several years of overextending credit to the agricultural sector and state-owned 
enterprises (Yergin, 1998).  By 1990, Peru was faced with a high fiscal deficit and a GDP growth 
rate of less than 1 percent.  Terrorism was widespread and investment, especially in the extractive 
industries, stagnated.  The state -owned petroleum company was US $2.5 billion in debt and the 
sector suffered from severe maintenance neglect (ESMAP, 1999).  Oil production was declining 
and oil imports were increasing.  The poverty rate was at 55 percent and social expenditure fell to 
27 percent of its 1986 level (Yergin, 1998).  Furthermore, the environment was significantly 
degraded due to years of uncontrolled industrial and mining discharges polluting the water 
resources and rural cultivation of coca destroying the forests (Yergin, 1998). 
 
Soon after Fujimori took office in 1990, the World Bank and IMF designed a joint development 
strategy for Peru consisting primarily of macroeconomic stabilization measures and structural 
reforms.  President Fujimori decided to enact what came to be known as the "Fujishock" program 
that focused on debt servicing, attracting foreign investment, combating terrorism, and returning 
Peru to the world financial markets. 
 
In this context, the Peru case study is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the World Bank 
and IMF’s involvement in the structural reform program of Peru and how it relates to the 
extractive industries (EI).  Section 3 assesses the associated economic, social, and environmental 
effects, and Section 4 analyzes the role of market, policy, and institutional failures. 
 
 
 



 
 
2. World Bank and IMF Engagement in Peru 
 
The World Bank and IMF have been significantly engaged in the structural reform program of 
Peru, which began in the early 1990’s.18  From 1990-2000, net disbursements from the Bank 
totaled more than $1.5 billion, accounting for 9% of all net external financial flows to Peru during 
this period (OED, 2002).19  These Bank disbursements were dominated by adjustment loans, 
which accounted for nearly two-thirds of Bank lending for FY92-00.   
 
Table 2.1 provides a summary of World Bank IBRD/IDA lending and objectives of particular 
significance to the extractive industries from 1976 to 1998.  In addition, the Bank’s private sector 
lending arm, the International Finance Corporation (IFC), co-financed several significant EI 
projects in Peru (Antamina, Yanacocha, Minera Regina, and Buenaventura). Furthermore, in 
2001 mining operations comprised forty percent of the Bank’s Multilateral Investment Guarantee 
Agency’s (MIGA) Peru portfolio (World Bank, 2001). 
 
Throughout most of the 1990’s, the World Bank’s stated overall objective for Peru’s structural 
reform program was to promote competition and facilitate private investment.  In addition, the 
IMF stressed the program’s aim to eliminate price controls and subsidies, and streamline 
regulatory regimes across most sectors, including mining and hydrocarbons.  Towards the end of 
the 1990’s, the strategy added emphasis on employment creation and improving access to basic 
social services (World Bank, 2001; IMF 2001). 
 
In the initial years of the structural reform program (mid-1990’s), Peru’s macroeconomic 
parameters were fairly stable and GDP growth was positive.  However, during the late 1990’s, 
Peru experienced a series of exogenous shocks stemming from El Niño, falling mineral prices, 
and the Asian & Brazil financial crises.  Adding to the problems of the economic downturn, Peru 
experienced political upheaval with the resignation of President Fujimori in November 2000 
leaving an interim government at the helm until July 2001. 
 
By the time the economic downturn hit Peru, the Bank had shifted its lending focus away from 
the structural adjustment and reforms in the extractive industries.20  By 2000, the Bank had no 
more involvement in the mining and hydrocarbon sectors and assistance concentrated primarily 
on social budget targeting and social infrastructure investments. 21  
 

                                                 
18 A number of individuals interviewed for an OED (2002) evaluation of Bank programs in Peru mentioned a meeting 
in January 1991 in New York City between President Fujimori and the heads of the Bank, IMF, IDB, and UN.  These 
individuals believed that this meeting was “crucial” in convincing the Peruvian president of the need for a “radical 
stabilization and liberalization program” that Fujimori eventually implemented. 
19 It is recognized that the Bank was and is not the only player in Peru as there are other significant donors including: 
IDB 11%; major bilaterals (with one third official and two thirds private capital) U.S. 31%, Spain 17%, Italy 10%, and 
Japan 12%. 
20 This was in part due to the availability of private lending in the EI sector to replace the Bank as a “lender of last 
resort.” 
21 Lending Program FY01: Rural Roads Rehabilitation II (US$60 mil.) and Programmatic Social Reform Loan  (PSRL) 
(US$100 mil) – safeguard priority social programs during political transition.  Lending Program FY02: National Rural 
Water Supply and Health Sanitation (US$50 mil.); Rural Education and Rural Resources Project (US$30 mil.); PSRL II 
(US$100 mil.); and Transport Rehabilitation II (US$80 mil.). 



Table 2.1 Selected World Bank Loan Operations in Peru (1976 – 1998) 

Loan Name Sector 
Timeframe 
& Funding 

Primary Objectives 

Centromin Expansion 
Project 

Mineral Resources  
& Mining 

1976 – 1982 
$40 million 

Expand underground mine production of Cobriza 
copper mine. Construction of new concentrator and 
mine water treatment plant.  

Petroleum Production 
Rehabilitation Project 

Mineral Resources  
& Mining: Oil and 
Gas Exploration 
and Development 

1980 – 1985 
$32.4 million 

Increase Peru’s oil production.  Rehabilitate 
PETROPERU wells on the coast and in the jungle.  
Undertake seismic surveys in the jungle.  Strengthen 
PETROPERU financially and technically. Study 
overall petroleum sector investment requirements and 
domestic pricing policies. 

Petroleum Production 
Enhancement Project 

Mineral Resources  
& Mining 

1982 –  n.a. 
$81.2 million 

Increase proven oil reserves and production at 
PETROPERU’s Laguna-Zapotal fields. Improve 
capacity to prepare and implement petroleum 
development projects.   

Petroleum Refineries 
Engineering Project 

Mineral Resources  
& Mining 

1982 – 1987 
$5.3 million 

No information available. 

Bayovar Phosphate 
Engineering and 
Tech. Assistance 
Project 

Mining ~1982 -  n.a. 
$7.5 million 

No information available. 

Structural 
Adjustment Loan 

Multiple 1992 – 1993 
$150 million 

New policies and legal/regulatory/institutional 
reforms to promote competition and facilitate private 
investment. 

Trade Policy Reform 
Loan Project 

Multiple 1992 – 1993 
$300 million  

Improve international competitiveness and 
attractiveness to foreign direct investment through 
liberalization of foreign trade regime.   

Privatization 
Adjustment Loan 

Mineral Resources  
& Mining 

1993 – 1998 
$250 million 

Program to de-monopolize and privatize state owned 
enterprises (SOEs) in the mining and energy sectors. 

Energy & Mining 
Technical Assistance 
Loan 

Oil, Gas, and 
Mining 

1993 – 1998 
 
$11.8 million 

Assist in developing a new regulatory framework for 
the oil/gas sector of Peru and propose a set of modern 
industry regulations.  

Source: World Bank, various Public Information Documents (PIDs) and OED evaluations. 
 
 
During the late 1990’s to early 2000’s, IMF Stand-By-Arrangements for Peru intensified the 
structural reform program that was previously spearheaded by the Bank.  The IMF also continued 
the emphasis on EI privatizations (GoP, April 1999).   
 
The Bank and IMF reinforced each other’s lending operations by linking funding to progress 
indicators of both institutions’ programs.  On the World Bank side, for example, the 1994 
Country Assistance Strategy (CAS) for Peru established specific triggers that would lower the 
level of Bank lending if there were deterioration in macroeconomic policy or structural reforms 
supported by the IMF program.   
 
In the late 1990s early 2000s, when the Bank’s loans predominantly focused on poverty related 
programs, the Bank remained tied to the IMF program and its linkages to EI.  For instance, the 
Bank’s 1998-00 CAS (World Bank, 2001) required that the Bank drop its second Poverty 
Reduction Support Loan (PRSL) if Peru failed to comply with the IMF’s Stand-by-Arrangement, 
which had several structural benchmarks linked to major mining and hydrocarbon assets, as 
illustrated in Table 2.2.  Most notable of these benchmarks is the Camisea natural gas project, 



which was recently denied financing from the US Export-Import Bank for downstream operations 
due to violations of environmental and social standards.22   
 
In addition, it is important to note that the IMF included a target to maintain the level of social 
spending in the government budget as a structural benchmark for the 1999 Peru program (GoP, 
1999).   
 
Although the Bank and IMF programs were formally tied to one another as described, Bank in-
country staff stated that they were unfamiliar with IMF operations in the country and they did not 
generally consider any connections between the two institutions’ activities.23  Furthermore, the 
IMF did not typically collaborate with Bank staff on IMF program details or conditionalities. 
 
 
 

Table 2.2  IMF Peru Structural Program Benchmarks for the Extractive Sectors: 
Privatization and Concession Program 

1999 Program 

• Open bidding process for Camisea 
natural gas project.  

• Bring one public enterprise in the 
mining sector to the point of sale. 

• Award concessions for mining 
exploration of 3 fields. 

• Award contract on Camisea natural 
gas project. 

• Sale of remaining shares in 
privatized enterprises in the energy 
sector. 

 

2001 Program 

Sale of shares in enterprises previously 
privatized: 

Hydrocarbons 
• Relapasa Refinery 

Mining 
• Iscaycruz (zinc/lead) 

Mining Prospects: 

• Toromocho (copper) 
• Michiquillay (copper) 
• Alto Chicama (gold) 
• Yauricocha  

Concessions: 

• Bayovar (Phosphate Mining) 

2002 Program 

Concessions: 
• Bayovar 
 (Phosphate Mining) 

Sources: Government of Peru, 1999; 2001; & 2002 
 
 
 
The rest of the section lays out the various reforms adopted by the Government of Peru from 
1990-2002 under the World Bank and IMF structural reform programs. 
 
 
2.1 Trade and Investment Liberalization 

In 1990, the Bank and IMF both considered Peru to have economic policies that were relatively 
unfriendly to foreign investors.  To reverse this position, the Bank- and IMF-supported trade and 
investment liberalization both aimed to open Peru’s economy as to improve “international 
competitiveness and attractiveness to foreign direct investment.”   
 

                                                 
22 Upstream operations received approval for IDB funding. 
23 Interview between the author and World Bank Peru country office staff, August 2002. 



In order to liberalize Peru’s trade regime, the reform program called for Peru to unify import 
tariffs at or below 15 percent (World Bank, 2001).  In addition, to encourage exports from the 
hydrocarbon and mining sectors, the GoP provided a value added tax (VAT) exemption for both 
imported and locally purchased goods and services, including construction contracts, of 
companies exploring for oil, gas, or minerals.  The exempted VAT is an 18 percent tax in Peru 
and represents a significant revenue generating tax for the government. 
 
It is worth noting that there is a split between the World Bank and IMF regarding the VAT 
exemption for the extractive industries in Peru.  The Bank supports and encourages countries to 
implement such an exemption (World Bank, 1996).  The Bank’s reasoning is two fold.  First, the 
VAT tax on inputs for exporters is considered to represent double taxing and, thus, should be 
refundable.  Second, many countries do not have efficient refunding mechanisms to expeditiously 
process refunds for the export sectors and, therefore, the Bank supports the use of a VAT 
exemption to streamline the process.  However, the IMF does not support such a view and tends 
to think of the VAT exemption as preferential tax treatment.  As such, the IMF did not support 
the hydrocarbon and mining VAT exemption in Peru. 
 
Coupled with the trade regime, the investment framework also underwent liberalization measures 
including:  
 
• Elimination of all restrictions on remittances of profits, royalties, and capital. 
• Streamlined licensing procedures, including  

- no authorization or prior registry is required for foreign investments;  

- no performance requirements for foreign investments24; and 
- shortened registration procedures, i.e., registration of a new company now takes about 
one month, as opposed to two years under the previous regime.25 

• Equal access to local financing for foreigners, i.e., treated the same as Peruvian nationals.26    

• Creation of a new government Commission for Promotion of Private Investments (COPRI). 
• Foreign and national investors are offered juridical stability agreements guaranteeing the 

application of current statutes on taxes, labor matters, environmental regulations, and other 
regulations applicable to specific investments for ten years.27 

 
 
2.2 Privatization and Concessions Program 

One of the primary aims of the Bank- and IMF-supported structural reform program in Peru was 
to eliminate political interference in price setting, and thereby allow market demand set prices.  In 
order to eliminate the political interference, the Bank and IMF believed that the state’s role in the 
economy needed to be redefined.  As such, the reform program called for the state to transfer all 
productive and commercial activities to the private sector.  Central to this transformation was the 
privatization of Peru’s major state-owned enterprises (SOEs).     
 
In addition to the primary objective of using market competition to set prices, privatization was 
expected to promote increased foreign investment through.  This was also in line with the spirit of 
                                                 
24 It is the authors understanding that, for example, a company does not have to prove financial solvency or technical 
capacity, but would have to comply with national laws and regulations. 
25 US State Department, 1994. 
26 US State Department, 1994. 
27 US State Department, 1994. 



investment liberalization.  In the late 1990’s the IMF emphasized the acceleration of SOE asset 
sales to finance Peru’s budget deficit (GoP, 2002a).   
 
Several reforms were implemented to promote the privatizations program including: new 
legislation, a new Private Investment Promotion Program (PIPP), and a new government agency 
to manage and promote the process called the Commission for Promotion of Private Investment 
(COPRI). Under a new Law for the Promotion of Private Investments, state assets were to be sold 
through an open public process, either as a sale of shares in the stock exchange or through a 
public bidding process.  In addition, as part of the investment promotion initiative investors were 
offered protection from liability for acquiring SOE’s (State Department, 1994).  This meant that 
the government, i.e. the tax payers, took responsibility for prior debts of SOE’s. 
 
The World Bank’s support for the privatization program singled out the hydrocarbon and mining 
sectors above all other sectors.   From 1993 to 1998, the World Bank extended a US$250 million 
Privatization Adjustment Loan (PAL) that centered on the process to de-monopolize and privatize 
SOEs in the oil, natural gas, and mining sectors.  In addition to selling existing enterprises, the 
program also awarded new mining and hydrocarbon concessions to the private sector in order to 
promote further exploration and development of Peruvian extractive resources. 
 
The World Bank Energy and Mining Technical Assistance Loan (EMTAL) from 1993 to 1998 
was designed to reinforce the EI sector reforms pursued through the PAL.  In fact, the PAL 
operation was conditioned on further “complementary” EI sector reforms of the EMTAL (World 
Bank, 1999).  The interrelated policy and institutional reforms supported by the PAL and 
EMTAL are described in the next two sections, Hydrocarbon Sector Reform and Mining Sector 
Reform. 
 
 
2.3 Hydrocarbon Sector Reform 

According to several World Bank documents (OED, 2002; World Bank 2001; ESMAP, 1999) the 
transformation of the Peruvian hydrocarbon sector that took place in the 1990s is “one of the most 
radical reform processes that has taken place in all of Latin America towards open market 
economies.”  As this section illustrates, the World Bank’s structural adjustment and technical 
assistance lending operations played a significant role in this “radical” transformation of Peru’s 
hydrocarbon sector. 
 
Before the initiation of the structural reform program, Peru’s hydrocarbon sector was headed by 
the state petroleum entity called Petroperu.  Petroperu was considered by the Bank to have 
monopolistic control over the petroleum industry in Peru.  In 1990, Petroperu controlled 
approximately 49 percent of national crude oil output, while the other 51 percent was produced 
by private companies28 (ESMAP, 1999).  Table 2.3 lists the major assets controlled by Petroperu.  
In the late 1980’s, Petroperu had accumulated US$ 2.5 billion in debt, had deferred equipment 
maintenance, and had lost its credit rating.  In addition, investments in the hydrocarbons sector 
were at historically low levels, which led to a decline in oil production and a corresponding 
increase in oil imports (ESMAP, 1999).   
 
 
 

                                                 
28 Mainly, Occidental in the Amazonian Forest and Consorcio OXY-Bridas in the Talara Basin. 



Table 2.3 Core Assets of Petroperu (1990) 

• Production - 49 percent, mainly in the Talara Basin (onshore and offshore) and the Amazon 
(Blocks #8 and #31) 

• Trans-Andean Pipeline – transport of both Petroperu and Occidental’s Amazon blocks to 
the Pacific coast 

• Six Refineries – two large ones, Talara and La Pampilla, and four minor ones 

• Twenty-three Distribution Plants – mainly the coastal terminals  

• Eighty-five Gasoline Stations29 
 

Source: ESMAP, 1999 
 
Under these deteriorating conditions and considering the valuable assets involved, one of the 
chief objectives of the Bank and IMF structural reform program was to downsize and dismantle 
Petroperu operations, deregulate hydrocarbon price policy, and ultimately privatize Petroperu’s 
assets.  Overall, the World Bank-supported restructuring plan for Petroperu and the hydrocarbon 
sector in general included the following six main objectives (ESMAP, 1999): 
 
1. Reduce political intervention in commercial matters 
2. Reduce excess personnel  
3. Correct price distortions 
4. Close entities operating at a financial loss – mainly the fertilizer and petrochemical operations 
5. Do minimal rehabilitation and delayed maintenance works for SOEs; and 
6. Deliver good signals to private investors, including: 
 

- privatization of gasoline retail stations; 
- negotiation for the development of the natural gas reserves of Aguaytia;  
- improvement of the exploration and contract model; and 
- provision of consistent solutions to recurrent problems in the sector, i.e., commercial 

dispute resolution.30  
 
The rest of this section explains the new legal, regulatory, and institutional frameworks that the 
Government of Peru implemented in order to obtain these Bank-supported objectives.  
Furthermore, the activities described herein were executed largely through support from the 
Bank’s PAL and EMTAL lending operations.   
 
To begin, in 1993 a new institution called Perupetro was created to replace Petroperu and became 
in charge of the administration of the Peruvian hydrocarbon resources.  Unlike the old national oil 
company, it was given no operational functions.  The new institution was charged with promoting 
the “acreage” of the sector, negotiating new contracts with the private sector, and administrating 
new exploration and production contracts (ESMAP, 1999).  Keeping with the thrust to have a 
slimmed down government role in the sector, the new institution came with a new law that set 
limits on the number of allowable employees.  As part of the new Perupetro, a special committee 
(CEPRI) was established to promote the sale of the operations that were formerly under the 
control of Petroperu (GoP, 1998a).  Eventually, a second Commission for the Promotion of 

                                                 
29 Before reform of the sector, in addition to the state-owned stations there were already 20 stations operated by private 
concessionaires. 
30 The suggestion for consistent solutions stemmed from the expropriation case of the Belco Petroleum Co., an 
ENRON-owned enterprise. 



Private Concessions (Promcepri) was created to evaluate and award new concessions for 
production and distribution of petroleum and electricity.  
 
Also in 1993, President Fujimori passed the new Hydrocarbons Law as the legal apparatus for 
reforming the sector.  The new law provided measures that liberalized the trade and investment 
framework for hydrocarbons and significantly streamlined the investment process.  The main 
elements of the new law chiefly follow the Bank-supported objectives above and include: 1. 
hydrocarbon resources in the ground belong to the state, but once extracted, belong to the 
producer; 2. free disposal of hydrocarbons produced, and free import/export of crude oil and 
products; 3. prices set by supply and demand forces; and 4. an end to the Petroperu monopoly and 
free entrance of private companies to any activity of the oil and gas supply chain (ESMAP, 1999). 
 
In addition, the GoP instituted a new, investor friendly exploration and production contract 
model.  The main changes in the new contract model consisted of the following (ESMAP, 1999): 
 
• Longer contract terms providing 7 years for exploration, 30 years for oil developments and 40 

years for gas developments;  
• No maximum size limits for contracted areas; 
• Revenues based on production valued at international prices31; and 
• Shorter and simplified contract procedures. 
 
Under the previous legal contract regime, a draft contract, once negotiated with Petroperu, 
required the approval from seven institutions, within four government agencies, including: 
Ministry of Economy, Ministry of Energy and Mines, Ministry of Defense, and the Central Bank.  
Under the new shorter and simplified contract procedures, approval is now required from only 
three institutions within three government agencies: the Ministry of Economy, Ministry of Energy 
& Mines, and the Central Bank (US State Department, 1994). 
 
With the new law, environmental matters were also brought under the fold of the investment 
streamlining process.  Mainly, the law dictated that the approval of environmental impact 
assessments (EIA) for investments would be the responsibility of the Ministry of Energy and 
Mines (MEM).  In addition, in efforts to improve environmental performance of the sector, the 
Hydrocarbons Law included a clause requiring existing operations, including those being 
privatized, to develop an environmental management plan or PAMA (Programa de Adecuación y 
Manejo Ambiental).  The approval of the PAMA also came under the responsibility of MEM.  32 
 
In developing a new regulatory framework for the oil and gas sector, the World Bank’s EMTAL 
project provided support for (World Bank, 1999): 
 

• Drafting of regulations to compliment the 1993 Hydrocarbons Law;  
• Setting up an initial Perupetro database for organizing and storing available geological 

information for oil exploration investors; and 
• Strengthening of the Hydrocarbons directorate of MEM through an institutional study. 

                                                 
31 Estimated by using a contractually agreed crude oils basket. 
32 Specifically, the Dirección General de Hidrocarburos (DGH) within MEM is responsible for receiving the 
Environmental Impact studies.  The DGH in coordination with the Dirección General de Asuntos Ambientales (DGAA) 
[Director General of Environmental Affairs] within MEM verifies the adequacy of proposed Environmental 
Management Plans.  The DGH is responsible for public input and grants final authorization for starting hydrocarbon 
projects.  In 1996, enforcement of compliance with commitments made in the EIA and PAMA was transferred to the 
OSINERG (Organismo Supervisor de la Inversión en el Sector Energía) within MEM.  However, in 1998 OSINERG 
was transferred to the Ministry of Economy and Finance (MEF). 



 
In addition, the EMTAL project indicated several regulation gaps or areas requiring updated 
regulations for the Government of Peru to follow-up on, including (ESMAP, 1999):  
 
- List of goods and materials for import tax exemption to be included in exploration contracts 
- Guarantee of fiscal stability and taxation norms [i.e. stabilization agreement] 
- Royalties and retribution in petroleum contracts  
- Qualification of petroleum companies33  
- Hydrocarbon exploration and exploitation activities 
- Commercialization of hydrocarbon liquid fuels 
- Safety in retail stations selling hydrocarbon liquid fuels 
- Distribution of hydrocarbons by pipelines 
- Environmental protection associated with hydrocarbon activities 
- Standards for refineries and hydrocarbons processing 
- Safety in hydrocarbons storage, installations, and transport 
 
Of this list, the GoP followed up on the first three.  First, as mentioned above, the GoP 
established the inputs for both hydrocarbons and mining that receive a VAT exemption.  Second, 
investors are offered stabilization agreements guaranteeing laws, taxation, and environmental 
regulations for ten years. Third, the petroleum royalty scheme has been reformed.  Previously 
royalties were calculated based on a scale ranging from 15 to 35 percent.  The royalty scheme is 
now based on a reduced range of 5 to 20 percent (InfoProd, 2003).  It should be noted that due to 
a lack of available information, several of the identified regulation gaps remain difficult to 
determine what, if any, government action was taken to address the issue.   However, it has been 
determined that several important safety and environmental regulation gaps continue to be un-
addressed.  These are explained in Section 3: Market, Policy, and Institutional Failures.   
 
In addition to the mainly Bank-led reforms, as shown previously in Table 2.2 above, hydrocarbon 
assets were prominent requirements included in the IMF program structural benchmarks from 
1999 to 2002.  During the interim government period of 2000-2001, the IMF continued to push 
forward with these structural benchmarks, notably the Camisea natural gas concession, which was 
an unmet benchmark leftover from 1999.  By the first half of 2001, the interim government 
followed through on the IMF request and awarded Camisea, which is Latin America’s largest 
natural gas deposit (GoP, 2002a).  The IMF and Bank had encouraged the prompt development of 
Camisea both for foreign revenue generation and based on the expectation that Camisea would 
substantially decrease the high energy costs in Peru and, thereby, make investment conditions 
more attractive to foreigners across economic sectors (IMF, 2001; ESMAP, 1999). 
 
 
2.4 Mining Sector Reform 
Reform of the mining sector mirrored that of the hydrocarbon sector in many ways including an 
aggressive privatizations program of which the management, including approval of EIA and 
PAMAs, also came under the responsibility of the Ministry of Energy and Mines.  As for 
hydrocarbons, the IMF repeatedly attached the sale of state mining assets as structural 
benchmarks for continued lending (GoP, 1998a&b; GoP, 1999; GoP, 2002a&b).  In addition to 
the benchmarks listed in Table 2.2, IMF letters of intent from the GoP specified further 
expectations to keep pushing forward on privatizing the mining sector, including the sale of all 

                                                 
33 This seems in conflict with investment liberalization reforms, which specified no pre-qualifications for investors. 



remaining public mining enterprises and the awarding of concessions for exploration in at least 
eleven mining fields of Centromin and Mineroperu (GoP 1999). 
 
Just as in the hydrocarbons sector, mining investors were also offered stabilization agreements 
guaranteeing specified tax, labor, and environmental regulations for ten to fifteen years.  The 
stabilization agreements are offered only to larger scale investments, i.e., US$ 10 million and 
greater (UNCTAD, 2000).  In an effort to promote further foreign investment in the mining sector 
during the economic downturn of 1998-2000, President Toledo decided to offer a special 
stabilization agreement that made 80 percent of mining profits tax-free for 15 years.  This offer 
stipulated that the tax-free status was conditioned upon reinvestment in Peru.  
 
Under the reform program, larger-scale mining investments were offered the following 
protections and incentives (UNCTAD, 2000): 
 
All investors: 
• Corporate tax only on distributed profits 
• Tax deductible - cost of infrastructure utilized as “public utility” 
• Tax exemption on income from infrastructure of public utility 
• Immediate deductible for exploration expense during production 
 
Investment in new capacity of at least US $10 million: 
• All benefits listed above  
• Free disposal of export proceeds and guaranteed access to foreign currency 
• Legal stability of project taxes granted for 10 years 
 
Investment in new capacity of at least 5,000 MT/Day:  
• All benefits listed above stabilized for 15 years  
 
Investment of at least US $20 million, and acquisition investment of at least US $50 million: 
• All benefits listed above  
• Accelerated depreciation of 20% p.a. for machinery, equipment and other fixed 

assets, and 5% for building 
• US dollar accounting 
 
 
Another reform in the mining sector, but not echoed in the petroleum sector, was the elimination 
of all royalties on mineral production (World Bank, 1996).  Peru’s elimination of royalties, VAT 
exemption, and stabilization agreements were all heralded as characteristics for a successful 
mining investment regime in the Bank’s Mining Strategy for Latin America and the Caribbean 
(1996). 
 
As stated previously, the IMF did not share the Bank’s enthusiasm for the tax incentives provided 
to the extractive industries.  As such, starting in 1999 the IMF program included technical 
assistance to enhance the efficiency and equity of the tax system, including: a provision 
requesting no further granting of sectoral or regional tax preferences or exemptions; a specific 
audit of the mining sector; and an examination of tax exemptions recently enacted under the 
Amazon Law (GoP, 1999).  In 2002, the IMF mission to Peru recommended a redesign of 
taxation in the mining sector (GoP, 2002b).  With support from the IDB, the GoP was expected to 
eventually re-introduce a system of mining royalties (GoP, 2002b).   
 



In addition, the Bank reports that the following activities were executed under the mining 
component of the Bank’s EMTAL (World Bank, 1999): 
 
Mining Sector Investment Promotion Components 
• Compilation and dissemination of information related to investment opportunities; 
• Initiation of a mining promotion program headed by the Institute of Mining Engineers of 

Peru; 
• Initial compilation and database design for a mining information system; and 
• Modernization of the cadastral system to improve the efficiency of commercial mining rights 

administration. 
 
Mining Sector Environmental and Social Components 
• Provision of educational materials for small-scale miners; 
• Analysis of problems facing small-scale miners; 
• Draft and dissemination of some environmental regulations, including some maximum 

emissions levels and operating guidelines;  
• Development of an environmental plan as a framework for follow-up activities; 
• Support for environmental assessments in 14 mining areas, in particular those where informal 

mining is prevalent;  
• Implementation of an air quality monitoring program in areas where mining activities 

predominate;  
• Evaluation of environmental mitigation programs; and  
• Strengthening of the General Directorate for Environmental Affairs of the Ministry of Energy 

and Mines through training and the development of information systems and procedures. 
 
 
 
 
3.  Development Outcomes  
As previously stated, the World Bank’s mission is to produce development outcomes that 
contribute to poverty reduction and sustainable development (i.e., economic, social, and 
environmental sustainability).  In determining the effects resulting from structural adjustment, the 
Bank often relies on assumptions about the impact of reforms on economic growth.  However, the 
shortcoming of such an approach is that positive achievements in aggregate economic growth can 
at times hide failures that take place with regards to social and environmental objectives.  For 
example, to grasp poverty effects it is important to understand the common reasons for falling 
into and for escaping poverty, such as employment opportunities, illness, access to natural 
resources, access to social services, and vulnerability to shocks (both economic and 
environmental).   
 
This section explores various indicators, observations, and data for Peru, including parameters of 
economic growth as well as indicators more directly tied to poverty and the environment.   
 
In the post reform period, Peru experienced a boom in mining investment and production and a 
modest revitalization of hydrocarbon investment.  Mineral exports increased significantly and 
macroeconomic performance indicators improved.  Even so, Peru’s economy became more 
vulnerable to external shocks and more dependent on primary commodities.  In the late 1990s, 
economic indicators started experiencing slippage.  Furthermore, Peru had one of the lowest 



levels in Latin America of tax revenue, which had negatively affected social spending.  The 
mining sector showed modest gains in employment, while the petroleum sector decreased in 
employment.  Most notably, EI growth did not reduce poverty and social unrest increased.  In 
addition, EI growth outpaced program efforts to improve environmental management and EI 
operations moved to more socially and environmentally sensitive areas.   Thus, environmental 
degradation from mining and hydrocarbon operations remains a significant problem in Peru. 
 
 
 
3.1 Investment and Production in the Extractive Industries 
During the 1990s, Peru experienced a boom in investment into the mining sector and to a lesser 
extent a revitalization of investment in the hydrocarbons sector.  As of June 2000, there was US$ 
3.7 billion in investment committed to the mining sector (Centromin/Minero Peru, 2000).  This 
increase in investment can be contributed to a combination of elements including: 
macroeconomic reforms involving the promotion of investment (e.g., elimination of restrictions 
on foreign exchange); sectoral adjustments (e.g., especially the privatization promotion and 
regulatory changes); international market conditions (e.g., high mineral commodity prices and 
high demand in growing Asian economies); and, perhaps above all, the restoration of security 
(e.g. clamping down on terrorism which affected many mining areas).  
 
As would be expected, the boom in mining investment was followed by a significant increase in 
mineral production.  From 1991 – 2000, total production increased for copper by 53%, for zinc by 
44%, and for gold by 83% (Ministry of Energy and Mines, 2000).  Furthermore, over half of the 
targeted 4% growth in GDP for 2003 is expected to come from mining – two-thirds of this growth 
from the Antamina mine alone.   However, this projection may be too optimistic given that due to 
the lowest spot prices for zinc in 14 years, Antamina has slashed its earnings projections for 2003 
by US$ 49 million (Latin Focus, 2003).  This represents a drop from $63 to only $14 million. 
 
Turning to performance in the hydrocarbons sector, the early 1990s slow down in petroleum 
production was largely blamed on poor hydrocarbon exploration activities.  Thus, as described in 
Section 2, structural reforms were specifically designed to reverse this declining trend and 
promote expanded exploration.  Table 3.1 provides data showing that under the structural reform 
program the number of companies and investment involved in upstream operations increased 
substantially. 
  

Table 3.1 Hydrocarbon Sector Upstream Results and Projections  
Year 1990 1997 1998-07e 
Number of contracted blocks 4 41  
Acreage under operation (mil. ha.) 1.10 23.01  
Investment committed (mil. US$) 19.95 4,300 3,500 
Number of wells (exploratory/development) 4 / 52 10 / 92 143 / NA 

Source: ESMAP, 1999; e = estimate 
 
By the end of 1998, there were a total of 50 new companies contracted in new areas for petroleum 
exploration and exploitation rights (World Bank, 1999).  However, as of 2000 these new 
exploration contracts had not yet translated into increased crude oil production for Peru (MEM, 
2002).  In addition, the Talara basin experienced problems of continued production declines and 
delayed investments due to dropping oil prices (ESMAP, 1999).  Also starting in 1998, there was 
a substantial decline in output from the long-time privately held Occidental Block 1AB (ESMAP, 
1999).  



 
Although production increases did not materialize for crude oil, natural gas did experience 
significant increases (MEM, 2002).  This was mainly due to the new development of Aguatyia 
with an estimated production of 55 million metric cubic feet per day (mmcfd) of gas and 4.2 
million barrels per day (mbd) of condensates.  Furthermore, natural gas production will 
substantially increase with the coming on line in 2004 of the Camisea project with an estimated 
200 mmcfd of gas and ~100 mbd of condensates (DOE-EIA, 2001).   
 
 
3.2 General Macroeconomic Indicators  
Given that the mining sector accounts for 50 percent of exports, more than five percent of GDP, 
and is also expected to account for 50 percent of 2003 GDP growth, the significance of the 
extractive industries to the macro-economy cannot be over stated.  Thus, it is relevant for this 
analysis to consider various macro level performance indicators during the structural reform 
program. 
 
From 1991- 2000, the Bank and IMF documents state that Peru made very good progress in 
stabilizing the economy.  Inflation remained in check and international reserves were at 
comfortable levels.  However, slippage in macroeconomic performance began to happen in 1997 
when the government budget went from balanced to a deficit.  In 2000, the deficit was at 3.2% of 
GDP, which is above the limit of 2% established under the IMF program and under the new law 
on fiscal responsibility.  However, it is worth noting that during 2002/03 many developed nations, 
including the US, France, Germany, and Spain were also above this 3% benchmark.  
 
Mixed Macro Results – Reviewing various macroeconomic indicators gives a mixed picture on 
Peru’s overall performance during the course of the structural reform program from 1991-2002.  
According to IMF documents, the Peruvian economy grew at approximately 3.8 percent per year 
between 1991 (an extreme crisis year) and 2001 (a recession year), or at about 2 percent per 
capita (OED, 2002).  According to the World Bank (OED, 2002), the 2 percent per capita growth 
rate was insufficient to have a significant impact on the extent of poverty.  Between 1998 and 
2000, economic growth slowed to an average of less than one percent per year.  However, more 
recently GDP growth rebounded to 5.2% in 2002.  This growth was almost exclusively due to the 
mega Antamina mining project coming on-line (Latin Focus, 2003).  
 
Table 3.2 provides several macroeconomic aggregate figures including investment and trade, two 
of the main focal areas of the Bank and IMF structural reform programs.  Figures contained in 
Table 3.2 demonstrate that foreign direct investment overall increased substantially from US$ 59 
million in 198934 to a peak of US$ 1.82 billion in 1998.  However, more recently it has dropped 
off to only 448 million in 2000.  With regards to trade, the overall dollar amount has substantially 
grown since 1989 (the pre structural reform year for which data were available).  However, 
exports as a percentage of GDP fell from 17.2 percent in 1989 to 12.9 percent in 2000.  Imports 
have also substantially grown since 1989.  Data show that there was a trade surplus in 1989 
compared to a trade deficit in 2000, albeit small.   
 
Low Tax Revenue Level – The extractive industries in Peru do provide substantial revenue to the 
government budget.  In 1999, the Bank reported that since 1991 taxes on petroleum products have 
provided resources of US$ 1 billion per year (ESMAP, 1999).  However, as shown in Table 3.2 
although overall tax revenue increased in the post structural adjustment period, the overall tax 

                                                 
34 Data were not available for the 1990 base year. 



revenue level since 199735 has dropped from 14.6 percent of GDP to approximately 12 percent in 
2000 and subsequent data shows it remains around 12 percent through 2002 (Latin Focus, 2003).  
This puts Peru’s tax revenue level at one of the lowest for all of Latin America (Latin Focus, 
2003).  This result is in spite of the fact that Peru was one of Latin America’s strongest 
performing economies in 2000 to 2002.   
 
Such a relatively low level of tax revenue may indicate too many tax breaks and/or inefficient tax 
collection. Given that mining represents approximately 50 percent of all exports, the multiple tax 
breaks awarded to the mining sector described in sub-section 2.2.4 could very well play a part in 
the unexpectedly low level of tax revenue in Peru.  This potential appears to have not escaped the 
IMF as it has in recent years recommended a redesign for the mining sectors tax regime (GoP, 
1999).  However, given the stabilization agreements offered to the new large-scale mining 
investments, any improvements in the tax regime may not apply to these operations for ten to 
fifteen years. 
 
 

Table 3.2 Selected Peruvian Economic Indicators  

Year 1989* 1997 1998 1999 2000 
(Estimate) 

GDP (million US$) 20,600 58,954 57,080 51,963 54,062 
Tax Revenue (percent of GDP) - 14.6% 14.2% 12.7% 12.2% 
Other Revenue - 0.9% 1.2% 1.7% 2.2% 
Total Revenue - 15.6% 15.4% 14.4% 14.5% 
Privatization Proceeds (million US$) - 145 60 219 229 
Foreign Direct Investment36  
(million US$) 

59 1,553 1,820 1,751 448 

Exports (million US$) 3,533 6,832 5,758 6,114 7,016 
Exports (percent of GDP) 17.15% 11.7% 10.0% 11.8% 12.9% 

Traditional (million US$) - 4,705 3,712 4,143 4,815 
Non-traditional (million US$) - 2,127 2,046 1,971 2,201 

Imports (million US$) 2,287 8,553 8,222 6,729 7,372 
Export Value (annual percent change) - 15.8% -15.7% 6.2% 14.8% 

Volume Growth - 13.2% 3.1% 13.9% 10.1% 
Price Growth - 2.3% -18.2% -6.7% 4.2% 

Import Value (annual percent change) - 8.3% -3.9% -18.2% 9.6% 
Volume Growth - 11.9% 1.3% -18.1 4.3% 
Price Growth - -3.2% -5.1% -0.1 5.0% 

Data Sources: Central Reserve Bank of Peru; Ministry of Economy and Finance; and IMF staff estimates 
and projections (IMF, 2001).  

 *Please note that dollar amounts have not been adjusted for inflation. 
 
 
Social Programs Jeopardized – It is important to address linkages between the tax incentives in 
the mining sector, which largely came about under structural adjustment processes, and the 
relatively low level of tax revenue because it has significant implications on sustainable poverty 
reduction related to the availability of government resources for social programs.  This important 
relationship was noted in a recent Bank evaluation of Peru (OED, 2002), which pointed out that 
“although overall tax revenues increased, [the revenues still] remained relatively low, keeping 

                                                 
35 Comparison data for years prior to the structural reform program were not available, thus a comparison to other 
countries in the region is used. 
36 Excluding Privatizations. 



levels of social expenditure well below the regional average as well as insufficient for the 
country’s needs.”  Likewise, a 2001 IMF mission expressed concern that priority social programs 
could be jeopardized as overall social spending declines (IMF, 2001).  
 
 
 
3.3 Macroeconomic Vulnerabilities   

In addition to looking at the above snapshots of general macroeconomic indicators, in order to 
gain a more complete understanding of the net economic effect of the significant expansion of the 
extractive industries it is important to consider the overall impact on longer-term macroeconomic 
stability.  The following section points out several macroeconomic vulnerabilities exacerbated by 
the concentrated growth in EI that stand to create reoccurring weaknesses in the balance of 
payments. 
 
Greater Vulnerability to Adverse External Shocks – It is a widely accepted fact that the more 
open a given economy is the more vulnerable it is to external shocks.  It is beyond the purpose of 
the current study to analyze the relative benefits and costs of the degree of openness of an 
economy.  However, what is important is to look at how Peru’s vulnerability to external shocks is 
affected specifically by the significant expansion of the extractive industries. 
 
Starting in 1997, Peru’s economic performance deteriorated mainly as a result of both adverse 
external shocks and domestic political difficulties.  As such, the IMF (2001) and Bank (2001) 
staff reports started pointing to Peru’s vulnerability to external shocks as a major concern and risk 
for the Peruvian economy. These adverse external shocks are largely associated with fluctuating 
mineral prices and El Niño. 37  Given that mining currently accounts for approximately 50 percent 
of all Peruvian exports, a drop in international mineral prices triggers a corresponding drop in 
overall Peruvian export value and, hence, has a negative effect on Peru’s terms of trade (i.e., the 
price ratio at which exports can be converted into imports) and GDP.   
 
This type of external shock is appropriately termed a terms of trade shock38.  Data provided in 
Table 3.3 demonstrate that Peru’s declining terms of trade correspond to falling prices in Peru’s 
three main mineral exports.  Furthermore, five of the ten years under the structural reform 
program experienced weaker terms of trade than in 1990, which is considered to be an extreme 
economic crisis year.  Moreover, the last two years for which data exist are the worst terms of 
trade for Peru from 1990 – 2000 and come at the end of a decade worth of structural reforms 
expanding the mining sector.   
 
Generally, a decline in the terms of trade worsens a country’s balance of payments (BoP) position 
as imports in developing countries tend to be both price and income inelastic.  As a country’s BoP 
starts to slide, its debt burden rises and more resources (e.g., export earnings) are spent on debt 
repayments.  Many economists believe that significant vulnerability to terms of trade shocks has a 
detrimental effect on the long-term growth potential of an economy (Hossain and Chowdhury, 
1998).  It should be kept in mind that the Bank and IMF stated near-term objective of structural 
adjustment assistance is to address weaknesses in the BoP. 
 

                                                 
37 Another factor, but to a much lesser extent, is the weakening terms of trade following the East Asian  and Brazil 
crises. 
38 To learn more about terms of trade shocks, please see the Singer-Prebisch thesis.  One publication that contains a 
brief explanation is: Hossain, A. and A. Chowdhury. 1998.  Open-Economy Macroeconomics for Developing 
Countries. Edward Elgar Publishing Limited, United Kingdom.. 1998. 



Table 3.3 Peru’s Terms of Trade and International Mineral Prices 

Year 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 
Net barter terms of 
trade (1995 =100) 93 87 95 89 95 100 96 104 90 83 83 

Gold  
(US$/Troy oz.) 

354 363 344 360 384 385 388 332 294 279 279 

Copper (US ¢/lb.) 111 106 103 87 105 133 104 103 75 71 82 
Zinc (US ¢/lb.) 266 51 56 44 45 47 47 60 46 49 51 
Source: IMF 2002 in World Bank/OED 2002 
 
 
Out of concern for terms of trade shocks, the Bank cautioned in its 2001 CAS Progress Report 
that the falling mineral prices could in turn “destabilize domestic currency putting pressure on the 
public and corporate sectors, which are heavily indebted in foreign currency resulting in pressure 
on the banking system.”  In addition, the IMF also warned in its 2001 Article IV Consultation that 
even though mineral prices were partially rebounding Peru’s economy was still “very vulnerable 
to exogenous shocks largely because of its over dependence on the mineral sector” (IMF, 2001). 
 
It comes as no surprise that all of the individuals interviewed in Peru, including individuals from 
the Ministry of Energy and Mines, Bank country staff, private sector mining executives, and 
research organizations, believed that the Peruvian economy is too dependent on the mining 
sector.  It may be concluded with a fair amount of confidence that the structural reform program 
supported by the Bank that was heavily concentrated on the expansion of the mining sector 
contributed significantly to this over dependence. 
 
Increased Dependency on Primary Commodities – Tables 3.4 and 3.5 provide data indicating 
that post structural reform and the corresponding EI growth, Peru’s economy has become more 
dependent on primary commodities, i.e., EI did not contribute to a foundation for sustainable 
development.  A staff person at the Ministry of Energy and Mines and the president of a foreign 
private mining company in Peru both agreed that for the most part value-added activities related 
to the extractive industries are taking place outside of the country. 39  Consequently, Table 3.4 
shows that overall manufacturing value-added as a percentage of GDP has decreased during the 
post-program period from 16.1 percent in 1991 to 14.3 percent in 2000.  The IDB’s 2002 country 
assessment of Peru points out that Peru is dependent on primary products for approximately 70% 
of its exports (IDB, 2002).   
 
 

Table 3.4 Peru – Manufacturing Value Added 1991-2000 
(Percent of GDP) 

Year 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 
Manufacturing 
Value Added 16.1 16.1 16.2 16.0 15.4 15.2 15.1 14.6 14.6 14.3 

Source: World Development Index, 2002 
 
 
Table 3.5 compares the share of various manufacturing sub-sectors in 1988 (a couple years pre-
reform) and in 1994 (4 years with reform).  The data show that the share of primary products 
from the extractive industries grew substantially, while the shares of sub-sectors with forward and 

                                                 
39 Interviews conducted by Heike Mainhardt-Gibbs in Peru, August 2002. 



backward linkages to the extractive industries all declined40.  This means that overall these sectors 
grew at a much slower rate, if at all, than the EIs.  Thus, growth in EI investment and production 
is not providing wider economic benefits through downstream and upstream linkages.  
Furthermore, as the share of primary EI products significantly increased and the more value 
added products share has declined, the economy has become more dependent on primary 
production.  The trend towards more primary commodity dependency negatively affects Peru’s 
ability to reduce poverty. 
 
The Bank’s argument is that EI investment did not displace investment that would have taken 
place in other sectors, such as textiles and clothing.  However, the Bank’s reform program did 
specifically target the extractive industries with for example investment promotion schemes, 
thereby, displacing resources that could have been used to promote and enhance the capacity of 
other sectors.  Sectors such as textiles and clothing could potentially add more value to the 
economy and more job opportunities.  However, it should also be noted that less access to the 
developed countries’ markets due to subsidies and non-tariff barriers have contributed to the 
delay in export diversification in Peru (IDB, 2002). 
 
 
 

Table 3.5 Peru – Manufacturing Value Added Share by Sub-Sector 
(Percent of total MVA) 

Primary Mining and Hydrocarbon Sub-Sectors  1988 1994 
Petroleum Refineries 14.2 21.0 
Miscellaneous Petroleum and Coal Products  0.0 0.0 
Iron and Steel  4.1 1.8 
Non-ferrous Metals (e.g., gold, copper, zinc, silver) 2.5 9.8 
Other Non-metallic Mineral Products (e.g. phosphate, gems, limestone) 2.8 4.2 
Sub-Sectors with Forward and Backward Linkages    
Plastic Products 3.3 2.6 
Fabricated Metal Products 3.9 3.2 
Machinery (except electrical) 2.7 2.2 
Electrical Machinery 3.9 1.6 
Transport Equipment 4.3 2.5 
Professional and Scientific Equipment 0.4 0.5 
Other Manufactured Products 1.3 1.2 
Employment Intensive Sectors    
Food Products  13.0 12.8 
Textiles 10.4 5.1 
Clothing (except footwear) 2.2 1.6 

Source:  UNIDO, Country Industrial Statistics, 2003. 
 
 
Rising Energy Deficits – According to the IMF (2002), the increased energy demand from the 
mining sector coupled with a declining trend in oil production has generated a large negative 
pressure on the country’s balance of payments.   Peru’s fuel and energy imports, which are 
mainly diesel and fuel oil, have increased 255% from 1990 to 2000 (IMF, 2002).  Net energy 
imports as a percentage of commercial energy use were 19% in 1997 compared to negative 6% in 
1990 (World Development Index, 2000), a year when Peru was a net energy exporter.   
 

                                                 
40 With the exception of professional and scientific equipment which only represents 0.05 percent. 



The World Bank and IMF have encouraged the development of the Camisea natural gas project 
based on the fact that they believe the $2.5 billion investment will turn Peru into a net exporter of 
hydrocarbons.  Furthermore, the institutions expect Camisea to lower overall energy prices in 
Peru to in turn attract investment into other sectors.  However, a professor of geology and 
petroleum at the National University of Engineering (UNI) believes that the Camisea project will 
not be able to resolve the hydrocarbon deficit based on the fact that Peru currently has a 50,000 
barrels per day (bpd) gap and the Camisea project will only produce at most 20,000 to 30,000 bpd 
for Peru (La República, 2000). 
 
In general, the IDB concludes that the substantial trade liberalization undertaken in Peru with the 
support of the Bank and IMF has “not yet brought about the desired changes in the country’s 
external position,” i.e., balance of payments (IDB, 2002).  Overall, there is persistence of an 
external constraint on growth.   
 
 
3.4 Production Regime Effects 
Table 3.6 provides a summary of the major hydrocarbon and mining asset transactions that have 
taken place as part of the IMF- and Bank-supported privatization and concession programs from 
1993 to 2002.   In general, these programs resulted in a significant concentration of large foreign 
enterprise ownership of the strategically important Peruvian mineral and hydrocarbon assets.  As 
such, there has been a production regime or asset control shift in both the mineral and 
hydrocarbon sectors from Peruvian-based to foreign-based.  
 
As part of the World Bank-supported transformation of the hydrocarbon sector, the assets of the 
state-company Petroperu were largely privatized in 1993-95 (for a list of the original assets please 
see section 2, Table 2.3).  As a result, a majority of Peru’s oil is now produced by the 
Argentinean company Pluspetrol (see footnote for environmental record41).  Pluspetrol is also the 
primary developer of the Camisea project, the largest natural gas deposit in all of Latin America.  
Overall, what remains in the hands of Peruvian hydrocarbon companies is production of the 
marginal blocks of the old Northwest Fields, well service units, part of the petroleum 
distribution/storage facilities, and a minor share of gasoline retail stations.  The large foreign 
enterprises now control all of the major deposits of oil and natural gas, the major hydrocarbon 
refineries (equal to 87% of Peruvian oil products), and a major portion of the transportation and 
distribution network, including a majority of the gasoline retail stations, 20042 in total owned by 
Shell-Netherlands, Mobil-US, Chevron Texaco-US, Repsol-Spain, and YPF-Argentina (ESMAP, 
1999).   
 
Furthermore, the majority of small Peruvian contractors that entered into the marginal blocks of 
the Northwest Fields have not been successful.  Not only are the blocks marginal in production 
terms, but given they are the oldest of the Peruvian fleet, they also require the most mitigation for 
past environmental damage (ESMAP, 1999), which also makes them less profitable.  The most 
prolific production in the Northwest Talara Basin, Block X, was awarded to the Argentinean 
company Perez Compac, under a World Bank funded service contract.  Even though Block X had  
                                                 
41 According to Amazon Watch - In October 2000, Pluspetrol oil spill on the Marañon River contaminated Peru’s 
largest protected area, the Pacaya Samiria Reserve.  It contaminated the food and water supplies of the Cocamillas 
people who suffered diarrhea and skin diseases.  In November 1999, a Pluspetrol oil pipeline rupture contaminated the 
Chambira River.  The Urarina indigenous people suffered severe health problems and death.  The Urarina people have 
demanded that Pluspetrol contracts be reviewed and that oil transportation be strictly controlled.  
[http://www.amazonwatch.org] 
42 78 of these 200 were originally owned by Petroperu. 



Table 3.6 The Privatization and Concession Program 1993-2002: 
Major Peruvian Hydrocarbon and Mineral Assets 

Enterprise / 
Direct WB-IMF 

Involvement 
Description Investment (US$) / 

Local Jobs Investor / Country 

Petroperu – Amazon 
Block 8 

2.2 million ha in the 
Maranon Basin, proven 
reserves of 73 million barrels 

Total project investment: 
NA 
Est. local jobs created: NA 

Pluspetrol / Argentina; PEDCO-DAEWOO-
YUKONG / South Korea 

Petroperu - Talara 
Basin Block X 
WB Service Contract 

Proven reserves of 45 
million barrels 

Total project investment:  
Est. local jobs created: NA 

Perez Compac / Argentina 

Aguaytia Gas Fields & 
Pucallpa Refinery 

Natural gas deposit, refinery 
and distribution plant, 
operation of 155 MW plant 

Total project investment: 
250 million 
Est. local jobs created: NA 

Mapple Gas Corp. / US 

La Pampilla Refinery 
(Relapsa Refinery) 
IMF benchmark 

One of two large petroleum 
refineries, together 
representing 87% of 
Peruvian oil products 

Total project investment: 
NA 
Est. local jobs created: NA 

Repsol (50%) / Spain; YPF (25%) / 
Argentina; Mobil (10%) / USA; Grana y 
Montero (5%) / Banco Wiese (5%) / Fondo 
de Privatiz. Del Peru (5%) / Peru 

Camisea - Upstream 
IMF benchmark 
SACE loan 

Largest natural gas deposit in 
Latin America 

Total project investment: 
 618 million 
Est. local jobs created: NA 

Pluspetrol  / Argentina; Hunt Oil / US; SK 
Corp. / South Korea; Tecpetrol / Argentina 

Camisea - Downstream 

IMF benchmark 
IDB & CAF loans 

Transportation, mainly 
pipeline construction  & 
operation 

Total project investment:  
815 million 
Est. local jobs created: NA 

Pluspetrol  / Argentina ; Hunt Oil / US; SK 
Corp. / South Korea; Techint / Argentina; 
Grana y Montero /  Peru 

Petroperu – N & S 
Distribution Terminals 

Petroleum distribution & 
storage facilities 

Total project investment: 
12.2 million 

Consortium GMP Grana y Montero /  Peru 

Petroperu – Central 
Distribution Terminals 

Petroleum distribution & 
storage facilities 

Total project investment: 
6.3 million 

Serlipsa Fuel Centre S. A. / Peru; Van 
Ommeren Tank Terminals / Netherlands 

Antamina  
 
IFC financing 
MIGA guarantee 

Development and operation 
of largest copper/ zinc mine 
(open pit) in Peru 

Total project investment: 
2.106 billion 
Est. local jobs created: 
1,289 

Noranda Inc. / Canada 
BHP Billington / US; Teck Corp. / Canada; 
Mitsubishi Corp. / Japan; Citicorp / Canada 

Yanacocha 
 
IFC 5% owner 
MIGA  guarantee 
(Cancelled) 

Construction and operation 
of gold mine.  Largest gold 
mine in Peru 

Total project investment: 
405 million 
Est. local jobs created: 
350 

Newmont Mining Corporation (38%) / US; 
Buenaventura (32.3%) / Peru; Comp. 
Miniere Intl. Or (4.7%) / French SOE; 
World Bank-IFC (5%); Union Bank of 
Switzerland / Switz. 

Iscaycruz 
 
IMF benchmark 

Zinc and lead mine 
development, 120,000 t/yr 
zinc and 10,000 t/yr lead 

Total project investment: 
39.8 million 
Est. local jobs created: NA 

Comp. Paribuna di Metais (45%) / Brazil; 
Minero Peru (SOE) (25%)  / Peru; Glen-
core / Switz.; Buenaventura (15%) / Peru 

Cerro Verde Copper mine privatization 
and expansion, from 36,000 
lb/yr to 100,000 lb/yr 

Total project investment: 
154 million 
Est. local jobs created: 0 

Cyprus Climax Metals Company / US 

Magma Tintaya S.A. Copper mine privatization 
and expansion 

Total project investment: 
328 million 

BHP Copper Inc. / US 

Quellaveco 
 
IFC shareholder 

Large copper deposit 
development, 100,000 t/yr 

Total project investment: 
15 million 
Est. local jobs created: NA 

Mantos Blancos / Chile (subsidiary of South 
African - Anglo American Corp., De 
Beers); IFC 

Marcona - Hierro Peru Large iron mine, recover 
original capacity of 106 t/yr 

Total project investment: 
150 million 

Shougang Corp. / State-owned People’s 
Republic of China 

Cajamarquilla 
Refinery 

Zinc refinery privatization Total project investment: 
61 million 

Marubeni Corp. / Japan 

Mahr Tunel, S.A. NA Total project investment: 
187.8 million 

Volcan Compania Minera / Peru 

Sources: Dirección General de Mineria, 2000; ESMAP, 1999; Núñez-Barriga, 1999; OED, 2002; Washington Post, 
2002 significant reserves, in 1999 the Perez Compac company’s production fell into decline due to a drop in the 
international oil prices (ESMAP, 1999). 
 



In the mining sector, the story is similar but not quite as heavily concentrated in foreign firms as 
the hydrocarbon sector.  Still, the most valuable assets are controlled by large foreign enterprises.  
Peruvian mining companies mainly remain in the small- and medium-scale operations.  Out of all 
the assets privatized, large and medium, approximately 35 percent ended up under Peruvian 
control43.  While the vast majority of economically significant assets, such as the largest 
copper/zinc and gold deposits, i.e., Antamina and Yanacocha, are controlled by large foreign 
enterprises.  Furthermore, of the important domestic private firms, SIMSA (previously the largest 
private zinc producer), Buenaventura, and Milpo, only Buenaventura has a stake in any of the 
major assets shown in Table 3.6.  Even so, Buenaventura is not the controlling enterprise in its 
two major ventures (Iscaycruz and Yanacocha).    
 
It is also interesting to note, both a major iron ore company, Hierro Peru, and part of the largest 
gold mine, Yanacocha, have been transferred from Peruvian state-owned assets to Chinese and 
French state -owned firms respectively.  When questioned on this point, Bank staff point out that 
evidence suggests that compared with domestic state-owned enterprises there are less chances for 
corruption in foreign state-owned enterprises.  However, there is also evidence of successful 
domestic state-owned enterprises under the right conditions.  For example, the world’s largest 
coal producer is state-owned in India and the world’s largest copper producer is government-
owned CODELCO in Chile, which is credited with playing an important role in Chile’s economic 
success. 
 
The production regime effects involving foreign versus domestic ownership is an important issue 
on several fronts in Peru.  To begin, the real accumulation of wealth tends to flow out of Peru and 
back to the mother countries of the foreign firms.  In addition, foreign firms are also more likely 
to have non-Peruvians at the top management levels.  Such a high concentration of foreign 
ownership has aggravated social unrest associated with the privatization process (see Social 
Antagonism below).  This social unrest leads to political instability and weakens the overall 
investment climate. 
 

 
3.5 Price Effects 
The structural reform program called for price deregulation, i.e., prices set by market forces.  
With the elimination of fuel subsides and an increase in certain taxes, the average consumer price 
of a gallon of petroleum in US dollar terms increased by four times between 1989 and 1992, 
while the nominal value in local currency increased by 30 times (ESMAP, 1999).  Costs for 
petroleum production, distribution, and transport also increased by nearly three times.   
 
When international oil prices dropped in late 1997, the foreign companies operating in Peru 
considered this drop an opportunity to recover investment in downstream facilities and hence did 
not transfer the price decrease to consumers (i.e., ex-refinery prices were not adjusted according 
to the crude price decrease)44 (ESMAP, 1999).  On average a crude price mark up of 8 to 10% 
over the import parity was taken during 1997.  This foreign enterprise interference in price setting 

                                                 
43 Figure is based on data listed in Empresa Minera Del Peru, 2002. 
44 For example, new foreign owners (a consortium controlled by Repsol-Spain including YPF-Argentina, Mobil-US, 
and Grana y Montero- Peru) of the privatized La Pampilla, one of two large refineries in the country, decided to stop 
processing heavy crude from the Amazon, which had limited the refineries processing capacity and made the operation 
abide by an export-parity pricing concept.  Instead La Pampilla started importing crude from Ecuador and Colombia 
and started setting ex-refinery prices according to their own marketing criteria (ESMAP, 1999).    



partially explains why, compared to other Latin American countries in mid-1997, Peru’s 
petroleum product prices remained high (ESMAP, 1999).   
 
It took more than three years after privatization, but eventually, reforms did foster market 
competition at the gas pumps and price differences between stations started showing up.  
However, in order for the local independent gasoline retailers to be able to compete with the large 
foreign firms, they had to create a consortium, which allowed them to obtain better prices by 
pooling their purchases.  As Table 3.7 displays, these small local retailers now offer lower pump 
prices than the large foreign firms.   
 
It is worth noting that the foreign companies now controlling one of two major oil refineries in 
Peru, La Pampilla, also control a vast majority of the gasoline service stations, these include 
Repsol-Spain, Mobil-US, and YPF-Argentina.    
 
 
 

Table 3.7 Fuel Prices, June 1998 (US$ per gallon) 

Product Mobil Shell Texaco Repsol Peruvian 
Retailers 

Diesel No.2  1.40 1.40 1.37 1.35 
84 Ron Gas 1.75 1.75 1.75 1.74 1.66 
90 Ron Gas 2.14 2.14 2.12 2.09 2.02 
95 Ron Gas 2.32 2.33 2.32  2.12 
97 Ron Gas 2.52 2.52 2.50 2.46 2.39 

Source: ESMAP, 1999 
 
Lastly, thus far, structural adjustment has not delivered on lowering Peru’s high electricity prices, 
which was an important objective towards attracting investment across sectors of the Peruvian 
economy.  In fact, the mining industry complains that energy prices for the mining sector have 
increased substantially.  The irony is that the expansion of the mining sector and the subsequent 
significant increase in energy demand is largely responsible for rising energy costs in Peru.  
Historically, the Bank and the IMF have encouraged the development of the Camisea natural gas 
project to help lower energy prices.  However, it is unclear whether Camisea will be able to 
deliver on this promise (see discussion on Energy Deficits above). 
 
 
3.6 Employment Effects 
Important to long-term economic stability and poverty reduction is the structural reform 
program’s impact on employment.45  On the whole, the unemployment rate rose over the period 
from late 1980s to late 1990s (IDB, 2002).  And even though Peru was one of the fastest growing 
economies in Latin America for 2001 and 2002, the unemployment rate continued to rise over 
this period from 6.5 to 8.9 percent (Latin Focus, 2003).  In general, the post reform period is 
characterized by a low generation of employment during a period of high economic growth.  This 
result may be explained by the nature of the economic growth itself, which was largely in the 
                                                 
45 It should be noted that employment trends in Peru have been jointly determined by secular reforms, such as the 
privatizations and concessions in the mining and hydrocarbon sectors, and by impacts of wider structural reforms, 
especially labor market reforms.  However, it was beyond the resources of this project to be able to include an analysis 
of labor reforms.   



capital-intensive sectors of mining, telecommunications, and finance, and not in labor-intensive 
sectors, such as tourism, textiles, and construction.  
 
Studies have generally concluded that the extractive sectors are not a significant source of 
employment creation (OED, 2002).  In Peru, for example, even though the mining sector accounts 
for more than five percent of GDP and half of all export earnings, the sector directly employs less 
than one percent of the labor force (OED, 2002).  Given that the mining sector is very capital 
intensive, impressive GDP and investment figures, typically used to rate the success of structural 
reform in Peru, tend to overshadow the correspondingly low level of employment. 
 
This capital-intensive nature is especially true for large-scale mining, which is favored by the 
structural reforms supported by the Bank and IMF.  For example, two of the most significant 
mining concessions established under the support of the IMF and Bank programs are the mega 
mining operations of Antamina (copper and zinc) and Yanacocha (gold).  The Antamina project 
requires an estimated investment of US$ 2.1 billion with an expected employment creation of less 
than 2,000 workers (skilled and unskilled) (OED, 2002).  That equals one job per US$ 1.05 
million invested.  Similarly, the Yanacocha mine involves an investment of US$ 405 million and 
expected direct employment creation of 208 jobs.  This is equal to an investment of US$1.9 
million per job created.  Both of these major projects of the concessions program have an 
exceptionally low employment return on investment. 
 
With that said, data provided in Table 3.8 show that the large volume of new investments in the 
mining sector had a mixed effect on employment in the sector itself.  Even though pay-rolled 
employees decreased by 27 percent from 1993 to 2000, a substantial increase in contractors to the 
sector produced an overall 51 percent sectoral-associated employment increase.   However, one 
has to be careful in interpreting this overall employment figure for two reasons.  One, it includes 
short-term contractor jobs, which are significant in the construction start-up phase for the new 
investments.  This is not to say these construction jobs are not a welcome employment benefit.  
The point is made to recognize the limited impact towards long-term employment creation.  
Second, data are insufficient to determine the net effect on employment across sectors, e.g., how 
fishing and agriculture have been affected by an expansion in the extractive industries.   
 
 

Table 3.8 Employment Trends in the Mining Sector 

 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000*  ? 93-00 ? % 
Payroll 32,964 30,621 29,542 30,882 28,046 25,860 25,412 24,133  -8,831 -27 
Contractors 9,522 13,210 20,680 20,382 26,240 28,850 36,081 39,960  30,438 320 
Total 42,486 43,831 50,222 51,264 54,286 54,710 61,493 64,093  21,607 51 

Data Source: Dirección General de Minería, 2000 
*Estimated 
 
In addition, the labor statistics in Table 3.8 do not include most of the employment of the 
artisanal and small-scale mining as much of this activity is in the informal sector.  There is some 
evidence that the labor-intensive small-scale mining in some areas increased due to trade 
liberalization and an increase in international gold prices.  However, there is also evidence that in 
other locations small-miners have been displaced by new large-scale enterprises.  A more detailed 
discussion on the effects to small-scale mining is provided below. 
 
Turning to the hydrocarbons sector, the privatization process generally tended to reduce 
employment in the petroleum sector as a result of efforts to reduce redundancy, increase 



efficiency, and make assets attractive to investors.  In 1994, employment in this sector had been 
reduced from more than 10,000 to 6,000 (ESMAP, 1999).  However, it is not clear if this figure 
includes jobs that were created from the establishment of new gasoline and LPG service stations.  
 
In the end, the important point to keep in mind is that in countries with high rates of poverty, such 
as Peru, it is often advised to initially concentrate on a more labor-intensive pattern of 
development in order to deliver employment growth46.  As shown, a structural reform program 
that gives concentrated efforts to the promotion of the extractive sectors clearly does not deliver 
such a pattern.    
 
The IDB’s evaluation of Peru for 1990-2000 indicates that, “with respect to jobs and incomes, the 
economy has yet to lift families from poverty” (IDB, 2002).   
 
 
3.7 Poverty Effects  

In the mid-1990’s, Peruvian poverty levels declined through the combined effect of more rapid 
economic growth, targeted efforts by the Bank, IDB, and CAF to alleviate poverty47, the 
elimination of terrorism, and government expenditure in social services (GoP, 1999 & OED, 
2002).  A comparison made in World Bank documents shows that between 1991 [a year of 
extreme economic disparity] and 1997 [a year of extreme economic growth]48, the poverty rate 
declined from 55 to 51 percent with extreme poverty dropping from 24 to 15 percent (OED, 
2002; World Bank, 2001).   
 
However, also according to the World Bank (2001), the poverty gains achieved in the mid-1990s 
eroded after the peak in 1997.  By 2000, the poverty rate had increased back up to 54.1 percent.  
Nevertheless, the gains made on extreme poverty did not slip and remained at 15 percent.  This 
sustained gain on extreme poverty may be attributed mostly to the continuation of donor-
supported service delivery and education programs.49 
 
More directly linked to the extractive industries’ affect on poverty, regional disparities increased 
from 1991 to 2000.  According to Bank assessment (2001), the reductions in poverty that did take 
place post structural reforms were in Lima and urban highlands and not in the rural highlands and 
the Amazon, which is where a majority of the new mining and hydrocarbon developments are 
located.  
 
Furthermore, the World Bank assesses that the benefits of mining to surrounding communities 
tends to be very limited and the revenue generated from new mining investments does not appear 
to be making its way back to the affected local communities (OED, 2002).  This is despite a new 
                                                 
46 Given the persistent high unemployment throughout the 1990s, in 2000 the newly elected President Toledo pledged 
to create 2.5 million jobs over the first five years. His plan was to offer tax incentives to companies that invest in labor-
intensive sectors.   
47 The government of Peru, with funding support from the World Bank, Inter-American Development Bank, and the 
Andean Corporation of Promotion (CAF) has implemented reform programs in rural education and health, rural 
infrastructure, and social services for urban areas.  The rural infrastructure programs were to concentrate on the 
improvement and expansion of the national highway system. 
48 Given the 1991 base year was a year of extreme economic crisis with poverty levels at near record highs, it is not a 
good year to compare reform program poverty progress against.  It would be better to perhaps take a five-year average, 
including 1991 but also years that would be more representative of the poverty levels under the previous economic 
development model/conditions.  Poverty data for these years were not readily available and were not used in Bank 
documents. 
49 Access to basic services has increased significantly, with the availability of drinking water and electricity in rural 
households increasing by 26 percent and 14 percent, respectively, between 1994 and 1996 (World Bank, 2001).   



law (Ley del Canon) requiring revenue distribution back to the regional governments.  This topic 
is further discussed under Section 4. Market, Policy, and Institutional Failures. 
  
In addition, income inequality increased especially with regards to the indigenous populations, 
which are lagging behind across a wide range of indicators, including health, education, and 
poverty (World Bank, 2001; OED, 2002).  The recent extractive industry developments ushered 
in by structural reform, especially with regards to hydrocarbons, crisscross indigenous lands in 
Peru (see Location Effects below). 
 
A World Bank country staff person in Peru summed the poverty effects of the EI investment 
boom by saying “studies on boom economies have shown that no country in the world has been 
better off after a boom.  Booms don’t help the poor.” 
 
 
3.8 Location Effects 

In the post structural reform period, extractive industry development, especially hydrocarbon, has 
moved to more socially and environmentally sensitive areas.  According to Bank assessment “it is 
only since 1994 as a result of the huge private investment effort that the large majority of 
hydrocarbon contracts have been signed and exploration has arrived at frontier areas of the 
offshore, and especially in the central and southern Amazonian areas, around the Camisea 
discoveries and towards the border of Bolivia” (ESMAP, 1999).  The Bank goes on to say that in 
addition to lowering exploration and production costs, technological progress brought in by the 
new foreign investments has allowed access to more environmentally sensitive frontier areas 
(ESMAP, 1999). 
 
In total, hydrocarbon concessions account for a third of Peru’s territory, mostly in the Amazon 
jungle (ESMAP, 1999).  From 1998 to 2007, of the 143 expected new exploratory wells listed in 
Table 3.1 above, 112 of them will be drilled in the Amazon, 15 in offshore waters, and 16 
onshore in the Northwest.   In addition to the new wells, the exploration will include 61,440 
kilometers of seismic lines (ESMAP, 1999).  These concessions are superimposed on territories 
to which indigenous tribes either hold title or lands which they have traditionally occupied 
(Amazon Watch, 2001).  With regards to mining, most of the concessions in Peru are located in 
the upper Andean watersheds, producing uncertain effects upon both quantity and quality of 
water. 
 
Some of the socially and environmentally sensitive areas that these new EI developments are 
overlapping include nationally protected areas.  Table 3.9 shows that some EI concessions even 
stand to undermine World Bank-supported biodiversity and indigenous protected areas of Peru, 
including the Camisea project’s intrusion into an indigenous reserve and threat to the only marine 
protected area in Peru (a significant reason given by the US Export Import Bank for its refusal to 
lend to the project).  According to Bank project appraisal documents for its Participatory 
Management of Protected Areas (2002b), mining and oil exploration are major economic 
activities that contribute to the loss in biodiversity in Peru.  Major threats associated with the 
expansion of the EI sectors include: deforestation, soil erosion, loss of soil fertility, migration, 
illegal wildlife trade, loss of biodiversity, loss of watershed protection, and air and water 
pollution. 
 
For example, in October 2000, a Pluspetrol (the company heading the Camisea project) oil spill 
on the Marañón River contaminated Peru’s largest protected area, the Pacaya Samiria Reserve.  It 



contaminated the food and water supplies of the Cocamillas people who suffered diarrhea and 
skin disorders.50   
 
 
Table 3.9 Extractive Industry Expansion and Threats to Protected Areas  

Extractive Industry Activity Protected Areas  Associated World Bank Project 

Camisea natural gas wells, 
pipeline, and fractionation plant 

Two million hectares in the Southern 
Amazon; pipeline overlaps with 
indigenous Communal Reserve of 
Vilcabamba Pavlik Nikitine; and gas 
fractionation plant located in buffer 
zone of the Paracas National Marine 
Reserve 

Participatory Conservation Planning in 
Vilcabamba  

Yanacocha open pit gold mine Huascaran National Park Peru-Participatory Management of 
Protected Areas 

Mobil oil drilling concession Tambopata-Candamo National 
Reserve 

Peru-Participatory Management of 
Protected Areas 

Antamina open pit copper and 
zinc mine 

Due to public protest, rerouted 
around national park51 

 

Talara and La Pampilla petroleum 
refineries52 

Pacaya Samiria Reserve (see text on 
Pluspetrol oil spill) 

 

 
 

3.9 Social Antagonism Effects  
Moving EI development to more socially sensitive areas has subsequently created more social 
antagonism.  In the course of doing research for this analysis it is apparent that there are serious 
conflicts between local communities and mining/hydrocarbon operations.  This has chiefly been 
due to a lack of coordination to resolve overlapping claims between mining/hydrocarbon claims 
and protected areas/local communities /indigenous peoples (Pascó-Font, 1997a).  The investment 
boom in the EI sectors brought on by the sectoral reforms and high mineral prices has increased 
the incidences of social unrest surrounding these sectors.  There are countless news accounts in 
the post reform period of protests over social and environmental concerns and/or violations from 
new development in the mining and hydrocarbon sectors (e.g., Tambo Grande, La Oroya, 
Antamina, Yanacocha, and Camisea). 
 
Furthermore, a public opinion survey was conducted in Peru following the Privatization 
Adjustment Loan for the EI sectors, which saw a steady erosion of support for the privatization 
process from a high of 62 percent in 1992 to 29 percent in 1999 (OED, 2002).  The highest 
opposition came from the lowest economic strata.  These survey results appear to suggest that the 
general population may not have been opposed to privatization in theory, and that opposition has 
more likely stemmed from the way in which privatization has been implemented.  A big part of 

                                                 
50 As reported on http://www.amazonwatch.org. 
51 It is important to note that as a result of international NGO pressure and local protests, the Antamina project 
eliminated a planned road through a national park and replaced it with a pipeline around the national park and has 
joined an NGO foundation to address problems of social and environmental impacts of the mining operations.  
However, attention to environmental and social developments will need to be maintained as the mine expands 
operations. 
52 Talara and La Pampilla both existed before the SA program.  They were both privatized and oil transportation out of 
these refineries has not been regulated.  See text on oil spill by Pluspetrol and Section 4 on policy failures. 



this implementation is the accompanying policy and institutional frameworks for which the 
Bank’s PAL and EMTAL significantly influenced.   
 
In mid-2002, Peruvian newspapers reported that violent riots over privatization interrupted the 
privatization program and threatened Toledo’s presidency itself.  On June 18, 2002, hundreds of 
troops had to take control of Arequipa, Peru's second-largest city, after the government imposed a 
state of emergency to end violent protests against sale of two state -owned electricity generating 
companies (Forero, 2002).  Even projects that are considered as shining examples of progress in 
resolving social issues, such as the Antamina mining project, still have persisting problems.  In 
the case of Antamina, there are many problems associated with inequities generated by 
development that provides remuneration to a few who are directly affected by the project, but not 
to surrounding communities.   
 
On the plus side of structural reform which tends to favor large-scale projects, some individuals 
interviewed in Peru believed that the larger companies generally took social concerns more 
seriously than the medium- and small-scale operations.  However, the large-scale projects tend to 
involve large-scale social disruptions as well. 53  The development of a national grass roots 
organization of rural communitie s “affected” by the mining industry (CONACAMI) further 
illustrates the growing social demand for systems to monitor the outcomes of social and 
environmental management plans. 
 
Ironically, the increased social unrest associated with the investment boom in the extractive 
industries undermines Bank and IMF structural reform efforts to improve the investment climate 
of Peru.   
 
 

3.10 Environmental Performance Effects 
In addition to the structural reform induced move to more environmentally sensitive areas, 
impacts from the Bank EMTAL activities to improve the environmental performance of the EI 
sectors has been small according to Bank assessment and, compared to the rate of EI growth 
under the aegis of structural reform, marginal (OED, 2002).  In other words, efforts to improve 
environmental management have been unable to keep up with the pace of EI expansion.  Hence, 
every Bank CAS from 1990 to 2002 for Peru lists environmental degradation from the mining 
and hydrocarbon sectors as one of the biggest environmental problems54 along with urban air 
pollution.   
 
With that said, it is important to note that through Bank assistance there has been some 
improvement due to dealing with a number of past environmental liabilities and mitigating some 
effects of new operations through the newly required environmental management plans or 
PAMAs.  According to the Bank, some mining contamination levels55 were reduced by 15-20 
percent during 1996-98 and the larger enterprises committed all together to invest $1 billion 

                                                 
53 Small- and medium-scale operations have high environmental and health costs, but typically do not 
involve significant involuntary relocation. 
54 To give some idea of the type of environmental degradation involved, negative environmental impacts from oil and 
gas activities in Peru typically include leakages and spills, flaring of excess gas, and the opening of access to new areas 
where settlement and deforestation occur (see Location Effects above).  In the mining sector, activities are associated 
with deforestation, soil erosion, and contamination of surface and groundwater from toxic wastes and mine tailings.  In 
addition, closed and abandoned projects often leave a legacy of clean-up costs that no one may be willing or able to 
pay. 
55 This pertains to water and air pollution from airborne particles and mine tailings. 



through 2006 in pollution abatement (OED, 2002).  However, for the most part commitments 
made in PAMAs have been found to be largely inadequate towards addressing environmental 
issues associated with mining operations (please see Section 4. Market, Policy, and Institutional 
Failures). 
 
Furthermore, recent interviews with the GoP’s Ministry of Energy and Mines and National 
Environmental Commission (CONAM) as well as World Bank country staff found that the 
government’s capacity for environmental management of the extractive industries remains 
exceedingly weak.56  Unfortunately, there are no existing data on overall environmental 
performance of the EI sectors pre- and post reforms.  However, an exceedingly weak government 
capacity coupled with marginal gains in environmenta l mitigation linked to Bank assistance 
means that the significant expansion in EI exploration and production induced through structural 
adjustment has come at higher than necessary environmental costs and, mostly likely, has caused 
an overall increase in environmental degradation.   
 
For example, evidence suggests that there has been an increase in air pollution associated with the 
significant increase in energy demand stemming from the growing mining sector.  The Bank 
reports a dramatic increase in diesel No. 2 due to both the strong dieselization of the transport 
fleet57 and the development of additional thermal power generation largely to supply the Central 
and Southern markets where the mining sector has received large foreign investments (ESMAP, 
1999).  Consumption of fuel oil No.6 also increased for thermal generation.  These fuels are 
significant emitters of carbon dioxide (i.e., a greenhouse gas), particulate matter, sulfur dioxides 
(SOx), and nitrous oxides (NOx).  The mining sector’s increased reliance on such low quality 
fuels significantly contributes to the existing air pollution problems facing Peru.  This is 
especially true given that Peru does not have pollution abatement equipment in place to control 
NOx, SOx, or particulate matter.58   
 
It may be argued that any type of economic development would result in an increase in air 
pollution associated with an increase in energy production.  Thus, the argument goes, this should 
not be considered a problem special to the mining sector.  However, given that the mining sector 
is one of the most energy intensive sectors of Peru, a structural reform program that specifically 
targets growth in this sector is linked to a higher increase in air pollution than would result from 
growth in less energy intensive sectors, such as textiles.  In addition, in anticipation of the 
significant increased energy demand associated with structural adjustment, the Bank could have 
assisted Peru in assessing opportunities for and policies to support cleaner energy generation, e.g., 
domestic wind power or fuel switching to natural gas.59 
 
Another argument often made is that privatization results in the application of more modern and 
efficient production with the potential to reduce environmental impact per unit of production.   
However, there is no evidence that privatization itself leads to improved environmental 
performance.  According to Bank assessment, technological progress in the hydrocarbon sector 
“mainly” lowered exploration and production costs and allowed access to more environmentally 
sensitive frontier areas (ESMAP, 1999).  

                                                 
56 Interviews conducted by the author in Peru during the month of August 2002. 
57 New diesel cars receive a tax exemption. 
58 Information obtained in interview between Heike Mainhardt-Gibbs and the National Environmental Commission of 
Peru (CONAM), August 13, 2002. 
59 Natural gas from Aguaytia will replace only about 0.2 mbd of diesel used for industry in Pucallpa (ESMAP, 1999).  
Furthermore, it is unclear to what degree natural gas from Camisea will be used domestically to displace the low 
quality fuels used by the mining industry as much of this gas is now slated for export to California. 



 
Furthermore, a 1999 study across major mining firms in Peru, indicated that environmental 
performance was unrelated to type of ownership, i.e., foreign private, domestic private, or state-
owned, or to the size of the firm, i.e. large-scale vs. medium-scale 60 (Núñez-Barriga, 1999).  On 
the other hand, the study found that reliance on international financing does make a difference in 
environmental performance.  For example, environmental performance improved on the part of 
local and state-owned firms mainly as a result of external pressures due to the need for external 
financing from the World Bank, IDB, and development-aid agencies (Núñez-Barriga, 1999).   
 
One particularly interesting example is Milpo, a private domestic medium-sized firm.  Milpo 
appeared to further improve its environmental performance as a result of receiving multilateral 
funding.   However, Milpo also had shown commitment to the environment starting in 1980, long 
before seeking multila teral funding.  In addition, the Milpo case shows that old firms starting 
production back in the 1940s can make important investments in environmental controls and still 
remain competitive (Núñez-Barriga, 1999).   
 
According to the Bank, it continues to include environmental components in individual projects, 
but “faced with institutions that are not strong enough to meet the challenges and with weak 
commitment, its impact towards improving the environment continues to be minor” (OED, 2002).   
  
 
 
3.11 Scale Effects: Small-Scale Mining 
 
Effects on small-scale mining in the post reform period have been mixed from an overall increase 
in their activities and the subsequent livelihoods it provides to a decrease in access to minerals 
and increased environmental damages.   
 
Small-scale mining is an important source of employment for the rural poor.  There are 
approximately 13,000 artisanal miners in Peru.  Including their families, there are approximately 
45,000 people dependent on small-scale mining activities for their livelihoods (Pascó-Font, 
1997a).  However, a vast majority of small-scale and artisanal miners are in the informal sector.  
One way to define informal mining is mining without a legal right to a mining concession.   
 
Most artisanal miners are unable  to ask for mining concessions because the areas they mine have 
already been granted to others, often people that have never worked in the area (Pascó-Font, 
1997a).61  Even so, artisanal mining can coexist with other mining operations because the 
geological characteristics of the ores give the informal artisanal miners an advantage over or even 
preclude other mining technologies used in larger formal operations (Pascó-Font, 1997a).  
Furthermore, processing plants often need informal miners to bring the supply of minerals to 
them.  However, formal concession owners often take advantage of the informal miners’ situation 
and, in turn, pay them low prices for their minerals (Pascó-Font, 1997a). 
 
Under the New Mining Code supported by the Bank, those who own mining concessions have to 
pay an annual fee for using them.  If they fail to do so for two consecutive years, they lose their 
concession.  Subsequently, a large number of concessions have been turned over, initially 
reducing the past monopolization of concessions by a small number of persons (Pascó-Font, 

                                                 
60 The study included only large and medium operations, i.e., no small-scale mining. 
61 Ninety-five percent of informal miners are considered resident miners, i.e. living near the exploitation site (Pascó-
Font, 1997a).   



1997a).  In some areas, this has aided the formalization of small-scale miners.  For example, in 
1996 the government granted 1,300 mining concessions to previously informal miners in Madre 
de Dios (Pascó-Font, 1997a).  
 
However, in the areas of Ica and Arequipa, the mining registry reform and the opening of land to 
new concessions since January 1995 has complicated the process of formalization for the 
artisanal miners in the area.  This is significant because these areas have represented in the past 
the majority of informal gold production. 62  Since reform, very few miners in Ica and Arequipa 
have been able to start private companies or to bid for concessions.  A majority of the concessions 
were granted to either speculators who expect to negotiate with foreign investors or leaching 
plants that already enjoy a privileged negotiating position with informal miners by owning the 
concession (Pascó-Font, 1997a).  As a result, many informal miners continue to work on 
concessions that do not belong to them and, thus, they continue to be exploited and have no 
livelihood security.  
 
In addition to the problems associated with the informal status, small-scale mining also has issues 
regarding social disruptions, working conditions, and the environment.  Not only do small-scale 
miners sometimes work on concessions owned by other mining operations, but also on land that 
rightfully belongs to communities and indigenous peoples.63  In addition, the miners themselves 
typically suffer from very poor working conditions.64   
 
With regards to the environment, although it is commonly believed that small-scale mining is 
more environmentally harmful than other operations 65, the actual environmental effects greatly 
depend on the physical location and the type of operation.  Artisanal operations such as pushcarts 
have little environmental damage; they remove only a small amount of material allowing the 
forest to regenerate easily (Pascó-Font, 1997a).  However, the front-end loaders mainly used in 
the Amazon foothills have much more environmental impact.66     
 
Trade liberalization and an increase in the market price for gold created plenty of economic 
incentive for small-scale mining.  In the post-reform period, front-end loaders have doubled in 
number since 1994 to 1997 from 200 to 400 (Pascó-Font, 1997a)67, producing not only more gold 
output, but twice as much environmental degradation as well.  
 
Partly to blame for why informal miners do not upgrade their mining techniques with regards to 
the environment and health is their legal instability.   As previously mentioned, the miners do not 
have legal right to defend the property they are working on and, thus, have no job security.  
Therefore, the strategy is to extract the greatest amount of minerals in the least amount of time, 
before the concession is taken away from them (Pascó-Font, 1997a).  Policy and institutional 
changes are necessary to improve the legal/formalization status of small-scale miners.  In 

                                                 
62 Together, Madre de Dios and the highlands of Ica and Arequipa account for 75 percent of informal gold production 
(Pascó-Font, 1997a).  Of this 75 percent, Arequipa represents approximately 80 percent.   
63 Just as some formal operations have disputes over compensation to individuals for the loss or use of their land, just 
compensation is even less likely to take place under informal conditions.   
64 Often workers live in over-crowded, deficient conditions and are exposed to health hazards from their mining 
techniques (e.g., toxic effects of mercury) and from tropical diseases (Pascó-Font, 1997a).   
65 Small-scale mining operations are often associated with environmental effects due to the incorrect use of mercury, 
petroleum, and lubricants.   
66 The operation involves cutting down trees, burning the thicket, removing a substantial amount of material, and 
compacting the soil, all of which make it difficult for forest and watershed recovery (Pascó-Font, 1997a). 
67 Even with the new large firms like Yanacocha, in 1995 and 1996 informal production still accounted for 40 percent 
of total gold production in Peru (Pascó-Font, 1997a). 



addition, technical assistance programs could be provided to small-scale miners to improve their 
efficiency, health, technology, quality of gold, and environmental performance.68 
 
The World Bank’s Energy and Mining Technical Assistance Project (EMTAL) 1993- 1998 did 
address small-scale and informal mining.  According to the Government of Peru (World Bank, 
1999), the project resulted in educational material for small-scale miners; diagnosis of problems 
associated with artisanal mining; and the determination of the need for multi-sectoral projects to 
deal with socio-environmental problems in gold mining.  Furthermore, the environmental 
subprogram supported territorial environmental assessments in 14 mining areas, in particular 
those where informal mining is prevalent. During the course of research, no evidence was found 
on progress in health, safety, marketing, financial, or environmental issues concerning small-scale 
mining in Peru. 
 
In order for actual benefits to be realized from the EMTAL with regards to small-scale mining 
project activities, the World Bank (1999) and the Government of Peru agreed that the project 
must be followed by a second program to disseminate environmentally sustainable operational 
practices, especially to gold producers.  However, no follow-up program has been indicated.   
 
 
 
4. Market, Policy, and Institutional Failures 
 
Bank-supported reforms have tended to concentrate on improving policies and institutions in 
favor of investors, mainly foreign, without commensurately strengthening policies and 
institutions for the poor and environment and thereby creating an imbalance.  Based on the 
experience of a World Bank staff person in Peru, “a big problem is not having all the rules of the 
game set [prior to structural adjustment processes].  Big companies come in and simply buy off 
the local people and government.”69 
 
Overall, an inadequate regulatory system and weak government capacity to support community 
development and environmental protection have seriously constrained the potential for socially 
beneficial development in the mining and hydrocarbon sectors in Peru.   
 
The following section starts by identifying market, policy, and institutional failures that were 
corrected through structural reform followed by a more detailed discussion of failures either  left 
uncorrected or that are associated with the structural reform program in Peru.   
 
 
4.1 Corrected Failures 

 
Fewer Barriers for Foreign Investment - A central objective to the structural reform program was 
to make Peru’s economy more competitive and attractive to foreign investment.  The program 
was successful in correcting several existing failures towards improving competition and the 
investment climate.  These include corrections such as:  dismantling the petroleum state 
monopoly; reducing domestic political interference in EI price setting; improving the quality of 
                                                 
68 Surprisingly, there are very few illiterate miners in Peru.  Many are young and relatively well-educated people who 
needed to find work (Pascó-Font, 1997a).  This fact increases the potential for beneficial impacts from training and 
environmental programs.   
69 Based on an interview between Heike Mainhardt-Gibbs and Peru-based World Bank staff, Peru July 
2002. 



some petroleum consumer services;70 and strengthening EI commercial land tenure and 
commercial mineral rights.   
 
Limited Environmental Improvements – Bank technical assistance help to establish some 
regulations on environmental emission levels for the EI sector, and initiated the requirement for 
environmental management plans for EI operations (although shortcomings of the management 
plans are discussed below).   
 
However, in order for these corrections to have overall positive economic, social, and 
environmental outcomes the reform program needed to address numerous additional market, 
policy, and institutional failures.  The next two sections describe several failures important to 
sustainable development that were un-addressed or were created by the structural reform 
program. 
 
 
4.2 Persisting Failures 
Although Bank supported reform programs are limited and cannot be expected to address all 
failures in a given country, in cases where program reforms contribute to EI expansion there are 
several failures significant to poverty creation and environmental degradation that are essential to 
address or, at the very least, should not be exacerbated by reforms.  In the case of Peru, a number 
of important existing failures persisted post reform.  For example: 
 
 
Market Failures 

Market access constraints of the domestic private sector – One of the main Bank and IMF 
objectives of the structural reform program is to attract foreign investment into Peru.  At the same 
time, the reform program was supposed to also encourage development of the domestic private 
sector.  However, due to a combination of investment streamlining, 100 percent profit 
repatriation, and VAT exemptions, the post reform foreign investment boom placed the 
ownership of core Peruvian mineral and hydrocarbon assets predominantly in the hands of 
foreign companies.  Domestic Peruvian companies were and are simply unable to compete with 
the access to capital and financing terms accorded to the large foreign enterprises.  According to 
the Bank’s own assessment, access by Peruvian companies to long-term finance is a major 
constraint for domestic private sector development (OED, 2002).   
 
In an effort to develop local capital markets, in special cases COPRI (the Bank-assisted 
committee for the promotion of private investments) was granted the authority to directly sell 
assets to workers, users of public services, or domestic clients of financial institutions.  However, 
this modality was only used for some well service units and small Petroperu assets (ESMAP, 
1999).  The structural reform program did not give enough priority to enhancing and encouraging 
the development capacity of the domestic private sector, such as the pre-existing skillful 
managers in the petroleum sector71, the successful domestic mining firms, or the small-scale and 
artisanal miners. 
                                                 
70 ESMAP, 1999.  

 
71 Examples of the technical and management capacity of Peruvian domestic EI workers - Despite the financial crisis in 
1990, the technical personnel and management of the government-owned Petroperu was able to continue delivering 
petroleum products throughout the country without any supply disruption or significant industry accidents, and with 
extremely restricted financial resources (ESMAP, 1999).  Furthermore, the new international companies hired many of 
the former workers. 



 
Not enough attention to small-scale mining - In general, structural reforms tended to target the 
development of large-scale operations.  In the post reform period Peru saw the deve lopment of its 
largest copper mine (Antamina), its largest gold mine (Yanacocha), and Latin America’s largest 
natural gas project (Camisea).  However, perhaps the most poverty-relevant EI operations are the 
small-scale and artisanal mining operations in Peru.   
 
In Peru, there are many policy and institutional constraints on small-scale mining that perpetuate 
both the informal status and hinder improving the development of the sector.  These constraints 
have been outlined in two small-scale mining assessments that were supported by the Bank 
(Noetstaller, 1987; Pascó-Font, 1997a & b).  Even though the reports are ten years apart, many of 
the policy and institutional constraints have not changed between them, which indicates the 
World Bank and IMF programs have not included and in some cases have even discriminated 
against the informal and small-scale mining sector in policy and institutional reforms.  The two 
Bank studies considered the following as constraints:   
 
• Policy environment favoring large-scale investment and discriminating against small 

enterprises 
• Institutional framework inadequate to support the small-scale segment 
• Regulations and circumstances that exclude small operations from institutionalized finance 
• Lack of appropriate marketing facilities for small operations 
• Concession registry system  
• New concessions opened to new large foreign firms  
• Lack of government capacity to enforce concession rights72 
 
 
Weak forward and backward linkages – Mining and hydrocarbon sector linkages with the rest of 
the Peruvian economy have continued to be weak.  Program reforms ushered in many large 
foreign enterprises.  But, this has not been coupled with a capacity of any significant degree to 
develop forward and backward linkages with smaller firms and other sectors of the economy, 
such as adding more value through the refining and fabrication of products.  In some new EI 
developments (e.g., Yanococha), there have been explicit policies to buy from local producers.  
However, it has been almost impossible to contract many things locally.  For example, the mining 
industry is comprised of highly specialized operations with many specifications that cannot be 
met locally.  Unfortunately, assistance to MEM concentrated almost exclusively on attracting 
foreign investments and not supporting the development of local industries, which are in need of 
training and guidelines on supplier specifications.  As a result, new enterprises have been unable 
to wait for local contractors to catch up and a great opportunity for local business development 
has been lost.73   
 
Peru demonstrates that structural reforms that simply create free market conditions do not 
automatically result in building more value-added to the economy.  Specific and coordinated 
reforms to create forward and backward linkages are necessary, such as training for local 
governments and industries, and enhanced contract terms to develop an industry for mineral 
inputs. 
 

                                                 
72 This is p artially caused by the relatively easy access the informal miners have to gold deposits. 
73 Interview between Heike Mainhardt-Gibbs and Peruvian EI consultant, July 2002. 



Environmental and social costs not internalized – If left un-checked and un-regulated, the market 
does not automatically internalize the significant social and environmental costs associated with 
the extractive industries.  As such, there is an important role for the government to play in 
regulating and managing the development of the extractive industries.  However, as explained 
below, this important role for the government did not receive enough priority in the reform 
program.    
 
 
Policy and Institutional Failures 

Conflicting land classification schemes and lacking property rights - Strengthening investor 
property rights has proven to be an important factor in attracting foreign investment into the 
extractive industries in Peru.  The structural reform program supported new mining and 
hydrocarbon legal codes that strengthened the rights and access of investors to extractive 
resources through such measures as automatic permitting; no size limits; guarantees on 
commercial land tenure; clarification of exploration rights and access to pipelines; and the 
establishment of a public mining registry to expedite new investment requests.   
 
However, the reform program did not address conflicting land classification schemes and thus 
mining and hydrocarbon rights overlap with protected areas and indigenous reserves.  As a result, 
there continues to be serious conflicts between local communities/indigenous peoples and 
mining/hydrocarbon operations. This result is largely due to the fact that there is no coordination 
among the various ministries charged with granting land rights (Pascó-Font, 1997a).  Thus, the 
current institutional setup cultivates overlapping claims.  For example, the Ministry of 
Agriculture grants lands to native communities, INRENA establishes protected areas, and the 
Ministry of Energy and Mines grants mining and hydrocarbon concessions.  The Bank reform 
program only strengthened MEM’s capacity to secure concessions for the private sector and did 
not address this faulty institutional setup. 
 
Moreover, the reform program helped to strengthen investors’ land rights and access to resources 
without equally strengthening the land rights of poor local communities and artisanal miners74 or 
enforcement of protected areas.  In fact, new mining laws weakened the capacity of protected 
areas management by repealing a measure in the 1990 Environment and Natural Resource Code 
that forbade mining in protected areas.    
 
Furthermore, the structural adjustment program promoted expansion of EI in areas conflicting 
with indigenous lands, such as the Camisea natural gas project (see Location Effects).  While 
ignoring the fact that there continues to be many unresolved legal problems regarding indigenous 
communities in Peru, including (Pascó-Font, 1997a): 1. lack of state priority to award concessions 
over their territory; 2. a dearth of authorities that are capable of enforcing their legal rights; and 3. 
lack of procedures that allow them to defend against negative environmental impacts generated 
by mining/hydrocarbon operations.  
 
 
Inadequate social and environmental standards for EI – A 1999 Bank/UNDP report (ESMAP, 
1999) on the hydrocarbons sector found that “there is a need to rapidly improve standards to 
protect the environment and respond to social concerns of indigenous peoples…This is clearly an 

                                                 
74 The World Bank has in recent years recognized the need to provide more assistance on small-scale mining issues and 
has created the Communities in Artisinal and Small-scale Mining initiative (CASM).  However, experts following this 
initiative state that progress is slow and the effort is significantly under funded. 



empty spot in the regulatory framework where there is a lack of very precise, minimal, and 
practical rules acceptable to all.”  One study (Pascó-Font, 1997b) found that for smaller mining 
operations the amount of environmental investment required by the new law is too small to 
overcome environmental problems.75  In another example, the Bank/UNDP report points out that 
the arrival of gas from the Aguaytia and Camisea projects “demands the review and upgrading of 
regulations pertaining to transport and distribution activities…existing laws provide only the 
basic principles and much remains to be done.” Lacking regulations on the transport and 
distribution of hazardous materials has made it difficult to address associated negative social and 
environmental impacts from both the mining and hydrocarbon industries.76   
 
Throughout the 1990s, numerous World Bank documents advise strengthening the social and 
environmental legislation and institutions surrounding the extractive industries in Peru.  As 
described in section 2, the Bank supported some environmental and social related studies and 
monitoring as well as the development of some environmental regulations.  In addition, a new 
law now requires mining firms to make an annual investment in environmental improvements of 
a minimum of one percent of total annual sales (Pascó-Font, 1997b).  However, despite the above 
measures, a 2001 World Bank CAS Progress Report states that weak polic ies and institutional 
capacity remain major drivers of environmental degradation.   
 
Even so, there remains no World Bank or IMF structural benchmarks tied to improvement in 
environmental or social performance of the expanding extractive industries.  Moreover, even if 
the government receives support to strengthen social and environmental standards, due to the 
stability agreements offered by the post-reform contract model, it could be ten to twenty years 
before any significant improvements could be realized. 
 
 
Poor government EI revenue management – The distribution of government revenue generated 
from the EI sectors lacks transparency and accountability.  Appropriate government revenue 
management is essential for transferring the resource rents potentially gained from increased 
investment in the extractive industries into sustainable development outcomes for the poor.  In 
1992, the Government of Peru created a new law (canon minero), which required a percentage of 
mining profits to be returned to local communities.  Similarly, in the hydrocarbons sector a 
percentage of royalties is required to be distributed to the regional government where production 
is located.77  However, in both cases the regulations are unclear and do not provide for a 
transparent or accountable government process of revenue distribution.   
 
According to an OED (2002) assessment, little of the EI funds appear to reach the local 
communities, and furthermore, regulatory improvements are needed to identify: “1. who exactly 
should benefit; 2. which level of government should administer these funds; and 3. what type of 
investments should be made with the money.”  In addition, the most recent Peru CAS states that 
the distribution of the mining revenue tax is still unclear and is a subject of conflict.  There is 
disagreement on how it should be interpreted and applied, and there is a lack of transparency 

                                                 
75 The Bank has undertaken studies to look at possible solutions (Pascó-Font, 1997b). 
76 Examples include a major mercury spill by the Yanacocha mine in June 2000 (see the Compliance Advisor 
Ombudsman of IFC/MIGA July 2000 report) and a November 1999 Pluspetrol oil pipeline rupture that contaminated 
the Chambira River and caused severe health problems for the Urarina indigenous peoples who have demanded that 
Pluspetrol contracts be reviewed and that oil transportation be strictly controlled [http://www.amazonwatch.org]. 
77 As the law stood in 1999, the vast majority (87.5%) was allocated to the Treasury, including a 3% deduction for 
MEM, and the rest (12.5%) to the regional government (ESMAP, 1999).  However, the allocation may have been 
revised recently. 
 



surrounding the transfers (World Bank, 2002a).  Furthermore, according to the IMF (2001), there 
has been an increase in the rate of revenue-sharing with the provinces and local governments but 
without any parallel transfer of spending responsibilities. 
 
 
4.3 Reform-Created Failures 
 
In addition to persisting failures, in some cases World Bank-supported reforms in Peru have 
created or exacerbated institutional, policy, and market failures, including: 
 
 
Market Failures 

Lack of competition – The Bank/IMF-supported privatizations and concessions program in Peru 
was intended to spur competition and efficiency in the economy.  This objective has been met 
with only limited success.  For example, it is reported that competition has provided an 
improvement in hydrocarbon service products (ESMAP, 1999).  However, as described in 
Section 3 – Price Effects, there appears to be some oil/gasoline price interference by large foreign 
enterprises.   
 
Furthermore, competition in the concessions program was intended to take place through the 
bidding process.  Resource rights were to be sold to the highest bidder and the idea was that 
competition between firms would lead to a final bid that equals the full value of anticipated 
economic rent.  In the case of the Camisea natural gas concessions, it was planned to separate 
production (upstream) from transport and distribution (downstream) to foster more competition.  
However, a Pluspetrol consortium78, that already controlled the upstream concession, was the 
lone bidder for the downstream concession (La República, 2000).  As a result, Argentina’s 
Pluspetrol has gained hydrocarbon sector dominance by having both majority control over Peru’s 
natural gas production/distribution and majority control of Peru’s oil production (ESMAP, 1999).  
As noted elsewhere in the document, Pluspetrol has a poor environmental record and US EXIM 
financing for the downstream concession was denied due to violations of social and 
environmental standards.  
 
It is important to note that before Camisea was awarded there were concerns over competition.  
The 1997-2000 World Bank CAS (2001) reports that “after several years of vigorous 
privatization, the process has slowed in the face of political resistance and concern about 
competition.”  Even though competition creation is a main objective of the privatization program 
and it was uncertain that this objective was being met, both the Bank and IMF pushed forward 
placing an “intensified” privatization process as a progress benchmark for both institutions’ 
continuing country programs.     
 
 
Policy and Institutional Failures 

Privatization of EI without establishing new government role or adequate capacity – With regards 
to the privatization process, a joint World Bank-UNDP team (ESMAP, 1999) noted that now that 
the hydrocarbon industry is largely in the hands of the private sector Peru requires a state-of-the-
art regulatory system.  Given that there is no tradition in Peru of a regulatory state, the 
privatization process must clearly establish the new government role and provide adequate 
assistance to develop the appropriate regulatory capacity regarding, inter alia, competition, 

                                                 
78 Consisting of the same main partners of Hunt Oil (US) and SK Corp. (South Korea). 



social, and environmental standards.  However, with the exception of agencies to promote 
investment and privatization, the OED determined that the institutional development impact of 
the Bank’s assistance program in Peru was negligible (OED, 2002).  Furthermore, the Bank-
UNDP team considered the lacking regulatory capacity as one of the most serious gaps in the 
sector reform. 
 
Both EI investors and local communities alike have complained of problems associated with the 
fact that there are no minimal environmental or social standards imposed by the government and 
that the responsibilities of the government with regards to community development and 
environmental protection are unclear.79 
 

Preferential Tax Treatment for EI Expansion – Goods and services used by companies in 
exploring for oil/gas and minerals and in developing new projects qualify for a VAT exemption.  
To begin with, this exemption could be considered an input subsidy (which tends to be the 
position of the IMF).  Furthermore, this VAT exemption does not apply to pollution control 
equipment associated, which would be needed to mitigate these new EI activities.  In addition to 
the 18% VAT, pollution control equipment is subject to an ad-valorem custom duty of 12% 
(lowered from 15% across most imports post reform) (US State Department, 1994).  In general, 
environmental considerations have not yet been taken into account for taxation purposes 
(ESMAP, 1999).   As a result, the tax system provides incentives for EI expansion, but not to 
control the pollution created by this expansion.    

 
In addition, in efforts to attract EI investment into the Amazon, Fujimori granted tax exemptions 
and reductions on income tax, general sales tax, the special solidarity tax, and the natural gas and 
petroleum taxes for the Amazon region.  The Bank reports that these tax measures “not only 
introduced price distortions and eroded tax revenues significantly, but also fostered natural 
resource exploitation contributing to recent forest depletion” (OED, 2002).  Even though the 
Bank did not support these tax measures, the Bank also did not hold back funding or urge the 
IMF to not continue an intensified EI privatizations program while these perverse economic 
incentives persisted.   
 
Conflict of interests in institutional reform – The reform program of the Bank supported the 
creation of committees for EI investment promotion under the Ministry of Energy and Mines 
(MEM) and at the same time assisted MEM to establish itself as the authority over social and 
environmental compliance for EI operations.  In other words, MEM is in charge of attracting 
investment and awarding concessions in the EI sectors and is responsible for both the approval 
and enforcement of EIAs and environmental management plans (PAMAs80).   
 
This dual MEM role causes a conflict of interests, especially given the emphasis of the Bank-
supported reform program to “streamline” the investment process and provide investment 
incentives.  In addition, the MEM unit in charge of the environment is severely understaffed, with 
only 3 to 4 individuals.  A Peruvian extractive industry consultant interviewed for this analysis 
considered it to be impossible for MEM to handle the post reform investment boom and the large 
size of the mining and hydrocarbon sectors in Peru with such a small environmental staff.81 
 

                                                 
79 Information obtained through interviews with the private sector and local civil society groups, July 2002.  Please also 
see McMahon & Remy, 2001.  
80 Programa de Adecuación y Manejo Ambiental 
81 Interview between Heike Mainhardt-Gibbs and an EI consulting firm in Peru, July 2002. 



There are several indications that the conflict of interests and small staff has affected MEM’s 
ability to provide the environmental and social guidance necessary for the extractive industries.  
For example, the MEM approved PAMA for Centromin 82 operations excluded atmospheric 
pollution (Núñez-Barriga, 1999), which is considered a serious environmental impact of mining 
operations.  In order to be considered in compliance with environmental regulations in Peru, 
currently industry is only required to abide by the terms of the MEM-approved PAMA.  
Furthermore, the PAMA has been designed to serve as an environmental stability agreement with 
fixed environmental costs for investors83.  Therefore, environmental issues not addressed by the 
PAMA, such as air quality of the privatized assets of Centromin, are unlikely to be addressed 
within the next decade.  
 
In addition, MEM estimated that the required investment over 5 to 7 years for 35 Petroperu 
operations to address environmental damages and upgrades was US $18.5 million (ESMAP, 
1999).  On average, this is approximately only $529,000 per operation over 5 to 7 years.  
Considering the reportedly heavily degraded state of the sector prior to reform, this estimated 
required environmental investment proved to be inadequate and, moreover, affected the estimated 
government revenue from new investments (given the PAMA offers “fixed environmental costs”, 
the government is responsible for additional costs).  In 1999, a Bank-UNDP report found that 
“due to poor consideration of costs involved in the mitigation of past environmental damages, 
royalties from new companies have had to be downscaled to take into account the environmental 
investments required for the old oil fields in the Northwest” (ESMAP, 1999). 
 
Partly due to its poor performance, in 1998 the environmental compliance unit was transferred 
from MEM and brought under the Ministry of Economy and Finance (ESMAP, 1999).  However, 
this move again placed EI environmental authority under a government body primarily 
responsible for economic expansion and not the protection of the poor or the environment.  As 
such, a recent Peru CAS (World Bank, 2002a) pointed out that “mining firms find it hard to 
address the social tensions related to large mining projects, especially given the absence of a 
governmental authority independent of the sector institutions that is able to address environmental 
and social compliance issues.” 
 
With the Bank program only providing assistance to strengthen MEM and not agencies 
independent of EI investment promotion (e.g. Consejo Nacional de Medio Ambient - CONAM), 
it failed to provide a government framework with checks and balances that ensure adequate social 
and environmental standards.    
 
 
Inappropriate investment promotion schemes and contract models - The Bank’s approach to 
assisting Peru with EI investment promotion is primarily based on a combination of providing a 
list of the valuable mineral and hydrocarbon assets and adopting new investment codes that offer 
attractive measures for foreign investors such as no size limitations, no minimal performance 
standards, full repatriation of profits, and longer contract terms.  The necessity and reasoning 
behind the various investment incentives is not entirely clear.  For example, the mining promotion 
scheme encouraged by the Bank appears to be based on what could be considered an industry 
“wish list” and not exactly the real determinants of investment decisions by mining companies, 
which are primarily based on geology, market prices, and security against terrorism/sabotage 
(Gibbon, et. al., 1993).  In the case of Peru, in addition to its rich geology, above all else the 

                                                 
82 The formally state-owned mining company. 
83 New investors were assured that the approved PAMA was evidence that the operation was in compliance with 
environmental regulations and required industry standards (ESMAP, 1999). 



Bank’s OED (2002) found that progress made between 90 –97, the defeat of terrorism was a 
crucial factor in restoring the environment for growth, especially for such activities as mining, 
agriculture, and transport. 
 
Another post reform investment incentive in Peru includes the new mining and hydrocarbon 
contract models that offer stability agreements, which lock-in inadequate social and 
environmental standards for ten or more years.  Furthermore, the contract model and investment 
promotion schemes do not give adequate, if any, consideration to the competitiveness of domestic 
enterprises compared to foreign enterprises, conflicting land use patterns, community 
development, or the creation of forward and backward linkages to the economy.   
 
Lack of Transparency in World Bank Operations – Overall, transparency surrounding Bank 
structural reform operations is lacking.  It is difficult for society to obtain information that clearly 
explains the specific policy and institutional reforms supported by Bank lending programs in 
Peru.  In the case of institutional reform surrounding the state-owned petroleum company, reform 
appears to have been purposely confusing.  In 1993, a new institution called Perupetro was 
created to replace state-owned Petroperu.  The strategy in naming the new institution was to make 
it as similar as possible  to the original national oil company in hopes that selected individuals 
might think that Petroperu continued to function.  As stated in a Bank-UNDP report (ESMAP, 
1999), “this was a deliberate attempt to avoid critics of privatization and to maintain a low profile 
on the reforms taking place.”  Such an approach does not lend itself to transparency.   Although, 
it is difficult to determine who came up with this strategy, it is clear that the World Bank played a 
large role in advising the GoP specifically on the restructuring of Petroperu.  Thus, the Bank 
should have made sure that the process was transparent. 
 
 
Lack of follow-up by GoP and the World Bank – The World Bank did make several 
recommendations to the Government of Peru (GoP) related to regulatory and institutional 
capacity building, including environmental and, to a lesser degree, social aspects.  However, there 
was never any indication what steps the GoP was prepared or committed to implement.  In 
addition, several important projects listed in both the 1994 and 1997 CASs never materialized, 
such as loans in the mining, environment, and water management sectors (OED, 2002).  These 
Bank projects were either turned down by the GoP or were canceled by the Bank due to what the 
Bank considered unsatisfactory performance on decentralization and privatization (OED, 2002).84   
 
Since 1997, the Bank has primarily focused its loans to Peru on poverty alleviation (OED, 2002) 
and to its credit, the IMF 1999 program targeted social spending in the government budget as a 
structural benchmark (LOI, 1999).  Even so, none of these activities were specifically directed at 
enhancing the benefits or reducing the negative impacts from mining and hydrocarbon 
developments that may be linked to the Bank’s earlier efforts in these sectors.  In addition, even 
though the Bank discontinued lending to expand EI, the IMF lending program continues this 
effort without any apparent social or environmental guidance from the Bank. 
 
A WB report on environmental issues in Peru in FY00 noted that the “Peruvian Government’s 
efforts to address the growing and increasingly diverse environmental problems were nominal at 
best, and confined to creating some institutions and passing some laws” (OED, 2002).   In 
addition, an IMF 2001 mission expressed concern that priority social programs could be 
jeopardized as overall social spending declines (IMF, 2001).  Among other social worries, this 
                                                 
84 By the end of the decade, the Bank supported social investment projects were curtailed and postponed by the halt in 
the privatization program and by a lack of government counterpart funds (OED, 2002). 



pull back of funds could very well lead to future slippage in the gains made on extreme poverty.  
This brings into question the appropriateness of coupling Bank support for social projects with 
progress on IMF-supported EI privatizations.  Moreover, the Bank’s approach to privatize and 
improve investment climate first and strengthen environmental and social capacity later has 
clearly been inadequate.   
 
 
Table 4.1 summarizes the structural reform program measures and significant market, policy and 
institutional failures. 
 
 
 
5. Conclusion 
 
As a result of streamlining investment processes, stabilizing fiscal and environmental standards, 
and providing economic incentives, Peru’s structural reform program attracted an investment 
boom in the mining sector and a modest revitalization of investment in the hydrocarbon sector.  
Mineral exports increased significantly and macroeconomic performance indicators improved.  
However, in the late 1990’s Peru’s economy weakened on many fronts, such as new investment, 
the trade balance, and tax revenue levels.  Furthermore, the reform program appeared to 
exacerbate some macroeconomic weaknesses. For example, Peru’s economy became more 
vulnerable to external shocks and more dependent on primary commodities. 
 
With regards to employment, the mining sector showed modest gains, while the petroleum sector 
decreased.  Most notably, EI growth did not reduce poverty and social unrest increased, 
producing negative effects on the investment climate.  In addition, EI operations moved to more 
socially and environmentally sensitive areas.    
 
The Bank provided technical assistance (TA) to begin addressing some of the negative social and 
environmental costs of the extractive sectors.  However, there was no follow up on Bank TA 
recommendations.  EI growth outpaced program efforts to improve environmental management. 
Thus, environmental degradation from min ing and hydrocarbon operations remains a significant 
problem in Peru. 
 
In general, Bank-supported reforms tended to concentrate on improving policies and institutions 
in favor of investors, mainly foreign, without commensurately strengthening policies and 
institutions for the poor and environment and thereby creating an imbalance.  While the reform 
program corrected some failures, such as dismantling the state petroleum monopoly, the program 
did not adequately address policy and institutional failures affecting the poor and environment.  
These include poor government EI revenue management, inadequate social and environmental 
standards for EI, and weak forward and backward economic linkages of the extractive sectors. 
 
Moreover, reforms created important failures as well, such as privatization of core mineral and 
hydrocarbon assets prior to government capacity to manage the sector.  Furthermore, when the 
IMF continued the structural reform program in the late 1990s with several EI specific 
conditionalities, the Bank no longer provided assistance to build the critically needed GoP 
capacity to manage the extractive industries. 
 
Overall, an inadequate regulatory system and weak government capacity to support community 
development and environmental protection have seriously constrained the potential for socially 
beneficial development in the mining and hydrocarbon sectors in Peru.   



Table 4.1 Structural Reform Programs and Market, Policy, & Institutional Failures: 
Examples from Peru 1990 - 2002 

Structural Reform Programi Corrected Failures  Persisting Failures  Created Failures 

Investment Liberalization 
- No restrictions on remittance of 
profits, royalties, or capital 
- Streamline licensing procedures, 
one-stop permitting 
- No performance requirements 
- No authorization or prior registry 
- EI VAT Exemptionii 
- Created Commission for 
Promotion of Private Investments 

Privatizations and Concessions   
- Dismantle and sell state-owned 
enterprises (SOE), specific targets 
for mining and petroleum sectors 
- Award mining and hydrocarbon 
concessions to the private sector 
- No liability for prior SOE debt 
 
Hydrocarbon Sector Reform 
- Perform minimal neglected 
maintenance for privatized SOEs  

- New Contract Model: Longer 
contract terms, no size limits to 
contract area, shorter and 
simplified contract procedures  

- New Hydrocarbon Law: 
Environmental assessment 
approval by Ministry of Energy 
and Mines, environmental 
management plans for new 
investments, and reduced 
environmental penalties iii  

- Royalties: range reduced from 
15-35% and changed to 5-20% 
 
Mining Sector Reform 
- Contract Model: stabilization 
agreement for large-scale 
(guarantee of specified tax, labor, 
and environmental regulations) 

- Eliminated all royalties and 
production taxes on mineral output 

-  Public Mining Registry: 
Established mining rights, reduced 
unresolved mining claims, and 
computerized system to expedite 
new mining requests  
 
 

Market  
Dismantled 
petroleum state 
monopoly 
 
Reduced domestic 
political interference 
in EI price setting 
 
Improved petroleum 
consumer service 
qualityiv 
 

Policy 

Established some 
permissible 
environmental 
emissions levels for 
the EI sectors 
 
Required 
environmental 
management plans 
for EI operations 
 
Strengthened EI 
commercial land 
tenure 
 

Institutional  

 
Set up institutions for 
EI investment 
promotion 
 

Market Failures 
Lack of long-term finance 
for Peruvian companies 
significantly constrains 
ability to compete with 
foreign companies 
 
Lack of market access for 
small-scale miners 
 
Consolidated global gold 
market supply chainv 
 
Environmental and social 
costs not internalized 
 

Policy Failures 

Overlapping land 
classification between 
mining-oil-gas claims and 
indigenous- local 
communities-protected 
areas 
 
Lack of property rights 
for the poor & small-scale 
miners 
 
Inadequate social and 
environmental regulatory 
frameworks for EI 
 

Institutional Failures 

Overall weak institutional 
capacity, including 
agencies for social, 
environmental, & 
competition aspects of EI 
 
Lack of transparency and 
accountability 
surrounding EI revenue 
distribution – unclear 
regulations on who should 
benefit and what type of 
investments should 
receive revenue 
 

Market Failures 
Lack of competition in 
hydrocarbon sector - 
significant portion of natural 
gas and petroleum production 
controlled by same foreign 
company 
 
Some foreign corporate price 
interference in downstream 
markets  
 

Policy Failures 

Preferential tax treatment to 
enter into environmentally and 
socially sensitive areas 
e.g., Amazon tax exemptionvi 
 
Preferential tax treatment -
VAT exemption for 
exploration equipment, but not 
for pollution treatment 
equipmentvii 
 
Expedited contract procedures 
coupled with inadequate social 
and environmental provisions 
in new contract models  
 

Institutional Failures 

Lack of follow-up on Bank 
environmental and social 
recommendations  
 
Conflict of interestsviii  
associated with MEM’s 
authority over environmental 
and social requirements of EI 
investments 
 
SOE reform lacks clear social 
and environmental roles and 
responsibilities of government 
 
Inadequate environmental 
mitigation required by 
management plans of new 
hydrocarbon investments  

 



 
Table 4.1 Notes 
 
                                                 
i Either directly supported under a Bank-IMF loan program or as part of documented Bank advice. 
ii In Peru, the Value Added Tax (VAT) is equal to 18% and is one of the main revenue-generating taxes.  VAT is 
payable on inputs and in many countries is refundable for exporters. 
iii Some environmental penalties required under the 1990 Energy & Natural Resource Law were reduced or repealed. 
iv ESMAP, 1999.  Peru Reform and Privatization in the Hydrocarbon Sector.  Joint World Bank/UNDP Energy Sector 
Management Assistance Programme (ESMAP), ESM216, July 1999. 
v Generally only 3 to 4 companies control major gold projects around the world. 
vi Exemption or reduction on income and sales tax on natural gas and petroleum activities in the Amazon. 
vii U.S. Department of State, 1994.  Peru Economic Policy and Trade Practices. February 1994. 
viii The Ministry of Energy and Mines was both responsible for attracting investment into the mining and hydrocarbon 
sectors and for approving environmental and social impact assessments and mitigation plans. 
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Tanzania 
 
1. Country Context 
 
When Tanzania became independent in 1961, its economy was based on subsistence agriculture and the 
production of coffee, sisal, and cotton for export.  The Arusha Declaration of 1967 changed Tanzania into 
a socialist state and economic policy was based on central planning and government control.  As result, 
social indicators improved and Tanzania made important progress in building a nation state (IMF, 1999).  
However, in 1980 the economy collapsed after several years of adverse external conditions including: 
global recession in the 70’s, East Africa community break-up ‘77, doubling of oil prices ‘79/’80, and war 
with Uganda 78/79.  By the time of the economic collapse, the country’s natural resource base had been 
seriously degraded (Reed & Kulindwa, 2001).1 

 
Today, Tanzania is one of the very poorest countries in the world with a GNP per capita of $280 in 2000 
(GoT, 2002a).  The economy is still highly dependent on agriculture, which accounts for approximately 
half of national income, three quarters of merchandise exports, and the source of livelihood for 
approximately 80 percent of Tanzanians (GoT, 2002b).  The two fastest growing sectors of the economy 
are tourism and mining.  Tourism currently accounts for approximately 14 percent of GDP and mining 
accounts for about 2.5 percent of GDP (GoT, 2003).   
 
The government has targeted these three sectors as the drivers of future economic growth.  As such, these 
three sectors have been accorded special attention in economic development strategies for the country. 
The Tanzanian government aims for mining to contribute 10 % of GDP by 2025 (Lissu, 2002).  
With regards to the extractive industries, Tanzania has significant mineral resources including gold, 
diamonds, tanzanite, various other gem stones, natural gas, iron ore, coal and phosphates.  

 
 
2. World Bank and IMF Engagement in Tanzania 
 
2.1 Overview 
After several years of constrained donor relations and subsequent withdrawal of aid, in 1985 a World 
Bank mission went to Tanzania to assist the Government in the preparation of an Economic Recovery 
Program (ERP).  Following in 1986, pressure from the World Bank, IMF, and bi-lateral donors persuaded 
the Government of Tanzania to adopt the far-reaching ERP (Bigsten, et.al., 1999).   
 
The Bank-guided ERP was aimed at a broad range of policy reforms including liberalizing internal and 
external trade, unifying the exchange rate, reviving exports, and restoring fiscal sustainability.  In 1986, 
Tanzania reached agreement on a Stand-by Arrangement (SBA) with the IMF.  This agreement paved the 
way for increased lending by the World Bank and several other donors.  The IMF SBA was renewed in 
1987, 1988, and 1990.   
 
However, from 1993 to 1995 the government’s refusal to adopt more stringent IMF reforms led to donor 
withdrawal of funding (Reed & Kulindwa, 2001).  Relations recommenced in September 1996, with the 
GoT and IMF reaching an agreement on a three-year Enhanced Structural Adjustment Facility (ESAF) 
underpinned by a Policy Framework Paper (PFP).  This was later followed in 1999 by a Poverty 
Reduction and Growth Facility (PRGF) program loan.  
 

                                                 
1 A government process know as forced villagization was a major factor contributing to this degradation (Reed, 2001). 
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From 1986 to 1999, adjustment lending by the World Bank comprised a significant portion of its lending 
to Tanzania, including for 1986-1995 US$ 748.7 million or 38.5% of Bank lending; and for 1995 – 1999 
133 million or 33.3% of Bank lending (OED, 2000).  From 1987 to 1995, the Bank supported the ERP 
with four sectoral adjustment loans ( SECALs) equal to US$749 million, investment credits of US$1.2 
billion, and economic sector work (ESW) of US$18 million (OED, 2000).   Adjustment lending has 
continued by the Bank into the 2000’s with a PSAC and a Poverty Reduction Support Credit (PRSC).  
The current analysis mainly focuses on the implications of policy lending provided between 1986 and 
1999. 
 
During the 1990’s the Bank’s overall objective for its lending program in Tanzania was to improve 
economic efficiency through expanded private investment and production in the economy and reduce the 
drain upon scarce fiscal resources.  In general, the content of policy reforms has largely been the standard 
structural adjustment package, with limited original Tanzanian input (Bigsten, et.al., 1999).  The Bank’s 
Multi-Sector Rehabilitation loan focused on liberalizing foreign investment regulations, deepening 
reforms in the agriculture sector, and addressing social costs (Reed & Kulindwa, 2001).  The Industry and 
Trade Adjustment Credit mainly focused on trade liberalization, tariff and tax reforms, and industrial 
restructuring. 
 
As noted above, mining, tourism, and agriculture have been the three main sectors targeted for economic 
growth and as such have been central in restructuring the economy.  Mining and tourism have been the 
fastest growing sectors of the economy in the la st decade.  The World Bank has specifically supported 
mining for growth through a Mineral Sector Development Technical Assistance Loan, which as described 
below focused on legal, regulatory, and tax reforms to attract foreign investment in mining and other 
mineral based industries.  In addition, conditionality in Bank lending has been marked by increased cross-
sector conditionality, such as petroleum sector liberalization.   
 
Table 2.1 provides a summary of Bank lending with relevance to the extractive industries in Tanzania 
from 1986 to 1999. 
 
Table 2.1 World Bank Policy and Institutional Lending with Relevance to EI 

World Bank Loan Program US$ millions Approval Year 
Power and Energy Rehabilitation 40 1986 
Multi-Sector Rehabilitation 300 1986 
Industry and Trade Adjustment Credit 242 1988 
Parastatal and Public Sector Reform Project   1991 
Petroleum Rehabilitation 44 1991 
Mineral Sector Development Technical Assist. 12 1993 
Structural Adjustment Credit I (SAC1) 125 1997 
Tax Administration 40 1999 
Privatization and Private Sector Development Project  1999 
Programmatic Structural Adjustment Credit I (PSACI) 141 2000 
Programmatic Structural Adjustment Credit II (PSACII)  2000 
Source: World Bank Project Files 
 
The rest of the section describes specific structural reforms supported by the Bank and IMF loan 
programs in Tanzania with significant relevance to the extractive industries. 
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2.2 Trade Liberalization  
 
Towards reviving exports, Tanzania’s ERP focused significantly on trade liberalization reforms, which 
were supported by various lending operations of both the IMF and World Bank.  The main reforms 
included:  
 

• Abolish all trade restrictions, except for petroleum products and restrictions for health and 
security reasons; 

• VAT exemption on petroleum products (later requested by the IMF to be abolished); 
• Liberalize import regime, i.e. reduce the tax burden; 
• Rationalize tariffs; 
• Abolish system of export licensing; 
• Abolish registration of exporting companies; and 
• Liberalize marketing arrangements by deregulating and privatizing the marketing system (This 

measure has been particularly important in the mining sector). 
 
 
2.3 Investment Liberalization  
 
Investment liberalization was central to both the ERP and the Bank’s overall country program objective to 
increase private investment.  As such, the GoT enacted the National Investment and Promotion Act of 
1990, which included the following measures: 
 

• Removal of all restrictions on private entry and ownership of commercial enterprises, including 
mineral resources; 

• Full repatriation of profits; 
• Incentives to foreign investment; and 
• Encouragement for oil and gas exploration. 

 
In addition, the Investment Act of 1997 created the Tanzania Investment Centre (TIC) as a means to 
hasten the processing of applications from investors.  Over the course of the reform program, the TIC has 
gone through several changes.  Through IMF and Bank encouragement, it has shifted from regulatory 
functions to strictly promotional activities.  One of the primary promotional functions the TIC performs is 
issuing TIC tax incentive certificates allowing the withholding of taxes on interest earnings, dividends, 
and royalties. 2  These certificates have often been granted for, inter alia, imports used in foreign-financed 
projects.  For example, mining companies have been granted TIC certificates that allow 100 percent 
exemption of all expenditures, including provisions by mining companies on funds for defrayment of 
future expenses required in land restoration (IMF, 1999). 
 
However, in 2000 the IMF requested that the GoT abolish the tax privileges given by TIC.  The GoT 
reports that tax incentives have been harmonized and now the issuance of TIC certificates no longer 
confer any tax advantages (GoT, 2000a).   
 
 
2.4 Privatization and Private Sector-led Growth 
 
The privatization and private sector-led growth initiatives that began in 1993 are an extension of the 
investment liberalization efforts listed above.  The Bank reports that the GoT’s support for privatization 
has evolved over time from limited commitment and timid support to strong, open support (World Bank, 

                                                 
2 These tax advantages were later abolished through an IMF program in 2000. 
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1999a).  Furthermore, the Bank states that in 1997 the ruling party, CCM, reversed its long held policy on 
public ownership and formally endorsed private sector led growth.   
 
The GoT’s privatization program has taken place in close consultation with the World Bank.  The Bank 
has provided support for the implementation of Tanzania’s private sector development strategy consisting 
of a privatization program, bank restructuring, and utility regulation.  The aim of the program is to 
improve economic efficiency through increased private investment and reduced use of scarce fiscal 
resources (World Bank, 1999a).  Obtaining this overall development objective involves the following 
specific measures (World Bank, 1999a): 
 

• Reallocation of national resources to achieve development goals and improve the quality of goods 
and services; 

• Reduction of the role of the State in commercial activities;  
• Facilitation and promotion of private sector participation in the economy;  
• Privatization of major public enterprises (e.g. utilities and infrastructure); 
• Streamlining of the government approval of divestiture with greater delegation of implementation 

to the Parastatal Sector Reform Commission (PRSC); 
• Establishment of an institutional framework for regulation of infrastructure and utilities;3 and 
• Promotion of the removal of key regulatory and other business bottlenecks to the expansion of 

private and foreign direct investment. 
 
Specific extractive industry objectives, included: 
 

• Elimination of the state as a mine operator and divestiture of public mining companies; and 
• Dismantling of the state-owned petroleum corporation, Tanzania Petroleum Development 

Corporation (TPDC). 
 
In addition, the privatization program initia ted the setting up of the Parastatal Sector Reform Commission 
(PSRC) and in 1997 the Tanzania Private Sector Foundation, which was to enhance government 
collaboration with the private sector. 
 
As part of continuing support from the IMF and the World Bank, in late 1996, the government of 
Tanzania agreed to expand the privatization program to divest all major utilities, infrastructure, banking, 
agriculture, and mining assets (World Bank, 1999a).  The IMF and Bank operations called for an 
accelerated disposal of assets managed by the Parastatal Sector Reform Commission (PSRC) (IMF, 
1996).  As such, the GoT aimed to divest all remaining parastatals by 2000 (World Bank, 1999a).  
 
In 1999, the GoT was further encouraged by the Bank and IMF to make efforts to streamline the public 
enterprise divestiture process in order to facilitate the accelerated implementation of the privatization 
program.  Thus, the GoT stated that the PRSC would modify its operating procedures, including the 
following three main changes (World Bank, 1999a):  
 

1.) early policy decisions by Government coupled with greater delegation of execution of 
transactions through the “fast track” mechanism, 2.) the use of clearer, simplified procurement 

                                                 
3 Bank-funded projects are supporting the development of regulatory rules governing private investment in telecoms, electricity, 
water, ports and railways.  The Bank states that: “In order to facilitate investor confidence, it is likely that these regulatory 
schemes will place strong reliance on contract-based rules, with minimal discretion for regulators .  Nevertheless there are 
likely to remain important roles for regulators, such as contract monitoring, enforcement, resolution of disputes not warranting 
international arbitration and handling of consumer complaints (World Bank, 1999a).” 
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procedures, based on outsourcing to competitively selected investment advisors4, and  3). 
generally using price as the final selection criterion, with investor’s technical capacity and 
credentials for larger transactions determined through pre-qualification. 5 

 
 
2.5 Hydrocarbon Sector Reform  
 
Liberalization of the hydrocarbon sector began with the liberalization of refined petroleum imports in 
January 1997 and petroleum prices in June 1998 (IMF, 1996).  Next the state-owned oil corporation, 
Tanzania Petroleum Development Corporation (TPDC) ceased operations in October 1999.  Due to 
financial constraints, TPDC was unable to finance its last shipment of oil equal to 60,000 metric tons, 
which had to stay in storage until April (GoT, 2000a).  TPDC was restructured to focus on petroleum 
exploration, with support from the government budget.   
 
Restructuring efforts trimmed TPDC from a staff of 105 to around 65 (GoT, 2000a).  A final decision on 
whether TPDC will have any future role in the oil and gas sector will be addressed in a forthcoming study 
of the sector’s institutional and regulatory requirements.  This study is part of a 2001 IDA Songo Songo 
Natural Gas Credit.6  In addition, the Songo Songo project is suppose to provide technical assistance, 
training, and equipment to assist the Ministry of Energy and Minerals strengthen its institutional and 
regulatory framework for natural gas and energy management information systems. No further 
information on specific measures and actual implementation was available at the time of this analysis. 
 
It is also important to note, that in addition to the policy and institutional reforms in the hydrocarbon 
sector, a 1991 World Bank Tanzania Petroleum Rehabilitation Project provided some provisions for 
treatment of pre-existing pollution issues, such as controlling pollution from leaking pipes and storage 
facilities. 
 
 
 
2.6 Mining Sector Reform 
 
The mining sector in Tanzania has gone through several stages of reform since the creation of the State 
Mining Corporation (STAMICO) in the early 1970s. CCM, the ruling party of the government, 
recognized by the late1970s that reforming the mining sector offered prospects for attracting desperately 
needed foreign investment (Reed, 2001).  However, attempts by STAMICO to attract large capital in the 
1970s and early 1980s in the form of aid or joint public-private investments failed, even with the new 
government mining law that came into operation in 1979 (Chachage, 2001).  Under the 1979 Mining Act 
and 1982 Mining Policy, government participation in mining ventures was no longer mandatory.  
Furthermore, under the Small Scale Mining Policy of 1983, local small-scale miners could legally peg 
claims and work on them (Chachage, 2001). 
 
At the end of the 1980’s, the World Bank and IMF sponsored new foreign investment codes, investment 
promotion schemes, and the simplification of licensing and fiscal regimes, as well as some measures 
                                                 
4 Transactions will be implemented through contracting them out to competitively recruited investment advisors, this will be true 
both for the large transactions as well as smaller enterprises (World Bank, 1999a).  
5 Where assurance of bidders’ technical capacity and adherence to technical requirements and to government policy matters are 
needed, particularly for large public enterprises this will be achieved through pre-qualifications, with review of business plans 
through requiring investors to respond to a common set of investment and policy criteria.  Public accountability could be 
achieved through public opening of bids which would be broadcast on radio and TV and public announcement of winning 
bidders, which would be politically approved rapidly by the Cabinet.  This would be coupled with periodic process audits (World 
Bank, 1999a).  
6 The government will make the decision before commencement of natural gas production, currently scheduled for sometime in 
2003 (GoT, 2000a). 
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towards good governance.  A 1992 World Bank Strategy for African Mining set the stage for the Bank’s 
1993 Tanzania Mineral Sector Development Technical Assistance project. 
  
Following the advice in the African mining strategy, the Bank’s TA assisted the GoT to 1) eliminate the 
state as a mining operator, 2)restructure the institutional setup of the mining sector for stimulation of 
private investment, 3) improve regulation of mineral activities, 4) compile and disseminate geo-
information; and 5) prepare a modern mineral policy and strategy.  The last activity included a revised 
legal framework and new mining legislation, resulting in the following two legislative reforms: 
 
The Mining Policy of 1997 and Mining Act of 1998  

 
• Establishment of an attractive regulatory framework; 
• New fiscal regime with significant tax incentives – these originally included five-year tax 

holidays for new mining investments (see Table 2.2 for the new fiscal regime); 
• Stability of fiscal regime; 
• Streamlining of the regulatory environment to ensure effective application of the private sector 

investment code to the mining sector; 
• Privatization of mineral trading activities; 
• Stability of environmental management regulations; and 
• Security of land tenure. 

 
In addition, the Bank TA also included project activities involving the artisanal and small scale mining 
(ASM) sector.  The project set out to: improve the legal framework, i.e., formalize, ASM activities and 
thereby increase tax revenue; improve the environmental awareness and management of ASM7; improve 
government capacity to deal with SSM; provide extension services to ASM; and address gender issues 
(OED, 2003).  In 2002, the Bank assessed that the outcome of the ASM-related objectives in the Tanzania 
project was only moderately satisfactory (OED, 2003) (see section on market, policy, and institutional 
failures). 
 
Furthermore, the Ministry for Energy and Minerals attached regulations to the new Mining Act that required 
small-scale miners to acquire licences and extend their rights over claims from one year to five years 
(Chachage, 2001). The government believed that by doing so, it would be possible to reduce ASM sporadic 
movements, encourage then to put greater investments in technology and safety and eliminate environmental 
problems associated with small-scale mining (Chachage, 2001).  
 
Table 2.2 provides a comparison between the old and new fiscal regime for the mining sector.  As shown 
in the table, the post reform fiscal regime provides substantial tax incentives to attract mining investment 
by significantly lowering the tax rates across the board. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                 
7 Introduce better equipment and more environmentally sensitive disposal of tailings. 
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Table 2.2 Tanzania: New Fiscal Regime for the Mining Sector 

Description of Measure  Old New 
Income Tax 35% 30% 
Royalties 3% of gross value 

(5% diamonds) 
3% netback value (5% diamonds).  
0 for cut and polished gemstones (plus 
deductible for corporation tax) 

Depreciation Allowances 40% first year than 
10% annually 

100% on all mining capital expenditure 

Additional Capital Allowance for 
Development Capital Expenditure 

0 An additional 15% allowance each year 
for any un-recovered development capital 
expenditure 

Withholding Tax on Interest 15% (not deductible) 0 
Withholding Tax on dividend and tax on 
distribution of branch profits to non-residents 

20% 10% 

Import duty and Sales Tax for mining 
equipment and supplies directly related to 
operation of project 

Various Rates Exempted up to one year after start of 
production.  Thereafter, limit of 5% 
import duty and 5% sales tax. 

Sales Tax 10% deductible Full sales tax exemption for purchase of 
inputs and supplies (where product is 
exported) 

Export Duty 2% of sales value, 
deductible 

0 

Losses   Losses may be carried forward for an 
unlimited period of time. 

State Participation Mandatory There is no concessional state 
participation 

Stamp Duty 1 – 2% Reduce to a minor tax 
Domestic Withholding Tax on goods and 
services supplied 

2% 0 

Domestic Withholding Tax on goods and 
services purchased 

2% 2% (credited towards recipient’s 
corporate tax liability) 

Withholding Tax on technical service 
payments to both resident sub-contractors 
and non-residents and management fees 

30% 3% of gross payment 

Accounting for tax purposes Tanzanian Shillings US dollars permitted 
Source: Ministry of Energy and Minerals, Tanzania 
 
 
 
3. Development Outcomes 
 
This section discusses various indicators, observations, and data for Tanzania, including parameters of 
economic growth and indicators more directly tied to poverty and the environment.   
 
Overall, the main outcomes were the following.  In the late 1990’s, structural reforms aimed at attracting 
investment and a high international gold price contributed to a mining exploration boom in Tanzania.  
The hydrocarbon sector, on the other hand, is only now starting to attract investors to offshore 
exploration.  Although export earnings from mining have increased significantly, the sector has not had 
an impact on the GDP growth rate which remained chiefly unchanged over the time period.  Furthermore, 
the trade deficit has increased and tax revenue is at low levels.  Moreover, growth in minerals has made 
Tanzania’s economy more dependent on primary commodities.   
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Furthermore, growth in the mining sector has had little impact on employment or incomes for the poor 
and social conflict continues to be intense surrounding the sector.  Lastly, overall environmental 
degradation has increased due to significant growth in mining activities. 
 
 
3.1 Investment and Production in the Extractive Industries 
 
Mining is currently the fastest growing sector in Tanzania. The operationalization of the new Mining Act 
and investment promotion measures resulted in a mining exploration boom and the establishment of four 
large gold mines (see Table 3.6 below).8  Investment made in mineral development and exploration 
reached US$ 1 billion by mid-2001 (Tanzania Investment Centre, 2002). 
 
Table 3.1 provides a summary of mineral production trends for diamonds, gold, and gemstones from 1989 
to 2000.  As the table figures illustrate, all three commodities experienced significant growth throughout 
the period. However, gold production fell sharply from 1995 to 1999 because the Bank of Tanzania had 
stopped buying gold at the market value, on the pretext of lack of funds (Chachage, 2001). Moreover, 
starting in 1994, areas such as Bulyanhulu, Geita, Buhemba, etc. which had been previously worked by 
small-scale miners were being granted to foreign companies and mining by small-scale miners was 
banned in many of these areas (Chachage, 2001).   
 
 
Table 3.1 Mineral Production in Tanzania (1989-2000) 

Year Diamonds (103 carats) Gold (kgs) Gemstones (kgs) 
1989 75.9 112.0 11,398.0 
1990 84.6 1,643.0 38,700.0 
1991 99.8 3,779.0 59,626.0 
1992 67.3 4,525.0 48,938.0 
1993 40.8 3,370.0 32,979.0 
1994 17.2 2,861.4 48,938.0 
1995 49.5 320.0 111,403.8 
1996 126.7 318.0 142,160.0 
1997 123.1 232.0 509,489.0 
1998 97.8 427.0 48,518.0 
1999 235.0 4,767.0 95,200.0 
2000 354.4 15,060.0 150,800.0 

Source: Bank of Tanzania/Ministry of Energy and Mines 
 
 
As Table 3.2 below shows, mineral exports increased substantially from 1996 to 1998 (note the new 
Mining Act was adopted in 1997).  Mineral exports have increased from a value of US$15 million in 
1990 to US$312 million in 2001.  Government revenue from the export of gold rose from virtually 
nothing to $120 million between 1996 and 2000 (OED, 2002).  Diamonds and gold continue to be the 
leading minerals, equaling 64% of total mineral exports in 1998 (Reed & Kulindwa, 2001). These figures 
would be higher if not for the widespread illegal trade, which takes place despite the substantial tariff 
reductions and attractive business environment (76% gold and 80% gems) (Reed & Kulindwa, 2001). 
 
 

                                                 
8 Information based on an interview with Heike Mainhardt-Gibbs and staff from the Ministry of Energy and Mines, 
Dar es Salaam, Tanzania, July 2002. 
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Table 3.2. Tanzania Exports (Million USD) 

Year Total Exports Mineral Exports % of mineral exports 
to GDP 

% of mineral exports to 
total exports 

1980 508.0 38.9 0.9 7.7 
1985 324.7 19.6 0.2 6.0 
1990 402.0 27.0 0.7 6.7 
1995 661.2 44.9 0.9 6.8 
1996 768.0 55.9 0.9 7.3 
1997 717.1 92.8 1.3 12.9 
1998 676.2 103.0 1.3 15.2 
Source: Ministry of Energy and Minerals, Bank of Tanzania, IMF Staff Country Report No. 98/5 
 
 
With the exception of the Songo Songo Gas to Electricity project, the hydrocarbon sector has not seen any 
significant growth.  Furthermore, petroleum products declined since the dismantling of the state 
petroleum company.  With regards to Songo Songo, the project will deliver natural gas to a 112 MW gas 
turbine power generator and thereby replace diesel fuel with natural gas.  Songo Songo plans to begin 
production sometime in 2003. 
 
For the near future, the natural gas sector in Tanzania is poised for growth as several companies are 
currently planning offshore exploration.  Environmentalists have stated concerns over the high value 
marine biodiversity in the areas of exploration. 
 
 
 
3.2 General Macroeconomic Indicators  
As previously stated, the Tanzanian economy is dominated by the agriculture sector, which accounts for 
approximately 50 percent of GDP and 75 percent of foreign exchange earnings.  Thus, the extractive 
industries impact on aggregate macroeconomic data is very small relative to agriculture, unlike the case of 
Peru where mining accounted for over 50% of exports.  However, given that the mining sector is the 
fastest growing sector, increasing its share of GDP from 0.9 percent in 1980 and 1995 to 4.3 percent  in 
2000, and is targeted as the engine for economic growth, macroeconomic indicators will give some 
indication of the sectors’ contribution to overall economic stability.   
 
Table 3.3 provides a summary of available data on some general macroeconomic indicators for Tanzania 
comparing across time periods beginning with 1973 to 2001.  Even though the GDP growth rate has been 
higher from 1997 to 2000 than it was from 1985 to 1996, according to the IMF over the decade 1991 to 
2000, as a whole per capita GDP remained relatively unchanged (IMF, 2003).  Furthermore, investment 
as a percent of GDP is below that of pre-reform years. Foreign currency deposits were continuing to grow 
rapidly albeit to a substantial extent on account of a few large transactions by foreign investors (GoT, 
2000a).    
 
Trade Deficit – The trade deficit has increased despite increase in foreign exchange earnings generated by 
mining and tourism (Reed & Kulindwa, 2001).  Analysis shows that declining terms of trade for other 
exports (notably agriculture), has helped boost the overall share of earnings from mining and tourism 
(Reed & Kulindwa, 2001). Overall, exports in the first quarter of 2000 were almost 50% higher than over 
the same period in 1999, reflecting strong growth in both gold and cashew nuts (GoT, 2000a).  However, 
the significant increase in mining exports has not been able to overcome the increases in imports. 
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Table 3.3 General Macroeconomic Indicators  

 1973-78 1979-84 1985-90 1991-93 1994-96 1997-99 1999 2000 2001 

Real GDP 
Growth (%) 

2.3 (-) 1.0 4.0 1.7 3.1 4.0 4.7 4.9 5.9 

Budget 
Deficit 

(% of GDP) 

NA NA NA 5.6 3.9 4.0 2.3 5.8 4.6 

After grants NA NA NA 2.2 1.3 0.3    
Investment 
(% GDP) 

33.6 
(1979) 

28.6 
(1981) 

18.7 
(1985) 

26.3 20.5 18.5 15.5 17.6 17.4 

Current 
Account 
Balance (% 
GDP) 

NA NA NA NA -15.9 
(1996) 

-14.4 
(1998) 

-15.3 -15.4 -17.4 

Gov. 
Revenue (% 
GDP) 

NA NA NA NA NA 12.6 11.3 12.2 12.2 

Sources: Bank of Tanzania; IMF; Ministry of Finance, and National Bureau of Statistics in GoT, 2001;  
Bigsten, et. al., 1999 

 
 
Decreasing Tax Revenues & Illegal Trade – As shown by data in Table 3.3, tax revenue levels as a 
percent of GDP experienced a downward trend since 1997 despite the increased tax contributions from 
both mining and tourism (Reed, 2001).  The mining industry is generally weak on tax compliance and the 
government makes little effort to collect from small-scale operations.  As discussed in section 2, the 
Tanzanian Investment Act of 1997 included tax incentives for mining and tourism, such as tax holidays.  
These incentives have generated tax revenue losses estimated to equal about US$30 million a year (Reed 
& Kulindwa, 2001).  In 2003, the IMF reports that revenue mobilization still remains weak due to the 
proliferation of tax exemptions (IMF, 2003). 
 
Furthermore, Tanzania experiences a significant loss in government revenue due to widespread illegal 
mineral exports.   The Tanzania Investment Centre has revealed that more than 90 percent of Tanzanian 
minerals are exported out of the country illegally (Chachage, 2001).  According to the officials of the 
Center, Germany has been recording imports from Tanzania of minerals worth USD 300 million.  
However, the official GoT records show that Tanzania has been exporting only USD 10 million to 
Germany.   In addition, figures show that the US has imported from Tanzania USD 328 million worth of 
tanzanite.  However, the records of the Ministry of Minerals and Energy only have Tanzania exporting 
USD 31 million (Chachage, 2001). 
 
In July 2001, the media was full of reports about the sinking of six containers of sand containing mineral 
ores, e.g. gold at Tanga Port (Chachage, 2001).  Interviews for this analysis revealed that there are reports 
of containers being transported across the Tanzanian boarders that are declared as containing only sand, 
when in fact they have undisclosed amounts of mineral ore such as gold.  The deregulation and 
privatization of transportation enterprises and ports has yet to improve this situation and may have even 
made it more difficult for the government to track transport across its boarders.  Often the government 
does not have good data on the richness of mineral deposits and must depend on the private sector for 
data.  Government inspectors are unable to handle the new amount of mining operations and are in need 
of basic equipment such as vehicles for transportation to mining sites.9 
 
                                                 
9 Information obtained from interviews between Heike Mainhardt-Gibbs and staff of the Tanzanian Ministry of Energy and 
Mines, Dar es Salaam. July 2002. 
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The GoT has in recent years placed emphasis on increasing the ratio of government revenue to GDP 
largely through measures to broaden the tax base and strengthen the tax administration (GoT, 2000a).   
The issuance of sector regulations in December 1999 now require that all imports of petroleum products 
need to be channeled through bonded warehouses, which has begun to address the problem of large-scale 
tax evasion in the petroleum sector (GoT, 2000a).   
 
In addition, upon IMF request, the petroleum products VAT exemption mentioned in the trade 
liberalization section above was eventually repealed in 2000, and petroleum taxes10 have been 
consolidated into VAT and product-specific excises on a revenue-neutral basis (GoT, 2000a).   Moreover, 
the subsidy to the TPDC that previously happened through levies on petroleum products have been 
eliminated, with the levies now included in the new petroleum excise tax (GoT, 2000a).  The application 
of the VAT to petroleum products is expected to bring additional companies into the tax net (GoT, 
2000a).  These new tax measures appear to be somewhat working.  In 2000, a slight revenue increase in 
the terms of GDP came mainly from the inclusion of all fees, charges, and taxes on petroleum products, 
plus a 5 percent increase in excise tax rates, and an increase in the Road Fund tax (GoT, 2000a). 
 
 
3.3 Macroeconomic Vulnerabilities   
Increased Dependency on Primary Commodities – The various measures of manufacturing value added 
of the Tanzanian economy provided in Table 3.5 all have decreased in the post reform decade.  Such data 
indicate that post structural reform, Tanzania’s economy has become more dependent on primary 
commodities.  Furthermore, additional data indicate that the manufacturing sectors share in GDP has 
shrunk in the last decade (OED, 2000).  Both of these measures indicate that the mining sector is not 
providing any significant forward or backward linkages to the economy.  
 

Table 3.5 Tanzania – Manufacturing Value Added (MVA) 
(at constant 1990 prices in $US) 

 

Indicator 

Year/Period 

MVA per 
capita (US$) 

Share of MVA 
in GDP (%) 

Real average annual growth 
rates of MVA (%) 

Real average annual growth rates 
of per-capita MVA (%) 

1980 18 11.6 NA NA 
1990 12 8.2 NA NA 
1997 11 7.4 NA NA 
1998 11 7.6 NA NA 
1970 – 1980 NA NA 3.7 0.6 
1980 – 1990 NA NA -0.7 -3.8 
1990 - 1998 NA NA 1.8 -1.2 

Source:  UNIDO, Country Industrial Statistics, 2003. 
 
 
Greater Vulnerability to Adverse External Shocks – Related to the increased dependency on primary 
commodities is vulnerability to external shocks. Following the terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001, the 
economy of Tanzania experienced multiple adverse shocks.  The purchase of tanzanite gemstones, over 
80 percent of which is marketed in the United States, declined sharply, and prices plummeted by as much 
as 77 percent (GoT, 2001).  According to IMF assessment, Tanzania is highly vulnerable to developments 
in terms of trade and other exogenous shocks (IMF, 1996). [For a discussion on the relative importance to 
macroeconomic stability, e.g. balance of payments, please see the Peru Case Study]. 
 
 
                                                 
10 Including the Energy Fund and other levies, but excluding import duties and the Road Fund tax. 
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Energy Deficits.   Mining is an energy intensive industry.  In 1997, a lack of rain in catchment areas for 
hydropower caused electricity shortages.  In May 2000, thermal electricity generation was brought on line 
to help alleviate these shortages (GoT, 2000a).  However, thermal power generation has created 
substantial demand for fuel imports.  In 2000, badly needed fuel imports were at low levels due to fiscal 
and monetary restraints (GoT, 2000a).  Electricity usage had to be rationed which negatively impacted the 
manufacturing sector.  The expanding mining sector is a significant contributor to the rising energy 
demand in Tanzania.  However, this situation is expected to get better with the production of natural gas 
from Songo Songo in 2003.  
 
 
3.4 Production Regime Effects & Small-Scale Mining 
 
In assessing the production regime effects of reform two primary comparisons are used: Domestic vs. 
foreign and large- vs. small-scale.  Table 3.6 provides a summary of post reform large mining projects in 
Tanzania.  As indicated in the Table, none of the post reform large mining projects have Tanzanian 
ownership. 

 
Table 3.6 Large Mining Projects in Tanzania 

Name of 
Company 

Owner Mineral Resources/Reserves 
(Million ounces) 

Investment  
(US $ million) 

Commencement 
Date 

Golden Pride 
Mine 

Resolute 
(Australia) 

Gold 2.71 / 1.01 77.0 February 1998 

Bulyanhulu 
Gold Mine 

Barrick Gold 
Corporation 
(Canada) 

Gold 14.5 / 10.0 280.0 July 2001 

Geita Gold 
Mining Ltd. 

Ashanti 
Goldfields  
(Ghana) & 
Anglogold (S. 
Africa) 

Gold 14.0 / 7.0 400.0 August 2000 

Afrika 
Mashariki 
Gold Mining 
Co.  Ltd. 

Afrika 
Mashariki 
Gold Mines 
Ltd. 
(Australia) 

Gold 4.1 / 1.9 72.0 2002 

East Africa 
Mines Ltd. 

Spinifex 
(Australia) 

Gold 1.37 / 0.91 11.2  

Merelani 
Mining Ltd. 

AFGEM  
(S. Africa) 

Tanzanite N. A. 20.0 2001 

Williamson 
Diamonds Ltd. 

Debeers (S. 
Africa) & 
Tanzania 
Government 

Diamonds 50.9 mil. carats 12.3 1940 

Kabanga 
Nickel Project 

Barrick Gold 
Corporation 
(Canada) 

Nickel 21.3 mil. tonnes 
ore 

N. A. N. A. 

Source: Tanzania Chamber of Mines, 2002 
 
The foreign ownership trend also extends to a majority of the junior level mining companies, which are 
dominated by Canadian companies.   Stakeholders interviewed for this analysis, including staff of the 
Ministry of Energy and Mines and NGOs, claim that the big foreign companies are benefiting the most 
from reforms.  Furthermore, they claim that before reforms, when mining was conducted largely by 
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small-scale miners, more profits stayed inside the country.  Initial data on declining government revenue 
levels and low levels of investment in non-mineral sectors indicates some support for these claims.   
 
In the wake of mounting criticism, especially in the Parliament, about public firms being sold away to 
foreigners with no meaningful participation of Tanzanians, in 1998 the government established The 
Privatization Trust to promote share ownership among Tanzanians (Bigsten, et.al., 1999).  Unfortunately, 
no further information was available at the time of this analysis regarding the results of this initiative. 
 
In addition to concerns over concentrated foreign ownership, many individuals interviewed for the 
analysis stated concerns over negative impacts on the small-scale and artisanal miners.  In the early 
1980’s, the Tanzanian government legally recognized artisanal/small-scale mining (ASM) and earmarked 
large areas for their activities as well as encouraged foreign suppliers of mining equipment to do business 
with them (Lissu, 2002).   
 
However, the economic reform program started in 1986 did not continue this government support for 
ASM, which is a significant income earner for the poor.  Rather, the legislative changes, e.g. 1998 Mining 
Act and 1990 Investment Promotion Act, cultivated a favorable and protective environment that was 
mainly targeted at attracting large-scale mining operations (Chachage, 1993).  
 
Back in 1976, ASM experienced a spectacular boom with the discovery of the large gold deposit at 
Bulyanhulu and the influx to it of workers who had been laid off in diamond mining (Bills et al, 1991).  
For many years after, small-scale miners had continued making new discoveries in many parts of the 
country, to the extent that by 1993 there were officially 1,440 small-scale claim holders and 480 
prospecting certificate holders (Chachage, 2001). At a conservative estimate of 10,000 people per site, it 
is possible that there were over 900,000 people involved in small-scale mining and auxiliary activities in 
1993 (Chachage, 2001).   
 
However, in recent years post the 1989 Mining Act, activities of the small-scale miners have been mainly 
undertaken at old mine sites where known alluvial deposits existed up until the early 1970s (Chachage, 
2001).  Many of the large and lucrative mineral sites, such as Bulyanhulu, Geita, and Buhemba have 
been taken over by large foreign mining firms resulting in thousands of ASM-displaced miners [there are 
no reliable estimates of the net loss to ASM displacement].  In 1994, 80% of revenue came from ASM.  
Now, medium and large-scale operations provide more revenue in terms of percent and overall amount 
compared to ASM.11 
 
However, a study by Chachage (1993) indicates that at least in one case in the early 1990’s ASM had a 
more positive experience.  In the case of the Mererani tanzanite mining village, local pit owners had 
organized to become Arusha Regional Miners’ Association (AREMA) and had been awarded a 25 percent 
block.  AREMA members dominated village government and used influence to win back land allocated to 
outsiders.   
 
As a result, at least initially, mineral accumulation by small-scale sector operators was taking place, with 
the accumulation dependent upon collective organization for entry and competitive efficiency for possible 
expansion.  Here, Chachage explains, accumulation by the small-scale sector is rooted in exploitation of 
the production process rather than trade.  In addition, this village had experienced vast expansion of 
commercial activity, investment in transport, and significant expansion in neighboring agricultural 
villages.  Please note that this case study was conducted in the early 1990’s and that there are some 
indications that the conditions of this case may have changed. 
 

                                                 
11 Information obtained through an interview between Heike Mainhardt-Gibbs and a staff member of the Ministry of Engery and 
Mines, Tanzania, July 2002. 
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When Bank staff in the Tanzania office were questioned about the absence of support for ASM 
development in the Bank’s policy-lending of the early 1990s, the staff replied that the 1994 Mineral 
Sector Development TA was mainly geared towards fiscal policies and the operative scheme for large-
scale operations.  Bank staff recognized the importance of the ASM sector and stated that it remained an 
unfinished agenda. Although Bank staff recognized the need to address ASM development and associated 
poverty issues, staff appeared not to recognize any negative implications on ASM of policies that favor 
large-scale operations such has lack of access to mineral rights, credit/finance, and, thus, inability to 
compete with large foreign corporations. 
 

3.6 Employment Effects  

Estimates of employment in the mining sector during the 1990s vary widely.  Two studies put the direct 
employment figure at 555,000 for 1996 and 1997 (Tan-Discovery and FEMATA).   However, some 
estimates put it as high as 1 million.  The vast majority of this direct employment is attributable to the 
ASM sector.  In 1995, ASM contributed enormously to rural job creation overall, accounting for about 
46% of total middle income jobs (Phillips et al., 2001 in Lissu, 2002). 
 
Although the earlier phases of the structural reform program which ushered in trade liberalization 
contributed to the boom in small-scale and artisanal mining and thus job creation for the poor, the later 
reforms on investment promotion and mining policy aimed at large-scale operations undermined the labor 
intensive ASM sector.  Thus, the overall long-term impact of the reform program has done little for the 
incomes of the poor as illustrated by the GoT’s analysis of mining sector growth impacts on poverty, as 
quoted by the IMF (2003):   
 

“[The] government has done some good initial work…trying to trace through the linkages 
between sectoral growth and poverty; showing for example, that several of the ‘pacesetter’ 
sectors of growth – mining and tourism – are having fairly little impact on employment or 
incomes of the poor.” 

 
In 2002, mining represented only 0.6 percent of the labor force (PHDR, 2002).  The GoT further states 
that while the impact of economic reforms that began in the mid-1980s has been fairly positive on 
economic growth, the employment challenge has yet to be addressed adequately (GoT, 2002b).   
 
In general, the Bank did not elect to support the development of the mineral sector for its employment 
opportunities for the poor.  In the Bank’s 1992 Strategy for African Mining, it advised African 
governments against using mining as a potential source of employment creation.  Table 3.7 shows the 
relatively low employment needs of the largest mine operations in Tanzania. 
 
Table 3.7 Employment in Tanzania’s Major Mines 

Mine  Number of Employees 
Williamson Diamonds 900 
Golden Pride 490 
Geita Gold Mining 467 
Bulyanhulu Gold 1,200 
Afrika Mashariki Gold 250 
Merelani Mining 315 
Total 3, 622 

Source: Tanzania Chamber of Mines, 2002 
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3.7 Poverty Effects 
 
The GoT states that the incidence of poverty declined during 1983-1991 and 1991-1993, and increased 
again during 1993-1998. 12 Estimates for 2000 suggest that the poverty level has increased to well over 50 
percent for mainland Tanzania (GoT, 2000b).  In 2001, using the basic needs measurement method,13 
rural poverty was estimated at 57 percent (GoT, 2002a).  Furthermore, the GoT believes that the more 
recent deterioration in the poverty situation is probably attributable to worsening income inequality, and a 
relatively low rate of economic growth in the rural areas (GoT, 2000b), where much of the mining is 
located. 
 
In general without mining specific poverty data, it is difficult to indicate the direct link between poverty 
effects and reforms that foster development in the mining sector.  However, these data do indicate that a 
development strategy significantly concentrated in mining sector growth does not appear to have an 
overall positive impact on poverty reduction.  Furthermore, as previously stated, a GoT analysis has 
shown that growth in the mining sector has had little positive impact on improving incomes or creating 
employment for the poor. Moreover, the World Bank (OED, 2000) reports that after almost four decades 
of its Tanzania strategy “…the best available estimates suggest that per capita income today is certainly 
no higher than it was four decades ago.” 
 
With that said, social benefits that have occurred through expansion of large-scale mining are generally in 
the form of improved infrastructure that may include water supply, schools, hospitals, and sometimes 
roads and power supplies.  For example, the Songo Songo natural gas project has plans to subsidize gas 
supplies to surrounding communities.  This will help reduce the need to collect charcoal, which has both 
environmental and social benefits.  However, the degree to which benefits exist varies greatly from 
project to project as there are no specific government requirements attached to the development of these 
operations even though they are often located in or near established communities.  Furthermore, at least 
one study of the mining sector (Chachage, 1993) indicates that there has been very little visible commerce 
expansion in local villages.   
 
Lastly, in the course of this research no information could be found regarding EI revenue management by 
the government.  Based on local interviews, there are no indications of government commitment to return 
revenue to the EI affected communities. 
 
 
3.8 Social Antagonism Effects  
Significant social antagonism has resulted from the new foreign mining developments that have entered 
the country post reform.  Especially since the late 1980s when many foreign companies started taking 
over areas which were being worked by local small scale miners, there has been much social conflict 
between local Tanzanian miners and new foreign mining claim holders (Chachage, 1993). 
 
The most publicized case is the social unrest surrounding the Bulyanhulu gold operation in western 
Tanzania.  In February 2002, a Tanzanian NGO filed a complaint with the Compliance Advisor 
Ombudsman (CAO) of IFC/MIGA regarding MIGA’s guarantee to Bulyanhulu.  The complaint alleged a 
lack of due diligence on the part of MIGA, inadequate compensation for land, ignored property rights, 
human rights abuses, and forced eviction in the area of the mine, namely thousands of artisanal miners.  
The CAO found weaknesses in MIGA’s due diligence approach, but overall found no substantiation for 
the complaint.  Social conflict continues to surround the Bulyanhulu case. 

                                                 
12 Available data indicate that the percent of population below the poverty line decreased from 64.6 percent during 1980-85 to 
50.5 percent during 1990-95 (World Bank, 1997b)12. 
13Unable to meet food and non-food basic requirements. 
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Conflicts have remained intensive and frequent throughout 1995 – 2002.  Other mining areas associated 
with social conflict include:  Arusha, Tarime District, Bukombe District, Twigg Gold Exploration Ltd., 
and Mererani Tanzanite mines. 
 
 

3.10 Environmental Performance Effects  

The environmental costs to Tanzania associated with the significant expansion of the min ing sector under 
the aegis of structural and mineral sector adjustment in the last decade have been substantial.  Although 
there is a great lack of environmental data for Tanzania, which indicates that the Bank is not monitoring 
the environmental impacts, some studies do exist.  For example, studies of mining operations in Mererani 
in Arusha, Geita in Mwanza, and Umba in Tanga indicate widespread water contamination, deforestation, 
loss of biodiversity and degradation of agricultural fields (Chachage, 2001).  Silt, salt, oil, chemicals, and 
tailings are regularly dumped around mining sites large and small (Reed & Kulindwa, 2001).  
 
The GoT highlights in its 2001 development Assistance Strategy (GoT, 2002b) that one of the major 
environmental problems facing the country are the negative environmental effects of mining and 
quarrying, including land degradation, river diversion, disturbance to wildlife and vegetation and air  and 
water pollution.  Priority interventions planned by the Strategy include environmentally sound practices 
for small-scale mining and the development of alternative energy sources (GoT, 2002b).  
 
In addition, the 2001 Tanzania Poverty Reduction Strategy’s environmental objective is to “enhance the 
ability of the poor to adopt to climatic change and protect the environment” (GoT, 2001). The support for 
policies and structural changes that promote investment in and expansion of petroleum and mining 
industries without adequate laws and institutional capacity to protect the environment undermines this 
poverty objective. 
 
However, with that said, according to industry and NGOs interviewed for the analysis, the only 
environmental management that does take place in the mining sector is driven by World Bank social and 
environmental impact assessment requirements at the project level.  Although, those interviewed said 
these impact assessments have been no more than guidelines as there is no legal backing to enforce 
minimal social and environmental standards.  In June 2002, more than a decade after Bank- and IMF-led 
structural adjustment began, the GoT still had no legal framework for environmental management of the 
extractive industries. Draft environmental legislation was expected later in the year.   
 
Although the Bank has made efforts to improve the environmental performance of EI in Tanzania, 
assistance has clearly been inadequate to handle the significant mining expansion associated with the 
Bank’s support for policies that usher in investment to this environmentally destructive sector.  Moreover, 
with regards to GoT poverty and development priorities, the Bank has not done enough to assist Tanzania 
to implement both policies and an institutional framework to develop the capacity for alternative and 
renewable energy sources or for the protection of the coastal mining areas, which would be especially 
susceptible to climate change.  
 
 
 
4. Market, Policy, and Institutional Failures 
 
In Tanzania, the Bank and IMF-supported reform program focused on improving conditions for private 
sector development.  Subsequently, the structural reform program reduced barriers to foreign investment 
in Tanzania and established a functioning commercial court.  However, social and environmental 
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capacities have not received equal attention.  As a result, many significant problems still persist such as 
inadequate social and environmental standards for the EI sector and illegal mineral trade.   
 
Furthermore, in some cases reforms have created policy and institutional failures, including preferential 
tax treatment for the mining sector and privatization of several major mining assets without adequate 
government capacity to manage or regulate the growth in the sector.  These failures have provided 
multiple opportunities for companies in the mining sector to take advantage of the weak regulatory 
framework through tax evasion, commercial land grabs, corruption, and rent-seeking behavior.   
 
The following section starts by identifying market, policy, and institutional failures that were corrected 
through structural reform.  The section follows with a more detailed discussion of failures either  left 
uncorrected or that were created through the structural reform program in Tanzania.   
 
 
4.1 Corrected Failures 

Fewer Barriers for Foreign Investment - The program was successful in correcting several existing 
failures towards improving the investment climate.  These include corrections such as:  abolished 
monopoly on refined petroleum imports; dismantled government administered price regime resulting in 
significantly reduced cost-price distortions (according to the IMF and World Bank); and strengthened 
large-scale EI commercial land tenure and mineral rights.   
 
Improvements in Governance – a newly established commercial court is resolving disputes expeditiously 
and helping to restore respect for the judiciary (GoT, 2000a).  
 
Growth in CSOs – Although the role of World Bank assistance is unclear, it should be noted that the 
growth in civil society organizations (CSO) has been significant post reform program.  In the mid-80s, 
there were approximately 200 CSOs and by mid-1997 there were approximately 8,400 CSOs registered 
(Bigsten, et.al., 1999).  Many of these CSOs have been active in lobbying for a new Land Bill (Bigsten, 
et.al., 1999), which has important implications for mineral and social development as well as 
environmental protection. 
 
 
4.2 Persisting Failures 

Market  
 
Lack of domestic access to capital and credit – Tanzanian operations can not compete with the capital and 
credit conditions of the large foreign enterprises that came to Tanzania under investment liberalization,  
privatization, and the tax incentives offered by the new mining law.  Credit is very expensive for local 
Tanzanians (~ 25% interest rate).  This is especially true for small-scale and artisanal miners. The 
adoption of improved technology by small-scale miners is tied to their access to capital and credit.  It is 
impossible to secure a loan from the banks for purposes of acquiring equipment on the basis of a small 
claim alone (Chachage, 2001). In 2000, the 12-month growth of credit to the private sector declined to 
14%, the smallest growth since 1996 (GoT, 2000a).   
 
Social and environmental costs not internalized – If left un-checked and un-regulated, the market does not 
automatically internalize the significant social and environmental costs associated with the extractive 
industries.  These costs should be accounted for through appropriate fiscal regimes and regulations.  This 
has not been done in the case of Tanzania.   
 
Weak forward and backward linkages – Mining and hydrocarbon sector linkages with the rest of the 
Tanzanian economy have continued to be weak.  Program reforms ushered in many large foreign 
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enterprises.  But, this has not been coupled with a capacity of any significant degree to develop forward 
and backward linkages with smaller firms and other sectors of the economy, such as adding more value 
through the refining and fabrication of products.   
 
 
Policy and Institutional  
 
EI revenue management and distribution – As part of structural reforms, there were no government 
provisions or mechanism set up for the distribution of revenues from resource extraction to meet 
compensation of local communities, local development, or other national priorities such as job or value-
added creation. 
 
 
Slow progress on land reform – Land resources are essential for both mineral and social development as 
well as protection of the natural environment and biodiversity.  However, according to the GoT, land 
policies and laws in Tanzania have not changed in tandem with other economic reforms (GoT, 2002b).  
Improvements in land tenure for individuals and local communities has lagged well behind the 
commercial land grab that started to take place with the initiation of privatization and mining investment 
promotion.  
 
In 1995, the GoT approved a new National Land Policy14 and early in 1999, GoT enacted new land laws.  
However, it was not until June 2001 that new land regulations were completed.  In 2001, the GoT 
reported that there are conflicts over land use, absence of adequate and coordinated information, and 
inadequate human, institutional, and infrastructural capacities to manage land resources (GoT, 2002b). 
 
Furthermore, the insecurity of claim ownership is a major problem for small-scale and artisanal miners. 
ASM claims are currently issued annually, and can also be taken away at any time, unlike large-scale 
licenses (Chachage, 2001).  This situation makes it very difficult for ASM to undertake any long-term 
investments such as those needed for the adoption of safer and less polluting technologies.  This difficulty 
is further compounded by ASM’s absence of capital/credit. 
 
Bank efforts to improve the situation of ASM have had insignificant impacts.  Of the Bank supported 
extension services planned for ASM, only one of eight planned pilot projects were undertaken due to 
higher than anticipated costs.15  The Bank TA involved the participation of local communities to discuss 
mineral rights of small-scale miners, but there was no long-term concrete measures or mechanism 
established (OED, 2002).   
 
Lastly, there was only a limited introduction of practices to decrease adverse environmental impacts of 
small-scale mining. Overall, even though the Bank attempted to address some ASM issues, there should 
have been an integrated approach, one that considers ASM and local communities in the reforms of legal, 
regulatory, and fiscal frameworks that promote mining investments. 
 
 
Inadequate social standards for EI – In Tanzania, local community rights are unclear.  There are no 
mechanisms for enforcing local community rights or for arbitrating individual claims against mining 
operations or the private sector in general.  Furthermore, the new Mining Act provided no mechanism for 
local community involvement regarding the establishment of mineral rights. 
 

                                                 
14 Note the analysis was unable to assess the adequacy or social equity of the new land laws and regulations. 
15 Information obtained through interview between Heike Mainhardt-Gibbs and staff from the Ministry of Energy and Mines, Dar 
es Salaam, Tanzania. July 2002. 
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In addition, the overall privatization process has lacked public participation.16  In general, the public has 
been involved only to the extent that they have been the target of communication campaigns seeking to 
raise awareness and acceptance of the privatization program. This has been recognized as a weakness by 
both the Bank and other donors.   
 
Under funding from DFID, international consultants have been recruited to help design and implement a 
much wider communications campaign that is seeking to inform and involve the public about the 
privatization program and how they can participate in or benefit from it (World Bank, 1999a).  However, 
it is unclear to what degree these new communications efforts will actual empower local Tanzanians. 
 
 
Inadequate environmental standards for EI – With regards to environmental regulations, there has also 
been a failure to establish clear and effective regulatory capacity or a legal framework for enforcement.  
As previously mentioned, the only presence of environmental management in the mining sector is driven 
by Bank required EIAs, which offer little more than voluntary guidelines without enforcement.  Even so, 
EIAs do not cover the full range of social and environmental impacts from the mining sector, such as the 
coastal stripping taking place from the new mining operations located near the Tanzanian coasts. 
 
Mid-sized mining companies have been known to take advantage of conflicting and vague regulations, 
and the uncertainties surrounding community rights (Reed, 2001).  These companies have often complied 
with no environmental regulations and paid no reparations to local villages for contaminated water, 
clearing of forests or digging up of agricultural lands (Reed, 2001). 
 
Illegal Mineral Trade – Highly porous marketing arrangements inherited from years past allowed 76% of 
gold and 80% of gem stones to be smuggled out of the country and marketed in neighboring countries and 
Thailand (Reed, 2001). Now privatized, TRA has stepped up controls along the borders and the 
government is working on the specification of vessels allowed to carry certain goods and strengthening of 
the customs administration (GoT, 2000a). However, Tanzania continues to have smuggling problems over 
the borders (GoT, 2000a) and with the significant expansion in mining production associated with the 
structural reform programs, the amount of illegal trade has also increased significantly. 
 
Adding to the problems of border control is the fact that the GoT does not really know the value of gold 
deposits and must simply trust the private claim holders. Government inspectors are unable to handle the 
new amount of mining operations and are in need of basic equipment such as vehicles for transportation 
to mining sites.17  Some estimate that there is currently approximately six years between inspections, 
which means there is virtually no monitoring of mineral extraction.  A comparison of Tanzania mineral 
export data with mineral import data from mineral importing countries indicates that mineral trade figures 
provided to GoT are wrong (for details see Development Outcomes – Decreasing Tax Revenue Levels).  
 
The World Bank states that progress on the institutional front has been affected by the fluctuating 
commitment from mineral authorities (OED, 2003).  In many cases, Bank funding to train government 
workers in the mining sector has resulted in those newly trained employees scooped up by the new 
mining firms.  One can not blame the individuals for leaving as government wages are exceptionally low.  
It is not clear with respect to social and environmental issues that the mineral authorities are the right 
agency to target in the first place.   
 
 
                                                 
16 In light of the findings on poverty and the impact of growth, i.e. growth in mining had little impact on income for the poor, 
there is now some talk between the GoT and WB/IMF regarding the need to integrate sectoral strategies with the PRSP (IMF, 
2003). 
17 Information obtained from interviews between Heike Mainhardt-Gibbs and staff of the Tanzanian Ministry of Energy and 
Mines, Dar es Salaam. July 2002. 
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4.3 Reform-Created Failures 
 
 
Market Failures 
 
Signs of Dutch Disease – There are early indications of declining terms of trade for other exports, notably 
agriculture.   
 
Lack of competition – In the Tanzanian mining sector, 90% of mineral trade is controlled by only five 
large mining houses.  Small-scale and artisanal miners are typically not mobile and must accept whatever 
mineral price they are offered, which is often below fair value. 
 

Policy and Institutional Failures 
 
Preferential tax treatment of mining sector – Instead of internalizing the significant social and 
environmental costs associated with mining development, the long list of tax breaks given to the mining 
sector under the 1989 Mining Act (See Table 2.2) is providing subsidies. For example, exemptions on 
equipment etc. for mining exploration and development should be considered an input subsidy 
that provides a competitive advantage to the mining sector over other sectors (Wobst, 2001). 
 
 
Privatization and Promotion of EI without establishing new government role or adequate capacity – The 
privatization and investment liberalization programs supported by the Bank and IMF have done a lot to 
reduce the role for the state in the economy, but largely without defining a new role for the government 
with respect to the newly created, especially foreign, private sector.  Given Tanzania’s socialist past, there 
was little history of technical or managerial capacity for private industries, such as mining.  As a result, 
more than a decade into the structural reform program, the GoT reports that the government’s capacity to 
deal with large-scale private projects is very limited regarding all aspects – social, environmental, and 
private sector demands (GoT, 2000a).  Moreover, the lack of competition policies/agencies and weak 
government capacity to negotiate economically and socially beneficial contracts with private companies 
seriously constrains the development benefits of the foreign investment goals of the structural reform 
program. 
 
World Bank experience in Tanzania suggests that the privatization or selling of major mineral assets 
without a proper regulatory framework in place can lead to economically disadvantageous agreements 
with many of the potential benefits to society captured by the private sector (World Bank, 1999a).  
Furthermore, streamlined privatization and investment liberalization processes have created an area of 
ambiguity with regard to who gives the go-ahead for foreign mining operations.  Some investments seem 
to have directly entered the country by only going through the newly formed Investment Promotion 
Center (IPC) (Chachage, 2001), which has no social or environmental responsibilities.  
 
The GoT reports that Technical Assistance has not been optimally used for institutional capacity building 
(GoT, 2002b).  Phase One of the Civil Service Reform Program (1993-1999) mainly focused on re-
defining the role of the state by determining the “right” size of civil service, i.e. cutting the civil 
workforce from 355,000 (1992) to 270,000 (1997) (GoT, 2002a).  In addition, the program helped to 
formulate a plan for the Local Government Reform program.  However, the GoT says that more was 
needed, specifically a “comprehensive program for effective and sustainable capacity building” (GoT, 
2002b). 
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The World Bank’s assessment of its privatization program (World Bank, 1999a) points out two main 
lessons learned in Tanzania:  1) the need to define a better privatization modality and roles of various 
institutions and agencies (line ministries, cabinet, etc.)18; and 2) the need for better communication with 
stakeholders (including general public) on the policies, the program and the use of the proceeds (World 
Bank, 1999a). 
 
 
 
5. Tanzania Conclusion 
 
Tanzania’s structural reform program initiated new oil, gas, and mining laws and promoted investment in 
the mineral sector through significant economic incentives.  As a result, the mining sector is now the 
fastest growing sector in Tanzania.  Before the reform program, Tanzania had only one large scale mining 
operation now there are four new large scale mines.  After an initial lag, mineral exports and earnings 
increased substantially.  However, Tanzania’s trade deficit also increased and tax revenue levels remained 
comparatively low. Furthermore, the Government of Tanzania found that growth in the mining sector had 
little impact on employment and incomes of the poor. 
 
In general, Bank-supported reforms tended to concentrate on improving policies and institutions in favor 
of investors without commensurately strengthening policies and institutions for the poor and environment.  
While reforms corrected some failures, such as decreasing barriers to foreign investment,  the program 
did not adequately address other significant policy and institutional failures.  Three of which are 
highlighted here. 
 
First, the reform program initiated the privatization of several major mineral assets prior to establishing 
government capacity to manage and regulate large scale operations.  The government is unable to monitor 
mineral extraction and does not have adequate information on the value of reserves.  As a result there is 
significant illegal mineral trade and little environmental mitigation. 
 
Second, in the name of mining investment promotion, the GOT offers significant economic incentives.  
These incentives equal preferential tax treatment for the mining sector and have been partly to blame for 
relatively low levels of tax revenue in Tanzania.  Furthermore, less tax revenue means there is less for 
social spending needs. 
 
Third, structural reforms aimed at promoting large scale mining operations have left the small-scale and 
artisanal miners at a disadvantage.  The Bank somewhat recognized the plight of the small-scale miner in 
Tanzania and provided technical assistance as a way to address the problem.  However, the Bank’s 
assistance fell well short of its intended activities and the small-scale miners continue to struggle. 
 
Overall, by promoting EI before establishing a functioning government and adequate environmental and 
social standards, companies in the mining sector take advantage of the weak regulatory framework 
through tax evasion, commercial land grabs, corruption, and rent-seeking behavior.   
 
 
 
 

                                                 
18 Elsewhere in the report, the Bank states that all of the line ministries have had a strong say in the divestiture strategy for the 
firms that fall within their ministries and each ministry has at least one member on the Divestiture Task Team for each of its 
enterprises (World Bank, 1999a). In addition, the relevant ministries have all been included in discussions of regulatory 
arrangements (World Bank, 1999a). However, there is no indication that an environmental ministry, if one exists, has been 
involved. 
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Indonesia 

 
 
1. Country Context 
 
From the 1970’s through most of the 1990’s, the “New Order” regime of ex-president Soeharto utilized 
Indonesia’s vast natural resources, primarily oil, minerals, and timber, as the engines for rapid economic 
development.  Over this 30-year period, real economic growth averaged 7 percent per annum ushering the 
way for Indonesia to join the ranks of the lower-middle income countries (World Bank, 1998).  In 
addition to abundant natural resources, Indonesia’s economic development during this period largely 
depended upon a heavy-handed military apparatus, authoritarian politics, and a depoliticized peasantry 
and urban workforce (GoI, 2003).   
 
In 1997, the golden years of economic growth came to an abrupt end with Indonesia experiencing the 
hardest fall of countries hit by the East Asian financial crisis.  Indonesia witnessed private capital outflow 
on the order of US$ 10 billion or about 6 percent of GDP (GoI, 2003).  New foreign Investment in 
Indonesia halted.  The financial crisis also brought with it significant increases in poverty and 
environmental degradation.  Poverty increased from 11 percent in 1996 (World Bank, 1998) to close to 60 
percent in 200219 (GoI, 2003).  
 
Amidst political, economic, and security concerns, investment in the mining and hydrocarbon sectors 
continued to fall, even in 2001.  For example, new mining capital invested in 2001 was only US$ 7 
million compared to $200 million spent on exploration in 1997 (Guerin, 2003).  Even so, both the mining 
and hydrocarbon sectors remained highly significant to Indonesia’s economy.  In 2000, Indonesia’s 
hydrocarbon sector generated about US$ 5.5 billion per annum, which represents 27% of total 
government revenue and 5% of GDP (World Bank, 2000a).20  In 2002, the mining sector contributed 
approximately 11% of export earnings (Policy Review Task Force, 2002).  
 
While the Peru and Tanzania cases reviewed the effects of a decade of World Bank/IMF structural 
adjustment, the Indonesia case looks at Bank/IMF engagement from 1998 to 2002, i.e., following the 
onset of the 1997 economic crisis.  This short amount of time since reforms began, limits the ability of 
this analysis to determine or quantify actual effects.  Thus, much of the Indonesia case focuses on 
identifying market, policy, and institutional dynamics surrounding or inherent in the reform program.  
The Indonesia case study provides an important example of how the expansion of EI occurs in the context 
of a financial crisis and with significant political and institutional change, notably decentralization. 
 
 
 
2. World Bank and IMF Engagement in Indonesia 
 
As Indonesia struggled to overcome the financial crisis, it agreed to a reform program with the IMF 
backed by a US$ 46 billion, multi-year bailout package funded by the IMF, World Bank, Asian 
Development Bank and bilateral donors.  This multi-institution reform program had two main phases.  
The first emphasized financial sector reforms and the second focused on wider structural reforms to the 
economy.   
 

                                                 
19 Based on people living on less than US$ 2 a day. 
20 In 2000, Indonesia’s hydrocarbon sector produced about 500 million barrels of crude oil and condensate and 3 trillion cubic 
feet (tcf) of natural gas, both for domestic consumption and export (World Bank, 2000a). 
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World Bank structural adjustment lending to Indonesia soared after the financial crisis from essentially 
none to US$ 2.4 billion for loans approved in 1998 and 1999 alone. 21  The overriding objective of Bank 
adjustment lending was to rebuild investor confidence in Indonesia and rapidly restore poverty-reducing 
economic growth while shielding the poor 22 (World Bank, 1998). 
 
In terms of investment lending, direct participation of the World Bank in extractive industries in 
Indonesia has been relatively small, but its role as a policy advisor and a standard reference used by 
foreign investors in the country cannot be underestimated.  In its advisory role, backed by a hefty bailout 
package, the Bank advised the Government of Indonesia (GOI) to make changes to the mining and oil & 
gas laws in order to revive investment in these sectors.   
 
Bank recommended changes to the EI laws must be understood in the context of the other significant 
structural reform processes taking place at the same time, mainly fiscal and administrative 
decentralization, trade and investment liberalization, and privatization.  The rest of this section discusses 
these structural reform processes supported by the Bank and IMF programs. 
 

 
2.1 Decentralization  
 
Although Bank and IMF lending programs both encourage and assist decentralization, the process is 
widely considered to stem from an Indonesian homegrown plan driven by regional demands for more 
autonomy.  Starting in January 2001, Indonesia took a “big bang” approach to decentralization, which 
neither the Bank nor IMF encouraged.   
 
Bank technical assistance to the decentralization process has been provided for the development of the 
two main legislative reforms (World Bank, 1998): administrative decentralization law No. 22/1999, 
which grants more autonomy to local administrations, and fiscal decentralization law No. 25/199923, 
which provides a larger proportion of revenue to the provinces and regencies.  Under these laws, a vast 
majority of government functions have been devolved to the regions, including greater control over 
mineral resources24 and land administration. 25   In addition, two million civil servants were reassigned 
from central government to regional governments (World Bank, 2002b). 
 
The fiscal decentralization framework specifies principles for sharing natural resource-based government 
revenue, notably the regional authorities will now receive the following distribution in the extractive 
industries:  15% of onshore oil non-tax revenue, 30% of gas onshore non-tax revenue, 80% of mining 
non-tax revenue, and 80% of forestry non-tax revenue (GOI, 2000a).  In addition, the General Allocation 
to regional authorities is mandated to be at least 25% of total domestic revenue.26  
 
Other decentralization activities supported by the Bank and IMF, include: 
  
• Development of anti-corruption laws; 
                                                 
21 Mainly including Policy Reform Support Loan Project I & II ($ 1.5 billion), Social Safety Net Adjustment Loan Project ($ 600 
million), and Water Resources Sector Adjustment Loan Project ($ 300 million). 
22 Including subsidies to shield the poor and special initiatives to sustain education and health services to the poor. 
23 Bank program documentation specifies that the fiscal decentralization law must be acceptable to the Bank (World Bank, 
2002b). 
24 The new mining law still being deliberated by Congress (or DPR) has measures for the Central Government to retain certain 
elements of control, i.e., GoI responsible for contract negotiation and contract content while regions have approval authority. 
25 Responsibilities such as the printing of currency, foreign affairs, justice department, and religion remain under the central 
government (Hollenbeck, 2003).   
26 The newly created grants administration is charged with ensuring fiscal transfers to the regions – supposedly ensuring equity 
based on regions’ revenue capacity and spending needs (GoI, 2000a). 
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• Clear and transparent framework for public procurement and project bidding; 
• Transparency and efficiency of budget, including a Public Expenditure Review by the Bank and IMF;  
• Audit 27 of Pertamina (state oil, gas, and geothermal company), PLN (state electricity company), and 

the Reforestation Fund; and 
• Uninterrupted public service delivery. 
 
It should be noted that the Bank has devoted considerable resources to ensuring uninterrupted public 
service delivery.  As would be expected, the IMF’s primary involvement has been on budget allocation 
issues, including Public Expenditure Reviews and a program benchmark for fiscal decentralization by 
June 2001 (GoI, 2000a).  Bilateral donors are also involved in assisting Indonesia with decentralization.  
For example, GTZ heads a donor working group on decentralization, which also includes the Bank. 
 
 
2.2 Hydrocarbon Sector Reform  
 
Based on Indonesia’s proven and potential oil reserves, the World Bank estimates that if domestic 
consumption increases only by about 5% per year, the country will need to import all of its oil by 2008, at 
an estimated cost of US$ 11 billion a year (World Bank, 2000a).  Thus, the Bank says energy 
diversification is a central part of the energy strategy for maintaining economic growth in Indonesia.   
 
The Bank believes that the two biggest problems in both the oil and natural gas sectors in Indonesia is the 
pricing policy and the role and functions of Pertamina, the State oil, gas, and geothermal company.  With 
regards to the pricing policy, the Bank estimates that the amount of economic subsidy, including direct 
electricity subsidies, that results from the government controlled fuel pricing system for oil and gas in 
Indonesia is about 5% of GDP and represents over 25% of the Government’s expenditures (World Bank, 
2000a).  Furthermore, the Bank points out that unlike rice, fuel accounts for a very low share of spending 
by the poor (World Bank, 2000b). Thus, the fuel subsidies paid by the GOI go largely to the upper and 
middle class consumers.  In order to fix the pricing policy and to restructure Pertamina, the Bank called 
on the GOI to adopt a new oil and gas law. 28 
 
In response to this Bank recommendation, the GOI attempted to pass a new law in 1998, but failed amidst 
strong public resistance over attempts to increase prices of major petroleum products.  In 2002, the GOI’s 
second attempt resulted in passing a new oil and gas law.  As part of providing input to the new law, the 
Bank’s advisory activities for Indonesia included an Oil and Gas Sector Study (2000) that focused on a 
new pricing system to reduce fuel subsidies.29    In general, the Bank study recommended that the new Oil 
and Gas Law should be designed to: 
 

• Attract increased private investment in exploration and production activities; 
• Promote accelerated domestic use of natural gas in place of liquid fuels; 
• Improve efficiency of petroleum refining and transportation operations; 
• Promote a more reliable supply of “cleaner fuels”,30 and 
• Ensure that domestic product prices reflect international market levels. 

 
Table 2.1 provides specific reforms advanced by the World Bank and reported GOI progress to date. 
 

                                                 
27 An efficiency and forensic audit by international auditors. 
28 ADB and JBIC also have lending operations related to the gas sector.  
29 In addition, in June 2002, the IFC organized a Private Sector Forum for Indonesia at which the private sector representatives 
suggested that one of the key issues to improving Indonesia’s investment climate was near-term improvements to specific policy 
and regulatory issues, including oil and gas sector reforms (World Bank, 2002b). 
30 Mainly through decreased use of unleaded gasoline and reducing subsidies on oil and gas. 
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Table 2.1 World Bank Indonesia Program Benchmarks for Oil and Gas  

World Bank Program Benchmarks31 GOI Actions  

Deregulate oil and gas sector  New oil and gas law passed (2002) 

Establish new oil and gas regulatory bodies  New law provided for the establishment of an agency to 
allocate acreage and supervise exploration and production 
contracts and for an independent agency to regulate monopoly 
elements of downstream businesses (GoI, 2000a).   

Fuel Pricing Reforms   
Increase the average administered prices for fuel and 
power by 38 and 20 percent respectively, with the poor 
exempt from power tariff increases32 

Fuel subsidies have been reduced and fuel pricing system 
changed (2002)  
 

Increase power tariff for large residential consumers No progress indicated 

Increase aviation fuel prices to international market 
levels  

Price controls on aviation fuels lifted (World Bank, 2000a) 

 Restructuring of Pertamina  

Regulations for the transition to a new industry structure 
in which Pertamina will be transformed into one or more 
normal state enterprises 

No progress indicated 

Establish effective competition in fuel supply  Refinery subsector opened to private participation and 
liberalization of the market for lubricants (World Bank, 2000a) 

Design regulations for key infrastructure to ensure non-
discriminatory open access 

No progress indicated 

Environment  

Establish an Inter-Agency Committee to develop and 
oversee the implementation of a short term action plan 
for reducing air pollution from petroleum fuels. 
Eliminate the use of lead in gasoline. 

No progress indicated 

Sources: World Bank Indonesia CAS Policy Matrix September 2002 (World Bank, 2002a) and April 1999 (World Bank, 1999b). 
 
 
In addition to the reforms listed in Table 2.1, the GOI letter of intent to the IMF lending program in 2000 
also included the establishment of a coherent and sound policy framework for promoting efficient and 
environmentally sustainable patterns of domestic energy use (GoI, 2000a). 
 
Recently the GOI has made changes to its Production Sharing Contract (PSC).  In 2003, as part of 
hydrocarbon sector investment promotion encouraged by the Bank, the Ministry of Energy and Mineral 
Resources has increased the foreign partner revenue share in the country’s PSC from 15 percent to 20-25 
percent for oil and from 30 percent to 40-45 percent for gas (MiningIndo News Service, 2003c).  
However, the GOI indicated that these changes are not necessarily permanent and may only apply to 
eleven newly offered hydrocarbon concessions. 
 

                                                 
31 World Bank Indonesia CAS Policy Matrix September 2002 (World Bank, 2002a) and April 1999 (World Bank, 1999b). 
32 Low income households were also supposed to be protected from the hike in fuel prices by a targeted subsidy scheme to be  
developed in close consultation with the Bank. 
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It is interesting to note that back in 2000, the GoI’s stated objectives for the hydrocarbon sector included 
(World Bank, 2000a): meet the domestic market demand for oil and gas, as well as to provide fuel for 
Indonesia’s economic growth; maximize the generation of revenue for the county; ensure security of 
supply; and develop national capabilities in the sector.  In addition, policy objectives included: efficiency 
and reliability; transparency and competition; minimization of the use of public funds (e.g. phasing-out of 
subsidies); and environmental soundness. 
 
According to available information, there is no indication of progress on the GOI objectives of national 
capabilities in the sectors or on environmental soundness.  With regards to domestic private sector 
capabilities, it is unclear whether specific reforms to address this priority have been included in either the 
Bank or IMF reform programs. 
 
 
2.3 Mining Sector Reform 
 
As in the oil and gas sector, the World Bank has implemented a short-term assistance program to 
advise Indonesia on the drafting of a new Mining Law and in the preparation of associated regulations.  
As of April 2003, the new mining law was still being deliberated in the House of Representatives (DPR).  
Thus, at the time of this analysis, it was too early in the process to determine the effects or the actual 
measures of the new Mining Law.   
 
However, there is one particularly controversial measure that the World Bank has promoted during the 
drafting period, and which the GoI has since already begun initial implementation.  This Bank 
recommendation involves the removal of impediments to new mining projects by relaxing restrictions on 
mineral exploration and extraction in officially protected forests and small islands.  The Bank states that it 
has encouraged such a measure because "the prohibited areas include a number of potentially rich mining 
prospects" (World Bank, 2001b).33   The implications and initial effects of this recommendation are 
discussed in the following two sections. 
 
In addition, several other recommendations have been put forward by a Policy Review Task Force that 
was created to: 1) develop a common understanding of the necessary policy and conceptual framework of 
a new Mining Law, and 2) draft the necessary policy and regulations to implement mineral resource 
development for consideration by the Indonesian Legislature by June 2003.  The partners involved in this 
drafting initiative included the World Bank, the governments of Indonesia, Canada, USA, and Australia, 
the Indonesian Mining Association, the International Business Chamber, and the Colorado School of 
Mines.  Agencies involved from the GOI included the Ministries of Energy & Mineral Resources, 
Ministry of Finance, Ministry of Trade, Ministry of Forestry, Investment Coordinating Board, 
Coordinating Ministry of Economy, and National Parliament.  There was no indication of participation by 
civil society groups.34 
 
Recommendations from this Task Force included some of the following (Policy Review Task Force, 
2002): 
 
- With regards to fiscal policy, the “overall effective tax rate” on existing contracts is in excess of 60 
percent (PWC, 2001).  The Task Force suggested that this overall rate should be “between 36 to 45 
percent to bring Indonesia in line with the more progressive nations to promote mineral development.”  
Legislation should put a cap on the maximum tax rate or another option could be a tax stabilization 

                                                 
33 World Bank, 2001b.  Indonesia: The Imperative for Reform.  Report No. 23093-IND. Section: Revitalizing Mining. November 
2001. 
34 Although it should be pointed out that back in October 2001, the Bank held a two-day international workshop on policy 
priorities for the Indonesian mining sector, which included the GoI, companies, and civil society representatives.   
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agreement between the investor and the government.  Furthermore, the Task Force recommended 
exemption from import duties and import VAT on all mining equipment and consumables (spare parts 
and supplies). 
 
- With regards to concession area size, the Task Force concluded that the area should be governed by the 
financial capability of the company and commitment to active exploration of an area.   On mine closures, 
it recommended reserve accounting, reclamation guarantees, and other forms of “best practices” be 
included in the new law.  In addition, the new law should require community development elements and a 
transparent and accountable revenue sharing process should be established. 
  
- With regards to the decentralization process, the new mining law will also determine a new framework 
of responsibilities between the regional governments and the central government.  The Task Force (2002) 
recommended that the central government should be responsible for the general licensing of mining 
companies and that the regional governments be in charge of planning concession areas.  Furthermore, it 
has been indicated that the law will do away with the current contract of work (COW) system that 
requires presidential signature.  The new agreement system will be subject only to approval from local 
authorities, but the central government will still draft the contents of contracts with foreign mining firms.   
 
In addition to recommendations on the new mining law, prior to the crisis, the Bank financed a three-year 
(1996-1998) Technical Assistance Mining Environmental Project that provided assistance on 
environmental performance of large-scale and medium-scale mines.  Objectives included policy 
development, organizational improvement, institutional capacity building, and improvements to review 
procedures for environmental impact assessments (EIA).  Information regarding specific project measures 
as well as the appraisal of project implementation and results was unavailable. 
 
 
2.4 Additional Structural Reforms  
 
Other structural reforms that augment initiatives to increase investment in the EI sectors include trade and 
investment liberalization, privatization, and corporate restructuring.  These reform programs are outlined 
below. 
 
Trade Liberalization  
Trade liberalization measures under the reform program consisted mainly of the following (GoI, 2000a): 
 
• Bank of Indonesia to sustain and guarantee trade finance. 
• Deregulate domestic trade to reduce costs and increase efficiency:  
 

– Ensure freedom for traders to buy, sell, and transfer all commodities across district and 
provincial boundaries. 

– Prohibit provincial government or district government from charging export taxes (retribusi). 
 

• Rationalize policies governing tax holidays and free trade zones to keep the tax system from being 
used to promote or discourage specific sectors.  

• Replace all export taxes and levies by resource rent taxes, specifically for the extractive industries: 
 

– Reduce maximum export tax on minerals to 15% by end-December 1999.  
– Replace quantitative export controls on crude oil with an export tax of 60% ad-valorem or 

less, eventually reduce to 10% by Dec. 31, 2000. 
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• Create an Indonesian export credit agency – Bank Export Indonesia (BEI) will be created as an 

independent Export Credit Agency with the aim of expanding access to trade finance (GoI, 2000a).35 
 
Please note that the trade liberalization measures were largely committed to under the IMF country 
program. 
 
 
Investment Liberalization  
Investment liberalization measures under the reform program consisted mainly of the following: 
 
• Streamline business licensing and regulations; 
• Review domestic provincial and local government regulations and licensing restrictions; 
• Continue to streamline business licensing and regulations based on the findings of the above review; 
• Reduce the number of activities reserved for domestic investors; and 
• Reduce the number of activities reserved for small-scale enterprises and reduce the number of 

activities reserved for large-scale activities in partnership with small-scale enterprises.36 
 
 
Privatization and Corporate Restructuring  

The privatization and corporate restructuring initiative largely comprised of the following measures: 
 
• Restructure and partially privatize state owned enterprises  (for measures specific to Pertamina, see 

Hydrocarbon Sector Reform above); 
• Facilitate corporate restructuring through a newly created Jakarta Initiative Task Force (JITF), inter 

alia, to assess the effect of restrictions on property ownership for corporate restructuring (World 
Bank, 1999a); 

• Create a one-stop shop for accelerated regulatory approval of restructurings – this took the form of 
the Regulatory Facilitation Group within JITF (GoI, 2000a); and 

• Develop an Action Plan satisfactory to the Bank on inter-institution cooperation on corporate 
restructuring. 

 
Under the IMF Indonesia country program, reform and privatization of state owned enterprises is aimed at 
reducing public debt (GoI, 2000a). 
 
As an indication of continued Bank assistance relevant to the extractive industries, Table 2.2 provides a 
list of the selected planned Bank policy-lending activities for fiscal year 2003. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                 
35 March 2000 government was to present the Law on Bank Export Indonesia (BEI) to Parliament. 
36 The GoI (2000a) found that many current small-scale and medium enterprise (SME) programs have failed to meet the needs of 
the SME community.  As of June 2000, Bank Indonesia announced that it planned to phase out mandatory requirements on 
commercial bank lending to SMEs (GoI, 2000a).  However, it is not clear what, if any, SME initiative will replace the abolished 
SME requirements. 
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Table 2.2 Selected World Bank Technical Assistance for FY03 in Indonesia 

General Policy Area Specific Assistance  
Financial and Private Sectors Policy advice and TA on corporate restructuring, corporate 

governance, SME development, & mining sector regulation 
Infrastructure Policy advice and TA on oil and natural gas deregulation 
Decentralization Policy advice and TA on health and environmental 

management 
Natural Resource Management Policy advice and TA on land policy and forest policy strategy 
Empowering and Investing in the Poor TA for GoI poverty strategy preparation, rice policy advice, 

report on education sector, rural services for the poor, and 
assessments of poverty 

Source: World Bank, 2002b 
 
 
 
3. Development Outcomes 
 
Despite the early stage of reform implementation, initial information available at the time of this analysis 
in mid-2003 offered a handful of early indications of structural reform impacts.  To begin with, it is likely 
that there will be an increase in oil and gas investments.  Price effects from reducing fuel subsidies stand 
to raise production costs across the economy and slightly lower overall output.   Meanwhile, social 
antagonism has continued to accelerate surrounding the EI sectors and Bank supported reforms affecting 
the mining sector are linked to increased loss of protected forests. 
 
 
3.1 Investment and Production in the Extractive Industries 
 
Even though the new oil and gas laws were only adopted in 2002, there are already signs that the new law 
as well as restructuring of the sector may lead to some increases in investment and production in the oil 
and gas sectors.  As a result of GoI promotion efforts and increases to foreign revenue sharing in the 
Production Sharing Contract, 17 companies have put in bids for 11 newly offered oil and gas blocks in 
Indonesia.  The government expects these new investments to increase total investment in the oil and gas 
sectors to US$ 6 billion in 2003 up from US$ 3.42 billion in 2002 (MiningIndo News Service, 2003c).   
 
In terms of the mining sector, impacts on investment and production are unclear for many reasons.  Many 
of the large-scale operations that have recently begun production were planned before the crisis and thus, 
are not associated with reforms.  Furthermore, sector investors seem to be waiting for the new mining law 
to be finalized before making significant investment decisions.  Employment in the mining sector also 
does not indicate any significant changes thus far.  In the last five years the number of people employed 
directly by the mining sector has remained relatively constant at 33, 000 employees (PwC, 2002).   
 
On the privatization front, in 2000, two out of ten state firms prepared for privatization were mining 
firms: PT Tamban Batuara Bukit Asam (coal mining) and PT Aneka Tambang (Jakarta Post, 2000a).  In 
addition, another state mining firm, PT Tambang Timah, was put on a stand-by list to be privatized.  As 
of October 2003, according to the stock listings for Tamban Batubara Bukit Asam and Aneka Tambang, 
the two firms had not yet been privatized.37 
 
With regards to production data, the implementation of structural reforms is only in the initial stages and, 
thus, available data do not yet indicate reform related effects.  This is also true for the general 

                                                 
37 Tamban Batubara Bukit Asam – GOI 84% shareholder and Aneka Tambang – GOI 65% shareholder. 
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macroeconomic data and overall poverty statistics, thus these data are not discussed for the Indonesia 
case.  However, with regards to price, social unrest, and environmental effects, there are already some 
initial results as discussed below.   
 
 
3.2 Price Effects  
 
A 2003 IMF study (Clements, et. al.) assessed the impact of higher petroleum prices, as called for under 
the reform program, on the aggregate price level, real growth, and income distribution through the use of 
a computable general equilibrium (CGE) model.  The model predicts that a reduction in government 
subsidies raises petroleum prices and production costs throughout the economy.  Consumer demand, 
production, and incomes will decline as output prices increase and consumer purchasing power decreases.  
The simulated results for Indonesia predicted a slight increase in price levels and a slight decrease in 
output levels.  Furthermore, the study predicts that urban households will be the most affected in 
Indonesia by a subsidy reduction. 
 
 
3.3 Social Antagonism Effects  

Examples of social conflict in the extractive industries that have taken place since 1998, include: 
 
Conflicts surrounding the Mining Sector – The MMSD study (2002) found that land problems associated 
with mining have been escalating in complexity for the last three years and have been a prime source of 
conflict in rural areas.  Specific problems include: repressive local authorities, inadequate compensation 
assessments, and the loss of cultural values associated with the loss of land.  Unless solutions acceptable 
to local communities are found, it is predicted that the land disputes will only escalate (MMSD, 2002).  
Social conflict has affected mining investment in Indonesia.  Foreign companies have frozen or 
abandoned mining investments worth $2 billion since 1998 stating that disruptive activism at mine sites 
and a weak policy framework led to the withdraw of their investments (Guerin, 2003). 
 
Increased Fuel Prices – In 1998 and in January 2002, social unrest around the country took place to 
protest the government’s decision to raise fuel prices by 22% as part of an IMF loan package aimed at 
weaning the economy away from costly subsidies.  These dates correlate to the two times the GOI 
proposed the new oil and gas law.  In response to protests, the government had to delay selected fuel and 
electricity price increases both times.  All along, the World Bank has been concerned about the effects on 
poverty and social unrest and has encouraged a phasing in approach and protection for the poor.  It is 
unclear to what degree the eventual price increases have followed the Bank suggested plan. 
 
Caltex Oil Production – Since 1998, Caltex38, Indonesia’s largest oil producer responsible for 80 percent 
of production, has experienced a series of protests and vandalism, including fires and blockades (Jakarta 
Post, 2000b).  The protests are mainly to do with local farmers demanding higher compensation for land 
acquired by the company during Soeharto’s era.  Protests in 2000 cost the company hundreds of 
thousands of US$ in damage as well as significant losses in oil production (Jakarat Post, 2000b). 
 
Decentralization and the Creation of New Regencies – The number of regencies in Indonesia has 
increased by 25 percent since decentralization. 39  Some of these new regencies have been created in 
connection to large EI operations (e.g., Freeport and BP in Papua).   The creation of a new regency that 
encompasses a large EI operation has several effects.  To begin with, the newly created regency will be 
wealthier than its surrounding regencies.  For example, of the 80 percent of mining revenue now allocated 

                                                 
38 Caltex is a joint venture between US oil companies Chevron Corp. and Texaco Inc. 
39Figure obtained from interview between Heike Mainhardt-Gibbs and Indonesia-based World Bank staff, April 2003. 
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to regional governments, 16 percent goes to the province, 32 percent goes to the producing regency, and 
16 percent goes to each of two surrounding non-producing regencies.  Staff of the Ministry of Mining and 
Energy (MME) state that the creation of new regencies is often driven by companies and creates conflicts 
between the new resource rich regency and surrounding regencies.  In addition, social conflict is 
associated with significant migration to the new, richer regency. The central government has the authority 
to grant the creation of new regencies.   
 
 

3.4 Environmental Effects 
The new mining law that opens protected forests to mining operations coupled with new pressures from 
decentralization has resulted in increased loss of natural forest and biodiversity as well as an increase in 
environmental degradation associated with mining operations in Indonesia. 40 
 
Promoting Mining in Protected Forests – If the current rate of deforestation is not arrested41, it is 
estimated that the Indonesian forests will be significantly diminished in less than 10 years (FLB, 1999).  
The office of the state minister of environment reports that deforestation is mainly caused by illegal 
logging, forest fires and mining activities.  The World Bank recommendation to remove impediments to 
mining operations in protected forests puts further pressure on Indonesia’s dwindling natural forests.   
 
According to data gathered by the Indonesian Department of Forestry in 2001, there are at least 19 mining 
companies with a total of over 200,000 ha currently operating in protected forest areas.  Another 180 
mining companies hold licenses for exploration and exploitation in locations overlapping forested areas.  
The Department of Energy and Mineral Resources (DEMR) proposes to allow 50 companies with current 
licenses to proceed with exploration and development operations in areas designated as protected forest 
(MiningIndo News Service, 2002b).42  In November 2002, the Ministry of Energy and Mineral Resource 
and the Ministry of Forestry had not been able to reach an agreement on how to proceed with a change of 
status and function of protected forests, which would allow mining operations to proceed and circumvent 
the Forestry Law (MiningIndo News Service, 2002b). 
 
 
Decentralization and Increased Pressure on Natural Resources – With the implementation of the regional 
autonomy and fiscal decentralization, the regions have both an increased need to be self-supporting as 
well as an increased incentive to exploit extractive industries based on the revenue sharing framework for 
natural resources.  An IMF background paper on tax assignment options for Indonesia (Ahmad and 
Krelove, 1999) explains that “assigning forestry revenues [and other natural resource based revenues] to 
regional levels [as in the new law on fiscal decentralization] introduces incentives to utilize the resources 
more intensively.”  The IMF goes on to say that these effects need to be carefully modeled, although the 
IMF did not attempt to address the issue. 
 
Two examples that the local governments are using their natural resources more intensively at the cost of 
environmentally sensitive locations include: 1) coal discoveries in East Kalimantan have initiated the 
redrawing of boundaries for Kutai National Park so that coal deposits could be developed by Kaltim 
Prima Coal (World Bank, 2001a); and 2).  In 2000, the provincial-level forestry service of South Sulawesi 

                                                 
40 The current environmental mining trends range from disturbance to land and ecosystems, poorly mitigated long-term risks due 
to acid rock drainage and mercury contamination, large amounts of solid waste, and water quality impairment, to complete lack 
of government oversight of the mushrooming medium to artisanal-scale coal and gold mining activities. 
41 Over 1.3 million hectares per year (FAO, 2001). 
42 The MiningIndo News Service (2002b) claims that much of the current protected forest status was newly reclassified land as a 
result of the implementation of the new Forestry Law.  However, Indonesian NGOs state that this claim is simply not true, that 
there were not new protected areas established under the new Forestry Law.  The conflicts stem from the fact that mining 
concessions were granted by the government without coordinating with the Ministry of Forestry responsible for protected areas. 
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granted 14 mining exploitation permits in a geologically unique area that has protected forest status 
(World Bank, 2001a).   
 
 
 
 
4. Market, Policy, and Institutional Failures 
 
Indonesia illustrates the challenges of unleashing market forces and broad-based structural reforms that 
often have immediate social and environmental impacts while the necessary mitigation responses require 
long-term institutional development.  Of particular concern in Indonesia is the fast pace of 
decentralization coupled with the promotion of EI development.  Other significant issues include military 
involvement in EI, a lack of meaningful local community participation, inadequate environmental 
management, and conflicting forest and mining priorities of the Bank. 
 
The following section starts by identifying market, policy, and institutional failures that were corrected 
through structural reform followed by a more detailed discussion of failures either  left uncorrected or that 
were created through the structural reform program in Indonesia.   
 
 
4.1 Corrected Failures 

Corrected failures associated with the reform program as it relates to the extractive industries include: 
 

Market  
 
Reduction in hydrocarbon fuel subsidies – The GOI has implemented reductions to both oil and gas fuel 
subsidies and in doing so brought these prices closer to international market prices.  Government revenue 
savings associated with these subsidy reductions could potentially be used for social spending.  However, 
some of the government revenue has been transferred to private investors (see discussion below). 
 
Reduced state monopoly control in oil and gas sector – The refinery sub-sector has been opened for 
private participation. 
 
 
Policy and Institutional  
 
Progress in streamlining the investment approval process – New agencies have been created to facilitate a 
faster approval process for new investments, mainly the Jakarta Initiative Task Force and the Regulatory 
Facilitation Group. 
 
Environmental Law – Water pollution control regulation has been issued as part of a World Bank 
program benchmark (2002b) calling for the implementation of regulations for the Environmental Law.  
Furthermore, new clean fuel specifications are soon to be issued reducing the allowable content of lead in 
gasoline. 
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4.2 Persisting Failures 

 
Policy and Institutional  
 
Military Involvement in Extractive Industries – Neither the World Bank nor the IMF loan programs have 
included benchmarks or assistance towards the phasing out of military involvement in the extractive 
industries despite other policy and institutional reforms aimed at expanding production in these sectors.  
Only 25 percent of the military’s operational budget is covered by the Indonesian government.  Thus, the 
military must raise the remaining 75 percent of its budget through other means.  The Bank reports that 
off-budget financing of the military and police has created opportunities for corruption and illegal 
activities (World Bank, 2002b).   
 
Indonesia has a history of military corruption and human rights abuses both directly and indirectly linked 
to the military’s involvement in extractive industry operations.  Many extractive industry companies pay 
fees to the military for “security”.  For example, in West Papua, the US-based Freeport mine (largest gold 
mine in the world) represents a major source of income for the military.   Since 1996, Freeport has paid 
fees to military and police forces of US$ 34.8 million (Institute for Human Rights Study and Advocacy, 
2002).  The New York Times reported that both Freeport and the military admitted to payments of 
US$4.7 million and US$5.6 million for 2001 and 2002 respectively.  Unfortunately, in guarding the 
resource companies in Papua, there are many accounts of troops and police committing murders and other 
human rights abuses against local communities (O’Sullivan, 2002).  
 
Bank and IMF programs have put emphasis on transparency measures to try and address some of the 
military issues.  However, it is too early to determine progress. 
 
 
EI concession contracts awarded under corrupt government – Under the call for improved governance, the 
Bank and IMF push the GoI to uphold commercial contracts, including some in protected forests.  
However, many of these contracts in the EI sectors as well as other sectors were signed during the 
Soeharto regime under conditions that are considered by many to violate local community rights.  For 
example, the PT Kelian Equatorial Mining (Rio Tinto) gold mine was forced to cease operations for over 
4 weeks in May 2000 due to community blockades.  The community claims that the military had forced 
them to move from the mine operation areas in 1990 and they were thus compelled to accept payments for 
less than the land’s actual value (World Bank, 2001a).  Indonesian civil society organizations interviewed 
for the analysis say that the public did their part by ousting Soeharto and that they would like to see the 
Bank support this improvement in democracy by not supporting extractive industry contracts that are 
linked to corruption from the Soeharto era.   
 
 
Lack of institutional capacity for local development – Weak government institutions have little or no 
capacity to manage local community development surrounding EI operations.  Thus, this responsibility 
often falls on the EI private sector, mainly large foreign corporations.  While participation of the private 
sector is important, private companies should not be in charge of wider development programs.  
Interviews at some of the community development projects sponsored and carried out by large foreign EI 
companies in Indonesia revealed that when social problems came up, companies tended to throw money 
at problems 43 rather than work out a meaningful long-term solution.  Industry in all three country case 
studies has indicated that building capacity for and giving development responsibility to local government 
agencies is one of the most important areas needing assistance – both for environmental responsibilities 
and local community development.   
 
                                                 
43 For example, give motorcycles to the displaced farmers who were not provided employment at the mine. 
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Lack of Meaningful Local Participation – There are reports in Indonesia of communities that have been 
unaware that the government has given away their land for EI development.  Even in cases where some 
form of public consultation has taken place, this often has not translated into meaningful participation in 
development decisions.  Currently, the Bank’s advice on mining and hydrocarbon legal reform 
emphasizes securing commercial land tenure and mineral rights.  However, the new mining and oil and 
gas codes do not incorporate the principals  Prior Informed Consent for EI development.  According to 
Bank assessment (World Bank, 2002b), local communities continue to be ignored as development 
partners. 
 
 
Poor governance44 – Indonesia is widely considered to be one of the most corrupt countries in the region.  
The Bank (2002b) states that there is a lack of an overall strategy on governance and no champion within 
the government to lead governance reforms.  The Bank has assisted in the development of a governance 
and anti-corruption strategy.  However, there is no political will to take it forward.  Improvements to 
governance in the EI sectors is sorely needed.  The Bank has found that mining concessions establish 
patron relations at both the central and more local government levels (OED, 1999).  Although 
decentralization has been widely implemented, significant conflict over autonomy issues in provinces 
with extractive industries – Aceh and Papua – continue on a large scale.  Furthermore, the Bank states that 
decentralization has not to any significant degree contributed to accountability mechanisms that would 
bind local governments to the will of the local electorate (World Bank, 2002b).  
 
 
Slow Progress on Land Reform  -  According to Bank assessment, the  Government’s lack of progress on 
land reform limits how widely the poor will reap from economic growth (World Bank, 2002b).  The 
poor’s ability to secure title to land is compromised by a heavy handed and corrupt bureaucracy.  
Furthermore, according to the Bank there is insecure access to and constrained management authority 
over natural resources.  The USAID is providing ongoing support through its Natural Resource 
Management project for strengthening community mapping and rights identification for forestry land.  
Although the Bank is also working with the GoI to prioritize identified land policy issues, in the mean 
time the Bank continues to encourage opening land to mining operations.  By the Bank supporting such a 
measure, a commercial land grab most likely will result before the land rights of the poor are addressed. 
 
 
Inadequate Environmental Management for EI – Despite training and capacity building efforts of the 
Bank’s TA Mining Environmental Project (1996-1998), a 2001 Bank report on natural resource 
management in Indonesia (World Bank, 2001a) discusses several significant weaknesses surrounding 
environmental management of the extractive industries such as ineffective environmental impact 
assessments (EIA), missing regulations for certain mining emissions, and a lack of coordination between 
Ministry of Mines and Energy agencies responsible for EIA and project feasibility approvals.    
 
The Bank reports that although the Indonesian EIA is now consistent with international standards, “the 
way it is implemented in most cases limits or totally negates its effectiveness in influencing project 
planning, design, and implementation…[furthermore] key issues unique to mining are not adequately 
addressed” (World Bank, 2001a).  For example, in monitoring water quality surrounding mining 
operations, there are no standards for fine coal particulates.  In line with the Bank’s assessment, 
Indonesian NGOs further point out that an EIA would never influence whether a project goes forward or 
                                                 
44 Governance has three pillars: economic, political, and administrative.  Economic governance include decision-making 
processes that affect a country’s economic activities and its relationships with other economies.  Political governance is the 
process of decision-making to formulate policy.  Administrative governance is the system of policy implementation.  
Encompassing all three, good governance defines the processes and structures that guide political and socio-economic 
relationships. 
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not.  NGOs say that no matter how bad the environmental impacts, as long as a company shows the 
government it has some sort of management plan, the project will go forward. 
 
World Bank September 2002 report states that due to a lack of adequate natural resource management, 
there is potential for further degradation following decentralization (World Bank, 2002b).  The same 
report further states that additional funding is needed to keep pace with major increases in pressure on 
land affected by mining operations 45...” (World Bank, 2001a). 
 
 
Insufficient Environmental Budgetary Resources – A World Bank (2001a) report states that “public 
expenditure on environmental activities is extremely low in Indonesia 46 and that additional funding is 
needed to keep pace with major increases in pressure on Indonesia’s forests, biodiversity stock and land 
affected by mining operations.” Declines in GOI environmental spending from FY97 to FY98/99 were 
greater than in any other East Asian crisis country (World Bank, 2001a).  
 
 
Poor GOI interagency coordination – Bank field staff in Indonesia report that there is a big problem of no 
inter-agency coordination within the GoI.  As previously discussed, conflicts between protected forests 
and mining operations are endemic and highly problematic in Indonesia.  According to the World Bank 
(2001a), a long-standing Presidential Decree gives mining priority over all other land uses, and a recent 
inter-ministerial decree (No. 2002 K/20/MPE/1998) fails to give the Ministry of Forestry a voice in the 
permitting process for small-scale mining.  Interagency coordination regarding development and 
investment decisions is necessary for appropriate natural resource management.  This is especially critical 
given the conflicts between the new Forestry Law and the new Mining Law.   
 
The Bank recognizes this fact and has included several natural resource management related program 
benchmarks.  Unfortunately, the Bank’s September 2002 Country Assistance Strategy Progress Report 
(World Bank, 2002b) states that there has been no progress on operationalizing an Inter-Department 
Committee on Forests (IDCF); no progress on improved community access to resources; and no progress 
on secure tenure for resources.   Furthermore, Indonesia -based Bank staff interviewed for this assessment 
said that even though the Bank has encouraged the GoI to have inter-agency coordination, the Bank has 
not taken concrete measures to push for it. 
 
Although the Bank recognizes the conflicts between GoI agencies’ goals, the Bank itself is also 
inconsistent in its policy priorities regarding forest protection and mining development (please see 
discussion below).   
 
 
4.3 Reform-Created Failures 
 

Policy and Institutional Failures 
 
Hydrocarbon subsidies taken away from consumers and given to private investors -  As part of investment 
promotion encouraged by the reform program, in 2003 the GoI actively promoted 11 new oil and gas 
blocks for investment.  To attract interest in the blocks, the Ministry of Energy and Mineral Resources has 
increased the foreign partner revenue share in the country’s Production Sharing Contract (PSC) from 15 
percent to 20-25 percent for oil and from 30 percent to 40-45 percent for gas (MiningIndo News Service, 

                                                 
45 The office of the state minister of environment states that deforestation is mainly caused by illegal logging, forest fires and 
mining activities .  
46 In terms of percentage of GDP and percentage of government expenditures.  The declines from FY97 to FY98/99 were greater 
than in other East Asian crisis country.   
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2003c).  Increasing the private sector revenue share should be considered a government subsidy.  As such, 
this investment incentive diminishes the government revenue anticipated under the reform program from 
the reduction in subsidies provided to domestic fuel prices.  This also represents a transfer of benefits 
from the Indonesian public to foreign investors as the 17 companies who have submitted bids for the 11 
blocks are all foreign.  Furthermore, such an incentive seems to go against the IMF program stated 
objective of not giving any preference to specific sectors.   
 
 
Decentralization: increased pressure on NR and low local government revenue – As previously stated, 
under decentralization the revenue sharing structure coupled with the need for regencies to be self 
sufficient47 has put increased pressure on the development of extractive industries and associated social 
and environmental issues.  Both on taxation and revenue distribution grounds, incentive structures at the 
provincial/district level governments are skewed towards promoting extractive industries development. 
Under fiscal decentralization law No. 25/1999, local governments do not have a share in corporate 
income or property tax.  A main source of revenue for local governments now comes from revenue 
sharing in the extractive industries, including for non-tax revenue 80% for forestry and mining, 15% for 
oil; and 30% for natural gas.  
 
However, these revenue sharing proportions are somewhat misleading.  The actual amount distributed to 
local governments is relatively small compared to the overall revenue generated by these sectors.  
According to Ministry of Mining and Energy (MME) staff, only a small portion of actual EI revenue 
generated makes it back to the local governments.  This is because the local governments only get a 
portion of the royalties, i.e., non-tax revenue.  Other significant sources of government revenue, such as 
corporate income tax and VAT taxes go the central government.   Thus, the portion of overall revenue or 
resource rent captured by the government that makes it back to the local governments in some cases may 
only amount to 2 to 10 percent.48   In September 2002, the Bank reported that inequalities in the fiscal 
system are high (World Bank, 2002b).49   
 
Furthermore, in some cases, such as large gas projects, revenue will not make it to the regional level until 
ten years after the project start date when royalties on profits start (i.e., after loan and project development 
costs).  However, the central government will receive revenue from day one from corporate income tax, 
land license fees, and VAT taxes.50  As a result, tensions may rise as the local government and 
communities bear the burden for ten years without revenue benefits.  Although there will be other benefits 
in the form of jobs and infrastructure.   
 
 
Pace of Bank Structural Reforms Too Fast to Manage EI Expansion – Although, foreign companies often 
complain that mining and hydrocarbon policies that will liberalize the sector are too slow in the making, 
at least a few medium-sized companies interviewed for this analysis believed that the investment process 
for the EI sectors in Indonesia has been too fast.  Specifically, they thought that governance had to be 
strengthened prior to increased investments – “there are no shortcuts around good governance”.  In 
addition, they recommended that feasibility studies should be given a longer timeframe for adequate 
consideration.   
 

                                                 
47 Local governments are now responsible for the salaries of the 2 million civil servants relocated to the regions.  As such 50-90 
percent of revenue goes to paying for civil servants and some social services (Hollenbeck, 2003). 
48 Based on preliminary estimates made by USAID, Natural Resource Management project in Indonesia. 
49The Bank has worked on a pro-poor fiscal transfer framework and assisted the GoI in drafting an interim borrowing procedures 
for sub-national governments.  The Bank has several planned projects for fy04 to support the sub-national governments to 
improve the openness and fairness of government operations in districts and municipalities. 
50 Information based on interview between Heike Mainhardt-Gibbs and large scale foreign gas company, April 2003. 
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In addition, at least one large-scale gas company interviewed said that the biggest challenge they faced 
was the lack of local government capacity to manage a large-scale gas development with respect to both 
community development and environmental issues.  Given the Bank did not support the Big Bang 
approach to decentralization, at the same time the Bank should not be pushing for the quick 
implementation of new mining and oil & gas laws that will put even more responsibilities and demands 
on weak local governments.  
 
It should be noted that the Bank has plans for sectoral interventions to support line ministries in working 
out roles and responsibilities best suited for central, provincial, and local government, including in the EI 
sectors (World Bank, 2002b).  However, these capacity building activities should have been completed 
prior to the promotion of EI. 
 
 
Lack of Bank Assistance for Alternative Energy Sources – Based on Indonesia’s known and potential 
hydrocarbon reserves, the Bank says that energy diversification is a central part of the GoI’s strategy for 
maintaining economic growth (World Bank, 2002a).  However, the Bank is only advising and providing 
assistance to the GoI on fossil fuel-based energy sources.  In its oil and gas sector study (2000a), the Bank 
estimates climate change benefits of reducing subsidies to the oil and gas pricing structure.   
 
Although reduction of such subsidies, at least on environmental grounds, is very welcome, it is unclear 
how the estimated climate change benefits are to be realized given the Bank’s policy emphasis on 
accelerating exploration and production in both of these greenhouse gas emitting sectors coupled with no 
investment and no policy incentives for renewable energy resources such as wind, solar, or geothermal.  
With regards to geothermal alone, Indonesia’s geothermal reserves have a total estimated capacity of 
generating 20,000 MW power, representing 40 percent of the world’s geothermal reserves (MiningIndo 
News Service, 2003b).  However, Indonesia’s geothermal capacity is largely untouched with only six 
geothermal plants constructed to date for a total capacity of 800 MW (MiningIndo News Service, 2003b). 
 
 
Inconsistent Bank policy advice & loan objectives – The World Bank has given the GOI conflicting 
policy messages.  With regards to forest resources, the Bank reform program calls for improved 
protection of forest cover and strengthened forest management (World Bank, 1999).  However, with 
regards to the new mining law, the Bank advises the GoI to relax restrictions on mineral exploration and 
extraction in protected forests (World Bank, 2001b).  Bank Indonesia -based staff interviewed for this 
analysis said that there is a clear division within the Bank between those who push for a stronger Forestry 
Law51 and those who push for weakening it (because they believe it is unrealistic) to support mining 
development.   
 
The inconsistencies do not stop on policy advice, but affect the Bank’s assistance to Indonesia for 
environmental objectives.  In 2002, the World Bank warned that foreign donors will further reduce their 
environmental grants to Indonesia in response to Indonesia’s decision to allow several mining firms to 
operate in protected forests (Jakarta Post, 2002a).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                 
51 Article 38 of the Forestry Law No. 41/1999 specifically prohibits any open pit mining in forest areas zoned as protected forest. 
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5. Indonesia Conclusion 
 
The Indonesia case provides an example of Bank opportunities and also limitations in a middle -income 
country during a time of extreme financial and political crisis.  Given a significant withdrawal of 
investment in the country and a substantial increase in poverty after the crisis, the Bank turned to 
Indonesia’s rich mineral and hydrocarbon resource base to regenerate economic growth.   
 
In this context, the Indonesia case highlights three specific concerns associated with the Bank reform 
program approach.  First, the Bank recommended specific reforms to promote investment in oil, gas and 
mining at a time when rapid decentralization was taking place.  Although the Bank was against the “big 
bang” approach taken by the GOI and not necessarily supportive of the new revenue sharing structure, the 
Bank should have given more consideration to how the various dynamics associated with decentralization 
increased pressure on these resources at rates and on  scales unmanageable by the existing capacities of 
local governments. 
 
Second, adding to the challenges posed by decentralization, the Bank recommended relaxing restrictions 
on mining in protected forests at a time when the GOI was struggling with alarming deforestation rates. 
This specific recommendation by the Bank directly ran contrary to Bank objectives in the forest sector of 
improving forest management and arresting the deforestation rate.  Furthermore, if mining operations go 
ahead in high value forests as a result of this Bank policy advice, then the Bank would be in violation of 
its own Forest Policy.  When Bank staff were questioned on this point, they pointed out that policy 
advisory activities of the Bank were not covered under the Forest Policy.  This points to a significant gap 
in the coverage of Bank safeguards, i.e. policy lending activities are not covered. 
 
Third, one of the GOI’s objectives in reforming the energy sector is energy supply diversification.  Bank 
assistance has targeted increased use of natural gas in place of petroleum.  This strategy ignores 
Indonesia’s vast reserves for geothermal power generation, which represent 40 percent of known 
geothermal reserves in the world.  The Bank should be doing more to assist Indonesia to develop its 
renewable energy sources.   
 
 
 
 
 

 
Main Findings and Conclusions 
 
 
Research Question 1:  Are World Bank structural reform programs and related effects in the extractive 
industries having sustainable development outcomes, i.e., positive or negative effects on poverty, 
national/local economies, and the environment?   
 
Main Findings:  Under Bank supported structural reform programs, new extractive industry investments 
were initiated in all of the study countries, with Peru and Tanzania experiencing exceptional growth in the 
mining sector.52 Both mineral exports and government revenues received from these sectors increased.  In 
Peru and Tanzania, growth in the EI sectors could be tied to improvements in macroeconomic 
performance in the short-term.  However, Peru experienced slippage in macroeconomic indicators after 

                                                 
52 It is also important to keep in mind that some of this growth was due to other factors, for example the increased international 
market price for gold. 
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the mining investment boom.  Furthermore, in some cases the structural reforms appeared to exacerbate 
macroeconomic imbalances, including:  
 
• Increased vulnerability to external shocks associated with significant reliance on EI and fluctuating 

international EI commodity prices [Tanzania & Peru] 

• Decreased tax revenue ratios53 [Peru & Tanzania] 

• Increased economic dependency on primary commodities54 [Peru & Tanzania] 

• Significant negative pressure on balance of payments from increased energy imports, largely to 
support the expanding mining sector [Peru] 

• Domestic private sector development stifled by significant concentration of foreign-controlled EI 
assets [Peru & Tanzania] 

 
In addition, social benefits associated with the expansion of large-scale EI operations were generally in 
the form of improved infrastructure, including water supply, schools, and hospitals in specific localities 
near extraction sites.  Employment effects have been mixed.  Privatization in the petroleum sector 
reduced employment.  Mining sector data for Peru indicated a modest increase in employment.  However, 
small-scale and artisanal mining, which provides the majority of employment opportunities for the poor in 
the sector, experienced both positive and negative employment effects as a result of reforms.  Overall, the 
EI sectors in these countries did not constitute a significant percentage of employment.  Moreover, data 
are insufficient to determine the net effect of reforms on employment, e.g., how EI growth affects 
employment in other sectors such as fishing and agriculture. 
 
Furthermore, the Bank generally recognized that the extractive industries in these three countries were 
associated with negative environmental and social impacts.  To address these anticipated outcomes, the 
Bank designed complementary program measures to help improve the social and environmental 
performance of these sectors.55  However, despite these efforts by the Bank, the complementary projects 
tended to fall short of significant and long-lasting improvements.  As a result, growth of the EI sectors 
considerably outpaced any progress on social and environmental governance.   
 
Overall, the limited impact of the Bank’s complementary projects coupled with expansionary measures of 
structural reforms, resulted in unnecessarily high social and environmental costs.  Furthermore, the case 
studies found no evidence of poverty reduction associated with growth in the EI sectors.  The main social 
and environmental findings of the analysis include: 
 
 
• No evidence of poverty reduction – From 1991 to 2000, the poverty reduction that initially took place 

in Peru, which later eroded, was in Lima and the urban highlands and not in the rural highlands and 
the Amazon, which is where the mining and hydrocarbon developments are concentrated.56  In 
addition, a study by the Government of Tanzania, indicates that the significant growth in the mining 
sector has had little impact on employment and incomes for the poor (GoT, 2003).   

 

                                                 
53 Measured by government revenue as a percentage of GDP. 
54 Measured by percent of manufacturing value added of GDP and growth rates of value added for EI related products in the 
economy. 
55 Examples of Bank activities include: treat pre-existing petroleum pollution issues by repairing leaking pipes and storage 
facilities (Tanzania Petroleum Rehabilitation Project); provide extension services to small-scale miners55 (Tanzania Mineral 
Sector Development TA); Require companies to develop environmental management plans (Peru’s new Hydrocarbons Law -
Energy and Mining TA); develop permissible emissions from the mining sector (Peru Energy and Mining TA); and analyze 
problems facing small-scale miners (Peru Energy and Mining TA). 
56 World Bank, 2001.  Peru: Country Assistance Strategy Progress Report.  R2001-0043, April 3, 2001. 
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• EI revenue seldom transferred to affected communities – In Peru and Indonesia, laws were created to 
ensure that EI revenue would be returned to the local communities or governments.  However, due to 
the specific design of the laws and lack of transparency, little of the revenue has reached the 
communities. 57  In Tanzania, no such revenue sharing laws or mechanisms have been created. 

 
• EI Operations tend to take place in more socially and environmentally sensitive areas – New 

opportunities for foreign investment and technological progress has allowed access to more 
environmentally and socially sensitive frontier areas.  In Peru, 112 of 143 new hydrocarbon 
exploratory wells are in the Amazon.  Many of the EI concessions overlap indigenous and 
biodiversity-rich protected areas, including protected areas supported by Bank project funding. 58  In 
Indonesia, the new Mining Law contradicts the new Forest Law by permitting open pit mining in 
protected forests.  The Bank recommended the removal of restrictions on mining in protected forests. 

 
• Increased insecurity surrounding natural resource tenure – EI development and the strengthening of 

commercial land rights has induced more tenure insecurity of natural resources for local peoples, 
including conflicts over land and water rights.  The case studies provided examples of military 
intimidation, lack of community consent, inadequate compensation, and ignored land rights of local 
peoples.  

 
• Increased social antagonism and conflict – In these study countries, significant social unrest is 

associated with many of the extractive industry investment activities initiated under the structural 
reform programs.  Furthermore, this social unrest has had direct negative impacts on the investment 
climate in all three countries.  For example, in Indonesia foreign companies have frozen or abandoned 
mining investments worth $2 billion since 1998 stating that disruptive activism at mine sites and a 
weak policy framework led to the withdraw of their investments.59  

 
• Increased overall environmental degradation – Marginal gains in environmental mitigation linked to 

Bank assistance has been unable to offset the overall increase in environmental degradation 
associated with the significant expansion in exploration and production of the EI sectors.  For all three 
countries, the World Bank recent reviews assert that government environmental management remains 
weak.  For example, in Tanzania the environmental impact assessments, which are driven mainly by 
World Bank requirements, are no more than guidelines with no legal requirements to mitigate 
identified impacts.60 

 
• Electricity deficits and increased air pollution – A significant increase in energy demand from the 

expanding mining sector has produced electricity deficits in Tanzania and Peru.  To address this 
demand, both countries have expanded thermal power generation, which predominantly relies on fuel 
oil or coal.  These fuels are significant emitters of particulate matter, sulfur dioxides, and nitrous 
oxides – adding in some cases to the existing air pollution problems faced by these countries. 

 

 

                                                 
57 In Peru, regulatory improvements are needed to identify who exactly should benefit and what type of investments should be 
made with the money.  In Indonesia, the Revenue Sharing law amounts to only a small percentage of the revenue going to the 
regencies as it only accounts for royalties.  Corporate tax and VAT, the larger revenue generators, still go to the central 
government. 
58 Camisea natural gas wells and pipeline overlap with an indigenous reserve involved in the Participatory Conservation Planning 
in Vilcabamba Project.  The Yanacocha gold mine and Mobil Oil concession overlap with areas involved in the Peru-
Participatory Management of Protected Areas Project. 
59 Guerin, Bill. 2003.  Indonesia’s mining quagmire.  Asia Times. May 12, 2003. 
60 Statement supported by in-country interviews with private sector and civil society, July 2002. 
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As a result of the findings discussed above, the first conclusion of the analysis is the following: 
 
Conclusion 1:  Despite efforts by the World Bank to improve the social and environmental performance 
of the extractive sectors, expansion of these sectors under the aegis of structural reform programs has led 
to higher than necessary social and environmental costs, and, in some cases, exacerbation of 
macroeconomic vulnerabilities.  The World Bank structural reform programs associated with the 
extractive industries in the three country case studies did not have sustainable development outcomes. 
 
 
Research Question 2:  Where negative effects are detected, what factors lead well-intended policy and 
institutional reforms to have unintended negative economic, social, and environmental consequences?   
 
Main Findings:  In some cases, Bank and IMF structural reform programs corrected important market, 
policy, and institutional failures, such as state monopolies, political interference in price setting, 
investment barriers, and lacking environmental regulations.  However, in all of the study countries 
significant failures persisted and, moreover, new problems were created by program reforms.  As a result, 
significant extractive industry expansion occurred prior to addressing several important failures that were 
harmful to the poor, the environment, and the economy.   
 
Overall, the Bank’s structural reform programs failed to convey that sustainable development requires not 
only good economic policies, but strong institutions and good governance as well.  This is especially 
important for the development of the extractive sectors, which are prone to corruption and rent-seeking 
behavior.  The three country case studies revealed three main weaknesses in the Bank’s, as well as the 
IMF’s, approach to structural reform programs.  
 

• First, the Bank and IMF supported reforms tended to concentrate on improving policies and 
institutions in favor of investors, mainly foreign, without commensurately strengthening policies 
and institutions for the poor and environment and thereby creating an imbalance.  For example, 
new contract models with fixed environmental costs locked in inadequate environmental 
standards for ten to twenty years.  While foreign investment is an essential element for economic 
development, it is only one of many elements needed to contribute to sustainable development 
and poverty reduction.   

 
• Second, where the Bank has made efforts to address the policy and institutional failures that have 

negative effects on the poor and environment, the scope of activities in these complementary 
programs tends to be too limited.  Furthermore, perhaps the biggest constraint to the effectiveness 
of these programs has been a lack of leverage with governments and/or weak capacity of 
governments to ensure implementation of World Bank advice.   

 
• Third, although the Bank fully recognizes the limited social and environmental capacity of these 

countries, the Bank is not questioning the policy and institutional reforms themselves.  Current 
Bank structural reform programs are built on the assumption that foreign investment in EI will 
lead to broad-based growth and poverty reduction.  Furthermore, the EI growth takes place in the 
context of weak state structures whose role has been redefined through structural reform as one of 
facilitation and regulation aimed at creating a favorable investment climate.  As the Bank’s 
structural reform strategy currently stands, there is a significant imbalance between unleashing 
market forces that have immediate social and environmental impacts and developing mitigation 
responses that require long-term institutional development.   

 
The following list provides examples from all of the country case studies of institutional, policy, and 
market failures that were exacerbated or, in some cases, created by Bank supported reforms:  
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Institutional Failures: 

• Privatization of State owned extractive enterprises without adequately building State capacity to 
regulate the private sector.  

• Absence of a governmental authority to address social and environmental compliance issues that is 
independent of the institutions in charge of EI sector or investment promotion.  

• Significant increase in EI revenue without adequate management, accountability, or transparency. 
 

Policy Failures: 

• Preferential tax treatment for the EI sectors 

• New EI contract models that lock in inadequate social and environmental standards 
• Policy and institutional reforms that are designed for larger-scale enterprises and, in turn, create some 

disadvantages for small-scale miners61 

• Commercial land tenure strengthened, while land tenure of the poor remains weak 
 
Market Failures: 

• Domestic firms unable to compete with finance terms offered to large foreign enterprises  
 
 

As a result of the findings discussed above, the second conclusion of the analysis is the following: 
 

Conclusion 2:  Unintended negative economic, social, and environmental outcomes of structural reform 
programs have been due to market, policy, and institutional failures that were either left uncorrected or 
were created by structural adjustment and policy/institutional reforms. The findings of the case studies 
draw attention to the need for closer scrutiny of the design of World Bank policies and structural reforms 
associated with the extractive industries. 
 
 
Main Findings (question 2 continued):  In the case study countries, World Bank collaboration with IMF 
operations took place mostly at the lead economist level.  There was very little, if any, interaction 
between Fund staff and World Bank sectoral, poverty, or environmental specialists.  This collaboration is 
very important to the outcomes of World Bank structural reform programs on many fronts.   
 
First, IMF operations have significant implications for Bank-supported development objectives. Second, 
as a pre-requisite for World Bank structural adjustment lending a country typically must have an IMF 
program in place.  In one of the case studies, socially- and environmentally-based Bank loans were 
cancelled due to a lack of progress on IMF structural benchmarks. Third, even though the IMF has no 
environmental and few social requirements for lending, the Bank operations staff has repeatedly stated 
that the Bank has no responsibility for assessing the environmental or social impacts of IMF policy 
prescriptions.62   
 
In general, IMF objectives and program specific targets tend to put less importance on institutional 
reforms. To begin with, the IMF’s objective for structural adjustment is for short-term macroeconomic 

                                                 
61 The World Bank has in recent years recognized the need to provide more assistance on small-scale mining issues and has 
created the Communities in Artisinal and Small-scale Mining initiative (CASM).  However, experts following this initiative state 
that progress is slow and the effort is significantly under funded. 
62 Even though, according to the framework for World Bank-Fund collaboration, the World Bank is the lead agency responsible 
for environmental policy areas. 
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stabilization.  Thus, IMF program conditionalities are often based on aggregate economic indicators or 
specific targets regarding the number of privatizations and commercial legislative measures.  It is 
extremely rare for an IMF program to consider, much less require, the soundness of social or 
environmental policy and institutional frameworks. 
 
In the case studies, the IMF’s approach to the extractive sectors was mainly one that promoted aggressive 
privatization of significant mining and hydrocarbon assets for short-term financing of the deficit.  Such an 
objective did not ensure the creation of competition, efficiency gains, development of a domestic private 
sector, or environmentally and socially sound development strategies for the extractive sectors. 
 
For example, in Peru the IMF required the awarding of the Camisea natural gas concession as a structural 
benchmark for continued lending despite the government of Peru’s stated concerns regarding competition 
in the hydrocarbons sector.  As it turned out, the awarding of Camisea handed over a significant portion 
of the natural gas production to the same foreign enterprise that controls a majority of the petroleum 
production in the country.  Furthermore, the Camisea concession overlaps with the Vilcabamba 
Indigenous Peoples Reserve supported by the World Bank.   
 
As a result of the findings discussed above, the third conclusion of the analysis is the following: 
 
Conclusion 3:  The World Bank’s collaboration with the IMF on structural adjustment programs 
associated with the extractive industries has been ineffective with regards to social and environmental 
development objectives.   
 
 
 
 
 

 
6. Recommendations 
 
In light of the conclusions drawn from the three case studies, the following six recommendations are 
offered to the World Bank to improve the outcomes of structural adjustment and other policy lending 
associated with the extractive industries. 
 
 
1. Strategic Social and Environmental Analysis of Policy Lending – The World Bank’s updated 
operational policy on structural adjustment (OP 8.60) should require upstream social and environmental 
analysis of policy lending (SAL, SECAL, TA, and AAA) 63 for countries where EI development is likely 
to or is intended to occur as a result of structural reform programs. The main objective is to ensure that 
socially and environmentally appropriate incentives and disincentives for the private EI sector are built 
into structural adjustment.64 
 
2. Social and Environmental Accountability of Investment Liberalization and Privatization – The 
World Bank should establish mechanisms and standards for EI investment approval processes, sector 
codes, and private sector contract models that ensure local community benefits & rights, and 

                                                 
63 Structural Adjustment Loan (SAL), Sectoral Adjustment Loan (SECAL), Technical Assistance (TA), and Analytical and 
Advisory Activities (AAA). 
64 The current analysis could be used to provide initial guidance to Bank staff. 
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environmental protection. 65  Furthermore, Bank assistance for investment liberalization and privatization 
should include specific activities to enhance domestic private sector opportunities, such as access to 
finance and markets and formalization of small-scale and artisanal mining.   
 
3. Government Capacity for the Poor and Environme nt – In countries anticipating development of the 
extractive sectors, the World Bank should place priority on building government capacity to ensure that 
EI development benefits the poor and improves environmental protection. This will require assessing and 
strengthening revenue distribution policies and mechanisms, improving the capacity of EI-independent 
regulatory agencies, and establishing mechanisms for informed stakeholder participation.  Furthermore, 
the Bank should ensure that central and local government agencies have clear social development and 
environmental protection mandates associated with EI development. 
 
4. More Value Added to the Economy – When EI development is promoted, World Bank lending 
should support policy and institutional reforms that ensure EI resource rents are used to stimulate more 
value-added and labor intensive sectors.  Conventional wisdom asserts that drawing down natural 
resource assets is appropriate to the degree that they are converted into other forms of capital, be it 
productive, human, or financial, which can increase a country’s productivity over time.  The Bank should 
provide guidance and assistance on how a country can utilize EI to stimulate other sectors of the economy 
and, thereby, move beyond mainly using EI to increase exports.66   
 
5. Strengthened Collaboration between Bank and IMF Operations - The World Bank should enhance 
social and environmental accountability and collaboration between World Bank and IMF lending 
operations especially in countries with significant extractive industries.  To begin with, the Bank should 
institute a monitoring mechanism of governance, social/poverty, and environmental management 
indicators to complement the IMF’s macroeconomic monitoring.  
 
6. Strengthened Civil Society – The World Bank should establish clear guidelines and mechanisms that 
ensure substantive and sustained interaction among national government agencies, civil society 
organizations (CSO), and the World Bank.  Bank guidelines should provide social and environmental 
performance criteria by which CSOs can monitor the impacts of structural reform.  Furthermore, the 
guidelines should identify the specific stages in the reform program cycle and the mechanisms whereby 
the Bank receives feedback from civil society.  Lastly, the World Bank should revise program activities in 
response to CSO monitoring feedback. 
 
In addition to the main recommendations highlighted above, the following section provides further 
specific suggestions.  
 
 
Strategic Environmental and Social Analysis of Policy Lending 
 
As a prerequisite for structural adjustment and policy lending (e.g., TA, AAA), the World Bank should 
require social and environmental analysis at both the country program level (e.g., Country Assistance 
Strategy) and the individual loan operation level for any country with anticipated development in the 
extractive industries.  Most importantly, the social and environmental analysis should guide the Bank 
structural reform program design in order to: 
 

                                                 
65 Special attention needs to be given to the use of “stability agreements” that at times lock in inadequate environmental and 
social standards.  Further work is needed to develop guidance on socially and environmentally appropriate codes and contract 
models for the extractive industries.   
66 For example, the Bank should provide guidance on how a country can move beyond primary production, e.g., mining and 
smelting, and into activities of refining and fabrication of products that capture more value-added.  
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• Ensure that market, policy, and institutional failures that are important to poverty reduction and 
environmental management are adequately addressed prior to or in parallel with structural reforms 
linked to the extractive industries67.  

• Determine if individual Bank supported reforms will potentia lly create new or intensify the effects of 
existing market, policy, or institutional failures and, if so, develop appropriate alternative approaches 
to the reform process. 

• Ensure that socially and environmentally appropriate incentives and disincentives for the private EI 
sector are built into structural adjustment. 

• Establish social and environmental performance benchmarks that are attached directly to the 
structural adjustment loan.68  Benchmarks should include indicators that demonstrate the contribution 
of extractive industry development to poverty reduction and improved environmental management. 

 
Government Capacity for the Poor and Environment   
 
To improve both the follow-up on Bank advice and the effectiveness of economic reforms, the Bank 
should make a concerted effort within SALS and SECALs to improve governance and provide significant 
measures for the poor and environmental management.69   To begin with, the following nine specific 
measures are suggested: 
 
• The Public Expenditure Review (PER) should be set up to track revenue generated from the 

extractive industries.  Furthermore, EI revenue management mechanisms/legislation should clearly 
indicate who should receive benefits and what type of investments should be made from EI revenue.70 

 
• Community development and environmental responsibilities of the government with regards to EI 

must be clearly identified along with assistance to build the specific capacity necessary to carry them 
out.  It is especially important to reach the local governments at the provincial and district levels.  The 
World Bank should target building governance at the local level where large extractive industry 
projects are anticipated or where small-scale mining is prevalent. 

 
• Approval of social and environmental impact assessments and management plans should be the 

responsibility of a government agency independent of ministries charged with the promotion of the 
extractive industries or investment in general.  The agency or agencies should have the primary 
objectives of poverty reduction and environmental protection with accompanying staff expertise.  The 
World Bank may need to provide assistance to develop such agency (ies). 

 
• Assist the government to develop a mechanism to clarify land regimes and strengthen land use 

planning systems to justly resolve the overlaps of the mineral/hydrocarbon claims with local 
community/indigenous territories and protected areas.  This must be done before commercial interests 
are given the upper hand. 

 

                                                 
67 These would include, inter alia, reforms intended to usher in investment, increase production, or change production regime 
(privatization) in the extractive industries. 
68 Complementary” Bank projects were shown to have very limited leverage to ensure government implementation. 
69 Such an approach would also provide for more comprehensive loan packages, would reduce inconsistent Bank advice/policies, 
and would hopefully lead to more cross sector Bank staff collaboration.  
70 The Extractive Industries Transparency Initiative (EITI), led by the UK Department for International Development (DfID), 
should be consulted regarding revenue management issues. 
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• Assist the government to develop mechanisms for representation of stakeholders and conflict 
resolution, including improvement of informed participation during the EIA/SIA processes.71  This 
should not be the responsibility of the private sector as often is the case. 

 
• Assist the government to formalize small-scale mining (SSM), increase SSM market & finance 

access, and improve environmental & worker health issues of SSM.  Towards this end, the Bank 
should provide more funding and give higher priority to the Communities in Artisinal and Small-scale 
Mining (CASM) initiative. 

 
• Concession contract models should include specific provisions for community development 

objectives and concrete environmental management/protection measures. 
 
• Government investment promotion schemes should integrate opportunities for domestic and small-

medium enterprises and social and environmental strategic planning. 
 
• IFC lending in the extractive industries should be initiated by indicators of reasonable progress on 

socially and environmentally sound policy and institutional frameworks, not just conditionalities on 
individual projects.72  

 
 
Value Added to the Economy   
 
The Bank should help countries reduce their dependence on extractive industries and primary production. 
Extractive industries should be used to stimulate other sectors of the economy and not solely for the 
purpose of increasing exports, which is often the case.  The growth of more value-added and labor 
intensive sectors would contribute more to poverty reduction than primary extractive commodity 
production and could potentially relieve pressure on natural resources.  To this end, the Bank should: 
 
• Provide guidance on how a country can move beyond mining and smelting into activities of refining 

and fabrication of products that capture more value-added.  
  
• Develop investment schemes for the extractive industries that encourage enterprises to re-invest in 

other sectors in the country. 
 
• Analyze how the developed countries’ tariff and non-tariff barriers that hamper developing countries’ 

access to value-added markets can be addressed. 
 

 
Strengthened Collaboration between Bank and IMF Operations  
 
The case studies indicate that there is a gap regarding social and environmental accountability of IMF 
program requirements associated with Bank lending.  The IMF has no environmental and few social 
requirements for lending.  Also, the Bank refuses to assess IMF programs for impacts even though it is 
the lead institution on environmental policy advice to the IMF.  Given the potential social and 
environmental impacts of the extractive industries, it is especially important to address such gaps when 
IMF program requirements are linked to the expansion of these sectors.  Towards meaningful social and 
environmental collaboration with the IMF, the World Bank should: 

                                                 
71 Environmental Impact Assessment and Social Impact Assessment . 
72 This could help the competitiveness of IFC loans.  IFC at times has reasoned that Bank environmental lending requirements 
hurt its competitiveness. 
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• Require a social and environmental assessment of IMF reforms and structural benchmarks that are 

linked to Bank program lending.  When potential significant impacts are indicated, the Bank should 
advise the IMF of alternative policies or design specific Bank measures to respond to social and 
environmental pressures of IMF prescriptions. In cases where the IMF will not adhere to sound social 
and environmental advice of the Bank, the Bank should not link lending to IMF programs. 

 
• Stop the practice of linking environmental and social program lending to IMF conditionalities, 

especially those dictating privatization and expansion of the extractive industries. 
 
• Institute a monitoring mechanism for social/poverty, governance, and environmental management to 

complement the IMF’s macroeconomic monitoring.  
 
• Develop communication mechanisms and incentive structures that provide for more meaningful 

consideration of poverty and environmental issues among staff at both institutions and at all levels 
(not just lead economists). 
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INTRODUCTION 

This report is the result of an independent research effort commissioned by the World Bank 
Group’s Extractive Industry Review Secretariat, and carried out under contract with Associates 
for Global Change (AGC), an independent consulting firm based in Washington, D.C. AGC 
specializes in activities focusing on sustainable development, poverty alleviation, human 
resources and training, conflict resolution and HIV/AIDS. The firm works both with bilateral and 
multilateral donor agencies and their partner organizations, as well as with multinational 
companies working in the extractive sector, particularly in Africa. 

This report was researched and written by AGC Senior Associate Richard Everett, with 
assistance from AGC Research Associate Alistair MacDonald and with editorial support from 
Andrew Gilboy, Senior Partner at AGC. The data gathering, analysis and report writing was 
conducted between October 2002 and May 2003. 

As called for in the Terms of Reference, the report benefited from two peer reviews, both 
conducted by Dr. Saleem Ali, Professor of Environmental Planning and Conflict Resolution at 
the University of Vermont (US). The first reviewed the target organization selection criteria prior 
to the actual data being gathered in any comprehensive manner. Suggestions were then 
incorporated into the report's methodology. Dr. Ali conducted a second peer review of the draft 
final report, from which suggestions were incorporated into the final version of the report. 

The following people provided essential information and assistance throughout the development 
of this report which greatly added value to the product. AGC wishes to recognize contributions 
from the following people to this effort: Bernard Salome and Julia Grutzner at the EIR 
secretariat; Dr. Saleem Ali, peer reviewer; Peter van der Veen, John Wilson, and Takuro Kimura 
of the World Bank and IFC Mining Depts., and Somit Varma of the IFC Oil and Gas Dept. 
Finally, many of the organizations contacted were forthcoming in making information available 
which greatly facilitated the difficult task of obtaining data on their environmental and social 
policies and practices. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

In the past several years, the World Bank Group (WBG) has - perhaps without intending it or 
fully realizing it - become a standard bearer that members of the international corporate 
community assess themselves against, often regardless of whether they are involved in a direct 
funding relationship. For example, a trend has been noted that some extractive industry 
companies, who, for the most part are not direct recipients of WBG assistance, are changing the 
way they do business and adopting practices that follow social and environmental guidelines 
similar to those prescribed by the World Bank. To quote the President of a small-sized Canadian 
mining company, "You can't get funding these days unless your feasibility study fulfills the 
World Bank requirements. Doesn't matter which lender you go to." 

This trend has been further reinforced with the recent adoption by ten leading banks (including 
two profiled in this research project) of the “Equator Principles,” whereby these institutions 
agree to apply International Finance Corporation environmental and social guidelines to lending 
criteria for extractive and other projects in developing countries. 

This research effort, commissioned by the World Bank Group’s Extractive Industry Review 
Secretariat, examined a number of extractive companies, and the private financial partners and 
export credit agencies that finance them, to see what–if any–impact the WBG guidelines are 
having on their environmental and social policies and practices. Research was focused in 
particular on smaller exploration and production companies (and their financial backers) which 
are not direct clients of the WBG. 

Researchers selected 65 companies for review, all of which indicated some level of 
environmental and social commitments. These included 20 mining companies, 20 oil & gas 
firms, 15 private financial partners (including investment banks and venture capital firms active 
in the extractive industry), and 10 export credit agencies. Company websites, annual reports, 
investor packages press releases and other publicly available data were collected and reviewed, 
in order to document companies' environmental and social policies and practices. Researchers 
identified where the WBG guidelines had already had an impact on these initiatives, and where 
the WBG could play a useful role going forward. 

Key findings include the following: 

Ø World Bank Group policy impacts on small Exploration & Production (E&P) companies 
appear indirect and minimal to date. There are some signs of a "trickle down" effect from 
large mining firms and their financial backers that are aware of WBG principles and policies. 
But there is little evidence to indicate that there is widespread awareness or acceptance among 
the smaller firms of the guidelines, or what implementing them might entail for their 
operations. Where companies did cite use of WBG guidelines, the level of public information 
provided on environmental and social policies often did not provide enough detail to permit a 
detailed comparison of these policies with those of the WBG. 

Ø The WBG appears to have a more significant and direct impact on private financial partner 
and Export Credit Agency (ECA) environmental and social initiatives. A number of these 
financial institutions, including some of the signatories of the “Equator Principles,” indicated 
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that WBG guidelines have become a baseline reference for their activities, providing a useful 
tool to hold their extractive sector clients to higher environmental and social standards. In 
addition, some financial institutions say they are implementing their own best practices that 
go beyond the work of the WBG. 

Ø The environmental and social approaches of extractive companies and financial institutions 
that do address environmental and social issues generally tend to fall into one of three broad 
categories, reflecting their level of "proactivity:" 

1. Meet local (often minimal) standards. Companies respond on a project-by-project basis, 
and may do little or nothing to mitigate environmental or social impacts if local authorities 
do not require or enforce such practices. 

2. Meet commonly and/or internationally accepted guidelines, most notably the World Bank 
Group and IFC guidelines and Safeguard Policies. 

3. Develop their own “best practice” standards, by going beyond the minimums set by local 
governments or the WBG to create their own set of principles, policies and practices. 

Other findings include the following: 

Ø Small, early-stage companies lag behind larger and/or more vertically integrated ones in 
adopting policies and practices. Many of the smaller firms active in upstream activities have 
little or no environmental or social policies of their own. But there are exceptions, including 
some of the organizations in this research effort. A follow-on research effort to interview 
executives from these companies could shed light on the reasons that lead some smaller 
companies to adopt proactive policies. 

Ø Anecdotal evidence does suggest that smaller, upstream firms are feeling increasing pressure 
to act, from senior downstream companies, financial institutions, government regulators, and 
civil society. As a result, a number of them have begun to proactively consider these issues, 
whether willingly or unwillingly. 

Ø More extractive and financial organizations address environmental issues than social ones. 
Environmental impacts are better defined and can be measured for compliance. Social impact 
analyses are newer, more qualitative, and harder to quantify in terms of savings or return on 
investment. 

Ø Company initiatives in their home countries appear more advanced than those implemented 
elsewhere. A number of the extractive companies reviewed for this project described well-
developed environmental and social programs in their home countries. It was unclear if they 
apply the same standards worldwide, and if they implement the same level of programs in 
emerging markets as they do at home. 

Ø Financial firms see environmental and social matters as risk issues. Export credit agencies and 
a variety of financial institutions ranging from venture-capital funds to large investment banks 
show a higher level of sensitivity to environmental and social issues than their extractive 
clients. 
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Ø Financial organizations are concerned about social issues but want better tools. Several 
bankers reported struggling with how to address social impacts in lending and investing 
criteria for emerging-country projects. They use the WBG guidelines as a "default solution," 
but would like other tools to quantify social risk, and to point their extractive clients towards 
more socially responsible practices. 

Some of the organizations chosen for this study, including small exploration firms and venture 
capital firms, appear to be proactive in responding to environmental and social challenges. 
Others may just be coming to the realization that they need to devote more effort to these areas, 
and will need guidance to make the transition. Interviews with the leaders of these organizations 
could provide significant insight for other companies struggling with these same issues. Such 
targeted questioning could also elicit specific recommendations from the industry players 
themselves as to ways the World Bank Group can improve and better support their efforts in 
addressing environmental and social concerns. 

Issues that merit further study include: 

Ø What are the external and internal drivers, including incentives and disincentives that lead 
extractive companies–especially early stage exploration and development firms–to adopt 
environmental and social policies and practices? 

Ø Similarly, what are the drivers affecting private financial partners and export credit agencies 
to develop their own environmentally and socially responsible policies and practices, and to 
compel their extractive industry clients to apply the same principles? 

Ø With ten of the largest project finance banks simultaneously agreeing to adopt the WBG-
derived environmental and social lending criteria known as the Equator Principles, what 
impact will this move have on other financial partners, and on the extractive industry 
recipients of debt and equity financing? 

Ø What are the challenges faced by extractive companies or financial organizations in adopting 
environmental or social strategies, especially in translating goals and policies into practice? 

Ø What is the role the WBG should play in helping the smaller and upstream firms improve 
their environmental and social performance? Possible options include: 

Ø Working directly with these companies (e.g. financial support and technical assistance) 

Ø Providing traditional WBG clients and partners (larger extractive firms, private banks, 
ECAs, other multilateral and bilateral agencies) an improved set of carrots and sticks to 
"incentivize" the exploration companies 

Ø Assisting emerging market policy-makers and regulators to create better legal, regulatory, 
and enforcement mechanisms to ensure extractive companies operate to the highest 
environmental and social standards of practices 

A set of targeted interviews, following up on the findings uncovered in Phase One, and probing 
the issues raised above, would provide a richer picture of the challenges faced by extractive 
companies and their financial backers in moving toward a more environmentally and socially 
responsible approach to doing business. And it would provide the WBG further indications on 
how it can best play a role in bringing this change about. 
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1.0  PROJECT OVERVIEW 

1.1.  Research Goals and Objectives 

This research effort, commissioned by the World Bank Group’s Extractive Industry Review 
Secretariat, examined a number of extractive companies, and the private financial partners and 
export credit agencies that finance them, to see what (if any) impact the WBG guidelines are 
having on their environmental and social policies and practices. Research was focused primarily 
on smaller exploration and production companies (and their financial backers) which are not 
direct clients of the WBG. 

The Terms of Reference for the AGC study identified the following objectives: 

1. Determine the extent to which the social and environmental policies of the WBG are reflected 
in the stated policies and practices of extractive companies and certain financial partners that 
have only an indirect relationship with the WBG. 

2. Characterize the influences shaping the development of social and environmental policies of 
these same extractive companies and financial partners, which includes in particular 
determining the impact of the WBG on policy development. 

The research effort is structured in two phases. Phase One, which is the subject of this report, 
addresses Objective 1 fully, while taking into account Objective 2, where such information was 
available. A proposed Phase Two effort would involve interviews with key informants and senior 
managers of a select group of extractive firms and their financial partners to fully address 
Objective 2. 

Relevance to the EIR 

The findings of this research are intended to assist the EIR in its deliberations with stakeholders 
and in crafting recommendations to the WBG as to what role the WBG should play in the 
extractive industries. The research findings provide information on the types of environmental 
and social policies and practices found among extractive companies and their financial backers 
which do have them. The findings also show where WBG guidelines are being used as the 
benchmark for some extractive firms and financial partners, as well as where some companies' 
best practices go beyond what the WBG has done. And the research identifies a number of areas 
where some extractive firms, particularly those at the exploration and production end of the 
business, could benefit from more outreach by the WBG. 

1.2.  Overview of Methodology 

In order to address the study's objectives, researchers compiled publicly-available data on 
environmental and social policies and practices from a sample of mining companies, oil and gas 
firms, private sector financial partners (including investment banks and venture capital firms) 
that invest in extractive industries and Export Credit Agencies (ECAs), using the approach 
described in this section. 
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1.2.1.  Selection of target organizations  

A review of each sector was conducted to establish general characteristics relevant to this study, 
such as industry structure, trends, range of company size and scope of activities, geographic 
distribution of companies and activities, general prevalence of environmental and social policies. 
This was accomplished through a review of industry literature, trade press, research publications, 
and EIR and other WBG resources. Key characteristics are presented as background to each 
sector. 

Subsequently, a number of representative organizations within each sector were selected for 
closer examination as shown below in Table 1.1: 

Table 1.1 Target Organizations 

Sector # of organizations  

Mining  20 

Oil & gas 20 

Export Credit Agencies 10 

Private Financial Partners (banks and 
venture capital funds) 15 

Total 65 

The specific number of organizations chosen in each sector varied. Twenty companies in each of 
the mining and oil & gas sectors was determined to be an adequately representative number, 
while keeping the scope of the research manageable. The number of financial partners and ECAs 
examined was slightly smaller, reflecting the smaller universes from which these organizations 
are drawn. For example, while there are literally hundreds of mining exploration and production 
(E&P) firms and dozens of oil & gas E&P companies, there are fewer than 50 export credit 
agencies worldwide, not more than a dozen of which have significant involvement in the 
extractive sector. It was decided early on that a weighted, random sampling was not feasible 
given the time available. 

Selection criteria varied according to sector, but generally organizations were chosen to provide 
a representative sample of firms active in "upstream" extractive activities, and/or their financing. 
Upstream activities refer to E&P activities in the oil & gas sector, and the exploration, 
development and production stages in the mining sector. 

Also, this project focused on extractive firms and their financial backers active in the four WBG 
regions of interest to the EIR: Africa, Asia-Pacific, East and Central Europe, and Latin America 
and the Caribbean. 

Because of the large number of organizations to draw upon within each sector, it was essential to 
focus on those firms that provide readily accessible sources of information about their activities 
and policies. As such, many of the selected organizations are publicly-traded companies which 
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have their own websites, issue annual reports and otherwise provide information to the public 
about their activities. A number of privately held firms that disclose information about their 
activities were also included to bring additional depth to the analysis. 

Considerable  efforts were made to identify and analyze organizations that do indicate some level 
of environmental or social consideration in their policies, since this group was deemed most 
useful in providing insight into the challenges of implementing such policies. The selection, 
sampling or findings therefore can not be considered representative of the extractive industry as a 
whole. 

Table 1.2 summarizes the selection criteria employed for each sector and the rationale for their 
use. 

Table 1.2 Sector-Specific Selection Criteria 

Extractive Companies 
(Mining and Oil & Gas Firms) 

Selection Criteria Rationale 
Contact with WBG: Companies that have no 
and/or indirect relationship with WBG; i.e. 
have not been clients of IFC or MIGA, nor 
have they partic ipated in WBG-sponsored 
activities that deal with corporate 
environmental and social policies and 
practices. 

Focus on companies of interest to WBG, but 
which lie beyond its immediate sphere of 
knowledge or influence. 

Upstream: Preference given to companies 
active primarily in upstream exploration and 
development activ ities, or for which upstream 
activities are a major company thrust. 

WBG has had growing but limited contact 
with small to intermediate E&P firms to date. 
Yet exploration stage activities can have 
lasting environmental and social impacts on 
communities, and on downstream firms that 
are WBG clients. 

Location: Companies that operate in four 
WBG regions of interest to the EIR: Africa, 
Asia-Pacific, East and Central Europe and 
Latin America and the Caribbean. 

Reflects countries where WB, IFC and MIGA 
are active. 

Geographic Diversity: Companies that reflect 
geographic diversity of E&P players in each 
sector, including mix of companies from 
developed economy countries with active 
mining or oil & gas industries (e.g. Australia, 
Canada, United States, United Kingdom), and 
organizations based in four WBG regions of 
interest to the EIR. 

Important to include traditional players and 
new class of emerging country firms 
(including recently-privatized state-owned 
companies) that are expanding outside their 
home countries. 

Multiple Country Operations: Companies that 
operate in more than one country or region. 

Companies with multiple projects under 
different regulatory regimes may have more 
explicit policies and procedures than do those 
who operate only in their own local 
environment 
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Table 1.2 Sector-Specific Selection Criteria (continued) 

Extractive Companies 
(Mining and Oil & Gas Firms) 

Selection Criteria Rationale 
For Mining: focus is on companies that mine 
precious metals (gold, silver, platinum group 
metals), base metals (iron ore, bauxite, 
copper, lead, zinc, cobalt, nickel, etc.), and 
diamonds. 

Targets industry segments in which WBG is 
active. Coal and industrial mineral firms were 
excluded to keep scope of project manageable 
and focused. 

For Oil & Gas: include mix of E&P firms that 
search for oil and gas, as well as drilling & 
oilfield service companies 

Most E&P firms explore for both oil and gas, 
although some specialization at production 
and distribution stages. Seismic and drilling 
contractors participate in earliest stages of 
E&P projects. 

Financing Targets: Export credit agencies and 
private financial partners that finance 
extractive industry projects, especially in the 
development phase, in the four regions of 
interest to the EIR. 

Profiles financial players other than WBG that 
can influence extractive companies' 
environmental and social policies and 
practices. 

Contact with WBG: Unlike the selection 
criteria for extractive companies, ECAs and 
other financial partners with previous 
involvement with WBG, including co-lending 
or other collaboration on projects will be 
considered. 

Nature of industry such that few institutions 
are active in extractive sector financing that 
do NOT collaborate with WBG on one or 
more projects. 

Country Spread: Institutions from countries 
with active global mining, oil & gas industries 
(e.g. Australia, Canada, United Kingdom, 
United States) and those from emerging 
markets in the four EIR target regions. 

European, North American, Japanese and 
Australian institutions are key players in 
extractive project financing. Emerging market 
players provide broader perspective on issues. 

For private financial partners: include mix of 
investment banks, private equity funds, and 
venture capital firms. 

Reflects variety of financial partners that 
finance extractive projects in exploration, 
development and production stages. 

1.2.2.  Evaluation Framework 

Policy Analysis Objectives 

Once a sample of industry players was selected, the primary task of the research was to gather 
and analyze publicly available information on these organizations in order to: 

Ø Document the information provided on environmental and social policies by upstream 
extractive industry players and financial backers that have these policies 

Ø Analyze the similarities and differences among the policies and practices of the various 
companies within and between the different sectors 

Ø Compare how these policies are aligned–or not–with those of the World Bank Group 
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Ø Identify (where possible) the impact of WBG guidelines on company policies and practices 

Ø Identify further issues or questions related to the creation and evolution of these policies–
including internal or external factors that affect them–that could be addressed in a follow-on 
interviews with key industry and financial sector executives in Phase Two. 

Type of Information gathered 

As noted above, all information gathered for the project is current, publicly-available printed or 
electronic documents, including company websites, annual reports, investor packages, special 
reports on environmental or special activities, and other materials provided by the companies. 
Although Phase One did not envisage extensive two-way communications with representatives 
of the target companies, brief verbal or written exchanges with over a dozen organizations were 
undertaken which added value to the overall research effort. 

As might be expected with corporate communications directed at the investor community and 
general public, much of the information is expository, tha t is, describing existing or planned 
principles, policies or practices. Little information addressed the historical precedents for these 
policies, although where such information was found, it was included in the analysis. The brief 
exchanges with a few company representatives provided some additional background . A richer 
and more thorough picture of the drivers behind company policies will be possible through the 
interview and survey effort proposed for Phase Two. 

Key Data Elements 

The data was grouped into the following four categories for analysis: 

1.  Level of Public information Provided 

Company information was scored on the amount and type of information provided using the 
following scale: 

Level of Information provided Score 

No information provided on website, in Annual Report, 
press releases, investor presentations, or other company 
public information  

0 

Single reference (1 sentence to 1 page) 1 
Multiple references (2-5 pages) 2 
Significant amount of information (>5 pages) 3 
Stand-alone environmental and/or social reports 4 

2.  Public Commitments to Environmental and Social Principles and practices 

The core of the analysis was a review of the stated policies, statements of principle and activities 
of the target organizations in the areas of environment, health and safety (often combined with 
environment under an "EH&S" rubric), social responsibilities and/or community relations as 
defined below: 
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Ø Policies: defined as a titled "Policy" (e.g. Environment Policy, Safety Policy, Social Policy, 
etc.), usually running from several lines of text to one page in length, as a series of bullet 
points, such as those found in the text boxes of this section. Examples of complete company 
policy statements are included in the Annexes to this report. 

Policies 
Projects will be designed and managed to reasonably minimize risk and mitigate negative impacts 
on the environment.  (Hecla Min ing) 

The PGS Group will…ensure that all its current and future activities are analysed for their possible 
impact on the environment and will put in place systems found to be cost beneficial in mitigating 
or totally removing this environmental impact.  (Petroleum Geo-Services) 

We shall promote safety, health and environmental awareness and interaction among our 
employees, suppliers, contractors, host communities, and other interest groups. 

(Lepanto Mining) 

The EIA Policy…provides a structured framework through which the potential environmental 
impacts of a project are assessed, options are evaluated, and appropriate action to be taken in 
mitigation of those impacts is identified.  (Barclays PLC) 

Ø Statements of Principle: other written declarations of commitment to environmental or 
social principles or practices, many of which resemble formal policies in terms of their tone 
and content. 

Principles 
Resolute firmly endorses a pro-active approach to positive participation in the communities in 
close proximity to its mining operations... (Hecla Mining) 

Marubeni Group, aware of its responsibility as a good corporate citizen, will do its utmost to 
preserve the environmental well-being of the earth, while striving for the harmony and prosperity 
of human society (Marubeni Group) 

We intend to shrink and lighten the environmental footprint of our operations.  (Santos Ltd.) 

We aim to take account of social, ethical and environmental aspects when entering into customer 
and supplier relationships and in assessing financial propositions, as well as in the treatment of our 
own workforce. (Barclays PLC) 

Ø Activities: descriptions of existing or planned environmental or social programs and 
activities. Types of activities are described later in this report 

3.  Standards of Practice 

This term refers to written references to standards, regulations, and management practices 
followed by an organization. They may be internal standard, or ones set by outside authorities 
such as governments, industry groups, etc. 
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Standards of Practice  
[We] adhere to stringent environmental standards that meet or exceed those in North America.   
(Kinross Gold) 

We proceed based on World Bank guidelines and Australian industry best practices.   (Anvil 
Mining) 

Our goals are…to comply with all applicable standards of [the] international oil industry in 
addition to the laws and regulations of States where we are present.  (Perenco) 

We are committed to strictly observing relevant laws, regulations, and internal rules and to acting 
with fairness and integrity in conformity with the common values of society at large,…we also 
make continuous efforts to operate in ways that reflect internationally accepted standards.  (Bank 
of Tokyo–Mitsubishi) 

4.  Other Indicators  

The research also looked for the presence of other management and operational structure and 
mechanisms which can indicate that environmental or social policies are being translated into 
practice. These include whether an organization… 

Ø Charges Board Committees or senior management staff with explicit environmental or social 
responsibilities, as defined by their title, e.g. "Audit and Environment Committee," or "Vice 
President, Community Relations" 

Ø Implements Environmental Management Systems, Environmental Management Programs, or 
Environmental Management Plans 

Ø Implements "continuous improvement" management techniques for handling environmental 
matters 

Ø Mandates that contractors, suppliers and/or joint venture partners follow company 
environmental or social policies or practices 

Ø Implements a program of regular internal or external audits for environment, health and/or 
safety matters 

Ø Has applied for or obtained ISO 14000 or ISO 9000 certifications (independently-verified 
management standards established by the International Standards Organization (ISO) – ISO 
14000 pertains to environmental management systems, while ISO 9000 covers quality 
management systems) 

Ø Has received other environmental, community relations, or other related “Best Company” 
awards from governments, industry associations, other organizations 

Ø Is included on a "green" or "socially responsible" stock index such as the Dow Jones 
Sustainability Index, or the FTSE4Good Global 100. (These filter stock picks to include only 
companies that meet certain environmental and/or social responsibility criteria.) 
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1.2.3.  Comparison of Company and WBG Policies 

One objective of this study was to explore the extent to which environmental and social policies 
of extractive firms and their financial backers matched those of the WBG. 

The WBG has developed a number of detailed policies and guidelines which give guidance on 
environmental and social issues to companies that are planning extractive or other projects, and 
the lenders that may finance them. These include the World Bank's Pollution Prevention and 
Abatement Handbook (PPAH), the IFC's Environmental, Health and Safety Guidelines, the IFC's 
Handbook for Preparing a Resettlement Action Plan, and the WBG's Safeguard Policies. The 
first two are handbooks with sector-specific guidelines for responsible practices, the third covers 
resettlement issues and practices. 

The Safeguard Policies are more general policy guidelines. They broadly address how to conduct 
Environmental Assessments, as well as providing guidelines for: 

Ø Environmental and Legal issues: Natural Habitats, Forestry, Pest Management, Safety of 
Dams, International Waterways, and Disputed Areas, and: 

Ø Social Issues: Involuntary Resettlement, Indigenous Peoples, Cultural Property, Forced Labor 
and Harmful Child Labor. 

Information from each organization was reviewed to compare them with the above policy and 
practice guidelines. The level of environmental and social policy information provided by 
selected organizations varied greatly, from less than one page for many extractive companies to 
dozens of pages for one export credit agency. As such, the methodology and results of 
comparing the organizations’ policies to those of the WBG varied by sector, and is presented in 
each sector discussion. 
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2.0  MINING 

2.1  Sector Overview 

As MMSD noted in its comprehensive report Breaking New Ground, the mining industry is 
small relative to other industries, including other extractive sectors: the top 150 international 
mineral companies had a combined market capitalization of $224 billion at the end of September 
2001, less than that of single major oil company, ExxonMobil.1 Mining industry returns are 
generally more volatile than those for oil & gas. And despite a recent spike in gold price, the 
hard rock metals mining industry as a whole has not been doing well, although certain projects 
and companies are successful. 

The United States, Canada, the United Kingdom and Australia are the primary home bases and 
sources of financ ing for most senior and junior industry players. Yet there has been a growing 
trend towards internationalization of exploration activities in the past decade, due to falling ore 
grade values in home countries and the opening of developing economy markets to exploration. 
There are also an increasing number of players from emerging economies, including newly-
privatized state-owned entities, such as Russia's MMC Norilsk Nickel, and Indonesia's PT 
Timah, which were included in this study. 

Industry concentration has been increasing through mergers and acquisitions in recent years, 
especially at the upper end of the industry, where intermediate and senior companies are joining 
to control larger percentages of their mineral asset base. For example, a Canadian intermediate 
firm reviewed in this study, Kinross Gold, is merging with two other intermediate Canadian 
firms, TVX and Echo Bay, instantly transforming the new entity into the world's seventh- largest 
gold producer. 

There is a high level of interdependence between juniors, that focus on exploration, development 
and–in some cases–production (especially so-called "expansionary juniors"2), and intermediates 
and seniors that are more focused on ramping up production after others have done the 
exploratory work. Some vertical integration is also occurring within the industry, although it is 
less pronounced than in the oil and gas industry, and generally limited to the base metals and fuel 
minerals. Rather the interdependence is increasingly being cemented through strategic 
partnerships between exploratory juniors and producing seniors. These partnerships provide 
juniors with financial backing and captive customers for their promising finds, while seniors can 
gain access to an independently developed stream of potentially bankable projects. 

As a result of poor economic conditions and consolidation trends, some industry analysts suggest 
there has been a thinning of the ranks in the middle of the industry pyramid, as the more 
aggressive and successful intermediate firms merge their way to the top, unsuccessful 
intermediates shrink or disappear, while the vibrant but inherently risky and unstable population 

                                                 
1 Mining, Minerals, and Sustainable Development (MMSD),  Breaking New Ground, The Report of the MMSD 
Project, 2002. 
2 Alistair MacDonald, Industry in Transition: A Profile of the North American Mining Sector, MMSD, 2002. 
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of juniors at the lower end continue to scramble for financing to pursue new exploration 
opportunities.3 

Many emerging market communities’ first exposure to the mining industry is through these 
exploration juniors. These firms’ environmental and social practices—or lack thereof—can color 
a project and create a legacy that extends through the production cycle. Hence the growing 
interest of seniors (and their financial backers), who inherit this legacy and the attendant risks 
when they move into production, in seeing the early stage companies adopt better environmental 
and social policies and practices. And hence the interest of the WBG in seeing if its policy 
guidelines have penetrated this segment of the industry. 

2.2  Selected Target Organizations  

As noted above, twenty mining companies active in exploration activities were selected for 
review (see Table 2.1 below). They include a mix of large and small firms, based in and 
operating in a geographically dispersed set of countries. All are involved in exploration activities 
in some way, and more than half are also involved in production. 

2.3  Results & Analysis 

Amount and Types of Information Provided 

Among the mining companies reviewed for this project, most tend to provide a fair amount of 
information about social and environmental matters, including multiple references to 
environmental or social policies and activities on their websites and in their annual reports 
activities (see Table 2.2 below). Generally speaking, the larger and more established the mining 
firm, the more information is provided about its activities in its public documentation. Junior 
mining firms, especially those in exploration phase, typically have less to say about their 
activities, beyond touting the strengths of their management team and results of their latest 
exploration activities. Firms which have one or several mines in production may have more to 
report, including information on how they interact with the nearby communities.\ 

Three companies issue formal published reports on their environmental and/or social activities, 
one company issued its report as an insert to its annual report, while two companies provided 
stand-alone reports detailing their activities on one project or one country. In both of these 
cases—one involving a company's mine in Russia and the other a company's activities in 
Mongolia—the reports appear to have been written at least in part to counter past stakeholder 
criticism of their projects. 

                                                 
3 MacDonald. 
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Table 2.1 Selected Target Mining Companies 

Company 
Home 
Office Type 

Total Assets 
12/31/02 

US$ Million Minerals  

Emerging 
Economy Assets 

& Activities 

1 MMC Norilsk Nickel* Russia Senior 9,058.0 
(12/31/01) 

Nickel, Copper, 
PGMs, etc. 

Russia 

2 Kinross Gold Corp. Canada Intermediate 598 Gold Russia, Chile, 
Zimbabwe 

3 Glamis Gold USA Expansionary 
Junior 

474.5 Gold Mexico, Guatemala, 
Honduras  

4 Ivanhoe Mines Ltd. Singapore/ 
Canada 

Expansionary 
Junio r 

272 Copper, Gold Myanmar (Burma), 
Mongolia 

5 PT Timah Indonesia Small producer 184.8 
(12/30/01) 

Tin, Other Metals  Indonesia 

6 Hecla Mining USA Expansionary 
Junior 160.1 Silver, Gold Mexico, Venezuela 

7 Lepanto Consolidated 
Mining Co.* Philippines  Small producer 150.7 

(9/30/02) Copper, Gold Philippines  

8 Eldorado Gold Corp Canada Junior 140.1 Gold Turkey, Brazil 

9 Metorex Ltd.* South Africa Expansionary 
Junior 80.8 

Gold, Copper, Zinc, 
Manganese, 
Antimony, Coal 

South Africa, 
Zambia, other 
southern African 
countries  

10 Resolute Mining Ltd.*  Australia Junior 76.0 Gold Tanzania, Ghana, 
Burkina Faso 

11 TransHex Group South Africa Junior 41.5 Diamonds Namibia, S. Africa 

12 Kenor* Norway Junior 29.1 Gold, other 
Precious Metals  

Guinea, Ghana 

13 Oxus Mining Plc UK Junior 26.3 Gold, Silver Uzbekistan 

14 Minmet Plc UK Junior 14.7 Gold, Silver, Zinc, 
Copper, Diamonds 

Peru, Honduras, 
Brazil, Dominican 
Rep. 

15 Anvil Mining Australia Junior 12.9 Copper, Gold, 
Silver 

DR Congo, 
Vietnam 

16 Lafayette Mining Ltd.* Australia Junior 10.0 Gold and Base 
Metals  Philippines  

17 First Point Minerals 
Corp. Canada Junior 2.4 Gold, Silver, Zinc, 

Lead 
Honduras, 
Nicaragua 

18 Hunter-Dickinson Inc. Canada Holding company 
for juniors  Undisclosed Copper, Zinc, Lead, 

Gold, Silver 
Mexico, South 
Africa 

19 Milpo Group* Peru Small producer Undisclosed Zinc, Copper, Lead, 
Silver Peru, Chile 

20 Ongopolo Mining & 
Processing Ltd. Namibia Small producer Undisclosed Copper, Lead Namibia 

* = included per suggestion of IFC and WB Mining staff 
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Table 2.2: Level of Public Information Provided on Environmental and Social issues 

Level of Public Information Provided 
No. of 

Companies 

No information provided on website, in Annual Report, press releases, 
investor presentations, or other company public  information  14 

Single reference (1 sentence to 1 page) 2 

Multiple references (2-5 pages) 9 

Significant amount of information (>5 pages) 5 

Stand-alone Environmental and/or Social Reports 3 

Note: Total number of companies is 20. Some appear in more than one category. 

Public Commitments to Environmental and Social Principles & Practices 

Environment: Around two-thirds of the 20 mining companies reviewed for this project include 
explicit environmental policies in their public information, including websites, Annual Reports, 
and other investor and marketing materials (See Table 2.3 below). In addition, all but one of the 
20 also provided other statements of environmentally-related principles or positions, and all but 
one described environmental programs or activities they had undertaken. 

Health & Safety: Indications of Health and Safety policies, statements, and activities were less 
numerous than either environmental or social initiatives, and were frequently grouped with 
environmental matters under a single E,H & S rubric. 

Social Development/Community Relations: The number of companies with explicit social 
policies was less than half those that had environmental policies, although all but two of the 
firms had other social statements of principle, and over three-quarters provided information on 
activities involving nearby communities. 

Typical environmental and social activities undertaken by the mining companies are described 
later in this section. 

Most of the policies took the form of a single page of bullet points embodying key company 
principles. Some included supporting points describing how they were to be implemented. Most 
of the mining firms' mission and vision statements were focused primarily on stockholder return 
on investment or on becoming industry leaders in mineral production. However, around a third 
of the companies reviewed in this study include environmental and social goals or values in their 
mission and vision statements. 

                                                 
4 Canadian junior First Point Minerals provides no information on environmental or social policies or practices on its 
Website, but is known to have them. Policy information was gathered in a brief phone interview, and via email. 
More information on First Point, and the value of including it in this study, in a company spotlight at the end of 
Section 2. 
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Table 2.3 Public Commitments by Mining Companies 

Public Commitments Environment 
Health & 

Safety 

Social and/or 
Community 
Relations  

Explicit Policies 13 4 6 

Other statements of principle  18 13 16 

Has either Policy, or statement, or both 19 14 18 

Has neither Policy nor statement 1 6 2 

Principles included in corporate 
Mission, Vision, or Strategy statements 8 6 6 

Programs and Activities 19 11 16 

Note: Total number of companies is 20. Some are counted in more than one category. 

Standards of Practice 

Nearly a third of the companies said they abide by local standards (see Table  2.4), in some cases 
this was qualified as "meeting or exceeding" those standards. For companies that set higher 
goals, Australian mining practices were cited as the benchmark not only by Australian firms, but 
also by one Canadian and one Scandinavian mining firm. North American standards were also 
cited, while a number of firms said they aspired to "world class" or "international" best practices, 
although it was unclear what yardsticks they were applying. 

Three companies cited World Bank guidelines as their benchmarks, without providing additional 
details. Two Australian firms, Anvil Mining and Lafayette Mining, described how they had 
carried out exploration and development work in the Democratic Republic of Congo while 
World Bank and IFC officials were in-country helping the government rewrite its Mining Code, 
which may explain their awareness of WBG guidelines. One U.K mining junior, Oxus Mining, 
stated in an investor presentation that it had conducted an "environmental audit to full World 
Bank standards" for a project in Uzbekistan. However, the WBG standard may have been a 
project finance requirement imposed by its London and Paris bankers, since it was the only 
reference to environmental matters found in the company's public information. 

Three companies suggest that they have proactively set their own standards, marking a 
determination not only to go beyond local requirements, but also to establish their own 
benchmark as a national or industry leader. One firm, Hunter-Dickinson, Inc. claims that its 
environmental commitment "goes far beyond compliance with government regulations and 
standards" and that it seeks to "create the best environmental management plan for each site." 
although it was unclear from its website how these commitments are met. The Canadian 
company, which is a private holding company for a stable of publicly-traded junior mining firms, 
did note it has a team of specialized consultants which evaluates and plans for environmental and 
other risks on every project the company invests in. 
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Table 2.4 Standards of Practice cited by Mining Companies 

Standards of practice 
cited by companies 

No. of 
companies Comments 

Local Standards 6 May vary by country 

Home office country and/or other recognized 
international standards 8 Australia, South Africa, 

Canada, U.S. standards cited 

Unspecified "international" or "world class" 
standards 5 No details provided on 

specific benchmarks 

World Bank Guidelines 3 No details provided on how 
these are met 

Sets own standards, seeks best practices  3 Proactive approaches to 
exceeding requirements 

Note: Total number of companies is 20. Some are included in more than one category. 

Policy Comparison with WBG Guidelines 

As noted above, three mining firms indicated they followed WBG guidelines, without providing 
any details. Mining company environmental and social policies–where they were available–were 
generally less than a page long, and limited to general statements of principle. As such, it was 
difficult to compare them with the WBG guidelines, which are quite detailed. Over half of the 
companies referenced some form of Environmental Assessment, usually in the form of an 
Environmental Impact Assessment that was required by local government authorities or financial 
partners. About a quarter of the companies noted they respected cultural property, and one firm 
operating in Myanmar noted that it had a formal policy against the company or any of its 
partners using child labor or forced labor. 

Other Indicators  

A review of the mining companies' public information provided other indicators of how policies 
and principles are translated into specific actions (see Table 2.5 below): 

Dedicated Board/Senior Management Responsibilities: A small minority of companies has 
designated their Board and Senior management with explicit responsibility for environmental 
issues. One possible impetus for this move: Several of the firms with Board Environmental 
Committees have ongoing environmental remediation activities and/or litigation related to now-
closed North American mine properties. Several firms have created vice president and/or 
corporate officer- level positions responsible for the environment, indicating full-time senior 
management focus on related issues. No Board committees and only one senior manager were 
identified as having explicit social or community relations responsibilities. Although other 
companies may have persons responsible for these areas, they may handle those issues as part of 
a larger portfolio of responsibilities. 
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Table 2.5 Other Indicators  

Category Indicator 

No. of 
Companies 
Reporting 

Board Committees with explicit Environmental oversight 
responsibility 

3 

Board Committees with explicit Social/Community Relations 
oversight responsibility 

0 

Senior Management with explicit Environmental 
Title/Responsibility 6 

Senior Management with explicit Social/Community 
Relations Title/ Responsibility 1 

Has implemented Environmental Management Plans 6 

Has implemented Environmental Management Systems 4 

Applies continuous improvement management techniques to 
environmental activities 5 

Strategic 
Oversight & 
Management 

Systems  

Requires contractors, suppliers and/or JV partners to follow 
company environmental or social policies & practices 4 

Internal Audits (primarily Environment, Health & Safety) 7 Performance 
Audits & 

Verification Outside Audits (primarily Environment, Health & Safety) 9 

ISO 14000 Series Certification (Environmental Management 
Standard) 3 

ISO 9000 Series Certification (Quality Standard) 1 

Has received other environmental, community, best practice, 
etc. awards (from governments, industry associations, other 
organizations) 

8 
Certifications 
and Awards  

Included in "green" or socially responsible Stock Index (e.g. 
Dow Jones Sustainability Index, FTSE4Good Global 100, 
etc.) 

0 

Management Systems: Around a quarter of the companies have implemented Environmental 
Management Systems, Programs, or Plans, and a similar number (many of them the same firms) 
indicated that they proactively look for ways to continuously improve their environmental 
performance. Only four companies specifically noted that they require contractors to follow 
company principles and practices. 
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Performance Audits: Nine companies use independent, external auditors to monitor 
environmental performance, identify issues, and suggest improvements, while seven conduct 
internal audits (these two groups overlap). Although not shown in the table, about half of the 
internal and outside audits also cover health and safety issues. Four companies made no mention 
of whether internal or external audits were conducted. 

Awards & Certifications: Three companies have ISO 14001 certificates, including one, PT 
Timah, which is also ISO 9001 compliant. Two of these firms, Ivanhoe Mining and Milpo 
Group, have ISO 14001-certified mines in Myanmar and Peru respectively,  while integrated 
explorer/producer PT Timah has certified its metallurgy facility and workshops. PT Timah, 
which has four ISO 14001 and two ISO 9001 certifications in all, demonstrates a trend observed 
among some proactive mining and oil & gas firms. When companies obtain an ISO 14000 or 
9000 series certification for one business unit, it is often the first step down a path to 
systematically certifying all its facilities. Eleven of the firms provide information on awards or 
certifications they have received for environmental, health and/or safety activities, mostly from 
national government agencies, business associations or foundations. None of the mining firms 
reviewed here indicated that they are included in any of the sustainability stock indexes, although 
there are some mining firms, including Rio Tinto Plc and BHP Billiton that appear in these 
indexes. 

When looking at a company's operational commitment to environmental or social matters, the 
larger mining companies with production and downstream operations might be expected to be 
more involved in – and provide more information about – environmental and social practices. 
However, a fairly even representation of companies of all sizes and stages existed for many of 
the indices used, including policy statements, activities, auditing and reporting, contractor 
requirements, and general indications of proactivity. This suggests that some small and early 
stage companies can and do commit themselves to implementing environmental and social 
activities. More research is needed to verify this observation and understand how the motivations 
of a small firm may be the same or different than those of larger firms. One view is that the 
subcontracting requirements of large firms are pushing some smaller firms into adopting these 
practices. 

Environmental Activities 

Types of environmental activities described in company information tended to track their 
position in the mining production cycle 

Ø Most of the environmental activities described by the smaller of the junior firms were focused 
on baseline studies and environmental impact statements for exploration and early stage 
development projects. 

Ø A broader cross-section of firms described ongoing management and monitoring of 
environmental issues for development and production stage mines. While many of the 
descriptions were nuanced, it was clear that despite having implemented new environmental 
measures, in some cases companies are making little progress in meeting the requirements of 
existing standards. Norilsk Nickel, a Russian mining company with major smelting 
operations, noted it pays heavy fines to the Russian government every year for regularly 
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exceeding soil, air and water pollution standards, despite having implemented an 
environmental policy. 

Ø A large group of firms described remediation and rehabilitation efforts prior to or after mine 
closure. In some cases, particularly for U.S. and Canadian mining firms, the primary–if not 
only–references to environmental activities were descriptions of ongoing litigation or 
rehabilitation activities where governments had mandated clean-up of old North American 
mines, including one which was designated a Superfund site. Several firms operating in 
emerging markets described how they had begun to prepare for closure before or during the 
production stage, including reclamation and rehabilitation activities being carried out on 
unused land alongside active mines, etc. 

Occupational Safety and Health Activities 

As noted above, occupational health and safety activities are often included as part of integrated 
EH&S program. Typical programs included safety training programs, alert systems, injury 
statistics reporting, and provision of medical facilities for workers and their families, and 
HIV/AIDS awareness programs. 

Social/Community Relations Activities 

In general, the longer a company had been operating a mine, the more likely it was to have 
community activities. In some cases, longstanding production and processing operations such as 
Norilsk Nickel in Russia provide significant support to local communities, often as a supplement 
to or in lieu of or government services, which may be minimal in remote areas. 

Social or community relations activities described by the companies included the following: 

Ø Provision of infrastructure, such as roads, water supply, power, community buildings 

Ø Technical and other job-related training for local residents, including potential mine 
employees 

Ø Support for local schools, including construction of buildings, and donations of books and 
supplies 

Ø Support for local health facilities, including construction of buildings, provision of supplies, 
seconding of company medical staff and/or vehicles 

Ø Small business development activities, including training and technical assistance, often using 
inactive or closed mine property for vegetable gardens, cash crops, fish farms, etc. 

Ø Other philanthropic activities including support or sponsorship for local sports and arts 
programs, employee volunteer programs, etc. 

Ø Many of the above programs are done under the auspices of community development and 
empowerment programs, where local communities formulate requests for types of assistance 
needed. 
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2.4  Selected Case Studies 

Ongopolo Mining & Processing Ltd. 
Ongopolo Mining was formed from the ruins of a bankrupt mining endeavor, the Namibian 
Tsumeb copper and lead mine and smelting facility. Previously run by holding company, Gold 
Fields Namibia, Tsumeb was placed in liquidation, leaving a major employer shut down, and a 
number of environmental problems at the processing facility unresolved. Then a partnership of 
labor unions, former company managers, and government agencies came together to devise a plan 
to reopen the facility as a wholly Namibian-controlled company. Management and staff have 
ownership stakes in the new company, as do union investment firms and new private investors. All 
were asked to contribute to financing an Environmental Rehabilitation Trust Fund to cover past, 
present and future environmental and safety costs. The company has also eliminated some of the 
more toxic processes  carried out by its previous owners, and is implementing an environmental 
remediation plan drawn up by outside consultants, which is subject to external audit. Management 
has also begun to address health issues, particularly HIV/AIDS awareness and prevention, for its 
employees and their families, through a Namibian Chamber of Mines-led program. Ongopolo is an 
interesting model of how a partnership of private, public, and civil society players can turn around 
a production facility with a poor economic and environmental legacy, although it all hinges on the 
new management team’s ability to return the operation to profitability. 

First Point Minerals  
First Point Minerals is a Canadian mining junior provides no information on environmental or 
social policies and practices on its Website or in its investor materials. In that respect, it appears to 
resemble many of its Vancouver-based mining junior colleagues, with investor-oriented public 
information that touts the “mine-finding” credentials of its management team, and the progress of 
its exploration activities. However, First Point is an example of junior mining company that says it 
is sensitive to environmental and social issues, but doesn't publicize it. In an interview, First Point 
CEO Peter Bradshaw said the company has written policies on the environment and community 
relations (which he later shared by email), but has chosen not to post them on the Website. He said 
with only four geologists in his office, there was little interest or time for creating or disseminating 
elaborate documents or web pages, since his team all know and work from a clear set of 
environmental and social principles. According to him, those principles were honed from decades 
of collective, on-the-ground experience on exploration and development projects in Canada, 
Australia, Latin America, and Papua New Guinea. This firm was specifically included in this 
study to show that there may junior and other small players committed to social and environmental 
responsibility but which choose not to spend time documenting or presenting their principles to 
the outside. This approach works when a company is run by a small, tight-knit group of like-
minded managers. But it can falter if a company adds new managers or staff who are unaware of 
or who do not support the largely unwritten principles espoused by the founders. 
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TransHex Group 
TransHex Group is a South African alluvial diamond mining firm with a unique approach to a 
perennial challenge faced by mining firms and nearby communities alike: the influx of artisanal 
miners during and after mining operations. TransHex awards contracts to a limited number of 
formally recognized "small miners," groups of local residents that include women's organizations 
and other entrepreneurs who have an interest and experience in artisanal mining. These 
entrepreneurs are provided training, tools, funding and concessions to work the mined-over areas 
left behind by the companies' larger machines. Trans Hex workers are on hand at these sites to 
provide security and operate earth-moving equipment when needed. The company processes and 
sells the minerals found, taking a portion of the royalties and giving the rest back to the small 
miners. According to the company, a number of successful small mining companies have been 
created out of this activity, and they continue to grow each year. However, the company 
information notes only a small number of artisanal individuals or groups are offered this 
opportunity, and it is unclear how TransHex deals with others who may try to mine in or near its 
property. 

2.5  Key Sector Findings and Issues for Further Study 

Key Sector Findings 

These findings are based primarily on a review of the public information collected from the 
target companies, a number of brief interviews or other verbal or written exchanges with key 
managers at some of the target firms and with other industry experts, and supplemented with a 
reading of industry literature in this subject area. 

Ø While a few mining firms in this study referenced World Bank standards in their public 
information, the research suggests that many exploration stage and/or junior mining 
companies are unfamiliar with or have little direct contact with the WBG or its guidelines. 
IFC involvement in a mine may not occur until the project has been transferred from an 
exploration company to a larger firm that specializes in production. 

Ø Although many companies have implemented environmental and social policies and practices, 
there appear to be a wide range of motivations and approaches, and varying levels of 
commitment and effectiveness. 

Ø Mining companies of all sizes in this research group appear to be more active in 
environmental than in social activities. This may in part be due to the fact that environmental 
issues are more quantitative and therefore easier to measure for compliance (e.g. ISO 14000, 
or pollution levels in air or water). There is also a greater body of solutions and best practices 
in circulation for environmental issues. Or, perhaps mining managers are ill-equipped to 
resolve what they often refer to as "non-technical" (i.e., social, community relations, health or 
political) problems. Whatever the explanation, more work needs to be done to develop and 
disseminate best practices for social and community relations policies and practices 

Ø Research suggests that it is generally the larger mining companies and/or those with 
production facilities that have the most developed environmental and social programs. 
Because they stay longer in a region than the exploration firms, they have more contact with 
the local communities, and as a result are obliged to expend more effort on building good 
relations. 
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Ø However, the research also shows there are notable exceptions to this generalization. For 
example, there are large and long-established operations like Norilsk Nickel that show 
awareness but little progress on environmental issues, and smaller junior firms like First Point 
Minerals and Hunter-Dickinson that say they have incorporated environmental and social 
strategies into all their activities. 

Ø Small and early stage mining firms appear to be like most other entrepreneurs. They consider 
themselves understaffed and under-financed, and are typically focused on the day-to-day 
effort of bringing their projects to profitability. With very little time or energy to spare, they 
need to be convinced of the direct benefit to devoting resources to what some consider to be 
someone else's problem. With many, it may take a combination of carrots and sticks to get 
and hold their attention. 

Ø There is anecdotal evidence that governments, financial backers, and civil society have been 
exerting pressure on large mining producers to adopt environmentally and socially responsible 
approaches. This has led these companies and their financial backers to push these 
requirements upstream to junior partners from which they acquire projects. There appears to 
be a growing recognition of the need to address environmental and social issues earlier in the 
mining cycle, when exploration activities make their first mark on the local environment and 
surrounding communities. 

Ø Once convinced (or coerced) to take a new course of action, and given their resource 
constraints, smaller firms will need and want exposure to guidelines, techniques and training 
in the practical implementation of policies. There is clearly a role for the WBG and others to 
play in providing these companies tools to change the way they have traditionally done 
business. This might include adapting the WBG environmental and social guidelines to reflect 
the early stage activities of exploration firms. A key consideration is the mechanism for 
disseminating these guidelines to the smaller firms, who may not seek them out of their own 
volition, due to lack of awareness or sense of urgency about social and environmental issues. 

Issues for further study 

As with the oil and gas sector, a desktop review of company information indicated the presence 
of environmental and social policies, and even provided some evidence that companies are 
matching words with action. Some of the companies chosen for this study, including loss-making 
junior exploration firms, appear to be proactive in responding to environmental and social 
challenges. Others appear to recognize that they will need to address these issues if they want 
financing or partnerships with many senior firms, but may be unsure how to make the transition. 
Further research involving interviews with the leaders of organizations that have successively 
implemented policies could provide significant insight for other firms struggling with these same 
issues, and may help the WBG and others understand how they can best help these companies. A 
number of issues which could be addressed in interviews with senior managers of the mining 
firms include: 

Ø What are the drivers or disincentives for junior and/or early stage companies to adopt 
environmental or social policies and practices? How are they the same or different from those 
of larger downstream companies? 
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Ø Once a company decides that it wants or needs to adopt environmental or social strategies, 
how does it go about finding the resources (technical, financial, and managerial) needed to 
incorporate those activities into its business model? 

Ø Are exploration stage firms aware of the WBG's role in the sector? How can the WBG help 
them to implement environmentally and socially responsible policies and programs? 
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3.0  OIL AND GAS 

3.1  Sector Overview 

Despite the economic downturn of the past few years, demand for oil is expected to continue 
growing. This growth, along with rising depletion rates of current reserves, and continuing 
uncertainty in Middle East politics, is expected to fuel growth of exploration activities, especially 
in emerging economy markets such as West Africa and Southeast Asia. Similarly, overall 
demand for natural gas is growing, as its low emissions make it a popular choice for meeting 
gradually toughening environmental standards. 

There are hundreds of oil and gas exploration, production and distribution firms worldwide, 
although the oil & gas sector is more vertically integrated than mining. A series of mergers and 
acquisitions (M&A) in recent years have led to growing consolidation at the top of the oil 
industry and the emergence of global, vertically- integrated "majors" and "super-majors" (six 
firms make up 70% of the total market capitalization for publicly-owned oil companies).5 
Despite the consolidation at the top, there are still a large number of independents and other 
firms focused primarily on exploration and production ("E&P") activities. However the M&A 
activity has also had an impact on smaller players, as larger companies opt to quickly increase 
their reserves by acquiring small E&P firms with promising operations, in addition to doing their 
own exploration work. 

The newly privatizing firms in emerging economies (e.g. Russia, China, Brazil, India, etc.) are 
playing an increasingly significant role in E&P activities globally. Indian and Chinese oil firms 
have recently struck deals in the Gulf Region, Middle East, and South East Asia, while 
Malaysia's Petronas has several projects in Africa. Brazil's Petrobras recently made a bid to 
acquire Argentinian producer Perez Companc, which has operations throughout Latin America. 

At the E&P stage there is a large overlap between the natural gas and oil players, since most 
E&P firms pursue both, and oil and gas are frequently found in close proximity to each other. 
Where the oil and gas industries – and in some cases the players – diverge is in the production 
and distribution stages of the supply chain. A key trend in the natural gas industry has been the 
advent of long-distance transborder pipelines to transport the gas from wellheads to distribution 
points. These pipelines often cross one or more countries, and their impact on the natural areas 
and communities they traverse is an issue that has generated much discussion and disagreement 
among governments, the private sector and civil society. 

A final point distinguishing the oil and gas industry from mining is that the former dwarfs the 
latter by several orders of magnitude in terms of scale of operations, measured in financial terms 
(revenue, assets, market capitalization, etc). While mining firms are considered "juniors" if their 
assets are less than $100 million, many have assets that are a tenth of that or smaller, including 
companies reviewed in this report. By contrast, oil & gas E&P firms that are considered "small" 
can easily have assets worth $100 million, or even as high as $1 billion. 

                                                 
5 Energy Intelligence Group, EIG Top 100: Consolidation Polarization and Globalization – The New face of the Oil 
Industry, 2002 
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3.2  Selected Target Organizations  

As noted above, twenty oil and gas firms active in exploration and production activities were 
selected for review in this project (see Table 3.1 below). They include a mix of large and small 
firms based in developed and emerging country markets, and all operate in the four primary 
regions of interest to the EIR. Some companies are primarily E&P firms, others are integrated oil 
or gas firms that carry out E&P, refining, and distribution activities (including several firms 
involved in natural gas pipeline projects), and three are drilling and oilfield service companies 
hired by the producers to help assess and develop their assets. 

3.3  Results and Analysis 

Amount and Types of Information Provided 

The type of information provided by oil & gas firms on environmental and social issues was 
similar to that of the mining industry (see Table 3.2 below). All but two companies provided 
several pages or more of environmental or social information on their Website, in Annual 
Reports or in other investor information. 

Four companies publish stand-alone annual reports on their environmental and/or social 
activities. Three of the four (Nexen, Fortum, and Marubeni) are large integrated companies with 
downstream petrochemical and energy interests as well as exploration, production and 
distribution activities. The fourth one, Cairn, is a smaller U.K. E&P firm that is active in onshore 
and offshore activity in India and Bangladesh. Marubeni's most recent 22-page Environment 
Report contained little information about actual activities. Instead, the company chose to focus 
on a detailed explanation of how its Environmental Management System and ISO 14001 
certification program operate and are being rolled out to its hundreds of divisions and 
subsidiaries worldwide. 

Public Commitments to Environmental and Social Principles & Practices 

Environment: Fourteen of the oil & gas firms had explicit policies on the environment, and all 
20 had either policies, or other statements of principle addressing environmental issues (see 
Table 3.3 below). However eight of the companies with policies or other statements of principle 
provided no information on related activities, which raises the question of how their declarations 
of intent are matched by action. A dozen companies did provide information on their 
environmental activities, which was much lower than for the mining sector, where all but one 
firm identified environment-related programs or activities. Only two of the three drilling and 
oilfield services firms had environmental policies. Although the policies referenced 
commitments to pollution control, restoration of damage, and so forth, none of the three 
indicated any specific activities undertaken in the field. Since drilling contractors are often the 
first groups to begin work in a concession, one issue for further study would be to better 
understand to what extent their policies or those of the E&P firms that hire them lead these 
companies to implement responsible environmental and social practices. 
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Table 3.1 Target Oil & Gas Companies 

Company 
Home 
Office Type 

Total Assets 
12/31/02 

US $ Million 
Resource 
Interest 

Emerging 
Economy Assets 

& Activities 
1 Marubeni Corp.*  Japan Integrated/Divers

ified, including 
E&P, Gas 
Pipelines  

36,100 Oil & Gas India, Russia, Qatar 

2 Devon Energy USA E&P 16,225 Oil & Gas Azerbaijan, China, 
Brazil, Ghana, 
Gabon, Congo 

3 Technip-Coflexip France Drilling & 
Oilfield Services 

11,118 Oil & Gas Angola, Brazil, 
Asia-Pacific 

4 Fortum*  Finland Integrated 9,059 Oil & Gas Russia 
5 China National 

Offshore Oil Corp 
(CNOOC) 

China Offshore E&P 7,390 Oil & Gas China 

6 Tatneft* Russia E&P 7,128 
(6/30/02) 

Oil & Gas Russia 

7 Nexen Canada E&P 4,291 Oil & Gas Nigeria, Australia, 
Colombia, Trinidad 

8 Santos* Australia E&P, gas 
pipelines  

3,006 Oil & Gas Papua New Guinea, 
Indonesia 

9 Petroleum Geo-
Services  

Norway Drilling & 
Oilfield Services 

2,962 Oil & Gas W. Africa, South 
America, SE Asia, 
Arabian Gulf 

10 Reliance* India Diversified/ 
Integrated 

2,454 
(3/31/03) 

Focus on Gas E&P India 

11 Newfield Exploration USA E&P 2,315 Oil & Gas China 
12 Helmerich & Payne USA Drilling & 

Oilfield Services 
1,227 
(9/30/02) 

Oil & Gas Latin America, 
Equatorial Guinea 

13 OilSearch Ltd.* Papua New 
Guinea 

E&P, Gas 
Pipelines  

1,197 Oil & Gas Papua New Guinea 

14 PT Medco Energi Indonesia E&P 753 Oil & gas Indonesia 
15 Cairn Energy* UK E&P 534 Oil & Gas Bangladesh, India 
16 Novus Petroleum Ltd.* Australia E&P 341 Focus on Gas E&P Indonesia, Oman, 

Pakistan, 
Philippines, Qatar, 
Thailand 

17 Dana Petroleum UK E&P 220 Oil & Gas Russia, Mauritania, 
Ghana 

18 Ramco Energy UK E&P, Oilfield 
Services  

116 Oil & Gas Czech Rep., 
Montenegro, 
Poland, Bulgaria 

19 Emerald Energy UK E&P 47 
(6/30/02) 

Oil & Gas Colombia, 
Argentina 

20 Perenco France E&P Undisclosed 
(privately held) 

Oil & Gas Cameroon, DR 
Congo, Congo Rep, 
Eritrea, Venezuela, 
Guatemala, 
Colombia 

* = Significant or majority natural gas-related activities 
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Table 3.2 Level of Public Information Provided on Environmental and Social issues 

Level of Public Information Provided 
No. of  

Companies 
No information provided on Website, in Annual Report, press releases, 
investor presentations, or other company public information  0 

Single reference (1 sentence to 1 page) 2 
Multiple references (2-5 pages) 12 

Significant amount of information (>5 pages) 3 

Stand-alone Environmental and/or Social Reports 4 

Note: Total number of companies is 20. Some are counted in more than one category. 

Health & Safety: Health and safety concerns appeared slightly more often in the information 
provided by the oil and gas companies than was the case in the mining sector. Sixteen oil & gas 
companies (vs. 14 mining firms) had some form of policy or statement of principle, while 
thirteen oil & gas companies had explicit policies (vs. only four mining companies). As with the 
mining sector environment, health and safety matters are often grouped together in EH&S 
programs, but it is unclear from the findings of this study if there is a higher premium placed on 
safety in the oil & gas sector than in the mining industry. 

Social Development/Community Relations: Far fewer oil & gas companies had explicit social 
policies than had environmental or health & safety policies. Although over three-quarters of the 
firms had other statements of principle concerning social or community relations, only half of the 
oil & gas companies actually identified social activities. If the level of reporting reflects the level 
of actual activity, then participation in social or community relations programs is lower in the oil 
& gas sector than in mining. This may be due to the fact that unlike the mining industry, where 
almost all activities take place inland, a large portion of oil & gas E&P operations in developing 
countries take place offshore, so there may be less impact on or interaction with local 
communities. 

Table 3.3 Public Commitments by Oil & Gas Companies 

Public Commitments Environment 
Health & 

Safety 

Social and/or 
Community 

Relations  
Has explicit Policies 14 13 5 

Has either Policy, statement, or both 20 17 12 

Has neither Policy nor statement 0 3 8 
Principles included in corporate 
Mission, Vision, or Strategy statements 6 3 4 

Programs and Activities 12 11 10 

Note: Total number of companies is 20. Some are counted in more than one category. 
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Standards of Practice 

Nearly half of the group reported that they seek to meet local standards for environmental, 
health, and safety activities (see Table 3.4 below). Four cited their home country standards, while 
a half-dozen professed a desire to meet "international" standards without giving any indication of 
specific benchmarks. A similar number identified recognized national standards (e.g. Australia, 
Canada), intergovernmental initiatives such as the United Nations Global Compact, or industry 
guidelines such as those created or endorsed by the U.S. American Petroleum Institute (API), the 
International Petroleum Industry Environmental Conservation Association (IPIECA), or others. 
No oil and gas firms mentioned World Bank Group standards or guidelines as their reference 
points. Five companies appear to have adopted a proactive approach, continuously seeking to 
improve performance and expand their programs. 

Table 3.4 Standards of Practice cited by Oil & Gas E&P Companies 

Standards of practice 
cited by companies 

No. of 
Companies Comments 

Local Standards 10 Varies by country 

Home office country standards 4 Australia, Canadian, U.K., 
Scandinavian laws or 
standards cited 

Recognized international standards 6 EU, UN Global Compact, 
World Business Council for 
Sustainable Development, 
IPIECA, API standards or 
practices cited 

Unspecified "international" or "world class" 
standards 

6 No details provided on 
specific benchmarks 

World Bank Guidelines 0 No references to WBG cited 
in oil & gas firm public 
information 

Sets own standards, actively seeks best 
practices  

5 Proactive approaches to 
exceeding requirements 

Note: Total number of companies is 20. Some are counted in more than one category. 

Policy Comparison with WBG Guidelines 

As with the mining firms, oil & gas firm environmental and social policies–where they were 
available–were generally less than a page long, and limited to general statements of principle. As 
such, it was difficult to compare them with the WBG guidelines. About a third of the companies 
indicated they had completed some form of environmental assessment, including Scottish E&P 
firm Cairn Energy, which noted that it had carried out five EIAs and 11 other environmental 
studies in 2001 to support its E&P and development activities. Four of the companies noted they 
respected cultural property and/or the rights of indigenous people, without giving any specifics. 
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Other Indicators  

Other indicators of oil & gas companies' environmental and social commitments found in their 
public information are shown in Table 3.5 below. 

Dedicated Board/Senior Management Responsibilities: Roughly a third of the companies 
have senior staff with environmental management responsibilities. Marubeni's annual 
environment report described a vast network of environmental managers, including a Director of 
Environmental Affairs who reports directly to Marubeni's President, a Global Environmental

Table 3.5 Other Indicators 

Category Indicator 
No. of 

Companies 
Reporting 

Board Committees with explicit Environmental oversight 
responsibility  4* 

Board Committees with explicit Social/Community Relations 
oversight responsibility 1 

Senior Management with explicit Environmental 
Title/Responsibility 7 

Senior Management with explicit Social/Community Relations 
Title/ Responsibility 3 

Has implemented Environmental Management Plans 1 

Has implemented Environmental Management Systems 8 

Applies continuous improvement management techniques to 
environmental activities 7 

Strategic 
Oversight & 
Management 

Systems  

Requires contractors, suppliers and/or JV partners to follow 
company environmental or social policies & practices  13 

Internal Audits (primarily Environment, Health & Safety) 12 Performance 
Audits & 

Verification Outside Audits (primarily Environment, Health & Safety) 6 

ISO 14000 Series Certification (Environmental Management 
Standard) 2 

ISO 9000 Series Certification (Quality Standard) 3 

Has received other environmental, community, best practice, 
etc. awards (from governments, industry associations, other 
organizations) 

6 
Certifications 
and Awards  

Included in "green" or socially responsible Stock Index (e.g. 
Dow Jones Sustainability Index, FTSE4Good Global 100, 
etc.) 

2 

* Includes two firms where the entire Board is charged with regular consideration of environmental 
issues. 
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Preservation Committee which provides high- level policy and planning input, a Global 
Environment and ISO unit, and teams of environmental auditors and managers within each 
company division. As with the mining sector, a smaller number of oil & gas firms report having 
Board committees or senior staff with dedicated social/community relations responsibilities than 
say they have dedicated environmental responsibilities. 

Management Systems: Nearly two thirds of the companies say they require their contractors to 
follow their environmental and safety policies or guidelines. This is a higher number than for the 
mining companies reviewed for this study, of whom less than a quarter said they did so. 

Performance Audits: Just over half of the companies conduct internal audits of their 
environmental performance, but only six have outside auditors come in, including audits 
conducted as part of ISO 14000 recertification processes. And most of those are the companies 
which have downstream operations such as production and petrochemicals. 

Awards & Certifications : Similarly, while two companies had received ISO 14000 series 
certifications, both were for downstream activities in refining, engineering and other facilities. 
Marubeni has obtained ISO 14000 series certifications for 55 of its facilities, including head 
offices, branches and overseas subsidiaries. There was no indication that its oil & gas business 
was included in that group, although the company plans to certify all its facilities within the next 
few years. Similarly, three firms have obtained ISO 9000 series certifications, although none 
appears to be specifically related to E&P activities. One of the oilfield service companies, 
Technip-Coflexip, certified its engineering centers, E&P firm Ramco has had its pipeline 
services subsidiary certified, and integrated Indian producer Reliance has 29 ISO 9000 
certificates, but all for its petrochemical plants. A number of companies had won national and 
association awards for quality or environmental performance. Two firms (Marubeni and Nexen) 
said they are included on the Dow Jones Sustainability Index, which tracks a stock portfolio of 
companies chosen for their efforts to follow sustainable or triple bottom line business practices. 

Environmental Activities 

As with mining companies, typical environmental activities described by the oil & gas 
companies varied based on the stage of various projects: 

Ø Several firms indicated work completed on environmental impact assessments or other 
environmental studies for new E&P and development activities 

Ø Companies with operational oil and gas production facilities, as well as downstream 
refineries, largely described efforts to monitor emissions and energy efficiency, pollution 
prevention measures, etc. In most cases these activities are described within the context of 
Environment or EH&S Management Systems, Plans or Strategies that have identified 
performance targets to be met. 

Ø Several of the large integrated companies involved in both upstream exploration and 
downstream distribution participate in some of the new public/private climate change and 
emissions trading programs (e.g. the World Bank's Carbon Fund) that have been created in 
response to global warming. Finland's Fortum has set up a Climate Fund to invest in "clean 
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development mechanisms" (including the Carbon Fund), while Marubeni has invested in 
EBRD's Green Fund. 

Ø Similarly, some companies cited their participation in industry association and public/private 
efforts to improve industry environmental and safety practices, such as the American 
Petroleum Institute' Safety and Environment Program (SEMP), or the work being carried out 
in this area by the environment-focused oil & gas industry association, IPIECA. 

Ø Nexen, an integrated Canadian firm described prairie conservation and other wildlife habitat 
protection activities it has undertaken on some of its properties in Western Canada. The cover 
of the company's 2001 Safety, Environment and Social Responsibility report features a 
picture of hawks that have built a nest on a tower at one of its Canadian gas plants. 

Ø A number of companies describe activities or expenditures on government-mandated clean-up 
of current or former oilfields and refineries in North America, Russia, Indonesia, etc. 

Health & Safety Activities 

Closely tied to the environmental programs, much of the health and safety activities described by 
the oil & gas firms involve implementation and monitoring of safety plans and systems for 
offshore and onshore operations, as well as in downstream refining and petrochemical facilities. 

Social/Community Relations Activities 

While there was generally less information provided overall about programs and activities 
involving the surrounding communities, it paralleled many of the activities described by mining 
companies. 

Ø One E&P firm, Cairn, described its efforts to meet with communities in India prior to 
beginning onshore projects nearby. 

Ø Cairn also described infrastructure improvements it had made, including road improvements, 
increasing shore access for fishing, and electrification and irrigation projects. 

Ø A number of companies provide support for local health and education facilities, including a 
number of scholarship programs to train local resident in engineering and other technical 
disciplines. 

Ø Several companies participate in reforestation or restoration of archaeological sites near their 
operations. 

Ø Several firms also mentioned support for small business activities, including helping to start 
tree nurseries and hatcheries, community agriculture programs, etc. 

Ø Many companies also participate in more traditional charitable or philanthropic giving 
programs, where companies and their employees donate food, clothing, computers, labor, etc. 
to help with earthquake and disaster relief, or to help orphanages, schools, hospital blood 
drives, etc. 
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3.4.  Selected Case Studies 

Cairn Energy PLC 
Scottish E&P firm Cairn Energy PLC, which has several producing oil fields in India and 
exploration interests in Bangladesh, was the only independent, non-integrated, E&P-focused oil & 
gas firm that indicated any significant level of interaction with local communities. It publishes an 
annual Environmental and Social Review, has a Health, Safety and Environment Policy, and a 
Corporate Social Responsibility Policy, which includes a section on respecting and assisting local 
communities. In the employment section of its website, the firm cites the importance of social 
responsibility, and of having a positive impact on communities as key employee values. And yet, 
Cairn's public documents highlight a key finding of this study: extractive companies devote more 
attention to environmental issues than to social ones, in part because they are so much easier to 
quantify and show improvements. In the Environmental and Social Review, eight pages are 
devoted to describing environmental and safety performance, complete with data on emissions, 
energy consumption, waste generation, pollution prevention, etc., all compared to past year scores 
or industry benchmarks. By contrast, only one page of the report is devoted to social 
"performance," essentially a list of community-related activities for the year. The activities are 
laudable: infrastructure improvements, strengthening of local educational and medical facilities, 
etc. The company also completed a social needs assessment in the communities surrounding a site 
in Bangladesh that is not yet in production, demonstrating a proactive rather than reactive 
approach to community relations. But the fact that the only metric shown for these activities was 
the amount of money spent on them suggests that extractive companies face challenges in 
measuring the impact of such activities on communities, and in showing the value of such 
programs to the company and its shareholders. 

Nexen, Inc. 
Canadian integrated oil, gas and chemicals company Nexen appears to be one of the most 
proactive oil & gas companies within the group reviewed for this study, in terms of policies, 
practices and reporting on social and environmental activities. The company publishes an annual 
Safety Environment and Social Responsibility (SESR) Review, which describes its 11-point SESR 
management system, and reports on extensive environmental and safety procedures. The company 
also says it has developed a unique approach for managing both investment risk and the indirect 
impacts associated with conflict, which is a key issue for Nexen operations in Yemen, Colombia, 
and Nigeria. For each of its investments, the company conducts an "Above Ground Issues 
Review," which analyzes socio-economic, political, and commercial risks, using internal and 
external information sources, and extensive consultations and interviews with government 
officials, businesses, NGOs and community representatives. The interviews are conducted by 
outside experts in the areas of SESR, Security and Government Relations, rather than local staff, 
to get a broad perspective on local issues. This provides the basis for creating community affairs 
programs, which the company says allow it to operate successfully in zones of conflict. Nexen 
says it supports communities' rights to participate in decisions affecting them, and to share in 
benefits from oil & gas development, and that its insistence on good ethical business practices has 
been a key to its success in these areas. 

3.5.  Key Sector Findings and Issues for Further Study 

Key Sector Findings 

The following findings are derived primarily from a review of the information provided by the 
20 oil and gas firms included in this study, however they are also informed by discussion with 
industry experts, and a review of industry literature in this subject. 

Ø As noted earlier, none of the oil & gas E&P firms cited WBG standards or guidelines for any 
of their environmental and social activities, although a number cited more general “corporate 
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responsibility”-oriented guidelines developed by industry associations like IPIECA and API. 
It is unclear from the research if there is lack of awareness concerning the WBG’s role and 
resources in this area, or if there are other reasons why the WBG appears to have such a low 
profile within this group. 

Ø Based on information provided by the companies themselves, the companies with large, 
permanent downstream facilities, such as refineries or petrochemical plants, or which were 
based in their countries of operation, such as Oil Search in Papua New Guinea, Indonesia's PT 
Medco Energi, or Russian firm Tatneft, appear to have the most active and diverse array of 
environmental, health and safety and social activities. 

Ø As noted above, many of these integrated firms have set up environmental management 
systems and appear to be devoting considerable energy to monitoring and improving a variety 
of environmental and safety performance metrics. However, the focus of their efforts is in 
their downstream facilities, and little information is provided about environmental activities in 
their upstream E&P operations 

Ø Similarly, a number of the larger European, North American, Japanese and Australian firms 
describe environmental and social activities carried out in their home countries, but provide 
little detail about their overseas operations. For example, Australian producer Santos has a 
considerable amount of environmental and social information on its website. This includes 
downloadable informational posters on identifying rare plants and animals, and handbooks for 
dealing with environmental issues, protecting ecosystems, and respecting Aboriginal cultural 
artifacts in Australia. However it is unc lear from its public information if the company applies 
a similar level of effort with its operations in Papua New Guinea or Indonesia 

Ø The majority of social and community activities described by the firms took the form of 
traditional charitable or philanthropic donations, rather than community development 
programs. It is unclear how much two-way interaction occurs between the oil & gas firms and 
the surrounding communities. 

Ø While this study included a number of companies that have significant interests in the natural 
gas business, the focus was on companies active in upstream E&P operations. A number of 
the firms included in this review are involved in pipeline projects (e.g. Santos and Oil Search 
in Indonesia), however they are often junior, non-operating partners to the oil majors who 
provide the bulk of the financing and operational management for these initiatives. This minor 
role in the pipelines was reflected in the information provided about them. Where mentioned 
at all, accounts were limited to minimal reporting on the operating partner's most recent 
activities on the project. As a result, this research effort did not explore in any depth the 
environmental and social activities—or the controversies – that accompany these projects, 
since there was little information provided on them by the selected E&P firms. 

Issues for Further Study 

This review of public information provided by oil & gas firms with stated environmental and 
social policies and practices provides an indication of how some firms in the industry are 
incorporating these issues into their operations. But the public information they provided does 
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not reveal the motivation behind some of these efforts, and it is more opaque on the specifics of 
what is being done at the earliest stages of E&P projects. A number of key issues merit further 
study, and could be addressed by interviews with key managers at these companies. Many of 
them are similar to the issues found in the mining sector. 

Ø What are the drivers that prompt oil & gas firms, especially at the exploration end of the 
pipeline, to implement environmental and social policies? 

Ø Unlike the mining industry, where a potential resource is often identified by an exploration 
firm, and then sold to a larger company that specializes in mining production, control of an oil 
or gas project often rests in the hands of one company from beginning to end. In theory that 
suggests that it would be easier to create and implement a comprehensive "cradle to grave" 
environmental strategy for individual projects. And  yet much of the environmental activities 
described by the companies in this study appear narrowly focused on one or two downstream 
stages of the process. Why is this so, and how would one go about putting in place such an 
end-to-end strategy that starts when a company gains access to a new concession? 

Ø On a related point, drilling and oilfield service firms do much of the initial surveying and 
drilling work to prove out a potential concession, as well as being integrally involved 
throughout the production cycle under contract to the firms that actually own the resource. 
Often the first ones "on site", what environmental and social challenges and responsibilities 
do these companies face, both on their own account, and as agents for the firms that hire 
them? 

Ø The variety of projects encountered in the oil & gas business, beginning with onshore vs. 
offshore E&P, to oil refineries and transcontinental gas pipelines, suggest that the array of 
environmental and social issues a single company can encounter is extensive, perhaps more so 
than for mining firms. How does a company adopt strategies to proactively address this 
multitude of challenges? 

Ø Once a company has decided to become proactive about these issues where can it go for 
technical, financial, and managerial resources to help it incorporate them into its business 
model? Some industry associations have been doing work in this area, how well known are 
they to the majority of E&P firms? And their guidelines are voluntary, and often very general 
in terms of what is demanded of a firm. 

Ø How aware are oil & gas E&P firms of the WBG's initiatives in this field. What role could the 
WBG play in helping them meet the challenges noted above? 
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4.0  PRIVATE FINANCIAL PARTNERS 

4.1  Sector Overview 

A large number of private banks, venture capital funds and other investment firms participate in 
financing the extractive industries. 

Much of project finance for upstream mining oil and gas exploration comes from the large U.S. 
and European financial service firms, although there is also significant participation from 
Canadian, Japanese, and Australian banks. There is both competition and collaboration, 
especially for risk-sharing on large projects in developing countries. While the level of financial 
participation in mining projects has fallen off somewhat in recent years, reflecting industry 
cycles, these banks have played a key role in the recent flurry of merger and acquisitions which 
have led to growing consolidation among the world's top mining firms. Bank participation in oil 
and gas deals is also tied to industry cycles, although one growth area is in natural gas processing 
and pipeline projects, which reflects the growing interest in natural gas as a relatively 
"environmentally-friendly" energy resource. Consolidation among the top oil majors and related 
vertical integration plays are also creating keeping banks busy in this sector. 

The private equity market is also an important source of capital for extractive industries. This 
capital is typically raised by venture capital funds, privately held partnerships that raise money 
from institutional investors, endowments, and high net worth families and individuals for 
investing in high risk/high return projects. These groups and individuals represent a significant 
source of funding. One firm reviewed for this study estimates that the total amount of funds 
raised for all types of business ventures (not just extractive projects) by U.S. private equity 
limited partnerships was over $150 billion in 2000. Although it is hard to gauge the amount of 
private equity flowing into extractive investments, in mining it is generally considered to have 
peaked in the mid-1990s, and then fallen, due to downward cycles in the mining industry and 
competition for venture capital from the booming high tech industry. 6 

Private equity funds often focus on one industry, e.g. oil & gas or mining (but not both) and will 
have expert managers or consultants (often former extractive company engineers or managers) 
who provide advice and guidance to the companies in its investment portfolio. This private 
equity can be especially important for mining exploration and development-stage projects. At 
that point in the mining cycle, companies may have exhausted their initial sources of capital on 
evaluating a potential finding, but need additional resources to move to the point where they 
have a "bankable" project with a strong potential income stream against which they can get 
project finance loans. The VC partnerships and other types of equity funds typically invest 
several million dollars in a mining company or project. They also sit on the exploration 
company’s board and provide management oversight and technical expertise. 

                                                 
6 MacDonald. 
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The Equator Principles 
A growing number of private financial partners, most notably the large banks involved in project 
finance, are incorporating environmental and social guidelines into their financing criteria. This 
trend gained significant momentum with the June 2003 announcement by ten leading banks from 
seven countries of their adoption of the “Equator Principles.” The signatories include ABN Amro 
Bank, N.V., Barclays PLC, Citigroup, Inc., Credit Lyonnais, Credit Suisse Group, HVB Group, 
Rabobank, Royal Bank of Scotland, WestLB AG, and Westpac Banking Corp. 

This move, which occurred subsequent to the completion of research for this project, codifies a 
voluntary set of guidelines for managing social and environmental issues related to the financing 
of development projects. These principles were developed by the banks, working in conjunction 
with the IFC, and they are based on World Bank and IFC environmental and social policies and 
guidelines. They are applicable to project financing activities in all sectors, including mining, and 
oil & gas projects. 

Under the principles, the banks commit to using the IFC’s environmental and social screening 
process, which categorizes projects as A, B or C (corresponding to high, medium or low 
environmental or social risk, and described more fully in Section 5.0 of this report). For Category 
A and B projects, banks will require detailed Environmental Assessments, modeled on existing 
IFC criteria, and including–where necessary–Environmental Management Plans which address 
mitigation and monitoring of environmental and social risks. 

Significantly, under the terms of the Principles, the banks agree to “not provide loans directly to 
projects where the borrower will not or is unable to comply with our environmental and social 
policies and practices.”7 In addition, the banks agree to include covenants in their loan conditions 
to ensure that if environmental and social management plans are not followed and problems not 
remedied by borrowers, the banks will have the ability to declare the loans in default. Thus 
financial partners adopting these principles will have potential leverage in both the project design 
and execution phases to encourage borrower compliance with WBG environmental and social 
standards. These banks represent 30 percent of the loan syndication market, underwriting 
approximately $14.5 billion worth of project loans in 2002 (for all sectors, not just extractive 
projects), according to Dealogic, a firm which tracks project finance statistics.8 Their commitment 
to these principles could serve to accelerate the adoption of environmental and social lending 
criteria by other financial partners. 

Two of the financial partners included in this research project, Barclays PLC and the HVB Group, 
are among the ten banks that adopted these principles. This is not surprising, in that these two 
banks were among the most proactive financial partners on social and environmental issues out of 
the 15 reviewed in this study. As noted elsewhere in this report, these two banks have a history of 
taking the lead on these issues, and are developing and adopting best practices that can serve as 
models to others. 

The new Equator Principles and their signatories are not without their critics. Citibank has come 
under heavy criticism for its involvement with Enron, and has been a target of NGOs for some of 
the projects it has financed in developing countries. As reported by Reuters, the Rainforest Action 
Network, which has run television ads in the United States criticizing Citibank’s environmental 
practices, also criticized the new Equator Principles as having “loopholes” and as not having 
sufficient mechanisms to monitor borrowers’ practices. “We’re not seeing the most ecologically 
endangered areas pulled off-limits for investment and mega-development projects,” said Ilyse 
Hogue, RAN’s global finance campaign director, in a Reuters interview.9 

                                                 
7 IFC and ten private banks, Equator Principles, viewed on 6/09/03 at http://equatorprinciples.ifc.org. 
8 “Leading Banks Adopt Equator Principles,” IFC press release, June 4, 2003, viewed on 6/09/03 at 
http://equatorprinciples.ifc.org 
9 Jonathan Stempel, “Banks to Adopt Environmental Rules Amid Opposition,” Reuters newswire, June 3, 2003. 
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4.2  Selected Target Organizations  

Fifteen private financial partners active in financing extractive projects were selected for review 
in this project (see Table 4.1 below). They include a mix of large multinational investment banks 
and smaller sector-specific investment banks, private equity funds and venture capital firms. 

The large investment banks provide a wide range of debt and equity funding and financial 
advisory services to the extractive and other industries, including project finance, balance sheet 
lending, and assistance with mergers and acquisitions (M&A). Most are largely into funding 
downstream operations, e.g. refineries, GTL (gas liquification) plants, pipelines, etc, but they 
also finance upstream activities, including some production and exploration activities. The

Table 4.1 Selected Private Financial Partners  

Company Home Office  
Type of 

Institution10 

Total Assets 
12/31/02 

US$ Billion) 
Extractive 

Sector Lending 
1 Bank of Tokyo-

Mitsubishi Japan Investment Bank 827.6* 
(3/31/03) Mining, Oil & Gas 

2 JP Morgan USA Investment Bank 758.8 Mining, Oil & Gas 

3 HypovereinBank (HVB) Germany Investment Bank 724.5 Mining, Oil & Gas 

4 Barclays Capital UK Investment Bank 646.7 Mining, Oil & Gas 

5 Société Générale France Investment Bank 525.5 Mining, Oil & Gas 

6 CIBC Canada Investment Bank 175.4 
(10/31/02) Mining, Oil & Gas 

7 Standard Bank South Africa Investment Bank 45.3 Mining. Oil & Gas 

8 ABSA Bank South Africa Investment Bank 31.3 Mining 

9 Macquarie Bank Australia Investment Bank 18.4 Mining 

10 Lion Selection Group Australia Mining Venture 
Capital Fund 

0.1 Mining (focus on Juniors) 

11 African Lion Ltd. South Africa Mining Venture 
Capital Fund 

Undisclosed 
(privately held) 

Mining (focus on Juniors) 

12 IBK Capital Canada Mining-focused 
Investment bank 

Undisclosed 
(privately held) 

Mining 

13 Lion Mining Finance UK Mining venture 
capital 

Undisclosed 
(privately held) Mining (focus on Juniors) 

14 Resource Capital Funds USA Mining Venture 
Capital 

Undisclosed 
(privately held) Mining (focus on Juniors) 

15 Simmons & Company 
International USA 

Oil & Gas-
focused 
Investment Bank 

Undisclosed 
(privately held) Oil & Gas 

* Includes combined results of Bank of Tokyo Mitsubishi and Mitsubishi Trust & Banking Corp. 

                                                 
10 While extractive firms typically deal with the investment arm of these firms, all the large Banks shown here are 
full service banks, offering commercial, investment, and retail banking as well as other financial services.  
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smaller sector-specific investment banks and equity funds typically provide a narrower range of 
services, including early stage financing and advisory services for the exploration, development 
and production activities of junior mining firms and smaller oil & gas firms. 

The scale of the financial transactions varies widely. The smallest firms, junior mining financiers 
like African Lion or Resource Capital, typically invest several million dollars in a company, 
while it is not uncommon for the largest banks, such as JPMorgan or HypovereinBank (HVB), to 
arrange multibillion dollar transactions. 

4.3  Results and Analysis 

Data gathering and analysis of private financial partners fell into two main categories: the firms' 
corporate- level environmental and social commitments and practices, and their sector- level 
approach to incorporating environmental and social considerations in their extractive sector 
financing activities, including risk analysis, lending criteria, etc. 

4.3.1  Corporate-Wide Polices and Practices 

Amount and Types of Information Provided 

The amount and type of environmental and social information provided by the financial players 
varied more widely than for the extractive companies, reflecting the broader diversity of 
financial partners chosen (See Table 4.2). Generally speaking, the smaller, privately held firms 
provided the least amount of information, although all but one had websites. The largest banks 
provided the most amount of information, including four which provide annual public reporting 
on environmental and/or social issues. Two, Absa Bank and Société Générale include 3-5 page 
Social or Sustainability reports in their Annual Reports, while Barclays Bank and HVB Group 
produce lengthy standalone reports (HVB's 2001 report is 99 pages long). 

Typically, most environmental and social information supplied by banks speaks to broad 
corporate- level policies, principals or activities. Although there were some notable exceptions, 
most firms provided little information on environmental or social criteria that are applied to

Table 4.2 Level of Public Information Provided on Environmental and Social issues 

Level of Public Information provided 
No. of 

Companies 
No information provided on Website, in Annual Report, press releases, 
investor presentations, or other company public information 4 

Single reference (1 sentence to 1 page) 4 

Multiple references (2-5 pages) 3 

Significant amount of information (>5 pages) 2 

Stand-alone Environmental and/or Social Reports 4 

Note: Total number of companies is 15. Some are included in more than one category. 
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clients seeking equity or debt financing. Because understanding the banks’ lending criteria was 
deemed important to the research, efforts were made to contact a number of the target firms ask 
for additional information. So in addition to publicly available information, nine companies, 
including four big banks and five small private equity firms, provided additional information via 
email or in brief telephone exchanges, which is discussed later in this section under Extractive 
Sector Financing activities. 

Corporate-Level Public Commitments to Environmental and Social Principles & Practices 

Environment: Unlike the extractive sector, financial partners tended to provide more 
information about their corporate- level social or community relations activities than 
environmental matters. Note that extractive sector-specific environmental matters (such as 
lending criteria) are dealt with separately later in this section. Only three firms, all large banks, 
said they have explicit corporate- level environmental policies (although only one provided the 
actual policy on its website at the time research was carried out for this project). Nearly two-
thirds of the firms indicated their commitment to environmental issues via a policy or other 
statement, although none addressed the environment in their corporate mission and vision 
statements. This may be because while interaction with the natural world is very direct and 
central to the activities of an extractive company, it is a more diffuse and indirect issue for a 
service firms such as banks or venture capital funds. 

Health & Safety: Similarly, there was a very low level of reporting on health and safety 
commitments or activities, mostly relating to staff HIV/AIDS awareness initiatives 

Social Development/Community Relations: Nearly all the large banks had either a policy or 
other statement of principle regarding the firm's commitment to community relations. Given the 
fact that most of these banks have extensive consumer banking businesses in addition to their 
commercial and investment banking activities, this is not surprising. Competition for consumer 
accounts makes them very attentive to their image in the community. 

Table 4.3 Public Commitments by Private Financial Partners  

Public Commitments Environment 
Health & 

Safety 

Social and/or 
Community 

Relations  
Has explicit Policies 3 1 1 

Has either Policy, statement, or both 9 2 10 

No public indications of Policies or 
statements 6 13 5 

Principles included in corporate 
Mission, Vision, or Strategy statements 0 0 2 

Programs and Activities 5 4 8 

Note: Total number of companies is 15. Some are included in more than one category. 
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Corporate-Level Standards of Practice 

Given the small number of firms which reported having environmental or social policies or 
activities, it is not surprising that few indicated an accompanying benchmark, and most that did 
focused on reporting guidelines (see Table 4.4). Absa Bank's efforts to implement "integrated 
sustainability reporting" are driven by South African government reporting requirements. Société 
Générale and HVB Group indicated they are signatories of the United Nations Environmental 
Programme's Statement by Financial Institutions on the Environment and Sustainable 
Development ("UNEP FI"), a set of environmental sustainability principles for financial 
institutions. HVB and Barclay have adopted the corporate social responsibility reporting model 
developed by the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI). 

Other Corporate-Level Indicators  

Other indicators of private financial partners' corporate- level environmental and social 
commitments found in their public information are shown in Table 4.5 below. Virtually all the 
firms which provided information in these categories were the large banks. 

Dedicated Board/Senior Management Responsibilities 

Three banks indicated that their Boards have explicit responsibility for environmental or 
community relations issues. The Risk Committee of Barclays' Board looks at environmental risk, 
HVB's entire board is charged with sustainability issues (which encompass environmental and 
social matters), and JPMorgan's entire Board reviews its "community-oriented activities." 
Barclays has a Chief Administrative Officer responsible for environmental management, who 
interacts with an Environmental Steering Group, Group Environmental Managers, and an 
Environmental Risk Management Unit. HVB has a Sustainability Management team which 
reports directly to the Board and provides corporate-wide coordination of all environmental and 
social strategies and activities. 

Table 4.4 Corporate-Level Environmental and Social Standard of 
Practice Cited By Private Financial Partners  

Standards of practice 
cited by companies 

No. of 
Companies Comments 

Local Standards NA  

Home office country standards 1 South Africa 

Recognized international standards 2 UNEP FI, GRI 
Unspecified "international" or "world class" 
standards 1 No details provided on 

specific benchmarks 

World Bank Guidelines 
NA 

WBG guidelines not 
referenced for corporate-
level benchmarks 

Sets own standards, actively seeks best 
practices  3 Proactive approaches to 

exceeding requirements 

Note: Total number of companies is 15. Some are included in more than one category. 
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Table 4.5 Other Corporate-Level Indicators  

Category Indicator 
No. of 

Companies 
Reporting 

Board Committees with explicit Environmental oversight 
responsibility  2 

Board Committees with explicit Social/Community Relations 
oversight responsibility 2 

Senior Management with explicit Environmental 
Title/Responsibility 2 

Senior Management with explicit Soc ial/Community 
Relations Title/ Responsibility 1 

Has implemented Environmental Management Systems 3 

Includes environmental and/or social risk as part of corporate 
risk management strategies and practices 4 

Has dedicated risk management unit 3 

Strategic 
Oversight & 
Management 

Systems  

Applies continuous improvement management techniques to 
environmental activities 4 

Internal Audits 1 Performance 
Audits & 

Verification Outside Audits 1 

ISO 14000 Series Certification (Environmental Management 
Standard) 0 

ISO 9000 Series Certification (Quality Standard) 0 

Has received other environmental, community, best practice, 
etc. awards (from governments, industry associations, other 
organizations) 

2 

Certifications 
and Awards  

Included in "green" or socially responsible Stock Indexes 
(e.g. Dow Jones Sustainability Index, FTSE4Good Global 
100, etc.) 

5 

Note: Total number of companies is 15. Some are included in more than one category. 

Management Systems  

Several of the large banks have implemented Environmental Management Systems (EMSs), 
including Société Générale and Barclays, which says it models its system on the ISO 14000 
standard for environmental management systems (although it was unclear if there were plans to 
obtain a formal certification). Barclays' 2001 Social and Environmental Report noted its EMS 
was initially implemented in its U.K. offices, then rolled out to several European countries, with 
plans to roll it out in Africa and elsewhere. HVB noted that its EMS, already in place for several 
years, has been expanded to become a Sustainability Management System, incorporating social 
benchmarks as well as environmental ones. 
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Barclays, Canada's CIBC, HVB and Société Générale now include environmental risk in their 
risk management polices and procedures. This includes direct risks (environmental risks incurred 
by the bank through its operations–pollution, unsafe facilities, etc.) as well as indirect risks 
(legal, financial and other consequences of environmental problems incurred by its customers, 
e.g. a cyanide leak at a mine). Barclays, HVB and Société Générale also have set up dedicated 
environmental or sustainability Risk Management Units. 

As might be expected, these same three banks, along with JPMorgan, stress continuous 
improvement as a key part of their management strategies. Barclays, HVB, and Société Générale 
all describe how their environmental and other sustainability metrics are reviewed, improved, 
and expanded on a yearly basis. 

Performance Audits 

Unlike the extractive industries, where discrete environmental metrics and regulatory 
requirements lend themselves to auditing activities, very few of the financial partners said they 
conducted formal corporate- level audits for environmental or social activities. Barclays noted 
that it had begun an effort to catalog environmental regulations worldwide, so as to track 
company compliance, and it commissioned PriceWaterhouseCoopers to conduct an independent 
audit of its annual Social and Environmental Report. 

Awards & Certifications  

As noted above, only one bank said it bases its environmental management system on the ISO 
14000 standard. While nearly all large banks had extensive information on industry awards, 
"league tables" and other rankings for their deal-making activities, only two (Absa and HVB) 
said they had received national or internationa l corporate social responsibility ratings or 
sustainability awards. However five banks said they were included on one or more socially 
responsible stock indexes, including the Dow Jones Sustainability Indexes, FTSE4Good, ASPI 
eurozone, etc. 

Environmental Activities 

At the corporate level, the financial sectors firms' environmental activities revolve around several 
common areas: 

Ø Defining, implementing, and continuously improving the environmental management 
systems, including the risk management and lending criteria 

Ø Implementing "green" office practices, including recycling, energy conservation, purchasing 
guidelines, waste disposal, business travel practices, "green" building designs for new office 
space, etc. 

Ø Offering environmentally friendly financial products, including special lending facilities to 
fund projects that use renewable energy technologies, revitalize polluted sites, etc. Several of 
the banks also offer "Green" personal investment options, such as mutual funds based on the 
Dow Jones or FTSE sustainability indices. 
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Ø Donations for land conservation, preservation of cultural sites of historical or archaeological 
importance 

The above activities apply to the full service banks, most of the smaller players reviewed for this 
project focused their environmental attention on their clients' projects, as discussed later in this 
section. 

Health & Safety Activities 

As noted above, corporate health and safety activities were focused on HIV/AIDS awareness and 
education. 

Social/Community Relations Activities 

Community activities undertaken by the large banks, primarily in their home countries or in 
cities where they had major branches, include a range of traditional philanthropic activities, such 
as educational scholarships, youth programs, sponsorship of sports, cultural and fine arts events, 
employee volunteering and mentoring programs, blood drives, etc. 

4.3.2  Extractive Sector Financing Practices 

Sector-Specific Financing Criteria 

Beyond a financial player's corporate- level commitment to environmental and social concerns, a 
key area of interest to this study was the extent to which project financing in the extractive sector 
comes with any environmental or social conditionalities. Very few of the firms reviewed in this 
project chose to disclose information on this topic in their public information during the research 
phase of this project, although some banks have since added materials on such policies to their 
corporate Websites. Only four of the large banks (Barclays, CIBC, HVB and Société Générale) 
do explicitly indicate publicly that they include environmental risks in their lending criteria, 
without providing additional specifics. As noted earlier, a number of the financial partners were 
contacted and asked to provide additional information on this topic, bending slightly the 
definition of what is "public" information in this study. Much of the data in the following two 
tables and related discussion come from those exchanges. 

Subsequent to the completion of this report, two of the banks, Barclays and HVB Group, 
formally announced in June that they would adopt the Equator Principles, IFC-derived social and 
environmental guidelines for project financing in developing countries, which are described 
more fully elsewhere in this report. The following analysis largely reflects the policies and 
practices as described by those firms and others prior to the June announcement. 

As can be seen in Table 4.6, 12 of the 15 companies reviewed for this study apply some kind of 
environmental criteria to extractive projects. Four indicated only that environmental risk was 
considered across all types of project financing, while the others noted they had mining sector-
specific criteria they applied. One of the banks provided an outline of its internal project 
evaluation form, which included such categories such as environmental management issues 
(including whether government approved environmental management plan reports had been 
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written, permits obtained, estimated rehabilitation costs (and whether reserves had been set aside 
for that purpose) and local or regional social impacts. 

A number of the smaller firms which provide equity to exploration stage junior miners said they 
do not have formal written policies or guidelines which they apply to projects. Rather they say 
they rely on their own experience and good judgment to recognize potential environmental 
issues, and persuade the clients to adopt responsible practices. In addition, because they are 
providing risk capital, the relationship may be more hands-on and long-term than the larger 
banks, which are transaction-focused. 

The four financial partners which indicated they included social criteria in their evaluation 
process were two large banks which had specific (but unspecified) criteria, and two smaller firms 
that used informal approaches to ensure socially responsible practices in the projects they 
financed. 

Table 4.6 Extractive Sector Environmental or Social Financing Criteria 

Public Commitments Environment 

Social and/or 
Community 

Relations  
General/unspecified Environmental or Social 
Lending Criteria  4 0 

Mining Sector-specific criteria  8 4 

Oil & Gas sector-specific criteria  0 0 

No environmental or social criteria indicated 3 12 

Note: Total number of companies is 15. Some are included in more than one category. 

Financing Criteria Standards of Practice 

As might be expected, companies were more forthcoming on the broad principles and standards 
they apply to project financing than they were on the details of the criteria they use. Two of the 
companies involved in sector-specific investment banking noted that because the M&A and asset 
purchases they brokered were between private parties, the onus of worrying about environmental 
issues rested with the purchaser. However, one of those firms did say it tried to steer clear of 
projects or potential clients where it appeared there were environmental issues. 

Several of the firms said they expect their clients to adhere to local environmental standards in 
the countries where projects were to occur, while four firms said they require their clients to 
meet the standard of the home countries of the financial partner, e.g. Australia, Canada, South 
Africa, and the United States. 

Four of the financial partners, including Australia's Macquarie Bank, Barclays, HVB, and 
smaller mining VC firm Resource Capital Funds specifically said they used World Bank Group 
guidelines, along with other criteria, when preparing projects for financing. In fact HVB's 2001 
Sustainability Report devoted an entire page to its use of the World Bank guidelines, and said 
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that applying WBG criteria had in several cases led the HVB to turn down project loan requests 
that didn't meet the requirements. It is worth noting that HVB's public documentation and a 
conversation with a Barclays' mining specialist suggest those two organizations consider the 
WBG guidelines to be "minimum standards", and seek to improve on those benchmarks where 
possible. This is an area that could be explored in more depth in more detailed interviews, to 
learn more about potential "best practice" approaches that go beyond what the WBG is currently 
doing. 

At least four of the financial firms appear to be proactively seeking to improve their performance 
in this area, ready to consider and adopt new ways to improve the environmental and social 
performance–and reduce the risks–of their clients' projects. The adoption of the Equator 
Principles by two of these, HVB and Barclays, is indicative of leading edge firms intent to 
continue moving forward in this area. And a mining finance officer at one of the banks was 
unaware that the WBG had guidelines, but was very interested in finding out more about them. 

Table 4.7 Standards of Practice Required by Financial Partners  

Standards of practice 
cited by companies 

No. of 
Companies Comments 

No information provided 4  

None (does not enforce/consider) 1 Says it is investors' 
responsibility 

Local Standards 2 Varies by country 

Home office country standards 4 Australia, South Africa, 
North America  

Unspecified "international" or "world class" 
standards 1 No details provided on 

specific benchmarks 

World Bank Guidelines 4 Few details provided 

Sets own standards, actively seeks best 
practices  4 Proactive approaches to 

exceeding requirements 

Note: Total number of companies is 15. Some are included in more than one category. 

Policy Comparison with WBG Guidelines 

As noted above, three large banks and one small mining venture capital firm say they use WBG 
Guidelines when to reviewing projects for possible financing. However there was not much 
information provided beyond this assertion in their public information, except for HVB Group. 
In its Sustainability Report, HVB summarized what it called World Bank "minimum standards" 
which it follows in evaluating projects. These included: 

Ø Ecological standards: including limiting the emission of pollutants, dealing with hazardous 
materials, and banning the use of certain materials in production processes 
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Ø Social standards: including regulations for resettlement measures, ban on child and force 
labor, retention of cultural assets and protection of indigenous peoples, and 

Ø General standards: including procedures and types of environmental impact assessments, and 
involvement of those affected and other stakeholders. 

It will be interesting to see if the adoption of the Equator Principles by Barclays and HVB will 
prompt more disclosure about their lending criteria and project evaluation and monitoring 
processes. 

4.4  Selected Case Studies 

Hypovereinsbank AG (HVB Group) 
HVB Group's 99-page biannual Sustainability Report not only provides insight into how 
environmental and social "best practices" are developed and implemented, but it also shows how 
some firms approach sustainability as an evolving process, and not just as a one-time set of targets 
to be met. The German bank began focusing on environmental issues several years ago, including 
assessing the environmental risks associated with extractive, energy and infrastructure project 
lending. As noted elsewhere, this included rejecting some projects that did not meet the bank’s 
criteria. Over time HVB has expanded its vision, placing environmental issues within the larger 
context of sustainability. Convinced that companies with so-called “sustainable” operations will 
be more successful than others over time, the company grew its Environmental Management 
System into a Sustainability Management System, with help from the Global Reporting Initiative's 
"triple bottom line" approach to corporate reporting.11 

HVB's Sustainability Report details the bank's progress on implementing an array of sustainable 
banking products (e.g. sustainable lending criteria, renewable energy investments, investment 
instruments tied to "green" indices such as DJSI, etc.) and sustainable business operations (energy 
conservation, recycling, green office buildings, etc.), improving "work-life balance" for its 
employees, and increasing dialogue with stakeholders as part of its corporate citizenship 
responsibilities. HVB group ties all these initiatives together in an integrated strategy and 
management framework. Ideas are piloted within one business or office location, and then are 
rolled out company-wide, in a never-ending continuous improvement process. However, it is 
unclear to what extent HVB follows up with clients after the loans are made to ensure the projects’ 
continue to meet acceptable environmental and social benchmarks, although this is one of the 
commitments laid out in the recently-signed Equator Principles. 

                                                 
11 "Triple bottom line" refers to reporting systems that go beyond strict financial reporting to measure the economic, 
environmental and social performance of an organization. 
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Resource Capital Funds  
Resource Capital Funds is a mining-focused venture capital firm that says it works actively to 
encourage junior mining exploration firms to improve their environmental and social performance. 
Based in Denver, it has invested in over a dozen companies with projects in Africa, Latin 
America, Southeast Asia, China and Russia. When Resource Capital invests in an exploration 
stage company, it says it brings to bear a team of its own experts who review the projects from top 
to bottom using the WBG guidelines. According to one if its principles, Resource Capital's 
attention to environmental and social issues at the earliest stages of the mining cycle makes good 
business sense. The management team has backgrounds in both mining engineering and project 
finance with large investment banks. So they are alert to the concerns of the larger production 
companies to whom they eventually hope to sell their stake in a bankable project. The company 
managers believe that “scrubbing” a project for environmental or social problems increases its 
"value proposition," and can make for easier sales and higher returns to Resource Capital and the 
exploration companies it has invested in. 

4.5  Key Sector Findings and Issues for Further Study 

Key Sector Findings 

The following findings are derived from a review of the public information provided by the 15 
financial partners included in this study, as well as brief verbal and email exchanges with 
representatives of a number of those firms, discussions with other industry experts and a review 
of industry literature in this area. 

Ø The private financial partners reviewed for this study were much more aware of the WBG’s 
work in environmental and social guidelines than were the extractive firms. This is due in part 
to the fact that a number of the firms included in the research have participated in co-
financing of projects with the IFC or MIGA. 

Ø However, as with the exploration vs. production dichotomy in the extractive industries 
themselves, the WBG guidelines appear to be better known and more accessible to large 
banks who underwrite project finance deals than they are to smaller VCs providing early stage 
risk capital to exploration firms. 

Ø As with the extractive sector companies, financial partners which lend to them appear to be 
more advanced in their development of mechanisms for evaluating and mitigating risk on 
environmental projects than on social ones. 

Ø While many of the larger banks still hold a traditional view of corporate- level environmental 
and social issues as philanthropic and community and public relations activities, a number of 
firms are starting to see them through the prism of risk reduction and mitigation. Others still 
see the adoption of proactive environmental and social policies and practices as a way of 
gaining a competitive edge in a world where the market is placing increasing value on "green" 
companies. 

Ø While the smaller firms included in the financial sector group were generally willing to 
discuss what environmental considerations they did (or did not) apply to projects, some of the 
larger banks were reticent to provide details on the specifics of their project evaluation and 
approval criteria. One manager at a proactive bank said his firm's approach to environmental 
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risk is one of its competitive advantages. Nonetheless, it is clear that where financial players 
have adopted environmental and social criteria for projects there is a growing body of 
knowledge that resides within some of these financial institutions. 

Ø There also is growing recognition by financial backers of extractive projects that 
environmental and social issues need to be addressed sooner in the project cycle, including at 
the exploration and development stages, since that is when the small problems left 
unaddressed can grow into large ones. This means that even the small financial partners can 
have a significant impact in this area, if they have the knowledge and the will to include these 
considerations in their financing activities 

Ø Despite this knowledge, financial backers of junior mining companies say it can be an uphill 
battle to get these players to include environmental and social considerations in their projects, 
these issues are seen as immediate costs, and not investments for future project success (or 
future disaster averted). Conscientious financial backers apply their industry knowledge and 
what pressure they can to encourage junior miners to take on these additional considerations, 
but several of them indicated that governments and international financial institutions need to 
play a stronger role in encouraging the extractive companies to improve. 

Issues for Further Study 

This review of extractive industry financial partners provides some background on what some 
firms are doing to incorporate environmental and social considerations into the conditions of 
their financial support. But more information is needed to understand the incentives and 
disincentives for the financial partners and their clients to adopt such practices. This and other 
issues could be addressed by interviews with key managers at some of large banks that appear to 
have developed some "best practices", as well as with some of the smaller firms that are on the 
front lines of issues faced when financing the junior mining sector and small oil & gas E&P 
firms. 

Ø What are the drivers that prompt the financial partners to adopt corporate- level environmental 
and social policies, and to apply environmental and social criteria to their extractive industry 
financing deals? 

Ø What best practices, guidelines and other technical, managerial and financial resources are 
available to financial partners that wish to be proactive about environmental and social 
considerations? 

Ø With ten of the largest project finance banks simultaneously agreeing to adopt the WBG-
derived environmental and social lending criteria known as the Equator Principles, what 
impact will this move have on other financial partners, and on the extractive industry 
recipients of debt and equity financing? 

Ø For those financial partners who are not familiar with the WBG's work in this area, especially 
for those financing early stage exploration and development activities, how can the WBG 
adapt its approaches to help these smaller players?. 
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Ø What lessons can the WBG and others learn from private financial partners which appear to 
be on the cutting edge of social and environmental risk management, and in combining the 
two into a synergistic sustainability management approach? 
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5.0  EXPORT CREDIT AGENCIES 

5.1  Sector Overview 

Most major and emerging economies have at least one export credit agency (ECA), created to 
promote and support the export of goods and services of the home country. These state-run or 
state-supported ECAs typically offer one or more of four types of financial products: short-term 
and medium-term trade finance (import & export credits), longer term project loans, loan 
guarantees, and investment insurance. 

Because they are linked to commercial transactions, the pace of export credit activities tends to 
mirror overall international trade patterns, such as the slowdown in economic activities 
registered after September 11. However they have and will continue to play a significant role in 
funding the sale of U.S. and European aircraft to the world's airlines, as well as backing large 
infrastructure and extractive projects in emerging economies. Because these countries carry a 
higher market and political risk profile, especially for speculative projects like mining and oil & 
gas E&P activities, project sponsors and their commercial lenders are eager to get government-
backed guarantees to provide cover for their efforts to penetrate these growing markets. 

Although the World Bank Group's activities in the developing world attract much attention, 
private capital flows to emerging economies dwarf funding provided by multilateral 
organizations. ECAs have helped fuel this phenomenon by providing co- lending, guarantees or 
investment insurance to private sector projects. In fact, by the end of the last decade, long-term 
financing provided to developing countries by ECAs and other bilateral banks was nearly double 
that of multilateral institutions.12 ECAs have come under fire in recent years from NGOs and 
others in civil society who say the ECAs provide government backing for risky projects, with 
significant environmental and social impacts that commercial lenders would be reluctant to 
finance by themselves. In fact some NGOs, like Environmental Defense, see the recent adoption 
by ten large private banks of the Equator Principles (IFC-derived environmental and social 
project lending guidelines) as increasing the pressure on ECAs to adopt similar, more stringent, 
common standards.13 This research effort does not address the political dimensions of ECA 
project finance, rather it documents recent initiatives that key individual ECAs are taking to 
include environmental and social considerations in their lending decisions. 

As promoters and guarantors of their national industries, there is considerable competition 
among ECAs. However there is also a fair amount of collaboration, including co-financing on 
large infrastructure projects, and some multilateral initiatives to set common standards and 
approaches through organizations such as the Organization for Economic Cooperation and 
Development (OECD). OECD convenes its member countries' ECAs in an Export Credit Group 
(ECG), to tackle common concerns about trade issues, corruption, corporate governance, etc. In 
January 2002, after considerable discussion on the environmental and social aspects of ECA -
backed projects, the ECG released its Draft Recommendation on Common Approaches on 

                                                 
12 Cresencia Maurer with Ruchi Bhandari, The Climate of Export Credit Agencies, World Resources Institute, May 
2000, citing data from: Global Development Finance: Analysis and Summary Tables (World Bank, 1998). 
13 “Banks in Drive for Project Principles,” Demetri Sevastopulo, Financial Times, April 9, 2003. 
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Environment and Officially Supported Export Credits. Known as the "Common Approaches," 
this set of guidelines is designed to measure and minimize the environmental impact of projects 
receiving export credits. 

All but two of the OECD members (the United States and Turkey) have agreed to implement the 
Common Approaches on a voluntary basis  (The United States has its own standards, which are 
similar in many respects to the Common Approaches). They are based in large part on WBG 
policies and guidelines, and include suggested approaches for screening and classifying projects 
by level of environmental and social risk, a recommended format for conducting and evaluating 
environmental impact statements, and recommendations on exchange and disclosure of 
information among stakeholders, which include other ECAs, applicants, affected communities, 
and the general public. Although a number of OECD-member ECAs had environmental policies 
or guidelines in place prior to the publishing of the Common Approaches, many have since 
revised, or are planning to revise, their existing guidelines to align them with the OECD 
framework. The process is evolutionary, several ECAs, including the U.S. Ex-Im Bank, will be 
reviewing their policies in the next year, while the OECD itself will review the groups' 
experiences with implementing the Common Approaches before the end of this year. 

Outside the OECD group, the Berne Union, an association grouping many of the world's ECAs, 
and the United Nations Environment Programme–among others–have provided other fora for 
discussing ways to improve and harmonize ECA consideration of environmental and social 
issues. However for many developing country ECAs, their primary exposure to such issues is 
through cooperation agreements and co- lending activities undertaken with the IFC, MIGA, 
regional institutions such as the EBRD, and individual OECD ECAs. 

5.2  Selected Target Organizations  

Ten export credit agencies active in financing extractive projects were selected for review in this 
project (see Table 5.1 below). They include a range of large and medium-sized OECD-member 
country ECAs from North American, European and Asian countries with significant mining and 
oil & gas sectors, as well as ECAs from two emerging economies (Brazil and South Africa) 
which provide assistance to extractive companies looking to expand beyond their home markets. 

5.3  Results and Analysis 

5.3.1  General Environmental and Social Policy Information 

Amount and Types of Information Provided 

Of all the sectors looked at in this research project, ECAs had by far the largest amount of public 
information on environmental and social policies and practices (see Table 5.2). As government-
run or government-supported organizations, public disclosure of their activities is required by 
law, although many of the ECAs invoke confidentiality and trade secret provisions to withhold 
certain details of the transactions, including loan approval criteria. 
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Table 5.1 Selected Export Credit Agencies 

Company Country 

Total Assets 
12/31/02 

US$ Millions  

1 
Japanese Bank for International Co-Operation 
(JBIC) 

Japan 
87,119* 
(3/31/02) 

2 Export Development Canada (EDC) Canada 15,577 

3 Export-Import Bank (Ex-Im Bank) United States 15,463 

4 Brazilian Development Bank (BNDES -Exim) Brazil 8,011** 

5 Export Credits Guarantee Department (ECGD) United Kingdom 
6,550 

(3/31/02) 

6 
Compagnie Francaise d’Assurance pour le 
Commerce Exterieur (COFACE) 

France 2,568 

7 Finnvera Finland 1,608 

8 Export Finance and Insurance Corp. (EFIC) Australia 604 

9 
Export Credit Insurance Corp. of South Africa 
(ECIC) 

South Africa 110 

10 HERMES Kreditversicherungs-AG Germany Not available 

* Import/export assets only, does not include JBIC’s Overseas Development Assistance assets. 
** Includes assets for entire parent bank, not just import/export subsidiary activities. 

Most of the ECAs reviewed for this project appear to have made the Internet their key conduit to 
potential clients and other stakeholders, providing extensive descriptions of their products, 
business principles, environmental policies, and guidelines for applying for their products. Half 
of them include initial screening questionnaires on their websites designed to identify projects 
with significant environmental or social impact. 

Three of the ECAs reviewed provide markedly less information about export credit-related 
environmental and social matters. The recently-created Export Credit Insurance Corp. of South 
Africa (ECIC), does not yet have a website, although one is planned. Still in start-up mode, its 
inaugural 2002 Annual Report, describing its mission, products, and first nine months of 
performance is ECIC's primary source of public information. BNDES-Exim, the export finance 
arm of Brazil's Development Bank BNDES, provides extensive information on the 
environmental and social performance of its in-country development banking activities, and only 
a small amount of information on its export finance activities. A project information form on its 
website asks applicants to indicate the environmental and social impacts of its projects, but 
provides no indication of how that information will be evaluated by loan officers. Hermes, a 
private credit insurer which provides official export credits on behalf of the German government 
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Table 5.2 Level of Public Information Provided on Environmental and Social issues 

Level of Public Information Provided No. of 
Companies 

No information provided on Website, in Annual Report, press releases, 
investor presentations, or other agency public information  1 

Single reference (1 sentence to 1 page) 0 

Multiple references (2-5 pages) 1 

Significant amount of information (>5 pages) 8 

Stand-alone Environmental and/or Social Reports 2 

Note: Total number of ECAs is 10. Some appear in more than one category. 

as a sideline to its own short-term export insurance business, also has minimal information on its 
website regarding the government-backed export credits, although it says it has implemented the 
OECD's Common Approaches. 

Most of the information reviewed for this research project came from ECA websites, annual 
reports and other public information. In addition, brief verbal and email exchanges were 
conducted with three ECAs, as well as with several OECD and UNEP experts on ECA issues. 
This primary data was supplemented with a reading of relevant industry sources, including 
OECD public documentation on its member country ECA environmental and social activities, 
and several analyses of ECAs carried out by NGOs. 

Public Commitments to Environmental and Social Principles & Practices 

Eight of the ten ECAs either have either policies or statements of principle regarding the 
environment and social and/or sustainable development on their websites. The other two refer to 
environmental and social matters in their annual reports. Only three include environmental or 
social references in their corporate Mission, Vision or Strategy statements, although all say they 
consider the environmental and social aspects of their decisions to provide export credits and 
insurance. 

Unlike the commercial banks, which have large consumer constituencies, only a few of the 
ECAs appear to carry out environmental or social/community relations-related activities outside 
of their core business of export credits. Most of these other activities are in connection with other 
non-export-related functions these agencies may carry out under separate government mandates, 
such as BNDES' role in promoting social development within Brazil. 

Standards of Practice 

Slightly over half of the ECAs reviewed for this study said that all their projects must comply 
with host country regulations, laws and standards as a minimum requirement (see Table 5.3 
below). However nearly all of the ECAs reviewed for this study indicate they use the World 
Bank and IFC Safeguard Policies, IFC Environmental, Health and Safety Guidelines and the 
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Table 5.3 Standards Used By ECAs for Evaluating 
Environmental and Social Impacts of Projects 

Standards of practice cited by 
ECA 

No. of 
ECAs Comments 

Local (host country) laws, regulations, 
and standards of practice 6 Cited as de facto minimum requirement 

Home country regulations or standards 9 
Government and industry standards 
(e.g. Australian Mineral Industry Code 
on Environmental Management) cited 

Recognized international standards 5 
WHO, EU, EBRD, UNESCO, UNEP, 
IUCN, ICMM, Ramsar Convention on 
wetlands cited  

Unspecified "international" or "world 
class" standards 1 No details provided on specific 

benchmarks 

World Bank Group guidelines 8 
Pollution Prevention & Abatement 
Handbook, WB and IFC Guidelines and 
Safeguard Policies  

Note: Total number of ECAs is 10. Some appear in more than one category. 

WBG's Pollution Prevention and Abatement Handbook (PPAH) as their baseline references for 
classifying projects and evaluating the environmental and social impacts of projects. They also 
use the WBG guidelines to advise applicants on what information needs to be provided for 
developing their Environmental Impact Assessments. Most of the ECAs say they also 
supplement these guidelines with other reference materials or standards developed by WHO, 
UNEP, other international organizations, regional development banks, and their own 
governments. 

5.3.2  Environmental and Social Review Process 

Environmental and social review processes typically involve the following steps: an initial 
screening and classification of projects by level of potential environmental and social impact; 
followed by review by the ECA of sponsor-generated Environmental Impact Assessments, which 
detail those impacts and identify management plans and remedies. This is followed by a decision 
to support the project, which may or may not come with certain conditions, including ongoing 
monitoring of critical issues. As discussed below, exchange and disclosure of information among 
various stakeholders is an important part of the process, and one that has generated much of the 
controversy concerning ECA activities. Within the OECD, these processes, and the guidelines 
used for carrying them out are very similar, since many of them were adopted in conjunction 
with–or in response to–the formulation of the "Common Approaches." Table 5.4 shows how 
ECAs approach these various elements of this process. 

Screening & Classification 

All eight OECD member ECAs included in this study use a screening process, typically 
involving a questionnaire filled out by the applicant, which asks series of questions designed to 
identify potential environmental or social issues surrounding a project. Most of these 
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Table 5.4 Project Classification, Screening and EIA Formats 

Public Information provided 
Own 

Criteria 

WBG or 
OECD-
derived 

No public 
information 

provided 

Screening Questionnaire 6 N.A. 4 

Project Classification System (e.g. 
Categories A/B/C) 2 6 2 

Definition of sensitive areas or sectors 2 6 2 

Suggested EIA format 2 6 2 

Checklists of additional information 
requested, allowable metrics for emission 
levels, etc. 

3 Unknown 2 

Note: Total number of ECAs is 10. Some are counted in more than one category. 

questionnaires contained checklists of potential triggers based on project location and the type of 
industry involved. Potential BNDES-Exim clients are also asked several questions about 
environmental impacts in their initial loan request. The information provided by South Africa’s 
ECIC did not identify what kind of screening and classification procedures it followed. 

Using the questionnaires, the eight OECD member ECAs then classify a project into one of 
several categories reflecting the potential for environmental or social impact. Seven of the eight 
OECD members base their classification scheme on a suggested OECD model, which is derived 
from a World Bank and IFC project classification scheme. The three primary categories include: 

Ø Category A projects are those that have "the potential to have significant adverse 
environmental impacts...[which]...may affect an area broader than the sites or facilities subject 
to physical works."14 These are typically projects in "sensitive sectors" (including mining and 
oil & gas E&P activities), and/or which are located in "sensitive areas," such as national 
parks, wetlands, areas of archaeological or cultural significance, etc. Most of the ECAs 
provide illustrative lists of such sensitive sites and sectors, adapted from OECD materials, 
which are in turn derived from the WBG model. 

Ø Category B projects are typically described as those for which "potential environmental 
impacts are less adverse than those of Category A projects"15 with site-specific impacts which 
may be reversible and for which mitigation is considered possible. 

Ø Category C projects are described as those which are likely to have minimal or no adverse 
impacts. In ECA terms, these are typically small short-term export credits or insurance 
providing cover for shipments of commodities, consumer goods, spare parts, etc., as well 

                                                 
14 OECD, Draft Recommendation on Common Approaches on Environment and Officially Supported Export 
Credits: Revision 6 , OECD, Paris, 2002. 
15 OECD, Common Approaches. 
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credits offered for airplanes, ships, and vehicles, for which the environmental impact is 
considered to be well-known. 

The United States Export-Import Bank (Ex-Im Bank) has its own three-tier classification system 
which is uses slightly different characterizations, but which is analogous to the OECD approach 
used by the others. The Japanese Bank for International Cooperation (JBIC) also has a fourth 
classification–"FI"–for financial intermediaries (i.e. other banks) involved in transactions, which 
also is derived from a WBG category which was not included in the Common Approaches. 

Determination of which projects must be accompanied by EIAs varies by ECA, but all eight 
OECD members require EIAs for all "Category A" (or its equivalent) projects. Some ECAs 
require Category B projects to complete full EIAs, while others say they will conduct internal 
environmental assessments, usually in consultation with project sponsors and/or other 
stakeholder groups. Several ECAs note they retain the right to reclassify a project as more 
information becomes available, in some cases asking for EIAs or other supplemental information 
to be submitted after the project eva luation process has begun. 

The OECD recommends an illustrative EIA format to its members, which is drawn virtually 
verbatim from the World Bank’s Operational Manual BP 4.01 (Environmental Assessment). The 
suggested EIA format includes the following sections: 

Ø An Executive Summary 

Ø Project Description, including "geographic, ecological, social and temporal context" and 
indicating any need for "resettlement or social development plan."16 

Ø Baseline data, including physical, biological and socio-economic conditions 

Ø Environmental Impacts: including assessment of positive and negative impacts, and 
identification of mitigation measures and impacts that cannot be mitigated 

Ø Analysis of alternatives: including feasible alternatives to the project site, and various 
technological, design and operational options (including a "without project" scenario) 

Ø Environmental Management Plan: describing mitigation monitoring and other measures to be 
taken during construction and operation. 

Ø Consultation: including a record of meetings held with affected people, local non-
governmental organizations and regulatory agencies 

A number of the ECAs suggest their applicants use this format, while others have adopted 
analogous formats asking for similar information. In addition, a number of them provide specific 
checklists of quantitative information to be provided and/or environmental performance criteria 
that must be met, such as emission levels. Most of the criteria and quantitative metrics focus on 
environmental impacts. However, several agenc ies stress their interest in information on projects 

                                                 
16 Common Guidelines, Annex II, based on the World Bank’s Operational Manual BP 4.01. 
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that involve resettlement, or other impacts on ethnic minorities or original inhabitants of a 
region, and sites with historical or cultural value. One agency asks if the women of an affected 
community are consulted with, in addition to the men, to ensure that the entire community's input 
is gathered on a project. 

Lastly, three of the ECAs have developed their own sector-specific guidelines, including those 
for extractive industry projects. JBIC provides extensive checklists of metrics to be reported on 
for projects in Mining and Petroleum/Natural Gas Development. Ex-Im Bank provides specific 
guidelines for Oil and Gas Development, and Mining and Milling. And France's Coface recently 
posted draft sectoral guidelines on its website for several sectors, including Onshore and 
Offshore Oil and Gas Extraction, and Oil and Gas Pipelines (see Case Study below). 

Disclosure and Exchange of Information 

A review of ECA information provided on procedures for disclosure and exchange of 
information indicated some of the issues that make this topic a sensitive one among ECAs and 
between ECAs and other stakeholders (See table 5.5 below). ECAs and their export credit 
customers have traditionally been reluctant to release information on their pending transactions, 
citing the keen competition that they often face against similar customer/ECA partnerships from 
other countries on a given deal. However other stakeholders, including the communities affected 
by projects and other members of civil society, say this makes the process less transparent, and 
may deprive stakeholders the opportunity to have an open discussion on the pros and cons of a 
given project. 

That may be why the OECD Common Approaches contains only the most general of 
recommendations encouraging ECAs to share project information with outsiders, even though it 
does strongly encourage the inclusion of relevant stakeholders. And it may explain why much of 
the details of how decisions are arrived at are not widely available. Partly in response to civil 
society criticism, several ECAs are intending to revisit their disclosure policies. ECGD recently 
completed a round of public consultations on its disclosure policy, and is expected to introduce 
changes in 2003. 

Discussion and Input into Overall Policies and Practices 

The most open and complete exchange of information provided by the ECAs reviewed for this 
study is on the formulation of the ECA's overall policies on environmental social and other 
issues. Nearly half of the ECAs reviewed for this study engaged stakeholder groups in forming 
their environmental policies, through a combination of public meetings or comment sessions, 
soliciting comments on websites, etc. A number of the ECAs, including Australia's EFIC, 
Canada's ECA, and ECGD solicit web input on their policies once implemented, and publish 
both the input and their responses to it. Several ECAs have outside advisory councils, made up of 
prominent business leaders, NGO representatives and other experts who advise them on the 
creation and implementation of policy. 
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Table 5.5 Disclosure and Exchange of Information 

Category Type of Disclosure /Exchange No. of ECAs 

Organization's policies and/or guidelines on website 8 

Public comments on overall policy accepted 6 
Overall 
Policy & 

Procedures 
Public comments & ECA responses made public  3 

Basic project info made available  4 

EIA (or key elements) made public  2 

Public comments on specific projects accepted 2 

Public comments & ECA responses made public  0 

Project 
Information 

(Pre-
Approval) 

Stakeholders meetings required or encouraged 4 

Basic project information made available  6 

EIA (or key elements) made available  2 

Results of environmental review released 1 

Post-disbursement monitoring & audit reporting released 0 

Project 
Information 

(Post-
Approval) 

Aggregated project information on website or in annual report 5 

Note: Total number of ECAs is 10. Some are counted in more than one category. 

Information on Individual projects 

This is where the organizations are the most opaque. Many provide no information at all about 
project applications while they are being processed. Few of the ECAs reviewed here release details 
on project approval or disapproval decisions. Some ECAs will provide only aggregated data on 
projects even after they've been approved. Their rationale is that the information relates to private 
commercial transactions in competitive markets, and thus needs to be kept confidential. 

Pre-Approval Disclosures and Exchanges 

Four ECAs: EFIC, Canada's ECD, JBIC and Ex-Im publish summary information on projects 
that are under consideration, including project and company names, contract amounts, and in 
some instances noting if it is a Category A project. A number of ECAs, including ECD, express 
the desire that the OECD group as a whole adopt a more proactive and widespread use of prior 
notice and releases of project information. On its website, in a discussion of disclosure issues, 
ECA also voices the concern shared by other ECAs, that individual agencies are reluctant to 
reveal too much information about a deal in advance if competing ECAs are not disclosing to the 
same standard. Another complication is that the ECAs often sign confidentiality agreements with 
the project applicants, which limits their ability to release information if the companies 
themselves are reluctant to disclose. This appears to an open issue that may be resolved in 
subsequent revisions of the Common Approaches. 
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Post-Project Disclosures 

While a slightly larger number of ECAs disclose information after a project is approved, for 
many this information is limited to the names of the companies involved, the type of project, 
credit amount, and in some case which environmental classification it received. A number of the 
ECAs only publish information on projects where their participation exceeds a certain value (e.g. 
$US10M for Ex-Im, 20M Euros for Coface). JBIC is the only agency that says it releases the 
results of its environmental reviews. Coface's project write-ups include some environmental data 
on its projects, including potential issues, but it is minimal and varies by project. None of the 
ECAs indicated that they release monitoring information on projects with covenants or known 
environmental issues that are to be tracked by the company and the ECA after the money is 
disbursed. 

Decision-making Process 

While most of the organizations highlight the fact that they use WBG and other international 
standards and best practices as their benchmarks, they provide little public information on how 
those criteria are applied, or on what factors ultimately determine if a project is accepted or not. 
At least three of the ECAs definitively state that not all projects are accepted, and that those not 
meeting a threshold standard from an environmental or social perspective will be turned down. 
Some of the ECAs say they will accept Category A projects that do not meet all of the relevant 
criteria, subject to conditions which may be placed on the project either before disbursement, or 
once it is underway. 

Stakeholder Participation 

While project sponsors are encouraged to include stakeholder input in their applications and 
EIAs, the agencies appear to take a low profile role in facilitating the process, leaving it up to the 
applicants. EFIC and Ex-Im Bank open 60-day public comment periods to solicit input on their 
participation in the individual projects under ECA funding consideration. EFIC releases 
summary project information on its website for comment, while Ex-Im Bank releases the full 
EIAs of its equivalent of Category A projects. Ex-Im also notes that it will accept and consider 
any information about a project received from interested parties, but that these parties will not 
have any legal standing in the decision-making process, nor will they receive a response from 
Ex-Im regarding issues they raise. 

Other Indicators  

Other indicators of ECAs' commitment to environmental and social responsibility include: 

Ø Eight ECAs indicated they have dedicated staff to assess environmental issues, and several 
indicated they bring in outside consultants as necessary. 

Ø Two cited the ISO 14000 standard as their internal benchmark for environmental 
management. Coface has ISO 14000 certification status, while ECGD says it uses the ISO 
parameters to guide its management practices. 
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Ø EDC and BNDES say they are signatories to the UNEP Statement by Financial Institutions on 
the Environment and Sustainable Development (“UNEP FI”), a set of environmental 
sustainability principles for financial institutions. 

Ø Canada's EDC has an ombudsman, who is an independent advisor to whom customers (and 
presumably other stakeholders) with grievances can address themselves. 

5.4  Selected Case Studies 

Compagnie Francaise d'Assurance pour le Commerce Exterieur (Coface) 
The French export credit agency Coface is  one of a number of export credit agencies which are not 
only proactive about improving their own efforts, but are creating "best practice" models for 
others to follow. Coface recently posted on its website sector-specific environmental guidelines 
for three sectors: thermal power plants, large dams, and oil & gas projects. The oil & gas 
guidelines include detailed sections on onshore and offshore extraction, pipelines and 
transportation, refineries, petrochemicals and storage. Coface's guidelines are based on parameters 
drawn from the WBG's PPAH and the IFC's Environmental, Health and Safety Guidelines, but 
also provide additional guidance. In December 2002, the agency instituted a three month trial 
period during which it solicited comments on its new sectoral guidelines via its website. One of 
the interesting features is that each impact factor to be addressed by applicants has three levels of 
criteria against which it can be measured. The reference criteria are the bare minimum below 
which a project is unlikely to be approved. Projects are acceptable if they meet the target criteria 
in full. And the best practice criteria "advocate the use within the project of the best available 
technology or practices which are of particular interest from an environmental point of view, 
which Coface wishes to encourage."17 While including a best practice goal is commendable, it is 
unclear from Coface’s website what benefit or incentive an applicant may gain from Coface by 
making the extra effort. 

 

Export Credit Insurance Corporation of South Africa Ltd. (ECIC) 
One of the newest export credit agencies is the Export Credit Insurance Corporation of South 
Africa (ECIC), created in 2001. Set up as a limited liability company funded by the government, 
but with an independent board of directors, ECIC assumed the responsibility for medium and 
long-term export credit insurance from a private firm that had managed those activities on behalf 
of the government since 1957. ECIC's mission is to help South African companies–and the South 
African banks that back them–open up new export markets by assuming a portion of the risk. One 
goal is to expand beyond South Africa's traditional export market, the Southern African 
Development Community (SADC), to pursue opportunities elsewhere in Africa, in the Americas, 
Europe and Asia. A large part of ECIC's portfolio is mining-related, ranging from processing 
operations such as the Mozal aluminum smelter in Mozambique to exports of mining equipment 
and supplies. ECIC says it is committed to meeting international standards of practice. Its COO, 
Emile Matthee, told researchers that the organization follows World Bank guidelines for assessing 
the environmental and social aspect of projects. It is also seeking to collaborate with other 
multilateral and bilateral institutions, having recently signed agreements with MIGA, and with 
Canada's ECD. 

                                                 
17 Sector-based Environmental Guidelines (Coface, November 2002) 
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5.5  Key Sector Findings and Issues for Further Study 

Key Sector Findings 

Ø The WBG guidelines appear to be central to these ECAs' efforts to adopt environmentally and 
socially responsible business practices. Most are using OECD guidelines that are directly 
derived from the WBG materials. In addition, many of these ECAs are further exposed to the 
WBG approach through collaboration with the IFC or MIGA on large projects. 

Ø However, as with any broad guidelines, much of their effectiveness and credibility depends on 
how they are applied. The decision-making process used by many ECAs remains relatively 
opaque, which provides ample ammunition to critics in civil society who ask whether their 
interests and the interests of the affected communities are being well-served with taxpayers’ 
money. 

Ø ECAs play a key role in financing extractive and other projects in emerging markets. They not 
only provide their own financial support, but their participation also has a multiplier effect in 
terms of attracting additional private capital to those markets. As such, they need to play an 
active role in the debate on how the economic goals of the extractive industries can be meshed 
with the sustainable development goals being promoted by the World Bank, civil society and 
others. 

Ø Given their primary mission and traditional focus on trade promotion, the later addition of 
environmental and social responsibility to ECAs' charters has created challenges that are not 
quickly or easily overcome. Striking the right balance between confidentiality to maintain 
national competitiveness, and transparency to provide assurances of corporate social 
responsibility, is hard work but absolutely necessary. The principles and policies will only be 
effective if they are translated into workable practices. 

Ø The OECD-member ECAs are grappling with these issues, and have developed a useful 
framework for a common approach. However, the lack of adoption by all OECD members has 
hampered efforts to forge a truly universal standard that can be implemented, enforced 
throughout the OECD community, and improved upon going forward. 

Ø Some ECAs, following in the path of the WBG, have begun to develop specific guidelines for 
extractive sectors. However as with the general guidelines, the emphasis has largely been on 
developing environmental criteria and performance metrics. More effort needs to be spent by 
ECAs on social impact issues, which are more qualitative by nature, and for which the 
impacts and remedies may be more diffuse or harder to identify. 

Ø Other ECAs, especially those in emerging countries, do not appear to be benefiting from the 
growing synergy and progress on environmental considerations within the OECD group. And 
yet as emerging economy extractive companies expand outside national markets, their ECAs 
will undoubtedly face the same pressures to be environmentally and socially responsible. The 
WBG and other international institutions may have a role to play here in facilitating dialogue 
and sharing of best practices among developed and developing country ECAs. 
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5.6  Issues for Further Study 

Ø What are ECAs' primary challenges for implementing environmental and social guidelines for 
projects in the extractive industries? Are they related to internal or national politics, the nature 
of their national extractive industries, or larger forces? 

Ø How can ECAs participate in exploration-stage projects in the mining or oil & gas sectors, 
and thereby play a role in influencing the environmental and social policies and practices of 
those players? 

Ø When participating in production-stage mining or oil & gas projects, to what extent are the 
environmental and social issues that can be created at the upstream exploration and 
development stages of the project cycle considered or dealt with by the ECAs? 

Ø OECD-member ECAs all appear to use WBG guidelines as the key reference for their 
environmental and social reviews. How would these agencies like to see WBG guidelines, 
practices, and collaborative efforts improved? 

Ø How will the adoption of the Equator Principles by ten leading private project finance banks 
affect the environmental and social lending criteria and practices of the ECAs? 

Ø What are the lessons learned, and/or best practices that leading-edge ECAs have developed 
that could help the WBG to improve its activities and its impact on the extractive industries? 

Ø What role can the WBG and the OECD-member ECAs play in extending their knowledge, 
best practices and Common Approach-type frameworks to emerging market ECAs? 
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6.0  SUMMARY OF FINDINGS AND ISSUES FOR FURTHER STUDY 

As the preceding sections have shown, a number of organizations that play key operational or 
financial roles in the extractive industry have begun to include environmental and social 
considerations in their activities. As the sectoral analysis indicated, the challenges can vary along 
a number of dimensions, including the specific sector one is in (mining, oil & gas, finance, 
export promotion), the size (and likely trajectory) of the organization, and what stage or stages of 
the production cycle it is involved in. 

Limitations of Public Information 

There are limitations to what can be learned when working primarily with public information. 
Some companies devote more attention to–or do a better job of–telling their story to the public 
than others. And it is always told from their point of view. These limitations have several 
implications within the context of this study: 

Ø Information was accepted–and presented in this report–largely at face value. If a company 
said it had implemented a certain policy or activity, it was presumed to be true unless the 
researchers found other information to the contrary. Sometimes apparent contradictions were 
found within the companies' own materials, such as an ext ractive firm that professed a strong 
commitment to social development, yet provided no evidence in its public information of any 
concrete efforts to actually benefit nearby communities. 

Ø Some of the most proactive firms are also the biggest targets of criticism. Some of the 
extractive firms, financial partners and ECAs appeared from their public information to 
among the most proactive about environmental and social practices. But they also have been 
the target of considerable criticism by NGOs. It was beyond the scope of this study to 
reconcile such differing views of an organization's commitment or performance, or to 
determine if the proactivity was solely in response to the criticism, or driven by other 
motivations. The researchers focused on what the company had reported, while attempting to 
highlight issues where they were aware of them. 

Ø Importance of looking beyond policy statements for other signs of commitment. In order to 
get beyond potentially hollow policy pronouncements, the researchers looked for a variety of 
indicators (e.g. senior management positions with dedicated responsibility for environmental 
or social affairs, environmental management systems in place, etc.) that provide additional 
insight into the true level of operational commitment a company has made to environmental 
and social issues. 

Ø Some companies focus on action, not words. This is particularly true with smaller firms that 
are focused on day-to-day operational survival, and not on their public image. A concerted 
effort was made to identify several smaller extractive firms and financial partners that have 
adopted environmental and social principles, but who may not devote a lot of their public 
communications to those issues. 

Ø The constant evolution of the industry means that the information in this report is dated. 
During the time that this report was being researched and finalized, a number of the target 
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companies were involved in mergers and acquisitions, the price of gold rose–and fell–
significantly, new extractive projects were financed and begun, and new environmental and 
social policy initiatives were launched, most notably the signing of the Equator Principles by 
ten major banks. So these findings should be seen as an early-2003 snapshot of an industry in 
transition. 

Key Findings 

A number of sector-specific findings were included in each sector review. Many of those shown 
here cut across more than one sector: 

Ø World Bank Group policy impacts on small Exploration & Production (E&P) companies 
appear indirect and minimal to date. There is some evidence of a "trickle down" effect from 
large mining firms and their financial backers that are aware of WBG principles and policies. 
But there is little evidence to indicate that there is widespread awareness or acceptance among 
the smaller firms of the guidelines, or what implementing them might entail for their 
operations. Where companies did cite use of WBG guidelines, the level of public information 
provided on environmental and social policies did not provide enough detail to permit a 
detailed comparison of these policies with those of the WBG. 

Ø WBG appears to have a more significant and direct impact on private financial partner and 
Export Credit Agency (ECA) environmental and social initiatives. A number of these 
financial institutions, including some of the signatories of the “Equator Principles”, indicated 
that WBG guidelines have become a baseline reference for their activities, providing a useful 
tool to hold their extractive sector clients to higher environmental and social standards. In 
addition, some organizations are implementing their own best practices that go beyond the 
work of the WBG. 

Ø The environmental and social approaches of extractive companies and financial institutions 
that do address environmental and social issues generally tend to fall into one of three broad 
categories, reflecting their level of "proactivity:" 

1. Meet local (often minimal) standards. Companies respond on a project-by-project basis, 
and may do little or nothing to mitigate environmental or social impacts if local 
authorities do not require or enforce such practices. For some financial partners, 
especially smaller early stage exploration investors, this may mean taking a hands-off 
approach to these issues, which are viewed as the extractive company’s problem. 

2. Meet commonly and/or internationally accepted guidelines, most notably the World Bank 
and IFC Guidelines and Safeguard Policies. Other standards cited include industry 
initiatives (GRI, ICMM, OGP/IPIECA, etc.), intergovernmental guidelines (OECD, 
UNEP), and key national compliance and reporting requirements (Australia, Canada, 
United Kingdom, United States). 

3. Develop their own “best practice” standards, by going beyond the minimums set by local 
governments or the WBG to create their own set of principles, policies and practices. 
These organizations often see their environmental and social performance as a key 
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strength of their company, and continuous improvement management practices drive the 
process forward. 

Other findings include the following: 

Ø Small, early-stage companies lag behind larger and/or more vertically integrated ones in 
adopting policies and practices. Many of the smaller firms active in upstream activities have 
little or no environmental or social policies of their own. But there are exceptions, inc luding 
some of the organizations in this research effort. A follow-on research effort to interview 
executives from these companies could shed light on the reasons that lead some smaller 
companies to adopt proactive policies, while many others do not. 

Ø Anecdotal evidence does suggest that smaller, upstream firms are feeling increasing pressure 
to act, from senior downstream companies, financial institutions, government regulators, and 
civil society. As a result, a number of them have begun to proactively consider these issues, 
whether willingly or unwillingly. 

Ø More extractive and financial organizations address environmental issues than social ones. 
Environmental impacts are better defined and can be measured for compliance. Social impact 
analyses are newer, more qualitative, and harder to quantify in terms of savings or return on 
investment. The body of solutions and best practices is smaller, and the work may require 
non-traditional skill sets (e.g. hiring anthropologists rather than engineers for the policy work, 
as one large international mining company has done) 

Ø Company initiatives in their home countries appear more advanced than those elsewhere. A 
number of the extractive companies reviewed for this project described well-developed 
environmental and social programs in their home countries. It was unclear if they apply the 
same standards worldwide, or if they implement the same level of programs in emerging 
markets as they do at home. 

Ø Financial firms see environmental and social matters as risk issues. Export credit agencies and 
a variety of financial institutions ranging from venture-capital funds to large investment banks 
show a higher level of sensitivity to environmental and social issues than their extractive 
clients. 

Ø Financial organizations are concerned about social issues but want better tools. Several 
bankers reported struggling with how to address social impacts in lending and investing 
criteria for emerging-country projects. They use the WBG guidelines as a "default solution," 
but would like other tools to quantify social risk, and to point their extractive clients towards 
more socially responsible practices. 

Ø Partnering arrangements can complicate environmental and social responses. There appears to 
be an increasing trend toward pooling of efforts and risk sharing on projects among multiple 
players, even at the earliest stages of exploration. This complicates efforts to establish 
common standards and practices, since there may be varying levels of commitment and/or 
systems in place to ensure consistent attention is paid to environmental and social issues 
throughout a project lifecycle. Non-operating or minority partners with higher standards may 
have little quality control over operations run by a more lax operating partner. 
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Issues for Further Study 

Some of the organizations chosen for this study, including small exploration firms and venture 
capital firms, appear to be proactive in responding to environmental and social challenges. 
Others may just be coming to the realization that they need to devote more effort to these areas, 
and will need guidance to make the transition. Interviews with the leaders of these organizations 
could provide significant insight for other companies struggling with these same issues. Such 
targeted questioning could also elicit specific recommendations from the industry players 
themselves as to ways the World Bank Group can improve and better support their efforts in 
addressing environmental and social concerns. 

Issues that merit further study include: 

Ø What are the external and internal drivers, including incentives and disincentives, that lead 
extractive companies–especially early stage exploration and development firms–to adopt 
environmental and social policies and practices? 

Ø Similarly, what are the drivers affecting private financial partners and export credit agencies 
to develop their own environmentally and socially responsible policies and practices, and to 
compel their extractive industry clients to apply the same principles? 

Ø With ten of the largest project finance banks simultaneously agreeing to adopt the WBG-
derived environmental and social lending criteria known as the Equator Principles, what 
impact will this move have on other financial partners, and on the extractive industry 
recipients of debt and equity financing? 

Ø What are the challenges faced by extractive companies or financial organizations in adopting 
environmental or social strategies, especially in translating goals and policies into practice? 

Ø What is the role the WBG should play in helping the smaller and upstream firms improve 
their environmental and social performance? Possible options include: 

Ø Working directly with these companies (e.g. financial support and technical assistance) 

Ø Providing traditional WBG clients and partners (larger extractive firms, private banks, 
ECAs, other multilateral and bilateral agencies) an improved set of carrots and sticks to 
"incentivize" the exploration companies 

Ø Assisting emerging market policy-makers and regulators to create better legal, regulatory, 
and enforcement mechanisms to ensure extractive companies operate to the highest 
environmental and social standards of practices 

A set of targeted interviews, following up on the findings uncovered in Phase One, and probing 
the issues raised above, would provide a richer picture of the challenges faced by extractive 
companies and their financial backers in moving toward as more environmentally and socially 
responsible approach to doing business. And it would provide the WBG indications on how it 
can best play a role in bringing this change about. 
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A draft Interview Guide for a potential follow-on Phase Two research effort is included in this 
report, in Section 7.0. 
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7.0  PROPOSED INTERVIEW APPROACH & QUESTIONNAIRE FOR PHASE TWO 

Background 

At the request of the EIR Secretariat, this report includes a section presenting the different 
options available to facilitate a review (described in the Terms of Reference, or TOR, as Phase 
Two) of the WBG’s impact on corporations and institutions in regards to environmental and 
social policies commonly assumed to be beyond the purview of the bank. These organizations 
include junior and intermediate sized corporations, ECA’s and private-sector banks. The first 
part (Phase One) of this two-part study revealed the extent to which environmental and social 
policies exist in this group of institutions typically not targeted by the WBG. It also compared 
these stated policies in the target group with the WBG's own social and environmental policies 
and sought to indicated whether they were replicated by these other actors. The implicit 
hypothesis being tested was whether the WBG played a role in setting the social and 
environmental policy “bar” higher for these organizations than they would have otherwise set for 
themselves. 

Not examined in any great detail in Phase One was the policy-making processes that these 
economic actors go through in forming, or choosing not to form, social and environmental 
policy. Nor were capacity issues regarding implementation at the project level examined in any 
depth. 

Objective 

Phase Two proposes to analyze these processes in order to identify motivating forces behind an 
organization's decisions regarding environmental and social policies and to note experiences 
(successes, constraints, etc.) in implementing environmental and social activities where they 
exist. The analysis will also determine what influence, if any, the WBG has had with decision-
makers in the target group. 

The three objectives for Phase Two are: 

1. Determine external and internal drivers behind the adoption–or non-adoption–of social 
and environmental goals, policies and practices; 

2. Identify the successes and constraints encountered by respondents in implementing 
environmental and social activities that conform to the stated goals and policies; and 

3. Identify the impact, if any, of the WBG environmental and social policies on decision-
makers in the target organizations in order to refine the bank's efforts to improve the 
adoption of desirable environmental and social policies and practices in the industry. 

This subsequent research effort will build on the collected in Phase One from the 65 target 
organizations. Because of the iterative manner in which the Phase One study was carried out, the 
task of delving into motivations and organizational interests via a survey in Phase Two will be 
significantly simplified. The various approaches to consider are described below followed by a 
draft of an information-gathering instrument (questionnaire) that together will enable researches 
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to answer the more compelling questions raised by Phase One, and meet the objectives as 
outlined above for Phase Two. 

Methodological Options  

The approach proposed to gather information for the analysis is to conduct corporate interviews 
via email and telephone with key managers of extractive firms and their financial partners, 
primarily with a sampling drawn from the same organizations from which information was 
gathered in Phase One. In addition to targeting companies that already have policies and 
practices in place, the survey would also include some organizations that have no (or minimal) 
policies. It would be helpful to discern the reasons an organization does not have any stated 
environmental and social policies or activities, factors that would have excluded them from the 
Phase One study. 

Three options are described below that can be considered for the survey: 

1. Structured, in-depth interviews via telephone or–where feasible–personal visits, with key 
contacts from each of the four organization types included in Phase One, e.g. mining or 
oil & gas firms, private financial partners and export credit agencies). (This option would 
produce primarily anecdotal information with a limited amount of quantitative data 
produced by non-open-ended questions posed verbally by the researcher.) 

2. Structured in-depth interviews as described above, but supplemented by having 
respondents complete a questionnaire that includes quantifiable answers. (This option 
retains the anecdotal quality of the survey but would produce better quantitative data with 
a higher degree of reliability.) 

3. A combination of a smaller number of structured interviews with key contacts as 
described above, supplemented by an survey distributed via the Internet to a larger 
population drawn from the Phase One target population. (This option would rely on fewer 
structured interviews to uncover qualitative information while inducing more and better 
quantitative data from a group of respondents.) 

All three options are intended to be undertaken within the time frame for the completion of the 
EIR program. For the purposes of this report, and taking into account the view of the researchers, 
Option Three is the preferred approach and is described in greater detail below. It offers the 
benefits of ensuring sufficient anecdotal information to examine the motivation and reasons 
behind adoption or non-adoption of environmental and social policies and activities, which 
cannot be obtained reliably short of structured interviews. At the same time, the opportunity to 
reach a larger number of decision-makers through an innovative, cost-effective on-line surveying 
technique, buttressed by telephone and email follow-up, should not be overlooked. The latter will 
produce information that researchers can analyze carefully to enrich the report's findings and 
recommendations. In the event another approach is used, the information below can be modified 
as needed. 
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Target Population 

Approximately 20 to 25 in-depth corporate interviews will be undertaken by researchers, 
drawing from the pool of more than 65 companies and organizations included in Phase One, as 
well as any additional actors identified by WBG and/or EIR reviewers. The selection process 
will be based on the criteria and categories developed in Phase One that differentiate the social 
and environmental policy commitments of the different actors. It is anticipated that the group 
would be representative and include a range from “best practitioners” to “non-practitioners.” 

The distribution among the four sectors could be as follows: 

Ø Mining: 6 interviewees, to include one senior that subcontracts to juniors, two exploration-
focused juniors, two expansionary juniors/intermediates, and one "small" junior. 

Ø Oil and gas: 6 interviewees, to include, at a minimum, two gas-focused companies and one 
drilling & oilfield services company. 

Ø ECAs: 3 interviewees, preferably to include at least one export credit agency from outside the 
OECD. 

Ø Private Financial Partners: 5 interviewees, including two investment banks involved in project 
finance, two venture capital/investment funds, and one other private financial partner. 

Efforts would be made to identify and include at least one extractive firm and one financial 
institution that have collaborated on one or more projects, as a way to show the interplay 
between the two, including how policies might trickle down from the financial partner to the 
extractive company. 

In addition to the above categories, which were the focus of Phase One, researchers will contact 
a small number of respondents described below to ensure that additional perspectives are 
included: 

Ø Industry Observers: The opinions of other key players who can offer insights into the 
application of environmental and social policies within the extractive industry; such as an 
OECD expert, a prominent environmental NGO representative, an extractive industry 
association representative (ICMM and/or OGP), government regulator, specialist in Corporate 
Social Responsibility, WBG policy analyst (internal or external); fund manager for an ethical 
investment fund, etc. 

Interviews will typically require from 25 to 45 minutes, be conducted over the telephone in most 
instances, and may include follow up via email for clarification. Respondents in the target 
population will receive an initial email invitation to participate that describes the objectives and 
sponsors of the survey. A larger group of respondents will be invited via email and follow-up 
telephone calls to complete a questionnaire available online. Participants simply navigate to the 
specially-created Internet address and, using user- friendly pull-down menus, complete the 
questionnaire with none of the inconveniences associated with paper surveys (finding them, 
filling them out in pen, mailing them back, etc.). The system is widely used by corporations and 
is suited for Phase Two. Answers are entered by an online software company thereby avoiding 
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the challenge and expense of managing data entry and data cross tabulations of any type can be 
easily produced without delay. 

Draft Interview Guides and Questionnaires 

Information-gathering for extractive firms  will be divided into the following areas that conform 
to the three objectives described above: 

Ø Decision-making: External and internal motivations driving decisions about environmental 
and social policies and activities 

Ø Implementation: Challenges in putting environmental and social goals and policies into 
practice. 

Ø Impact of WBG: Influence–if any–of the WBG on the above. 

Ø Suggestions : Open-ended questions to elicit fresh ideas on the subject. 

Information-gathering for ECAs and Private Financial Partners will cover the same four areas 
above but will be tailored to determine the extent to which environmental and social safeguards 
are factored into lending criteria, the project approval process and project monitoring. 

The considerable background information on each organization selected, which has already been 
collected in Phase One, will provide the context within which each interview can be conducted 
(and tailored as needed) and results analyzed and cross-checked. Since information from each 
respondent's organization (name, purpose, size and history of organization, environmental and 
social policies, etc.) has already been gathered, the survey can focus on policy drivers and other 
meatier issues of interest to Phase Two. 

Below are proposed illustrative questions that can form the basis for either the Interview Guide 
or the questionnaire. Each question is preceded by a theme (written in capital letters, and which 
would not appear in the written questionnaire). 

SECTION A:  CREATING ENVIRONMENTAL & SOCIAL POLICIES 

1. PRELIMINARY: Does your company have environmental and social policies or activities 
that we have not identified in our preliminary email contact? If yes, what are they? (Note: 
the interviewer will have the stated policies at hand.) 

2. ENVIRONMENTAL SURROUNDINGS: Describe the surrounding circumstances that led 
to the development of your organization's first environmental and social policy? (Note: 
interviewers will probe to determine the importance of driving factors, such as financial, 
legal, technical, managerial, etc. in line with each the background information at hand for 
each organization.) 

3. GUIDING LIGHT: Is there a policy or program., for example from another organization, a 
lender, a competitor, an NGO or an industry association) that has served as a model or 
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"guiding light" in the development of your organization's environmental and social policies? 
If yes, please explain. 

4. MECHANICS: a) What was the process used to create your environmental and/or social 
policy? b) Does your organization have a definition for sustainable development and/or 
sustainability? If yes, what is it? If not, why not? c) Are there difficulties in adhering to the 
policies? If yes, what are they? d) How are the environmental and social policies 
communicated? Who is responsib le for managing environmental and social issues? 

5. CONSTRAINTS: What were the major difficulties, if any, that your organization 
encountered in developing the policies? How did you overcome those difficulties? 

6. VALUE: Please rank the importance you ascribe to the environmental and social policies 
developed. (Note: answers will be quantified, for example, as high, medium, low, in a 3-
point or 5-point ranking). Please explain the reason for your choice. 

SECTION B:  IMPLEMENTATION – MOVING FROM POLICY TO PRACTICE 

7. MANAGEMENT: How have policies been translated into practice at different levels in your 
organization? Have any changes been made over time in managing this? If yes, please 
explain. 

8. PRACTICAL HURDLES: What have been the major hurdles to your organization putting 
into practice your environmental and social policies? (Note: answers will be categorized 
according to their type, such as economic, competitive, industry specific, political, cultural 
and technical.) Do you have any examples to illustrate your comments? 

9. TESTING/MONITORING: How do you know the extent to which the policies as described 
are being adhered to? (Note: are there any internal or external monitoring and reporting 
devices? How do you know if a policy is helping or hindering the achievement of an 
objective? 

10. SUCCESS: Where has your organization been most effective in translating your policies 
into practice? Can you give examples? 

11. LEARNING: Where has your organization been the most disappointed in translating 
policies into practice? Can you give examples? 

12. ORGANIZATIONAL COVERAGE: Are there specific problems associated with ensuring 
coverage within the organization of policies adopted by the home office? If yes, was your 
organization able to identify and implement any solutions? 

13. PARTNER DEMANDS: Has there been any impact with your partners (lenders, 
governments, international agencies, sub-contractors, etc.) resulting from having adopted 
environmental and social policies? Is yes, please explain. 
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14. SITE DEMANDS: Is the re any difference in the way your organization operates, in terms of 
environmental, social, community relations or safety, between projects in your home 
country and those in other countries? Is there an industry standard that is followed? 

15. SELF-ASSESSMENT OF RESULTS: Please rate your organization in terms of its 
environmental and social policies and activities: a) from your perspective, b) as seen by the 
industry. (Note: a rating scale will be established of 3 or 5 values.) 

SECTION C:  PRESENT AND POTENTIAL ROLE OF THE WORLD BANK GROUP 

16. AWARENESS: Have you ever heard of the guidelines used by the WBG, such as the 
“Safeguard Policies” or the "Pollution Abatement Handbook?" If yes, where did you first 
hear about them? What are they? Have you ever consulted the WBG for information about 
environmental and social policies or programs? 

17. EFFECTIVENESS OF MODEL: If you answered "yes" to Question No. 16, did your 
organization consult the WBG in the formulation of environmental and social policies or the 
implementation of activities? If yes, please rate the quality of the assistance provided. If no, 
please explain your answer. 

18. MODEL: In your view, what is the industry view of the WBG in terms of its impact on 
companies adopting environmental and social policies and activities? (a list of potential 
answers will be included for the respondent to check as the most appropriate). Please explain 
why you selected the answer. Is there another organization (including an industry "leader" or 
association) that you would consider more effective in helping extractive companies adopt 
environmental and social policies and practices? If yes, please explain. 

19. ASSISTANCE OVER TIME: Once your organization adopted its environmental and social 
policies, did you ask for, or receive, any assistance from the WBG? By assistance, please 
consider information received via the Internet, conferences on environmental and social 
issues, newsletters, documents or other forms of technical assistance from any WBG office. 

20. FUNDING: What are the key funding sources for your organization in undertaking projects 
in the developing world? Are there any types of activities that would assist your 
organization improve its environmental and social policies and activities for which funding 
is not available? If yes, please indicate where you believe further assistance could be 
provided. 

21. PARTNERING: If your organization were given the option of collaborating with the 
following organizations to improve environmental and social policies and practices, where 
would you go to get assistance? For example, would you approach the WBG, a private 
lender, an Export Credit Agency, an NGO, a larger company, a government agency, etc.? 
Please explain your answer. 

22. FUTURE: If you were to look 5 years down the road, what do you think your organization 
will be doing in terms of social and environmental policies and programs? What do you 
think the extractive industry will be doing? Will the WBG be a key player? 
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23. IDEAS: Do you have any ideas or suggestions to accelerate the adoption of Best Practices of 
environmental and social policies and programs in the extractive industry that have not been 
discussed in this interview or included in this questionnaire? 

The interview guide and sample questionnaire proposed above are intended to be administered 
and analyzed within the period remaining for the Extractive Industry Review Secretariat to 
prepare its final reports. The illustrative questions above are intended to guide and facilitate that 
process so that the findings and recommendations in Phase Two can be disseminated widely and 
lessons learned incorporated into future WBG programs. 
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ANNEX B 

SELECTED STATEMENTS OF POLICIES AND PRINCIPLES 

(Sources: Company Websites) 

Hecla Mining Company [Mining] 
Environmental Policy 

Hecla Mining Company's activities will be conducted in a manner that minimizes risk to public 
health and safety. Further, Hecla believes that natural resources can be developed and utilized in 
a manner consistent with proper stewardship for the environment. Therefore, recognizing that all 
activities associated with the development of our mineral resources impact the environment, our 
projects will be designed and managed to reasonably minimize risk and mitigate negative 
impacts to the environment. Hecla will strive to assure that its activities are conducted in 
compliance with the applicable laws and regulations. 

Principles: 

• Utilization of the earth's natural resources is fundamental to the survival and prosperity of any 
organism or society, including man and his activities. 

• Removal of natural resources from one environment to utilization in another will impact both 
environments to some degree. 

• Individuals as well as organizations of individuals should demonstrate respect for and concern 
with our environment. 

• Man, in his ability to provide stewardship to the environment, should strive to minimize or 
mitigate the impacts of resource utilization to the extent reasonably feasible. 

• Sound science should be the basis of environmental impact evaluation and mitigation. 

• Socioeconomic factors are a significant component of man's environment. 

Implementation: 

• Project planning, development and implementation will include consideration of alternatives 
and mitigation to reduce negative impacts to the environment. Costs for compliance with 
regulatory requirements, minimization and mitigation of environmental impacts, closure and 
reclamation will be included in project evaluations. 

• Hecla will continue to seek, evaluate and use, when appropriate, new technologies and 
methodologies that enhance our ability to conduct our operations in a manner that reduces 
environmental impacts. 

• To the extent economically and technically feasible, Hecla will minimize the generation of 
solid and hazardous wastes. 

• Conservation of both renewable and nonrenewable natural resources will be considered in all 
of Hecla's activities. 
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• Hecla will continue its historic record of being community oriented. Socioeconomic factors 
will be included in the evaluation of all projects of significant capital cost. 

• Being a mining company over 100 years old, Hecla has the opportunity to enhance the 
environment at historically mined properties where problems exist; both public safety and 
environmental concerns will be addressed in managing these properties. 

• In addition to the corporate-wide procedures for implementation of Hecla's environmental 
policy, the following procedures will be applied at its operations as well: 

Compliance with environmental laws and regulations and minimization of environmental 
impacts rests with the operation. To implement the environmental policy of the Company, each 
operation will provide awareness training for employees, will maintain suitable staffing to 
address environmental requirements and will routinely evaluate the effectiveness of their 
environmental program. 

In order to minimize the risk to the environment, due to the necessity of using hazardous 
substances such as chemicals and petroleum products in our mining activities, an emergency 
response plan will be developed and implemented for each active operation. 

All operations will utilize management practices which minimize, to the extent feasible, 
environmental impacts of the operation. 

Milpo Group [Mining] 
Environmental Policy 

Milpo believes in the importance of Environmental Compliance and pollution prevention; 
therefore, it has made a decision to protect it at all its mining units. 

The following are the principles governing environmental policy: 

1. Promote the continuous improvement of the processes by complying with environmental 
regulations, legal provisions or other types of requirements accepted by the organization. 

2. Prevent pollution, reducing environmental impact in the processes. 

3. Constantly review the environmental management system, enhancing it on an on-going 
basis. 

4. In the site, develop a sense of awareness over the benefits obtained by men who live in a 
healthy environment. 

5. Preach that in order to have a healthy environment one must take proper care of it. 

6. Encourage the use of clean technology and non-polluting elements. 
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7. Highlight the fact that it is the mission of the company to protect the environment from 
pollution, so that it can be home to the development and life of individuals whose respect 
is fundamental for proper social order 

Social Responsibility Policy 

In the Milpo Group, we believe it is essential to be responsible and work for the welfare and 
development of our workers and of the communities in the area, simultaneous to our production 
activity. 

To meet this goal we are guided by the following principles: 

1. Have respect for the individual, his culture and his customs, with the commitment of 
integrating his objectives with corporate, local, regional and national objectives. 

2. Permanently seek the welfare of the workers and their families through the efficiency of 
human development programs which will make it possible to improve their quality of 
life. 

3. Acknowledge the communities located in the site of the company's mining activities, as 
well as the population in general, as valid spokespeople; in order to maintain an on-going 
process of communication and inquiries. 

4. Have a commitment with the economic, social and sustained development through time, 
of the communities which are adjacent to the company's mining units, allowing them to 
improve on their quality of life. 

5. Forge strategic alliances with social support institutions and organizations focusing on 
sustained development. 

6. Underscore among the company's personnel the importance of social policies for 
sustained development, in order to improve on the quality of life at the same time that the 
company's corporate activities grow 

Emerald Energy [Oil & Gas] 
Health Safety & Environment Policy 

It remains the Group policy to conduct operations in a manner which protects people and 
property and which complies with all applicable legislation and standards. Emerald’s objective is 
to ensure a safe working environment and to protect all those who may come into contact with its 
activities. 

Group policy requires that business be conducted in a socially responsible and ethical manner 
promoting the preservation of the natural environment and the way of life of indigenous peoples. 
This is achieved through a systematic evaluation of any risks to the environment arising from the 
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Group’s activities followed by appropriate protective action. Compliance with Emerald’s 
policies is also required of contractors providing services to Group operations. 

Marubeni Group [diversified company with Oil & Gas activities] 
Environmental Policy 

Basic Principle 

Marubeni Group, aware of its responsibility as a good corporate citizen, will do its utmost to 
preserve the environmental well-being of the earth, while striving for the harmony and prosperity 
of human society. 

Basic Policy 

Considering the global nature and diversified business activities of the Marubeni Group, basic 
policy in connection with global environmental preservation related to Marubeni Group's 
activities shall be established as follows: 

While undertaking business activities, environmental impacts will always be considered and 
efforts to reduce environmental risks, protect the environment and prevent pollution will be 
made. 

1. International environmental guidelines and environmental laws and regulations related to 
the country concerned and local self-governing body etc. will be observed. 

2. At the time new investment and business is commenced and new equipment introduced, 
the reduction of environmental impacts will be considered. This will be especially true 
for resource development projects where the preservation of the natural ecosystem and 
regional environment will be given great consideration and care. 

3. In daily office work, green procurement, energy savings, resource savings, reduction of 
waste and improvement of business efficiency will be carried out. 

4. Efforts to create goods, services and social systems related to protection and/or 
improvement of the environment will be made. 

In line with the spirit of this Environmental Policy, efforts toward and continuous improvement 
of the environmental management system of the Marubeni Group shall be made. 

All directors and employees shall be notified of this Environmental Policy and this 
Environmental Policy will also be made available to the public. 
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Newfield Exploration Company [Oil & Gas] 
Environmental, Health and Safety Policy 

Commitment 

Newfield Exploration Company is committed to protecting the environment in which it conducts 
its business and the health and safety of its employees and the communities in which it operates. 
Each employee, contract consultant, and contractor whom we utilize has a responsibility to 
contribute to a safe and healthful workplace and protect the environment. 

Compliance 

Newfield Exploration Company will conduct its operations in compliance within both the spirit 
and the letter of applicable laws, regulations, and standards. Management will commit the funds, 
manpower and resources necessary to accomplish the objectives of this Environmental, Health, 
and Safety Policy. The failure of employees, contract consultants, and contractors to comply with 
applicable laws and regulations may result in disciplinary action, including termination of 
employment. 

Performance 

Newfield Exploration Company believes that environmental, health, and safety goals need not 
conflict with economic goals. Compliance with the Company's environmental, health, and safety 
policies is one area of accountability in evaluating employee, contract consultant, and contractor 
performance. 

Programs 

Newfield Exploration Company will institute programs utilizing modern technology, periodic 
health, safety, and environmental audits, waste and risk management and contingency planning 
to monitor and evaluate compliance efforts and reduce risks to employees and the environment. 

Training 

All employees will be made aware of the Company's commitment to this Environmental, Health, 
and Safety Policy. To ensure compliance with applicable environmental, health, and safety laws 
and regulations, Newfield Exploration Company will provide appropriate training programs for 
employees. Employees are encouraged to become involved in environmental, health, and safety 
issues. 

Barclays PLC [private bank] 
Environmental Impact Assessment Policy Statement (excerpts) 

Barclays’ Group Environmental Management Policy recognizes that our organization impacts on 
the environment in a variety of ways. We have a direct impact through the consumption of 
energy, paper or other resources in our daily business activities, and an indirect impact through 
association with companies in our supply chain, and through the provision of finance for, or 
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investment in, businesses or projects which may themselves have a significant effect on the 
environment. 

Barclays Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) Policy ensures project finance proposals are 
rigorously assessed to identify, quantify and, where appropriate, mitigate the environmental 
impacts surrounding these proposals. 

The EIA policy is applied worldwide across the Barclays Group, and provides a structured 
framework through which the potential environmental impacts of a project are assessed, options 
are evaluated, and appropriate actions to be taken in mitigation of projects is identified. The 
Policy includes consideration of the management and on-going monitoring of the project. An 
EIA takes into account the natural environment (air, water, land); biodiversity; human health and 
safety; social aspects (e.g. involuntary resettlement, indigenous peoples’ culture and heritage); 
and international transboundary aspects. 

Barclays EIA Policy: 

• Requires the EIA to be undertaken, or independently reviewed, by an appropriately qualified 
specialist, whose experience and credentials are acceptable to Barclays… 

• Determines the terms of reference to which the EIA should conform, to ensure the assessment 
has sufficient scope and detail to allow us to make lending decisions from an informed 
viewpoint, given that each project is likely to demonstrate a complex and unique 
environmental profile. 

• Requires all environmental issues to be addressed in accordance with internationally 
recognized standards (e.g. World Bank standards), ensuring Barclays is associated with only 
those projects which meet high environmental standards. 

• Enables Barclays to balance stakeholders’ interests, issues and concerns which arise from 
environmentally sensitive projects… 

Policy Benefits: 

• Project finance propositions are assessed in a consistent and professional manner in all the 
Group’s areas and countries of operation, and against all applicable legislation… 

• Business areas are equipped at an early stage with relevant guidance to influence proactively 
the environmental due diligence conducted… 

• Project finance propositions are assessed against internationally recognized project standards. 

• Barclays is aware of the sensitivities surrounding certain types of projects, and will only 
proceed when satisfied that the environmental impacts have been properly identified, can be 
satisfactorily mitigated, and are being managed in accordance with stringent environmental 
criteria (e.g. attainment of World Bank standards is a minimum as a general rule). 

(Policy introduced in 1997 and reviewed annually) 
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Export Development Canada (Export Credit Agency] 
Business Code of Ethics (excerpts) 

Commitment to Legal and Ethical Conduct 

EDC will conduct its business and affairs in accordance with the letter and spirit of all applicable 
laws in the countries in which it does business. If any EDC employee or representative is ever 
uncertain as to the interpretation or application of a particular law, he or she must seek advice 
from Legal Services before taking action. Compliance with the law may, however, fall short of 
the standard of ethical conduct expected by EDC. 

The Environment 

In considering transactions, EDC examines environmental risk along with any other risk. EDC is 
developing its own environmental assessment framework in consultation with Canadian 
exporters, environmental organizations and other stakeholders. This framework will support 
EDC's desire to conserve and enhance environmental quality and to advocate concern for the 
environmental impact of projects it supports in foreign jurisdictions. EDC will encourage best 
practices among those with whom it does business, with the aim of raising international 
environmental standards. EDC will strive for high standards of environmental conservation while 
ensuring this does not unduly hinder EDC's ability to support Canadian exporters to compete on 
a global scale. 

Human Rights 

EDC values human rights and promotes the protection of internationally recognized human 
rights, consistent with the policies of the government of Canada. EDC recognizes the sovereignty 
of other national governments when there is consistency with the policies of the government of 
Canada. 

EDC employees, representatives and other stakeholders are entitled to have their dignity as 
human beings respected and to work in an environment free from intimidation, hostility or 
offensiveness. EDC is therefore committed to creating and maintaining a work and business 
environment that is free from harassment and discrimination on prohibited grounds. These 
prohibited grounds include: age, race, colour, religion, creed, sex, nationality, ethnic or place of 
origin, citizenship, language, political belief, marital or family status, pregnancy, sexual 
orientation and disability. 
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ANNEX C 

BACKGROUND INFORMATION ON RESEARCHERS 

Richard Everett 
AGC Senior Associate & Principal Author 

Mr. Everett is a management consultant with over 15 years of experience working for private 
clients in the telecom, high tech, and financial services industries, and for bilateral multilateral 
development agencies, including USAID, UNICEF, and the African Development Bank. His 
areas of expertise include industry and market research and analysis, survey design and 
implementation, project management and evaluation, management training, strategic planning, 
new business development, marketing communications, public/private partnerships and 
alliances, and government relations.. Mr. Everett served as a government-appointed member of 
U.S. delegations to three UN conferences on telecom development and policy reforms. He also 
reported on Africa for U.S. and British media as a foreign correspondent based in West Africa 
for over four years. 

Andrew Gilboy  
AGC Senior Partner and Report Editor 

Mr. Gilboy is an international development specialist with 28 years of professional experience in 
the planning, coordination and evaluation of donor assistance to developing countries, in 
particular in Africa.  His work has included sector analyses and donor program reviews in 
connection with the development of strategic objective frameworks in education, human resource 
development and private-sector promotion.  Since forming AGC with three other Africa 
specialists in 1996, Mr. Gilboy has developed socially-responsible field-based programs in 
partnership with several large mining companies working in Africa.  As a trainer, he has 
designed and undertaken impact evaluations and performed organizational analyses for 
institutions seeking to improve performance through training and non-training interventions.  Mr. 
Gilboy is fluent in English, French and Wolof, the lingua franca of Senegal and Gambia. He has 
worked throughout North and Sub-Saharan Africa, the Middle East and in Eastern Europe..   

Alistair MacDonald 
AGC Research Associate 

Mr. MacDonald is an economic geographer and policy analyst with extensive background in the 
mining industry, specializing in analysis of corporate actors in the global mineral production 
system. He is the author of the MMSD report Industry in Transition: A Profile of the North 
American Mining Sector. 
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ANNEX D 

PHASE ONE TERMS OF REFERENCE 
for the 

Comparative Analysis of the  
“Impact of World Bank Group’s Social And Environmental Policies on 

Extractive Companies and Financial Institutions” 

Objectives 

• Determine the extent to which the social and environmental policies of the WBG are reflected 
in the stated policies and practices of extractive companies and certain financial partners that 
have only an indirect relationship with the WBG 

• Characterize the influences shaping the development of social and environmental policies of 
these same extractive companies and financial partners, which includes in particular 
determining the impact of the WBG on policy development 

Scope of Activities/Approach 

Research activities are broken into two phases, each corresponding to one of the project’s 
objectives. The first phase centers round a comparative analysis of the social and environmental 
policies and guidelines of the WBG with corresponding policies, corporate values, and stated 
practices of five institutional components: oil companies, gas companies, mining companies, 
ECAs, and private financial partners to extractive projects. The second phase entails a survey of 
key informants and senior mangers within these five components as to perceived influences on 
social and environmental policy development and impact of the WBG in their development. This 
present proposal describes the activities and their levels of effort required and anticipated outputs 
for the first phase. 

Phase 1: A Comparative Analysis of Social and Environmental Policies and Guidelines 

Policies and Guidelines 

Four levels of activity are proposed to complete the first phase. These include: 

1. Mapping each of the five industry and financial sectors and developing methodology for 
selecting target organizations for study 

2. Determining an appropriate method for comparing WBG social and environmental 
policies and guidelines with corresponding policies and values of target sectors and 
conducting comparisons accordingly 

3. Developing and testing a survey of key informants and senior managers at target 
organizations for deployment in the second phase 

4. Analyzing results and reporting findings of the first phase 
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1.  Mapping and selecting target organizations  

AGC researchers propose to map each of the five sectors and select target organizations based on 
criteria that will be refined for each sector based on its ind ividual characteristics. There are, 
however, broad criteria that will direct the mapping and selection exercise, which are different 
for organizations in the extractive and financial sectors. 

For extractive sector companies, these criteria include: 

1. Industry corporations that have had only an indirect relationship to the WBG; they will 
not have been clients of either the IFC or MIGA nor will they have participated in WBG 
sponsored activities that deal with social and environmental corporate policies and 
practices 

2. Industry corporations that play an integral role in the development of projects in their 
respective sectors in the four regions of interest to the EIR 

The individual characteristics of each industry sector are such that researchers anticipate the need 
to refine selection criteria further after an examination of sector dynamics and levels of project 
development in the four target regions. For example, gas sector projects are typically 
infrastructure development projects led by regional or national governments with gas companies 
providing services or supplies at various stages of the project cycle or at various points in the 
supply-chain. This picture of project development differs greatly from typical mineral-extractive 
projects where smaller companies develop projects to a certain point in the mine cycle after 
which they are confided to larger companies better suited for later- stage development, 
construction, or actual extraction. In light of these differences, possible selection criteria for gas 
companies may center around the level of involvement in early-phase or up-stream activities, 
whereas selection criteria for mining companies may involve companies that both develop new 
projects and manage extractive operations. 

Concerning the financial sector, AGC researchers propose to conduct a similar mapping exercise 
for private financial partners based on levels of support to extractive projects in the four regions 
of interest to the EIR. It must be noted, however, that not all extractive sectors avail themselves 
of private financial partners to the same extent or manner and, as with the industry sectors, final 
criteria will be refined in the course of mapping this sector. 

Export credit agencies on the other hand are of limited number; within the OECD member 
countries, there are only 24. Given this relatively small number, researchers propose to examine 
a sampling, from one-quarter to half, of the total. A major selection criteria for ECAs will be 
whether the sponsoring country has historical experience with extractive projects. Again, further 
criteria will be developed after comprehensive review of ECA activities. 
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Table 1. Mapping and selecting target organizations  

Mapping and selection activity 
Anticipated level of 
effort in days 

Oil sector 3 

Gas sector 3 

Mining sector 3 
Private financial partners 3 

Export credit agencies 3 

Total 15 

2.  Comparison of social and environmental policies 

The methodology for comparing WBG social and environmental policies with those of extractive 
companies and financial institutions will differ from that proposed above. The methodology will 
be relatively straightforward with regard to financial institutions as the purpose and application 
of their policies, to the extent they exist, are similar to those of the WBG. Extractive companies, 
however, can only be relied on to manifest their social and environmental values in mission 
statements, annual reports, investor packages, and specialized reports pertaining to social and 
environmental activities. In the course of this project, researchers will develop a suitable 
methodology for distilling the social and environmental values inherent in the WBG safeguard 
policies and guidelines and historical evolution of these policies in order to compare them with 
the values manifested by the companies. 

For the purposes of determining the level of effort necessary to accomplish this activity, AGC 
has estimated the number of industry and financial targets likely to comprise an appropriate 
sampling within each sector. 

Table 2. Comparison of social and environmental policies 

Activity 
Est. Number of 
Targets 

Anticipated level of 
effort in days 

Develop methodologies N/A 2 

Compare oil companies 25 5 
Compare gas companies 25 5 

Compare mining companies 25 5 

Compare private financial 
partners 8 3 

Compare export credit 
agencies 20 4 

Total 24 
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3.  Developing and testing survey instruments for Phase Two 

With the results from Phase One, AGC researchers will be able to develop survey instruments 
with which to complete the second overall objective: to characterize the influences on social and 
environmental policy development of the target companies and financial institutions, notably by 
that of the WBG and others. Researchers will develop presentations of Phase One findings along 
with associated questions to which respondents can react. Additional questions will also be 
developed and tested to elicit information concerning influences on policy development. AGC 
estimates a level of effort of 4 days to complete this activity. 

4.  Analyze results and report findings 

Upon completion of Phase One, AGC will present the EIR with a report of findings and a set of 
developed and tested survey instruments ready for deployment in Phase Two. In addition, the 
report will contain questions to be asked at subsequent EIR workshops and other appropriate 
venues suggested by the EIR. AGC estimates that the final report will be approximately 50 pages 
in length, not including the Annexes. AGC estimates a level of effort of 10 days to complete this 
activity. 

5.  Peer review 

In accordance with World Bank guidelines for research projects, AGC will make arrangements 
with the EIR to identify two people to provide independent critical feedback to the research 
process at an interim point and during the preparation of the final report. The interim review will 
evaluate the success of the mapping/selection activity and comment on the methodology for 
conducting comparisons. 
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Activity Plan 

The proposed research will take place over a twelve week period with activities broken down in 
the following fashion. 

Table 3. Activity Plan 

Activity Wk 1 Wk 2 Wk 3 Wk 4 Wk 5 Wk 6 Wk 7 Wk 8 Wk 9 Wk 10 Wk 11 Wk 12 

1. Mapping of industry sectors and 
selecting target organizations                         

2. Determine methodologies and 
conduct comparisons                         

3. Develop and test survey 
instruments                         

4. Analyze and report findings                         

5. Peer review                         

ADDENDUM TO TERMS OF REFERENCE 

This addendum applies to a study executed by Associates for Global Change (AGC) for the 
World Bank Extractive Industries Review (EIR), entitled “Impact of World Bank Group’s 
Social and Environmental Policies on Extractive Companies and Financial Institutions.” 

This addendum to the TOR of the above-mentioned study clarifies the scope and objectives of 
the study as described in the TOR. This addendum in no way changes the scope as was agreed 
upon between the World Bank Group, acting on behalf of the Extractive Industries Review, and 
the researchers, Associates for Global Change. 

The entire EIR-funded study, “Impact of World Bank Group’s Social and Environmental 
Policies on Extractive Companies and Financial Institutions,” is designed to be completed via 
two separate contract actions. However, the Terms of Reference above include both objectives, 
repeated below, in order to ensure consistency in the two anticipated deliverables: 

1. Determine the extent to which the social and environmental policies of the WBG are 
reflected in the stated policies and practices of extractive companies and certain financial 
partners who have only an indirect relationship with the WBG 

2. Characterize the influences shaping the development of social and environmental policies 
of these same extractive companies and financial partners, which includes in particular 
determining the impact of the WBG on policy development 
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These two objectives reflect EIR's overall research interest, but only Objective No. 1 will be 
addressed by the research described in this TOR. However, AGC researchers will take into 
account EIR's interest in Objective No. 2 in undertaking the research and writing the report for 
Objective No. 1. 
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They promised us jobs. They took everything from 
us. They took our land. They took our forest. They 

took our water. 
 

Sama Bailie of South West Cameroon 
speaking of the Chad-Cameroon Oil Pipeline Project. 

 
 

Land is our life. Land is our physical life – food and 
substance. Land is our social life, it is marriage, it is 
status, it is security, it is politics. In fact, it is our only 

life. Tribesmen would rather die to protect their 
traditional land… When you take our land you cut away 

the heart of our existence… Big multinational foreign 
companies being from an alien culture would neither 

understand nor grasp the significance of this. For them 
land is a commodity to be bought or sold. They just treat 

it as an exploitable resource…. Why would a genuine 
funding organisation like the World Bank Group fund 

culprit industries and their government cronies to violate 
lesser indigenous communities’ rights to exist? 

 
Augustine Hala presenting Papua New Guinea case study to workshop. 
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1. Executive Summary: 
 
Mining, oil and gas development poses one of the greatest of the many threats facing indigenous 
peoples and the lands, territories and the resources that they depend on. As the global economy 
expands, pressure on indigenous lands to yield up these resources is intensifying. Historically, 
the huge transnational corporations spearheading these enterprises have paid little attention to 
indigenous peoples’ rights. Today these same companies talk about ‘best practice’ and extol the 
virtues of participation and self-regulation. What can an institution like the World Bank, which 
is meant to promote poverty alleviation and ‘sustainable development, do to ensure that the 
rights of indigenous peoples are not compromised by oil, gas and mining development? 
 
This independent study was compiled as a contribution to the World Bank’s Extractive 
Industries Review (EIR). The EIR process has been criticised by many indigenous peoples and 
non-governmental organisations for being unduly controlled by the World Bank. It remains to be 
seen whether contributions, such as this one, are taken seriously by the review and, if so, 
whether the recommendations will be heeded by the World Bank itself. The study builds on an 
extensive literature review and legal analysis, seven specially commissioned case studies carried 
out by indigenous peoples of their experiences of the World Bank and extractive industries and a 
two-day workshop at which these various contributions were presented and discussed.  
 
Indigenous peoples are now accepted to be a self-identified category of peoples in the Americas, 
Africa, Asia and the Pacific. International human rights law and associated jurisprudence 
recognises that indigenous peoples, like all other peoples, enjoy rights to self-determination and 
sovereignty over their natural resources. States also claim these rights and assert the right to 
control sub-surface resources and to develop them in the national interest. These competing 
rights are not easily reconciled. However, it is a norm of international law that the promotion of 
national development should not be carried out at the expense of human rights. Existing human 
rights laws recognise the rights of indigenous peoples to the ownership and control of their 
lands, territories and natural resources and to free, prior and informed consent over 
developments proposed on their lands. The forced relocation of indigenous peoples to make way 
for development is expressly prohibited. These assertions of the rights of indigenous peoples 
have become so general that they may be considered to have become part of customary 
international law: there is a general acceptance that indigenous peoples should control 
developments that may affect their fundamental rights, which include their rights to their lands, 
territories and natural resources. 
 
World Bank policies, however, make little mention of human rights. The Bank’s ‘safeguard’ 
policies on indigenous peoples and involuntary resettlement seek only to mitigate the impacts of 
destructive development schemes. They permit forced resettlement. However, in order to lessen 
the consequences for vulnerable social groups, specific plans are required during project 
preparation which, in the case of indigenous peoples, are  meant to secure their lands and ensure 
participation in Bank-funded projects. The indigenous peoples policy was developed without the 
participation of indigenous peoples and have since been strongly criticised by them. Moreover, 
successive reviews show that these safeguard policies are routinely flouted in practice. The 
World Bank’s own studies show that only more than one third of World Bank projects that 
impact indigenous peoples have not applied the safeguard policy in any way at all. Even in the 
projects that did apply the policy, 14% had the required ‘Indigenous Peoples Development Plan’ 
and then only on paper. Case studies presented to the workshop from India and the Cameroon 
revealing the shocking consequences of this negligence for the indigenous peoples themselves.  
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The World Bank is currently reviewing its policy on indigenous peoples. The revision has been 
repeatedly repudiated by indigenous peoples, both for the manner in which the associated 
consultations have been carried out, and for the fact that the revised draft policy fails to uphold 
their rights and is indeed weaker than the previous policy which it is designed to replace. In 
resisting indigenous demands for a policy which respects their rights, the World Bank claims 
that it is prohibited from addressing human rights by its Articles of Agreement and it argues that 
it cannot require its  borrowers or clients to observe even those human rights agreements to 
which they are party. This argument, while legally questionable, is routinely deployed by Bank 
staff and can be said to be part of the culture of the Bank. In an era when discourse about ‘rights -
based development’ has become routine, the World Bank Group appears out of date and out of 
touch. 
 
World Bank Group interventions in the extractive industries sector have negatively impacted 
indigenous peoples in manifold ways. In pursuit of national development through trade 
liberalisation, structural adjustment and the promotion of foreign direct investment, the World 
Bank has routinely advised countries to rewrite national mining codes to facilitate large-scale 
mining by foreign companies. These revised mining codes have been pushed through without 
the participation of indigenous peoples and without taking into account the interests and rights of 
indigenous peoples. The case studies from Colombia and the Philippines show how the revised 
mining codes have intensified pressure on indigenous lands and weakened or overridden the 
legal protections previously enjoyed by indigenous peoples. In Colombia, mineral, oil and gas 
reserves are exploited by unaccountable companies, which enjoy legal impunity while regularly 
violating national laws and using severely repressive measures to overcome local resistance. In 
Ecuador, the World Bank has also promoted national minerals surveys, again without taking the 
rights of indigenous peoples into account or assessing the likely consequences of intensified 
minerals extraction. 
 
The synthesis paper and case studies also document the way the World Bank Group, through its 
various arms – the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development, the International 
Development Association, the International Finance Corporation and the Multilateral Investment 
Guarantee Agency – has directly supported mines, oil and gas ventures without adequate 
assessment of the social and environmental consequences and without taking heed of the lack of 
good governance and institutional or regulatory capacity in project areas or countries. In the case 
of the Chad-Cameroon Pipeline, the World Bank’s Board voted to go ahead with the project 
even when the forest-dwelling Bagyeli and supporting NGOs had clearly demonstrated the risks 
and even though Board members admitted that the Bank’s safeguard policy on indigenous 
peoples has not been properly applied. The IFC has even supported mining in war-torn countries 
like the Democratic Republic of the Congo by companies with bad track records: projects that 
have been condemned by the United Nations.       
 
The impacts of Bank-facilitated mining ventures have been severe, not just in terms of the direct 
social and environmental impacts of the mines or wells themselves but also in terms of spills of 
poisonous chemicals such as cyanide and mercury, ruptured oil pipes, breached tailings dams 
and long term pollution through acid mine drainage. The case study from Papua New Guinea 
reveals World Bank support for the use of the highly controversial technique of submarine 
tailings disposal – ‘out of sight is out of mind’ – without consideration for the long term 
implications for marine ecosystems and the livelihoods that depend on them. World Bank 
employees, assessors and consultants, working with mining companies in the name of the IFC 
and the World Bank’s Business Partners for Development have been party to, or have endorsed, 
processes that have engineered consent or have co-opted communities into un-transparent and 
manipulated decision-making. In some cases, as in Russia, the World Bank’s involvement in 
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specific projects may have temporarily mitigated some of the worst impacts of oil extraction but 
overall the World Bank’s involvement in the sector has intensified pressure on indigenous lands 
which remain unsecured.  
 
The Cameroon case also illustrates how the application of the World Bank’s Natural Habitats 
policy , which requires the funding of compensatory conservation measures to ‘offset’ habitat 
destruction, has negatively impacted indigenous peoples by excluding them from the national 
parks set up in their forests. They thus suffer a double jeopardy, losing rights in the area 
impacted by the Bank-funded oil pipeline and in the GEF -funded conservation zones.  
 
The study reveals that underlying these problems lies a flawed process of decision-making 
within the World Bank in which the pressure to lend overwhelms ot her objectives and 
objections. By prioritising its direct clients and the interests of large -scale private sector 
enterprises, the Bank is overriding its commitment to sustainable development. Corruption is 
knowingly tolerated and governance failures routinely overlooked. Staff who question loans 
being made under these circumstances are penalised. Currently, in the name of ‘efficiency’, 
lower ‘transaction costs’ and ‘country ownership’, the Bank is systematically weakening its 
safeguard policies, in order to ‘panel proof’ them against complaints by civil society to the 
Inspection Panel. 
 
Given the weakness of its safeguards, its institutionalised opposition to invoking binding 
human rights standards and the way it routinely flouts its own procedures, the stu dy 
concludes that the World Bank should not be involved in the Extractive Industries sector.  
 
Moreover, the study recommends that the World Bank should radically revise its social policies 
and its safeguard policy on indigenous peoples. It should adopt a rights-based approach to 
development, recognise indigenous peoples’ rights to the ownership and control of their lands, 
territories and natural resources, proscribe the forced relocation of indigenous peoples, and 
uphold the principle that development projects should only go ahead in areas owned or used by 
indigenous peoples subject to their free, prior and informed consent. Such changes in approach 
should be applied to the whole World Bank Group, should be complemented with new, legally 
binding systems of accountability and should be accompanied by an acceptance that the 
promotion of development through the private sector requires, first of all, the promotion of good 
governance, real accountability, effective regulatory mechanisms and strong institutional 
capacity.              
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2. Introduction: 
  
Mining, oil and gas exploitation are among the most serious threats to the territories and 
livelihoods of indigenous peoples. For peoples who have already been pushed to the margins by 
colonialism, nation-building and cultural discrimination, the pressures of the mining, oil and gas 
industries can be hard to resist. Denied secure rights and with many  nation States claiming 
sovereign rights over the resources which lie under their territories, indigenous peoples face an 
unequal struggle when confronted by highly capitalised companies backed by voracious global 
markets.  
 
In developing countries, pressure on indigenous territories from the oil, gas and mining sectors 
has increased dramatically in the past forty years. Export-led development models, structural 
adjustment programmes and massive growth in foreign direct investment, have all favoured the 
expansion of the oil, gas and mining sectors. The World Bank has been a world leader 
promoting development along this path. 
 
Yet, the mining industry also has concerns about indigenous peoples. Dealing with communities 
with unclear property rights, poorly understood political processes, in areas where the national 
administration may have little influence and the rule of law is weak, makes investment risky. 
Neither are mining companies immune to public criticism nor devoid of ethics. Mining 
industries are thus also in search of ways of dealing with indigenous peoples, that can assure 
predictable and legally secure outcomes , and avoid conflict and costly litigation. 
 
As a development agency, the World Bank has a responsibility to find means to reconcile the 
interests of these two players. Indeed for more than twenty years the World Bank has adopted 
policies designed to cushion ‘tribal’ and indigenous peoples from the worst impacts of the 
development process. It is also currently in the midst of an extended process of reviewing its 
indigenous peoples policy.  
 
This study is  part of a piece of independent ‘focused research’ that will contribute to the World 
Bank’s ‘Extractive Industries Review’. It is complemented by seven case studies elaborated by 
indigenous peoples themselves which set out their own experiences and views of extractive 
industries and the World Bank’s involveme nt. Taken together this ‘focused research’ seeks 
answers to a number of key questions. 
 
q What are the rights of indigenous peoples in relation to extractive industries? 
 
q What is the World Bank’s policy on indigenous peoples? Has it been effective in securing 

these rights and protecting indigenous peoples against the negative impacts of extractive 
industries? What are indigenous peoples demanding of a revised policy? 

 
q What is the World Bank’s record of support for the extractive industries? How have these 

investments performed in terms of indigenous peoples’ rights, cultures and livelihoods?   
 
q If there are deficiencies in the way standards are set and applied in World Bank projects and 

programmes, what are the underlying reasons for these institutional and practical 
shortcomings? 

 
q What are industry and indigenous peoples proposing as ‘best practices’, which might form 

the basis for new industry and development agency standards in the future? 
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q Given the answers to the above, what can be concluded about the World Bank’s 
involvement in the extractive industries sectors? What recommendations should the 
Extractive Industries Review make to the World Bank?  

 
This synthesis report offers answers to these questions. It is designed as a benchmark 
contribution to the final report of the Eminent Person, Professor Emil Salim, who is leading the 
Extractive Industries Review, and who is to present his report to the World Bank in December 
2003.  
 
3. The Extractive Industries Review: 
 
Growing global consumption demands ever greater supplies of energy and raw materials, 
meaning increasing fossil fuel and mineral consumption and thus the need to explore and exploit 
the world’s subterranean resources.  Whilst previously untouched areas are prospected and 
opened to exploration, and forest frontiers are advancing ever further, financial globalisation and 
deregulation of trade create space for unfettered private investments and ventures. The 
increasing devastation caused by these forces has provoked a growing global voice campaigning 
against the unsustainable and destructive nature of such exploitation. In 2000, prompted by a 
Friends of the Earth campaign urging International Financial Institutions to phase out their 
investment in oil, mining and gas ventures, the World Bank responded  by promising a ‘World 
Commission on Mines’ similar to the then ongoing World Commission on Dams  (WCD). In the 
event, the World Bank’s ‘Extractive Industries Review’ (EIR), which was launched by the 
World Bank in late 2001, turned out to be a very different kind of process to the WCD. 
  
The World Commission on Dams, which was jointly established by the World Bank and World 
Conservation Union in 1997, was composed of a panel of commissioners – a set of  independent 
experts drawn from the various ‘stakeholder’ groups with an interest in dam building: industry, 
government, engineering, environment, development NGOs, dam affected groups, indigenous 
peoples etc. They reviewed the experience with large dams, held extensive consultations, 
contracted independent researchers and organisations to carry out thematic reviews and then 
jointly authored a consensus-based report independent of the World Bank. The WCD 
recommendations address the entire large dams sector. Although not without its problems, the 
WCD has been view ed by many as a credible process which made sincere efforts to develop 
standards in line with the ideals of ‘sustainable development’.1  
 
By contrast, the Extractive Industry Review, is being chaired and authored by a single Eminent 
Person, is largely staffed by seconded World Bank employees and is limited to a review of 
World Bank engagement in the Oil, Gas and Mining sectors. The Eminent Person is to report his 
findings, based on a series of hearings, focused research and field visits, directly to the World 
Bank President, James Wolfensohn and the World Bank’s Board of Directors, at the end of the 3 
year review period.  Four regional workshops, consisting of discussions and presentations made 
by the various interest groups will provide information and evidence, on which the Eminent 
Person will draw to develop his final report. Complementary evidence will be delivered by 
project visits and a continual input of documentation from civil society and academics, as well 
as two independent focused research papers.   
 
This report is the preliminary result of one such piece of focused research, and comprises  a 
study commissioned by the EIR from the TebTebba Foundation and the Forest Peoples 
                                                 
1 Navroz K Dubash, Mairi Dupar, Smitu Kothari and Tundu Lissu, 2001, A Watershed in Global Governance? An 
independent assessment of the World Commission on Dams, World Resources Institute, Lokayan and Lawyers’ 
Environmental Action Team, Delhi. 
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Programme. The study assesses the past and present impacts of World Bank projects in the oil, 
gas and mining sectors on indigenous peoples worldwide [see Box 1 for details]. 
 
At its commencement, concerns surrounding the organisation and administration of the EIR 
process were raised by the civil society organisations that were tracking it.2  Due to its financial 
link to the World Bank, concerns were raised over the independence, inclusiveness, transparency 
and comprehensiveness of the process, and the faith of civil society in a just and accurate 
outcome was limited. At the outset therefore, a number of changes were demanded: 
 

• The revision of the Terms of Reference to ensure an open and inclusive enquiry and not 
a pre-judged outcome and which should provide real independence for the Eminent 
Person (EP). 

• The EP was called upon to establish an advisory group drawn from the various interest 
groups to share the burden of the work and ensure greater representation and 
independence. 

• The EP and advisory board should be supported by a team of writers and rapporteurs to 
capture all the testimony and ensure a fair report. 

• EP and advisers should visit impacted communities. 
• The EIR Secretariat should not be housed in the International Finance Corporation on 

the same floor as the WBG Mining Department nor staffed by World Bank employees. 
• EP should control the full budget and not allow over half to be controlled by WBG 
• Regional workshops should be open to all observers, delayed, provided with good 

preparatory documents in the right languages and allow time for testimonies to be 
presented. Sponsored participants should be self-selected. 

• WBG staff should participate as observers not ‘stakeholders’ in regional workshops. 
• The time frame of the review should be extended 
• There should be time for EIR to take on board the results of the internal review of the 

sector being carried out by the WBG Operations Evaluation Department and Group. 
• The operations of the Multilateral Investment Guarantee Agency should be included in 

the Extractive Industries Review purview 
• The ‘Management Recommendations’, to be made by the WBG staff to the Bank’s 

Executive Directors after receipt of the EP’s report, should be made available to review 
participants in draft form for comments before being finalised. 

 
Although some changes in the process were made in response to these demands, many NGOs 
and indigenous peoples’ organisations (IPOs) feel that these have been tokenistic. In February 
2003, the EIR secretariat posted an interim ‘Compilation Report’ on its website which 
prematurely set out the main findings of the review, including a conclusion that  the World Bank 
should ‘remain involved but change – because extractive industries can be a tool for reducing 
poverty, and the World Bank Group can be a leader in tackling these issues’.3 This caused 
dismay among civil society groups, as  it confirmed their suspicions that the review was not 
genuinely independent but was drawing conclusions even before important hearings on 
Indigenous Peoples and in the Asia-Pacific were held. In mid-March 2003, many NGOs and 
IPOs sent a further letter to the Eminent Person expressing their continued frustration with the 
process and its apparent lack of independence and calling again for a more inclusive and 
independent process. In April, a large number of NGOs and IPOs attending the Asia-Pacific 
regional consultation staged a walk-out to express their indignation with the process. 

                                                 
2 Marcus Colchester, 2002, The World Bank’s Extractive Industries Review: a credible and independent review of 
World Bank engagement in the Mining, Oil and Gas Sectors? Indigenous Perspectives 5(1):96-105  
3 Extractive Industries Review Working Paper: Compilation of Consultation Inputs, February 4 2003. 
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However, this piece of ‘focused research’, while 40% financed by the EIR, is nevertheless 
substantially independent of World Bank influence. Nor has there been any suggestion of 
editorial control being exerted over this research document by the EIR.  

 
 

• 
 EIR Secretariat should not be housed  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Box 1: Indigenous Peoples, Extractive Industries and the World Bank 
 
The aims of the process are to: 
 

q assess the experience of indigenous peoples with World Bank-financed projects and 
policy interventions in the oil, gas and mining sectors 

q promote a direct dialogue between World Bank operational staff, the extractive 
industries and indigenous peoples spokespersons 

q develop concrete recommendations for the World Bank, specifically with regard to 
indigenous peoples, in respect of future engagement in the oil, gas and mining 
sector 

 
The activities ent ailed are: 
 

q gathering relevant indigenous experiences and recommendations through an email 
consultation 

 
q sub-contracting indigenous peoples' organisations to write up 'case studies' outlining 

their experience with World Bank-financed activities in the sector. These case 
studies were selected from the following main regions: Latin America, Africa, 
South Asia, South East Asia, Pacific, and Russian Federation. 

 
q carrying out a detailed literature review on the theme. 

 
q drafting a synthesis paper, which would include the findings from the email 

consultation, the literature review and the case studies 
 

q holding an international workshop at which the case studies and synthesis paper 
would be presented and discussed with the participation of other indigenous 
spokespersons, representatives of the extractive industries, the World Bank and the 
Eminent Person and other advisers to the EIR. 

 
q present a final report, which will take into account the issues raised in the 

international workshop and which will include: the case study papers; the synthesis 
paper; the recommendations made by indigenous peoples to the EIR. 

q  
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4. Definitions of Indigenous Peoples: 
 
In 1986, the United Nations’ Working Group on Indigenous Populations adopted the following 
working definition to guide its work: 
  

Indigenous communities, peoples and nations are those which, having a historical 
continuity with pre-invasion and pre-colonial societies that developed on their 
territories, consider themselves distinct from other sectors of the societies now 
prevailing in those territories, or parts of them. They form at present non-dominant 
sectors of society and are determined to preserve, develop and transmit to future 
generations their ancestral territories, and their ethnic identity; as the basis of their 
continued existence as peoples, in accordance with their own cultural patterns, social 
institutions and legal systems .4 

 
Since 1984 the Working Group, which has met annually, has heard presentations from 
thousands of indigenous spokespersons from all over the world. Many of these spokespersons 
are from countries in Asia and Africa that were either never colonised by European powers 
(such as China, Thailand and Japan) or from which colonial settlers mainly withdrew following 
decolonisation (such as India and Malaysia). Nevertheless the ‘aboriginal’ or ‘tribal’ peoples in 
these countries, whose territories have been administratively annexed by emerging independent 
nation states, experience discrimination and a denial of their rights. They thus equate their 
situation with that of other indigenous peoples in settler states and demand the same rights and 
consideration.5  
 
Summing up the deliberations of years of work, the Chairperson of the UN’s Working Group 
has concluded:  
 

In summary, the factors which modern international organisations and legal experts 
(including indigenous legal experts and members of the academic family) have considered 
relevant to understanding the concept of “indigenous” include: 

  
a) priority in time with respect the occupation and use of a specific territory; 
b) the voluntary perpetuation of cultural distinctiveness, which may include aspects of 

language, social organisation, religion and spiritual values, modes of production, laws 
and institutions; 

c) self-identification, as well as recognition by other groups, or by State authorities, as a 
distinct collectivity;  

d) and an experience of subjugation, exclusion or discrimination, whether or not these 
conditions persist.6 

 
The International Labour Organization’s Convention No.169 applies to both indigenous and 
tribal peoples. It ascribes both the same rights without discrimination. Article 1(2) of ILO 
Convention No. 169 notes:  
 

                                                 
4 E/CN.4/Sub.2/1986/7.  
5 AITPN, 1999, . 
6 Irene Daes, 1996, Supplementary Report of the Special Rapporteur on the Protection of the Heritage of Indigenous 

Peoples, United Nations Sub-Commission on Prevention of Discrimination and Protection of Minorities, forty -
eighth Session, E/CN.4.Sub.2/1996/22 
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Self-identification as indigenous or tribal shall be regarded as a fundamental criterion 
for determining the groups to which the provisions of this Convention apply. 

 
In its General Recommendation No. VII, the Committee on the Elimination of Racial 
Discrimination made the important statement that membership in a group “shall, if no 
justification exists to the contrary, be based upon self-identification by the individual 
concerned.”7  Logically, if individual members of a group may self-identify, they may also 
collectively self-identify as a group, nation or people, indigenous or otherwise.   The Committee 
confirms that this is the case: 
 

C. Concerns and recommendations:  18. The Committee reiterates its previous 
concern regarding the delay in resolving the claims of the Inughuit with respect to the 
Thule Air Base. The  Committee notes with serious concern claims of denials by 
Denmark of the identity and continued existence of the Inughuit as a separate ethnic or 
tribal entity, and recalls its general recommendation XXIII on indigenous peoples 
general recommendation VIII on the application of article 1 (self-identification) and 
general recommendation XXIV concerning article 1 (international standard).8 
 

The principle of self-identification has been strongly endorsed by indigenous peoples themselves 
and has been adopted in Article 8 of the United Nation’s Draft Declaration on the Rights of 
Indigenous Peoples. The Draft Declaration is now being reviewed by another special working 
group of the UN’s Human Rights Commission, with the objective of it being adopted during this 
current ‘International Decade of Indigenous People’. Although disputes between governments 
about definitions have absorbed a disproportionate amount of time at this Working Group, many 
international lawyers agree with indigenous peoples that there is no need for an external 
definition of the term ‘indigenous peoples’. Indeed they note that this is hardly possible, 
especially as the component term ‘peoples’, which is fundamental to the constitution of the 
United Nations, is itself undefined.9 The Commission on Human Rights Special Rapporteur on 
the Rights and Fundamental Freedoms of Indigenous People, for instance, states  
 

As regards individual membership, indigenous communities usually apply their own criteria, 
and whereas some States do regulate individual membership, it has become increasingly 
accepted that the right to decide who is or is not an indigenous person belongs to the 
indigenous people alone. Nevertheless, it must be recognized that membership in indigenous 
communities implies not only rights and obligations of the individual vis-à-vis his or her 
group, but may also have legal implications with regard to the State. In the design and 
application of policies regarding indigenous peoples, States must respect the right of self-
definition and self-identification of indigenous people.10 

                                                 
7 General Recommendation VIII concerning the interpretation and application of article 1, paragraphs 1 and 4 of 
the Convention (1990). 
8 Concluding Observsation of the Committee on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination. Denmark21/05/2002. 
9 Andrew Gray, 1995,  The Indigenous Movement in Asia.  In: Barnes, R H, Gray, A and Kingsbury, B (Eds) 
Indigenous Peoples of Asia , The Association for Asian Studies Inc, Michigan 35-59. Patrick Thornberry, 1996, 
Indigenous Peoples: A short note on concept and definition. Statement to the UN Working Group on Indigenous 
Populations, ms; Benedict Kingsbury, 1995,  Indigenous Peoples as an International Legal Concept. In: Barnes, R H, 
Gray, A and Kingsbury, B (Eds) Indigenous Peoples of Asia, The Association for Asian Studies Inc, Michigan:13-
35; 1998 “Indigenous Peoples” in International Law: a constructivist approach to the Asian controversy, American 
Journal of International Law, 92(3):414-457. 
10  Report of the Special Rapporteur on the situation of human rights and fundamental freedoms of indigenous 
people, Mr. Rodolfo Stavenhagen, submitted pursuant to Commission resolution 2001/57. UN Doc. 
E/CN.4/2002/97, at para. 100. 
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Meanwhile there has been growing acceptance that the term ‘indigenous peoples’ applies in 
Asia and Africa. The newly established United Nations Permanent Forum on Indigenous 
Issues, for example, includes representatives of indigenous peoples from Africa and Asia on 
its panel. The working group takes the view that there are indigenous peoples in Africa, based 
on the principle of self-identification, among others, as expressed in Convention 169.11   
Likewise, the African Commission on Human Rights has recently established a working 
group on indigenous peoples. The Asian Development Bank has adopted a policy on 
indigenous peoples and a number of Asian governments, such as the Philippines, Nepal and 
Cambodia have accepted that the term ‘indigenous peoples’ applies to marginalized ethnic 
groups in their countries. This report thus accepts that the term ‘indigenous peoples’ has 
widespread applicability in all the major developing and transition countries in which the 
World Bank operates and the term has been used in this inclusive sense throughout this 
report. 

5. Indigenous Peoples’ Rights and Resource Exploitation: 

Threats to indigenous peoples’ rights and well-being are particularly acute in relation to resource 
development projects, be they state- or corporate-directed.  These projects and operations have 
had and continue to have a devastating impact on indigenous peoples, undermining their ability 
to sustain themselves physically and culturally. It is therefore no coincidence that t he majority of 
complaints submitted by indigenous peoples to intergovernmental human rights bodies involve 
rights violations in connection with resource development.   
 
Over the past 50 years, the World Bank has been involved in financing resource development 
and associated infrastructure projects affecting indigenous peoples.  Indeed, the Bank’s first 
policy on indigenous peoples - Operational Manual Statement 2.34 Tribal People in Bank -
Financed Projects – was adopted in response to “internal and external condemnation of the 
disastrous experiences of indigenous groups in Bank-financed projects in the Amazon region.”12  
Moreover, these violations are not confined to the past; as the UN Special Rapporteur 
comments: 
 

…resources are being extracted and/or developed by other interests (oil, mining, logging, 
fisheries, etc.) with little or no benefits for the indigenous communities that occupy the land. 
Whereas the World Bank has developed operational directives concerning its own activities in 
relation to these issues … and some national legislation specifically protects the interests of 
indigenous communities in this respect, in numerous instances the rights and needs of indigenous 
peoples are disregarded, making this one of the major human rights problems faced by them in 
recent decades.13 

 
On this subject, the UN Special Rapporteur on indigenous land rights observes that 
 

The legacy of colonialism is probably most acute in the area of expropriation of indigenous 
lands, territories and resources for national economic and development interests. In every sector 
of the globe, indigenous peoples are being impeded in every conceivable way from proceeding 
with their own forms of development, consistent with their own values, perspectives and 
interests. 

                                                 
11  Conceptual Framework Paper (2nd  draft) by the Working Group on the Rights of Indigenous 
Peoples/Communities in Africa of the African Commission on Human and Peoples’ Rights, 20 December 2002, 6 -7. 
12   B. Kingsbury, Operational Policies of International Institutions as Part of the Law -Making Process: The World 
Bank and Indigenous Peoples. In, G.S. Goodwin-Gill & S. Talmon (eds.), The Reality of International Law: Essays 
in Honour of Ian Brownlie. Oxford: Clarendon Press (1999), at 324. 
13  Report of the Special Rapporteur on the situation of human rights and fundamental freedoms of indigenous 
people, Mr. Rodolfo Stavenhagen, submitted pursuant to Commission resolution 2001/57. UN Doc. 
E/CN.4/2002/97, at para. 56. 
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Much large-scale economic and industrial development has taken place without recognition of 
and respect for indigenous peoples’ rights to lands, territories and resources. Economic 
development has been largely imposed from outside, with complete disregard for the right of 
indigenous peoples to participate in the control, implementation and benefits of development.14 

   
 
International human rights law places clear and substantial obligations on states in connection 
with resource exploitation on indigenous lands and territories: the UN Human Rights Committee 
has stated that a state’s freedom to encourage economic development is limited by the 
obligations it has assumed under international human rights law;15  the Inter-American 
Commission on Human Rights has observed that state policy and practice concerning resource 
exploitation cannot take place in a vacuum that ignores its human rights obligations,16 as have 
the African Commission on Human and Peoples’ Rights17 and other intergovernmental human 
rights bodies.18  In other words, states may not justify violations of indigenous peoples’ rights in 
the name of national development.  The basic principle, reaffirmed at the 1993 Vienna World 
Conference on Human Rights is that, “[w]hile development facilitates the enjoyment of all 
human rights, the lack of development may not be invoked to justify the abridgement of 
internationally recognized human rights.”19  
 
While the obligations incumbent on states have traditionally been the focus of international 
human rights law, there is strong evidence in contemporary law that obligations to respect 
human rights can apply to non-state actors including multinational corporations .20 This issue 
aside, states have affirmative obligations to take appropriate measures to prevent and to exercise 
due diligence in response to human rights violations committed by private persons, including 
corporate entities.21 Additionally, international financial institutions, such as the World Bank, 
                                                 
14   Indigenous people and their relationship to land. Final working paper prepared by Mrs. Erica-Irene A. Daes, 
Special Rapporteur. UN Doc. E/CN.4/Sub.2/2001/21. at paras. 49-50 . 
15  I. Lansman et al. vs. Finland (Communication No. 511/1992),   CCPR/C/52/D/511/1992, 10. 
16  Report on the Situation of Human Rights in Ecuador. OEA/Ser.L/V/II.96, Doc. 10 rev. 1 1997, 89. 
17   Communication No. 155/96, The Social and Economic Rights Action Center and the Center for Economic and 
Social Rights / Nigeria , at para. 58 and 69 (hereafter ‘Ogoni Case’) – “The intervention of multinational corporations 
may be a potentially positive force for development if the State and the people concerned are ever mindful of the 
common good and the sacred rights of individuals and communities.” 
18  Among others, see, UN Committee on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination, General Recommendation XXIII 
(51) concerning Indigenous Peoples. Adopted at the Committee's 1235th meeting, 18 August 1997. UN Doc. 
CERD/C/51/Misc.13/Rev.4.; and, UN Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, General Comment No. 
7, The Right to Adequate Housing (Art. 11(1) of the Covenant): forced evictions (1997). In, Compilation of General 
Comments and General Recommendations Adopted by Human Rights Treaty Bodies. UN Doc. HRI/GEN/1/Rev.5, 
26 April 2001, pps. 49-54, at para. 18 (hereafter ‘General Comments/Recommendations Compilation’).   
19  Vienna Declaration and Programme of Action, adopted by the World Conference on Human Rights on 25 June 
1993, Part I, at para. 10. UN Doc. A/CONF.157/23, 12 July 1993. 
20   Among others, see, Rio Declaration on Environment and Development, UN Doc. A/CONF.151/26 (Vol. 1) 
(1992); Copenhagen Declaration and Programme of Action, UN Doc. UN Doc. A/CONF. 166/9 (1995); G.A. Res. 
42/115, 11 February 1988, The Impact of Property on the Enjoyment of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms; 
Commission on Human Rights Resolutions 1987/18 and 1988/19; Principles relating to the human rights conduct of 
companies. Working paper prepared by Mr. David Weissbrodt. E/CN.4/Sub.2/2000/WG.2/WP.1, 25 May 2000; M. 
Addo (ed.), Human Rights Standards and the Responsibility of Transnational Corporations. The Hague: Kluwer 
Law International (1999); J.R. Paul, Holding Multinational Corporations Responsible Under International Law 24 
Hastings Int’l. and Comp. Law Rev.  285 (2001); Patrick Macklem, Indigenous Rights and Multinational 
Corporations at International Law, 24 Hastings Int’l. and Comp. Law Rev. 475 (2001); and, B. Frey, The Legal and 
Ethical Responsibilities of Transnational Corporations in the Protections of International Human Rights, 6 Minn. J. 
Global Trade 153 (1996) 
21   Inter-American Court on Human Rights, Velasquez Rodriguez Case, Judgment of 29 July 1988, Ser. C No. 4, 
para. 172 –  “An illegal act which violates human rights and which is initially not directly imputable to a Stat e (for 
example, because it is the act of a private person or because the person responsible has not been identified) can lead 
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are, as subjects of international law, unquestionably bound to respect customary international 
law norms and general principles of international law, including those pertaining to human 
rights.22  The International Court of Justice specifically referred to such obligations in the WHO 
Agreement Case.23  
 
International financial organizations are also bound to ensure that they neither undermine the 
ability of other subjects of international law, including their member states, to faithfully fulfill 
their international obligations nor facilitate or assist violation of those obligations.24  The World 
Bank, as a specialized agency of the United Nations, also has obligations derived from the 
human rights provisions of the Charter of the United Nations and authoritative interpretations of 
the Charter, such as the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, the Covenants and other UN 
human rights instruments.25 
 
The following sections describe the rights of indigenous peoples that limit and condition 
resource exploitation and the involvement of international financial institutions therein.   
 
Rights to Lands, Territories and Resources: 
For indigenous peoples, secure, effective collective property rights are fundamental to their 
economic and social development, to their physical and cultural integrity, to their livelihoods 
and sustenance. Secure land and resource rights are also essential for the maintenance of their 
worldviews and spirituality and, in short, to their very survival as viable territorial and distinct 
cultural communities.26  These rights are almost always collective in nature and often involve 
rights and duties held of and owed to previous and future generations. According to the UN 
Rapporteur on indigenous land rights:  
 

(i) a profound relationship exists between indigenous peoples and their lands, territories and 
resources; (ii) this relationship has various social, cultural, spiritual, economic and political 
dimensions and responsibilities; (iii) the collective dimension of this relationship is significant; 

                                                                                                                                                        
to international responsibility of the State, not because of the act itself, but because of the lack of due diligence to 
prevent the violation or to respond to it as required by the Convention;” - Inter-American Commission on Human 
Rights, Case 7615 (Brazil).  OEA/Ser.L/V/II.66, doc 10 rev 1 (1985), 33; UN Human Rights Committee, 
Communication Nos. 161/1983, Annual Rep. Of the HRC 1988, 197 and 181/1984, Annual Rep. of the HRC 1990 
(Vol. II), 37; Ogoni Case, at para. 58 and; European Court of Human Rights, Sunday Times Case, Judgment of 26 
April 1979 , E.C.H.R., Ser. A, (Vol. 30), 318. 
22   Among others, C.F. Amerasinghe, Principles of the Institutional Law of International Organizations. Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press (1996), 240; H.G. Schermers and N.M. Blokker, International Institutional Law: Unity 
within Diversity (3rd Rev. Ed.) Martinus Nijhoff: The Hague (1995), 824 & 988; S. Skogly, The Human Rights 
Obligations of the World Bank and IMF. Cavendish: London, (2001), 84-87; P. Sands & P. Klein (eds.), Bowett’s 
Law of International Institutions (5t h Ed.), London: Sweet & Maxwell (2001), 458-59; and, F. Morgenstern, Legal 
Problems of International Organizations. Cambridge: Grotius Publications (1986), 32.  
23  Interpretation of the Agreement of 25th of March 1951 between WHO and Egypt. International Court of Justice, 
Reports of Judgments, Advisory Opinions and Orders (1980), 89-90. 
24  Among others, D. Bradlow & C. Grossman, Limited Mandates and Intertwined Problems: A New Challenge for 
the World Bank and the IMF. 17 Human Rights Q . 411, 428 and; F. MacKay, Universal Rights or a Universe Unto 
Itself? Indigenous Peoples’ Human Rights and the World Bank’s Draft operational Policy 4.10 on Indigenous 
Peoples, 17 American University International Law Review 527, 568-70.  
25  Among others, see, Bowett’s Law of International Institutions, supra note 11, 458-59 and; Human rights as the 
primary objective of international trade, investment and finance policy and practice. Working paper submitted by J. 
Oloka-Onyango and Deepika Udagama, in accordance with Sub-Commission resolution 1998/12. UN Doc. 
E/CN.4/Sub.2/1999/11, para. 33. 
26  Report of the Special Rapporteur, supra  note 2, paras. 39-40.  See, also, Indigenous people and their relationship 
to land, supra note 3. 
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and (iv) the intergenerational aspect of such a relationship is also crucial to indigenous peoples’ 
identity, survival and cultural viability.27 

 
This multifaceted nature of indigenous peoples’ relationship to land, as well as the relationship 
between development and territorial rights, was emphasized by United Nations High 
Commissioner for Human Rights, Mary Robinson, in her December 2001 Presidential Fellow’s 
Lecture at the World Bank. She states that, for indigenous peoples   
 

economic improvements cannot be envisaged without protection of land and resource rights. 
Rights over land need to include recognition of the spiritual relation indigenous peoples have 
with their ancestral territories. And the economic base that land provides needs to be 
accompanied by a recognition of indigenous peoples’ own political and legal institutions, cultural 
traditions and social organizations. Land and culture, development, spiritual values and 
knowledge are as one. To fail to recognize one is to fail on all.28  

 
In short, without secure and enforceable rights to lands, territories and resources indigenous 
peoples’ means of subsistence are permanently threatened. Their lands and territories are their 
resource base and “food basket”. Land and territory are also the source of, inter alia, medicines, 
construction materials and household and other tools and implements.  Loss or degradation of 
land and resources results in deprivation of the basics required to sustain life and to maintain an 
adequate standard of living.  The UN Special Rapporteur on indigenous land rights concurs 
stating that failure to guarantee indigenous peoples’ property rights substantially undermines 
their socio-cultural integrity and economic security: “[i]ndigenous societies in a number of 
countries are in a state of rapid deterioration and change due in large part to the denial of the 
rights of the indigenous peoples to lands, territories and resources …”29 
 
In recognition of the preceding, international law requires that indigenous peoples’ ownership 
and other rights to their lands, territories and resources traditionally owned or otherwise 
occupied and used be legally recognized, respected and guaranteed, which includes titling, 
demarcation and measures to ensure the integrity and sustainability of those lands and territories.  
These rights are protected in connection with a variety of other rights, including the general 
prohibition of racial discrimination, the right to equal protection of the law, the right to property, 
the right to cultural integrity and as part and parcel of the right to self determination.   
 
Indigenous peoples’ rights to lands, territories and resources have been addressed a number of 
times by intergovernmental bodies under human rights instruments of general application. 
Concerning the territorial and economic aspects of self-determination, the UN Human Rights 
Committee (HRC), stated that  
 

the right to self-determination requires, inter alia, that all peoples must be able to freely dispose 
of their natural wealth and resources and that they may not be deprived of their own means of 
subsistence (article 1(2)). … The Committee also recommends that the practice of extinguishing 
inherent aboriginal rights be abandoned as incompatible with article 1 of the Covenant.30 

                                                 
27  Indigenous peoples and their relationship to land, id, at para. 20. 
28  Bridging the Gap Between Human Rights and Development: From Normative Principles to Operational 
Relevance.  Lecture by Mary Robinson, United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights, World Bank, 
Washington D.C., Preston Auditorium, 3 December 2001. 
29  Indigenous people and their relationship to land , supra  note 3, at par a. 123. 
30  Concluding observations of the Human Rights Committee: Canada. 07/04/99, at para. 8. UN Doc. 
CCPR/C/79/Add.105. (Concluding Observations/Comments) (1999).  In accord, see, also, Concluding observations 
of the Human Rights Committee: Mexico. UN Doc. CCPR/C/79/Add.109 (1999), para. 19; Concluding observations 
of the Human Rights Committee: Norway. UN Doc. CCPR/C/79/Add.112 (1999), paras. 10 and 17; and Concluding 
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Article 2731 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR),32 p rotects 
linguistic, cultural and religious rights and, in the case of indigenous peoples, includes, among 
others, land and resource, subsistence and participation rights.33 These rights are held by 
individuals, but exercised “in community with other members of the group,” thereby providing 
some measure of collectivity.   
 
The HRC has interpreted article 27 to include the “rights of persons, in community with others, 
to engage in economic and social activities which are part of the culture of the community to 
which they belong.”34  In reaching this conclusion, the HRC recognized that indigenous peoples’ 
subsistence and other traditional economic activities are an integral part of their culture, and 
interference with those activities can be detrimental to their cultural integrity and survival.  The 
HRC further elaborated upon its interpretation of article 27 in 1994, stating that 
 

With regard to the exercise of the cultural rights protected under Article 27, the committee 
observes that culture manifests itself in many forms, including a particular way of life associated 
with the use of land resources, specifically in the case of indigenous peoples.  That right may 
include such traditional activities as fishing or hunting and the right to live in reserves protected 
by law. The enjoyment of those rights may require positive legal measures of protection and 
measures to ensure the effective participation of members of minority communities in decisions 
which affect them.35 

 
In July 2000, the HRC added that article 27 requires that “necessary steps should be taken to 
restore and protect the titles and interests of indigenous persons in their native lands …” and; 
“securing continuation and sustainability of traditional forms of economy of indigenous 
minorities (hunting, fishing and gathering), and protection of sites of religious or cultural 
significance for such minorities … must be protected under article 27….”36 
 

Article 30 of the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child contains almost identical language 
to that found in ICCPR article 27, therefore, the points made above are also relevant to the rights 

                                                                                                                                                        
observations of the Human Rights Committee: Australia. 28/07/2000. CCPR/CO/69/AUS. (Concluding 
Observations/Comments), para. 8. 
31  Article 27 reads:  “In those States in which ethnic, religious or linguistic minorities exist, persons belonging to 
such minorities shall not be denied the right, in community with the other members of the group, to enjoy their own 
culture, to profess and practice their own religion, or to use their own language.” 
32  The ICCPR has been ratified by 149 States as of December 2002. 
33   Bernard Ominayak, Chief of the Lubicon Lake Band vs. Canada, Report of the Human Rights Committee, 45 UN 
GAOR Supp. (No.43), UN Doc. A/45/40 , vol. 2 (1990), 1.  See also, Kitok vs. Sweden, Report of the Human Rights 
Committee, 43 UN GAOR Supp. (No.40) UN Doc. A/43/40; Lovelace vs. Canada (No. 24/1977), Report of the 
Human Rights Committee, 36 UN GAOR Supp. (No. 40) 166, UN Doc. A/36/40 (1981). I. Lansman et al. vs. Finland 
(Communication No. 511/1992), supra  note 4; J. Lansman et al. vs. Finland (Communication No. 671/1995), UN 
Doc. CCPR/C/58/D/671/1995; and General Comment No. 23 (50) (art. 27),  adopted by the Human Rights Committee 
at its 1314th meeting (fiftieth session), 6 April 1994. UN Doc. CCPR/C/21/Rev.1/Add.5 ..  Although not decided under 
article 27, see, also, Hopu v. France. Communication No. 549/1993: France. 29/12/97. UN Doc. 
CCPR/C/60/D/549/1993/Rev.1, 29 December 1997. 
34  Among others, Ominayak vs. Canada, Report of the Human Rights Committee, id. See, also, A. Huff, Resource 
Development and Human Rights: A Look at the Case of the Lubicon Cree Indian Nation of Canada.  10 Colorado J. 
Int’l. Enviro. Law and Policy  161 (1999).  
35  General Comment No. 23 (50) (art. 27), supra note 22, at 3. 
36  Concluding observations of the Human Rights Committee: Australia , supra note 19, at paras. 10 and 11. 
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of indigenous children under that instrument.37  Article 30 and ICCPR article 27 embody one 
manifestation of the general norm of international law relating to the right to cultural integrity.38 
 
The Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights has highlighted state obligations to 
recognize and respect indigenous peoples’ land and resource rights under the International 
Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (ICESCR).39  In 1998, the Committee stated 
that  
 

The Committee views with concern the direct connection between Aboriginal economic 
marginalization and the ongoing dispossession of Aboriginal people from their lands, as 
recognized by RCAP, and endorses the recommendations of RCAP that policies which violate 
Aboriginal treaty obligations and the extinguishment, conversion or giving up of Aboriginal 
rights and title should on no account be pursued by the State Party.40  

 
It then recommended that the state party “take concrete and urgent step s to restore and respect an 
Aboriginal land and resource base adequate to achieve a sustainable Aboriginal economy and 
culture.”41  In the case of Panama, the Committee expressed its concern “that the issue of land 
rights of indigenous peoples has not been resolved in many cases and that their land rights are 
threatened by mining and cattle ranching activities which have been undertaken with the 
approval of the State party and have resulted in the displacement of indigenous peoples from 
their traditional ancestral and agricultural lands.”42    
 

Under the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination (CERD) state 
parties are obligated to recognize, respect and guarantee the right “to own property alone as well 
as in association with others” and the right to inherit property, without discrimination.43  These 
provisions of CERD are declaratory of customary international law.44  In its 1997 General 
Recommendation on Indigenous Peoples , the UN Committee on the Elimination of Racial 
Discrimination contextualized these rights to indigenous peoples.  In particular, the Committee 
called upon states -parties to “recognize and protect the rights of indigenous peoples to own, 
develop, control and use their communal lands, territories and resources and, where they have 
been deprived of their lands and territories traditionally owned or otherwise inhabited or used 
without their free and informed consent, to take steps to return these lands and territories.”45  
While this General Recommendation is technically non-binding, it is nonetheless “a significant 
elaboration of norms” and corresponding state obligations under the Convention.46 
 

                                                 
37  The CRC has been ratified by 191 States as of December 2002. 
38  Human Rights Committee, General Comment No. 24, Issues relating to reservations made upon ratification or 
accession to the Covenant or the Optional Protocols thereto, or in relation to declarations under article 41 of the 
Covenant : 04/11/94  (1994), para. 8.  See, also, S.J. Anaya, Indigenous Rights Norms in Contemporary International 
Law, 8 Ariz. J. Int'l & Comp. L. 1, 15 (1991) and, L.V. Prott, Cultural Rights as Peoples Rights in International Law. 
In, J. Crawford (ed.), The Rights of Peoples . Oxford: Clarendon Press (1988), 93. 
39   The ICESCR has been ratified by 146 states as of December 2002.  
40 Concluding observations of the Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights : Canada. 10/12/98. 
E/C.12/1/Add.31, at para. 18. 
41  Id., at para. 43. 
42 Concluding Observations of the Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights : Panama. 24/09/2001. UN 
Doc. E/C.12/1/Add.64, at para. 12. 
43  CERD has been ratified by 165 States as of December 2002. 
44  T. Meron, Human Rights and Humanitarian Norms as Customary Law. Oxford: Clarendon Press (1989), 21. 
45  General Recommendation XXIII (51) concerning Indigenous Peoples, supra note 7. 
46  P. Thornberry, Indigenous Peoples and Human Rights. Manchester: Manchester University Press (2002), at 217-
18. 
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Similar conclusions about indigenous peoples’ rights have been reached under Inter-American 
human rights instruments, specifically the American Convention on Human Rights (1969) and 
the American Declaration on the Rights and Duties of Man (1948). It is well established in the 
Inter-American system that indigenous peoples have been historically discriminated against and 
disadvantage d and therefore, that special measures and protections are required if they are to 
enjoy equal protection of the law and the full enjoyment of other human rights.  These special 
measures include protections for indigenous languages, cultures, economies, ecosystems and 
natural resource base, religious practices, “ancestral and communal lands,” and the 
establishment of an institutional order that facilitates indigenous participation through their 
freely chosen representatives.47  The Inter-American Commission of Human Rights (IACHR) 
characterized the preceding as “human rights also essential to the right to life of peoples.”48   

  
According to the IACHR, indigenous peoples’ property, including ownership, rights derive from 
their own laws and forms of land tenure, their traditional occupation and use, and exist as valid 
and enforceable rights absent formal recognition by the state.49  It has related territorial rights on 
a number of occasions to cultural integrity, thereby recognizing the fundamental connection 
between indigenous land tenure and resource security and the right to practice, develop and 
transmit culture free from unwarranted interference.  In 1997, for instance, the IACHR stated 
that  
 

The situation of indigenous peoples in the Oriente [affected by pet roleum exploitation] 
illustrates, on the one hand, the essential connection they maintain to their traditional territories, 
and on the other hand, the human rights violations which threaten when these lands are invaded 
and when the land itself is degraded. … For many indigenous cultures, continued utilization of 
traditional collective systems for the control and use of territory are essential to their survival, as 
well as to their individual and collective well-being.  Control over the land refers to both its 
capacity for providing the resources which sustain life, and to 'the geographical space necessary 
for the cultural and social reproduction of the group.'50   

 
The IACHR reiterated this conclusion in its Second Report on the Human Rights Situation in 
Peru, stating that “[l]and, for the indigenous peoples, is a condition of individual security and 
liaison with the group. The recovery, recognition, demarcation and registration of the lands 
represents essential rights for cultural survival and for maintaining the community’s integrity.”51   
 
The Inter-American Court on Human Rights in the The Mayagna (Sumo) Indigenous 
Community of Awas Tingni v. the Republic of Nicaragua Case confirmed 
that indigenous peoples’ territorial rights arise from traditional occupation and use and 
indigenous forms of tenure, not from grants, recognition or registration by the state.  The latter 
simply confirm and guarantee pre-existing rights.  In its judgment, issued in September 2001, 
the Court observed that  

                                                 
47  See, among others, Report on the Situation of Human Rights of a Segment of the Nicaraguan Population of 
Miskito Origin  , OEA/Ser.L/V/II.62, doc.26. (1984), at 76-78, 81; Report on the Situation of Human Rights in 
Ecuador, supra  note 5, at 103-4; Case 7615 (Brazil), OEA/Ser.L/V/II.66, doc 10 rev 1 (1985), at 24, 31; and, Third 
Report on the Situation of Human Rights in The Republic of Guatemala OEA/Ser.l/V/II. 67, doc. 9 (1986), at 114. 
48  Third Report on the Situation of Human Rights in The Republic of Guatemala, id. 
49  Case 11.577 (Awas Tingni Indigenous Community - Nicaragua), Annual report of the IACHR. 
OEA/Ser.L/V/II.102, Doc.6 rev., (Vol. II), April 16, 1999, 1067, para. 108 and, See, also, art. XVIII, Proposed 
American Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, approved by the IACHR in 1997. 
50  Report on the Situation of Human Rights in Ecuador,  supra  note 5, at 114-15. 
51  Second Report on the Situation of Human Rights in Peru, OEA/Ser.L/V/II.106, Doc 59 rev., (2000), at Ch. X, 
para. 16.  See, also, in accord , Third Report on the Human Rights Situation of Human Rights in Paraguay.   
OEA/Ser.L/V/II.110 Doc.52 (2001), Ch. IX, para. 47  
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Among indigenous commun ities, there is a communal tradition as demonstrated by their 
communal form of collective ownership of their lands, in the sense that ownership is not centered 
in the individual but rather in the group and in the community.  By virtue of the fact of their very 
existence, indigenous communities have the right to live freely on their own territories; the close 
relationship that the communities have with the land must be recognized and understood as a 
foundation for their cultures, spiritual life, cultural integrity and economic survival. For 
indigenous communities, the relationship with the land is not merely one of possession and 
production, but also a material and spiritual element that they should fully enjoy, as well as a 
means through which to preserve their cultural heritage and pass it on to future generations.52 

 
Finding that “[t]he customary law of indigenous peoples should especially be taken into account 
because of the effects that flow from it. As a product of custom, possession of land should 
suffice to entitle indigenous communities without title to their land to obtain official recognition 
and registration of their rights of ownership;”53 the Court held, among others, that “the State 
must adopt measures of a legislative, administrative, and whatever other character necessary to 
create an effective mechanism for official delimitation, demarcation, and titling of the 
indigenous communities' properties, in accordance with the customary law, values, usage, and 
customs of these communities.”54 
 
Most recently, in the Mary and Carrie Dann Case, citing numerous international standards 
jurisprudence, the IACHR stated that “general international legal principles applicable in the 
context of indigenous human rights”  include: 
 
• the right of indigenous peoples to legal recognition of their varied and specific forms and 

modalities of their control, ownership, use and enjoyment of territories and property;  
• the recognition of their property and ownership rights with respect to lands, territories and 

resources they have historically occupied; and  
• where property and user rights of indigenous peoples arise from rights existing prior to the 

creation of a state, recognition by that state of the permanent and inalienable title of indigenous 
peoples relative thereto and to have such title changed only by mutual consent between the state 
and respective indigenous peoples when they have full knowledge and appreciation of the nature 
or attributes of such property.  

• This also implies the right to fair compensation in the event that such property and user rights are 
irrevocably lost.55 

 

In this case, it interpreted the American Declaration on the Rights and Duties of Man to require 
“special measures to ensure recognition of the particular and collective interest that indigenous 
peop le have in the occupation and use of their traditional lands and resources ….”56  

 
International Labour Organisation Convention No 169 contains a number of provisions on 
indigenous territorial rights.57 These provisions are framed by article 13(1) which requires that 
                                                 
52   Judgment of the Inter-American Court of Human Rights in the case of The Mayagna (Sumo) Indigenous 
Community of Awas Tingni v. the Republic of Nicaragua Issued 31 August 2001, Inter-Am. Court on Human 
Rights, Series C, No. 79 (2001), at para. 149. 
53  Id., at para. 151. 
54  Id., at para. 164. 
55  Inter-American Commission of Human Rights, Report Nº 75/02 , Case Nº 11.140, Mary and Carrie Dann (United 
States), Dec. 27, 2002. OEA/Ser.L/V/II.116, Doc. 46, at para. 130. (footnotes omitted) (hereafter ‘Mary and Carrie 
Dann Case’).  
56  Id., at para. 131. 
57  As of December 2002, the following 17 states have ratified ILO 169: Mexico, Norway, Costa Rica, Colombia, 
Denmark, Ecuador, Fiji, Guatemala, The Netherlands, Dominica, Peru, Bolivia, Honduras, Venezuela, Argentina 
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governments recognize and respect the special spiritual, cultural and economic relationship that 
indigenous peoples have with their lands and territories and especially “the collective aspects of 
this relationship.”  Article 14 requires that indigenous peoples’ collective “rights of ownership 
and possession . . . over the lands which they traditionally occupy shall be recognized” and that 
states “shall take steps as necessary to identify” these lands and to “guarantee effective 
protection of rights of ownership and possession.”  Article 13(2) defines the term ‘lands’ to 
include “the concept of territories, which covers the total environment of the areas which the 
peoples concerned occupy or otherwise use.”   
 
The preceding provisions on land rights must be read in connection with article 7(1), which 
provides that “[t]he people concerned shall have the right to decide their own priorities for the 
process of development as it affects their lives, beliefs, institutions and spiritual well-being and 
the lands they occupy or otherwise use, and to exercise control, to the extent possible, over their 
own economic, social and cultural development.”  This provision recognizes that indigenous 
peoples have the right to some measure of self-government with regard to their institutions and 
in determining the direction and scope of their economic, social and cultural development (the 
latter is limited by reference to other provisions of the Convention).   
 
ILO 169’s predecessor, ILO 107 adopted in 1957, also provides that “[t]he right of ownership, 
collective or individual, of the members of the population concerned over the lands which these 
populations traditionally occupy shall be recognized.”  The ILO Committee of Experts has held 
that the rights that attach under article 11 also apply to lands presently occupied irrespective of 
immemorial possession or occupation.  The ILO Committee stated that the fact that the people 
has some form of relationship with land presently occupied, even if only for a short time was 
sufficient to form an interest and, therefore, rights to that land and the attendant resources.58  
 
The African Charter on Human and Peoples’ Rights  is also relevant here.  Property rights are 
guaranteed under article 14 and the right to equal protection of the law, both for individuals and 
peoples (articles 3 and 19), and the prohibition of discrimination (article 2) are also recognized.  
If UN and IACHR jurisprudence are relied upon, these provisions read together will amount to a 
recognition of indigenous property rights based upon traditional occupation and use.   
 
Recent normative developments relating to indigenous lands, territories and resources are 
expansive, requiring legal recognition, restitution and compensation, protection of the total 
environment thereof, and various measures of participation in and consent to extra -territorial 
activities that may affect subsistence and resource rights and environmental and cultural 
integrity.  Article 26 of the UN Draft Declaration, for instance, provides that  
 

Indigenous peoples have the right to own, develop, control and use the lands and territories, 
including the total environment of the lands, air, waters, coastal sea, sea-ice, flora and fauna and 
other resources which they have traditionally owned or otherwise occupied or used.  This 
includes the right to the full recognition of their laws and customs, land-tenure systems and 
institutions for the development and management of resources, and the right to effective 
measures by states to prevent any interference with, alienation or encroachment upon these 
rights. 

                                                                                                                                                        
Brazil and Paraguay. The following states have submitted it to their national legislatures for ratification or are 
discussing ratification: Chile, The Philippines, Finland, El Salvador, Russian Federation, Panama, and Sri Lanka. 
Germany has adopted ILO 169 as the basis for its overseas development aid and the Asian Development Bank and 
the UNDP have incorporated some of its substance into their policies on Indigenous peoples. See, for instance, 
Asian Development Bank, The Bank’s Policy on Indigenous Peoples, April 1998. 
58  Report of the Committee of Experts on the Application of Conventions and Recommendations, Report III(4A), at 
287, International Labour Conference, 75th Session, Geneva (1988). 
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The OAS Proposed Declaration also provides a substantial measure of protection (Art. XVIII): 
 

1. Indigenous peoples have the right to the legal recognition of the various and specific forms of 
control, ownership and enjoyment of territories and property.  
2. Indigenous peoples have the right to the recognition of their property and ownership rights 
with respect to lands and territories they have historically occupied, as well as to the use of those 
to which they have historically had access for their traditional activities and livelihood. 
3. i) Subject to 3.ii.), where property and user rights of indigenous peoples arise from rights 
existing prior to the creation of those States, the States shall recogn ize the titles of indigenous 
peoples relative thereto as permanent, exclusive, inalienable, imprescriptible and indefeasible.  
ii) Such titles may only be changed by mutual consent between the state and respective 
indigenous peoples when they have full knowledge and appreciation of the nature or attributes of 
such property. 
iii) Nothing in 3.i.) shall be construed as limiting the right of indigenous peoples to attribute 
ownership within the community in accordance with their customs, traditions, uses and 
traditional practices, nor shall it affect any collective community rights over them. 
4. The rights of indigenous peoples to existing natural resources on their lands must be especially 
protected. These rights include the right to the use, management and conservation of such 
resources.  

 
The Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD), a binding international environmental treaty is 
also of relevance.  Article 10(c)of the CBD provides that states shall “protect and encourage 
customary use of biological resources in accordance with traditional cultural practices that are 
compatible with conservation or sustainable use requirements.”  Although the precise scope and 
meaning of this article have yet to be formally articulated, it certainly includes indigenous 
agriculture, agro-forestry, hunting, fishing, gathering and use of medicinal plants and other 
subsistence activities.  This article, by implication, should also be read to include protection for 
the land base, ecosystem and environment in which those resources are found.  These 
observations on article 10(c) are supported by the analysis of the Secretariat of the CBD in its 
background paper entitled ‘Traditional Knowledge and Biological Diversity’.  In that paper, the 
Secretariat said the following about the language “protect and encourage” found in 10(c): 
 

In order to protect and encourage, the necessary conditions may be in place, namely, security of 
tenure over traditional terrestrial and marine estates; control over and use of traditional natural 
resources; and respect for the heritage, languages and cultures of indigenous and local 
communities, best evidenced by appropriate legislative protection (which includes protection of 
intellectual property, sacred places, and so on). Discussions on these issues in other United Nations 
forums have also dealt with the issue of respect for the right to self-determination, which is often 
interpreted to mean the exercise of self-government.59 

 
Sub-Surface Resources : 
The basis for state (public) ownership of natural, including subsoil, resources in international 
law is territorial sovereignty.60  The basis for peoples’ rights to natural resources is the right of 
permanent sovereignty over natural resources and the concomitant right to freely dispose of 
natural wealth and resources.  The latter was developed and elaborated upon by a series of UN 
General Assembly resolutions, the first adopted in the 1950s.61    In the first instance, the right to 
permanent sovereignty over natural resources was (somewhat ambiguously) vested in ‘peoples 

                                                 
59  Traditional Knowledge and Biological Diversity, UNEP/CBD/TKBD/1/2, 18 October 1997. 
60  I. Brownlie, Principles of Public International Law (4th  ed.). Oxford: OUP (1990) –  “The rule universally 
accepted is that the subsoil belongs to the state which has sovereignty over the surface,” at 119. 
61   G.A. Res. 523(VI) and 626(VII), 12 January 1952 and 21 December 1952. 
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and nations’ and was intimately related to decolonization and self-determination.62  As colonial 
peoples became independent, the right, with some notable exceptions (see below), was 
increasingly expressed as a right of developing countries and then as a right of states.63  It has 
subsequently been incorporated, as a right of states, into a number of multilateral treaties, for 
instance, the Convention on Biological Diversity.64 
 
The content of the right of states is widely acknowledged to include the right to possess, use and 
dispose of natural resources, to determine freely and control prospecting, exploration and 
exploitation, to manage and conserve natural resources, to regulate foreign investors and to 
nationalize or expropriate property.65  However, as with sovereignty in general, state sovereignty 
over natural resources is not absolute but is subject to other principles and rules of international 
law.66 As a consequence, an increasing number of duties are associated with this right.  In 
particular and among others, the duty to exercise permanent sovereignty in the interest of 
national development, ensuring that the entire population benefits, the duty to have due care for 
the environment, and the “duty to respect the rights and interests of indigenous peoples….”67 
 
The two core international human rights instruments adopted by the UN in 1966 - the ICCPR 
and the ICESCR – both contain a major limitation on and exception to states’ rights to natural 
resources.  Common article 1 of the Covenants states, in pertinent part for our purposes, that: 
 

(1) All peoples have the right to self-determination, by virtue of that right they freely determine 
their political status and freely pursue the economic, social and cultural development. 
(2) All peoples may, for their own ends, freely dispose of their natural wealth and resources….  
In no case may a people be deprived of its own means of subsistence. 

              
Articles 47 of the ICCPR and 25 of the ICESCR describe the right set forth in sub-paragraph 2 - 
the human right of peoples, including indigenous peoples, to permanent sovereignty over natural 
resources 68  - as “the inherent right of peoples.”69  Its importance to indigenous peoples was 
eloquently stated by Ted Moses, Grand Chief of the Grand Council of the Crees: 

                                                 
62  G.A. Res. 837 (IX) 14 December 1954, Recommendations Concerning International Respect for the Right of 
Peoples and Nations to Self-Determination; 1314 (XIII) 12 December 1958, Recommendations Concerning 
International Respect for the Right of Peoples and Nations to Self-Determination; 1720(XVI), 19 December 1961, 
Permanent Sovereignty over Natural Resources; and 1803 (XVII), 14 December 1962, Permanent Sovereignty over 
Natural Resources. 
63  Among others, see,  G.A. Res. 3201 (S-VI), 1 May 1974, Declaration on the Establishment of a New International 
Economic Order and, G.A. Res. 3281 (XXIX), 12 December 1974, Charter of Economic Rights and Duties of 
States. The latter reads in article 1: “Every State has and shall freely exercise full permanent sovereignty, including 
possession, use and disposal, over all its wealth, natural resources and economic activities.”  
64   See, Convention on Biological Diversity, article 3, which reads: “States have, in accordance with the Charter of 
the United Nations and the principles of international law, the sovereign right to exploit their own resources pursuant 
to their own environmental policies.”   See, also, Article 22(1) of the CBD, titled ‘Relationship with Other 
International Conventions’, which provides that : “The provisions of this Convention shall not affect the rights and 
obligations of any Contracting Party deriving from any existing international agreement, except where the exercise 
of those rights and obligations would cause a serious damage or threat to biological diversity.” 
65   N. Schrijver, Sovereignty over Natural Resources: Balancing Rights and Duties. Cambridge Studies in 
International Law.  Cambridge: Cambridge University Press (1997), 391. 
66  Principles of Public International Law, supra  note 49, 597 (referring to the right of self-determination as 
informing and complementing other principles of international law, such as state sovereignty.) 
67  Sovereignty over Natural Resources , supra  note 54, at 391 and, at 9 – “Various injunctions have been formulated 
according to which States have to exercise their right to permanent sovereignty in the interest of their populations 
and to respect the rights of indigenous peoples to the natural wealth and resources in their regions, where ‘peoples’ 
are objects rather than subjects of international law.” 
68  Among others, J. Crawford, The Right of Self-Determination in International Law: Its Development and Future. 
In, P. Alston (ed.), Peoples’ Rights. Oxford: OUP (2001), pps. 7-68, 27 and; E-I. Daes, The Spirit and Letter of the 
Right to Self-Determination of Indigenous Peoples: Reflection son the Making of the United Nations Draft 
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When I think of self-determination, I think also of hunting, fishing and trapping. I think of the 
land, of the water, the trees, and the animals. I think of the land we have lost. I think of all the 
land stolen from our people. I think of hunge r and people destroying the land. I think of the 
dispossession of our peoples of their land. … The end result is too often identical: we indigenous 
peoples are being denied our own means of subsistence. … We cannot give up our right to our 
own means of subsistence or to the necessities of life itself. … In particular, our right to self-
determination contains the essentials of life – the resources of the earth and the freedom to 
continue to develop and interact as societies and peoples.70  

 
A leading commentator on the right to self-determination states that “Article 1 common to the 
Covenants addresses itself directly to peoples” and “[p]eoples are thus the holders of 
international rights to which correspond obligations incumbent upon Contracting States ….”71  
These rights are not restricted to peoples in classic colonial situations only, but are vested in ‘all’ 
peoples.72  Consistent with this, the UN Human Rights Committee (HRC), the body charged 
with monitoring state compliance with the ICCPR, has applied article 1 to indigenous peoples.73  
In its Concluding observations on Canada’s fourth periodic report, the HRC stated that  
 

With reference to the conclusion by the [Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peoples] that without 
a greater share of lands and resources institutions of aboriginal self-government will fail, the 
Committee emphasizes that the right to self-determination requires, inter alia, that all peoples 
must be able to freely dispose of their natural wealth and resources and that they may not be 
deprived of their own means of subsistence (article 1(2)). The Committee recommends that 
decisive and urgent action be taken towards the full implementation of the RCAP 
recommendations on land and resource allocation. The Committee also recommends that the 
practice of extinguishing inherent aboriginal rights be abandoned as incompatible with article 1 
of the Covenant.74 

 
                                                                                                                                                        
Declaration. In, P. Aikio and M. Scheinin (eds.), Operationalizing the Right of Indigenous Peoples to Self-
Determination. Turku: Institute for Human Rights, Abo Akademi University,  (2000), pps. 67-84, 76-77.  
69   Article 47 of the ICCPR and Article 25 of the ICESCR, provide that “Nothing in the present Covenant shall be 
interpreted as impairing the inherent right of all peoples to enjoy and utilize fully and freely their natural wealth and 
resources;”  
70   T. Moses, The Right to Self-Determination and its Significance to the Survival of Indigenous Peoples. In, 
Operationalizing the Right of Indigenous Peoples to Self-Determination . supra  note 57, pps. 155-78, at 162-4.  
71  A. Cassese, Self-Determination of Peoples. A Legal Reappraisal. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press (1995), 
at 144.   
72  Among others, The Right of Self-Determination in International Law: Its Development and Future, supra note 57.  
Crawford states that  
 

Just as a matter of ordinary treaty interpretation, one cannot interpret Article 1 as limited to the colonial 
case. Article 1 does not say that some peoples have the right to self-determination. Nor can the term 
‘peoples’ be limited to colonial peoples. Article [1, paragraph] 3 deals expressly, and non-exclusively, with 
colonial territories. When a text says that ‘all peoples’ have a right – the term ‘peoples’ having a general 
connotation – and then in another paragraph of the same article, its says that the term ‘peoples’ includes 
peoples of colonial territories, it is perfectly clear that the term is being used in its general sense.  

 
Id ., at 27.  See, also, Human Rights Committee, General comment 12, The right to self-det ermination of peoples 
(Art. 1): 13/04/84 (1984), at para. 6 - Article 1(3) “imposes specific obligations on States parties, not only in relation 
to their own peoples  but vis-à-vis all peoples which have not been able to exercise or have been deprived of the 
possibility of exercising their right to self-determination” (emphasis added) – and, in accord, Committee on the 
Elimination of Racial Discrimination, General Recommendation XXI on the right to self-determination  (1996), at 
para. 5 – “the rights of all peoples within a State.” 
73   For an extensive discussion on this issue by a member of the Human Rights Committee, see, M. Scheinin, The 
Right to Self-Determination under the Covenant on Civil and Political Rights. In, Operationalizing the Right of 
Indigenous Peoples to Self-Determination, supra note 57, pps. 179-202.  
74  Concluding observations of the Human Rights Committee: Canada, supra  note 19. 
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The HRC reached similar conclusions – that the state implement and respect the right of 
indigenous peoples to self-determination, particularly in connection with their traditional lands 
and resources – in its Concluding observations on the reports of Mexico and Norway issued in 
1999 and Australia in 2000.75  In its complaints-based jurisprudence, the HRC has also related 
the right to self-determination to the right of indigenous peoples to enjoy their culture under 
Article 27 of the ICCPR.76 
 
The Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights has also referred to the rights of 
indigenous peoples in connection with article 1. In 2002, the Committee stat ed: “[t]aking note of 
the duty in article 1, paragraph 2, of the Covenant, which provides that a people may not ‘be 
deprived of its means of subsistence’, States parties should ensure that there is adequate access 
to water for subsistence farming and for securing the livelihoods of indigenous peoples.”77 
 
While most attention has focused on the rights of indigenous peoples as set forth in article 1(2), 
the first sub-paragraph is also highly relevant because resource exploitation directly affects 
indigenous p eoples’ right “to freely determine their economic, social and cultural development.”  
Indeed, it is a mistake to disaggregate the various components of the right to self-determination 
as they are, in sum, a complex of inextricably related and interdependent rights.  In this context, 
note article 1(2) of the 1986 UN Declaration on the Right to Development, which provides that 
“[t]he human right to development also implies the full realization of the right of peoples to self-
determination, which includes, subject to the relevant provisions of both International Covenants 
on Human Rights, the exercise of their inalienable right to full sovereignty over all their natural 
wealth and resources.”78 
 
The African Charter on Human and Peoples Rights (1981)79 is another human rights treaty that 
contains a provision guaranteeing the right of peoples to freely dispose of their natural wealth 
and resources.80  Whether this provision applied to the constituent peoples of a state or only to 
its entire population has been a bone  of contention for many years.81 However, in May 2002, the 
African Commission on Human and Peoples’ Rights unambiguously applied the right to the 
Ogoni people,82 one of the constituent peoples of Nigeria: 
 

Contrary to its Charter obligations and despite such internationally established principles, the 
Nigerian Government has given the green light to private actors, and the oil companies in 

                                                 
75  Supra note 19. 
76  Apirana Mahuika et al. vs. New Zealand (Communication No. 547/1993, 15/11/2000)), UN Doc. 
CCPR/C/70/D/547/1993 (2000), at para. 9.2. See, also M. Scheinin, supra note 62. 
77  General Comment No. 15, The right to water (arts. 11 and 12 of the International Covenant on Economic, Social 
and Cultural Rights).  UN Doc. E/C.12/2002/11, 26 November 2002 ,at para. 7.   The Committee added that: “The 
international financial institutions, notably the International Monetary Fund and the World Bank, should take into 
account the right to water in their lending policies, credit agreements, structural adjustment programmes and other 
development projects (see General Comment No. 2 (1990)), so that the enjoyment of the right to water is promoted.” 
Id ., at para. 60.  
78  G.A. Res. 41/128 of 4 December 1986, Declaration on the Right to Development. 
79  To date, 53 African states have ratified the Charter. 
80   Article 21 of the African Charter states in pertinent part that: “1. All peoples shall freely dispose of their wealth 
and natural resources. This right shall be exercised in the exclusive interest of the people. In no case shall a people be 
deprived of it. 2. In case of spoliation the dispossessed people shall have the right to the lawful recovery of its 
property as well as to an adequate compensation.”  
81   See, among others, R. N. Kiwanuka, The Meaning of “People” in the African Charter on Human and Peoples' 
Rights, 82 Am. J. Int'l L. 80-101 (1988) and; P. Nobel, ‘The Concept of `Peoples' in the African (Banjul) Charter on 
Human and Peoples' Rights.’ In, P. Nobel (ed.), Refugees and Development in Africa, 9-18, Uppsala: Scandinavian 
Institute of African Studies (1987).  
82  The Ogoni self-identify as indigenous and have taken an active role in the UN Working Group on Indigenous 
Populations.  
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particular, to devastatingly affect the well-being of the Ogonis. By any measure of standards, its 
practice falls short of the minimum conduct expected of governments, and therefore, is in 
violation of Article 21 of the African Charter.83 

 
The Commission noted in general that : 
 

“At a primary level, the obligation to respect entails that the State should refrain from 
interfering in the enjoyment of all fundamental rights; it should respect right-holders, their 
freedoms, autonomy, resources, and liberty of their action. With respect to socio economic 
rights, this means that the State is obliged to respect the free use of resources owned or at the 
disposal of the individual alone or in any form of association with others, including the 
household or the family, for the purpose of rights-related needs. And with regard to a 
collective group, the resources belonging to it should be respected, as it has to use the same 
resources to satisfy its needs.”84  

 
Attempts by the United Nations to regulate the activities of multinational corporations with 
respect to human rights have also addressed this issue.  The Proposed Draft Human Rights Code 
of Conduct for Companies for instance, provides, under the heading ‘Respect for National 
Sovereignty and the Right of Self-Determination’ that “[c]ompanies shall recognize and respect 
the national laws, regulations, administrative practices, and authority of the State to exercise 
control over its national resources in the countries in which the companies operate in so far as 
these laws, regulations, practices, and authority do not conflict with international human rights 
standards;” and, “[c]ompanies shall respect the rights of indigenous communities and minorities 
to own, develop, control, protect, and use their lands and cultural and intellectual property; 
indigenous communities and minorities may not be deprived of their own means of 
subsistence.”85 
 
In addition to relying on textual expressions of the right to self-determination and the right to 
freely dispose of natural wealth in human rights instruments, discussed above, indigenous 
peoples’ rights to resources, including those of the subsoil, may also be said to derive from the 
general international law of self-determination and related law pertaining to permanent 
sovereignty over natural wealth and resources.86  This is the case because the preceding rights 
remain vested in peoples notwithstanding international instruments that also vest permanent 
sovereignty in states.87  The initial stage of an UN study on this issue concludes that “it is 
apparent that this basic principle of permanent sovereignty over natural resources  applies as well 
to indigenous peoples for the following reasons, among others: 
 

(a) Indigenous peoples are colonized peoples in the economic, political and historical sense; 
(b) Indigenous peoples suffer from unfair and unequal economic arrangements typically suffered 
by other colonized peoples; 
(c) The principle of permanent sovereignty over natural resources is necessary to level the 
economic and political playing field and to provide protection against unfair and oppressive 
economic arrangements; 
(d) Indigenous peoples have a right to development and actively to participate in the realization 
of this right; sovereignty over their natural resources is an essential prerequisite for this; 

                                                 
83   Ogoni Case, at para. 58. 
84  Id., at para. 45 (footnotes omitted).  
85   Proposed Draft Human Rights Code of Conduct for Companies. Working paper prepared by Mr. David 
Weissbrodt. E/CN.4/Sub.2/2000/WG.2/WP.1/Add.1, 25 May 2000, at paras. 14 and 18. 
86   Indigenous peoples’ permanent sovereignty over natural resources. Working paper by Erica-Irene Daes, former 
Chairperson of the Working Group on Indigenous Populations.  UN Doc. E/CN.4/Sub.2/2002/23, at para. 6. 
87  See, among others, G.A. Res. 41/128 of 4 December 1986,  Declaration on the Right to Development.   
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(e) The natural resources originally belonged to the indigenous peoples concerned and were not 
freely and fairly given up.88 

 
This last point raises an important issue in connection with the rights of indigenous peoples in 
and to their lands, territories and resources traditionally owned or otherwise occupied and used 
discussed in the preceding section.  These rights exist absent formal recognition by the state, are 
in large measure determined by indigenous peoples’ laws, customs and usages, and unilateral 
extinguishment has been determined to violate, among others, the right to self-determination and 
the prohibition of racial discrimination.89   
 
Note that in all the formulations used in the various international instruments and jurisprudence, 
the term ‘resources’ is used without explicit qualification or explanation.  In the absence of 
evidence to the contrary – see, ILO 169, article 15(2), for instance, which provides for “cases in 
which the State retains the ownership of mineral or sub-surface resources” – ‘resources’ should 
presumptively be understood to include subsoil resources.  This is especially the case in states 
where private ownership of minerals is recognized in domestic law: discrimination against 
indigenous peoples is not permitted where non-indigenous citizens can own minerals.      
 
In common law jurisdictions - much of the British Commonwealth - in the absence of valid 
extinguishment or expropriat ion, surface rights include rights to base, subsoil minerals.90  The 
same has also been held to be the case, again subject to valid extinguishment, for rights of 
indigenous peoples under native/aboriginal/Indian title jurisprudence in Australia, Canada and 
the United States.91  In Delgamuukw v. British Columbia, for example, Lamer CJ of the 
Canadian Supreme Court stated that “aboriginal title also encompass [sic] mineral rights, and 
lands held pursuant to aboriginal title should be capable of exploitation in the same way….”92  
Indigenous ownership of subsoil resources within reserves and reservations is also recognized in 
the United States  and Canada.  This recognition even extends to the so-called ‘royal minerals’, 
gold and silver, which is not the case for non-indigenous surface owners under common law.93  
 
In conclusion, with respect to the nature of the rights held by indigenous peoples in general to 
natural resources, including those of the subsoil, a leading scholar concludes that, the “rights of 
indigenous peoples to the natural resources of their lands are at first glance similar to those of 
States (to be) derived from the principle of permanent sovereignty…. Yet, the essential 
difference is that indigenous peoples are still an object rather than a subject of international law; 
at best they can be identified as an emerging subject of international law.”94  Without discussing 
the object versus subject issue, existing international human rights norms and jurisprudence 

                                                 
88  Id., at para. 7.  
89   Among others, see, Concluding observations of the Human Rights Committee: Canada, supra note 19 and; 
Committee on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination, Decision (2) 54 on Australia, 18 March 1999. UN Doc. 
A/54/18, para. 21. 
90  Elwes v. Brigg Gas and Co . (1886) 33 Ch D 568 – “Being … in lawful possession, he was in possession  of the 
ground, not merely the surface, but of everything that lay beneath the surface down to the centre of the earth …,” per 
Chitty J., at 568, and; Rowbotham v. Wilson (1860) HLC 348, at 360; 11 ER 463, at 468 – “There is no doubt that 
prima facie the owner of the surface is entitled to the surface itself and all below it ex jure naturae …,”  per Lord 
Wensleydale. 
91   For US cases, see, among others, United States v. Shoshone Tribe of Indians 304 US 111 (1938); United States v. 
Klamath and Moadoc Tribes 304 US 119 (1938); and, Otoe and Missouri Tribe v. United States  131 F Supp 265 
(1955).  Canadian cases, see, Delgamuukw v. British Columbia [1997] 3 S.C.R. 1010; and Guerin v R (1985) 13 
DLR 4th 321. Australian cases: among others, Mabo v. Queensland No.2 (1992) 175 CLR 166 and; Ward on behalf 
of the Miriuwung and Gajerrong People v. Western Australia (1998) 159 ALR 483. 
92  Delgamuukw, at 1086. 
93   Among others, United States v. Northern Paiute Nation  (1968) 393 F 2d 786. 
94  Sovereignty over Natural Resources, supra note 54 , at 318 
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provide ample support for this conclusion.95  Moreover, at least in the case of natural resources, 
classification as an object or subject of international law does not impede the rights of 
indigenous peoples under existing and emerging international human rights law nor does it 
diminish the duties of states and certain non-state actors to respect, protect and fulfill those 
rights.    

 
Free Prior and Informed Consent as an Accepted Principle: 
In contemporary international law, indigenous peoples ’ have the right to participate in decision 
making and to give or withhold their consent to activities affecting their lands, territories and 
resources or rights in general.  Consent must be freely given, obtained prior to implementation 
of activities and be founded upon an understanding of the full range of issues implicated by the 
activity or decision in question; hence the formulation, free, prior and informed consent.    
 
Observing that indigenous peoples have and continue to suffer from discrimination, and “in 
particular that they have lost their land and resources to colonists, commercial companies and 
State enterprises,”96 the Committee on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination called upon 
states -parties to “ensure that members of indigenous peoples have equal rights in respect of 
effective participation in public life, and that no decisions directly relating to their rights and 
interests are taken without their informed consent.”97   The Committee later recognized 
indigenous peoples’ right to “effective participation . . . in decisions affecting their land rights, 
as required under article 5(c) of the Convention and General Recommendation XXIII of the 
Committee, which stresses the importance of ensuring the ‘informed consent’ of indigenous 
peoples” (emphasis added).98   
 
The IACHR has found that Inter-American human rights law requires “special measures to 
ensure recognition of the particular and collective interest that indigenous people have in the 
occupation and use of their traditional lands and resources and their right not to be deprived of 
this interest except with fully informed consent, under conditions of equality, and with fair 
compensation.”99  In the same vein, the Commission emphasized that 
 

Articles XVIII and XXIII of the American Declaration specially oblige a member state to ensure 
that any determination of the extent to which indigenous claimants maintain interests in the lands 
to which they have traditionally held title and have occupied and used is based upon a process of 
fully informed and mutual consent on the part of the indigenous community as a whole. 100  

 
Similarly, finding that Nicaragua had violated the right to property, judicial protection and due 
process of law by granting logging concessions on indigenous lands without taking steps to title 
and demarcate those lands, the IACHR held that  
 

The State of Nicaragua is actively responsible for violations of the right to property, embodied in 
Article 21 of the [American] Convention, by granting a concession to the company SOLCARSA 

                                                 
95  See, for instance, Preambular paragraph 7, Proposed American Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, 
supra note 38, - “Recognizing that indigenous peoples are a subject of international law….” 
96  General Recommendation XXIII (51) concerning Indigenous Peoples, supra  note 7, at para. 3. 
97  Id., at para. 4(d).  
98  Concluding Observations by the Committee on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination : Australia. 24/03/2000. 
CERD/C/56/Misc.42/rev.3, at para. 9.  See, also, among others, Concluding observations of t he Committee on the Elimination of Racial 

Discrimination : Costa Rica. 20/03/2002 and, Concluding observations of the Committee on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination : United States of America. 14/08/2001. 
99  Mary and Carrie Dann Case, at para. 131. 
100 Id., at para. 140. 
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to carry out road construction work and logging exploitation on the Awas Tingni lands, without 
the consent of the Awas Tingni Community.101    

 
Additionally, the IACHR stated that “general international legal principles applicable in the 
context of indigenous human rights” include the right to 
 
• where property and user rights of indigenous peoples arise from rights existing prior to the 

creation of a state, recognition by that state of the permanent and inalienable title of indigenous 
peoples relative thereto and to have such title changed only by mutual consent between the state 
and respective indigenous peoples when they have full knowledge and appreciation of the nature 
or attributes of such property.102 

 
In addition to prohibiting unilateral extinguishment of indigenous peoples’ land and resource 
rights, the property and user rights governed by this principle clearly include subsoil minerals.  
 
Further, in 2001, the UN Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights noted “with regret 
that the traditional lands of indigenous peoples have been reduced or occupied, without their 
consent, by timber, mining and oil companies, at the expense of the exercise of their culture and 
the equilibrium of the ecosystem.”103  It then recommended that the state “ensure the 
participation of indigenous peoples in decisions affecting their lives. The Committee particularly 
urges the State party to consult and seek the consent of the indigenous peoples concerned ….”104 
 
While not strictly requiring consent, ILO 169 requires that states “establish or maintain 
procedures through which [they] shall consult these peoples” to determine the extent to which 
indigenous peoples’ “interests would be prejudiced” prior to engaging in, or allowing resource 
exploitation (art. 15(2)).  This provision should be read consistently with article 6(2)’s general 
requirement that consultation be undertaken “in good faith . . . in a form appropriate to the 
circumstances, with the objective of achieving agreement or consent.” Respect for indigenous 
peoples’ right to give their free and informed consent is still required if a state party has ratified 
one of the instruments noted above because, pursuant to article 35, application of ILO 169 “shall 
not adversely affect the rights and benefits of the peoples concerned pursuant to other 
Conventions and Recommendations, international instruments, treaties or national laws, awards, 
customs or agreements.”      
 
Emerging standards also require free and informed consent. Article 30 of the UN draft 
Declaration, for instance, provides that :  
 

Indigenous peoples have the right to determine and develop priorities and strategies for the 
development or use of their lands, territories and other resources, including the right to require 
that states obtain their free and informed consent prior to the approval of any project affecting 
their lands, territories and other resources, particularly in connection with the development, 
utilization or exploitation of mineral, water or other resources.  

 
The approach adopted by the respective instruments above is consistent with the observations of 
the UN Centre for Transnational Corporations in a series of reports that examine the investments 
                                                 
101 Inter-American Commission of Human Rights, Report No. 27/98 (Nicaragua), at para. 142, cited in, The 
Mayagna (Sumo) Awas Tingni Community Case, Judgment on the Preliminary Objections of February 1, 2000, 
Inter-Am. Ct. H.R. Ser. C, No. 66 (2000).  See, also, Case 11.577 (Awas Tingni Indigenous Community - 
Nicaragua),  supra note 38, para. 108.  
102 Mary and Carrie Dann Case, at para. 130. (footnotes omitted). 
103 Concluding Observations of the Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights: Colombia. 30/11/2001. 
E/C.12/Add. 1/74, at para. 12 
104 Id., at para. 33. 
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and activities of multinational corporations on indigenous territories.105  The fourth and final 
report concluded that multinational companies’ “performance was chiefly determined by the 
quantity and quality of indigenous peoples’ participation in decision making” and “the extent to 
which the laws of the host country gave indigenous peoples the right to withhold consent to 
development….”106  
 
A recent UN workshop on indigenous peoples and natural resources development reiterated and 
elaborated upon this conclusion, stating in its conclusions that the participants: 
 

recognized the link between indigenous peoples’ exercise of their right to self determination and 
rights over their lands and resources and their capacity to enter into equitable relationships with 
the private sector. It was noted that indigenous peoples with recognized land and resource rights 
and peoples with treaties, agreements or other constructive arrangements with States, were better 
able to enter into fruitful relations with private sector natural resource companies on the basis of 
free, prior, informed consent than peoples without such recognized rights. 107 

 
Finally, as discussed in detail in the next section, both general and treaty-based international law 
require indigenous peoples’ free and informed consent in connection with relocation. 
 
Forced Relocation: 
Involuntary or forcible resettlement “is considered a practice that does grave and disastrous 
harm to the basic civil, political, economic, social and cultural rights of large numbers of people, 
both individual persons and collectivities.”108  This is also recognized in a World Bank study on 
resettlement, which states that “[t]he potential for violating individual and group rights under 
domestic and international law makes compulsory resettlement unlike any other project activity. 
… Carrying out resettlement in a manner that respects the rights of affected persons is not just 
an issue of compliance with the law, but also constitutes sound development practice.”109   
 
For indigenous peoples, forcible relocation can be disastrous, severing entirely their various 
relationships with their ancestral lands.110 As observed by the UN Sub-Commission, “where 
population transfer is the primary cause for an indigenous people's land loss, it constitutes a 

                                                 
105 The CTC reported to the Working Group four times: proposing methodology, and a draft questionnaire for 
distribution to Indigenous Peoples ( UN Doc. E/CN.4/Sub.2/AC.4/1990/6); a preliminary report (UN Doc. 
E/CN.4/Sub.2/1991/49);  a report focusing on the Americas (UN Doc. E/CN.4/Sub.2/1992/54) and; a report focusing 
on Asia and Africa, summarizing the findings of all reports and making recommendations "to mitigate the adverse 
impacts of TNCs on indigenous peoples' lands, and increase indigenous peoples' participation in relevant 
government and TNC decision-making." (UN Doc. E/CN.4/Sub.2/1994/40).  
106  Report of the Commission on Transnational Corporations to the Working Group on Indigenous Populations.  UN 
Doc. E/CN.4/Sub.2/1994/40, at para. 20. 
107  Report of the Workshop on Indigenous Peoples, Private Sector Natural Resource, Energy, Mining Companies and 
Human Rights. Geneva, 5 -7 December 2001. E/CN.4/Sub.2/AC.4/2002/3, 17 June 2002, at   3. 
108 Study concerning the right to restitution, compensation and rehabilitation for victims of gross violations of human 
rights and fundamental freedoms. Final report submitted by Mr. Theo van Boven, Special Rapporteur. UN Doc. 
E/CN.4/Sub.2/1993/8, at 10.  See, also, Forced evictions: Analytical report compiled by the Secretary-General. UN 
Doc. E/CN.4/1994/20, for an enumeration of the various human rights implicated by resettlement; and, Report of the 
Representative of the Secretary-General on legal aspects relating to the protection against arbitrary displacement. 
UN Doc. E/CN.4/1998/53/Add.1  
109 Resettlement and Development: The Bankwide Review of Projects Involving Involuntary Resettlement 1986-
1993. The World Bank, Environment Department: Washington D.C. 1994, at ¼. 
110 For an extensive overview of the impact on indigenous peoples of relocation caused by dams, see, Dams, 
Indigenous Peoples and Ethnic Minorities. Indigenous Affairs , Vol. 3-4, International Work Group on Indigenous 
Affairs and Forest Peoples Programme (1999), especially, M. Colchester, Introduction, 4-55. 
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principal factor in the process of ethnocide;”111 and, “[f]or indigenous peoples, the loss of 
ancestral land is tantamount to the loss of cultural life, with all its implications.”112 
 
Due to the importance attached to indigenous peoples’ cultural, spiritual and economic 
relationships to land and resources, international law treats relocation as a serious human rights 
concern. In international instruments, strict standards of scrutiny are employed and indigenous 
peoples’ free and informed consent must be obtained.113 Relocation may only be considered as 
an exceptional measure in extreme and extraordinary cases.  The implicit statement contained in 
these standards is that forcible relocation is prohibited as a “gross violation of human rights.”114   
 
The report of the Representative of the UN Secretary General on this issue concluded that “an 
express prohibition of arbitrary displacement is contained in humanitarian law and in the law 
relating to indigenous peoples”115 and, “[e]fforts should be made to obtain the free and informed 
consent of those to be displaced. Where these guarantees are absent, such measures would be 
arbitrary and therefore unlawful. Special protection should be afforded to indigenous peoples, 
minorities, peasants, pastoralists and other groups with a special dependency on and attachment 
to their lands.”116  Another UN report found that, with regard to relocation, the principle of 
consent has obtained the status of a binding general principle of international law.117  Finally, the 
IACHR concluded that “[t]he preponderant doctrine” holds that the principle of consent is of 
general application to cases involving relocation.118 
 
Again, given the fundamental physical, cultural, spiritual and other relationships that indigenous 
peoples have with their lands and resources, forcible resettlement amounts to a gross violation of 
a series of human rights.  In the jurisprudence of the IACHR, forcible relocation amounts to a 
violation of human rights “essential to the right to life of peoples.”119   It certainly constitutes a 
violation of article 27 of the ICCPR and article 30 of the Convention on the Rights of the Child 
in that, in most cases, it amounts to a denial of the right of indigenous persons and children, 
respectively, to enjoy their culture.120  Addressing this issue, the HRC stated that  
 

the Committee is concerned by hydroelectric and other development projects that might affect 
the way of life and the rights of persons belonging to the Mapuche and other indigenous 
communities. Relocation and compensation may not be appropriate in order to comply with 
article 27 of the Covenant. Therefore: When planning actions that affect members of indigenous 

                                                 
111 The human rights dimensions of population transfer, including the implantation of settlers. Preliminary report 
prepared by Mr. A.S. Al-Khasawneh and Mr. R. Hatano. UN Doc. E/CN.4/Sub.2/1993/17*, at para. 101. 
112 Id., at para. 336. 
113 Among others, ILO 107, art. 12, ILO 169, art. 16(2), draft UN Declaration, art. 10, Proposed American Declaration, 
art. XVIII(6), and Committee on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination, General Recommendation XXIII.  See, also, 
Progress report prepared by the Special Rapporteur on the human rights implications of  population transfer, including 
the implantation of settlers. UN Doc. E/CN.4/Sub.2/1994/18, at paras. 24-5.  
114 UN Commission on Human Rights resolution 1993/77 states that the practice of forced evictions constitutes a 
“gross violation of human rights” and urged governments to undertake immediate measures, at all levels, aimed at 
eliminating the practice.  
115 Internally displaced persons, Report of the Representative of the Secretary-General,  Mr. Francis M. Deng, 
submitted pursuant to Commission on Human Rights resolution 1997/39 UN Doc. E/CN.4/1998/53  
116 Report of the Representative of the Secretary-General,  Mr. Francis M. Deng, submitted pursuant to Commission 
on Human Rights resolution 1997/39. Compilation and Analysis of Legal Norms, Part II: Legal Aspects Relating to 
the Protection against Arbitrary Displacement.  UN Doc. E/CN.4/1998/53/Add.1, at Sec. IV, para. 4. 
117 Progress report prepared by the Special Rapporteur on the human rights population transfer, including the 
implantation of settlers. UN Doc. E/CN.4/Sub.2/1994/18, at para. 25. 
118 Report on the Situation of Human Rights of a Segment of the Nicaraguan Population of Miskito Origin, supra 
note 36, 120. 
119 Third Report on the Situation of Human Rights in The Republic of Guatemala, supra  note 36, at 114.. 
120 Supra  note 22.   
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communities, the State party must pay primary attention to the sustainability of the indigenous 
culture and way of life and to the participation of members of indigenous communities in 
decisions that affect them.121 (emphasis added) 

 
The Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights frequently expresses concern about 
forcible relocation and has urged states to abandon the practice as incompatible the obligations 
assumed under the Covenant.122 In its General Comment on the Right to Adequate Housing, the 
Committee stated that it “considers that instances of forced eviction are prima facie incompatible 
with the requirements of the Covenant and can only be justified in the most exceptional 
circumstances, and in accordance with the relevant principles of international law.”123  As 
discussed above, in the context of indigenous peoples, the relevant principles of international 
law include the right to free and informed consent.  Concern has also been expressed about 
forcible relocation in connection with mining on a number of occasions. In its Concluding 
observations on Bolivia in 2001, for instance, the Committee highlighted its concerns about “the 
incidence of forced evictions with respect to peasants and indigenous populations in favour of 
mining and lumber concessions ….”124 
 
In General Comment No. 7, which exclusively addresses forced evictions, the Committee noted 
that indigenous peoples suffer disproportionately from the practice of forced eviction.125  
Observing that forcible relocation often occurs in relation to “large-scale development projects, 
such as dam-building and other major energy projects,”126 the Committee further stated that it 
 

is aware that various development projects financed by international agencies within the 
territories of State parties have resulted in forced evictions.  In this regard, the Committee recalls 
its General Comment No. 2 (1990) which states, inter alia, that “international agencies should 
scrupulously avoid involvement in projects which, for example ... promote or reinforce 
discrimination against individuals or groups contrary to the provisions of the Covenant, or 
involve large -scale evictions or displacement of persons without the provision of all appropriate 
protection and compensation.  Every effort should be made, at each phase of a development 
project, to ensure that the rights contained in the Covenant are duly taken into account.”127  

 
From the preceding, it is clear that, in the case of indigenous and tribal peoples, both general and 
conventional international law require that consent be obtained prior to resettlement.  It is also 
clear that international law accords indigenous and tribal peoples, given their unique connection 
with their lands and resources, a higher standard of protection than applies to others.  This higher 
standard in part entails a substantial, if not complete, limitation on the exercise of eminent 
domain powers by the state, at least to the extent that relocation is involved.  For these reasons, 

                                                 
121 Concluding observations of the Human Rights Committee : Chile. 30/03/99. CCPR/C/79/Add.104. (Concluding 
Observations/Comments) CCPR/C/79/Add.104, 30 March 1999, at para. 22. 
122  General Comment No. 4, The Right to Adequate Housing (Art. 11(1) of the Covenant), adopted at the 
Committee’s Sixth session, 1991. In, Compilation of General Comments/Recommendations supra note 7, pps. 22-
27. 
123 Id., at para. 18. See, also, General Comment No. 7, The Right to Adequate Housing (Art. 11(1) of the Covenant): 
forced evictions, supra  note 7, at para. 1.   
124 Concluding Observations of the Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights : Bolivia. 21/05/2001. UN 
Doc. E/C.12/1/Add.60, at para. 21.  See, also, Concluding Observations of the Committee on Economic, Social and 
Cultural Rights : Panama. 24/09/2001, supra note 31, at para. 12. 
125 General Comment No. 7, The Right to Adequate Housing (Art . 11(1) of the Covenant): forced evictions, supra 
note 7, at para. 10. 
126 Id., at para. 18. 
127 Id., at para. 17. 
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the European Union, the Inter-American Development Bank and the World Commission on 
Dams also prohibit relocation without indigenous peoples’ consent.128 
 
Indigenous Peoples’ Rights in Customary International Law: 
Indigenous peoples’ rights to lands and resources have crystallized into norms of customary 
international law binding on all states and most intergovernmental organizations.    This is 
confirmed by no less than the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights.  In the Mary and 
Carrie Dann Case, the IACHR stated that “general international legal principles 129 applicable in 
the context of indigenous human rights” include: 
 
• the right of indigenous peoples to legal recognition of their varied and specific forms and 

modalities of their control, ownership, use and enjoyment of territories and property;  
• the recognition of their property and ownership rights with respect to lands, territories and 

resources they have historically occupied; and  
• where property and user rights of indigenous peoples arise from rights existing prior to the 

creation of a state, recognition by that state of the permanent and inalienable title of indigenous 
peoples relative thereto and to have such title changed only by mutual consent between the state 
and respective indigenous peoples when they have full knowledge and appreciation of the nature 
or attributes of such property.  

• This also implies the right to fair compensation in the event that such property and user rights are 
irrevocably lost.130  

 
This conclusion is supported by a number of scholars.131  Professors Anaya and Williams, for 
instance, state that “the relevant practice of states and international institutions establishes that, 
as a matter of customary international law, states must recognize and protect indigenous 
peoples’ rights to land and natural resources in connection with traditional or ancestral use and 
occupancy patterns.”132  Professor Siegfried Wiessner concludes that state practice and opinio 

                                                 
128 European Union: Council of Ministers Resolution, Indigenous Peoples within the framework of the development 
cooperation of the Community and Member States  (1998) - “indigenous peoples have the right to choose their own 
development paths, which includes the right to object to projects, in particular in their traditional areas”; Inter-
American Development Bank, Operational Policy 710 on Involuntary Resettlement (1998), Section IV, para. 4, and; 
World Commission on Dams: Dams and Development: A New Framework for Decision-Making. The Report of the 
World Commission on Dams. London: Earthscan (2000) – “The scope of international law has widened and 
currently includes a body of conventional and customary norms concerning indigenous peoples, grounded on self-
determination. In a context of increasing recognition of the self-determination of indigenous peoples, the principle of 
free, prior, and informed consent to development plans and projects affecting these groups has emerged as the 
standard to be applied in protecting and promoting their rights in the development process.” Id., at 112; see, also, 
267, 271, 278. 
129  General principles of international law refer to “rules of customary law, to general principles of law as in Article 
38(1)(c) [of the Statute of the International Court of Justice], or to logical propositions resulting from judicial 
reasoning on the basis of existing pieces of international law and municipal analogies.” Principles of Public 
International Law, supra  note 49, at 19.  
130 Mary and Carrie Dann Case, at para. 130. (footnotes omitted).  
131  Among others, see,  S.J. Anaya, Indigenous Peoples in International Law (Oxford and New York: OUP, 1996), 
at 49-58 and 107; S. Wiessner, The Rights and Status of Indigenous Peoples: A Global Comparative and 
International Legal Analysis, 12 Harv. Human Rights J. 57 (1999), at 128; R. Torres, The Rights of Indigenous 
Peoples: The Emerging International Norm, 16 Yale Journal Int'l Law 127; and C. Iorns Magallanes, International 
Human Rights and their Impact on Indigenous Peoples’ Rights in Australia, Canada and New Zealand, In, P. 
Havemann (ed.) Indigenous Peoples’ Rights in Australia, Canada and New Zealand. (Auckland: OUP, 1999), at 242 
-- “Further significant international legal developments provide evidence that customary international law has 
accepted the right of cultural self-determination for indigenous peoples and the consequent autonomous control 
necessary to achieve that ….” 
132  S.J. Anaya & R. Williams, The Protection of Indigenous Peoples’ Rights over Land and Natural Resources 
under the Inter-American Human Rights System. 14 Harv. Hum. Rts. J. 33  (2001), at 55. 
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juris permit the “identification of specific rules of a customary international law of indigenous 
peoples.”  These rules relate to the following areas: 
 

First, indigenous peoples are entitled to maintain and develop their distinct cultural identity, their 
spirituality, their language, and their traditional ways of life. Second, they hold the right to 
political, economic and social self-determination, including a wide range of autonomy and the 
maintenance and strengthening of their own systems of justice. Third, indigenous peoples have a 
right to demarcation, ownership, development, control and use of the lands they have 
traditionally owned or otherwise occupied and used. Fourth, governments are to honor and 
faithfully observe their treaty commitments to indigenous nations.133  

 
Additionally, Anaya persuasively asserts that much of ILO 169 reflects customary international 
law.134  This assertion is supported by Lee Swepston, head of the Equality and Human Rights 
Branch of the ILO, who describes the influence of the Convention on state practice, including 
non-ratifying states, and intergovernmental organizations.135  
 
Finally, indigenous land and resource rights are already protected under customary international 
law in connection with the principal provisions of CERD136 and article 27 of ICCPR.137 
 
Environmental Rights : 
This section provides a brief overview of rights related to environmental protection.138 As 
discussed above, the understanding that protection of indigenous peoples’ cultural integrity is 
closely linked to recognition of and respect for rights to lands, territory and resources and to 
protection and preservation of their physical environment is firmly entrenched in the normative 
structure of existing and emerging international human rights instruments.  As one scholar states 
“there can be little room for doubt that there exists today a general consensus among states that 
the cultural identity of traditional indigenous peoples and local communities warrants 
affirmative protective measures by states, and that such measures be extended to all those 
elements of the natural environment whose preservation or protection is essential for the groups’ 
survival as culturally distinct peoples and communities.”139   
 
A major United Nations study on the intersection of human rights and the environment reached 
the same conclusion. Determining that, given indigenous peoples' unique relationship with their 
lands and territories, “all environmental degradation has a direct impact on the human rights of 
the indigenous peoples dependent on that environment,”140 the Special Rapporteur proposed the 
following principle for inclusion in a Declaration of Principles on Human Rights and the 
Environment: 
 

                                                 
133 The Rights and Status of Indigenous Peo ples , supra note 119, at 128  
134  S.J. Anaya, Indigenous Peoples in International Law, supra  note 119.  
135 L. Swepston, The ILO Indigenous and Tribal Peoples Convention (No. 169): Eight Years after Adoption. In, C. 
Price Cohen, Human Rights of Indigenous Peoples .  New York: Transnational (1998), pps. 17- 36, 34 -6.  
136 Human Rights and Humanitarian Norms as Customary Law, supra  note 33, 21. 
137 Human Rights Committee, General Comment No. 24, supra note 27, para. 8.   
138  See, among others, D. Shelton, Environmental Rights. In, P. Alston (ed.), Peoples’ Rights. Oxford: OUP, (2001), 
pps. 185-294 and; Kastrup, The Internationalization of Indigenous Rights from an Environmental and Human Rights 
Perspective, 32 Tex. J. Int’l . Law 97 (1997). 
139  G. Handl, Indigenous Peoples’ Subsistence Lifestyle as an Environmental Valuation Problem. In, M. Bowman 
and A. Boyle (eds.), Environmental Damage in International and Comparative Law. Problems of Definition and 
Valuation. Oxford: OUP (2002), 85-110, at 95 (footnotes omitted). 
140  Human Rights and the Environment. Preliminary report prepared by Mrs. Fatma Zohra Ksentini, Special 
Rapporteur. E/CN.4/Sub.2/1991/8 (1991), at para. 27. 
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Indigenous peoples have the right to control their lands, territories and natural resources and to 
maintain their traditional ways of life.  This includes the right to security in the enjoyment of 
their means of subsistence. 
Indigenous peoples have the right to protection against any action or course of conduct that may 
result in the destruction or degradation of their territories, including land, air, water, sea-ice, 
wildlife or other resources.141 

  
The IACHR has also stated, and reaffirmed numerous times, that “indigenous peoples maintain 
special ties with their traditional lands, and a close dependence upon the natural resources 
therein – respect for which is essential to their physical and cultural survival.”142  
 
ILO 169, while not declaring a right to environment, is the first international instrument to 
exclusively relate environmental concerns to indigenous peoples.  Article 4(1), for instance, 
requires states to take “special measures” to protect the environment of indigenous peoples. 
These special measures include environmental impact studies of proposed develop ment 
activities (art. 7(3)), recognition and protection of subsistence rights (art. 23), safeguarding of 
natural resources (art. 15(1)), and measures to prot ect and preserve the territories of indigenous 
peoples (art. 7(4)).  Article 7(1) contains one of the most important principles of the Convention, 
providing that “[t]he people concerned shall have the right to decide their own priorities for the 
process of development as it affects their lives, beliefs, institutions and spiritual well-being and 
the lands they occupy or otherwise use, and to exercise control, to the extent possible, over their 
own economic, social and cultural development.”  This article is one of the general principles of 
the Convention and provides a framework within which other articles are to be interpreted.  
 
Indigenous peoples’ rights in relation to the environment have also been addressed under 
instruments of general application.  In Ominayak and the Lake Lubicon Bank v. Canada , the 
HRC found that oil and gas exploitation and pollution generated thereby threatened the way of 
life and culture of the Band and therefore constituted a violation of article 27 of the ICCPR.143  
In 1985, the IACHR examined the rights of the Yanomami people in the context of the 
construction of the Trans-Amazonia highway in Brazil, invasion of their territory by small-scale 
gold miners, environmental degradation and devastating illnesses brought in by the miners.  The 
highway  forced a number of Yanomami communities located near the construction path to 
abandon their communities and means of subsistence. The IACHR found, due to Brazil's failure 
to take “timely measures” to protect the Yanomami, that violations of, inter alia, the right to life 
and the right to preservation of health and well-being under the American Declaration on the 
Rights and Duties of Man had occurred.144 
 
The IACHR re-visit ed the Yanomami situation in its 1997 Report on the Situation of Human 
Rights in Brazil.145  It concluded that although the Yanomami people have obtained recognition 
of their right to ownership of their land, “[t]heir integrity as a people and as individuals is 
constantly under attack by both invading prospectors and the environmental pollution they 
create.  State protection against these constant pressures and invasions is irregular and feeble, so 
that they are constantly in danger and their environment is suffering constant deterioration.” 146  
It recommended that Brazil “institute federal protection measures with regard to Indian lands 
threatened by invaders, with particular attention to those of the Yanomami … including an 

                                                 
141 Human Rights and the Environment. Final report prepared by Mrs. Fatma Zohra Ksentini, Special Rapporteur. 
E/CN.4/Sub.2/1994/9 (1994), Annex, at Principle 14. 
142 Report on the Situation of Human Rights in Ecuador, supra note 5, at 106. 
143   Ominayak v. Canada, supra note 22, 1  
144 Case 7615 (Brazil), OEA/Ser.L/V/II.66, doc 10 rev 1 (1985), 33. 
145 Report on  the Situation of Human Rights in Brazil.  OEAA/Ser.L/V/II.97 Doc 29 rev. 1 (1997). 
146 Id. at 112. 
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increase in controlling, prosecuting and imposing severe punishment on actual perpetrators and 
architects of such crimes, as well as state agents who are active or passive accomplices.”147 
 
In its Ecuador Report, the IACHR again relates the right to life to environmental security stating 
that “[t]he realisation of the right to life, and to physical security and integrity is necessarily 
related to and in some ways dependent upon one’s physical environment. Accordingly, where 
environmental contamination and degradation pose a persistent threat to human life and health, 
the foregoing rights are implicated.”148  With regard to implementation of state obligations 
concerning resource exploitation, the IACHR “considers that the absence of regulation, 
inappropriate regulation, or a lack of supervision in the application of extant norms may create 
serious problems with respect to the environment which could translate into violations of human 
rights protected by the American Convention.”149 
 
Building upon principles adopted at the United Nations Conference on Environment and 
Development and various articles of the American Convention, the IACHR highlighted the right 
to participate in decisions affecting the environment.150  An integral part of this right is access to 
information in an understandable form.  Emphasizing procedural guarantees and state 
obligations to adopt positive measures to guarantee the right to life, the IACHR stated that, “[i]n 
the context of the situation under study, protection of the right to life and physical integrity may 
best be advanced through measures to support and enhance the ability of individuals to 
safeguard and vindicate those rights.  The quest to guarantee against environmental conditions 
which threaten human health requires that individuals have access to: information, participation 
in relevant decision-making processes, and judicial recourse.”151 
 
The African Commission also found that the right to life had been violated in connection with 
environmental pollution in the Ogoni case:  
 

The pollution and environmental degradation to a level humanly unacceptable has made it living 
in the Ogoni land a nightmare. The survival of the Ogonis depended on their land and farms that 
were destroyed by the direct involvement of the Government. These and similar brutalities not 
only persecuted individuals in Ogoniland but also the whole of the Ogoni Community as a 
whole. They affected the life of the Ogoni Society as a whole.152    

 
It also found a violation of article 24 of the African Charter, which guarantees the right of 
peoples’ to a healthy environment. The Commission stated that article 24 “imposes clear 
obligations  upon a government” and “requires the State to take reasonable and other measures to 
prevent pollution and ecological degradation, to promote conservation, and to secure an 
ecologically sustainable development and use of natural resources.”153 Among the meas ures 
proposed to remedy violations, the Commission recommended “a comprehensive cleanup of 
lands and rivers damaged by oil operations.”154 
 
Economic, Social and Cultural Rights : 
A range of economic, social and cultural rights are implicated and may be  adversely affected by 
resource exploitation.  As is apparent from the preceding and as illustrated below, indigenous 

                                                 
147 Id. 
148  Report on the Situation of Human Rights in Ecuador, supra note 5, at 88. 
149 Id., at 89. 
150 Id., at 92-5.  
151  Id., at 93.  
152 Ogoni Case, at para. 67. 
153 Id., at para. 52.  
154 Id., at p. 13. 
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peoples’ enjoyment of economic, social and cultural rights is fundamentally related to 
recognition of and respect for rights to own and control their lands, territory and resources 
traditionally owned or otherwise occupied and used.  Also, while it is correct to say that 
economic, social and cultural rights are subject to progressive realization determined by 
availability of resources, it is incorrect to argue onb this basis that states have no obligations in 
relation to these rights.  On the contrary, “a minimum core obligation to ensure the satisfaction 
of, at the very least, minimum essential levels of each of the rights is incumbent upon every 
State party.”155 
 
In the Ogoni case, the African Commission found Nigeria in violation of the right to housing 
and protection against forced eviction – a “ right enjoyed by the Ogonis as a collective right”156 – 
the right to health and the right to food: “[w]ithout touching on the duty to improve food 
production and to guarantee access, the minimum core of the right to food requires that the 
Nigerian Government should not destroy or contaminate food sources. It should not allow 
private parties to destroy or contaminate food sources, and prevent peoples’ efforts to feed 
themselves.”157 
 
The Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights has also raised the issue of violations 
of the right to health, to food and to culture: 
 

The Committee notes that, in indigenous communities, the health of the individual is often linked 
to the health of the society as a whole and has a collective dimension. In this respect, the 
Committee considers that development-related activities that lead to the displacement of 
indigenous peoples against their will from their traditional territories and environment, denying 
them their sources of nutrition and breaking their symbiotic relationship with their lands, has a 
deleterious effect on their health.158 

 
The Committee deplores the discriminat ion against indigenous people, particularly with regard to 
access to land ownership, housing, health services and sanitation, education, work and adequate 
nutrition. The Committee is particularly concerned about the adverse effects of the economic 
activities connected with the exploitation of natural resources, such as mining in the Imataca 
Forest Reserve and coal-mining in the Sierra de Perijá, on the health, living environment and way 
of life of the indigenous populations living in these regions.159 

 
The Committee has also observed that indigenous peoples are especially vulnerable to violations 
of the right to food in cases where “access to their ancestral lands may be threatened.”160  In this 
respect, and in similar terms to those employed by the African Commission,161 Asbjorn Eide, 
whose work has had enormous influence on economic, social and cultural rights, states that  
 

                                                 
155  Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, General Comment No. 3, The nature of States parties’ 
obligations (art. 2, para. 1, of the Covenant) (1990). In, Compilation of General Comments/ Recommendations, supra 
note 7, pps. 18-21, at para. 10.  The Committee stated that “[i]f the Covenant were to be read in such a way as not to 
establish such a minimum core obligation, it would be largely deprived of its raison d’être.” Id.  
156 Ogoni Case,  at 62-3.  
157 Id., at 65.   
158 General Comment 14, The right to the highest attainable standard of health : 11/08/2000. UN Doc. 
E/C.12/2000/4, 11 August 2000, at para. 27.  
159 Concluding Observations of the Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights : Venezuela. 21/05/2001. 
UN Doc. E/C.12/1/Add.56, at para. 12. 
160  General Comment No. 12, The Right to Adequate Food (Art. 11 of the Covenant), adopted at Committee’s 
Twentieth session, 1999. In, Compilation of General Comments/Recommendations, supra  note 7, pps. 66-74, at 
para. 13. 
161 Ogoni Case, para. 45. 
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In light of evolving practice at the international level, there is now a broad consensus that human 
rights impose three types or levels of obligations on state parties: the obligations to respect, to 
protect and to fulfil. … States must, at the primary level, respect the resources owned by the 
individual, her or his freedom to find a job of preference and the freedom to take the necessary 
actions and use the necessary resources – alone or in conjunction with others – to satisfy his or 
her own needs. With regard to the latter, collective or group rights can become important: the 
resources belonging to a collective of persons, such as indigenous populations, must be respected 
in order for them to be able to satisfy their needs. Consequently, as part of the obligation to 
respect these resources the state should take steps to recognise and register the land rights of 
indigenous peoples and land tenure of smallholders whose title is uncertain.162 

 
The right to food enjoys a privileged status among economic, social and cultural rights and is the 
only right labelled “fundamental” under the ICESCR. 
 
The IACHR has also addressed indigenous peoples’ economic, social and cultural rights on a 
number of occasions.  A general principle is, as stated in a report on human rights in Mexico is 
that “[i]t is the obligation of the State of Mexico, based on its constitutional principles and on 
internationally recognized principles, to respect indigenous cultures and their organizations and 
to ensure their maximum development in accordance with their traditions, interests, and 
priorities.”163  This language clearly indicates that development efforts must be consistent with 
indigenous traditions, interests and priorities, all of which presuppose and require a substantial 
measure of indigenous participation in and agreement with development activities. 
 
Discussing environmental degradation, the IACHR’s 2001 report on Paraguay observes that 
“[t]he environment is being destroyed by ranching, farming, and logging concerns, who reduce 
[indigenous peoples’] traditional capacities and strategies for food and economic activity.”164  It  
then recommended that Paraguay “[a]dopt the necessary measures to protect the habitat of the 
indigenous communities from environmental degradation, with special emphasis on protecting 
the forests and waters, which are fundamental for their health and survival as communities.”165  
 
In the same report, noting the inadequacy of Paraguay’s efforts to resolve indigenous peoples’ 
land and resource rights, the IACHR stated that 
 

The process of sorting out territorial claims, to which the Paraguayan State committed itself more 
than 20 years ago, to benefit the indigenous communities, is still pending.  This obligation is not 
met only by distributing lands.  While the territory is fundamental for development of the 
indigenous populations in community, it must be accompanied by health, education, and sanitary 
services, and the protection of their labor and social security rights, and, especially, the protection 
of their habitat.166     

 
Consequently, not only must sufficient lands and resources be legally recognized or otherwise 
transferred to indigenous peoples, a measure fundamental to indigenous development, the 
environmental integrity of those lands must be guaranteed and the state must ensure that 
indigenous peoples enjoy adequate health, education and sanitary services, presumably of at 
least the same quality as those enjoyed by non-indigenous persons.   
 
                                                 
162 A. Eide, Promoting economic, social and cultural rights: Obligations of states and accountability of non-state 
actors. Paper presented at Second Global Forum on Human Development, Candido Mendes University, Rio de 
Janeiro, Brazil, 9-10 October 2000, at p. 11-12. Available at: http://www.undp.org/hdro/events/rioforum/eide.pdf 
163 Report on the Human Rights Situation in Mexico. OEA/Ser.L/V/II.100 Doc. 7 rev. 1 (1998), at para. 577. 
164 Third Report on the Human Rights Situation in Paraguay, supra  note 40, Chapter IX, at para. 38. 
165 Id., at para. 50(8). 
166  Id., at para. 47. 
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In its 2000 report on human rights in Peru, the IACHR condemned the severe impact of resource 
extraction operations on the indigenous communities of the Amazon region, observing that “The 
actions of the lumber and oil companies in these areas, without consulting or obtaining the 
consent of the communities affected, in many cases lead to environmental degradation and 
endanger the survival of these peoples.”167  To mitigate the negative impact, it recommended 
that Peru “improve access to the public services, including health and education, for the native 
communities, to offset the existing discriminatory differences, and to provide them dignified 
levels in keeping with national and international standards;”168 and, “[t]hat it  help strengthen the 
role of the indigenous populations so that they may have options and be able to retain their 
cultural identity, while also participating in the economic and social life of Peru, with respect for 
their cultural values, languages, traditions, and forms of social organization.”169  
 
Finally, various economic, social and cultural rights are also addressed in other binding 
treaties.170 Article 24 of the Convention on the Rights of the Child, for instance, obliges states to 
recognize “the right of the child to the enjoyment of the highest attainable standard of health” 
and to provide all children with “adequate nutritious foods and clean drinking-water, taking into 
consideration the dangers and risks of environmental pollution.” Article 14(2)(h) of the 
Convention on the Elimination of Discrimination Against Women (CEDAW) obliges states to 
“ensure to women the right to enjoy adequate living conditions, particularly in relation to 
housing, sanitation, electricity and water supply ....”171  Article 12 of CEDAW requires states to 
eliminate discrimination in provision of health care so as to ensure that women are able to meet 
their health goals and needs.  In this context, the UN Committee on the Elimination of 
Discrimination Against Women has advised states that “special attention should be given to the 
health needs and rights of women belonging to vulnerable and disadvantaged groups, 
[including] … indigenous women.”172  
 

6. The World Bank’s Policy on Indigenous Peoples: 

Responding to widespread criticism from civil society and certain borrower governments 
regarding the social and environmental damage caused by its projects, in early 1981 the World 
Bank began developing what have come to be called ‘safeguard policies’ designed to protect 
vulnerable peoples and environments against such damage. The first policy, on involuntary 
resettlement was established in 1980, and the first operational directive on indigenous people, 
then known as OMS 2.34, was written in 1982. The current safeguards constitute minimum 
standards that have been developed through actual experience. They are not idealised 
regulations, but rather essential preconditions for sustainable development.  Without adherence 
to safeguard policies, the basic function of development aid and the Bank’s mandate are liable to 
be negated, especially if project implementation is not in accordance with target communities’ 
needs and aspirations.   
 
Strong, unambiguous and mandatory safeguard policies are important to civil society because 
they constitute the only mechanism available to citizens and project beneficiaries to hold the 

                                                 
167 Second Report on the Human Rights Situation in Peru, supra note 40, Ch. X, at para. 26. 
168 Id., at para. 39(2). 
169 Id., at para. 39(7). 
170  See, also, the Additional Protocol to the American Convention on Human Rights in the Area of Economic, 
Social and Cultural Rights “Protocol of San Salvador”  (1988), entered into force November 16, 1999, OAS. Treaty 
Series, No. 69.  
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of the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women - women and health (1999). 
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World Bank and its clients accountable for their operations.  The safeguard policies are the 
principal instruments the World Bank has to ensure that its projects and programmes are 
consistent with international human rights and environmental law (see section 7). They also 
provide an agreed basis upon which to lay loan negotiations with borrowers and clients.  In 
addition, the World Bank’s safeguard policies provide benchmark norms and standards upon 
which other development actors in the international community base their investment and 
strategies. And the Bank concurs that “[the Bank’s Safeguard Policies] have become 
internationally recognised references”173.  In this light, it is essential that the World Bank 
maintain safeguards that accurately reflect the needs and aspirations of the communities where it 
is operating. 
 
In 1999, and steadily growing since, 58% of the Bank’s portfolio was composed of structural 
and programmatic lending174, and today much of it is linked to so-called ‘Poverty Reduction 
Strategy Papers’ (PRSPs) and, to these types of loans, most of the safeguard policies do not 
apply . As the Bank now moves to apply its ‘Comprehensive Development Framework’, which 
seeks to encourage all borrower countries to develop national development visions aimed at 
poverty reduction, it is expected that more and more lending to borrower governments will be 
‘programmatic’ loans and credits from the two sections of the World Bank Group which deal 
with governments, the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development (IBRD) and the 
International Development Association (IDA). At the same time specific projects, its is 
predicted, will increasingly be funded by the private sector arm of the Bank, the International 
Finance Corporation (IFC), or provided with political risk insurance through the Bank’s 
Multilateral Investment Guarantee Agency (MIGA). Consequently, it is essential that safeguard 
policies apply to such lending as well, and that appropriate mechanisms are set in place to assure 
their implementation. 

 
 
The World Bank’s Indigenous Peoples’ policy, Operational Directive 4.20 
The Indigenous Peoples Policy, first known as the OMS 2.34, was first revised in 1991 to 
become the Operational Directive (OD) 4.20, and is now undergoing a second process of 
revision to become the OP/BP 4.10. The purpose of the OD 4.20, which is currently in force, is 
to ensure “that the development process fosters full respect for their dignity, human rights and 
cultural uniqueness”.  In sum, OD 4.20 ensures that in World Bank assisted projects, borrower 
governments commit to securing indigenous rights, legal mechanisms are set in place to secure 
land tenure and resource rights, indigenous peoples are protected from adverse effects during the 
development process, that the economic and development benefits received from the project are 
culturally appropriate and that projects where negative impacts cannot be adequately 
ameliorated are not approved by the Bank. 
 
OD 4.20 also includes the fundamental provision that all investment projects affecting 
indigenous peoples should include an ‘Indigenous Peoples Development Plan’ (IPDP)175. This 
plan or component must, first and foremost “be based on the full consideration of the options 
preferred by the indigenous people affected by the project”, and it must “anticipate adverse 
trends likely to be induced by the project”.  Crucially, OD 4.20 stresses that the IPDP requires 

                                                 
173 World Bank, 2001. Environment Matters at the World Bank, p22. The World Bank Group. 
174 Bank Information Center, 2001. Questions & Answers about The World Bank's Lending. Toolkits for Activists, 
issue 5. 
175 See Inspection Panel (2000) The Quinghai Project: a component of the China -Western Poverty Reduction 
Project (Credit No.3255 -CHA and Loan No.4501-CHA) Inspection Panel Investigation Report, April 28, 2000, at 
page xxvi 
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long lead times and extended follow-up and that local cultural beliefs and systems must be taken 
into account.  
 
The IPDP must also involve: 
 
q an assessment of the national legal framework regarding indigenous peoples  
q compilation of baseline data about the indigenous peoples to be affected 
q a mechanism for the legal recognition of indigenous peoples’ rights, especially tenure rights  
q sub-components on health care, education, legal assistance and institution building 
q capacity-building of the government agency dealing with indigenous peoples  
q a clear schedule for fitting actions related to indigenous peoples into the overall project, with 

a clear and adequate budget.176 
 
Problems with OD 4.20 
The Bank’s 1991 Indigenous Peoples Policy has significant deficiencies such as its failure to 
make explicit reference to ILO Convent ion 169 and its disregard for the right to prior informed 
consent. Despite these serious problems, and although it is insufficient as it stands, if 
implemented properly, OD 4.20 can help safeguard the rights of indigenous communities 
affected by World Bank projects. 
 
The problems of OD 4.20 lie largely in the fact that it was not designed with the participation of 
indigenous people, even though, prior to its publication, some indigenous peoples’ organisations, 
such as the Amazonian indigenous alliance, COICA, made specific demands as to the content of 
the policy: 
 

• Inclusion of the recognition of indigenous peoples’ rights as set out in international law; 
• Elaboration of the policy in direct consultation with indigenous peoples;  
• prior consent of indigenous peoples be mandatory before implementation of a World 

Bank project;  
• They demanded participation of indigenous peoples throughout the project cycle; 
• Establishment of tripartite commissions, including funders, government representatives 

and indigenous peoples’ representatives to oversee project implementation;   
• Prioritisation of indigenous peoples’ development needs and aspirations.177 

 
None of these demands were provided for in the OD 4.20, rendering it an unsuitable protection of 
the livelihoods and requirements of indigenous peoples under World Bank operations. 
 
Indigenous Peoples’ development aspirations and OD 4.20 
Although the World Bank and bilateral development agencies tend to argue that people of the 
developing world aspire to the lifestyle of the western world, and that NGOs opposing the 
market-based development model are “anti-development”, it is not so simple. Local 
communities and indigenous peoples have witnessed the human distress and ecological 
imbalance that the western development model has led to, and they are often unwilling to choose 
this model for themselves. Indigenous peoples are often vocally opposed to unsustainable 
development programmes, such as those promoting the extractive industries, as a model for 
poverty alleviation. Their close physical, spiritual, cultural and religious ties to their land make 
them unwilling to proceed with development likely to break the fragile equilibrium of the 
ecosystems they rely on. In the words of Western Shoshone tribal member, Berenice Lalo: “Our 

                                                 
176 OD 4.20 paragraphs 14 and 15. 
177 IWGIA, 1990, Indigenous World 1989-1990 , International Work Group for Indigenous Affairs, Copenhagen. 
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people will be here, because according to our traditions in this valley, this is where we came. 
This is where we exist, and when mining comes, it's a form of genocide … a systematic 
destruction of a race of people. And when this comes in, this mining comes in, it is a destruction 
of our way of life.”  Indeed, the sheer number of Indigenous global anti-mining and anti-oil 
campaigns is evidence of this fact.  Sustainable development in the true sense, where the future 
of the earth and its inhabitants is foremost, is the aspiration of most indigenous peoples, and the 
Kimberly Declaration of September 2002 is a testimony to this.  The World Bank ignores this 
aspiration: (i) by not including international standards of human rights in OD 4.20, and (ii) by 
failing to respect the principle of self-determination, thereby foregoing the most appropriate 
method for ensuring that targeted peoples and communities fully benefit from proposed 
development projects. 
 
Problems with implementation of OD 4.20 
Despite these serious failings, OD4.20 is considered to be an improvement the Bank’s previous 
policy on Indigenous Peoples (OMS 2.34). Unfortunately, the quality of implementation of OD 
4.20 in the 1990s has been patchy and often poor178.  
 
The most important shortcoming of the OD 4.20 is that it has rarely, if ever, been implemented 
to its full extent.  A participatory study carried out by Forest Peoples Programme in 1999179 and 
2000, found that implementation of the safeguards by Bank staff and borrower countries  was 
weak. In many projects, most of the fundamental issues regarding indigenous people were 
seriously overlooked or swept under the carpet.  Indigenous Peoples Development Plans were 
rarely included, or were severely lacking in adequate provisions.  
 
This report prompted the World Bank to initiate its own review process, and in 2000, the 
Operations Evaluation Department began reviewing implementation of the OD 4.20 by Bank 
staff.  A recent report of the OED review confirms the poor pattern of compliance reported by 
studies and surveys conducted by NGOs. Its survey of 89 closed projects that had affected 
indigenous peoples during the period 1992-2001 found, for example, that only 58% had applied 
the OD and that just twelve projects (14%) had self-standing Indigenous Peoples Development 
Plans as required under OD 4.20.180 The same review found that the participation of indigenous 
peoples in decision-making in Bank projects affecting them was “low” and that just 20% of 
projects had included clear benchmarks for monitoring to measure impacts on indigenous 
communities 181. 
 
These shortcomings are equally apparent in oil, gas and mining projects. This research has 
identified a large number of projects and interventions, where the World Bank seems unable to 
implement its safeguard policies and fails to address fundamental problems that need to be 
sorted out before projects are approved. In India for example, none of the environmental and 
                                                 
178 Griffiths, T and Colchester, M (2000) Indigenous Peoples, Forests and the World Bank: policies and practice  FPP, 
Moreton-in-Marsh  
179 ibid  
180 Note that while the OED accepts management’s arguments that an Indigenous Peoples Development Plan (IPDP) 
is only required in projects with potentially negative impacts on indigenous communities under paragraph 13 of the 
Directive, the World Bank Inspection Panel has ruled that the provision is quite clear that an IPDP is required for all 
investment projects affecting indigenous peoples – see Inspection Panel (2000) The Qinghai Project: a component 
of the China-Western Poverty Reduction Project (Credit No.3255-CHA and Loan No.4501-CHA) Inspection Panel 
Investigation Report, April 28, 2000 at page xxvi. 
181 Operations Evaluation Department – OED (2003) Implementation of Operational Directive  4.20 on Indigenous 
Peoples: an independent desk review January 10, 2003, Country Evaluation and Regional Relations (OEDCR), 
OED, Washington, DC  
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social problems of existing National Thermal Power Corporations (NTPC) operations were 
“fully addressed prior to negotiations”182, and no safeguard policy was implemented before 
operations started. The World Bank’s answer to these serious failings was the preparation of 
various retroactive Environmental and Social Action Plans in the Singrauli area, and yet even 
these do not consider “the impact on the broader social environment” and do not “foresee socio-
economic studies on the fate of the earlier project affected people, and resettlement and 
rehabilitation action plans”183.  In addition by the time these action p lans were initiated in 1998, 
85% of the new loan was already disbursed. If the safeguard measures put in place by the Bank 
are to be of any use and profit for the sustainable development of the communities benefiting 
from its loans, at a minimum they must be applied and adhered to in a timely manner.  
 
Examples of World Bank projects not complying with the institution’s own policies abound, and 
recent examples can be found in the Inspection Panel report on the Coal India Social and 
Environmental Mitigation Project, as well as that on the Chad portion of the Chad-Cameroon 
Pipeline. In Cameroon also, the indigenous Bagyéli pygmies, who are directly effected by the 
construction of the pipeline, were not adequately involved in the development of an Indigenous 
Peoples Development Plan, which is now tardily being designed and implemented piecemeal 
and in a retroactive way after the social impacts of pipeline construction.  
 
In Bolivia, the construction of two pipelines, the Cuaíba and the Bolivia-Brazil Gas Pipeline, led 
to post-project implementation of inadequate IPDP’s, which did not even provide the 
fundamental (and OD 4.20-required) legal land demarcation processes to the “beneficiary” 
indigenous populations.  To varying extents, non-compliance to the minimum (and in the main, 
deficient) standards set out in its safeguard policies is the norm, as evident in the recent OED 
implementation review of OD 4.20.  
 
Revision of OD 4.20: 
Over the past few years, the World Bank has undertaken a systematic ‘conversion’ of its 
safeguard policies, which has largely resulted in the release of weakened and watered down 
versions of the policies’ predecessors (see box on panel-proofing the guidelines for a discussion 
on the revision process).  In the line with this revision process, the OD 4.20 was converted into 
the draft OP/BP 4.10 in 1998.   
 
Two consultations with indigenous organisations were undertaken, in 1998/99 and 2001/02184 .   
However this process has been roundly condemned for being rushed and for lacking informed 
and representative indigenous participation, and for failing to meet the Bank’s own guidelines on 
meaningful public consultation.185  

                                                 
182 see Bosshard, P., 1999.  Energy from Dante’s Inferno.  Berne Declaration.  http://www.ecb.ch 
183 idem supra 
184 For records of 1998-99 consultations, see:  
http://lnweb18.worldbank.org/essd/essd.nsf/28354584d9d97c29852567cc00780e2a/5e23e566bed37cd6852567cc00
77f48d?OpenDocument 
World Bank  (2002) Summary of Consultations with External Stakeholders regarding the World Bank Draft 
Indigenous Peoples Policy (OP/BP 4.10)  - last updated 7 October 2002 
http://lnweb18.worldbank.org/ESSD/essd.nsf/1a8011b1ed265afd85256a4f00768797/c4a768e4f7c935f185256ba500
6c75f3/$FILE/SumExtConsult-4-23-02.pdf 
185 - Tebtebba Foundation (2001a) Report on the Stakeholders consultation on the World Bank’s draft policy on 
Indigenous Peoples (OP/BP4.10), 22 October 2001 
- Tebtebba Foundation (2001b) Statement of the TEBTEBBA Foundation ((Indigenous Peoples’ International 
Centre for Policy Research and Education) and the Cordillera Peoples’ Alliance on the Stakeholder’s Consultation 
on the World Bank’s Draft Policy on Indigenous Peoples (OP/BP4.10);  
- Trasparencia (2001) Mesa de trabajo sobre derechos indígenas: revisión de la políticas 4.20 y 4.10 del Banco 
Mundial  Oaxaca, agosto de 200 
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OP 4.10 has been refuted by the Indigenous Peoples’ Organisations186, as it is a severely 
weakened version of OD 4.20, and does not take into account their fundamental demands, which 
are the following:  

 
• be based on a thorough participatory  implementation review of the existing policy (OD4.20) 

to ensure that any revisions are derived from practical lessons based on the actual experience 
of indigenous peoples with World Bank operations. 

• address the concerns and priorities of indigenous peoples; 
• adopt the indigenous right to "self-identification" in accordance with the principles set out in 

Article 8 of the UN Draft Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples. 
• further specify that securing indigenous land and resource rights be an essential precondition 

for project appraisal and approval with concrete benchmarks to ensure compliance. 
• require "effective" participation by indigenous peoples affected by Bank loan operations 

throughout the project cycle. 
• prohibit involuntary resettlement of indigenous peoples. Resettlement may only take place 

with the full, prior, free and informed consent of affected indigenous communities. 
• recognise the indigenous right to "prior, free and informed consent" to any developments 

proposed on their lands and territories as specified under Article 30 of the UN Draft 
Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples. 

• include an environmental audit in baseline studies that properly values indigenous peoples’ 
resources and territories. Any use of indigenous knowledge in such studies must incorporate 
adequate intellectual property rights safeguards and benefit sharing mechanisms. 

• ensure consultations include traditional leaders as well as local indigenous organisations. 
• require the involvement of affected indigenous peoples in negotiations between the World 

Bank and the client government regarding loan agreements; 

                                                                                                                                                        
- Selverston-Scher, M (2001) World Bank consultation on the revision of the IP policy (OP4.10) - “Andean 
Region”, 22-23 October 2001, Cuzco, Peru BIC, Washington, DC 
- Sulyandziga, R (2001) Discussion on OP4.10 of the World Bank Concerning Indigenous Peoples: information 
about consultations held in Khabarovsk, Moscow and Nar’yan Mar, October 2001  Russian Indigenus Peoples of 
the North Training Centre;  
- CONAIE and CONIVE (2001) Declaración de la Confederación de Nacionalidades Indíegnas del Ecuador y el 
Consejo Nacional Indio de Venezuela en el marco de la consulta regional andina sobre población indígena del 
Banco Mundial  23 de octubre de 2001 
- CORE (2001) Statement of Core (Indigenous Peoples’ Advocacy and Resource Centre for India’s North East) 
external stakeholders consultation on the World Bank’s Draft Policy on Indigenous Peoples (OP/BP4.10), New 
Delhi, India, 26 November 2001. 
- Declaración de los pueblos indígenas participantes en la 19 Sesión del Grupo de Trabajo sobre Poblaciones 
Indígenas de las Naciones Unidas sobre las preocupaciones acerca de las políticas del Banco Mundial Ginebra, 
Julio de 2001. 
- Center for Economic and Social Rights (CDES)(2001) Letter sent to World Bank signed by 140 indigenous 
peoples’ organisations, NGOs and individuals, 14 December 2001 
186 Indigenous Peoples’ Declaration (2001) Declaración de los pueblos indígenas participantes en la 19 Sesión del 
Grupo de Trabajo sobre Poblaciones Indígenas de las Naciones Unidas sobre las preocupaciones acerca de las políticas 
del Banco Mundial Ginebra, Julio de 2001. 
-Tebtebba Foundation (2001) Statement of the TEBTEBBA Foundation ((Indigenous Peoples’ International Centre for 
Policy Research and Education) and the Cordillera Peoples’ Alliance on the Stakeholder’s Consultation on the World 
Bank’s Draft Policy on Indigenous Peoples (OP/BP4.10);  
-Asian Indigenous and Tribal Peoples Network -AITPN (2002) The World Bank Defaults on Past Promises: why the World 
Bank’s draft policy on Indigenous Peoples should be rejected AITPN, New Delhi 
-Indigenous Peoples Declaration (2002) Indigenous Peoples’ Statement to a Roundtable Discussion on the Revision of the 
World Bank Policy on Indigenous Peoples, 18 October 2002, Washington, D.C. 
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• include requirements for involving local, national and regional indigenous organisations in 
active tracking and monitoring of World Bank operations through the whole project cycle. 

• require the proactive circulation of information in local languages to indigenous 
organisations and communities affected by Bank loan operations. 

 
By inadequately addressing the human rights issues of indigenous peoples, especially with 
regards to land and resource rights, by failing to comply with the Bank’s obligations under 
international law, and by doing nothing to ensure that borrowers do not violate their own 
obligations under international human rights standards, the OP 4.10 is at odds with the World 
Bank’s professed mandate for effective poverty reduction and its mission to promote good 
governance and rule of law in developing countries.187 
 
 
7. The World Bank and Human Rights: 
 
The World Bank has no formal, written policy on human rights, either in terms of the Bank’s 
role, or lack thereof, in promoting and requiring respect for human rights in its operations or 
internally in terms of its policies.  OD 4.20 on Indigenous Peoples of 1991 is the only 
operational policy that explicitly mentions human rights and the Bank has never officially stated 
its understanding of the term ‘human rights’ in that directive.  
  
Whether the World Bank has legal obligations to respect human rights turns a) largely on the 
legal interpretation given to the Bank’s Articles of Agreement (its Constitutional instrument) and 
its Relationship Agreement with the United Nations and; b) an examination of the status of the 
Bank in the international legal system and whether a duty to respect human rights attaches to 
that status. In other words, two fundamental questions are: I. is the Bank prohibited from or 
limited in some way from addressing and accounting for indigenous peoples’ and other human 
rights by its Articles and; II is the Bank a subject of international law bound by its norms? 
 
The Bank has long maintained that it is not required to respect and promote all human rights in 
its operations and policies. Similarly, it also maintains that it cannot require that its borrowers 
respect human rights in connection with Bank-funded projects.   
There are two main arguments the Bank makes to support these positions: 
 
a) The Bank’s Articles of Agreement is the highest law applying to the Bank, prohibits it from 
interfering in the political affairs of its members and requires that all of its decision-making must 
be based solely on economic considerations, and; 
b) Its borrowers are sovereign states and, therefore, the Bank may not require that they account 
for and respect human rights in Bank-funded projects because this would be illegitimate 
interference in the internal affairs of their borrowers. 
 
The prevailing interpretation within the Bank of its Articles leads to a classification of human 
rights issues as either economic or political; those that can be classified as economic, social or 
cultural rights are legitimate and cognizable, those classified as political rights are beyond the 
jurisdiction of the Bank. For this reason, the Bank has often highlighted what it perceives to be 
its contribution to furthering economic, social and cultural human rights through poverty 
alleviation, while disregarding the majority of civil and political rights188 -- “For the World 

                                                 
187 MacKay, F (2002) “Universal Rights or a Universe Unto Itself? Indigenous peoples’ human rights and the  
World Bank’s draft OP4.10 on Indigenous Peoples” American University International Law Review 17(3):527-624. 
188 See, generally, Development and Human Rights: The Role of the World Bank: Washington DC: World 
Bank (1998).   
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Bank, protecting and advancing human rights means helping the world’s poorest people escape 
poverty.”189 
 
The counter argument made by numerous scholars, lawyers and UN experts states, on the first 
point, that interpretation of the term ‘political affairs’ must occur in the context of contemporary 
international law.  This position is supported by the International Court of Justice, which stated 
that “an international instrument has to be interpreted and applied within the framework of the 
entire legal system prevailing at the time of its interpretation.”190  In contemporary international 
law, human rights are considered to be of international concern rather than the domestic political 
affairs of states.   As Judge Weeramantry of the International Court of Justice observed 

 
In its ongoing development, the concept of human rights has long passed the stage when it was a 
narrow parochial concern between sovereign and subject. We have reached the stage, today, at which 
the human rights of anyone, anywhere, are the concern of everyone, everywhere. 191  

  
The UN Charter has a similar provision prohibiting interference in internal political affairs.192 
However, it is standard and accepted practice within the UN that this provision does not apply to 
human rights, which are deemed of international concern and therefore not solely within the 
internal sovereign or political sphere of states.193 
 
With regard to the term ‘only economic considerations’, it is well documented that human rights 
have economic implications and therefore such rights can also be characterized as economic 
considerations.  For instance, World Bank studies show that countries with good human rights 
records have greater success in implementing Bank-funded economic development projects and 
receive higher levels of investment that countries with bad records.194  Similarly, World Bank 
publications have recognized the economic costs of discrimination against indigenous 
peoples.195  James Wolfensohn, the current President of the Bank, goes further stating 
unequivocally that “Without the protection of human and property rights, and a comprehensive 
framework of laws, no equitable development is possible.”196   
 
On the second point, the vast majority of the Bank’s members have voluntarily committed 
themselves to abide by human rights standards through ratification of international conventions, 
through the formation of international customary human rights norms and, in some cases,  by 

                                                 
189 Id., at 30. 
190 Advisory Opinion on the Legal Consequences for States of the Continued Presence of South Africa in Namibia,  
ICJ Rep. 16 (1971), at 31. 
191 Separate Opinion of Judge Weer amantry, Bosnia and Herzogovenia v. Yugoslavia, 11 July 1996.  
192 U.N. Charter, Art. 2(7): “Nothing contained in the present Charter shall authorize the United Nations to intervene 
in matters which are essentially within the domestic jurisdiction of any state ….” 
193 See, among others, Vienna Declaration and Programme of Action of the UN World Conference on Human Rights 
(1993), Sec. II, para. 2: “The promotion and protection of all human rights and fundamental freedoms must be 
considered as a priority objective of the United Nations in accordance with it purposes and principles, in particular 
the purpose of international cooperation. In the framework of these purposes and principles, the promotion and 
protection of human rights is a legitimate concern of the international community.” 
194 J. Isham, D. Kaufmann and L. Pritchett, Civil Liberties, Democracy, and the Performance of Government 
Projects, 11The World Bank Economic Review, 1997. 
195 H.A.Patrinos, The Costs of Discrimination in Latin America . Human Capital Development and Operations 
Policy, HCO Discussion Papers. Washington DC: World Bank.  See, also, G. Psacharopoulos & H.A. Patrinos 
(eds.). INDIGENOUS PEOPLE AND POVERTY IN LATIN AMERICA : AN EMPIRICAL ANALYSIS.  Washington, DC: The 
World Bank. (1994). 
196 A Proposal for a Comprehensive Development Framework, Memorandum from James Wolfensohn, President of 
the World Bank, to the Board, Management and Staff of the World Bank Group, Jan. 21, 1999. 
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assenting to UN and other declarations.197  In doing so, they have accepted international 
obligations to promote, respect, protect and fulfill human rights and, in many cases, international 
oversight of their compliance with these obligations.  As stated by Judge Weeramantry of the 
ICJ, “there is not even the semblance of a suggestion in contemporary international law that 
[human rights] obligations amount to a derogation of sovereignty.198 
 
Integration of human rights issues into Bank policy setting and operational activities would, in 
the majority of cases, merely restate aims, objectives and obligations to which the vast majority 
of its members have already subscribed.  In states with a monist legal system199 – a significant 
number of Bank members - these international obligations are an integral part of their domestic 
law; in dualist states 200 they have been incorporated, or are required to be incorporated, into 
domestic law.201  
 
The Legal Obligations of the Bank to Respect Human Rights : 
The preceding shows that there are strong legal arguments that the Bank’s Articles cannot 
prohibit attention to and respect for all human rights and that state sovereignty is not a valid 
excuse for not requiring that borrowers respect human rights in Bank-funded operations.  
However, it does not address the more fundamental issue of whether the Bank has a legal 
obligation to respect, promote and protect human rights. 
 
The Bank has legal obligations to respect human rights and to account for these rights in its 
safeguard policies and operations for four reasons: 
 
a. The Bank is a subject of international law bound by its rules and norms ; 
b. The Bank, as a general principle and as a Specialized Agency of the United Nations, has 

obligations derived from the human rights provisions of the Charter of the UN and 
international human rights instruments interpreting and elaborating upon those provisions; 

c. The Bank is an international organization created by and comprised of states, each of which 
has an obligation to promote and respect human rights both individually and through 
collective action; the Bank is one place such collective action is required, and; 

d. The Bank is required by general international law not to interfere with or facilitate violations 
of its borrowers international obligations, including those pertaining to human rights. 

 
A subject of international law is an entity capable of possessing international rights and duties as 
well as the capacity to enforce these in international tribunals.  The Bank is regarded as a subject 
of international law by scholars and the Bank itself.  As a subject of international law, the Bank 
has rights and duties, separate from and in addition to its member states, defined by international 
law.   
 

                                                 
197 Of the Bank’s 181 members, 144 have ratified the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, 142 the 
International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights and 179 the Convention on the Rights of the Child. 
198 Separate Opinion of Judge Weeramantry, Bosnia and Herzogovenia v. Yugoslavia, 11 July 1996.  
199 Monist legal systems are those in which international law, including ratified international instruments, are 
considered to be part of an integrated whole together with domestic law. 
200 Dualist legal systems are those which consider international and domestic law to be separate and distinct, the 
former entering the latter only by way of act of Parliament incorporating international law directly into domestic 
law.   
201 Article 2(2) of the ICCPR, for instance, “Where not already provided for by existing legislative or other 
measures, each State Party to the present Covenant undertakes to take the necessary steps, in accordance with its 
constitutional processes and with the provisions of the present Covenant, to adopt such legislative or other measures 
as may be necessary to give effect to the rights recognized in the present Covenant.”  
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Neither the Bank nor its Articles are above the law; as the International Court of Justice 
observed, “international organizations are bound by any obligations incumbent upon them under 
general rules of international law….”202  These general rules include principles of customary 
international law, jus cogens  norms, such as the right to self-determination, the right to life and 
the prohibition of systematic racial discrimination, and international obligations erga omnes .  
The latter are duties owed by states “towards the international community as a whole…,”203 and 
derive from, among others, the prohibition of genocide and “from the principles and rules 
concerning the basic rights of the human person, including protection from slavery and racial 
discrimination.”204  Based in part on this statement, the International Law Institute has supported 
the proposition that the general obligation to respect human rights is itself an obligation erga 
omnes . 
 
Concerning treaties, the general rule of international law is that third parties are not bound by 
treaties without their express consent.205  The Bank is not party to any human rights conventions 
and therefore is not directly bound.  This does not mean however that these instruments are 
irrelevant to the Bank’s obligations: they may restate or inform the content of binding rules of 
customary international law,206 they set out the obligations of most Bank members, and they 
elaborate upon the  human rights provisions of the UN Charter, a source of obligations for both 
the Bank and its members (see below). 
 
The UN Charter and the Bank as a Specialized Agency: 
Both the Bank and its members have obligations under the UN Charter that supercede the 
provisions of the Bank’s Articles.207  Article 103 of the Charter states unequivocally that: “In the 
event of a conflict between the obligations of the Members of the United Nations under the 
present Charter and their obligations under any other international instrument, their obligations 
under the present Charter shall prevail.”  Article 1(3) of the UN Charter defines one of the 
primary purposes and principles of the UN to be “promoting and encouraging respect for human 
rights and fundamental freedoms for all without distinction as to race, sex, language or religion.”  
Under the heading “International Economic and Social Cooperation,” Article 55 of the Charter 
requires the UN to promote “universal respect for, and observance of human rights and 
fundamental freedoms for all ….”  The UN Charter’s provisions on human rights are therefore 
directly relevant to the larger issue of the Bank’s responsibility towards human rights.   
 
The Bank is also a Specialized Agency of the UN.  Its status as a specialized agency of the UN, 
and the nature of the relationship between the Bank and UN, is based upon and defined by a 
treaty known as the Relationship Agreement.208 Article 4(3) of the Relationship Agreement 
stresses that the Bank is an independent organization and recognizes that  

                                                 
202 Interpretation of the Agreement of 25 March 1951 between the WHO and Egypt. International Court of Justice, 
Reports of Judgment, Advisory Opinions and Orders . (1980), at 89-90. 
203 Barcelona Traction, Light and Power Company, Limited, Second Phase, Judgment, ICJ Rep., 32, paras. 33-4, at 
33. (1970); reaffirmed in, East Timor (Portugal v Australia) ICJ Reports (1995), 90 et seq. and, Bosnia 
Herzogovenia v. Yugoslavia, Preliminary Objections, ICJ Reports (1996), 595 et seq.  
204 Id., at para. 34.   
205 Art. 34, Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties (1969).  
206 A rule in a treaty may become binding on non-parties if it becomes part of international customary law. Art. 38, 
Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties (1969) and Art. 38, Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties between 
States and International Organizations or between International Organizations (1986).  
207 I. Shihata, the former General Counsel of the Bank stated that: “Members obligations under the UN Charter 
prevail over their other treaty obligations, including their obligations under the Bank’s Articles of Agreement, by 
force of an explicit provision in the UN Charter (Article 103). The Bank itself is bound, by virtue of its Relationship 
Agreement with the UN, to take note of the above-mentioned Charter obligations assumed by its members ….”   
208 Agreement Between the United Nations and the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development, Nov. 
15, 1947, 16 U.N.T.S. 346 
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action to be taken by the Bank on any loan matter is to be determined by the independent exercise of 
the Bank’s own judgment in accordance with the Bank’s Articles of Agreement.  The United Nations 
recognises, therefore, that it would be sound policy to refrain from making recommendations to the 
Bank with respect to particular loans or with respect to the terms or conditions of financing by the 
Bank.  

 
While this provision provides for a much looser association between the UN and the Bank than 
exists between the UN and other specialized agencies, it relates only to UN involvement in 
Bank-decision making processes rather than any larger responsibility the Bank may have under 
the UN Charter or international law in general.  Skogly observes that, “part of the reasoning 
behind bringing these organizations [specialized agencies] into a formalised relationship with 
the UN must have been to grant them, both legally and practically, rights and obligations in 
relationship to the UN ….”209  These obligations, at a minimum, include respect for the 
principles and purposes of the UN.  Therefore, as a specialized agency of the UN, the Bank has 
obligations derived from the UN Charter, in particular to act in conformity with the Charter.210 
This means that the Bank’s policies, internal and external, and operations must be formulated 
and implemented in accordance with the Charter’s provisions related to human rights. 
 
The Charter’s provisions dealing with human rights are very basic. Other than self-
determination, the only right explicitly mentioned is the prohibition of discrimination.  Partly for 
this reason, in 1948, the UN General Assembly adopted the Universal Declaration of Human 
Rights to elaborate upon and specify the Charter’s human rights provisions and obligations.  The 
Universal Declaration, wholly or in part, is widely considered to express general principles of 
international law and binding norms of customary law despite its non-binding status when 
adopted.211  Subsequent codification of human rights by the UN, the International Covenants 
and CERD in particular, has also further clarified ambiguities in the meaning of the Charter’s 
provisions.  Professor Sohn observes that, although the Covenants  
 

resemble traditional international agreements which bind only those  who ratify them, it seems clear 
that they partake of the creative force found in the Declaration and constitute in a similar fashion an 
authoritative interpretation of the basic rules of international law on the subject of human rights 
which are embodied in the Charter of the United Nations. … Consequently, … they are of some 
importance … with respect to the interpretation of the Charter obligations of the non-ratifying 
states.212  

 
Presumably this would also apply to the Charter obligations of non-ratifying subjects of 
international law, especially members of the UN system such as the Bank.  The jurisprudence of 
the UN bodies, such as the Human Rights Committee and the Committee on the Elimination of 
All Racial Discrimination, charged with monitoring state compliance with human rights 
instruments is also important in this context.  Their interpretations of the human rights 
instruments not only inform the obligations of state-parties, they also develop greater 
understanding of the nature of Charter-based obligations.   
 
The conclusion that can be drawn from the preceding is that the Bank has obligations towards 
human rights derived from the UN Charter, both as a general principle of international law and 

                                                 
209 S. Skogly, HUMAN RIGHTS OBLIGATIONS OF THE WORLD BANK AND IMF, at 100. 
210 Id., 99-102. 
211 The International Court of Justice recognized the obligatory force of the Charter and Declaration in, among 
others, United States Diplomatic and Consular Staff in Tehran (United States of America v. Iran), ICJ Rep. 3, 42, 
1980.   
212 L. Sohn, The Human Rights Law of the Charter, 12 Tex. Int’l LJ 129, 135-36 (1977).   
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as a Specialized Agency.  These obligations also extend to at least the core rights set forth in the 
Universal Declaration and UN human rights treaties, as these instruments are simply 
interpretations of the Charter’s human rights provisions. 
 
The obligations of the Bank’s members are relatively straightforward. As members of the UN, 
Bank members are legally bound by the UN Charter “to take a joint and separate action in 
cooperation with the Organisation for the achievement of the purposes set forth in Article 55” 
(see, para. 14, above).213  This obligation also requires that states act in conformity with human 
rights guarantees in their conduct within and with the Bank, for instance, as members of the 
board, as policy setters and as borrowers. 
 
While the Bank has rights and duties separate from and in addition to its member states, the 
obligations of its members states are not irrelevant. On the contrary, the Bank is obliged, as is 
any other subject of the law, to ensure that it neither undermines the ability of other subjects, 
including its members, to faithfully fulfill their international obligations nor facilitates or assists 
violation of those obligations.214 This duty is binding on all subjects of international law.  This 
adds an extra dimension to the obligations of the Bank and requires that its policies and 
operations account for and respect the obligations of its members under ratified human rights 
conventions, regional as well as universal, and other sources of law binding on them.  
 
As parties to UN and regional human rights instruments, the Bank’s members are obligated to 
respect, ensure and fulfill the rights set forth in those instruments. What this means in practice 
will vary depending on the specific obligations of the various members of the Bank and how 
those obligations are implicated in Bank-financed activities.  On a policy level, the Bank is 
obliged to ensure that policy formulation and implementation account for and respect its 
members’ human rights obligations. Bradlow and Grossman concur: “in general, it is safe to 
assume that the IFIs should perform their functions in a way which supports the fundamental 
rights of individuals and peoples.”215 
 
Finally, it is relevant in this context to note that the Bank’s Operational Policy 4.01 on 
Environmental Assessment clearly states that “the Bank takes into account … the obligations of 
the country, pertaining to project activities, under relevant international environmental treaties 
and agreements. The Bank does not finance project activities that would contravene such 
country obligations, as identified during the EA” (para. 3 ). If this is possible with regard to 
environmental obligations, is there a compelling reason why human rights obligations should 
not be accorded equal status?216   

 

8. The World Bank Experience: 

The purpose of this section is to highlight some of the experience of Indigenous Peoples at the 
hands of extractive industries projects and particularly look at the contribution the Bank has 

                                                 
213 Article 56, Charter of the United Nations. 
214  The World Bank, the IMF and Human Rights, at 63; and, D. Bradlow & C. Grossman, Limited Mandates and 
Intertwined Problems: A New Challenge for the World Bank and the IMF. 17 Human Rights Q . 411, 428; 
215 D. Bradlow & C. Grossman, Limited Mandates and Intertwined Problems: A New Challenge for the World Bank 
and the IMF. 17 Human Rights Q . 411, at note 63. 
216 During a meeting with human rights NGOs in Prague in September 2000, the Bank’s President, James 
Wolfensohn, committed to “making explicit reference to human rights in Bank documents,” and “to work with Bank 
staff to include human rights in their policy documents ….” Human Rights Watch, Press Release, 22 September 
2000, ‘NGOs Urge Implementation of Wolfensohn Commitment to Human Rights’.   
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made to this experience. This draws therefore from both the experiences presented in from the 
case studies discussed at the workshop and other documented experiences.  
 
The mining industry has long been subject to criticism for its lasting detrimental impacts on the 
environment and the communities affected by its operations. Abuses have taken various forms 
as is illustrated in some of the cases cited. Scrutiny and protest have increased in recent years 
and have reached a point where they can and have led to the cancellation of some funding and 
projects, including projects involving the Bank.  
 
Impacts on Indigenous Peoples  
Indigenous peoples have always carried a disproportionately high burden of extractive industries 
projects within their territories. This is even true in the USA, Canada and Australia where the 
mining industry is long established, and is increasingly so in developing States, which are served 
by the World Bank Group. Indeed the Bank has actively promoted this expansion despite the 
widespread negative experiences of indigenous peoples affected by EI projects. It is predicted 
that “the majority of current big mines, and those planned for the next fifteen years, are located 
on Indigenous territory - where the human and environmental consequences of mining are 
usually much more serious than in established extractive zones. . ."  217  
 
Given the sustained negative experiences of many Indigenous Peoples at the hands of extractive 
sector  projects, a key question considered herein is whether it is appropriate for the Bank to 
have financed and promoted Extractive Industries (EI) development on indigenous lands.  
Particularly, where, as is common, the basic rights of indigenous peoples to control the 
development of their lands and culture are denied. Additionally evidence suggests that even 
where legal frameworks have been established with the stated objective of improving the 
protection of affected communities’ rights this may not in practice improve the situation 
adequately, if at all. While Indigenous rights are gaining increased recognition within some 
nations and the international community this is not yet adequately represented in the practices of 
mining companies or even in the guidelines of the industry or IFIs including the World Bank.  
Indigenous Peoples do find ways, however, to effectively assert their rights and aspirations.  In 
the process they have become a major factor in decisions concerning the development of EI 
projects. 
 
A common understanding of the nature of past experiences of indigenous peoples and other 
local communities affected by EI projects is essential to the aim of this review. This should 
provide the context for the assessment of any current or future prospects for EI investment. It is 
important to recognise however that, as a result of past experience, there is a very low level of 
trust in communities concerning industry claims of community benefits or environmental 
protection.  At the very least it is clear that any such claims of benefit cannot, as is too often 
current practice, be assumed.  
 
The history of the expansion of the EI around the world is inextricably linked to colonialism and 
its exploitative processes.  It is little surprise therefore that historically indigenous communities, 
and other affected communities and nations, have suffered invasion of their territories without 
consultation or consent, and that their cultural practices and indigenous economy have been 
overwhelmed through militarization, coercion, violent displacement, introduction of disease and 
the generation of a legacy of lasting environmental degradation. This is a shared global 
experience. 
 
                                                 
217 Moody, R. 200 The decade of destruction: How the mining companies  betrayed their promised greening. 
www.minesandcommunities.org/Company/decade.  
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Accounts indicate that most mining has been suffered by Indigenous Peoples and other affected 
communities as a form of “development aggression”. EI projects have in some cases, according 
to accounts from all regions, caused impoverishment, environmental degradation, cultural 
disintegration and other physically and socially negative effects. Some of these cases are 
extremely grave in their destructive impact. Researchers have particularly pointed to the 
heightened severity of the intrusion of EI projects where indigenous communities subsisting off 
the land are involved. The reduction of land access and the degradation of land and water 
resources that inevitably accompanies an EI project can impoverish both materially and 
culturally. The relationship between the Extractive Industries and Indigenous Peoples is 
therefore viewed by the affected peoples primarily as a matter of human rights and their abuse.  
This explains the primacy of their sustained demand for the recognition and respect for their 
collective and individual rights.218 
 
There have even been attempts by some companies and institutions to interfere politically and 
through the courts to thwart or hold back emerging recognition of indigenous rights including 
land rights.  This inevitably has engendered hostility and mistrust. One of the most notorious 
historical examples of such obstructive approaches being the efforts of Australian Mining 
Industry Council spearheaded by the Western Mining Company’s CEO Hugh Morgan, through 
the so-called media misinformation “black hands campaign” of 1984, to portray recognition of 
indigenous rights as a threat to the State and it’s development.219  Examples of such subversive 
efforts by mining industry interests continue.  The legal challenge to the Indigenous Peoples 
Rights Act in the Philippines is another example. In Indonesia, mining interests have exerted 
pressures resulting in the breach of former prohibitions on mining in protected areas.220 In a 
number of cases including around the Yanacocha mine in Peru, investors and even sections of 
the Bank have sought to deny the presence of Indigenous Peoples despite local peoples self 
identification as Indigenous Peoples.221 This denial seems motivated by the desire to avoid the 
extra scrutiny and safeguards this identification might require. 
 
Within the mining industry there is a growing recognition of the need to acknowledge the 
existence of  shameful incidents of past abuse of community rights and environmental values.  
Sir Robert Wilson Chair of Rio Tinto has urged others in the industry to “accept that [the 
industry leaders] have made mistakes and to actively engage with, and listen to [their] 
critics…”222  Leon Davies, a former CEO of  Rio Tinto, has also gone on record to acknowledge 
specifically the mistakes that his company made which generated the environmental destruction 
and civil conflict resulting from the operations of the Panguna mine on the island of 
Bougainville. Some companies, including Rio Tinto, have been active more recently in 
initiatives that are seeking a new image and improved community relations for the mining 
Industry. Some leading Oil companies have also launched similar initiatives. Companies are 
however not the only factor. 
 
Some States, according to Indigenous reports to the UN Working Group on Indigenous 
Populations, have been complicit in such abusive approaches, and even promote mineral 

                                                 
218 See for example ‘ Conclusions and Recommendations’ of the Workshop on indigenous peoples, private sector 
natural resource, energy and mining companies and human rights, UNHCHR, Geneva, December 2001. 
219 Lozano, J. 1997. Mining Act beckons Foreign Firms. Philippine Daily Inquirer, May 8, 1997 and Lozano, J. 
Taking the Last Stand.) http://humanrights.uchicago.edu/joeylozano/joey03.html  
220 Jakarta Post, February 13, 2003, “Legislators allow exploration in protected forests”. 
221 Project Underground, 2002, The Path of Least Resistance: An Assessment of the Compliance Advisor 
Ombudsman’s Handling of the Minera Yanacocha Complaint. 
222 Wilson, R. 2001. How the world mining industry had to dig itself out of a hole. The Observer , July 8 2001 
.http://www.observer.co.uk/Print/0,3858,4217851,00.html  
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development within ancestral land. Indeed, some indigenous organisations have accused States 
of consciously prioritising natural resource extraction in indigenous areas over other areas as 
part of a policy of discrimination against indigenous peoples.  

The conflict between States’ obligations to respect basic Indigenous Peoples’ human rights 
under international law, and their aspiration to proceed with projects promising national 
economic benefits, which are thought to require sacrifice in and around the project site, is a 
fundamental problem for the World Bank. While the Bank is required to respect international 
law, it is the representatives of States that both govern the Bank and are the major recipients of 
its loans, and thus wield substantial power over its investments.  Currently, states who deny or 
fail to fully respect the rights of indigenous peoples remain acceptable recipients of Bank loans. 
States are frequently major beneficiaries of mining investment, and even operate as shareholding 
partners in mining projects that have adverse impacts on indigenous peoples. They also receive 
income from imposed taxes and duties, and therefore may be reticent to respect international law 
obligations that might affect revenue flows.  This conflicting role of the State as both beneficiary 
and regulator of World Bank funding, is perceived as a serious flaw by indigenous communities 
who experience that Governments holding shares in mines make poor regulators and poor 
prosecutors of infractions by the companies . (See for example Omai Guyana Box)  
 
Lack of Trust: 
The past experience of limitations, failures and abuse has bred a deep mistrust of mining 
companies and, by extension, their financiers. Combined with the magnitude of the potential 
impacts, this mistrust is the basis of the widely articulated demand for tighter legally binding 
regulation of mining operations supported by effective independent monitoring and 
enforcement.  
 
Affected communities, including indigenous groups assert that abuse has been, and remains, the 
norm rather than the exception. The Philippine Mining Code for example offers nominal legal 
protections for Indigenous Peoples, including the right to free prior informed consent (FPIC) to 
any and all development on indigenous lands. Nonetheless, reports from communities (see for 
example Philippine case study) reveal that in virtually all cases where companies’ assert having 
secured FPIC, such claims are in effect fraudulent and acquired by misrepresentation, bribery, 
fraud or coercion, even where these assertions are endorsed by government agencies 223. It is 
most disturbing to note this conflict of claims extends even to the case of the community of 
Didipio where the IFC consultant endorsed the company’s version of a satisfactory consultation 
(see Philippine case study): 
 

In approving the plan, the IFC consultant stated that the acceptance by the host 
community of the development plan represented the best case of prior informed consent 
he had ever witnessed.224                     

 
despite vehement denials by the affected community.225 
 
Many NGOs and IPOs call upon the EIR to recommend a halt to Bank funding and support for 
mining, oil, and gas projects. As a minimum prior condition, they seek a rights regime that 
promises, and delivers, protection of international human rights standards that ensure sufficient 
control of indigenous communities over the development of their land. This further requires any 
such development to be consensual, beneficial and based on informed processes free from 

                                                 
223 Proceedings of the National Conference on Mining May 2002, Tebtebba Foundation, 
224 www.Didipio.com  website 
225 MacDonald, I. 2002. Didipio Case Report. Community Aid Abroad, Mining Ombudsman Investigation.  
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duress. It is difficult to identify regimes where this is currently the case, hence the widespread 
call for a moratorium on the development of new mining projects as manifest in numerous 
conference resolutions. 226   
 
The World Bank and Mining  
The Bank has a long involvement in extractive industry projects, dating back more than 40 
years.  Between 1955 and 1990, the Bank financed nearly 50 mining or mineral processing 
projects, granting loans and credits totalling nearly US$2 billion, of which nine (around 20%) 
were disbursed in the period 1988-1990 alone. These disbursements covered five areas: mining 
sector reform and rehabilitation; new “greenfield” mine construction; mineral processing; 
technical assistance; and engineering work. 
 
Bank involvement has grown in more recent years227. Bank spending on EI projects in the last 5 
years alone has been in excess of US $5 billion. Through time Bank-supported projects have 
included a disturbing stream of those failing to operate to safe standards and have been the 
subject of protest and complaint from affected communities. Increasingly, projects are delayed 
or prevented by such protests. Allegations of abuses are also increasingly finding their way to 
court as “victims” of mining projects seek redress from companies and even from the Bank.  
 
Policy reform, technical funds and dialogue: 
Traditionally project finance has been the main focus of Bank activities.  Since the late 
1980’s however, the Bank has chiefly emphasised, and exerted its greatest influence in, 
financing policy “reform”, through liberalisation of regulations concerning mining 
investment, promotion of dialogue initiatives, and generation of guidelines. In 1988 the 
Bank’s Mining Unit conducted a survey of op inions of multinational mining companies. 
Forty five companies (with combined mineral sales of US$ 40 billion that year) informed the 
Bank of their requirements regarding the future behaviour of selected specific countries. They 
demanded “higher rates of return than in developed countries”, expressed a “strong 
preference” for the “stable environment of countries with proven track records”, and required 
“payback” (i.e. rate of return, or IRR) of between 20% and 25% over 2-4 years. Such 
demands partially explain the heavy dependence of companies on precious gems and gold 
projects in their overseas exploration activities. In contrast they willingly accepted IRR of 
only 13% to 17% in industrialised countries, with a payback of up to six years. The perceived 
risks of asset appropriation, adverse exchange fluctuations, community disruptions and 
general conflict allegedly accounted for this discrepancy between developing and developed 
countries 228  
 
Although Chile, Botswana and Papua New Guinea were at the time reckoned to be the most 
attractive countries for mineral investment, this was not particularly because they offered better 
entry conditions than others. Indeed, as the Bank pointed out, these three favoured countries had, 
at the time, relatively high tax rates once mining was underway229. More important was a state’s 

                                                 
226 See for example India, National Convention on Communities Command over Natural Resources, Anandwan, 
2001: http://www.mmpindia.org/nc2001.htm. 
Indonesia, Manado International Conference on STD:  
http://www.moles.org/ProjectUnderground/drillbits/6_04/3.html  
Philippines: the Declaration of the International Indigenous Youth Conference held in Baguio: 
http://www.ayn.ca/news/0208/declaration_iiyc.htm 
227 Joint OED/OEG Evaluation of World Bank Group Activities in the Extractive Industries Sector Approach Paper. 
2001.  The World Bank Group. 
228 [ibid page 44].  
229 [ibid page 45 
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financial and political stability, while “mandatory majority local participation, either public or 
private” carried a strong negative rating.230 
 
The canvassed companies gave “greatest importance” to the Bank’s “work with individual 
countries to update and reform [existing] mining investment codes” which would open 
prospective regions to exploration, guarantee security of investment, and introduce generous tax 
holidays to protect the early years of exploitation. Addressing other problems identified by the 
industry, the Bank placed importance on job cuts and restriction of workers ’ rights: 
 

“allow[ing] for the reduction of personnel, and even mine closure in response to economic 
reasons [sic] , and to regulate the right of strike in order to avoid unnecessary conflicts 
where confrontations could be avoided”. 231 

 
It is important to note that while the Bank actively solicited the wishes of mining companies and 
acted strongly in support of the emerging demands, no similar consultation with indigenous 
peoples, or other directly affected “victims/beneficiaries” of mining, was realised at this time or 
later. In 1991, the World Bank set out its table, based on these industry demands, justifying 
finance for the mining sector.  Public sector reform, under which state companies would be 
subjected to “market discipline”, alongside the encouragement of investment in exploration and 
development by “qualified firms”232, was to become the order of the day. The Bank pledged  to 
work to streamline investment legislation, foreign exchange regulations, taxation and labour 
legislation in mining-dependent countries of the South, and “improve” mining codes “where 
issues refer to the access by the investors to mining rights, the politics (sic) with respect to 
mining rights and the role and scope of the state owned enterprises”. 
 
It is clear that the Bank’s role in this area of policy reform has been hugely influential. The 
Mining Codes of more than 70 countries233 have been changed within the last 20 years, in line 
with a package of recommendations from the Bank. Some have responded to the atmosphere of 
competitive reform even without significant financial intervention by the Bank. The thrust of 
Bank policy in this area has even provided direction to the policies of other institutions, 
including the overseas aid agencies of countries such as Canada where mining has a strong base, 
the regional development Banks, and other UN agencies including UNDP.  
 
While project finance now requires consultations with communities and affected Peoples, under 
the World Bank policies OD 4.20 on Indigenous Peoples, OD 4.12 on Involuntary Resettlement, 
and OP 4.36 on Forestry, these are not required for structural adjustment loans, nor for the 
influence exerted through the conduct of trainings and seminars, policy dialogue and the 
placement of consultants that have in practice been major vehicles of “reforms’. Reform 
measures including influence to liberalise mining codes are however potentially more far-
reaching in their effect than project financing, yet these reform interventions do not appear in 
practice to be scrutinised with regards to the WBG safeguard policies framework. 
 
Ecuador: undermining protected areas 
 In Ecuador, the Mining Development and Environmental Control Technical Assistance Project, 
PRODEMINCA, was approved in 1993. It funded a project for the prospecting, surveying and 
mapping of mineral wealth within the Cotacachi-Coyapas Ecological Reserve. This project was 
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232 [op cit page 43 
233 Colchester M et al. , 2000, Undermining the Forests. Forest Peoples Programme, WRM, PIPLinks, Moreton-in-
Marsh. p. 20. 
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criticised234 as, according to a local NGO - DECOIN, the project would disturb traditional 
agricultural activities as well as some of the world’s most critical and endangered habitat 
regions. DECOIN filed an official complaint with the World Bank’s Inspection Panel, 
maintaining that the Bank violated its policies on environmental assessment, wildlands, projects 
supervision and indigenous peoples.  
 
 
 Despite the content of the complaint, the Inspection Panel Report did not analyse the impacts on 
local communities or Indigenous Peoples. It did however find that the Bank was in relative 
compliance with its policies on wildlands and supervision, whilst identifying severe flaws in its 
environmental assessment, including the inadequacy of consultation. It was concluded that 
although mapping and surveys are not environmentally destructive actions per se, they can be 
means to a destructive end. The World Bank argued that such surveys would have no 
environmental consequence since Ecuadorian law prohibits extractive activities in protected 
areas. 
 
 This defence was effectively undermined when Article 27 of the law prohibiting mining in 
protected areas was repealed during the Bank project’s operation.  According to the Inspection 
Panel, no link between PRODEMINCA and this change were found. Affected groups claim the 
Bank financed a project which increased the threat to protected areas and to the subsistence base 
of indigenous communities. The Bank claim was that the mineral survey did not imply mineral 
development. However in a developing country with limited resources it is difficult to 
comprehend how the academic survey of mineral wealth, without an intention to exploit such 
wealth, could be defined as a priority for financing over other potential sources of investment. 
Indeed the President of the IBRD  had written earlier that "The two major objectives of the 
project are: (a) attract new private mining investment and support the systematic development of 
increased, yet environmentally sound mineral production; and (b) arrest mining related 
environmental degradation and mitigate the damage that results from the use of primitive and 
inadequate technology by informal miners.". 
 
Many other countries235 have received some form of advice, technical or structural support, or 
pressure originating from the World Bank, recommending the liberalisation of mining, 
petroleum and gas laws. 
 
These revisions in mining codes can and do clash with recent constitutional provisions for the 
safeguard of land tenure and ownership rights – which are fundamental to Indigenous Peop les. 
Law reforms relating to mineral development have been identified by indigenous groups as 
among the gravest current threats to their lives and culture.236  
 
In Peru, the reforms have been the basis of the creation of new governmental structures set up to 
deal with environmental assessments and indigenous peoples237. In practice these will most 
probably merely provide increased opportunities for fixers and middlemen to take advantage of 
their specialist knowledge of a rapid and complex process. Of general concern arising from the 
                                                 
234 Zorilla, C. 2002  Minería, Biodiversidad y el Banco Mundial en Ecuador: El Caso del Proyecto Prodeminca.  
Presentation to the Regional Workshop, Latin America and the Carribbean, Extractive Industries Review. 
235 42 directly linked projects around the world 
236 see for example Philippines: the declaration of the International indigenous Youth Conference held in Baguio, 
May 2002: http://www.ayn.ca/news/0208/declaration_iiyc.htm 
237 Barrera-Hernández, L.K., 2002.  The Legal Framework for Indigenous Peoples’ and Other Public’s Participation 
in Latin America: The Cases of Argentina, Colombia, and Peru.  Pages 589-628 in Human rights in natural resource 
development : public participation in the sustainable development of mining and energy resources. Oxford : Oxford 
University Press, 2002. 
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specific Peruvian experience is that the new minerals related laws and the new constitution in 
Peru have no mechanism for respecting the rights and wishes of indigenous peoples who are in 
voluntary isolation, i.e. those peoples who choose not to interact with the State or other agencies. 
These groups are effectively denied the political space within the country’s legal framework to 
choose isolation. This problem is exemplified by the situation in the Nahua/Kugapakori state 
reserve, where Pluspetrol, an Argentinean oil company is drilling for gas with the aim of 
constructing a pipeline to the ocean, on the reserve lands of the Nahua, the Kugapori (otherwise 
known as the Nanti) and the Matsigenka, who are only in the incipient stages of direct 
interaction with national society.   
 
This situation has brought to light significant problems regarding the interpretation of the notion 
of community consultation and free prior and informed consent. Companies have been allowed 
to interpret non-participation in consultation as acquiescence and therefore consent rather than 
rejection. This clearly is a perverse and self-serving interpretation of the conscious act of 
avoidance practiced by these Indigenous groups. This highlights the need for the drafting of 
comprehensive laws, and Bank procedures and requirements to prevent the continuation of such 
an inappropriate interpretation. It is one of the recommendations of groups involved in this 
workshop that a policy of voluntary isolation pursued by a community should clearly be viewed 
as a rejection of all forms of economic exploitation of natural resources within their area.  
 
It is also clear that for any indigenous community, the decision-making processes require 
adequate access to information, which, given the predominantly oral nature of most indigenous 
societies, will and should inevitably require direct participation in public meetings as a minimum 
basis for claiming social acceptability. The Didipio case also highlights the absence of trust 
between companies and communities and therefore the need for credible independent 
monitoring agencies that enjoy the confidence of affected communities. 
 
 
 
The Philippines: engineering consent: 
The World Bank directly and with and through other agencies including UNDP, and ADB 
championed  reform of mining legislation in the Philippines and the formulation of the mining 
act of 1995. Philippine government representatives have been prominent participants in 
numerous international seminars and training programmes. The  Philippines’ acceptance of the 
reform package has itself been projected through such meetings. The Philippine Mining Code 
1995 closely follows the Bank template (c.f. the Philippines Case Study). The Bank also chose 
to project Western Mining Company (WMC) as a best practice company for their approach to 
investment in the Philippines WMC was, at the time, a major backer, and the first beneficiary, of 
the mining code and was actively involved in its formulation.238   
 
When enacted, the law was described by the Mining Journal as “among the most favourable to 
mining companies anywhere”.  Applications for exploration flooded the Mining Department239.  
This rapid expansion of mining was and remains opposed by Indigenous Peoples all across the 
Philippines, who based t heir negative response on past experience. 
 Mining has a long history in the Philippines, particularly in the Cordillera region, which is also 
the ancestral land of the largest concentration of indigenous peoples in the country.  Mining 
companies have operated on Igorot lands for 100 years. They have dispossessed indigenous 
peoples not only of their mineral wealth (some Igorots are traditionally miners) but through 
                                                 
238 In 1993 WMC assisted the Philippine government in conducting a workshop at the annual Asian mining congress 
where companies were invited to join in the drafting of the revised mining code.  
239 Tujan.A, Guzman. R 1998 , Globalizing Philippine Mining, Ibon Books, Manila.) 
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mineral claims even of their surface rights to land and livelihood. No mine site in the region has 
been adequately restored and every mine in the region has experienced at least one serious 
tailings dam breach. The majority of these tailings dams have collapsed with catastrophic 
impacts downstream. Mining has seriously degraded the quality of all the major rivers flowing 
out of the Cordillera mining districts.  
 
This negative analysis of the Philippine mining industry is shared even by industry and 
government consultants. Dr Allen Clark of the East West Centre in Hawaii observed, in a 1994 
Asian Development Bank commissioned report, “We have never seen a mining industry with a 
poorer environmental record.”240 
 
Legal provisions have been developed in the Philippines for the protection of indigenous rights 
in decisions about mineral development within ancestral lands. These are contained both in the 
Indigenous Peoples Rights Act 1997 (IPRA) and the 1995 Mining Code. The framework of 
these laws could and should have provided a significant protection for the rights of Indigenous 
Peoples. However in practice according to numerous accounts 241 these provisions have been 
honoured more in the breach than the observance. Substantiated accounts of breach of the 
provisions of IPRA and the Mining Code in relation to FPIC and or other important issues come 
from many areas.  
The decisions allowing or rejecting mining are momentous ones which require communities to 
be fully informed, well advised and possess sufficient time to conduct their own decision 
making process. The implementing practice of the Mining Code and the IPRA is currently not 
allowing this. Implementing rules and regulations of the IPRA law have been repeatedly 
changed, following mining industry pressure, to further deprive communities of effective means 
of legally defending their rights. The time for lodging appeals has been reduced while no 
improvements have been made in transparency to allow communities to ascertain company 
claims regarding the achievement of FPIC. One unintended consequence of improvement of 
legislation concerning the protection of the rights of indigenous peoples is that new and 
sometimes illegal and coercive pressures are being applied to indigenous communities to secure 
by all means their “consent”  
 
Different communities report militarization of isolated communities as a recurring element in 
engineering consent. There is grave concern at the conscious and successful effort of mining 
companies to introduce factionalism, divide communities and promote individuals who may 
have no traditional authority as leaders to represent the presence of FPIC where it does not exist. 
Reports suggest traditional leaders may be ignored or displaced where they oppose mining. 
Communities report the widespread use of bribes and gifts and unregulated and questionable 
patronage by companies over prominent individuals/decision-makers within their communities. 
Practices that, if applied to a local government official, might constitute an offence against graft 
and corruption laws are openly practiced to traditional leaders and others. The repeated accounts 
of collaboration by representatives of government agencies in such processes are particularly 
disturbing. 
 
There is therefore a widespread scepticism in the processes of the 1995 Mining Code. Its repeal 
has been called for by the Catholic Bishops Conference of the Philippines, the National Council 
of Churches of the Philippines, the Dapitan Initiative, and the National Mining Consultation , 
Baguio 2003.  

                                                 
240 Clark, A.L., 1994, The Philippine Mineral Sector to 2010: Policy and Recommendations, Report to the Asian 
Development Bank on T.A. No. 1894-PHI, East-West Center, Honolulu, Hawaii, 360p. 
241 Proceedings of the Philippine National Conference on Mining May 6-8 2002 Baguio City, 2002 Tebtebba 
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Mining conflicts have already led to acts of civil disobedience, protest and violence.  Legitimate 
protests have been branded subversive and mining sites increasingly maintained by 
militarization. Every indication is that mining related conflict is on the rise, and it seems 
inevitable that indigenous peoples will be the victims.  
 
These experiences reveal that even where legislation exists nominally to protect indigenous 
rights, and even where Bank identified “best practice” companies operate, we still cannot 
assume effective implementation or adequate safeguards. Without effective credible independent 
monitoring, abuses may reasonably be assumed to continue. 
 
 
 
Papua New Guinea: low standards and development failures  
Papua New Guinea is a country in which the Bank has invested. PNG combines an extremely 
rich mineral endowment with massive developmental needs. It is  generally acknowledged that 
Bank influence in the country is substantial. Technical assistance for the reform of the extractive 
sector has been a major form of World Bank investment for Papua New Guinea for the past two 
decades.  The Petroleum Exploration Technical Assistance Project (1982), the Petroleum 
Exploration and Development Technical Assistance Project (1983), the Gas Development and 
Utilisation Technical Assistance Project (2000), and the Mining Sector Institutional 
Strengthening Technical Assistance Project (2000) were all generally geared towards increasing 
private sector investment in extractive operations and increasing government capacity to 
encourage this investment and monitor it.   
 
 Most of these projects have been classified under environmental categories C or B, which do 
not require environmental impact assessments, and do not trigger the scrutiny of the safeguard 
measures.  
Research, including the OED report for this EI review, show that EI projects, while generating 
income for companies and central government (in 2001, the extractive sector accounted for two 
thirds of total exports), have mostly failed to reach the communities in improved services or 
benefits242. Indeed the extremely high externalised costs of mining in PNG leave a heavy burden 
on the mines affected regions and Peoples. The World Bank’s own OED report for the EI 
Review identifies this PNG experience as illustrative of the reality that good governance is an 
essential prerequisite of positive outcomes for Bank projects. 
 
In PNG, some environmental standards for mine operations are shamefully deficient, and despite 
the substantial influence of the Bank, are below international best practice in important areas. 
Indeed in relation to mine waste management PNG, supported by the Bank, allows the 
controversial practice of submarine tailings disposal, which is currently barred in the USA, 
Canada and Australia. In the case of the Lihir mine, supported by MIGA, STD is being applied 
on a small island where its impacts are, as a consequence, likely to be more severe for the local 
population in impacts on fisheries, coastal impacts, and health. The practice of direct dumping of 
mine waste into rivers is practiced by major international companies in PNG but not in their 
operations elsewhere. The impact of this on the river and marine environment has been severe.  
 

                                                 
242 OED, 2003. Evaluation of the World Bank Group’s Activities in the Extractive Industries: Background Paper on 
Factoring in Governance.  Operations Evaluation Department. 
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New Technology brings heightened misery243 
 
During the 1990s, Benguet Corporation, the Philippines oldest mining company, developed an open pit 
mine at the site of their former underground operation at Antamok Itogon within Ibaloi ancestral lands. 
They destroyed the community of Antamok with its school, clinic, and churches, to make way for the open 
pit, they also mined lands including indigenous burial sites, water sources, traditional settlements, and 
farms amongst others. The area has been severely depopulated as a consequence. The company 
incorporated in their operations the traditional surface ore deposits previously worked by indigenous 
miners. As a result of the shift to open pit mining they reduced their workforce from more than 6000 in the 
1970s to less than 600 working the open pit and processing plant. The ore deposit, which had been 
worked by indigenous miners for at least 1000 years and by the company continuously for more than 80 
years, was by open pit methods worked out and closed within 7 years, finally closing in 1997, with a loss 
of all remaining jobs save a skeleton security staff. In the same period a large proportion of the 20000-
24000 Igorot peoples in the area, engaged in or dependent upon small scale mining, had their livelihoods 
abruptly terminated by the expansion of company mining.  An area noted for its prosperity and stable 
indigenous communities has become another area of hardship and out migration.  
 
This area has seen no effective restoration, and the Antamok mine site is still bare and dusty. The run-off 
of silt and heavy metal rich material into the Itogon River continues. A cyanide rich tailings pond, which 
was constructed adjacent to the pre-existing indigenous community of Loakan, lingers as a health and 
environmental hazard. The fumes from the pond pervade the air. The company continues to exercise its 
“rights” over the land, which has not been and, according to the company will not be restored to its 
original indigenous owners. 
 
 
 
 
 
“Best Practice” from “Bad actors” 

Despite the widespread clamour for strict regulation of the extractive industries, the World Bank has, 
in the EI sector, focused its efforts on various none binding efforts to promote “best  practice”. The 
Bank has chosen to do this by the projection of certain leading companies. It has partnered their 
initiatives and funded their projects. In mineral extraction however, many companies, and many 
projects have been accused of serious violations of rights. A problem therefore has been finding 
companies whose own record is adequate to the exposure.  
 
WMC and Best Practice 
The Bank chose to highlight Western Mining Company (WMC) as a best practitioner, 
specifically in relation to the Tampakan project in the Philippines, because of the company’s 
stated commitment and structural efforts, i.e. the formation of an indigenous peoples department, 
and the development of an Indigenous Peoples Plan within the Tampakan project. The company 
emphasised its app roach to indigenous issues at Tampakan as being the project on which it 
sought to be judged. WMC did make efforts to inform and negotiate with communities, 
organised exposures to other mines, and entered agreements with tribal leaders, amongst other 
activities. However welcome these developments might seem on paper the promotion of WMC 
as a best practitioner was unacceptable to many, both historically and for its actual practice in 
Tampakan.  
 
In the past, Hugh Morgan, CEO of WMC, has been one of the most vociferous critics of 
environmentalists and indigenous rights campaigners. The involvement of Morgan and WMC in 
the racist “Black Hands campaign” was unforgettable and unforgivable to many indigenous 

                                                 
243 “The Land is Ours”, 1997, Stanford, Oxfordshire., Cordillera Links Briefing No1. Additional materials from 
Cordillera  Peoples Alliance and Itogon Inter-Barangay Alliance. 
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rights campaigners. The company also continues to have serious unresolved issues in relation to 
projects on Indigenous lands particularly in South Australia.  The practice of WMC within the 
Tampakan project has also been both well documented244 and the subject of severe criticism 
both from local organisations and development agencies and church groups in the Philippines 
and Australia. WMC stand accused of dividing communities against themselves, making 
payments to leaders to secure their support, giving gifts and organising junkets for indigenous 
leaders/decision makers in order to influence their decisions including outings to night clubs and 
bars away from the community, and along with government agencies rushing indigenous leaders 
into signing agreements without adequate preparation or understanding  (too short notice, 
inadequate consultation, failure to explain the full complexity of the agreements, absence of 
legal advice, version only presented in English.) According to Muntz, the Tribal Principal 
Agreements in particular contained a gross imbalance of benefit for the company: 
  

The fundamental issue with these Tribal Principal Agreements (TPAs) was the unequal 
nature of the commitments involved by each party. They committed the communities 
irrevocably to allow mining on their land for the duration of the process, from 
exploration to mining to rehabilitation of the mine site at the end. In return the 
agreements required the company to make various financial commitments to community 
development programs in the tribal communities, but left it with absolute discreti on 
about almost everything else. The company had achieved what every business craves, 
total certainty over at least one aspect of its operation. But the communities gained no 
certainty whatsoever about any of the crucial social and environmental parameters of 
mining, only the financial compensation for mining damage, and the royalties from it.245 

 
Despite its efforts, WMC failed to secure the support of many in the local communities. 
Eventually WMC withdrew from the project. However despite WMCs stated commitment to 
“best practice” at Tampakan, in the face of sustained opposition they sold their rights to other 
mining interests. This left the local B’laan peoples with a deep uncertainty over commitments 
entered in to by WMC. 
 
The perpetrator of the destructive and irresponsible mine waste management system at the 
notorious Ok Tedi mine in PNG was BHP, now BHPBilliton, the world’s largest mining 
company. In the case of Ok Tedi the damage to the river and environment has already had a 
direct negative impact on the subsistence activities, livelihood and health of people living along 
the Fly River. Further, the silt, acid and heavy metals build up from the tailings deposited in the 
Ok Tedi and Fly rivers has resulted in the severe reduction of river life and biodiversity and in 
die back of forest cover. This condition is still deteriorating and it is predicted to continue to do 
so for many years to come.246 Community representatives have filed legal cases against BHP 
(now BHPB), which was the main owner and operator of Ok Tedi, in an attempt to force the 
company to acknowledge liability. In efforts to prevent local ancestral land holders from 
pursuing their case against BHP in the Australian courts, the company engaged in interference in 
the political process in PNG. Following initial denial, BHP was forced to confess that it had 
helped draft a PNG law seeking to outlaw the legal process followed by the landholders. The 
purpose was clearly to silence the landholders and prevent their case coming to court. This 
strategy failed when the Australian court ruled the company in contempt when their involvement 
                                                 
244 see for example, Muntz.B, 2001, Mining And Community Rights - A Case Study: WMC Resources Ltd. and the 
Tampakan Copper Project WMC Resources Ltd. and the Tampakan Copper Project , Community Aid Abroad 
245 Ibid. 
246 Kirsch.S, 2001 “mining, indigenous peoples and human rights: a case study of ok tedi,” Paper presented to the 
Workshop ‘Indigenous peoples, private sector natural resource, energy and mining companies and human rights’ 
organised by the UNHCHR, Palais des Nations, Geneva, December 2001. 
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in this skulduggery was revealed. The company was eventually forced to enter an out of court 
settlement promising to pay damages and undertake management improvements. In practice the 
company has so far failed to honour the settlement and the ancestral land-holders have returned 
to court. Meanwhile BHPB have exited the project after first pressuring local people and the 
Government to agree to a final settlement package that once again seeks to undermine the 
ongoing legal action. The deal offers a cheap and finite settlement to a pollution problem that is 
currently continuing to expand and whose final costs are likely to be many times more.247    
 
BHPBilliton have therefore, at Ok Tedi and other projects (see box on IFC and BHPBilliton in 
Botswana), a track record of environmental and social failures, deviousness, and manipulation 
yet the Bank continues to cooperate with the company and finance its projects. 
 
Substantiated cases of environmental or social abuses have been cited against many other 
companies that still are seen as acceptable partners by the Bank. In the case of AMF the 
company was indicted by a UN panel of experts into illegal activities in the Congo shortly 
before it became an IFC partner (see box: The UN indicts)  
 
 
The UN indicts while the IFC invites: 
 
In February 2003, America Mineral Fields Inc (AMF) signed an agreement with the IFC and South 
Africa’s Industrial Development Corporation to participate in a new copper-cobalt tailings treatment 
scheme at Kolwezi in the Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC), formerly operated by the state mining 
company, Gecamines.  The agreement includes the right of IFC to buy equity in AMF.248  
 
AMF and its founder, and chief shareholder, Jean-Raymond Boulle, are notorious. As bloody conflict over 
resources raged in Zaire during the nineties, AMF became the chief vehicle by which Boulle expanded 
into Africa. Boulle has been described, as “a man who can manoeuvre as a privileged and powerful 
player in several regions and markets. In environments of chaos, state collapse and economic decay, a 
powerful private player with access to significant amounts of money, raw materials, military technology 
and even a private rapid reaction force, can deviously pursue his own private agenda.”249  Jean-Raymond 
Boulle has now obtained control of a substantial portion of DRC’s strategic minerals. Boulle first acquired 
the valuable Kolwezi workings five years ago, in return for loaning then-rebel leader Kabila his private jet 
and donating US$1 billion to Kabila’s anti-Mobutu campaign

250
.  

Now registered in London, AMF started life as a petroleum company in 1979. From 1995, under Boulle, it 
expanded in Africa, in DRC, Zambia and Angola. Boulle had been De Beer’s “diamond czar” in the 
Congo/Zairean capital, Kinshasha, when the country was in fief to Mobutu.251 AMF has been accused by 
authoritative researchers of having been linked in the recent past with IDAS (International Defence and 
Security), a spin-off of the notorious Executive Outcomes mercenary force, and the British-based 
Defence Systems Ltd, another band of paramilitaries active in securing mineral resources in conflict 
areas, also based in London

252
. IFC is now supporting AMF in the DRC. Astonishingly, their deal followed 

shortly after the indictment of AMF (along with several other companies) by a UN panel of experts 
inquiring into illegal activities in the Democratic Republic of Congo: the company was accused of violating 
the OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises.253   
 
                                                 
247 Kirsch.S, 2002, Litigating Ok Tedi (Again) ,  2002,  in Cultural Survival Quarterly , Boston, 
248 [Mining Journal  21/2/03].  
249 [Johan Peleman, “Mining for Serious Trouble: Jean-Raymond Boulle and his Corporate Empire Project in 
“Mercenaries” An African Security Dilemma, Pluto Press, 2000: 165-166].  
250 [Pratap Chatterjee Mercenary Armies and mineral wealth, Covert Action Quarterly, number 62, Washington, Fall 
1997, page 36].  
251 [Roger Moody Out of Africa: mining in the Congo basin in IUCN The Congo Basin/le bassin du Congoî, 
Amsterdam 1998, page 137].  
252 [(Eds) Abdel -Fatau Musah and  J Kayode Fayemi Mercenaries: an African Security Dilemma, Pluto Press, 2000, 
page 69].   
253 Final report of the Panel of Experts on the Illegal Exploitation of Natural Resources and Other Forms of Wealth 
of DR CongoS/2002/1146 [Mining Journal 25/10/2003, MJ  8/11/2002]. 
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The wilful breach of existing standards and even legal requirements perpetrated by a range of 
companies argues that good faith or best practice cannot be presumed even from leading EI 
companies. Where mines exist there is the need for independent, adequately resourced, rigorous 
and frequent monitoring of mines and mining company activities to safeguard the interests of 
affected communities and the wider society, if only for the reason that the consequences of 
failures in EI projects can be so serious. Much evidence reveals that where indigenous rights are 
not adequately protected in law and practice then abuses by companies tend to continue to occur.  

Dialogue, Conciliation: 

The Bank has been subject to strong criticism particularly from Indigenous Peoples and 
organisations for its sustained support for unacceptable mining projects. So far the Bank 
response, rather than concentrate on the specific concerns and wishes of affected communities, 
has instead developed general programmes like Business Partners for Development that has 
failed even within its own terms.254 BPD was to be a multi stakeholder initiative to seek to 
explore new means to resolve disputes. The BPD had an Extractive Industries sector within it. 
Yet in practice even the claims of multistakeholder participation are rather threadbare. An 
assessment of the EI cluster project reports that only one Government (the United Kingdom) and 
one NGO (CARE International) participated. The companies involved expressed disappointment 
that BPD was not able to address their central concerns. BPD made attempted interventions in 
several projects including the Kelian mine run by Rio Tinto in Indonesian Kalimantan and 
which was a place of conflict and protest by Indigenous Peoples throughout the 1990s. (See 
Indonesia Case study) 
 
The Bank has also responded to critics by developing the Compliance Advisor Ombudsman 
(CAO) and the Inspection Panel mechanisms. While these mechanisms offer the prospect of 
recognising and investigating complaints there has been strong criticism that even here the 
emphasis is on conciliation and amelioration whatever the nature of the complaint (see Box: The 
Yanacocha Gold Mine and the CAO pf the IFC).  
 
 The Bank has prepared documents, videos and also organised seminars, including in Quito and 
Madang on the subject of “Mining and the Community”, which have provided a forum for the 
presentation of Bank ideas and a dialogue among participants on issues of community relations. 
Such seminars have, as with so many other initiat ives, tended to be dominated by participants 
from the Bank, government departments and mining companies, with the attendance of some 
NGOs: this was the case for the above, despite their topic being focused upon improving 
community relations. However communities and indigenous organisations, particularly those in 
dispute with companies, have been seriously under-represented. Nonetheless publications from 
such seminars have made some information and opinions more widely available. 

Multi Stakeholder dialogue: 
The Bank is increasingly using multi stakeholder dialogues to address the concerns of its critics. 
Such efforts abound. The Extractive Industries Review being but one example. However while 
multistakeholder dialogues are seen to carry a credibility, which is absent from internal review, 
there is growing concern about the abuse of this credibility resulting in its diminution.   
 
There are, as yet, no standards applied to the adequacy of the participation or quality of access 
and control within such processes . There are no standards to assure the independence and 
credibility of the processes. Consequently, even these processes are being discredited by 

                                                 
254 Moody.R, 2002, Partners in Grime: a critique of the bpd natural resources cluster programme, Nostromo 
Research, London. 
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overzealous claims or cynical manipulation. The World Commission on Dams (WCD), in which 
the Bank was involved, set new standards of participation, independence of management and 
process, and consensual outcomes that might be reasonably assumed to form a minimum for 
future initiatives. Sadly this has been far from the case. Despite its role in the formation and 
financing of the WCD, the Bank has failed to respond adequately to its recommendations. The 
EIR, which originally was characterised by Bank President Wolfensohn to civil society groups 
as an activity in the mould of WCD, has a significantly different structure. The shortcomings of 
the structure and process mean it clearly fails to maintain the standards set in the WD process in 
governance and process (as elaborated in section 4). This has inevitably affected its credibility 
and will erode the authority of the conclusions. Civil society groups highlighted these 
shortcomings at the outset and have reiterated them at every stage255.  
 
 
Global Mining Initiative/ MMSD: 
The Bank has also endorsed other controversial processes that have tended to generate more 
suspicion than harmony. The Global Mining Initiative, and particularly its Mining, Minerals, 
and Sustainable Development project, launched by the mining industry is a case in point. This 
initiative was set up by the industry to address issues seen as critical to its future credibility.  As 
with the EIR, the central question concerned the potential role of mining in sustainable 
development. Yet the industry unilaterally imposed the definition of problems, the management 
structure, the selection of a host for the project, even the selection to the MMSD process 
monitoring committee. The major source of all funding was the industry, which provided $7 
million. 
 
Given the deep suspicion that exists in the sector, generated in part by the industry’s regrettable 
history of one-sided initiatives and self-declared and “self regulated” codes of conduct, such an 
approach inevitably led to suspicion among civil society groups and indigenous organisations256. 
There is a widespread concern that industry’s willingness to sign up to binding agreements on 
generalised issues concerning improved standards has been more directed at improving the poor 
image of mining rather than in improvements in on site practice. A number of groups directly 
involved in mine monitoring wrote early on in the MMSD process to appeal for, among others, a 
restructuring of MMSD project control and a broadening of its central goal to incorporate the 
priority concerns of mines affected communities257. When this was rejected the majority of civil 
society groups, indigenous organisations and affected communities who knew of the initiative 
chose to boycott the process258. This has been repeated by some with regard the EIR process. 
For most of the period of the MMSD project, the assurance group had no participation from any 
indigenous representation. Low attendance at indigenous workshops revealed a widespread 
scepticism. Indigenous organisations who attended one such event also report that they did so 
only due to misrepresentation. For example, among the indigenous participants in an indigenous 
workshop concerning the project, some attended unaware of the links to MMSD259. 
 
Despite the widespread rejection of MMSD and its commitments to the contrary, the project and 
the associated Toronto conference “Resourcing the Future” were subsequently represented as a 

                                                 
255 See for example, Letter to Emil Salim from Civil Society on The Extractive Industries Review’s Consultation 
Process and the Compilation of Consultation Inputs Working Paper, March 2003. 
256 Vicki Tauli-Corpuz & Danny Kennedy, 2002, Native Reluctance to join Mining Industry Initiatives: Activist 
Perspectives in Mining Indigenous Lands: Can Impacts and Benefits be Reconciled? Special Issue of Cultural 
Survival Quarterly 25(1).  
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credible multi-stakeholder dialogue. The mining industry has been particularly enthusiastic in 
hailing this failed process as a mandate for their interventions in the WSSD processes. 
 
The World Bank uncritically accepted the legitimacy of the MMSD. It acted as one of the few 
non-industry sponsors of the project and contributed to its financing. The MMSD and the Bank 
held joint workshops within the process where the multi-stakeholder claims for the project were 
uncritically endorsed. 
 

Environmental Guidelines 
 
The World Bank Group has developed and promoted environmental guidelines with the purpose 
of ensuring adequate safeguards in relation to environmental protection. 
 
These guidelines have also been the subject of criticism. Critics have pointed to the severe 
damage caused by the environmental impacts of mining and mine related management failures 
and deficiencies as evidence for the need to both substantial raise environmental safeguard 
standards in mining and effectively uphold such standards. The Bank therefore has been 
criticised for pitching its environmental standards too low. In some significant aspects including 
marine disposal of mine waste, riverine disposal, and minimum standards for tailings dams the 
Bank has identified standards below those that already apply in active mining economies in the 
north including the USA and Canada.  This has been maintained despite serious negative 
experience by the Bank of environmental damage caused even within Bank supported projects 
including the Omai mine in Guyana, Freeport mine in West Papua, Kumtor mine in Kyrgyzstan 
and Lihir mine in PNG. 
 
 
 
Omai: the poisoned chalice 
 
At close to midnight on August 19th 1995, the tailings dam of the Omai gold mine in Guyana, burst its 
bounds, propelling around four billion cubic litres of mine effluent into a local creek and then into the 
country‚s main waterway, the Essequibo river. What the country’s then-president, Cheddi Jagan  
called “the country’s worst environmental disaster”  has been the subject of  numerous articles and 
several major reports. The World Bank, through MIGA along with Canada’s EDC  provided critical 
political risk insurance covers for the Omai partners, Cambior and Golden Star Resources (both 
Canadian) and the Guyana government itself. 
 
MIGA dismally failed to properly assess the standards of mine construction. Although the company 
claimed to have observed North American standards, these were ones set in Quebec rather than 
higher ones followed in Ontario or by the US EPA. The partners failed to line the tailings dam with 
HDPE covers and to protect groundwater resources. Worse, they permitted the dam wall to rise far 
above limits set in the original EIA  almost certainly the key factor in ensuring that wastes would 
overwhelm the dam’s capacity to contain them [see report of the tailings commission]. 
 
As the scenario for disaster developed during late 1994 and early 1995, several observers pointed out 
that a collapse was virtually inevitable260. There had in fact been three “spills” already over the 
previous six months, when cyanide poisoned the river’s fish. These, combined with an admission by 
Cambior that the dam was filling to its brink, led Omai to petition the government to be allowed to 
discharge treated wastes directly into the river. The government refused on environmental grounds, 
but the mine continued to operate until the dam’s collapse in August that year. Throughout this critical 
period, MIGA failed to monitor mine safety, let alone insist on a precautionary closure of its 
operations. The United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) concluded that the “baseline and 
continuous monitoring at Omai have largely been inadequate”  
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The mine was allowed to re-open in 1996, albeit with several new technological improvements, but 
before a parliamentary sub-commission on the disaster had delivered its final report. The World Bank, 
from its early promotion of Guyana’s “structural adjustment” - based inevitably on privatisation - had 
regarded Omai as a tangible example of the large-scale minerals-related investment which must be 
imposed upon a highly-indebted country. It was certainly not going to argue that the disaster proved 
the mine was unacceptable. Indeed, two months after the dam collapse, Gerald T West, MIGA’s 
Senior Advisor for Guarantees, offered his opinion that the damage had been grossly overestimated. 
According to a Guyanese member of parliament, MIGA told the ensuing Omai inquiry that, if the 
government imposed any new environmental regulations on the mine, the agency would consider this 
“tantamount to nationalisation” compelling it to pay compensation to Cambior and Golden Star261 
 
 
The Bank guidelines therefore are seen as doing insufficient to raise mining environmental 
safeguards to more acceptable levels.  
 
The worst nightmare faced by any mining company is perhaps for its tailings containment 
facility to collapse, pouring thousands, if not millions of gallons of cyanide and/or heavy metals -
laced sludge into neighbouring streams and rivers.  At least one such disaster has occurred each 
year over the past thirteen years.262 The industry’s International Commission on Metals and 
Mining (ICMM) points to 1-3 per annum. Among the worst disasters ever to have occurred have 
been mines supported and assessed by the World Bank . 
 
One problem that derives from the existence of the guidelines but contrary to its stated 
intensions is the proliferation of claims by companies to be adhering to “Best International 
standards” represented by the Bank guidelines. Clearly the claim by such companies is 
misleading since the Bank Guidelines do not currently represent international best practice in 
certain key respects. Secondly companies who are not funded or scrutinised by the Bank in 
anyway are increasingly making such claims to add credibility and the seeming authority of 
Bank backing to their proposed plans. TVI Pacific for example, a company that has met with 
strong local opposition to its operations from the Subanon people in the Philippines, has 
announced that it intends to operate to “best International Standards” which it defines itself as 
compliance with Bank guidelines. The same company has also claimed that it’s proposed mine 
will be but part of a World Bank supported regional development for the area. Despite research 
efforts it has not been able to verify the validity of these claims. There is no record of the Bank 
having involvement in this project. It is the consequence of the current Bank approach however 
that there is no mechanism to regulate or prevent such questionable claims. TVI is a company 
accused of abuses and environmental mismanagement by the Subanon. Company claims 
regarding adherence to Bank standards only tend to reflect badly on the Bank. However in the 
absence of effective monitoring and enforcement such claims are becoming commonplace.  
Currently no one is in a position to assess their relationship to actual practice and the overall 
effect is to undermine the credibility of all regulatory frameworks. 
  
The IFC 
The emphasis placed in the Bank on development through privatisation, mobilising private 
capital for direct investment and expanding the reach of the global economy have all tended 
to strengthen the relative role of the IFC in project financing. Its pivotal role in the funding of 
extractive projects has been highly controversial in a number of cases, including the Chad-
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Cameroon Oil Pipeline Project, implemented by ChevronTexaco-ExxonMobil consortium, 
the Yanacocha Gold Mine in Peru, which is owned by Newmont, and the BP-owned Baku-
Ceyhan Oil Pipeline in Georgia and Azerbaijan, and most recently its support for gold mining 
development in Laos and diamond mining in Botswana. (See Box: IFC and BHPBilliton in 
Botswana) 

The IFC is notorious for long having operated to lower standards of rigour on environmental 
and social standards than other parts of the Bank. In addition there are instances where the 
IFC has misclassified projects or misrepresented the local situation to avoid rigorous scrutiny 
and particularly the application of Bank safeguards. Throughout the Bank it has proved 
difficult to get any branch of the institution to accept the legitimacy of questions concerning 
allegations of bad practice in projects it is funding. In the case of IFC it holds significant 
numbers of shares in some projects and has proved, as a result, to be even more reticent to 
acknowledge the validity of criticism.  

 

Box  

IFC and BHPBilliton in Botswana 

 

In its current decision to support the activities of BHPBilliton in Botswana the IFC has broken its own 
investment criteria. BHPB are seeking to explore for diamonds on San bushman territory. Despite an 
IFC policy not to fund exploration activity this case has been made an exception. Here as elsewhere 
(eg Yanacocha) the IFC has unilaterally decided to question the Indigenous status of the affected 
communities, presumably in a conscious effort to circumvent Bank requirements concerning projects 
affecting indigenous peoples.  

 
Kalahari Diamonds Ltd is an (as yet) unlisted company, set up only in March 2003 to explore great 
tracts of Botswana, many of which are traditional lands of the San hunter-gatherer   peoples. The 
company currently has an impressive capital base of more than twenty million dollars ($US 21 
million), raised from a group of influential backers  including Antwerp diamond merchants - headed by 
the world’s biggest mining company, BHPBilliton (20%), and the IFC (10%). [Mining Journal 
21/3/2003.] The plan is to register the company on London-based AIM (Alternative Investment 
Market) over the next two-three years. 
 
Although Botswana is the most successful diamond-mining nation on the planet (thanks to extremely 
high quality output), BHPBilliton will now investigate new diamondiferous kimberlite pipes over no less 
than 30% of the country‚s prospective terrain.  The Botswana government has the right to buy an 
interest in any future mine, but BHPB may also buy back up to 60% of Kalahari’s interest in any 
newly-located mineral deposit. 
 
The IFC defends its involvement with KDL as, inter alia, “making [the company] a leader in 
sustainable mining development initiatives [and] in defining the principles for support and 
improvement of local communities” 263 
 
But the IFC also acknowledges that its role “is likely to come under close scrutiny from civil society 
and the media”, since a third of KDL’s  exploration licences fall within the Central Kalahari Game 
Reserve, home to the indigenous Gana and Gwj San Bushmen” 264 
 
Extraordinarily, while identifying the London based Survival International as a vociferous opponent of 
such exploration the IFC‚s appraisal mission “did not identify any groups in Botswana opposed to the 
project or the IFC‚s involvement”.265 A cursory glance at Survival’s website reveals a very different 
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picture. Not only have several San spokespeople vigorously opposed such trespass on or over their 
territory; so have Botswanan human rights workers266. 
 
It’s unusual for the IFC to invest at such an early stage in a mining project and regrettable given the 
clear local opposition by local people. Apart from profit motive it is difficult to see why the World Bank 
has entered at this stage. The IFC confesses that its experience in “early entry” mining projects has 
been “mixed”267. 
 
A successful outcome of KDL’s exploration would, according to the IFC, bring in new foreign 
exchange and fiscal receipts for the government, providing  an important engine for growth and 
implicitly  a source of financing to support the social sector, especially HIV/AIDS  projects, economic 
diversification infrastructure development  and poverty reduction programmes”. But much of this 
contention is both moot and speculative.  Botswana has an average growth rate of 7% a year, making 
it the highest in the developing world268 as well as high internal liquidity and foreign exchange 
reserves which will cover another two and a half year of imports269.  
 
While Botswana’s status as a lower middle-income country could clearly be improved one may 
wonder why - as the world’s biggest diamond producer - profits have failed so far to be better 
distributed as development benefits among its poorer citizens.  Nor is there a compelling reason to 
jeopardise the precarious livelihoods of its indigenous people, when the existing diamond pipes at 
Orapa and Jwaneng (itself bringing in annual revenues of US$1.5 billion) are as the IFC itself agrees - 
of “exceptional size and host resources that will support mining operations for over 20 [more] 
years”270. In fact, according to the IFC, Janeng is “the most profitable mine anywhere, enjoying 
production costs lower than 6% of revenue”271. 
 
It is difficult to understand how the investment can be prioritised in development terms. BHPBilliton, as 
the world’s largest mining company is one of the last companies on earth actually to need IFC 
finance. It looks increasingly that the IFC involvement is to provide some credibility to a project 
already under severe attack for its violation of Indigenous rights and that for IFC the pay off is the 
speculation that they will hold a share in a major diamond mine and their most profitable investment to 
date. 
 
The Botswana government’s protestations last year that the San had not been removed from the 
Central Kalahari game reserve (as they were until 2001) in order to facilitate the entry of mining 
companies, are now looking increasingly threadbare272. IFC’s spurious contention that, since all 
Botswanans are “indigenous” the San cannot claim special status, exposes a wilful ignorance among 
IFC staff and the use of  self serving denial of status to indigenous peoples. Despite the IFC denial of 
the San special status it reports contradictorily that  KDL will “ensure that all project affected peoples 
receive culturally compatible social and economic benefits in compliance with WB OD 4.20 
Indigenous Peoples policy” 273. This misses the central point that at least some San groups do not 
want the project and certainly oppose removal especially forced removal from their lands. Also, as the 
Botswana government is accused of forcibly re-settling the San, not to protect their livelihoods but the 
opposite, there seems no basis for optimistic assumptions of benefit for the affected peoples. 
 
BHPB is faced with a public relations problem.  It has involved the IFC in its Botswana adventure on 
the basis of promises of  “sustainable development” initiatives and Impact Benefits Agreement 
packages introduced at its Ekati mine in Canada. This, even though it had experienced stiff and 
prolonged opposition from many in the Dene nation; and even though its 1996 compensation 
agreement with 30,000 villagers affected by its mismanagement of the  Ok Tedi gold/copper mine  in 
Papua New Guinea, has still not been properly implemented and is certainly the opposite of 
sustainable development. 
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The IFC has long stood by “bad actor” countries as well as companies. It invested in Chile by 
purchasing equity in the vast Escondida copper mine while the country suffered under the iron 
fist of was ruled by the Pinochet military regime.  Recently (2001) in Laos, which is governed 
by an undemocratic regime widely recognised as abusing human rights, the IFC has bankrolled 
Oxiana Resources (OR) and OR’s own chief financier, Rio Tinto. The IFC has even used the 
status of the regime and the reticence of other investors as a justification, maintaining that 
“political and regulatory uncertainties” have “dissuaded the world’s larger companies from 
investing in the country”.274 The Sepon mine will, in the IFC’s own words “: require the 
relocation of two [Indigenous] villages (120 people) - if only to an area fairly close to their 
existing homes.” It is difficult to image how the rights or wishes of the affected communities are 
assured in such a process within the current Laotian state. 

 

The Chad-Cameroon Pipeline Project (CCP), Africa’s largest development project, was 
approved in June 2000, after a lengthy and well-founded campaign against it, supported by far-
reaching environmental and human rights NGOs.  The CCP starts in the Doba oil fields at the 
southern tip of Chad, splits Cameroon in two along 670 miles, and ends at Kribi on the South-
west coast of Cameroon.  It traverses some of the most important rainforest remaining in the 
Congo basin, and cuts through the lands of the Bagyéli (pygmy) peoples.  Promoted by the 
World Bank as a unique opportunity for “[it] to play a significant complementary role in 
reducing poverty in one of Africa’s poorest regions”, this project would not have been 
commenced without the benediction and funds of the Bank. Hailed by global development 
players as a “defining moment in World Bank history”, and “a prism through which the world 
views the institution and, it is likely, development assistance more broadly.”  Clearly, the World 
Bank needs to prove that local communities and countries will truly benefit from this project in a 
lasting and sustainable way.  This, unfortunately, is far from being the current reality.  Even 
prior to construction, human rights abuses, repression and violence had occurred.  Now, with 
construction roaring ahead, and due to be completed ahead of schedule, it is a tragedy. Violence 
and abuse has escalated in Chad, and the very survival of the Bagyéli in Cameroon is at risk.  
The latter depend almost entirely on the forest and forest products to provide for their 
subsistence-based lifestyle, increased logging, the high demand for bushmeat, loss of water 
resources, in-migration and social upheaval brought by the pipeline has left them with little to 
survive upon, and under severe cultural attack. The World Bank’s safeguard policy framework 
has remained largely unimplemented, and the current plight of the Bagyéli peoples is a violation 
of their human rights under significant and diverse human rights instruments275. In addition, in 
order to partially address the environmental problems caused by the pipeline project, the World 
Bank has, through the GEF, established two national parks in south-eastern Cameroon, which 
are now denying the traditional access rights to the Bagyéli population in that region (see 
below). The IFC’s involvement in this project has brought poverty, hunger and social collapse to 
the local communities. 
 
The IFC has a key role in the Yanacocha mine in Peru, owned and controlled by US based 
Newmont mining. It was a critical catalyst for the provision of private loans and owns 5% of the 
shares itself.  In 2000, the IFC facilitated an $80 million loan for the further expansion of the 
mine. This was opposed by many locals including the local authority. The mine location 
coincides with a number of important rivers and tributaries upon which the city of Cajamarca 
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and the surrounding rural communities depend.  These have already been seve rely polluted by 
the mine’s operations, and remain unusable for a large part.  
 
Since its inception, a failure to respect the wishes of the local campesino community or 
effectively protect the surrounding environment has been observed, and a complaint was filed by 
FEROCAFENOP and Project Underground, a US based NGO, with the Compliance Advisor 
Ombudsman (CAO) of the IFC (see box p 34). The IFC’s Environmental Impact Survey here 
denies the indigenous roots of the campesino communities, despite most of them only speaking 
their native language, Quechua, and themselves self-identifying as indigenous peoples276. The 
refusal of IFC to recognise this indigenous status exempted the Bank from having to provide an 
indigenous peoples development plan and from adhering to the Operational Directive OD 4.20 
on indigenous peoples. It also gives it greater leeway with respect to resettlement, to which 226 
families were subject.   Resettlement was however termed ‘relocation’ because according to IFC 
specialists, the people involved were merely temporary or seasonal land owners, thus exempting 
the IFC from the need to prepare any resettlement plans.  This claim nevertheless contravenes 
OP 4.12 on Involuntary Resettlement which covers “(i) relocation or loss of shelter; (ii) loss of 
assets or access to assets; or (iii) loss of income sources or means of livelihood, whether or not 
the affected person must move to another location;…” (emphasis added) which renders the 
IFC’s assertions invalid.277  
 
One of the most significant local concerns in the Cajamarca area is the contamination of the 
sources of water, a scarce and vital resource in the uplands, which is used for drinking, cooking, 
bathing, irrigation and for animal husbandry.  Ongoing monitoring has led to reports citing 
dewatering (Newmont acknowledges it has depleted water levels in 4 out of 6 lakes in the region 
– this results in less irrigation water for local subsistence farmers), water contamination 
(Yanacocha gold mine is breaching WHO standards for drinking water, through leaching of 
cyanide solution, iron, sulfates and copper; the Yanacocha gold mine has contaminated 4 rivers, 
the only water source for many campesinos), fish and endemic frog species die-off (also found 
by the Peruvian Ministry of Fishing), air pollution, loss of biodiversity, including medicinal 
plants and frogs.  In addition, on June 2, 2000, a truck spilled over 300 pounds of mercury in 
Choropampa, a rural village, and although the IFC claims that adequate consultation was held 
with the community, no one was aware of the dangers of mercury, and when the truck was 
struck down, many campesinos picked up the little balls of mercury and brought them home 
with them believing it was valuable, resulting in serious illness for over 400 people278.  
 
The locals are steadily being forced to move to the town of Cajamarca, and as a result the close 
family and kinship ties are being lost, as men have to move away to find work in order to pay 
the rent.  Traditional arts and crafts are being lost as the people are removed from their land and 
cultural base279.  This results in the total disarticulation of the social economy, upon which the 
continuance of the culture is based. The Federation of Las Rondas Campesinas (LRC), a 
constitutionally recognised organisation has set up an office in Cajamarca where they deal with 
social issues, including problems surrounding the Yanacocha mine, the rights of women and 
indigenous crafts. Yanacocha has provided the most work for them for the past few years.  
Family related problems (non-recognition of children, abandonment of families, failure to pay 
child support, domestic abuse) have all been on the rise since the mine was started (from 8% to 

                                                 
276 Project underground and FEROCAFENOP, 2001. Comp laint Concerning Miner Yanacocha, S.A. submitted to 
the Compliance Advisor Ombudsman of the IFC. 
277 ibid  
278 ibid  
279 Project Underground, 2000.  Newmont: Why are people around the world so MAD at this company? 
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25% of the problems LRC was dealing with, before and after mining began, respectively).  Debt 
problems  have sky-rocketed from 2% in 1986-88 to 44% in 1995-97, which increase the feeling 
of inadequacy and resentment within the population, specifically the men. 
 
The Multilateral Investment Guarantee Agency (MIGA): 
In 2001, MIGA issued the following statement  in rebuttal of NGO expressions of concern about 
its guarantees: 
 

MIGA's activities do not promote or subsidize poor corporate behaviour at the expense 
of people and the environment. The broad statements made in the report that MIGA's 
activities are anti-environmental and fail to promote economic growth or alleviate 
poverty are untrue. And there is no evidence to support the claims that MIGA's clients 
have poor environmental and human rights records. On the contrary, the agency 
supports only projects that have a positive developmental impact, sponsored by 
corporate clients who operate by the guiding principle that “good corporate citizenship 
is good business”.280 

 
The Multilateral Investment Guarantee Agency was set up by the World Bank at the beginning 
of the 1990s for the provision of political risk insurance loans to private companies wishing to 
invest in development projects undertaken in developing countries where alternative cover was 
difficult to obtain due to political instability. The formation of MIGA was one concrete response 
to the demands of international companies for guarantees to protect investments in the South. 
MIGA is a significant contributor to World Bank activities in extractive industries sector, and 
some of the projects it supports have had far-reaching social and environmental implications.  
However, MIGA, like IFC, operates as a commercial enterprise and according to commercial 
standards. When information disclosure concerning these projects is sought, the MIGA 
frequently invokes company  privacy clauses inhibiting it from providing operation information, 
rendering this branch of the World Bank both opaque and lacking in accountability.  In 1999, the 
MIGA elaborated its own reduced set of safeguard policies, namely a policy on Environmental 
Assessment and one on Information Disclosure.   The latter however still does not appear to 
operate in many cases. 
. 
The MIGA has provided guarantees for projects in Papua New Guinea and West Papua among 
others, because these two countries are said to have an inherently unstable political and 
economic record. Indeed the first mining project insured by MIGA was the giant Freeport mine 
in West Papua. The irony of this is that the instability of West Papua is closely associated with 
and largely caused by this mine. The Grasberg mine is the world’s largest copper and gold mine 
owned by Freeport McMoran of the USA and Rio Tinto UK it is also one of the world’s most 
notorious mining projects. 
 
 
MIGA also extended support to the Lihir mine in Papua New Guinea, a project of Rio Tinto. 
Although widely broadcast as a pioneering project in terms of community participation, the 
Lihir mine has generated many problems. The MIGA guarantee was provided conditionally to a 
controversial structural adjustment programme (SAP) being accepted by the PNG government.  
This SAP required the government to cut public sector employment, abolish price controls of 
basic foodstuffs and minimum wages, introduce hospital fees and render obligatory the 
registration of customary land tenure281.  Since 97% of PNG’s land is owned by indigenous 

                                                 
280 Ref MIGA letter of response to Friends of the Earth International dated 28.September, 2001  
281 Berne Declaration, 1996. Tainted Gold from the Pacific.  
http://www2.access.ch/evb/bd/lihir.htm 
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people through customary tenure, necessary registration would break the age-old accepted 
system and ultimately threaten loss of land rights to many.  
 
On the island of Lihir, the people have suffered severe cultural and economic disruption as a 
direct result of the mine. Local lay and church leaders have complained of the breakdown of 
communal values, rise in gambling drinking and other vices, damage to sacred sites and lasting 
damage to the land and sea. The project will destroy one of the most revered religious sites in 
Lihir, as well as graveyards and culturally important hot springs, all of which violates World 
Bank safeguard policies on Indigenous Peoples, Natural Habitats and Cultural Property. All 
were associated with the introduced cash economy overpowering and displacing the pattern of 
local subsistence economy.  
 
MIGA gave its approval to Lihir despite the use by the company of experimental and dangerous 
technologies. The mine operates on a small island. Best practice in the mining industry suggests 
that mining on small islands, especially where inhabited should be avoided because of the 
disproportionately large impact especially from the waste. In addition the Lihir mine adopted 
submarine Tailings disposal. The processing of millions of tonnes of ore over the 40 years of 
mine lease is estimated to result in 341 million tonnes of waste rock282.  It is expected that 1800 
tonnes of toxic sodium cyanide will be used annually to separate the gold ore from the body of 
the rock283. Residues of the cyanide and other toxics in the ore will be discharged into the sea. 
This disposal mechanism will severely affect the biodiversity-rich coastal environment, and 
have fundamental knock-on effects on the livelihoods of subsistence fishers from the coastal 
areas. According to local fisherfolk this has already occurred. The company has in fact been 
brought to court by Greenpeace in 2002, accusing them of dumping levels of pollutant vastly 
exceeding internationally set standards, established under the London Convention on Sea 
Dumping.284 
 
Guaranteeing disaster: 
In 1992, MIGA issued two reinsurance contracts totalling $49.8 to the Canadian mining 
companies, Cambior Montreal in partnership with Golden Star, to mine gold in the Omai mine 
in Guyana (see box). In 1995, in one of the most serious environmental disasters in Guyana’s 
history, a faulty tailings dam ruptured releasing 3 to 4 cubic metres of cyanide, and toxic heavy 
metal-laced sludge into the Omai and the Essequibo rivers.  The spill resulted in the loss of 
drinking water and domestic water, as well as the temporary loss of livelihood for 23,000 
indigenous and local communities, who depend almost entirely on the river for their day-to-day 
subsistence needs and whose lives were severely and disproportionately affected by the spill.  In 
1997, Lecherches Internationales Québec, a Canadian NGO filed a motion to authorise a class 
action law suit on behalf of the victims of the spill, but the suit was dismissed in Canada on the 
grounds that it should be heard in Guyana. Yet within Guyana the government is a shareholder 
in the mine and attempts at legal redress have not prospered. Many people remain to this day 
without adequate compensation and living a life of continued deprivation. 
 
Despite the fact that many indigenous families, living along the banks of the Essequibo, alleged 
they had suffered major losses of their fish, pollution of their crucial freshwater supplies, and 
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284 Greenpeace International, 2002.  Sea dumping of wastes from the mining industry: the case of the Lihir gold 
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adverse health effects, they were never adequately compensated. Attempts to bring claims 
against the company and the Bank are continuing. 285 
 
 
 

Comsur and World Bank in Bolivia 
 

The year following Omai, a tailings dam in the Bolivian mining region of Potosi, operated by the 
country’s largest private mining enterprise, Comsur, collapsed twice.  Locally -based scientists believe 
that up to 400,000 tonnes of sludge, loaded with iron sulphides, lead, zinc, cadmium, copper and 
arsenic, cascaded into the El Porco river286 (The Company itself came up with a figure of 180,000 
tonnes 287). Three hundred square kilometres of river and farmland, tilled by some 50,000 indigenous 
campesinos, was contaminated288 and wastes reached as far as the Pilcamayo basin289. 
 
Comsur was part-funded by the IFC in 1994 just after its owner, Goni Lozado,  won the Bolivian 
presidential elections for the first time on a “neo-liberal” ticket. Comsur had been re-capitalised in 
1992 by Rio Tinto (then RTZ), which bought up a third of its equity, thus undoubtedly providing the 
imprimatur of ”good actor” as ostensibly required by the Bank. 
   
One savage irony is that, not only were the Omai and Comsur mines managed by high profile mining 
companies but that almost every major tailings disaster since 1991 has been directly attributable to 
the irresponsibility of companies which are viewed by the Bank as precisely “its kind of player.” 290 

 
 
In August 2000, more than seventy Russian and international NGOs called on the World Bank 
not to support environmentally sensitive projects  including mining operations  in the wake of 
the new President, Vladimir Putin”s abolition of the country’s main environmental agency. 
 
Despite this, MIGA went ahead in granting a US$27.2 million political risk cover to an untried 
company called New Arian Resources, a subsidiary of Bema Gold based in Canada, for the 
construction of the 79%-owned Julietta underground gold and silver mine in Magadan, an 
indigenous part of Russia’s Far East Region291. No information on the project or its social and 
environmental impacts was released by MIGA before issuing the guarantee. How did the agency 
justify this critical failure? It said the project was approved before its disclosure policy went into 
effect in July 1999, so it was not required to divulge the vital information. 
 
MIGA defended the project in an August 2000 letter to the Pacific Environment and Resources 
Center. The mine would “have a positive development impact on the Russian economy” while 
MIGA involvement “should also provide comfort to all concerned that compliance with the 
World Bank Group’s environmental guidelines and Russian environmental law will be 
monitored carefully”292. 
 
But, according to a technical expert who visited the project in February and March 2001, Bema 
had already violated good practice principles. The tailings dam is located on an area “far larger 
than needed” which had been “stripped down to the permafrost level [with] the insulating and 
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moisture-absorbing layers of soil, tundra and organic material removed … the dam is less than 
50 yards from a stream and two kilometres from a major river which could be affected by 
seepage or a larger cyanide spill”293. 
 
The Bank’s lack of oversight in the case of the Julietta project is all the more culpable given its 
record over the past five years in the case of  the huge Kumtor  mine in Kyrgyzstan, operated by 
another Canadian company – Cameco. This too is located under permafrost and threatens the 
surrounding glacial environment. But whereas a “failure” has yet to occur at Julietta, several 
disasters have already afflicted Kumtor. The worst of these happened in 1998 when a truck 
carrying sodium cyanide slithered off an inadequate approach road, dumping part of its cargo 
into the river. 
 
Global Environment Facility: 
The Global Environment Facility was established in 1992 nominally in order to provide a global 
fund for environment projects which affect the planet as a whole, such as climate change and 
fishery depletion, although it also provides grants to single states.  It is financed through the 
World Bank and the UNDP, and its programmes and pro jects operated by both these 
‘Implementing Agencies’. The UNDP and the World Bank operate different types of grants 
however, the former being in charge of small grant projects, whilst the latter financing the larger 
scale international grants.  The GEF is linked to the Bank, through staff and funding 
mechanisms, and its offices are found within the Bank’s buildings in Washington. 
 
Since its inception the World Bank has essentially used the GEF as a mechanism for 
externalising the accumulation of environment al debt it accrues through the polluting and 
destructive projects it finances.  The World Bank provides large amounts of grant money to GEF 
projects, has control over how they are implemented, and is accused of using it to paint a veneer 
of environmental concern over its most harmful activities. In addition, the large and costly GEF 
programmes supported by the Bank have suffered many failures. 
 
An example of the World Bank’s use of the GEF to secure a green-tinted censure-defusing asset 
is that of the establishment of two national parks in south-east Cameroon (the Campo Ma’an 
National Park and the Mbam Djerem National Park) as biodiversity-offset areas to compensate 
for the loss of biodiversity due to the construction and implementation of the Chad-Cameroon 
Oil Pipeline.  The government foundation set up to provide grants for the implementation of the 
Chad-Cameroon Indigenous Peoples Plan has largely spent the sum reserved for the 
management of the park on field staff, and has selected two international conservation NGOs, 
WWF and Wildlife Conservation Society for park management activities.  In Campo Ma’an, 
Bagyéli communities worry that their rights to practice their subsistence livelihoods will be 
under increasing threat from the new protection measures currently under consideration by 
WWF, who have so far failed to consult with local communities294. To add insult to injury, 
although the park supposedly restricts hunting and logging within its boundaries, they have 
failed to stop logging and destructive extract ion activities in the forests, the effects of which will 
be felt by the local traditional forest users. 
 
Mechanisms of Redress 
In the wake of two highly critical and devastating reports on the World Bank’s inability and 
unwillingness to comply to its safeguard policies (the Morse Commission Report, 1992 and the 
Wapenhans Report, 1992 – see Section 8), and continued international environmental and 
human rights critics, on September 21st, 1993, the Bank’s Executive Directors passed a 
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resolution creating an inspection panel.  The stated aim was to increase accountability and 
compliance within the Bank’s often obscure and destructive projects.  The panel would be 
composed of functionally independent staff, appointed by the Bank President however; and as a 
body, it is not strictly independent, since the Board of the Bank has the power to veto requests 
for inspection.  The fundamental issue is whether the Bank management acts on the inspection 
panel reports and recommendations in reality, since the Inspection Panel has no authority over 
the Bank’s remedial action. The World Bank president, James Wolfensohn stated in 1998 that 
the Inspection Panel is a “bold experiment in transparency and accountability that has worked 
for the benefit of all concerned”.  Indeed, it has been a positive instrument in cases such as the 
China Western Poverty Reduction Project, and the Arun Dam in Project in Nepal, where the 
investigation lead to the cancellation of the projects before they had begun implementation295.  If 
the project is underway however, the inspection panel has little power over the actions taken as a 
result of its efforts. Following the report on the NTPC power plant in Singrauli, no income 
restoration has been achieved, the social and environmental situation there remains woefully 
poor. 
 
Currently, the Inspection Panel is involved in investigating the Cameroon social and 
environmental policy implementations for the Chad-Cameroon Pipeline Project.  It published the 
Chad Investigation Report in November 2002, finding serious violations of the World Bank’s 
policies, such as consultations being carried out in the presence of armed forces. It also stressed 
the unacceptability of only 5% of the revenues from the project being invested directly into the 
oil-producing region of Doba, with no adequate measures in place to effectively provide poverty 
alleviation, such as delays in capacity-building projects and insufficient attention being brought 
to the governance and human rights problems in Chad.  The Bank’s responses to the report were 
weak and unsatisfactory.  It tried to shift the blame and responsibilities to the consortium and the 
government of Chad, whilst claiming credit for various “successes”.  The Investigation Panel is 
also in the final stages of preparing an Investigation Report for the Cameroon side of the Chad-
Cameroon Oil and Pipeline Project. 
 
In December 2002, the Inspection Panel released the report on the investigation of the Coal 
Sector Environmental and Social Mitigation Project.  The report is highly damning of the 
project’s compliance to World Bank operational policies, finding non-compliance with virtually 
every section of the policies on resettlement, environmental assessment and indigenous peoples, 
as well as those on monitoring and information disclosure. The report finds the attitudes towards 
resettlement particularly lacking: “management’s failure to ensure that the original Resettlement 
Action Plan (RAP) reflected reality on the ground resulted in many problems. Many of the 
displaced Project-affected persons (PAPs) have not been and are not being compensated at full 
replacement cost, with the result that many have suffered and continue to suffer harm.”  It found 
that this is due to the lack of transparency in the measurements of existing land and housing, the 
failure to realistically value the existing land and housing, offer a wide choice of resettlement 
locations, and provide adequate jobs and income-generation schemes.  The Panel make many 
recommendations for amelioration of the current situation, including the establishment of an 
Independent Monitoring Committee with the mandate to keep up to speed with social and 
environmental issues on the ground.  Since the Inspection Panel has no authority over the 
Bank’s implementation of its recommendations, the claimant NGO, Chotanagpur Adivasi Sewa 
Samiti (CASS), has drawn up an Action Plan which it hopes the Bank’s Board will endorse (see 
India Case Study for further details). 
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On the whole, the Inspection Panel is a mechanism which may allow some instances of the 
World Bank’s social and environmental malpractice to be exposed, but the findings rarely fuel 
any real change within the Bank’s practice on the ground. 
 
 
The IFC and MIGA’s Compliance Advisor/Ombudsman 
In 1998, president Wolfensohn approved the creation the Compliance Advisor/Ombudsman 
(CAO) to fulfil a role similar to that of the Inspection Panel for the IFC and MIGA, although 
these two institutions also require the services of the Inspection Panel, since the CAO only has 
an advisory and informal problem-solving role, and one individual is responsible for 
investigating a claim.  The CAO is also appointed by the president of the World Bank.   
Experience with the CAO is thus far not very extensive, but within the extractive sector, has 
been highly criticised, in the Yanacocha mine in Peru (see box), and in the MIGA-guaranteed 
Bulyanhulu Mine in Tanzania.296 
 
BOX 
The Yanacocha Gold Mine and the Compliance Advisor Ombudsman of the IFC  
 

The Yanacocha mine has caused a number of devastating environmental and social problems of its own 
ranging from severe water contamination and a major mercury spill to an upsurge in prostitution, 
alcoholism and domestic violence. In short, the mine has had and is having severe negative impacts on 
the way of life of thousands of indigenous campesinos and has impacted the health and safety of the 
entire Cajamarquino  community. The mine was opposed locally before its entry. The experience of 
mining has strengthened opposition in some quarters. There is a strong movement to prevent the further 
expansion of the operations of the company supported not only by indigenous groups and NGOs but by 
the local government in Cajamarca. 
 
In March, 2001, Project Underground, a USA based NGO, and the Rondas Campesinas , a local 
community organisation filed a complaint with the Compliance Advisor Ombudsman (CAO) of the IFC. 
The complaint alleges numerous, violations of IFC and World Bank social and environmental safeguard 
policies in the mine project, most notably the mine’s failure to consult with the affected community as part 
of the environmental impact assessment process and its refusal to recognize the affected communities as 
indigenous people entitled to special protection under the World Bank Policy on Indigenous Peoples. 
 
The filing of the complaint was for the communities an expression of their grave concern and deep 
dissatisfaction with the role of the mine in entering and operating in their region without their consent.   
Bringing the complaint was a desperate strategy entered into in the absence of any other more 
satisfactory means of raising their opposition or gaining redress. Newmont mining company exerts 
enormous power in the local area both directly through it presence and economic domination and also 
through its ability to influence gov ernment and other support. Many attempts to protest the failures of the 
mine have been blocked or ignored or delayed by officials. It is fundamental to an understanding of the 
need for effective means of redress that the concerned communities complaints about disregard for their 
wishes and concerns. They further express their concern at their marginalisation in the processes of mine 
development and decision making. The CAO or any process that might offer effective redress would need 
to actively address this  power imbalance to hope to contribute positively to satisfying the concerns of the 
affected peoples. 
 
In this case the CAO accepted the complaint. Since September, 2001, the CAO has sponsored a 
"stakeholder" mediation process called the "mesa de diálogo" or "dialogue table." Mesa participants 
represent many sectors of Cajamarquino civil society, including the mine, the Rondas, the municipality, 
government agencies, the university and, until their withdrawal from the process, non-governmental 
organizations (NGOs). The CAO hired a team of private mediation consultants to facilitate and oversee 
the mesa de diálogo. 
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In April, 2002, Project Underground facilitated a campesino community evaluation of the mesa. They 
have produced an account of their findings

297
 which argues that the Compliance Advisor Ombudsman 

(CAO) has in practice not addressed the fundamental problems of the local people, as expressed in their 
original complaint, but instead has operated as an extension of company efforts to pacify the local 
community by improving the quality of the social interaction rather than addressing the central substance 
of their complaints. 
 
The community complainants had a clear and substantial priority list of specific issues that needed 
addressing. These included the f ailure of the company and particularly the IFC to recognise the affected 
communities as being indigenous peoples entitled to the protections of Indigenous peoples within a Bank 
supported project. They also called specifically for an urgent medical study of  the victims of the mercury 
contamination in Choropampa caused by mining company negligence. They further called for an 
independent study of the impacts on flora and fauna and a further study on air pollution. Of central 
importance to the affected communities was their opposition to further mining development in the Cerro 
Quilish watershed. These and other concerns were identified in the first meeting. 
 
Despite this prioritisation, the process has not effectively addressed these issues. Discussion of the Cerro 
Quilish issue was excluded from the process against the wishes of the affected communities and in line 
with the wishes of the company, who, on this issue, have refused community consultation and are 
pursuing their claim through the courts. The expert investigations on biodiversity and air pollution, after 
being deferred, were eventually ruled out as beyond the budget of the process. A main activity of the 
mesa has been the conduct of capacity building workshops seeking through role play in hypothetic 
situations to better understand constructive conflict resolution. These have been led by consultants hired 
for the purpose. However these have been criticised for failing to address the power imbalance that exists 
between company and community. Indeed community and NGO representatives observed a bias 
towards the company and its high-tech presentations while community speakers are strictly time limited in 
their inputs.  Project Underground staff, which in accordance with IFC CAO procedures jointly filed the 
complaint, have found themselves excluded from the exchange of communications on its status. The 
mediators also stand accused of cultural insensitivity in relying heavily on abstract concepts and written 
materials, which marginalize or exclude the peasant participants. 
 
In addition the mediation team have consistently failed to address the substance of the supposed 
breaches of Bank guidelines. It is suggested that these may not even be understood by the mediation 
team. In particular the mediation team has not  addressed the crucial issue of the rights of the people as 
Indigenous. The CAO is claimed to be a mechanism for IFC accountability to the communities affected by 
projects it finances however the CAO stands accused here as failing to address or even fully understand 
the accusations of breaches of Bank IFC policies. In the assessment of their experience with the CAO 
Project Underground are scathing 
 
‘The CAO team has fostered the notion that the mesa de diálogo is a substantive achievement, an end in 
and of itself rather than a means to an end. The fact that parties in conflict sit in one room and talk politely 
to each other is heralded as a substantive achievement, regardless of the content of the dialogue or its 
outcome. 
 
‘The mesa is premised on the assumption that environmental protection and economic development are 
common ground for dialogue. This assumption glosses over the fundamental issue of whether the mine 
should continue to be the pillar of the Cajamarquiño economy and whether the mine has a social license 
to operate in Cajamarca at all. At no point during the mesa has there been a space in which to discuss 
the short and long term political, social and environmental implications of the mine’s domination of the 
local economy. At no point during the mesa has there been any acknowledgement of the incompatibility 
of the mine with the campesino way of life or the promotion of sustainable development in the area. If 
these more fundamental themes were broached, issues such as mine expansion and duration and 
alternative models for economic and social development would be discussed. Instead, the discussion is 
limited to mitigation of the harmful effects caused by the mine and how the mine’s development 
foundation will allocate its resources.’  
 

                                                 
297 Project Underground, 2002. The Path of Least Resistance: An Assessment of the Compliance Advisor 
Ombudsman’s Handling of the Minera Yanacocha Complaint 
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The International Advisory Group 
The International Advisory Group (IAG) was set up in 2001 to monitor the Chad-Cameroon 
Pipeline project’s compliance with the World Bank’s social and environmental safeguards.  It 
was established in the wake of an international outcry against the World Bank’s approval of the 
financing of this environmentally and socially destructive project.  Initially, it was to be the 
Independent Advisory Group, but the World Bank modified it, maintaining a portion of control 
over the process. The IAG has produced two highly critical reports since its creation, and has 
been commended by the NGO movement for doing so. Nevertheless, it has been criticised for 
skirting round issues of corruption and violence, and avoided those relating to human rights and 
in this respect needs to broaden its mandate298.  In its latest report, the IAG noted, amongst 
others, that the only occasion upon which structured social dialogue took place was on its own 
rare visits; that the public dissemination concerning Chad-Cameroon Pipeline project documents 
was still not adequate; that there has been no capacity building for governmental monitoring of 
the project; that the pipeline construction speed was not being matched by the speed of 
implementation of social and environmental measures; and that the health concerns due to dust 
emissions and sexually transmitted disease are severely affecting the population299. 
 
The IAG suffers similar limitations to other internal monitoring bodies in that while it may make 
strong recommendations in its reports, but remains powerless as to their implementation.  The 
IAG has called for detailed reports and action plans to address the environmental and social 
impacts of the pipeline construction, but the task of mitigating risk and ensuring corrective and 
capacity-building measures are taken are consistently delayed by the Bank300.  
 
 
Case studies  
The Case studies that accompany this synthesis paper provide a graphic picture of some of the 
problems generated for Indigenous peoples by Bank financing for the EI sector. Summaries of 
the case studies are also provided below to highlight some key findings. 
 
Overall the picture presented by this review of Bank experience is of the potential and realisation 
of severe negative impacts for indigenous peoples, and a lack of care and due diligence in the 
Bank.  In addition it is important to record that such abusive relationships with indigenous 
peoples have historically been commonplace in the dealings of EI companies with indigenous 
peoples.  

                                                 
298 The Chad-Cameroon Oil and Pipeline Project : A Call for Accountability.  2002.  Association Tchadienne pour la 
Promotion et la Défense des Droits de l’Homme,  Centre pour l’Environnement et le Développement, 
Environmental Defense. 
299 International Advisory Group, 2002.  Report of visit to Cameroon and Chad: October 15 to November 4, 2002. 
300 Horta, K. 2003.  The Chad/Cameroon Oil & Pipeline Project – Reaching a Critical Milestone.  Environmental 
Defense.  
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Cameroon: Case Study on the Chad Cameroon Pipeline (CCP) and its impacts on the 
indigenous Bagyéli peoples 
 
Background: 
Benefiting from 2 WBG loans, the CCP traverses Cameroon from the border with Chad, to the ocean, 
cutting through some of Africa’s most pristine old growth tropical rainforest, and through the villages of 
Bagyéli (pygmy) communities in the south. Sixty-six percent of Bagyéli villages (comprising 229 people) 
are located less than 1 km from the pipeline route, and the pipeline’s impact on the environment and 
subsistence of the Bagyéli peoples has been considerable. 
 
Consultation, participation and false promises: 
Consultation processes were shamefully deficient, baseline socio -cultural studies were extremely poor 
and participation was tokenistic – in all, the way in which these were dealt with on the ground is insulting 
to the Bagyéli peoples. The ‘Fondation pour l’Environnement et le Développement du Cameroon’ 
(FEDEC) was established by the pipeline consortium to ensure social and environmental issues were 
dealt with. It has so far been completely ineffective. Less than 5% of affected Bagyéli people were 
employed on the pipeline, even for unskilled labour, which they consider ought to be theirs. The Bagyéli 
have been promised health facilities, improved education for their children, identity cards, land titles, and 
built houses. They only received insignificant consumer goods such as small agricultural tools and 
foodstuffs. Medication has been placed at the sparse medical centres of the region, but it had to be paid 
for and the Bagyéli have little access to money. No adequate compensation was made to the Bagyéli: the 
Bantu, their neighbours, misrepresented that the land around the pipeline was theirs and falsely claimed 
compensation for it. The Bagyéli have been left  landless.  
 
Negative Impacts of the pipeline 
♦ Disturbance of their hunting grounds: the Bagyéli have to travel much further in order to find game 
♦ Loss of important non-timber forest products, including a sacred tree, the “Neeng”, which has a great 

deal of power 
♦ Destabilisation of the Bagyéli’s health 
♦ Destruction of property with no compensation 
 
 
Recommendations: 
♦ The Bagyéli should be given equal rights, including land titles, as any other Cameroonian 
♦ The FEDEC should be the product of the real needs and interests of the Bagyéli community 
♦ The Bagyeli should oversee projects directed at their needs and development 
♦ All promises should be fulfilled: land titles, building houses, supplying national identity cards, 

assistance with education, medical assistance, and agricultural extension services provided, etc. 
♦ The consultation system should be more relevant 
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Colombia: the World Bank’s influence on Mining Legislation  
 

Background: 
♦ Colombia is a country at war: between an abusive right wing government and paramilitaries and the 

left wing guerrilla.  
♦ IPs find themselves in the middle of this conflict, simply trying to defend their legally recognised 

territories and their ways of life. More than 300 leaders have been assassinated in recent years, 
because of their attempts to bring justice for IPs.  

♦ The WBG supports OGM as a viable option for ‘sustainable development’ in Colombia: through its 
Country Assistance Strategy and other technical assistance loans to Colombia 

♦ Democracy is nonexistent, and the state has impunity on corruption, which is a fundamental disease 
in Colombia’s governance. 

♦ 52% of extractive industries revenue is lost to corruption in Colombia, so the WBG’s support of 
OGM is supporting corruption 

♦ The influence of cash creates a slave-like relationship between communities and mining companies 
 
The mining code and poverty reduction: 
♦ The mining code was elaborated with no participation from indigenous peoples, it was elaborated 

entirely by corporations, based upon the World Bank’s policy of liberalisation, deregulation, free-
market, low taxes and payment of minimal royalties 

♦ The current Colombian constitution is very progressive regarding the human rights of indigenous 
peoples, and yet the new mining code directly encroaches upon these rights. How can such legislation 
be unconstitutional and yet upheld? 

♦ Mining activities are becoming more and more illegal, in many areas there is no government control 
on company activities, and  IP communities are being pressured to leave, through violent and abusive 
methods 

♦ The WBG is merely enhancing Colombia’s current debt servitude to the west through providing 
more loans and permitting all revenues to escape the country through corruption and unfettered trade 

 
Conclusion: 
 
The Bank is complicit in the corruption and abuse through its continued funding. 
There is no adequate governance so investment inevitably fuels corruption and abuse. 
 
Recommendations: 
♦ IFIs should withdraw funds from companies which have abused human rights 
♦ The Mining Code should be scrapped and rewritten with full participation and consultation with 

indigenous peoples 
♦ There should be a moratorium on all mining and all exploration on Indigenous Lands, since these 

disrupt local livelihoods 
♦ Those companies that don’t comply with the law should be brought to justice 
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INDIA: Coal Sector Environmental and Social Mitigation Project.  
Case Study from East Parej 

Background: 
The extractive industries, such as coal mining, have both indirect and direct impacts on Adivasi (indigenous peoples) 
livelihoods. The latter affects indigenous lives through loss of land, water and forest resources of important 
subsistence value; the former affects them through the influx of a cash economy, discrimination from national 
society, the break down of social structures, debt bondage, land alienation, the collapse of self-sufficiency and the 
erosion of Adivasi identity. 
 
East Parej is one of three open pit coal mines operated by Central Coalfields Ltd (CCL), a subsidiary of Coal India 
Ltd (CIL), in Jharkland. The objective of the Coal Sector Environmental and Social Mitigation Project (CSESMP) 
was to assist CIL in making coal production more environmentally and socially sustainable. It followed on from the 
World Bank’s previous loan: the Coal Sector Rehabilitation Project, whose aim was to rehabilitate old coal mines 
and establish new ones in order to bring India to the forefront of coal production. The World Bank loans were 
cancelled before the due closure date.  
 
World Bank, government, and private sector consultations and dealing with affected communities : 
The CSESMP was due to resettle 290 families in this area. Consultations regarding this resettlement were a travesty: 
some of the consultations were made with people unaffected by the mines; alleged consultations made with people 
who had died years before; consultations were punctuated by misinformation, as well as intimidation, aggression and 
threats. Those families who refused to agree to the terms of resettlement were forcibly evicted from their homes. 
 
Implementation of the WBG’s Safeguard Policy Framework: the Inspection Panel  
Following a request for inspection submitted by a local IPO, the WBG Board approved inspection in September 
2001. The Inspection Panel’s report is damning: it found 31 points of non compliance with WBG Safeguard policies, 
including the OD 4.10 on Environmental Assessment, the OD 4.30 on Involuntary Resettlement, the OD 4.20 on 
Indigenous Peoples, and various items of the policies on Forestry, Cultural Property, and Natural Habitats. It also 
points to a severe lack of foresight, humanity and will to ensure the people are not damaged by the project.  
 
Outcomes of the project for Indigenous Peoples: 
♦ IPs were offered no land-for-land compensation programmes, but rather were given cash, which is an 

unsustainable medium, completely alien to indigenous peoples  
♦ Traditional land rights were not recognised and titles not provided, leaving many of the oustees landless as a 

result.  
♦ No effective income generation and restoration schemes were offered; inappropriate self-employment 

opportunities generally failed. 
♦ The lack of effective transparency and participation of indigenous peoples left them feeling frustrated, 

marginalised and unable to voice their genuine needs and concerns 
 
Conclusions: 
 
Even where safeguards exist there is currently no effective control over the standard of implementation or outcomes.  
 
Recommendations : 
♦ Viable livelihoods need to be restored to the affected peoples, indigenous land titles need to be established and 

given to the people, and health, education and water amenities need to be addressed by the project management; 
livelihoods need to be restored in a fully participatory and consultative manner. 

♦ Compensation must be fair and just, and fully negotiated and agreed upon by the affected peoples  
♦ Rehabilitation of the mine sites must be effected immediately 
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Indonesia: the closure of Kelian Gold Mine and the role of the Business Partnership for 
Development/World Bank 

 
Background: 
Kelian Equatorial Mining, a gold mining venture situated in East Kalimantan, is 90% owned by the 
mining company Rio Tinto Plc. It started production in 1991, and the mine is due to close in 2004.  Gold 
had been discovered years before, and had been mined artisanally by the locals since then. The 
indigenous (Dayak) communities in the area depend on agroforestry, farming, non timber forest products 
and bushmeat for subsistence.  
 
Kelian Equatorial Mining and the local community 
When KEM was established, the locals were forbidden mining, agroforestry and agriculture on the lands 
within the KEM concession, and became poorer as a result. The water and air pollution resulting from the 
mine have killed off fish and created serious medical conditions. KEM’s guards harassed, beaten up and 
shot at local people mining around the Kelian concession, despite the regional governor issuing an edict 
permitting artisanal mining within 50 metres of the river bank. In addition, people have been evicted from 
their lands with no prior consultation, graves have been destroyed, local women have suffered sexual 
harassment such as rape from the KEM staff, high placed officials included, and there have been repeated 
cases of arbitrary arrest and detention. 
The local people made many demands to the company, including compensation for land which the 
company never paid, compensation for land where the payments were inadequate, compensation for the 
loss of miner’s livelihoods, compensation for the destruction of homes and shelters, reduction of the dust 
pollution, measures to tackle environmental problems, measures to end and redress all human rights 
violations, and honouring of promises made by KEM at the outset regarding drinking water, electricity, 
site rehabilitation etc.  The community went through lengthy and time-consuming processes, including 
letters, travelling to the provincial capital, taking grievances to Jakarta, campaigning in Australia, and the 
UK 
 
Closure of KEM mine 
The mine established a Mine Closure Steering Committee (MCSC) to prepare for closure in 2004. 
LKMTL (the Foundation for the Mining Community’s Livelihoods and Environment - the community 
organisation), which has been at the forefront of the community’s struggle for redress, was involved in 
the (MCSC). Business Partnerships for Development, a World Bank initiative to address conflict issues in 
community relations.. The KEM case was brought to BPD by Rio Tinto, although the community knew 
nothing of this.  The problem with BPD and the MCSC is that there is an imbalance in the dialogue in 
favour of government and industry, who collude representing a stronger voice than the community. The 
community feels the whole was being used by Rio Tinto as propaganda for other mining operations, and 
so LKMTL withdrew from negotiations in March 2003. There is a profound difference between the long-
term views of the community and the short-term impact-mitigation view of KEM. The community feels it 
is not being heeded as it should.  
 
Conclusions and Recommendations  
♦ indigenous peoples have rights to natural resources as well, and must not be treated as mere 

bystanders in their own development 
♦ the existence of a mechanism for dialogue involving indigenous communities, governments and 

industry does not always mean it is fair or balanced. The Kelian community has experienced such 
dialogue negatively 
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Philippines: The Impact of the Mining Act of 1995 on Indigenous Peoples 

 
Background: 
♦ The Philippines are very rich in mineral resources, although the mining industry suffered a crisis of 

investment from 1985, where mineral production suddenly dropped 
♦ The ADB attributed this to lack of foreign investment and a bad investment climate 
♦ The World Bank-promoted policies of liberalisation, free-market and increased export featured 

largely in government, industry and IFI dialogues at the time, many such seminars were sponsored by 
the WBG. 

 
The Mining Act of 1995: 
The law mandates the state to manage, control and supervise exploration, development and utilisation of 
mineral resources.  It offers a vast array of financial and legal incentives for foreign private companies to 
invest in mining in the Philippines. As a result, exploration and exploitation applications now cover most of the 
Philippines. Many mining permits have been issued. The law allows mining on indigenous lands, although free 
prior and informed consent (FPIC) is required. There was no indigenous consultation regarding the Mining 
Code, nor were the potential impacts researched. 
 
Impact of the Mining Act of 1995: 
There has been a severe lack of appropriate consultation and participation of indigenous communities. They 
are often a sham, seriously wanting in real substance. The use of manipulative tactics, such as divide-and-
conquer, deception and bribery by the companies to obtain ‘FPIC’ has caused severe social disruption in once 
peaceful communities. Militarization has become the norm, with an evident and unacceptable tie-up between 
companies and the military, a concern which was expressed by the UN Special Rapporteur on the Human 
rights of Indigenous Peoples, at the time of his trip to the Philippines in December 2002. Indigenous Peoples 
have been forcibly relocated and displaced from their lands, and land ownership and access struggles have 
escalated. There is a serious lack of adequate protection for IPs, and the biodiversity they utilise, through EIA 
process. 
Following a nation-wide massive protest against this Mining Code, exploration and new permits have been 
held up, although there is no indication that this will remain the case. 
 
Conclusion: 
♦ Both directly and indirectly, the World Bank has influenced the crafting of many national mining codes 

and the policies of other IFIs and agencies all over the world, which promote privatisation, deregulation 
and liberalisation 

♦ These reforms have had massive adverse impacts on indigenous communities greater than those of 
specific projects 

♦ Indigenous peoples all over the Philippines are vehemently opposed to mining on their ancestral lands, and 
know from their experience that there is no such thing as ‘sustainable mining’  

 
Recommendations: 
♦ The Mining Code should be scrapped 
♦ There should be a moratorium on all mining projects until a new mining law is passed 
♦ This new law and its implementation should: uphold IP rights, declarations for mining free zones, right to 

determine all developments within their lands, ban open pit mining, submarine tailings disposal, ban 
mining where ecosystems are fragile, ban licensing of permits to foreign companies, especially those with 
bad records, and confidence building measures should be put implemented including addressing legacy 
issues.  

♦ Mechanisms of support for indigenous women should be established  
♦ If WBG is really interested in promoting the development of IPs, then it should not support mining, since 

IPs do not and have never benefited from mining.  
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Papua New Guinea: Case Study on the Multilateral Investment Guarantee Agency’s 
involvement in the Lihir Gold Mine. 

 
Background: 
PNG is a culturally and biologically diverse country, with a ~100% indigenous population, and 95-97% 
of land is customarily owned. It is geologically highly prospective, so mining is considered an integral 
part of country’s economy. It is home to some of the most notoriously controversial mining projects such 
as Panguna, Porgera, Ok Tedi, and Misima. PNGeans are becoming more aware of the issues and 
problems surrounding the extractive industries, and have become vocal on benefit distributions and 
compensation for the negative impacts it has on their lands. The complexity of land tenure in PNG makes 
compensation a thorny issue, and benefit distribution from the extractive industries is fraught with 
injustices. The WBG has been deeply involved in policy changes regarding the extractive industries in 
PNG through various technical assistance loans to the PNG government 
 
Lihir Gold Mine: 
The WBG’s MIGA provided a political risk guarantee of $50 million to Rio Tinto, the Lihir Gold Mine 
operating company, in 1997. The US Overseas Private Investment Corporation declined financing this 
mine on environmental grounds. Lihirians are shareholders in the mine, yet were unaware of WBG 
monitoring processes which had been ongoing since its inception, and in March 2003, 100% of Lihirians 
interviewed did not know of the WBG’s involvement in the mine. 
Unequal wealth distribution, with startling differences in salaries, facilities, amenities, general well-being, 
and even in prices, is observed on Lihir. The mine is pumping 110 million m3 of waste into the ocean 
each year through a pipeline using a submarine tailings disposal system, and dumping 20 million tonnes 
of rock waste into Luise Harbour every year. The environmental monitoring however is not independent, 
and is paid for by the company. The environmental consultations have been all but transparent. The rivers 
have been polluted, the sea is polluted, the most revered sacred site has been dest royed, and the game 
depended upon by Lihirians has all but disappeared. Relocation has not taken into account the complexity 
of land tenure in PNG, leaving many individuals frustrated, worse off and in very difficult positions 
regarding theirs and their children’s future. The sudden transition from a subsistence based existence to a 
cash based one has proven complex, as indeed has coping with the large influx of foreigners. Lihirians are 
deeply concerned about the future of their culture, and the society their children will inherit. The 
traditionally matrilineal Lihirian society has been undermined, and the imposition of western sexist 
politics has greatly inhibited the Lihirian women’s voice. This imposition has also skewed the traditional 
land inheritance process which the incomers treated as patrilineal, leaving many families landless. 
 
Recommendations: 
♦ The WBG should ensure that any review, development or changes in legislation concerning the 

extractive industries should be fully consultative and participatory 
♦ The mining department and the WBG should conduct forums and meetings for discussion of 

regulatory framework modifications with PNGeans 
♦ Social, environmental and economic concerns should always be considered in the legal framework 
♦ WBG should fund research into problem projects they have been a party to, and thus fund the 

independent monitoring of the Lihir mine project 
♦ No new mines should be permitted until the basic rights of indigenous peoples have been ensured, 

and the industry has committed to halt  submarine and riverine tailings disposal. 
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Russia: World Bank Group Projects and the Indigenous Peoples of the North, Siberia and 

Far East of Russia 
 

Background:  
♦ The cultural survival of IPs in Siberia and the Russian North is extremely fragile due to a difficult 

environment and governmental process of assimilation: oil development increases the threat to their 
survival  

♦ Indigenous Peoples are already a minority within their own territories 
♦ The Russian budget is entirely dependent on oil and gas, yet law implementation is poor 
♦ Alongside the European Bank for Reconstruction and Development, the World Bank Group’s political 

and economic influence is considerable in Russia 
♦ Can the World Bank’s involvement improve the lives of indigenous peoples and contribute to sustainable 

development? 
 
Consequences of oil extraction in Siberia and the Russian Far East: 
The environmental destruction caused by past oil and gas operations is immeasurable, and yet oil development 
is being encouraged once more. As oil is being redeveloped in Siberia, this old infrastructure is being reused, 
leading to catastrophic spills, such as that in Komi, where 100,000 tons of crude oil was released over 6 
months (The IFC’s Polar Lights project [see below] was using that pipeline). Most large oilfields are located in 
the remote northern areas of Russia, where environmental recovery is extremely slow. These are also the areas 
inhabited by the last reindeer herding tribes and indigenous peoples of Siberia. The culture and values of 
temporary oil workers collide with the values of indigenous peoples, resulting in severe losses for the 
indigenous traditional lifestyles and subsistence. An example amongst many is the case of the Evenks: their 
sacred places were defiled, the spawning grounds of the fish they rely upon was destroyed, their hunting 
grounds were emptied of game, their hunting structures, winter huts and traps were looted and destroyed. The 
discovery of oil on their land led to utter desolation and breakdown of social structure 
 
The Polar Lights Project of the IFC in the Nenets Autonomous Okrug: 
♦ The positive outcomes of having the WBG involved are: improved ecological and technological standards, 

in comparison to Russian standards which are severely deficient. 
♦ Negative impacts: lack of IPDP, lack of information; post-project consultation; the company refused to 

cooperate with the local herdsmen communities  
♦ The company is in conflict with the local administration, and there are allegations of corruption, although 

the local population are left in the dark. 
♦ High level jobs depend on high level qualifications. These are available within the companies but not 

much to local people because of their limited qualifications. 
 
Recommendations: 
♦ A moratorium on all new OGM projects affecting indigenous territories should be established 
♦ Recognition of international law, human rights standards and IP rights should be effected 
♦ Partnerships should be developed with IPs, and involve them at all stages of the project cycle 
♦ The WBG should encourage national governments to implement national rights and legislation 
♦ A system of credible monitoring and protection is urgently required 
♦ Transparency of consultations should be ensured, which in turn guarantees IPs their right to veto 

extractive projects 
♦ IPs should be fully involved in WBG development strategies and IP Development Plans  
♦ The UN decade of Indigenous Peoples theme “Partnership in Action” should be endorsed 
 
 
Together this combination argues the need for, greater transparency and tighter regulation of EI 
industry development and of any Bank involvement in it as part of a package of necessary 
protections for vulnerable communities and threatened environments. The wide spread 
scepticism of indigenous peoples faced with promises of reform or reviews of practice is well 
founded on past negative experience and at least until measures including confidence building 
measures begin to be seen to deliver improvements in clean up, prevention of abuse and other 
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raising of standards most indigenous organisations will remain opposed not only to Bank 
involvement in EI projects on their land but to all EI company incursions.  
 

9. A Record of Institutional Failure: 

Where benefits have accrued from the World Bank to affected communities, they have rarely 
come through the project developers’ design but as a result of concessions being won through 
organised opposition or advocacy work; such as at the Lihir mine in Papua New Guinea. Taken 
case-by-case, the projects that have caused such immiserations can  (all too easily) be dismissed 
as aberrations – one-off failures from which useful lessons can be learned but which do not cast 
doubt on the activities and social desirability of the OMG sector as a whole. Taken together, 
they portray a sector whose aims, practices and policies are fundamentally at odds with the 
aspirations and rights of Indigenous Peoples.  
 
That the World Bank has, from its inception, been a major backer of the divisiveness, 
impoverishment and environmental destruction wrought on Indigenous Peoples through the 
OMG sectors raises major questions about the Bank’s internal policies, its commitment to 
Indigenous Peoples’ rights and its claimed ability to influence the outcome of projects in a 
beneficial way.  
 
As this paper shows, internal Bank safeguard policies have often been routinely ignored or 
flouted; projects and programmes have been railroaded through, despite clear evidence of their 
adverse impacts on indigenous peoples, the environment and poverty alleviation. 
Recommendations for internal reform have been blocked, watered down or sidelined.   
 
Critically this pattern of serial institutional failure is not restricted to the OMG sector: it emerges 
as consistent theme in reviews of the Bank’s performance across the board. Unsurprisingly, the 
Bank is now viewed with grave distrust by many project-affected communities, particularly 
indigenous groups.  
 
Re-gaining (or, more accurately, gaining) the trust of such communities is a sine qua non of 
successful project implementation. Indeed, the extent to which the EIR recognises  the structural 
breakdown in trust between the Bank and its intended beneficiaries is likely to prove a major 
yardstick against which the credibility of its final report will be judged.  
 
Nonetheless, the conviction is growing among many observers that the Bank will never be able 
to gain such trust, if indeed it once existed.   
 
 
BOX 

GUIDELINES? WHAT GUIDELINES? 
 
Existing World BanK policies are not only flawed but rarely implemented in full or in a timely 
manner. In India for example, none of the environmental and social problems of NTPC 
operations (at Singrauli) were “fully addressed prior to negotiations”. The World Bank’s answer 
to these serious failings was the preparation of various Environmental and Social Action Plans 
for Singraul and yet, as the Berne Declaration points out, even these did not consider “the 
impact on the broader social environment” nor “foresee socio-economic studies on the fate of 
the earlier project affected people, and resettlement and rehabilitation action plans”. In addition 
by the time these action plans were initiated in 1998, 85% of the new loan was disbursed.  
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Likewise, in Bolivia, the construction of two pipelines, the Cuaíba and the Bolivia-Brazil 
Pipeline, led to post-project implementation of inadequate Indigenous Peoples’ Development 
Plans (IPDPs), which did not even provide the fundamental (and OD 4.20-required) legal land 
demarcation processes to the “beneficiary” indigenous populations.   
. 
Other examples of World Bank projects not complying to the institution’s  own policies abound. 
Recent examples can be found in the Inspection Panel report on the Coal India Social and 
Environmental Mitigation Project. The Chad-Cameroon Oil Pipeline Project is also illustrative: 
although the project directly impacts the indigenous Bagyéli pygmies, no Indigenous Peoples 
Development Plan (IDDP) was drawn up as required under the Bank’s Indigenous Peoples’ 
policy.  
 
The Chad-Cameroun pipeline and last year’s apparent disagreements between the IFC and 
Bank top echelons over disbursements to the Rosia Montana mine in Romania also 
demonstrate clear divisions within the Bank over what criteria are critical, the real “meaning” of 
those criteria, and the degree to which the risks within the project design  may or may not be 
diminished on implementation.  
 
 
SOURCES: 
Bosshard, P., 1999.  Energy from Dante’s Inferno.  Berne Declaration.  http://www.ecb.ch 
 
 
 
The Pressure to Lend: 
The World Bank has a raft of policies which, if implemented, could contribute to reducing the 
social and environmental impacts of its projects. Such policies, however, are routinely flouted 
(see Box: “Guidelines? What Guidelines?” and see section 7 above)  
 
Why is this the case? Why is Indigenous participation in assessment so unaccep tably low?  It is 
at least partly because Indigenous communities mistrust the Bank’s procedures, based on years 
of experience of not having their views taken seriously. The right to free, prior and informed 
prior consent by mining-affected peoples is  not particular in IFC and MIGA projects, vital 
information has been denied on grounds of “commercial confidentiality”. And, as we shall see, 
the Bank’s recently-diluted policy on Indigenous Peoples appears to violate safeguards 
supposedly built into its other policies guidelines. 
 
Internal investigations into the consistent failure of World Bank staff to implement operational 
directives on issues such as resettlement, environment and indigenous peoples have also 
repeatedly highlighted the “pressure to lend” as a major reason for non-compliance. This 
pressure is compounded specifically in the case of IFC and MIGA , by the requirement that the 
Bank’s private arms should loan at commercial rates and make a profit where possible (certainly 
not operate at a loss): this appears to be the IFC’s  main motive behind this year’s financing of 
KDL in Botswana.  In respect of political risk insurance, MIGA attempts to avoid claims at all 
costs. This led the agency into deriding the full impact of the Omai tailings dam collapse in 1995 
and making the reprehensible decision to continue insurance cover, even when the underlying 
technical causes of the disaster had not been properly addressed, and thousands of local people 
had been denied full compensation  for their losses.    

As a 1992 report by the World Bank’s Portfolio Management Task Force, led by Willi 
Wapenhans, makes clear, the Bank’s “pervasive preoccupation with new lending” takes 
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precedence over all other considerations.301 According to the Task Force, “a number of current 
practices – with respect to career development, feedback to staff and signals from managers – 
militate against increased attention to project performance management.”302 In the subculture 
which prevails at the Bank, staff appraisals of projects tend to be perceived “as marketing 
devices for securing loan approval (and achieving personal recognition)”, with the result that 
“little is done to ascertain the actual flow of benefits or to evaluate the sustainability of projects 
during their operational phrase.” 303 Little or no effort is made to take the borrowing 
government’s implementation capacity into account when calculating economic rates of return; 
“poor policy environments”, “institutional constraints”, lack of “sustained local commitment” – 
these considerations are often simply ignored in the rush to push projects through and keep them 
going.  

The Bank’s institutional priorities and management structures have thus encouraged staff to flout 
internal policy directives and borrower governments to ignore loan conditions. Unsurprisingly, 
the “credibility [of loan agreements] as binding documents has suffered”304 and “evidence of 
gross non-compliance [with Bank legal covenants] is overwhelming.”305 When borrowers 
disregard loan conditions, the typical response of Bank management has been to look the other 
way or waive the relevant requirement, unless public pressure forces them to do otherwise. As 
Patrick Coady, an ex-Executive Director of the World Bank, has remarked: “No matter how 
egregious the situation, no matter how flawed the project, no matter how many policies have 
been violated, and no matter how clear the remedies prescribed, the Bank will go forward on its 
own terms.”306 

Since 1992, the Bank has introduced a number of initiatives intended to address the problems 
identified by Wapenhans. However, far from remedying the problems, they have in many 
respects made them worse, not least by streamlining business procedures in order to speed up 
loan approvals and by introducing new rewards for staff, who move projects through the 
approval process at a faster place, rather than for those who comply with policy.307 Indeed, a 
succession of internal reports has continued to criticise the culture of loan approval – where staff 
are rewarded above all for pushing money – as a major cause of project failure and “leakage” 
(the Bank’s euphemism for graft).308 309 In at least one instance, the full findings of one critical 

                                                 
301  World Bank (1992),  Effective Implementation: Key to Development Impact , Portfolio Management Task Force. 
World Bank, Washington DC.. 
302  World Bank 1992:15. 
303  World Bank 1992: iv and 14. 
304  World Bank 1992: ii. 
305  World Bank 1992: 8. 
306 Coady, P., Statement to World Bank Board Meeting, 23 October 1992. 
307 Rich, B., The Smile on a Child’s Face: From the Culture of Loan Approval to the Culture of Development 
Effectiveness? The World Bank Under James Wolfensohn , Environmental Defense, Washington DC, 1999, pp.6-7. 
See also: World Bank Memorandum, Human Resources Policy Reform, 6 March 1998 (internal document).  
308 See, for example: World Bank Quality Assurance Group, Portfolio Investment Program: Reviews of Sector 
Portfolios and Lending Instruments – A synthesis, 22 April 1997 (draft internal report), p.20; World bank, 
Operations Evaluation Department, Effectiveness of Environmental Assessments and National Environmental Action 
Plans – A process Study, Report No.15835, 29 June 1996, p.37; World bank, Operations Evaluation Department, 
Poverty Assessment: A progress Review, Report No. 15881, 7 August 1996; World bank, The World Bank 
Procurement Function –  Adjusting to Emerging Needs, April 1998; World bank, Loan Administration Change 
Initiative – Implementation Strategy paper, 29 June 1998; World bank, Quality at Entry in Calendar Year 1998: A 
Quality Assurance Group Assessment , July 1999. Such reports highlight the undue optimism of project appraisals; 
the cynicism with which poverty assessments are regarded; the continuing weaknesses in assessing government 
commitment, local capacity and the more general risks involved in project implementation; and the insidious 
institutional effects of the pressure to lend. 
309 The 1998 Loos Memorandum on Indonesia specifically identifies the pressure to lend as a major factor in 
corruption: “There is an inherent tension not only between volume/speed of commitments/ disbursements and the 
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report – a 1997 review of the Bank’s project portfolio by the Quality Assurance Group – were 
never officially shared with Board members. Significantly, the report concluded:  

The lessons from past experience are well known, yet they are generally ignored in the 
design of new operations. This synthesis concludes that institutional amnesia is the 
corollary of institutional optimism.310 

The prime beneficiaries of the Bank’s failure to address the problems identified by Wapenhans 
and others are bank staff (for whom “projects through the door” are steps climbed on the ladder 
to promotion) and, of course, project developers. Those who lose are the project affected 
communities and, where corruption is involved, both national governments and the population at 
large (see box: The Lesotho Highlands Water Project). 

 
‘Clientitis’: 
Like the “pressure to lend”, the Bank’s desire to keep lending to its client governments –  
“clientitis”, in the words of Bruce Rich, International Program Director at Environmental 
Defense, a US non-governmental organisation 311 – has also been identified as a major cause 
of poor loans being approved by the Bank. This is another problem that the Bank’s 
management and Board has singularly failed to address, exacerbating the problem of 
corruption and poor project quality. Even when Bank staff have been well aware of 
corruption in loans, they have frequently ignored it in order to maintain the flow of lending. 

The Bank’s relationship with Indonesia during the Suharto era illustrates the point. In a February 
1999 study of lending to Indonesia, for example, the Bank’s own Operations Evaluations 
Department (OED) noted:  

Warning signals were either ignored or played down by senior managers in their effort 
to maintain the country relationship. Some staff feared the potential negative impact on 
their opportunities that might result from challenging mainstream regional thinking.312  

Significantly, the Bank’s reluctance to fall out with a major borrower led it to downplay major 
problems which internal reports had revealed in the Indonesian banking system, with the result 
that the “Bank’s readiness to address the subsequent financial crisis in Indonesia was seriously 
impaired.”313 In this instance, what went right for Bank staff and Indonesia’s then kleptocracy 
went wrong not just for the Indonesian people but for the entire SE Asian region. 
 
The Bank’s Executive Directors are, it would seem, as amenable to clientitis as its staff..Internal 
World Bank documents and external reports by the US Government and others now provide 
plentiful evidence that the World Bank’s Board, which is responsible for ensuring that loans are 
spent as intended, has approved loans to countries with a known record of corruption, despite 
such countries failing to comply with the Bank’s own anti-corruption regulations and despite 
warnings that the loans were likely to be misspent.  

                                                                                                                                                        
quality of our work, but also between these and potential leakages." See:  Loos, J., "World Bank Office 
Memorandum to Mr. Jean-Michel Severino, Vice President, EAP”, 19 October 1998. 
310 World Bank Quality Assurance Group, “Portfolio Investment Program: Reviews of Sector Portfolios and 
Lending Instruments – A synthesis”, 22 April 1997 (draft internal report), p.15. 
311 Rich, B., The Smile on a Child's Face: From the Culture of Loan Approval to the Culture of Development 
Effectiveness? The World Bank Under James Wolfensohn, Environmental Defense, Washington D.C., 1999: World  
Bank, Confidential Internal Document, Summary of RSI Staff Views regarding the problem of 'Leakage' from 
World Bank Projects Budget, Jakarta, August 1997 
312 World Bank Operations Evaluation Department, Indonesia Country Assistance Note, 4 February 1999, p.25. 
313 World Bank Operations Evaluation Department, Indonesia Country Assistance Note, 4 February 1999, p.26. 
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BOX 

What went Wrong (or rathe r Right): The Lesotho Highlands Water Project 

The Bank-funded and promoted Lesotho Highlands Water Project, involving the construction of 
a series of dams and water diversion schemes, illustrates how project developers have 
benefited from the Bank’s failure to address the pressure on staff to get projects up and running 
- even at the expense of local people.  

Leaked correspondence between the World Bank and the Lesotho government suggests that 
the Bank knew of corruption allegations against Masupha Sole, the former director of the 
Lesotho Highlands Development Authority, as early as 1994. The Bank's reaction, however, 
was to berate the Lesotho authorities for having suspended Sole from his post pending an 
investigation into the project's accounts. Their reas on: it would interfere with project 
construction timetables and could lead to costly overruns. 
 
In a letter to  Mr Pekeche, Principal Secretary at the Ministry of Natural Resources, Praful Patel 
of the Bank's Southern Africa Department, gripes:  "While the undertaking of a management 
audit may be normal practice, the suspending of key management staff in order to conduct 
such an audit is most unusual. In our view, the absence of key members of senior staff from the 
project during this critical time could seriously jeopardize the progress of the project." 
 
Instead of picking up the ball and immediately suspending the companies pending a corruption 
inquiry - the minimum that the Lesotho authorities' audit should have prompted - the Bank 
effectively turned a blind eye to the corruption charges. Yet again, what went wrong for civil 
society - the institutional pressure to push ahead with the project regardless of evidence of 
corruption - went right (in this case, very right) for the companies. Had suspensions been 
instituted at this stage in the proceedings, many of the companies might not have been 
awarded contracts for the second phase of the project - constructing the Mohale Dam. 
 
Indeed, it now emerges that, despite previous assertions to the contrary, the Bank - and the 
South African authorities - knew full well of the corruption charges at the time that Mohale was 
approved. Nonetheless, the Bank pushed to have Mohale built immediately, rather than in a 
decade's time when the water may be needed in South Africa, because the contractors were in 
place and it would be therefore be cheaper than waiting.  
 
 

In the Summer of 1997, for example, Business Week alleged that at least US $100 million from a 
US $500 million Russian coal sector loan was either misspent or could not even be accounted 
for.314 A little over a year later, the Financial Times  estimated the amount stolen in the coal 
sector loan to be much higher, as much as US $ 250 million.315  

Perhaps worse, the World Bank’s programme in the sector has resulted in potentially high-grade 
coal reserves not being exploited, even while it has been closing down supposedly uneconomic 
pits. In the Vorkuta region, between 1995 and 2001, half the coal mines were closed down on 
the Bank’s  recommendation, because of high transport costs, and over-supply. But, according to 
Vladimir Tushkovskty, head of the Vorgashorskaya coal miners’ union, one major mine 
contains high-quality reserves which, in spite of several million dollars’ of investment in its 
infrastructure during the late 1980s and early 1990’s, was never exploited. “The World Bank 

                                                 
314 Rich, B., op. cit 13. 
315.Ibid. 
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said ‘you don’t need so much coal’ so we never opened it”, commented Tuskkovsky in mid-
2001 “[The Bank] is an enemy of the people” he concluded.316     

In the Ukraine, too – where the Bank asserted it was making more efficient, environmentally 
sound processes and working to defined codes – large scale unemployment and social discord 
has resulted, while the country continues to hold one of the world’s worst records for mine-
based fatalities and serious injuries. 

In Indonesia, according to a 1997 internal World Bank study known as the Dice 
memorandum,317 some 20 to 30 per cent of all development funds, totaling several billion 
dollars, have been systematically diverted through corruption. These figures accord closely with 
estimates by other experts, such as former Indonesian Finance Minister Sumitro 
Djodjohadikusomo and Jeffrey Winters of Northwestern University. Winters alleged in July 
1997 that shoddy accounting practices by the World Bank had allowed the misappropriation of 
as much as US$ 8 billion dollars of World Bank lending to Indonesia over the past 30 years.318  

Jeffrey Winters’ most sensational revelations were of corrupt dealings between the Suharto clan 
and Freeport (later Freeport--Rio Tinto) in promoting the Grasberg mine in West Papua.  
Although the Bank did not bankroll the mine, MIGA provided crucial political risk insurance 
from 1991 until the company itself cancelled the cover in September 1996. Interviewed in early 
1997, MIGA’s senior counsel, Lorin Weisenberg,  admitted that the Bank had been rattled in 
1995, when accusations of human rights atrocities by the Indonesian military, and huge 
environmental degradation (caused by the mine throwing its tailings directly into the Ajkwa 
river system) began to circulate around the world. “We had a meeting with Freeport in the US” 
said Weisenberg. “We knew of the company/s bad reputation and were prepared for a battle. 
Initially we considered Freeport President, Jim-Bob Moffett to be a buffoon. However by the 
end of our meeting he was running rings round some of our own people”.319 The fact that OPIC, 
the US government political risk insurance agency, had cancelled its insurance on human rights 
and environmental grounds in 1995 (though under pressure from Henry Kissinger, a Freeport 
director, it later re-instated it), cut no ice. “We were satisfied with the World Bank’s monitoring 
of the Grasberg mine” declared Weisenberg. “And the WB had given a relatively clean bill of 
health to the project”. 

As with the Russian loans, the Bank continued to pour money into Indonesia during the 1990s, 
despite the findings of the Dice report and the allegations building against the Grasberg mine 
operation in particular. In the 15 months after the report was written, the Bank committed and 
disbursed over US $1.3 billion more to Indonesia without any effective measures to address the 
problems identified by Dice. In October 1998, with plans to commit and disburse two billion 
dollars more over the next nine months, a second Bank mission, headed by Jane Loos, recorded 
the following: 

                                                 
316 Financial Times, May 11 2001 
317 Ibid. 
318 In response to Winter’s charges, the Bank’s Vice-President for East Asia, Jean Michel Severeno, stated: “This 
[systematic corruption in World bank lending to Indonesia] is demonstrably untrue. We know exactly where our 
money is going.” Severino also dismissed the Dice memorandum as “one person’s view based on informal 
interviews.” He also falsely argued that a follow up study by Jane Loos had failed to confirm Dice’s findings – when 
in fact it had (see main text). See: Rich, B., The Smile on a Child's Face: From the Culture of Loan Approval to the 
Culture of Development Effectiveness? The World Bank Under James Wolfensohn , Environmental Defense, 
Washington D.C., 1999. 
319 Moody, R. (1997), Interview with Lori Weisenberg, Higher Values , number 11, Minewatch, February 1997, 
p.12. 
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Our mission confirms earlier reports on corruption in Indonesia: that it is pervasive, 
institutionalised and a significant deterrent to overall growth of the economy and 
effectiveness of the Bank’s assistance . . . Despite apparent compliance with World Bank 
guidelines and documentation requirements for procurement, disbursement, supervision 
and audits, there is significant leakage from Bank funds . . . Bank procedures/standards 
are not being applied uniformly . . . The [World Bank] auditing requirements have been 
allowed to deteriorate into a superficial exercise; even an agency with overdue audits 
was not excluded from receiving new loans.320 

 
Bank staff themselves admit that the Bank has for years been reluctant to address corruption 
risks openly and directly with borrowers but argue that the Bank is now taking the issue 
seriously.321 Nonetheless, a full five years after the Bank first adopted “internationally accepted 
standards of effective management control”,322 and four years after the Bank’s President 
committed the Bank “to fight the cancer of corruption”,323 its own rules continue to be flouted. 
 
Rubber stamping: 
The failure of the Bank’s board to exercise proper oversight over projects is also a constant 
theme of external reviews of the Bank’s performance. Again the beneficiaries are those project 
developers whose applications would be rejected if the Bank’s procedures were properly 
observed.  
 
As the US General Accounting Office (GAO) reported in a major study of the Bank’s fiscal 
management control, published in April 2000, the Board continues to approve many projects 
which fail to meet the Bank's minimal financial management requirements.324  
 
Of 12 projects in “corruption-prone” countries randomly selected by the GAO, "six . . . did not 
meet the Bank's minimal financial management requirements at the time that the Board 
approved the projects".325 The report continues:  

Our review of 12 randomly selected projects approved by the Bank since November 
1998 identified 5 projects in which the borrowers' implementing agencies had little or no 
experience managing development projects, according to Bank records and staff . . . 
Furthermore, for 3 of the 12 projects, the Bank determined that the borrowers' 
implementing agencies had particularly weak capacity for carrying out procurement in 
accordance with Bank rules . . . For four projects, the implementing agencies were not 
yet functioning and did not have key staff or operating procedures in place.326 

As a result of t hese and other deficiencies: 

“The Board may not have had sufficient information to assess the borrower’s capacity 
when approving these loans.”327   

                                                 
320 Quoted in Rich, B. , op. cit. 13. 
321 US General Accounting Office,  World Bank: Management Controls Stronger, but Challenges in Fighting 
Corruption Remain , GAO/NSIAD-00 -73, Washington DC, April 2000, p.21. See also: The World Bank, Helping 
Countries Combat Corruption: Progress at the World Bank Since 1997, Washington DC, June 2000, p.2. 
322 Ibid, p.36 
323 The World Bank, Helping Countries Combat Corruption: Progress at the World Bank Since 1997, Washington 
DC, June 2000, p.1. 
324 US General Accounting Office, op.cit.23. 
325 Ibid, p.15. 
326 Ibid, p.15 
327 Ibid, p.19. 
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Disturbingly, in six of eight projects where Bank staff “had flagged weak management capacity, 
corruption, or political interference as a critical risk”, the project appraisal documents “did not 
describe what specific supervisory actions the Bank planned to take to mitigate the risks.”328 It is 
not known whether or not the Board requested such measures when it approved the projects. 

The GAO also notes that the Bank’s new anti-corruption procedures only apply to “about 208, 
or 14 per cent, of the Bank’s 1500 projects” and that “Bank studies indicate that management 
weaknesses persist in ongoing projects.”329 Recent procurement audits, for example, “show a 
lack of understanding of and non-compliance with Bank procurement rules among many (17 of 
25) borrowers subject to these audits.”330 

Although the GAO review notes that the Bank has made “significant progress” in introducing 
anti-corruption measures, it concludes, “further action will be required before the Bank can 
provide reasonable assurances that project funds are spent according to the Bank’s 
guidelines.”331 Given the huge sums that have been disbursed since the Bank began operating 
over 50 years ago – some US $170 billion332 – this criticism, which is echoed by a succession of 
internal Bank reports dating back to the early 1990s, is profoundly disturbing.333  

Meanwhile, the Executive Directors of the Bank – and Bank staff – remain protected from legal 
proceedings against them for any failure to abide by the Bank’s own rules. Yet again, what has 
“gone wrong” from the point of view of good governance has clearly “gone right” for those 
responsible for the identified governance failures. 
 
Penalising staff integrity: 
World Bank staff are frequently reluctant to raise questions that might slow down a loan, 
fearing that by doing so, it will adversely affect their career. Internal Bank memoranda and 
reports have identified this as a major problem in addressing the Bank’s “culture of loan 
approval” and, indeed, corruption. In its 1999 report on Indonesia, for example, the OED 
notes that staff who had drawn attention to major problems in the Indonesian banking sector 
were perceived to ha ve suffered “unjustified penalties to their career prospects.”334 
 
One UK consultant similarly recalls the Bank's reaction to his discovery of evidence 
suggesting that one of the world’s largest accountancy companies had submitted false 
information as part of its bid to win a World Bank contract in Kazakhstan. As he recalls:  

 
When I showed [the evidence] to World Bank's Task Manager, I was told that I had 
not shown [the] document to him, because if I did so show it to him, the World Bank 
would have to stop [the company] bidding for a 3 year minimum .335 

Conversely, investigations which reveal  management failure on the part of World Bank staff 
is rarely penalised. In 2002, for example, the Lawyers Environmental Action Team (LEAT) 

                                                 
328 Ibid, p.20. 
329 Ibid, p.15. 
330 Ibid, p.15. 
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332 Rich, B., op.cit.13, p.17. 
333 In 1993, for example, the Bank’s Financial Reporting and Auditing Task Force reported that “less than  40 per 
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334 World Bank Operations Evaluation Department, Indonesia Country Assistance Note, 4 F ebruary 1999, p.20. 
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requested the MIGA’s Compliance Advisory Ombudsman (CAO) to investigate MIGA’s due 
diligence procedures with respect to the Bulyanhulu mine in Tanzania, prior to approving an 
investment insurance guarantee for the mine.  
 
The LEAT complaint drew attention to serious flaws in the process and outcome of the social 
and environmental impact assessments that had been submitted to MIGA by Barrick Gold, the 
Canadian company seeking the MIGA guarantee. LEAT argued that these studies should have 
been carried out before artisanal miners were forcibly removed from the site in 1996 (by Sutton 
Resources, the company Barrick acquired along with the Bulyanhulu project): 
  

That was not done. Instead, the companies waited until the Bulyanhulu communities 
were driven off from the area then purported to undertake an EIA. Even then the 
information based on these studies that Barrick Gold submitted to MIGA was materially 
inaccurate, erroneous and misleading. And MIGA, without first carrying out a thorough 
and competent due diligence investigation to establish the veracity of this information 
and the soundness of its conclusions, approved millions of dollars in political risk 
guarantees for the Bulyanhulu mine.336  

 
In its response to the LEAT complaint, the CAO acknowledges that a mission carried out by the 
International Finance Corporation (IFC) had found that the EIA for the Bulyanhulu project 
failed to meet the World Bank Group’s requirements with respect to “issues of resettlement and 
compensation related to the pipeline, the tailings dam and the mine….” In addition, that EIA 
“did not address past issues of land clearance.”337 Without providing any details, the CAO states 
that the IFC team “noted in detail the remedies that would be required to bring the project into 
compliance with IFC policies and notes the reputational issues in the 1996 alleged incidents. The 
IFC recommended an addendum to the EIA be prepared detailing what would be required along 
the themes outlined above.”338 
 
The CAO also acknowledges that MIGA was made aware of these concerns after Barrick Gold 
approached it for guarantee. However, and crucially, “beyond this, the CAO has been unable to 
find any correspondence from MIGA to Barrick Gold or to ascertain from MIGA or Barrick 
staff that the issues raised in the IFC back-to-office report had been acted on by MIGA.”339 It is 
also clear from the CAO’s Report that MIGA did not carry out any due diligence investigation 
on these issues. LEAT notes: 
 

MIGA never carried out a site visit nor did it ever sent any environmental or social 
specialist to visit the area! By all accounts, it seems, all MIGA did was to be 
‘comfortable’ with Barrick’s assurances that all was well at Bulyanhulu.340 

 
For its part, the CAO concluded that MIGA’s due diligence efforts had been unsatisfactory: “At 
issue … is whether MIGA sought to or felt it should seek independent verification of critical 
issues surrounding the viability of a Category A project for guarantee. The purpose and intent of 
environmental and social due diligence in the World Bank Group is to provide that independent 
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verification, precisely so that the Group is not left to ‘trust’ the sponsor.”341 The CAO also 
rejected the notion that the IFC mission amounted to a due diligence investigation: a back-to-
office report, it said, “cannot qualify as ‘due diligence’ and IFC made clear to MIGA its 
status.”342 
 
No action was proposed against the staff that allowed the MIGA guarantee to be issued despite 
these governance failures. Nor, as LEAT notes, did CAO draw the obvious conclusion: namely, 
that “the guarantee should never have been approved, bearing in mind that the IFC mission had 
found the project wanting with regard to the World Bank Group policies.”343  
 
Avoiding binding commitments: 
The Bank’s reaction to many of the governance failures identified by Wapenhans and others has 
been to argue that its safeguard policies are too complicated for staff to implement and should 
therefore be streamlined. Other arguments have been mustered to support “simplifying” the 
guidelines. Chief amongst these is the claim that the guidelines impose unjustifiably high 
transaction costs. This view has become commonplace amongst other multilateral banks and 
bilateral development agencies. As a recent joint statement by such institutions puts it: 
 

We in the donor community have been concerned with the  growing evidence that, over 
time, the totality and wide variety of donor requirements and processes for preparing, 
delivering, and monitoring development assistance are generating unproductive 
transaction costs for, and drawing down the limited capacity of, partner countries.344 

 
As non-governmental organisations have repeatedly pointed out, such arguments ignore the very 
real financial and development gains that result from ensuring projects conform to the highest 
standards; they also ignore the high costs that result from poorly planned projects or projects that 
generate public opposition. 345  
 
 
BOX  

‘PANEL-PROOFING’ THE SAFEGUARD POLlCIES  
 
Over the past few years, many of the World Bank’s original safeguard policies – 
designed to minimise the adverse social and environmental impacts of projects – have 
been compromised, or are not implemented. 
 
The revision programme is intended to make policies less rigid and more amenable to 
decentralisation, country "ownership" in line with the Bank’s new "learning approach" to 
development.  Bank policy makers assert that clearer and more flexible guidelines will 
raise the standard of policy implementation and so improve development 
effectiveness. However, it appears that in the name of "clarity" and "flexibility", the 
Bank’s policies are - as Bank staff put it - being made "panel-proof": that is to say, by 
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344 Rome Declaration on Harmonization, Rome, Italy, February 25, 2003. 
345 As the chief executive of Britain’s Export Credits Guarantee Department notes: “Projects that take full account of 
environmental and social issues in their design and operation are less likely to fail than those that ignore 
them…Controversy around projects adds to costs; it is in the interests of exporters and credit agencies to address that 
as a business issue." See: Brown, V, Speech to Euro 2000 Conference, 2000, reported in Insurance Day, 
“Environment protection now a factor in securing exp ort 
credit guarantees”, 10 March 2003. 
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making the guidelines less precise and binding, staff are protected from criticism should 
affected communities make a complaint to the Bank’s Inspections Panel. 
 
The original aim of clarifying the directives for staff, and reducing “policy overload” – in 
the words of one staff member “distinguish[ing] between the ‘bottom line’ of what is 
mandatory and the ‘would it not be nice to have’ statement of intentions” -  was 
subverted however. Under the revised safeguards, the old mandatory guidelines have 
been whittled down and divided into two categories: a set of new Operational Policies 
(OPs), whose provisions are mandatory; and Bank Procedures (BP) which are non-
binding. In the process, the mandatory guidelines have been reduced to a bare 
minimum. This weakening of Bank project implementation standards has been 
compounded by weaker language and the outright removal of fundamental aspects of 
the policies.   
 
In other words, policies are being made so flexible that staff or borrowers can never be 
accused of having contravened them and therefore never held to account for problems 
and failures in implementation 

There are four basic reasons why the erosion of standards through the weakening of 
the safeguard policies is of extreme concern to civil society. 

• Eroded policies will further undermine the already limited accountability of the World 
Bank Group.  

• Enfeebled policies will limit the Bank’s capacity to avoid or mitigate adverse 
development impacts.  

• Diluted safeguards will widen the growing discrepancy between international social 
and environmental legal precepts and the standards of the World Bank.  

• Any weakening of the Bank’s safeguard policies will send the wrong signal to other 
development donors, development agencies and the private sector who may view 
the content and application of the Bank’s operational policies as examples of best 
practice to be adopted in their own operations. 

 
As we have seen, the proposed revisions to the Bank’s Indigenous Peoples’ policy 
have seriously eroded the already weak protection granted by the Bank to indigenous 
communities. Other World Bank policies directly relevant to indigenous peoples have 
also been drastically watered down. The new Operational Policies on Involuntary 
Resettlement and Forestry are illustrative: 

 
• OP 4.12 on Involuntary Resettlement.  
The conversion of this policy was finalised in 2001, much to the dismay of civil society 
and NGOs.  It was completed without the participation of communities affected or likely 
to be affected, such as indigenous peoples. The new policy permits resettlement of 
indigenous peoples even if this would have ‘significant adverse impacts on their cultural 
survival’, and it contains provisions which permit the curtailment of the traditional 
resource rights of indigenous peoples in legally recognised national parks and 
protected areas. Fundamentally, there is no requirement that standards of living or 
livelihoods are improved by the resettlement programme, and there are no provisions 
ensuring free prior and informed consent for indigenous peoples.  These omissions 
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weaken the protections afforded affected communities and limit their options to obtain 
redress through the Inspection Panel.  

 
• OP 4.36 on Forests 
The revised version of this policy was adopted in October 2002, and has been widely 
and bitterly criticised, primarily because it lifts the 1991 proscription on World Bank 
funded of logging on old growth forests.  Many indigenous peoples eke out a living out 
in such forests all over the world, and lifting this ban could have severe consequences 
for their continued sustenance and survival. In addition, OP 4.36 only requires 
borrowers to secure the tenurial rights of forest peoples in logging projects, but not in 
conservation, plantation or non-forestry projects affected forests and forest peoples’ 
livelihoods. There are no clear provisions requiring civil society or indigenous peoples 
participation in national level forest policy interventions and PROFOR activities. The 
new forests policy thus leaves the provisions for the needs of forest-dependent peoples 
to the discretion of the borrower, creating huge space for abuses of all kinds, from 
illegal eviction to forcible changes in traditional management practices. Although the 
policy explicitly states that the ‘Bank does not finance projects that contravene 
applicable international environmental agreements’, the Bank refused to include a 
comparable phrase requiring borrowers to comply with  applicable international human 
rights agreements as well.  As it stands, the World Bank’s OP 4.26 on Forests  is weak 
and riddled with gaps which will inevitably lead to the further destruction of remaining 
old -growth forests and the abuse of forest-dwellers ’ human rights.  
 
 
Nonetheless, the Bank has recently undertaken revisions of a number of its safeguard policies. 
As documented earlier, the revisions – undertaken in the name of improving development 
effectiveness – have resulted in a serious weakening of the ability of civil society to hold Bank 
staff accountable for problems and failures in implementation. In the case of the Bank’s 
Operational Policy 4.10 on Indigenous Peoples, the proposed revisions seriously undermine the 
Bank’s social standards. The new version does not require Bank staff and borrowers to take 
action to safeguard the internationally -recognised rights of indigenous peoples’ to own, control 
and manage their lands, it merely notes that the borrowers are required to “pay particular 
attention” to these issues. The proposed new guidelines also fail to apply the test of self-
identification as the trigger for the policy; they do not recognize the right to free, prior and 
iinformed consent; they do not address many issues related to property rights; and they fail to 
prohibit the involuntary resettlement of indigenous peoples. In addition, the new policy does not 
apply to full structural adjustment loans, which can have serious negative impacts on indigenous 
peoples; it lacks a requirement for detailed baseline studies to determine indigenous peoples’ 
priorities and concerns, despite many Bank publications identifying the absence of such studies 
as  a major cause of projects having adverse effects on local communities; it does not contain 
any provisions for the monitoring, tracking and evaluation of projects by indigenous peoples 
themselves;  and it only requires a social assessment in cases for the Bank’s staff unilaterally 
decide that a project may have adverse impacts. 
 
Other safeguard policies have suffered a similar fate (see Box: “Panel-proofing  the 
Guidelines”). By contrast, no steps have been proposed for making the financial guidelines that 
apply to Bank project more “flexible” (read: “less stringent”). The revision process is restricted 
to the Bank’s social, environmental and development policy guidelines, clearly signalling that 
quality control in these areas is less important than ensuring borrowers pay up.  
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The losers in this process are indigenous peoples and other project- and programme-affected 
communities. The winners are Bank staff for whom the new guidelines now provide greater 
protection from being held to account. 
 
Favouring vested interests: 
Many of the problems described above reflect deep -seated cultural patterns within the Bank and 
its partners in government and industry. Put simply, the World Bank and other funding agencies 
are institutionally predisposed to behaviour that "makes-things-go-WRONG-for-civil-society-
and-RIGHT-for-the-corporations-and-governments-that-benefit-from-the-projects-they -finance-
or-underwite". 
 
This is not surprising. The bulk of Bank staff come from a similar political and economic 
background and are enmeshed in the social networks that link the Bank to government and 
industry. They drink in the same clubs, participate in the same training courses, share the same 
circle of friends and seek the same job vacancies. Even if not born to this world, they have come 
to participate in it and to endorse its values and aspirations. Moreover, the steady stream of Bank 
staff that passes through the revolving doors between the Bank, governments and companies that 
seek its assistance, is a clear indication of how the careers of Bank staff are intertwined with 
those of their “clients” outside of the Bank. The unwillingness of World Bank staff to “rock the 
boat” ultimately reflects this shared institutional culture. 
 
Indeed, the World Bank has, throughout its history, assiduously sought to cultivate a 
sympathetic technical and political elite within governments and industry that share its view 
of “doing development”. In 1955, for example, it established its Economic Development 
Institute (is this the World Bank Institute?), specifically to train a technocratic elite through 
whom it could work in the South. In the Philippines, when the IMF’s efforts to persuade the 
government to adopt structural adjustment in the late 1970s were blocked by nationalist 
factions within the Philippines Central Bank, the baton was handed over to the World Bank. 
As Robin Broad records, by turning to Bank-trained allies in the Ministry of Industry and 
Finance, the World Bank was able to bypass nationalist factions within the Central Bank and 
put in place a US$200 million structural adjustment loan package, “tied not to a specific 
project but to a set of policy stipulations consolidating an export-led course for the Philippine 
industrial sector”.346 In the wake of the agreement, free trade zones were established “with 
generous incentives to transnational corporations to exploit low-cost Filipino labour”, tariffs 
on imports were slashed and domestic small-scale industries (textiles and the like) 
restructured to cater for the export market.”347  
 
Such is the common culture that has emerged amongst Bank staff, and their counterparts in 
the government ministries with which the bank deals, that one staff member has described the 
Bank as having an “internally cloned system of thinking”.348 In particular, staff tend to 
approach the problems of poverty and environmental degradation as an essentially 
managerial problem, rather than as problems that arise from inequitable power relations. 
Typically, environmental and social problems are primarily ascribed to insufficient capital 
(solution: increase Northern investment in the South); outdated technology  (solution; open up 
the South to Northern technologies); a lack of expertise (solution: bring in Northern-educated 
managers and experts); and faltering economic growth (solution: push for increased growth). 

                                                 
346 Broad, R., Unequal Alliance 1979-1986: The World Bank, The International Monetary Fund and the Philippines, 
Ateneo de Manila University Press, Quezon City, Metro Manlia, 1988, p.11. 
347 Ibid. 
348 Cray, C., “The World Bank’s Revolving Door: Share Program Exchanges, World Bank and Corporate 
Employees”, Multinational Monitor, Vol. 21, No.6, June 2000.  
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The key questions of whether money can solve the environmental crisis, of who benefits from 
capital and technology transfers, and of whose environment is to be managed, by whom and 
on whose behalf, are simply sidelined.      
 
Accompanying this “mindset” is a set of assumptions about decision-making that eschew 
process  in favour of engineering consent or the naked exercise of power .  The p revailing 
attitude is encapsulated in the remarks of Jayme Porto Carreiro, a Bank Senior Energy 
Planner, who was recently seconded to Electricite de France (EDF under the Bank’s “Share” 
scheme, a programme enabling employee sharing between multinational corporations and the 
World Bank.: 
 

 I was to drop everything and manage the purchase of London Electricity (LE), a 
large power distribution company in England.  [Facing a need to get approval from 
the EU's competition commission] my experience as Bank staff proved  invaluable. I 
did what any of my colleagues would have done. I instructed the lawyers to tell the 
European Commission to change its laws. 

 
Lack of accountability compounds the anti-democratic tendencies inherent in the “Masters-of-
the-Universe” approach of many Bank staff. Neither individual project staff nor the Bank itself 
are in any real sense accountable to the local communities affected by Bank projects, policies 
and programmes. Large-scale OMG proje cts tend to be implemented over decades but, typically, 
staff in government institutions, private companies, consultancies and banks, may only work on 
any one project for a few years or even a few months – often only a few weeks or days in the 
case of consultants on short -term contracts to assess issues such as social impacts.  Yet the 
contents and consequences of their reports and decisions may not show up until months or years 
later. 
 
This grave deficiency might be ameliorated if the institutions themselves were in some way 
legally obligated to the affected communities but in fact, grievance procedures are often 
unwieldy or absent, opportunities for legal redress tortuous, and responsible institutions remote. 
Enforceable contracts between OMG project developers and affected communities, whether 
indigenous or not, are the exception not the rule.349 
 
This problem is likely to become more, not less, acute as the financing, building and operation 
of infrastructure projects generally moves to the private sector.350 Already many private-sector 
funded projects are eschewing support from the main lending windows of agencies, such as the 
World Bank, because the environment and development standards required by the Bank are 
considered too onerous. Instead, companies are turning to publicly -backed Export Credit and 
Investment Insurance Agencies (ECAs) to guarantee their investments and thus ease the task of 
raising private sector financing. A major attraction for industry of such ECAs is that, with rare 
exceptions — the US Export -Import (Ex-Im) Bank and the US Overseas Private Investment 
Corporation (OPIC) being cases in point — they have no mandatory human rights, 
environmental and development standards: they also have a secretive institutional culture.351  
 
Drawing conclusions: 

                                                 
349 Rich 1994:148ff. 
350 The distinction between private and public-sector dam building is not always easy to make. Many dams are built 
by private companies on ‘build, operate and transfer’ contracts with government agencies 
351 Hildyard, N., “Snouts in the Trough; Export Credit Agencies, Policy Incoherence and Corporate Welfare”, 
Corner House Briefing, 1999.  
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Where does all this lead us? What immediate conclusions might we draw from the growth of 
institutional norms referred to earlier? 
 
First - and most obvious - that the problems identified in this report are unlikely to be 
addressed by new regulations unless and until the well-documented structural and 
institutional barriers to their rigorous implementation are addressed.  
 
Second - that addressing those institutional and structural barriers will require root-and-
branch overhaul of the mission, management and culture of institutions such as the World 
Bank. Institutions which act so consistently to the detriment of openness, accountability and 
democratic decision-making processes do not do so because of minor, easily-remedied 
institutional failures. Their delinquency is far deeper-seated. Combating the pressure to lend, 
for example, requires more than mere exhortation to take seriously the World Bank's 
guidelines: it requires radical changes in incentives; severe career penalties for those who 
flout the rule s; and legally-enforceable means of redress for those who suffer the 
consequences. 
  
Third - such radical change is unlikely to come about through the goodwill of the institutions 
under scrutiny. Public pressure is essential if change is to be achieved. 
 
But some observers believe that the Bank, whatever changes might be instituted, is structurally 
incapable of addressing the demands for self-determination of indigenous peoples; and is not 
willing to do so. Hence it will never honour as it should the basic precept of “fully -informed 
prior consent” before extractive resource projects are adopted by the Bank. Not only will  the 
required information not be fully imparted (especially in the case of IFC and MIGA funded 
projects – the Sepon project is a recent example); participation in fundamental local decision-
making will never take precedence over  financial parameters; and the prerogative of vetoing a 
project will never be entertained. While it is true that the Bank has, over the past decade, refused 
to fund a number of mines (such as  Rio Tinto/QMM’s mineral sands venture in Madagascar) or 
grant political risk insurance (as it has with regards to Cambior’s Gros Rosebel gold project in 
Suriname), these decisions have usually been taken because of inadequate des ign criteria. 
Meanwhile projects involving forced or unjustified resettlement (as with Sierra Rutile in Sierra 
Leone or KDL in the Kalahari) and the employment of dubious technology (STD at Lihir) have 
been waved through.    
 
Above all, however, what many critics increasingly believe is that the Bank has, without 
foundation and adequate research, merely adopted the extractive industries’ contention that 
OGM projects contribute directly to sustainable community  development, so long as they can 
make a profit. Instead of challenging this notion from the outset, the Bank has consistently 
upheld it. Indeed, it has been the prime agent in reforming state mining codes in favour of 
foreign private capital, and dismantling many state-owned mining companies, instead of  
seeking to make them more efficient,  democratically accountable and environmentally secure. 
In the process, many thousands of mineworkers have lost their jobs, manifestly self-serving 
companies have been allowed to usurp indigenous and national patrimony, and – instead of 
creating the basis for community sustenance - Bank-supported mines have created social 
divisions and exacerbated communal conflicts. 
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10. From ‘best practice’ to binding standards: 

Over the past thirty years, industry attitudes towards indigenous peoples have changed 
substantially, both as a result of pressure from indigenous peoples and because of major 
advances in the recognition of the rights of indigenous peoples at the international and 
national levels (and see section 5). Indigenous rights groups emphasise that: 
 
• M ining is a privilege not a right  
• Extractive Industries negatively impact the environment and therefore limit alternative 

development options 
• Current standards and practices in the EI sector are generally inadequate to protect the 

environment and fail to minimize negative environmental and social impacts. There is a 
need to substantially raise standards of protection.  

• Some current practices including marine dumping, river dumping and all off site dumping 
of waste need to be banned. 

• Some areas including those with protected area status within ancestral lands should be 
excluded from all EI development. 

 
Given the profound and disruptive impact of Extractive Industries projects there should be a 
basic precautionary approach based on a  presumption against such development. The onus in 
each project should therefore be on the proponent companies to justify and argue the need  
and value of the particular project, in all aspects so that the costs and benefits are reviewed in 
a critical manner. The current widespread presumption in favour of EI projects provides a 
framework that has clearly failed to safeguard affected communities and encourages 
speculative and none viable projects 

Successive reviews of the experience of indigenous peoples in many parts of the world 
suggest that the following standards should be observed as a minimal framework to guard 
against the negative effects of mining, oil and gas projects:  

• Government policies and laws should be adopted and applied which recognise indigenous 
peoples’ rights and promote cultural diversity, territorial management and self-
governance, including recognition of the rights of indigenous women. 

• Clear recognition of indigenous peoples’ rights over their lands and territories and their 
rights to the use and access of the natural resources that they depend on. 

• Effective protection of subsistence activities and the environment and other resources 
necessary to sustain such activities.  

• Acceptance of the principle of free, prior and info rmed consent (including the right of 
local communities to say ‘no’ to developments on their customary lands). 

• For communities living in voluntary isolation, or where free, prior and informed consent 
is not given to the satisfaction of indigenous peoples and independent monitors who enjoy 
the confidence of local communities, then it should be assumed that consent has not been 
given. 

• Recognition of the peoples’ own representative institutions. 

• Clear and mutually accepted mechanisms for the participation of indigenous peoples in 
decision-making. 

• Acceptance that indigenous peoples are rightsholders and not just ‘stakeholders’ 

• Acceptance of the need to work in a human rights framework  
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• Timely provision of information in culturally appropriate forms and in locally  accepted 
languages 

• Full disclosure of company plans and risks  

• Identification of ‘bad actor’ companies and governments and their exclusion from future 
projects 

• Recognition of the right of communities to conduct an independent audit of mines plans 
and operations, and the provision of resources for such 

• Provisions for the costs of indigenous peoples obtaining independent legal counsel and 
independent technical advice of their choice on social and environmental issues related to 
proposed mining. 352  

• Detailed, op en and participatory environmental and social impact assessments, which 
should include respect for and use of indigenous knowledge, establishment of sound and 
agreed base line data and open consultations with all affected groups 

• Culturally appropriate mechanisms to ensure the participation of marginalised groups 
within indigenous societies such as women and children, the elderly and those who are 
illiterate. 

• Inclusiveness should be the guiding principle for negotiations and should include the  
involvement of groups living downstream and adjacent to proposed mine sites.  

• Early and iterative negotiations between developers and affected peoples, providing time 
and respect for community decision-making processes. 

• Negotiations to take place in indigenous peoples ’ territories or communities and not in far 
off locales like capital cities nor in secret. 

• Respect for communities’ consensual decision-making processes. Industries and 
governments agencies should not try to extract decisions as this may divide communities 
and create dissent.    

• Agreements which provide enforceable contracts, mechanisms for the arbitration of 
disputes, and joint implementation and remedial measures, without demanding the 
surrender of rights.  

• Agreements which include financial mechanisms for dealing with the costs resulting from 
both foreseen risks and unforeseen developments resulting from mines development 

• Establishment of parallel local citizens’ oversight committees to assess progress and 
activate redress mechanisms when necessary . 

• Full p rotection of key religious and cultural sites and areas vital to subsistence. 

• Compensation with land for land 

• Joint monitoring and evaluation making full use of indigenous knowledge 

• No forced relocation 

                                                 
352 Australian NGOs recommend the establishment of independently administered funds to ensure resources are 
available for effective community participation. Such trusts should include both indigenous and company 
representatives on the Board of Trustees, but the majority of Trustees should not be local people (Gail Whiteman 
and Katy Mamen, 2002, MeaningfulConsultation qnd Participation in the Mining Sector: a review of consultation 
and participation of indigenous peoples within the international mining sector. North-South Institute, Ottawa :39).   
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• Resettlement and impact mitigation plans, which ensure that those affected end up better 
off than before the project. 

• Benefit sharing options including revenue sharing or joint ownership schemes. 

• Mechanisms to ensure the transparent and equitable administration of funds for 
community benefit 

• Capacity building of indigenous peoples’ institutions 

• Mutually agreed, legally binding and enforceable reclamation plans to restore lands and 
habitats after mine closure, including credible and full financing, to ensure that the mine 
sites are left safe and stable 

• Companies should be required to post adequate bonds to cover restoration and guard 
against disasters and damage: the ‘polluter pays’ principle should operate    

• Establishment of independent regulatory oversight mechanisms that include local 
participation and enjoy local confidence to ensure compliance 

• Mutually accepted arbitration processes for the resolution of ensuing disputes 

• Guarantees not to use private armies or repressive security forces. No physical force, 
coercion or bribery should be applied. 

• Mutually agreed, formal and legally enforceable contracts, binding on all parties and 
enforceable through the national courts.353 

 
Companies vary greatly in the extent to which they have adopted any of these principles as 
corporate practice. Certainly it is true to say  that an overall shift in the industry towards an 
acceptance of greater community participation is discernible.354 Some multinational companies 
have begun to accept that their mining and oil and gas operations should, at least, comply with 
the provisions of the International Labour Organisations Convention 169 even in countries 
which have not ratified the convention. However, as the North-South Institute of Canada notes, 
after a carrying out a very comprehensive review of the consultation and participation 
procedures within the mining sector:  
 

To date there is not one company that has enshrined the concept of free, prior and 
informed consent in its corporate responsibility or Aboriginal policy.355 

                                                 
353 Marcus Colchester, Jean La Rose and Kid James, 2002, Mining and Amerindians in Guiyana. North South 
Institute, Ottawa and Amerindian Peoples Association, Georgetown; Whiteman and Mamen 2001 op. cit. ; Viviane 
Weitzner, 2002, Through Indigenous Eyes: toward appropriate decision-making processes regarding mining on or 
near Ancestral Lands. North-South Institute, Ottawa ; MMSD, 2002, ; Joji Cariño pers. comm. 2 April 2003.  
354 FPP, PIPLinks and WRM, 2000, Undermining the Forests: the need to control transnational mining companies –
a Canadian case study, Forest Peoples Programme, Moreton-in-Marsh; Whiteman and Mamen 2001 op. cit. 
355 Weitzner 2002:55 op. cit.. 
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Mining and Indigenous Peoples: emerging standards  

International agencies such as the International Finance Corporation (the private sector arm of 
the World Bank), Bread for the World (Germany), the International Labour Organisation and 
Conservation International, have not yet accepted such clear principles. They propose the 
following for improving the relations between indigenous peoples and the mining, oil and gas 
industries: 

Establish a Consultation Mechanism from the beginning 
• Clear process for information sharing in appropriate languages 
• Early, open disclosure of information  
• Effective public consultations and two-way communications 
• Recognition of peoples’ own representative institutions 
• Demonstrable mechanisms which allow peoples views to influence decision-making 
 
Carry out a Detailed Environmental Impact Assessments: 
• Establish sound baseline data making use of indigenous knowledge  
• Identification of risks and elaboration of a mitigation plan 
• Identification of remedial measures to restore degraded areas after mines closure 
 
Carry out a Detailed Social Impact Assessment: 
• Scoping to assess parameters 
• Involvement of local ‘stakeholders’ 
• Use of indigenous knowledge 
• Pay special attention to livelihood, health and cultural issues  
 
Institute a Monitoring and Evaluation process: 
• Involve local people in M&E 
• Make use of local knowledge and Participatory Rapid Rural Appraisal methods 

Agree on a Community Development Plan 
• Benefit sharing plan 
• Establishment of independently managed community trust funds 
• Compensation plan 
• Appoint Community Liaison Officer 
 
Recognise the rights of the Indigenous Peoples: 
• Regularise tenure and recognise the rights of customary owners 

Establish Clear Regulatory Frameworks 
• Regularise land ownership and demarcate indigenous territories  
• Revise laws and regulations through participatory processes  
• Transform voluntary guidelines into required best practice 
• Provide mechanisms by which citizens can gain redress through the courts  
• Allow affected groups to sue foreign companies in the courts in their home countries  
•  Promote international regulatory bodies and international courts.356 

                                                 
356 Russel Lawrence Barsh and Krisma Bastien, Krisma, 1997, Effective Negotiations by Indigenous Peoples.  
An Action Guide with Special References to North America.  ILO, Geneva;  IFC, 1998, Doing Better Business 
through Effective Consultation and Disclosure. International Finances Corporation, Washington DC; Conrad B. 
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Studies make clear that reliance on codes of conduct and self-regulation are not enough to secure 
the rights of indigenous peoples . In the absence of binding regulations and legally enforceable 
agreements and contracts, the powerful interests of the extractive industries all too easily 
override local concerns. The history of mining is indeed, to a large extent, a history of breached 
agreements, bad faith consultations and consequent social and environmental damage.  
 
Socially and environmentally acceptable mining can only be achieved within a strong and 
adequate framework of law, which secures full respect for human rights including the rights of 
indigenous peoples, and which is backed up credible sanctions for violations and enforced 
through independent monitoring. The time for reliance on voluntary standards is passed. Binding 
national regulations, enforceable international standards and clear contracts between miners and 
affected peoples are the only way forwards.   
 
  
11. Conclusions and Recommendations: 
 
A preliminary conclusion of the World Bank’s own internal review of extractive industries is 
that: 
 

Increased investment in the EI [Extractive Industries] sector has the potential to bring 
important development benefits but it is not a universal good.  In fact, the evidence 
suggests that it is more likely to lead to bad development outcomes when governance is 
poor.  Because of the Bank’s focus on poverty, and the links between poverty and poor 
governance, this means that increased EI investment is likely to lead to bad development 
outcomes for many if not most of the Bank’s clients .357 

 
These conclusions derive from a macro-level analysis of developing countries’ economic 
performance. However, the conclusion is also relevant to local situations, where indigenous 
peoples are concerned. In these situations, ‘poor governance’ can be taken to mean lack of 
respect for indigenous peoples’ right to self-determination and self-governance.  
 
Where there is a lack of respect for human rights and in particular the rights of indigenous 
peoples, where there is an absence of the rule of law and where there is little sensitivity to 
cultural differences, then large-scale extractive industry projects are very likely to have serious 
negative impacts on indigenous peoples.   
 

                                                                                                                                                        
MacKerron and Douglas G. Cogan, 1993, Business in the Rainforests: Corporations, Deforestation and 
Sustainability. Investor Responsibiity Research Center. Washington DC; Amy B. Rosenfield, Debra L. Gordon 
and Marianne Guerin-McManus, 1997, Reinventing the Well: approaches to minimizing the environmental and 
social impact of oil development in the tropics. Conservation International, Washington DC; Lorraine Ruffing 
and Judith Kimmerling, 1991,  Socio-cultual impacts of Transnational Oil Corporations in Environmentally 
Sensitive Areas. United Nations Centrer on Transnational Corporations, New York; Amy Rosenfield Sweeting 
and Andrea P. Clark, 2000, Lightening the Lode: a Guide to Responsible Large-Scale Mining. Conservation 
International, Washington DC ; Manuela Tomei, 1996, Indigenous Peoples and Oil Development: Reconciling 
Conflicting Interests. International Labour Office, Geneva; Manuela Tomei and Lee Swepston, 1996, 
Indigenous and Tribal Peoples: a Guide to ILO Convention 169. International Labour Office, Geneva; Anon. 
2000, Canada and the Indigenous Peoples of the Western Hemisphere: putting principles into action in trade and 
investment. Aboriginal Policy Roundtable, Canadian Centre for Foreign Policy Development; Brot fur die Welt, 
2000, Principles for the Conduct of company Operations within the Oil and Gas Industry: a discussion paper. 
Stuttgart.  
357 World Bank, 2002, Evaluation of the World Bank’s Acticvities in the Extractive Industries. Operations Evaluation 
Department (draft report) page 20, emphasis in original. 
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Extractive industry projects are only likely to operate to the benefit of indigenous peoples if the 
‘best practice’ standards set out in the previous section are scrupulously adhered to and if 
binding mechanisms are available to enforce these standards and hold those who violate them to 
account. 
 
To date the World Bank has refused to accept these standards in dealing with indigenous 
peoples.  
 
q The Bank has refused to make borrower countries ’ adherence to the international human 

rights treaties, that the countries  themselves have subscribed to, as a condition for funding.  
 
q The Bank has refused to make recognition of indigenous peoples’ land rights a pre -condition 

for its funding.  
 
q The Bank has refused to incorporate the principle of free, prior and informed consent  into its 

safeguard policies. It has refused to accept the proposed standards on indigenous peoples put 
forward by the World Commission on Dams. 

 
q The Bank has refused to adopt standards to ensure that indigenous peoples should not be 

involuntarily removed from their lands to make way for development. 
 
Moreover, as successive studies have shown and this review has substantiated further, the Bank 
routinely fails to adhere to those (lower) standards which it has incorporated into its safeguard 
policies . These compliance failures result from institutional and incentive structures within the 
Bank, which give low priority to human rights and community concerns and which, instead, 
prioritise and reward the interests of big business and rapid capital investment. 
 
Given these realities it is hard to avoid the conclusion that, unless there are dramatic changes in 
the World Bank’s policies and performance, the World Bank should not support, either 
directly or indirectly, extractive industries that may affect indigenous peoples. 
 
Recommendations: 
Ultimately, responsibility to respect, protect and uphold the rights and interests of indigenous 
peoples rests with the governments of the countries in which these peoples reside. However, in 
countries with poor governance and where indigenous rights are not respected, development 
agencies mandated to alleviate poverty must seek to make up the ‘democratic deficit’ by 
working to higher standards that make real development in indigenous areas possible. To do 
otherwise, is to continue to accept that the rights and interests of indigenous peoples should be 
sacrificed in the name of ‘progress’.358 
 
If  the World Bank is to operate as a responsible development agency, and not just as another 
bank in competition with other lenders with low social standards, then the World Bank will have 
to revise its policy on indigenous peoples. Key revisions must include the following: 
 
q The Bank must require borrowers’ and clients’ adherence to international human rights 

standards; 
 
q Recognition of indigenous peoples’ rights to their lands, territories and resources must be 

made a precondition of Bank funding; 
                                                 
358 Shelton Davies, 1977, Victims of the Miracle. Cambridge University Press, Cambridge; John Bodley, 1982, 
Victims of Progress. Menlo Park, California.  
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q The Bank must proscribe its support for projects that require the resettlement of indigenous 

peoples without their consent; 
 
q The Bank should not support any developments that may negatively affect culturally 

important or sacred sites; 
 
q Bank support for developments that may affect, directly or indirectly, indigenous peoples’ 

lands, territories and resources should be subject to the free, prior and informed consent of 
the peoples concerned; 

 
q New mechanisms of accountability must be developed at project, country and international 

levels to allow affected peoples redress for their grievances and to secure compensation for 
losses; 

 
q These policy and procedural reforms must apply to the whole World Bank Group – IBRD, 

IDA, GEF, IFC, MIGA and ICSID – and must apply to technical assistance projects, grants, 
loans, credits, investments, equity arrangements, guarantees and other forms of development 
support, including sectoral and structural adjustment support and programmatic lending.   

 
q Indigenous peoples must also be involved in integrated prior ‘upstream’ planning of 

development schemes to ensure that proposed developments complement and do not 
undermine alternative livelihood development strategies. 

 
q The World Bank should support civil society and indigenous peoples’ calls for binding 

‘Code on Corporate Accountability’; 
 
q The EIR should also promote indigenous demands for a ‘good practice’ seminar on 

Extractive Industries under auspices of  the Office of the High Commissioner on Human 
Rights. 

 
However, as authors of this document, we doubt that these reforms, by themselves, are enough,  
given the poor record of the Bank in complying with its own standards. Even if the Bank does 
adopt these standards, what are the chances that it will actually adhere to them in the future? 
Changes will also be required in internal accountability procedures and incentive structures to 
ensure that Bank staff are rewarded and not penalised for taking time and care to comply with 
policies. This will require both ‘carrots and sticks’ - positive rewards for effective performance 
and tangible penalties for lack of due diligence.  The Bank will also have to accept that these 
tightened procedures and higher standards will imply far higher ‘transaction costs’, in the 
preparation of projects and programmes, and for effective implementation and monitoring.  
 
It is only once and if such reforms of standards and procedures have been accepted by the Bank 
and demonstrably applied that the World Bank Group should consider getting involved in 
partnering ‘dirty industries’. Until then the Extractive Industries sector should be a ‘no-go zone’ 
for the Bank.  
 
The central component of this ‘focused research’ was a workshop held in Oxford on 14th -15th 
April 2003. At this workshop the indigenous participants presented a declaration on extractive 
industries which provides the best possible conclusion to this work. 
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Indigenous Peoples’ Declaration on Extractive Industries  
 
Preamble: 
 
Our futures as indigenous peoples are threatened in many ways by developments in the 
extractive industries. Our ancestral lands - the tundra, drylands, small islands, forests and 
mountains - which are also important and critical ecosystems have been invaded by oil, gas, and 
mining developments which are undermining our very survival. Expansion and intensification of 
the extractive industries, alongside economic liberalisation, free trade aggression, extra vagant 
consumption and globalisation are frightening signals of unsustainable greed. 
 
Urgent actions must be taken by all, to stop and reverse the social and ecological injustice 
arising from the violations of our rights as indigenous peoples. 
 
We, indigenous peoples welcome the initiative of the World Bank to carry out an extractive 
industries review. We note that the purpose of this review is to assess whether, and under what 
circumstances, the extractive industries can contribute to poverty alleviation and sustainable 
development. 
 
We note that ‘sustainable development’ is founded on three pillars which should be given equal 
weight if such development is to be equitable namely environmental, economic and human 
rights. We note that this issue has already been addressed by the Kimberley Declaration of 
Indigenous Peoples to the World Summit on Sustainable Development and by the Roundtable 
between the World Bank and Indigenous Peoples held in Washington in October 2002. We also 
draw attention to the findings of the Workshop on Indigenous Peoples, Human Rights and the 
Extractive Industries organised by the Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights in 
Geneva in December 2001. 
 
We, indigenous peoples, reject the myth of ‘sustainable mining’: we have not exp erienced 
mining as a contribution to ‘sustainable development’ by any reasonable definition. Our 
experience shows that exploration and exploitation of minerals, coal, oil, and gas bring us 
serious social and environmental problems, so widespread and injurious that we cannot describe 
such development as ‘sustainable’. Indeed, rather than contributing to poverty alleviation, we 
find that the extractive industries are creating poverty and social divisions in our communities, 
and showing disrespect for our culture and customary laws. 
 
Key Concerns: 
 
Our experience of mining, oil and gas development has been one of: 
 

o Violation of our basic human rights, such as killings, repression and the assassination of 
our leaders;  

o The invasion of our territories and lands and the usurpation of our resources. 
o By denying us rights or control over our lands, including subsurface resources our 

communities and cultures are, literally, undermined. 
o Many of our communities have been forced to relocate from their lands and ended up 

seriously impoverished and disoriented. 
o Extractive industries are not transparent, withholding important information relevant to 

decisions affecting us. 
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o Consultation with our communities has been minimal and wholly inadequate measures 
have been taken to inform us of the consequences of these schemes before they have 
been embarked on. 

o Consent has been engineered through bribery, threats, moral corruption and intimidation. 
o Mines, oil and gas developments have ruined our basic means of subsistence, torn up our 

lands, polluted our soils and waters, divided our communities and poisoned the hopes of 
our future generations. They increase prostitution, gambling, alcoholism, drugs and 
divorce due to rapid changes in the local economy. 

o Indigenous women have in particular suffered the imposition of mining culture and cash 
based economies. 

o Extractive industries are unwilling to implement resource sharing with indigenous 
peoples on a fair and equal basis. 

 
These problems reflect and compound our situation as indigenous peoples. Our peoples are 
discriminated against. Those who violate our rights do so with impunity. Corruption and bad 
governance compound our legal and political marginalization. We find that the extractive 
industries worsen our situation, create greater divis ions between rich and poor and escalate 
violence and repression in our areas.  
 
Recommendations: 
 
In view of this experience and in line with precautionary principles, 
 
♦ We call for a moratorium on further mining, oil and gas projects that may affect us until our 

human rights are secure. Existing concessions should be frozen. There should no further 
funding by international financial institutions such as the World Bank, no new extractive 
industry initiatives by governments, and no new investments by companies until respect for 
the rights of indigenous peoples is assured.  

 
♦ Destructive practices such as riverine tailings disposal, submarine tailings disposal and open 

pit mining should be banned. 
 
♦ Moreover, before new investments and projects are embarked on, we demand - as a show of 

good faith - that governments, companies and development agencies make good the 
damages and losses caused by past projects which have despoiled our lands and fragmented 
our communities. Compensation for damages encompasses not only remuneration for 
economic losses but also reparations for the social, cultural environmental and spiritual 
losses we have endured. Measures should be taken to rehabilitate degraded environments, 
farmlands, forests and landscapes and to restitute our lands and territories taken from us. 
Promises and commitments made to our communities must be honoured. Appropriate 
mechanisms must be established to address these outstanding problems with the full 
participation of the affected peoples and communities. 

 
♦ Once and if, these conditions are met, we call for a change in all future mining, oil and gas 

development. All future extractive industries development must uphold indigenous peoples' 
rights.  

 
♦ Equally, international development agencies must require borrower countries and private 

sector clients to uphold human rights in line with their international obligations. The 
international financial institutions and development agencies, such as the World Bank, must 
themselves observe international law and be bound by it in legally accountable ways.  
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♦ By human rights, we refer to our rights established under international law. We hold our 

rights to be inherent and indivisible and seek recognition not only of our full social, cultural 
and economic rights but also our civil and political rights.  Respect for all our rights is 
essential if ‘good governance’ is to have any meaning for us. 

 
♦ In particular we call for recognition of our collective right as peoples, to self-determination, 

including a secure and full measure of self-governance and control over our territories, 
organisations and cultural development. 

 
♦ We demand respect for our rights to our territories, lands and natural resources and that 

under no circumstances should we be forcibly removed from our lands. All proposed 
developments affecting our lands should be subject to our free, prior and informed consent 
as expressed through our own representative institutions,  which should be afforded legal 
personality. The right to free, prior informed consent should not be construed as a ‘veto’ on 
development but includes the right of indigenous peoples to say ‘no’ to projects that we 
consider injurious to us as peoples. The right must be made effective through the provision 
of adequate information and implies a permanent process of negotiation between indigenous 
peoples and developers. Mechanisms for redress of grievances, arbitration and judicial 
review are required.  

 
♦ Education and capacity building is needed to allow us to be trained and informed so we can 

participate effectively and make decisions in our own right.  
 
♦ Before projects are embarked on, such problems as marginalisation, insecure land rights, and 

lack of citizenship papers must be addressed. Indigenous Peoples’ Development Plans 
(IPDPs) must be formulated with the affected communities and Indigenous peoples should 
control mechanisms for the delivery of project benefits. 

 
♦ Voluntary standards are not enough: there is a need for mandatory standards and binding 

mechanisms. Binding negotiated agreements between indigenous peoples, governments, 
companies and the World Bank are needed which can be invoked in the courts if other 
means of redress and dispute resolution fail. Formal policies and appeals procedures should 
be developed to ensure accountability for loan operations, official aid, development 
programmes and projects. These accountability measures should be formulated with 
indigenous peoples with a view to securing our rights throughout the strategic planning and 
project cycles. 

 
♦ Independent oversight mechanisms, which are credible and accessible to indigenous peoples, 

must be established to ensure the compliance by all parties with agreed commitments and 
obligations.  

 
♦ Companies seeking to invest in mining, oil and gas ventures on our lands should also be 

obliged to take out bonds as guarantees of reparations, in the case of damages to our material 
and immaterial properties and values, sacred sites and biological diversity. 

 
♦ We recognise that many mining, oil and gas investments have their origins in national, 

regional and international policy agreements, which often facilitate relaxation of laws, fiscal 
reforms, encouragement of foreign investment and accelerated processes for handing out 
concessions to extractive industries. International agencies, such as the World Bank, 
promote such changes through adjustment and programmatic lending, through technical 
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assistance interventions, country assistance strategies and sectoral reforms. Our experience is 
that often these policy and legal reforms ignore, override or even violate our constitutional 
rights and our rights and freedoms set out in national and international laws. Often the 
impacts of these developments on indigenous peoples are ignored during national planning.  

 
♦ We demand our right to equal and effective participation in these planning processes and 

that they take full account of our rights. Given the country -wide embrace of these national 
strategies, we demand that the agencies such as the World Bank give equal attention to the 
application of existing laws and regulations which uphold our rights in policy and country 
dialogues and financial agreements. Development agencies should give priority to securing 
our rights and ensuring they are effectively implemented before facilitating access to our 
lands by private sector corporations such as extractive industries. Mining laws which deny 
our rights should be revised and replaced. 

 
♦ The World Bank must encourage member states to fulfil their obligations under international 

human rights law and existing national legislation on indigenous peoples' rights.  Consistent 
with the call for "Partnership into Action" by the UN Decade for Indigenous People, we call 
for equal participation by indigenous peoples in the formulation of general Country 
Assistance Strategies and particularly in Indigenous Peoples Development Plans. 

 
♦ Poverty alleviation must start from indigenous peoples’ own definitions and indicators of 

poverty, and particularly address the exclusion and lack of access to decision-making at all 
levels. Rather than being merely lack of  money and resources, poverty is also defined by 
power deficits and absence of access to decision-making and management processes. Social 
and ecological inequalities and injustice breed and perpetuate the impoverishment of 
indigenous peoples.  

 
♦ Independent and participatory environmental, social and cultural assessments must be 

carried out prior to the start of projects, and our ways of life respected throughout the project 
cycle, with due recognition and respect for matrilineal systems and women's social position. 

 
♦ As indigenous peoples, we do not reject development but we demand that our development 

be determined ourselves according to our own priorities. Sustainable development for 
indigenous peoples is secured through the exercise of our human rights, and enjoying the 
respect and solidarity of all peoples.  We are thus empowered to make our contributions and 
to play our vital role in sustainable development.  

 
A Call for Action and Solidarity 
 
We call on the international community and regional bodies, governments, the private sector, 
civil society and all indigenous peoples to join their voices to this Indigenous Peoples 
Declaration on the Extractive Industries. 
 
We call on the World Bank’s Extractive Industries Review to uphold our recommendations and 
to carry through their implementation in the World Bank Group’s policies, programmes, projects 
and processes. 
 
We also recommend a discussion on this theme at the upcoming meeting of the United Nations 
Permanent Forum on Indigenous Issues. We call on the Permanent Forum to insist on respect for 
our human rights by companies, investors, governments and development agencies involved in 
the extractive industries. The Permanent Forum must promote understanding of the negative 
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impacts of the extractive industries on the economic, cultural, social and spiritual well-being of 
indigenous peoples and appropriate safeguard policies. The World Bank, as part of the United 
Nations family, should report to the Forum on how it proposes to amend its policy on 
indigenous peoples, in conformity with international law and the recognition of indigenous 
rights.  
 
We also propose that further discussions on this theme of ‘Indigenous Peoples, Human Rights 
and Extractive Industries’ are held at the UN Working Group on Indigenous Populations 
(UNWGIP) with a view to developing new standards on this matter, in conformity with the 
Working Group’s mandate. 
 
We call for democratic national processes to review strategies and policies for the extractive 
industries towards a reorientation to secure sustainable development. 
 
We enjoin all indigenous peoples to unite in solidarity to address the global threats posed by the 
extractive industries. 
 
 
Endnotes: 
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E X E C U T I V E  S U M M A R Y

  CoDevelopment Canada
  October 2003

The Extractive Industries Review, launched by the World Bank Group (WBG) to
discuss its future role in the extractive industries with concerned stakeholders, aims
to produce a set of recommendations that will guide involvement of the WBG in the
oil, gas and mining sectors. CoDevelopment Canada has profiled the portfolio of oil,
gas and mining insured or guaranteed by two arms of the World Bank Group,
reviewed cases of investment and discussed the mandate of poverty alleviation with
WBG staffers. The principal focus of the work has been on community perceptions of
the impacts and benefits of investment in the extractive industries, and anticipated
contributions of these industries to poverty alleviation.  

This document reviews the range of anticipated impacts and benefits in the following
regions: Africa, Asia, Eastern Europe and Turkey and the Former Soviet Republics
(FSU), and Latin America. This research employed qualitative and quantitative
methods. First, each investment or guarantee by the IFC or MIGA was reviewed
from 1993-2002. Research entailed detailed investigation of each case of investment
using publicly available data. An Access database was built to archive 44 variables
on each case of investment or guarantee. Second, interviews were conducted with
17 individuals within the IFC and MIGA to better understand insider perspectives.
Finally, case studies of IFC investments in Bolivia and Turkey were prepared on
community perspectives on the nearby mining projects.

There is little evidence from the multi-project analysis or the case studies to indicate
investments and guarantees in the extractive industries have had the outcome of
poverty reduction at the local or regional level. The goal of poverty reduction has not
been the prime mover for project development until recently. The WBG, under
pressure from civil society and from internal champions for change, has become
more attuned to the issue of poverty at the sub-national level in recent years. The
key conclusions of this study are:

• There is little evidence to indicate that poverty alleviation is achieved through
direct investments and guarantees in the extractive industries. The multi-
project analysis and the case studies indicate that historic project funding in
the extractive industries has not had the main goal or the outcome of poverty
reduction.

• A key benefit of investment for communities near the extractive industries
involves upgrading of public services due to investments or guarantees,
although government capacity and transparency with revenue remains a key
concern. These investments are typically made to improve project proponent
capacity to operate in an area but benefits can extend to the broader
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population. There is little evidence that these public services reach the
poorest people.

• Qualitative investigation reveals that the poor do not benefit from the
extractive industries. In-depth qualitative research reveals that investments
that might look like contributions to poverty alleviation (i.e., electrification of a
region, potable water systems) do not benefit the poorest because tariffs are
out of reach or distribution systems are not egalitarian.

• Community support for mining is apparent in one case study: the mine in
Turkey. At the same time, citizens launch many complaints with this mine.

• The key drivers of poverty are not reflected in the portfolio or the project goals
of the extractive industries. Gold mines and oil and gas fields comprise the
bulk of the IFC and MIGA portfolio, and the portfolio is largest in Latin
America (whereas the poorest people in the world are in sub-Saharan Africa).
Multinationals are favored in the portfolio as the majority partner, although
many joint ventures are found between these companies and smaller in-
country partners. The short life span associated with these projects is unlikely
to generate long-lasting funds and programs for poverty reduction and the
key economic goals of corporations do not favour poverty alleviation or
development outcomes.

• The bulk of the investments and guarantees are not in the poorest countries
in the world. The most diverse and successful projects occur in Latin
America, whereas in Africa mainly oil, gas and a few gold mines are running.
Economic drivers as well as risk to the investor drive project success and
investments more than development outcomes.

• Communities interviewed for case studies are unaware of the involvement of
the WBG, suggesting a lack of transparency and access to information at
local levels. Communities were able to correctly identify the company, but
often held inflated views of how much ore was extracted and how much
money the corporation made, particularly in Bolivia.  

• There is a need to develop community driven poverty assessments and
evaluations of projects with sequencing of data collection over time. Since
poverty reduction is a key goal, the communities closest to extractive projects
should become involved in participatory assessments of projects, giving prior
informed consent to plans and projects and developing poverty reduction
plans before projects begin.
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A C R O N Y M S  A N D  D E F I N I T I O N S

ARD Acid Rock Drainage, also called acid mine drainage. Acidic-metal rich
water generated from the contact of oxygen and sulfide minerals.

Active Money continues to be loaned to the company and the project is
active. (See Figure 1)

A loan An A-loan is funded with IFC’s own resources and subject to its
agreed loan terms.

A status An assignment made by the WBG which refers to the level of
anticipated environmental or social impact. “A” is the most intensive
impact and all safeguard policies and impact assessments apply.

B status An assignment made by the WBG which refers to the level of
anticipated environmental or social impact. “B” status means there is a
less intensive impact anticipated.

B loan A B-loan is managed by the IFC, but with funds from other banks or
investors whose terms may differ from those of the IFC.

BPD Barrels per day, the unit of measurement for oil extraction.

Brownfield Investment in a pre-existing extractive operation.

Cancelled The WBG went so far as to sign a legal agreement, but did not
disburse the money. Cancellation may occur because project sponsor
does not comply with guidelines, finds other sources of funds, or the
project does not go ahead, among others. (See Figure 1)

Closed The loan has been repaid after the project is complete. (See Figure 1)

Dropped The WBG never disbursed funds. Dropped status may relate a number
of reasons. For example, the sponsor may have gone broke, the
parties may not have agreed on the interest, the sponsors may have
decided against IFC involvement, or sponsor may not have met IFC
guidelines. (See Figure 1)

EIA Environmental Impact Assessment

FDI Foreign Direct Investment

Free Zone Also known as Free Trade Zones (FTZs), these zones are designated
areas for industrial or commercial operations or any other operations
involving in economic growth and development. Foreign and domestic
merchandise removed into Free Zones is eligible for tax and duty
privileges.

FSU Former Soviet Union

FY Fiscal Year (define in relation to WBG)

GDP Gross Domestic Product

Greenfield Investment in a new extractive operation.
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IBRD International Bank for Reconstruction and Development

ICSID International Centre for the Settlement of Investment Disputes

IDA International Development Association

IFC International Finance Corporation

ISO International Standards Organization

MIGA Multilateral Investment Guarantee Agency

NGO Non-governmental organization.

OED Operations Evaluation Department for IBRD and IDA.

PA Poverty Assessment

SME Small/Medium-Sized Enterprise

WBG World Bank Group

WB World Bank (includes IDA and IBRD)
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S E C T I O N  I :
I N T R O D U C T I O N  T O  T H E
R E S E A R C H

C O N T E X T  F O R  E X T R A C T I V E
I N D U S T R I E S  R E V I E W  A N D
R E S E A R C H

The Extractive Industries Review1 investigates the role of the World Bank Group in
oil, gas and mining. Prompted by a Friends of the Earth and non-profit organization
campaigns urging International Financial Institutions to phase out investment in oil,
mining and gas ventures, the World Bank responded by promising a public review.
Since the Bank’s key mandate is to reduce poverty, the Review sets out to
investigate whether or how this is achieved. Many civil society organizations and
academics assert that Bank investment in the extractive industries exacerbates
conflict, slows economic growth, lowers living standards, and bolsters corruption.2

Other EIR sponsored research has concluded that indigenous peoples have not
been consulted and have been negatively affected by Bank projects.3 Community
perspectives on the extractive industries are the principal focus of this
research—specifically communities surrounding two IFC supported mines in Bolivia
and Turkey. Community members interviewed shed light on the impact of investment
at the local and regional level and on the contribution of mining or oil and gas to
poverty alleviation. Research findings, based on in-depth community based research
and a review of IFC and MIGA investments, focus on the following themes:

1. Community perspectives on benefits from mining or oil and gas development
and practices that contributed to these outcomes;

2. Community perspectives on impacts of mining or oil and gas development
and practices that led to these outcomes;

3. Perceptions of the benefits and impacts of WBG involvement in the areas;

4. How extractive industries have or might contribute to poverty reduction and
sustainable development; and

5. Conditions under which WBG involvement in extractive industries are most
useful and criteria (indicators) for assessing this.

                                                  
1 www.eireview.org
2 Scott Pegg, Poverty Reduction or Poverty Exacerbation. 2003. Shannon Lawrence, Exposing
the World Bank’s “Development Effectiveness” Rhetoric, 2002.
3 Tebtebba Foundation and Forest People’s Program. Extracting Promises: Indigenous peoples,
extractive industries and the World Bank. 2003.
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P O V E R T Y  A L L E V I A T I O N  A N D
T H E  W O R L D  B A N K  G R O U P

The World Bank Group (WBG) established poverty reduction as central to its mission
during Roberta McNamara’s thirteen-year tenure (1968-1981), when it shifted from
“closing the gap between industrial and developing countries to alleviating world
poverty.”4 The most common measurements of poverty are based on income. A
person is considered poor if his or her consumption or income level falls below a
minimum level necessary to meet basic needs.5 The WBG generally collects data on
poverty reduction through sample surveys at the household level and reports data at
the country level.6 The WBG generally measures at a country scale; citizens rarely
do. Thus this report uses WBG criteria to assess the impact of projects with
investments or guarantees by the WBG at a regional and local level.

Only two arms of the WBG are reviewed in this report: the Multilateral Investment
Guarantee Agency (MIGA) and the International Finance Corporation (IFC). As the
private guarantor and the investment arm of the World Bank Group, respectively,
they are of particular interest. The World Bank Group consists of five institutions,7 all
owned by member countries that carry ultimate decision-making power. The term
"World Bank Group" encompasses all five institutions; the term "World Bank" refers
specifically to two of the five, the International Bank for Reconstruction and
Development (IBRD) and International Development Association (IDA). In the mining
sector, IBRD and IDA often provides loans to provide financial and technical support
to mining countries to enable them “to assess, adjust, and reform their mining
development programs. The reform centers on stimulating greater private sector
participation, privatizing state-owned assets, and establishing the conditions for
sustainable minerals development.”8

Each arm functions independently, although their services, loans and guarantees
often buttress each other. For example, while the IFC provided financing to the new
aluminum smelter in Mozambique, MIGA provided advice to the government on
establishing a free trade zone. IDA money was loaned to the government to promote
institutional reform, development of the geological knowledge base and an
environmental management system, and the establishment of a Mining Project
Coordination Unit.9

                                                  
4 Tamar Gutner. Banking on the Environment: Multilateral development banks and their
environmental performance in Central and Eastern Europe. 2002, p. 50.
5 World Bank Group. Measuring Poverty. http://www.worldbank.org/poverty/mission/up2.htm.
Viewed July 7, 2003.
6 Ibid., 2003.
7 The other branches of the WBG are International Bank for Reconstruction and Development
(IBRD), the International Development Association (IDA) and the International Centre for the
Settlement of Investment Disputes (ICSID).
8 WB and IFC. Mining Reform and the World Bank: Providing a policy framework for
development. 2003, p. 7.
9 IDA. 2001. Mineral Resources Capacity Building Project.
http://www4.worldbank.org/sprojects/Project.asp?pid=P001808
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International Finance Corporation (IFC)

The IFC was established in 1956 as the “private sector arm.” Today, the IFC is the
world’s largest multilateral source of loan and equity financing for private sector
projects in developing countries. The mission is “to promote private sector
investment in developing countries, which will reduce poverty and improve people’s
lives.”10

Multilateral Investment Guarantee Agency (MIGA)

MIGA was established in 1988 with a mandate to encourage the flow of foreign
direct investment (FDI) to its developing member countries for economic purposes.
MIGA offers long-term political risk insurance coverage to eligible investors against
risks such as transfer restriction, expropriation, breach of contract or war and civil
disturbance. MIGA offers guarantees, as well as technical assistance programs to
aid member countries in attracting FDI.

MIGA does not provide a large proportion of its guarantees to the extractive
industries; given this fact, less attention is paid in this report to its role. MIGA’s has
issued guarantees for foreign investment in only six oil and gas projects since  1994
and has issued insurance for 24 mining projects, out of a total of 378 projects with
foreign investment. 11

F R A M E W O R K  F O R  A S S E S S I N G
B E N E F I T S  A N D  I M P A C T S

The methods for assessing impacts and benefits at a macro and micro level vary. In
this study, the framework for understanding what changes occur due to investment
in the extractive industries is drawn largely from WBG literature. Although it is
acknowledged that many analysts disagree with this framework, this approach was
selected, as it is the WBG methodology and framework that drives project selection,
implementation and evaluation. These categories of impacts and benefits have been
used throughout this study to evaluate at local and regional levels whether poverty
alleviation is an outcome of investments and guarantees.

Potential Benefits of Mining, Oil and Gas for the Poor

Poverty reduction, according to the perspective of WBG analysts, is closely tied to
growth in gross domestic product per capita, which "whether based on the creation
of mineral wealth or on other assets, can also be expected to reduce poverty profiles

                                                  
10 IFC. Promoting environmentally and socially responsible private sector investment.1999.
11 MIGA. MIGA Guarantees in Extractive Industries. Unpublished Appendix submitted to the
Extractive Industries Review.
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overall."12 Analysts assert that micro-effects of managing mineral wealth can be
observed in a variety of ways:

• Jobs. Extractive industries can provide jobs directly at the project site, or
indirect project employment. Bank analysts use a multiplier ranging from two
to 37 to estimate indirect project employment, and assert that it can be as
high as 14 times, as they report in the case of the gold mine Yanacocha,
Peru.13

• Outsourcing. Extractive industry investment may generate growth in lateral or
downstream businesses, generally captured through the multiplier applied to
employment.

• Infrastructure. Extractive industry project funds, and project development in
general, can provide for physical infrastructure—such as development of
roads and ports, provision of power, construction of schools and hospitals.

• Capacity building. Investments can be made to improve social services, such
as health or education, with an aim to increase accessibility to the poor.14

They may also contribute towards education and training.15 Some companies
create foundations, which can help communities learn “how "to organize, how
to negotiate with both companies and central governments, and how to take
advantage of the opportunities offered by the mining operations."16

• Planning. Geoscience and mapping data can aid exploration for mining and
oil and gas.

• Energy provision and/or creation of markets for domestic energy raw
materials.17 Depending on the nature of the project, extractive industry
projects can either provide energy to the national grid (coal, oil and gas
projects), or become major utilizers, and therefore purchasers of, domestic
energy sources. For example, the Mozal aluminum smelter in Mozambique
uses  four times more power than the country does.

• Taxation. Depending on the structure of the taxation system, extractive
industries may be among the largest contributors to the national tax coffers,
and according to Bank staffers can provide from 2-20% of total country tax
receipts.18 Project scale appears to be important, with data from a 2002 study
showing that "investment, production, and fiscal revenues confirmed that the
amounts of investment and production for the large mines are of major
significance to the economies of the Andean countries. By contrast, medium-
scale mines are not significant from a macroeconomic perspective".19

                                                  
12 WB and IFC. Treasure of Trouble? Mining in developing countries, 2002, p. 13.
13 WB and IFC. Large Mines and Local Communities; Forging partnerships, building
sustainability. 2002.
14 Presentation by Monika Weber-Fahr. Mining, Sustainability and Risk. PDAC Convention. 2001.
15 Ibid., p. 7.
16 Ibid., p.7.
17 Weber-Fahr, et al. Mining. In Macroeconomic and Sectoral Approaches? A sourcebook for
poverty reduction. 2002. V. 2.
18 Weber-Fahr. Mining, Sustainability and Development. 2001.
19 Ibid., p. 4.
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Potential Impacts of Mining, Oil and Gas on the Poor

The WBG also notes that projects can have social, cultural and environmental
impacts. Some of the negative impacts noted by the Bank may include:

• Environment. A range of impacts, from air pollution, to noise, to tailings
management or threats to food and water security may be experienced, as
well as global warming.20

• Health and human development. Many projects come with an attendant
increase in prostitution, drug abuse and related diseases, among others.
Companies can mitigate human health impacts.21

• Occupational health and safety. As with human health, companies can
implement systems to reduce impacts on worker health and safety.

• Socio-cultural changes. The influx of people and new technologies can lead
to changes in traditional socio-economic relations, and increase in envy
created by new economic opportunities.22 Extractive industry projects may
also lead to dramatic changes in women’s roles and responsibilities, as well
as their workloads.

• Inadequate planning for mine closure. With economic restructuring, many
projects have experienced job losses. Early closure can lead to increased
poverty and insufficient planning. Budgeting for closure can increase
exposure to risks.

• Negative impacts on non-extractive industry sectors. Housing price increases,
population shifts, and increased pressures on services, among others, may
affect people who are uninvolved in the extractive industries.23

These categories of impacts and benefits have been used throughout this study to
evaluate at a project level whether poverty alleviation is an outcome of investments
and guarantees.

                                                  
20 Gutner, Tamar, 2002.
21 MMSD. Breaking New Ground. London, UK: IIED.
22 This term, envy, used in one publication is not defined. Does the author mean stratification of
wealth through exacerbation of class divisions? Weber-Fahr et al. In Macroeconomic and
Sectoral Approaches? A sourcebook for poverty reduction. 2002. V.2,  p. 8.
23 Ibid., 2002. V. p., 444.
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G O V E R N A N C E  A N D
P O V E R T Y  A L L E V I A T I O N

Governance is a key factor affecting whether the poor will experience positive
benefits of extractive industries, or whether they will only suffer the negative, both at
a national and regional scale. Central governments manage mineral wealth and
distribute wealth to regional or municipal governments, acting as the primary link
from mineral wealth to poverty alleviation. WBG documents identify institutional
stability and strong governance in extractive industry economies as critical to the
success of poverty alleviation. This is a key message of the WBG’s 2002 OED
report,24 echoing previous reports.25 The OED report indicates that Bank analysis of
governance or institutional stability in advance of investment is weak. Interviewees at
the WBG support this analysis and extended it to the IFC, suggesting that
coordination between investment and policy analysts in different branches of the
Bank is weak, although intra-organizational cooperation is showing improvement
over time. The OED report found:

Most extractive industry projects are not the result of a governance-informed
sector assistance strategy. Even in those (projects) that followed governance-
focused Country Assistance Strategies, there is no indication that the decision to
support increased investment was preceded by an analysis that considered the
likely benefits and risks of such investment in the light of the quality of
governance.26

The IFC and WB recognize a need to build "institutional stability and improve
economic management is most urgent in countries where the mining sector
dominates an economy and where poor economic management and weak
institutions are persistent features."27 And further, the suggestion is made to involve
multilateral institutions and bilateral donor agencies to support these countries
through programs specifically dedicated to strengthening governance, economic
management, and institutional capacity.28

Governance clearly needs to be addressed if the goal of poverty reduction is to be
achieved. One of the issues exposed through this project is that there has been little
examination of the entire portfolio of extractive industry projects. CoDevelopment
Canada and the Extractive Industries Review have attempted to fill this analytical
gap.

                                                  
24 World Bank, OED, Evaluation of the World Bank Group’s Activities in the Extractive Industries
Factoring in Governance. Washington, 2002.
25 See Lawrence, 2002.
26 OED,  p. iii.
27 WB and IFC. Treasure of Trouble? Mining in developing countries, 2002, p. V.
28 Ibid.
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M E T H O D O L O G Y

CoDevelopment Canada employed qualitative and quantitative methods for this
study. To begin with, we developed a database (using Access Software) to manage
independent variables on all current and abandoned extractive industry projects with
funding from the IFC and MIGA during the period of 1993-2002. Each oil, gas and
mine project was reviewed by a researcher. Investments by the IFC were
categorized by their status in the portfolio. Figure 1 portrays the process for
investment decisions by the IFC. Many factors can contribute to a project becoming
dropped or cancelled, such as change of project by the sponsor, partnerships with
other investors, or inability of the sponsor to comply with WBG guidelines or best
practice, among others.

Data collection relied on available data on investments and guarantees from the
Bank website, newspaper archives, economic databases, and existing gray
literature. It should be noted that information that is not available or requires a fee for
access does not form a basis for this report. Our interest was to profile the existing
portfolio using existing publicly available information.29 The Access database was
used to analyze patterns, manage data and develop tables included in this report.

Analysis of the patterns of investment was done to identify the main trends in
investment on a geographic basis. Data variables investigated for each project in the
IFC and MIGA portfolio include:

• Project name and region

• Country and country risk (as assessed by the WBG: high, medium and low)

• Project life, status and description

• Reserve size, grade and tonnage

• World Bank Category (A, B or C)

• Project value and Bank contribution

• Population

• Accidents and fatalities

• Project open and close date

• Closure plan and description

• Resettlement

• Employee numbers and relocation

• Development, environmental and social impacts

                                                  
29 The argument behind this rationale is both logistical and philosophical. Logistically, NGOs like
CoDevelopment do not have access to funds needed to get information available on corporate
"insider" databases. Philosophically, it is in the interests of the Extractive Industries Review to
determine just how much information on these publicly funded projects is available for that
selfsame public's perusal. Only with accessibility and transparency, the argument goes, will
accountability follow.
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• Poverty indicators. Poverty indicators that were investigated are at a country
level, drawn from the Human Development Index. For example, we included
stunting of children under the age of five, infant mortality, and education
statistics, among others.

In-depth case studies were completed in Bolivia and Turkey. After reviewing all
cases with IFC and MIGA investments and guarantees, we narrowed down projects
for community research by eliminating:

• Closed or dropped projects;

• Coal, consulting, credit facilities and smelters, because they represent a small
proportion of the portfolio, and

• New or repaid projects.

We chose to review two mining projects, both an underground and surface mine, so
that we might usefully compare and contrast results. Interviews in each site were
conducted with close to 50 individuals in each case, using parallel interview guides
and processes. Individuals from the region completed the case studies, ensuring
familiarity with local culture. Finally, data was verified and corrected through
interviews with 17 IFC and MIGA staff members. Data from interviews is integrated
throughout the report.

R E P O R T  O U T L I N E

Section 1 provides the background for this research. Section 2 presents the results
of the reviews of community perspectives on the extractive industries. Section 3
provides all raw data from the study, including summaries of investments and
guarantees and review of the two case studies. The reader will find summaries of the
investments and guarantees of the IFC and MIGA broken down on a geographical
basis in this section. Each region is reviewed and analyzed, and tables summarizing
investments and guarantees are included. In Section 4, the data is discussed in
depth. Finally, Section 5 captures the main conclusions and recommendations of the
study.  Appendix 1 and 2 include the case studies commissioned for this research
(Bolivia and Turkey) and Appendix 3 captures all the tables. They are included
separately in order to reduce the overall size of the report.
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Figure 1: Process for Developing an IFC Loan
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S E C T I O N  2 :  C O M M U N I T Y
P E R S P E C T I V E S

S U M M A R Y  O F  C A S E  S T U D I E S

CoDevelopment Canada commissioned in-depth reviews of community perspectives
of mines in two countries, Bolivia and Turkey. Researchers from the regions, familiar
with the political and cultural context, carried out research in the field during July of
2003, relying on documentation and open-ended interviews with up to fifty people in
each case. Full research reports are available as separate documents (See
Appendix 1). Key findings are summarized in this section. Although generalizations
cannot be made about the entire portfolio of the IFC based on these two case
studies these cases are illustrative of perceptions of current practice by companies
that are partners to the IFC. We did not select MIGA guarantees or oil and gas
operations for investigation because MIGA has a comparatively small portfolio and
we aimed to have a basis for cross-case comparison by reviewing two cases of
mining.

Findings common to the two cases are that virtually no one interviewed for the
studies was aware financing for the mine came from the IFC. In addition, community
members felt that the respective companies have not been transparent about
communication mechanisms, grievance procedures and social and environmental
issues. Finally, and most importantly, no one interviewed in this research felt that
mining investment had contributed significantly to poverty alleviation in either
country.

Bolivia’s Puquio Norte open-pit gold mine

Dr. Fernando Loayza Careaga and Ismael Franco of Andean Investments S.A.,
subcontracted by CoDevelopment Canada, conducted this evaluation of community
perceptions. For a full summary of the case study, please see Appendix 1.

Compañia Minera de Sur (COMSUR), a medium-sized poly-metallic mining
company, requested IFC's support to finance the development of a gold mine at
Puquio Norte in 1994. The project consisted of the development of a small open-pit
mine and related facilities. The project processed about 500,000 tonnes per annum
of ore, yielding about 33,000 ounces per annum of gold. This represented
COMSUR's first gold mining project and reduced the company’s dependence on its
traditional revenue sources of zinc, lead and silver. The loan to Puquio Norte
involved US$22 million (estimated) of which IFC will provide an "A" loan of US$7.5
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million, a "B" loan of $5.0 million, and an income-participating loan of $0.8 million.30
The mine closed in 2002.

This mine was chosen for review for a number of reasons. First, as a recently closed
mine, community perceptions of the company and the mine are likely to be relatively
well formed, as opposed to a more recent investment. Second, the mine is close to a
small community, especially the community of San Ramón, but also half-way
between the cities of Santa Cruz and Trinidad. Third, this loan has been followed by
other loans to other COMSUR mines, so practice in this mine can be indicative of
future efforts by this same company. And finally, this mine falls under the IFC’s
Category A status, which implies that it may have profound environmental and social
impacts and that it should be privy to the highest standard of evaluation.

Key findings include:

• The principal positive impact of the presence of the mine in the area is seen in
public services, through improved electricity and water distribution systems;

• The poor have experienced a marginal trickle down of money, public services
and health and education opportunities through this mining investment. The
poorest people in the region are still not connected to water distribution systems,
cannot access electricity and were not employed by the mine.

• Community members historically have had little access to information about the
mine, although some data on reclamation and environment has been
disseminated. Community members have three key information needs, including:
possible future impacts on the environment, amount of taxation and royalties paid
to the state, and details of the support given to the municipal authorities by the
mine. In the absence of information, community members have inflated visions of
how much money has gone to the state and how much gold has been extracted
and processed. Without past transparency on finances and taxation, community
members distrust the company and the government.

Using the World Bank Group’s own categories of impacts and benefits that are
anticipated through mining investment (See description in Introduction of this report),
this case study has determined interviewees perceive the following impacts and
benefits due to the presence of this mine in the region:

• Employment: The company employed roughly 120 people (although this varied
from 80-120 through the seven years of operation), and paid salaries
approximately five percent higher than local salaries. Around 70-90 jobs were
provided to San Ramon residents, a highly mixed population due to large
population inflows before the mine was established. Only 10-30 jobs were
provided to natives of San Ramón. The remaining employees were brought to
the region from the west of Bolivia.

• Outsourcing: There was a marginal increase in services and goods procured
from local business owners, restaurants and hotels, due to the fact that the area

                                                  
30 IFC. Project Documentation. 2002.
http://wbln0018.worldbank.org/IFCExt/spiwebsite1.nsf/0/a53375bdd9e1ca3e852568b00064a34f?
OpenDocument. Reviewed July 8, 2003.
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had already experienced an influx of business from highway construction and
artisanal mining.

• Infrastructure: Electricity and water provision greatly improved during the tenure
of the mine. In partnership with other agencies, the company funded
improvements to electricity provision systems through partial financing of a gas
pipeline, and also funded a study regarding possibilities for new water systems.
Upgrading was achieved on both water and electricity. The poorest people still
cannot afford to pay for electricity or water, and prices are anticipated to increase
as the company leaves maintenance of the systems to other organizations,
particularly of gas pipeline to a local company. Prices for electricity are 180%
higher in San Ramón than in the nearby community of Santa Cruz. The tariff is
high because the region is sparsely populated with low population density. As a
result, only 35% of the community can afford access to electricity. The company
also bequeathed buildings that
were in use by the mine to the
community, after being
pressured to do so by the
municipality.

• Capacity building: The mine
provided funds to support the
children of employees in the
mine, as well as 25% of the
funds for six classrooms. With
closure, there will be less
money available. The
community already had a
hospital, but the mine paid for
employee health benefits,
which increased funds
available for the hospital and
salaries. There is no transition program for the hospital now that the mine is
shutting down.

• Taxation. The mine did not publish amounts paid to provincial administration,
even though the community continues to seek this transparency.

On the other hand, the mine has negative impacts as well:

• Environmental impacts. This study did not investigate in depth the environmental
impacts, but did determine that although the company was open to provide
environmentally related information, a majority of community people doubt the
accuracy of this information.  They have not received or were exposed to
independent environmental assessments or reviews.    

• Health and developmental impact. Community members report no significant
increase in prostitution or use of alcohol in the area.

• Sociocultural changes: There has been huge in-migration to the zone, which has
allowed for the mixing of cultures, due to the building of a new highway and gold
mining. The western culture has predominated, with some external clues to the

Women’s work is still unaffected by modernization.

 Photo: Ismael Franco
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change this implies. Spanish has overtaken Quechua and Aymara, women are
not wearing traditional dress, and more single mothers are apparent after the
zone opened up to informal mining and transportation. These are clues to the
cultural change that is occurring in the region, although this is certainly not due
solely to the presence of
the mine. With respect
to gender issues,
women are not involved
in the mine, but are
seen in more political
posts than they
previously were.

Closure risks: Many of the
workers at Puquio Norte
have been offered work at
the new underground Don
Mario mine, also developed
by COMSUR with IFC
loans. Only 30 people have
accepted the offer, and they
stay at the mine and return
on days off to their families.
The mine is now closed and
is guarded by two people, which has proven insufficient. When rumours of remaining
gold began to flourish, artisanal miners flooded the mine and through they found no
gold, they did scavenge the lining of the walls of the dykes from the tailing dam to
use as material for the roofs of their houses. This poses a security and safety risk to
the mine and surrounding areas.

• Non-mining sectors: In-migration has changed the fabric of the population, put
some pressure on housing and increased the cost of living in the region. Without
the presence of the mine, the government will need to pick up education,
healthcare and infrastructure costs for the region.

Buildings given to the municipality by the mine.

Photo: Ismael Franco
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Turkey’s Cayeli Bakir underground mine

Dr. Ayse Kadayifci-Orellana of American University, subcontracted by
CoDevelopment Canada, conducted this evaluation of community perceptions.

Cayeli Bakir Isletmeleri (CB) is a copper and zinc underground mine located in
Cayeli district of Province of Rize in northeastern Turkey. Canadian mining
company, Inmet Mining, owns 55% of CB and Eti Holding, a government institution,
owns the remainder. Although mining activities date back to 1930s, the CB Project
began in 1990 and commercial production started in 1994. The company may
access new ore, extending the operation by seven to eight years, leaving the mine
operative for another 13 years.

CB produces copper and zinc concentrates destined to foreign smelters. These
concentrates are exported through the port facilities at Rize. CB received a US$75
million loan from the IFC. This loan was given to the company in two installments of
US$45 million and US$30 million. According to IFC, the project set out to develop an
underground copper and zinc mine in the region with associated concentrator and
infrastructure.31 CB produces copper concentrates at 160,000 tonnes per annum
(tpa) and zinc concentrates at 90,000 tpa. With its private sector majority
shareholding it is the first mine to be established as a foreign operated joint venture
in Turkey.

This mine was chosen for review for a number of reasons. As with the case study in
Bolivia, this mine has been around for a while, thus opinions should be well formed.
Second, the mine is close to two communities: Madenli and Cayeli, with populations
of 3720 and 26,000 respectively. And finally, this mine also falls under the IFC’s
Category A status, which implies that it may have profound environmental and social
impacts and that it should be privy to the highest standard of evaluation.

Key findings include:

• Community members in both Cayeli and Madenli perceive the company to be
estranged and isolated from the community, with little to no communication
mechanisms and no grievance options available.

• All community members interviewed for this research were in favour of the mine;
although they feel there has been little to no developmental impact achieved
through its presence.

• There is distrust and concern between the communities and the mine, due in part
to a number of events that were mentioned by interviewees. These events
include: layoffs of injured workers who cannot work underground; hiring of new
subcontractors; suspicions of health impacts due to the mine; concerns with
cracking of the foundations of houses due to use of dynamite at the mine, and
feelings that the mine can influence the police and the inspectors of the mine (a
concern expressed only by a few individuals).

                                                  
31 Project Summary Sheet IFC’s extractive Industries Projects FY1993-FY2001.
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Using the World Bank Group’s own categories of impacts and benefits that are
anticipated through mining investment, this case study has determined interviewees
perceive the following impacts and benefits due to the presence of this mine in the
region:

• Employment: According to the General Manager of the mine, there are 381
employees, with 70 subcontractors. Expatriates hold six positions, including that
of general manager, financial manager, metallurgical manager, technical
manager, chief geologist and mechanical engineer. Wages are roughly $1070 for
local employees per month, with higher salaries going to expatriates. Twenty
women work at the mine, largely in administration, purchasing, laboratories and
marketing.

• Outsourcing: The company estimates that US$4.2 million in contracts and
expenses go to the local economy, and another equal amount goes to net salary
payments. The General Manager anticipates that 31% of annual revenues stay in
the province of Rize which includes Cayeli and Madenli. Community members
don’t feel that outsourcing occurs frequently enough. For example, concerns
were raised with an Israeli company contracted to develop an underwater piping
system. Also, metal processing doesn’t take place in Turkey, another missed
value-added opportunity.

• Infrastructure: The company maintains that they contribute to infrastructure
through consumption of electricity and water. Also in the past they have provided
funds for upgrading of a football field, and a heating system for the school.

• Capacity building: There are no known contributions made by this company to
health initiatives. Programs for employees include first aid and drivers training.
The company provided supplies to schools and scholarships for some students,
but expenditures are not known nor is duration of these contributions. The
municipality of Madenli uses royalties to provide scholarships to students.

• Taxation. By law, the company provides two percent royalties to the municipality,
amounting to US$230 million in FY2002. Also, the company estimates that they
pay real estate tax of $85 million and charges for electricity of $4-5,000. The
municipality of Madenli is one of a few municipalities that is debt free to the
central government. Money is used to rebuild roads damaged by the company,
build new water ways that are damaged by mine explosions, but also to provide
scholarships to students. Approximately 63 students have been provided
scholarships recently. Community members did not mention worries or
suspicions with respect to misuse of these funds, and most were aware that the
company pays taxes and royalties.

According to interviewees, the mine has impacts as well:

• Environmental impacts. Citizens are largely concerned with impacts of dust,
noise and impacts of dynamite use in the region. Although they have raised
complaints to the mine, interviewees feel that management has been
unresponsive about these concerns, especially about the issue of dust around
the port. On the whole, citizens were satisfied with what they knew of
environmental management procedures, but had concerns about these issues.
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• Citizens complain of changes to the water table in the region, damage to the
water supply system, municipal road damage, and damage sustained to houses
through dynamite use in the area. Villagers argue that dynamite explosions three
times a day (7:30 am, 3:30 pm and 11:30 pm) wake children and cause damage
to their houses. Investigators that were informed of damage inspect damage that
has been complained about, but because they inform the mine of their visits, the
mine is vigilant when they are about and blasting within regulations. Villagers
also complain of landslides in the region. Some people have pursued claims
against the mine for damages to houses, but with little success. Most people
refrain for fear of losing their jobs (or the jobs of relatives).

• Health and developmental impact. Interviews with labourers or family related to
mine staff reveal that people are generally satisfied with the health and safety
standards of the mine. When accidents do occur, the onus is placed on the
employee to pursue a claim through
the courts. Until a court assigns fault,
the company will not compensate a
worker. Further, community
members are concerned that the
dust from the mine may lead to lung
disease. The company has not
endeavored at all to communicate
health and safety issues to the
broader population. Community
members have noticed some
minimal increase in prostitution, but
associate this with the opening up of
the border, and alcohol abuse.

• Sociocultural changes: The prospect
of employment at the mine has led to
an influx of people from other
regions, but this is not solely
associated with the mine. There was
also immigration to the region for the
tea production and construction
work. Subcontractors came to the
area from the south east of turkey
come to Cayeli to work in the mine.
The region is fairly well developed,
with a strong culture and
infrastructure, so community
members have not noticed changes
in values or culture. There has been no change in the status of women. Some
women were compensated when they sold their land to the company. It is family
practice to gift less desirable agricultural land to daughters and hence women
largely owned the undesirable land surrounding the mine. Their resulting
increase in wealth was the cause of some envy in the area.

The owner of this seriously damaged house claimed he lost his
case against the mine because the inspector who came to
determine the damage was "influenced".
Photo: Ayse Kadayifci-Orellana.
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• Closure risks: The mine has
begun planning for closure,
although details are sketchy at
this point. No one in the
community was able to identify
when the mine would close,
highlighting the marked lack of
communication between the
communities and the mine.

• Non-mining sectors: There has
been an increase in rent in the
region.

Children from the community watch interviews.

Photo: Ayse Kadayifci-Orellana.
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S E C T I O N  3 :  S E C T O R  R E V I E W

S U M M A R Y  O F
A F R I C A N  P O R T F O L I O

In this section, the guarantees and investments made by the IFC and MIGA are
reviewed on a geographical basis. Each investment was profiled, using the methods
described in the Methodology description in Section I. A further breakdown by oil and
gas vs. mining is made, considering the vast differences between the two industries.
Each section reviews the benefits and impacts that can be anticipated based on the
available literature on each case. It should be noted that data is scarce for many
variables. For example, oil and gas projects rarely report the number of employees.
In the absence of guidelines on reporting, each company reports data on
employment, capacity building, and other variables in its own unique way. Although
researchers were systematic in their search strategy for data, where data is not
reported, no conclusions can be made about a project. Tables summarizing mining
or oil and gas investments and guarantees for each region are displayed in an
Appendix (See Appendix 2).

Africa - Mining

The IFC and MIGA have invested in and guaranteed 12 mining projects (11 by IFC
and one by MIGA) in Africa. Gold mines are an economic success in Mali, Ghana
and Tanzania. However, base metal mines are closing for a variety of reasons,
including price of commodity collapse (Kasese), uneconomic deposits (Syama), and
conflict (Sierra Rutile) (See Table 1: Status of Mining Projects in Africa). Konkola
Copper in Zambia no longer has investment from the IFC after the mining company,
Anglo-American, withdrew from the mine, although the mine continues to run. Many
of these mines have prematurely closed—and although the prospect of reopening
exists, they have raised expectations and provided employment for a short period of
time. Only four mines continue to operate, and these are all gold mines, although an
aluminum smelter in Mozambique is currently expanding capacity.

Many new jobs have been maintained or created with the assistance of WBG project
investments (a minimum of 3815 in Africa through mining). Some of these jobs have
subsequently lost their jobs due to mine shutdowns (1600).  Mines are shutting down
for reasons noted above and employment losses at individual mine sites range from
100 to 1000 (See Table 2: Employment Figures). It is also unclear how the
companies or the World Bank worked with people post-closure to gain new
livelihoods.

Overall, spending and support by mining and oil and gas companies in health,
education and social programs is extremely variable (See Table 2 and 7). Some
companies report huge investments in education and health, with some even
reporting their programs for communication of project developments. Others
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communicate little to nothing—and while this is not necessarily proof that nothing is
being done, it points in that direction. Land use clearly impacts communities as well,
and in some regions extraction activities are dominant, particularly in operations in
Ghana. In some cases, resettlements have been a reality of project development but
data is scarce on most resettlements. All reported resettlement programs in Africa
are related to mining rather than oil/gas projects. Projects that have included
resettlements are:

• Chad-Cameroon Pipeline Some, but unclear on numbers;

• Ghanaian Australian Two villages resettled, unclear how many
families;

• Kahama Mining Corporation Artisanal miners resettled, unclear how many;
concerns with legality but resettlement prior to
MIGA guarantee;

• Kasese Cobalt Nine families resettled;

• Konkola Copper mine 1000 relocated from a Lubengele tailings dam
area. Consistent with WBG guidelines;

• Mozal Smelter Eighty-six households were relocated and
provided with housing, water supply, agricultural
land and agricultural inputs as per the publicly
disclosed Resettlement Action Plan for the
Beluluane Industrial Park. Agricultural land and
agricultural inputs were provided to an
additional 1,200 households having some claim
to the project and surrounding areas. The
conditions of the project affected population are
monitored on a quarterly basis by an
independent consultancy.

• Sadiola mine Two villages with 1,750 people; and

• Sierra Rutile 14 villages and 5600 people.

Resettlement guidance is constantly evolving at the WBG, but the fact that statistics
are not consistently reported and are vague, is reflective of the tendency in the past
to resettle without substantive monitoring or follow-up.  

Some investments in upgrading and environmental clean up are noted. Further,
roughly half of the investments are in new mines. A few investments in brownfield
mines (already open mines) have improved performance or cleaned up existing
problems, such as acid rock drainage. Most brownfield investments aim to improve
performance. Zambia’s copper mine was promising because of the hope of
implementing new technologies to reduce environmental impacts, but the mine is in
a tailspin, after a major foreign investor withdrew from the project. Similarly,
Uganda’s cobalt operation was an example of environmental remediation through
mining. The mine was re-working old tailings with the spin off benefit of reducing the
availability of heavy metals that were leaching from a previous operation. After its
recent closure, concerns for renewed acid rock drainage arise. New mines, or
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greenfield investments, are seen in roughly half of the cases (See Table 3: Project
Descriptions).

All projects generate revenue for governments over a short period of time. Many are
partially state-owned (See Table 2: Employment Figures). Some of the larger
investments by the WBG in projects have been seen in the smelter in Mozambique,
large scale mines in Mali and through guarantees for political risk insurance in
Tanzania (See Table 5: Investment and Guarantees). One of the largest
contributions to country revenue is seen in the Mozal aluminum smelter in
Mozambique. Many of the projects have had short lifespans (See Table 4: Mine
Project Lives in Africa) due to unanticipated closures, hence their net contribution to
poverty reduction through state programs can be anticipated to be low.

Very few projects describe in depth their personnel training, education and capacity
building, although one project directly invests in building mining expertise in Africa.
Mining and Contracting services (MACS)32 is a joint venture between two
companies, Ausdrill and Henry Walker Eltin of Australia, which aims to build the
capacity of African Mining companies to integrate environmental management
systems. The company is to provide contracting services to mining companies and in
Africa is already consulting in Ghana.

Very few mines have publicly available closure plans in place, although this is an IFC
requirement. Five of the mines have closure plans and the details available on them
are very sparse. Closure plans, as well as social and environmental impact
assessments, are becoming a standard for operation, and should be developed to
avoid the phenomena of orphaned mines. Also, communities surrounding mines that
are shut down may or may not be suffering from the affects of the shut down—but
without documentation, onlookers are unable to judge.

A recent trend in African investments is towards establishing credit facilities or
consulting firms— with the aim of building small and medium scale enterprises. For
example, loans and equity investments to two Australian mining firms have
established the aforementioned MACS, a firm that will provide expertise on
environmental management systems to mines in Africa. A Local Contract Credit
Facility in Nigeria is another example of the nature of support for small and medium
scale enterprises, provided indirectly through a partnership between the IFC, Shell
Oil and Diamond Bank.

This Local Contract Credit Facility represents an investment risk—it will involve
funding and designing a $30 million facility to “provide financing to local oil service
contractors, working with a leading Nigerian bank and the largest oil producer, Shell.
The project generated controversy because the Niger Delta is a politically sensitive
region and a difficult terrain in which to generate sustainable economic activity.”33

IFC’s Annual Report acknowledges the risk this project involves, in that it provides
working capital and medium-term financing to allow local firms to expand the

                                                  
32 Henry Walker Eltin, one of the sponsors, is one of the world’s largest contracting companies
that provides earth moving services in addition to environmental services.
33 IFC 2002c.
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businesses they can do with Shell’s joint-venture company in Nigeria. The reputation
of Shell in this region has been criticized for many years.

Both institutions offer technical assistance to companies and governments. For
example, MIGA advised Mozambique in 2002 in its free zone development efforts
under the World Bank-funded Enterprise Development Project. “The Beluzone site is
attractive to suppliers of goods and services to Mozal (the aluminum smelter with
loans from IFC) and will feature an industrial park where local businesses that link to
free zone firms will be encouraged to locate.34

Africa – Oil and gas

The IFC and MIGA have invested in or provided guarantees to 12 oil and gas
projects through the years 1993-2002 (with two loans still not disbursed).

Oil and gas investments seem to continue to be open, generating revenues for
governments, and therefore are faring better for longevity than mining
investments—although data is limited. Loans continue to be provided, and more
loans are active than are closed (See Table 6: Status of Oil and Gas). A number of
loans and projects have been dropped (in Cote D’Ivoire, Tunisia and Nigeria) for
reasons that are unclear. If the above discussion seems somewhat vague, this is
reflective of the fact that accessing information on oil and gas extraction projects
proves much more difficult than in the hard rock mining industry.

The picture of employment is difficult to draw for oil and gas investments, as records
on employees are not as easily found as in mining. With some of the larger
investments, a record number of employees are found, such as in the Chad-
Cameroon pipeline project where 12,000 people will work (including construction).
Figures available for other sites show low numbers for employment, such as in the
Pecten offshore fields in Cameroon, where only 200 people work (See Table 7:
Employment Figures).

Oil and gas investments have been made in smaller capital projects as well as in
extension of credit to build up indigenous firms. Two investments stand out as
different from the usual extension of loans to large scale and medium scale projects.
These include a credit or revolving fund project which extends funds through specific
organizations (e.g., through Shell and Diamond Bank to applicants in the region) and
the credit extended to Adamac, an indigenous contractor in Nigeria. The former
investment has been criticized because of the risk of tarnishing reputation capital
through associating with Shell (See Table 8: Project Descriptions). Another loan to
an UK based company, Osprey, will provide seed capital to cover the establishment
and operational costs of the company for one year. The IFC will also provide
financing for smaller, domestic operators and oil producers and service providers in
Africa. The IFC and the Crédit Lyonnais Bank of France are both involved. (Note:
These two investments are not profiled in the data tables as funds are not
disbursed).

                                                  
34 MIGA. 2002.
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Closure plans, though they may be in place, are rarely mentioned and project life is
also hard to track. Information is less easily accessed on a few variables in the oil
and gas sector, including on closure plans, project life and employment. Indeed, very
few projects describe their plans for closure. With respect to project life (See Table
9: Project Lives), because the reserves are large, many investments should last for a
minimal of 10 years, barring closure for other reasons.

Oil and gas investments tend to be in large reserves. The total value of many of the
projects is quite high, with the Chad-Cameroon pipeline being the most and the
credit extensions being the least (Adamac and Local Contractor Credit in Nigeria).
(See Table 10: Investments by IFC) Five of the investments are in major fields, with
a high production level of barrels per day (See Table 11: Production levels)
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S U M M A R Y  O F  A S I A N
P O R T F O L I O

Asia’s picture for oil, gas and mining with respect to projects with investments and
guarantees doesn’t resemble any other continent. For example, there is only one
gold mine with investments in this region, reflecting the fact that investment by the
WBG in the region has been focused on energy raw material extraction. Private
banks are very willing to lend in Asia, possibly representing one of the primary
reasons why the IFC and MIGA are not involved in a large number of projects in this
region. MIGA has guarantees for Freeport-McMoran Copper and Gold project and
Grasberg project, both of which were cancelled.

The Asian continent has a focus on gas production, with a previous focus on coal
mines and funding for small and medium scale enterprises. See Table 13: Summary
of Investments Four gas operations and only one oil project received financing in this
continent. As in Africa, the remainder of the portfolio contains a few contract mining
and oil and gas companies received financing to support capital expenditures or to
increase visibility in the sector. Unlike Africa, Asia’s projects are remaining open,
with only two projects dropped or closed. See Table 14: Asia Project Duration.

The employment picture for Asia is difficult to draw, as figures are unavailable for the
small and medium scale enterprises and oil and gas projects. With currently
available data we can account for a minimum of 1521 jobs generated due to
investments in Asia, with the following allocation:

• Niko Resources India 36
• Lasmo Pakistan 235
• Mari Gas Pakistan 400
• PPL-SUI Pakistan 850

Community impacts and benefits are also difficult to anticipate, as the data available
on programs in health, education and infrastructure is minimal. Mari Gas in Pakistan
reports on job creation, as well as the community welfare programs, hospital
services, dispensaries and 240 km of newly constructed road. Community impacts
from the investments made in small and medium scale enterprises are difficult to
gauge, except through financial indicators. The demonstration effect is the intended
development impact the IFC strives toward; how this effect is consistently monitored
is unclear.

A range of environmental impacts and benefits are anticipated by the IFC for each
operation, including the following:

• Niko Increase in air emissions, coastal zone management, waste
management, noise;
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• PPL-SUI Project located in remote area, with no sensitive receptors in
the area with the potential issues of air emissions, handling of
pressurized natural gas;

• Lasmo Use of natural gas over oil; protection of air and water
resources, waste management; provision of low cost gas and
income for taxes, and

• Mari Gas Disposal of increased saline water from increased gas
production with disposal wells drilled, water treatment facilities
installed where appropriate; provision of low cost gas and
income for taxes.

In sum, the Asia portfolio for the IFC is small, compared to every other region and
the MIGA portfolio is non-existent.
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S U M M A R Y  O F  E A S T E R N
E U R O P E ,  T U R K E Y  A N D  F S U

Eastern Europe and Turkey – Oil, Gas and Mining

Eastern Europe hosts few IFC or MIGA investments. There is only one active oil
project and one active mine project. Albania’s open oil project aims to develop new
wells in a brownfield project,  and develop offshore marine loading facilities. Turkey’s
brownfield copper-zinc mine has had difficulty modernizing and has received large
investments by the IFC. See Table 15: Projects in Eastern Europe.

Former Soviet Union - Mining

The region has hosted eight mines, with three active IFC investments and two active
MIGA guarantees. A flashpoint for this region is the Kumtor gold mine in
Kyrghyzstan, guaranteed by MIGA, the site of a 1998 cyanide spill.

Investments in mining in the portfolio contain medium size deposits in operation,
such as the Julietta mine in the Russian Federation, and a number of investments to
Zeravshan mining company to expand their open pits and processing facilities and
support exploration in Tajikistan. Previously funded mines included the Prokovskiy
gold mine, with an enormous reserve that was dropped as an investment sometime
after 1997. Another gold mine, the Amantayta project, received investments for
feasibility studies and early development of leach pads and open pit mines. These
investments are closed or dropped.

Mining projects are entirely focused on gold in this region, with mine lives ranging
from four years to 30 years. See Table 16: Mining Projects in the FSU. Employment
from investments in the region has generated an approximate net recorded minimum
of 3123 jobs (discrepancies in the data, as always, make accurate counts impossible
available). For example the mines record the following employment figures:

• Julietta 223 employees

• Kumtor 1500 employees

• Zervashan 1400 employees

There is no evidence of resettlement in this region from IFC or MIGA reports.
Community and development impacts range (See Table 17 and 18), and as in other
sectors are not a focus of corporate reporting. Each mine has specific concerns,
specifically occupational health and safety, contribution of the project to the local
economy, health and education. Some mines record contributions, such as the
Zeravshan mine, which has made contributions to the Sogdiana hospital, school
system, and municipal water supply and road improvements.

Anticipated environmental concerns range also (See Table 18), but have more
standard reporting requirements, including land use modifications, tailings treatment
and disposal, waste disposal, liquid effluent and solid waste, water resources,
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reclamation and particulate emissions, air and dust emissions, water resources and
water quality, habitat and ecology, tailings impoundment, dam stability and
sedimentation ponds, solid and liquid waste management, handling and storage of
hazardous materials, noise and visual impacts, rehabilitation of old facilities, and
reclamation and closure. Closure plans are not evident for most mines, excluding the
Kumtor mine, which has placed over $5 million in trust. This mine deals with legacy
issues from a previous mine operating until 1995 operated by Omolon Company.
Legacy concerns include ARD and cyanide seepage from tailings. There is not much
detail on the closure plan available. All other mine project records do not refer to
closure plans.

New and more stringent transport and emergency spill response procedures have
been reported at the Kumtor mine. In 1998, the cyanide spill was reported
approximately five hours after the incident occurred. The company would later admit
to its failure in notifying the downstream stakeholders in a timely manner.
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Former Soviet Union – Oil and gas

Eight oil and gas projects have had financing in the Former Soviet Union, with three
projects located in Kazakhstan, four located in the Russian Federation, and the
remaining projects in Georgia. Only five oil loans remain are active at this time (See
Table 19: FSU Oil and Gas Projects). Most of the projects include development or
refurbishment of infrastructure, construction of terminals and pipelines, and
development of oilfields. Georgia’s project to boost production from 2,000 bpd to
4,500 bpd did not proceed and Poland’s investments to test the feasibility of
methane gas production as an alternative to coal production was not considered
economic. The two high price projects in the oil and gas portfolio include Early Oil
and Lukoil Overseas, both aiming to develop fields and double production.
Specifically, development includes the following:

Table 1: Oil and Gas Projects in FSU

Mine Status Country Development

Akshabulak Active Kazakhstan
Development of Akshabulak, Nuraly and Aksay
fields.

Early Oil Active
Azerbaijan,

Georgia
Development of Chirag, Azeri and Deepwater
Gunashli Field complex.

Lukoil
Overseas

Active Kazakhstan

To double crude oil and condensate production and
to increase gas production to 1.3 billion cubic feet
per day. Includes development of Karachaganak
oil, gas, and condensate field and a 635-km
connecting pipeline from the oil field to the Caspian
Pipeline Consortium (CPC), which will transport the
oil through Kazakhstan and Russia to Black Sea.

Polar Lights Active
Russian

Federation

Development of Ardalin field including: construction
of wells, flow lines, central production facility,
pipeline, roads.

Sazankurak Active Kazakhstan
Development of the Sazankurak oil field involves
the expansion of existing facilities.

Bitech Active
Russian

Federation
Development of two fields, Souty Kyrtayel and
Lekker, located in Komi Republic.

Aminex Closed
Russian

Federation
Development of Kirtayel field for oil exports to
Western Europe.

Vasyugan Closed
Russian

Federation
Treatment of existing wells in Tomsk region to
enhance oil production.
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These few projects in oil and gas are modest employers, with a traceable net of
1145 employees in total (See Table 20: FSU Oil and Gas Employment).

Resettlement of two families is found at Sazankurak, with the following information
available about the process. The project sponsor provided apartments and employed
the two male heads of household. The families are content, according to the project
sponsor, as they now have homes, the fathers have jobs, and the children can
attend school. There are two families (11 people total) that live about 1 km from the
site and two more families live within 5 km.

Exceptional reporting on occupational health and safety is noted in two cases,
specifically Lukoil and Polar Lights. Established in 2002, Lukoil Overseas has
outstanding reporting on occupational health and safety, as well as environmental
issues. Lukoil has corporate policies on environmental and social issues. Project
records include environmental and social action plans. These new records are
indicative of reporting after 2002. Requirements are now very different than those for
older projects. Polar Lights has documented strong relationships with indigenous
people and communities, as well as won the Conoco President’s Award for Safety
and Occupational Health. Employees and contractors worked more than 1.3 million
man-hours and almost 600 days without a single recordable injury.

Social impacts that can be anticipated are: local employment, support for local
hospitals, schools, social services, and job creation. Little mention is made of micro-
enterprise in this region.

General environmental impacts to be anticipated are: water and gas management,
erosion, dust, oil spills and gas flaring, air emissions, land disturbance, and noise
(See Table 21: FSU Oil and Gas Impacts).
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S U M M A R Y  O F  L A T I N
A M E R I C A N  P O R T F O L I O

Latin America - Mining

The IFC and MIGA portfolio in Latin America is the largest of all the regions, with 13
mines (only two of which are MIGA), 8 active oil and gas projects (again with two
MIGA) and six other projects (See Table 22: Latin American Mining Projects and
Table 26: Oil and Gas Projects).

Latin American mines are continuing to operate, unlike many of their African
counterparts (See Table 23: Mining Project Descriptions). Only one of the mines, the
Peruvian tungsten mine, has closed, due largely to declining commodity prices. One
of the key differences from Africa is that Latin American mines are quite diversified,
with investments in precious and industrial minerals, including copper, silver, iron
ore, zinc, nickel, kaolin and gold mines. Some of the largest mines in the IFC and
MIGA portfolios are found here, including a major gold mine (Yanacocha), and a
copper mines (Antamina), as well as an exploration site in which the IFC holds
equity (Quellaveco). All mines are located in countries with strong mining
economies, including Brazil, Peru, Chile, Mexico, Venezuela and Bolivia.

Net employment generated through project investments totals 7,700 in Latin America
spread through six countries. With the closure of the Peruvian tungsten mine, this
number declined. Some mines seem to be paying much higher wages than
surrounding operations or modes of employment, resulting in relatively considerable
economic benefits to mine employees (See Table 24: Development Impacts).

Resettlement is uncommon in the Latin America portfolio, occurring only in three
locations: Para Pigmentos in Brazil (11 indigenous families), Yanacocha in Peru
(more than 200 people), and in Antamina in Peru (more than 53 families).

Anticipated community and social impacts in Latin America are best documented of
all of the regions, although there is still a huge discrepancy in expenditure from mine
to mine. Some mines have developed foundations (independent of the company), to
undertake community development initiatives, such as at Yanacocha, while others
have continued in a traditional spirit of corporate giving. Yanacocha developed a
foundation after tremendous pressure was exerted on the corporation, and after the
mercury spill of 2000. Another mine reports that they inform communities about the
mine in town meetings, and for social programs mentions a litter pick up program at
schools. The gaps in reporting and spending between mines are substantial (See
Table 25: Environmental and Social Impacts).

It seems some mines have been tracking changes in various community indicators
and participation in community initiatives since operations commenced. In
communities surrounding one mine, community-based programs have been
developed for water treatment, education—including courses in literacy, health and
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education. Reduced drop-out rates have been observed, as well as improved
teaching standards and facilities.

Interestingly, more closure plans are found in Latin American than in any other
continent, with size and the relative newness of the mines a possible contributing
factor. Closure plans, or efforts to plan for closure, is apparent at Antamina, and in
some of Minas Buenaventura’s mines, La Colorado, Mineracoes Brasileiras
Reunidas (MBR), and Samarco Mineracao. A detailed, public version of the plan for
MBR includes plans for reclamation of the open pit, tailings and water dams, in
addition to new housing and a community center. This closure plan, which was
commissioned from a Brazilian architect, suggests that the mine has consulted with
communities in the closure planning process.

Greenfield mines dominate the portfolio with nine new operations loaned funding by
the IFC or insured through MIGA. Only four loans are for brownfield mines, and
these loans are primarily for pit and plant expansions, unlike in Africa where some
investments have been directed towards new technologies. Hence, mines in Latin
America are essentially using IFC and MIGA funding to “break new ground.” As
such, we can expect land use issues, water quality and quantity concerns (especially
in arid locations), biodiversity issues (particularly in the Brazilian rainforest where
one mine is located), waste management issues, closure and reclamation, and
transportation of hazardous waste concerns.

There is very little information on emergency response or risk management available
from most of these mines. It was only after the Yanacocha mercury spill that the
mine developed a comprehensive program in emergency response. Previous to that,
the mine’s system of organization and response was poor.

Latin America – Oil and gas

The oil and gas portfolio of the IFC is slightly less in total expenditure than that of
mining, and in fact only six loans are active at this time, with two guarantees from
MIGA. Five other projects have already closed or been dropped. Countries with
loans are Brazil, Argentina, and Colombia, while Guatemala, Ecuador and Bolivia
have previously held loans. Argentina has been the main recipient of loans and
guarantees, with active loans to three corporations (See Table 26: Oil and Gas
Project Totals).

Funds have not been disbursed to the company Perez Companc for a Venezuelan
project, due to country instability. This project will fund the sponsor's capital
expenditure program, including expansion of production and installation of
incinerator.

Net development impacts range from employment, spin-off employment, royalties,
taxes, and export earnings. Some of the investments are specifically to support
smaller companies and capital infrastructure for these companies so that they might
compete at a regional level. Employment data, as in other continents, is available for
only a few projects: including Diadema (175), Harken (50) and Huantraico (200).
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Due to the amount of missing data, net employment figures from oil and gas are not
included for this section (See Table 27: Development Impacts).

Concerns from NGOs on oil and gas projects have been voiced with the Basic Oil
Reserve, which is now a closed project with equity and loans repaid, but this
investment is located in a national reserve. Other areas of concern are deposits in
the Nequen Basin in Argentina, where oil deposits and projects are near to
indigenous communities. Also, two investments have been loaned to companies in
conflict-ridden Colombia.

Just as with mining projects, social benefits and impacts are not clearly documented,
with very few details on programs or spending. Ominex Oil, in Colombia, reports on
amounts spent ($206,553 in FY2001). Many projects document funding for local
schools, transfer of schools, medical facilities, water supply and irrigation (See Table
28: Environmental and Social Impacts).

Environmental impacts, as in other regions, include potential soil and water
contamination, biophysical impacts, air emissions, water supply and disposal, and
drilling mud and cuttings disposal. Additional concerns include land use, reserve and
wildlife protection and reduction in gas flaring. Some concern in jungle areas has
been registered for biodiversity protection and disruption of migratory patterns of
birds.
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S E C T I O N  4 :  D I S C U S S I O N

This research set out to investigate a number of themes, including:

1. Community perspectives on benefits from mining or oil and gas development and
practices that contributed to these outcomes;

2. Community perspectives on impacts of mining or oil and gas development and
practices that led to these outcomes;

3. The main environmental and social effects of mining and/or oil and gas on
adjacent communities from the operations reviewed;

4. Perceptions of the benefits and impacts of WBG involvement in the areas;
5. How extractive industries have or might contribute to poverty reduction and

sustainable development, and
6. Conditions under which WBG involvement in extractive industries are most useful

and criteria (indicators) for assessing this.

Report findings relied on three research strategies. First, a comprehensive review of
IFC and MIGA investments and guarantees, systematically searching for data on
impacts and benefits, was completed. Second, case reviews of two IFC funded
mines were conducted. Finally, interviews with IFC and MIGA staffers served to
verify data and understand perceptions of WBG contributions to poverty alleviation.

This discussion section reviews our findings regarding these key goals of the
research. It concludes with a review of the problems associated with current
reporting on social impacts, benefits and poverty alleviation.

C O M M U N I T Y  P E R C E P T I O N S
O F  I F C  I N V E S T M E N T

In the Bolivian case study, we find positive impacts from the presence of the mine
through public services, improved electricity and water distribution systems. In
contrast, the Turkish communities named very few positive developmental impacts,
although they are in favour of the mine remaining in the region. While Turkish
community members name few developmental impacts for the poor, interviewees in
Bolivia suggest that there has been a marginal trickle down of money, public
services and health and education opportunities through this mining investment. The
poorest people in the region are still not connected to water distribution systems,
cannot access electricity and were not employed by the mine.

Community members interviewed in Bolivia and Turkey were unaware of the investor
in the mine. This lack of knowledge about the investor was consistent in the two
cases and has important implications. Even though the IFC has grievance
mechanisms available, community members are not likely to know about them. They
also do not know about any of the safeguard policies, community engagement
strategies, or environmental management recommendations that are now part of IFC
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policies for corporations with investment. Other communities have managed to
access grievance channels, such as community members from Choropampa in Peru
after Minera Yanacocha spilled mercury in three communities. However communities
without accidents or grievances (both the Bolivian and Turkish cases have not
experienced a collective trauma of this sort) seem to have very little information
available to them. This is suggestive of a reactive information strategy, both on the
part of the company and the WBG.

In both case studies, a key problem is the lack of access to information. Community
members in Bolivia have had little access to information about the mine, although
some data on reclamation and environment has been disseminated. Community
members have three key information needs, including: possible future impacts on
the environment, amount of taxation and royalties paid to the state, and details of the
support given to the municipal authorities by the mine. In the absence of information,
community members have inflated visions of how much money has gone to the state
and how much gold has been extracted and processed. Without past transparency
on finances and taxation, community members distrust the company and the
government. In Turkey, community members in both Cayeli and Madenli perceive
the company to be estranged and isolated from the community, with little to no
communication mechanisms and no grievance options available. This estrangement
has lead to considerable distrust and concern between the communities and the
mine, due in part to a number of events that were mentioned by interviewees.

W B G  C R I T E R I A  F O R
B E N E F I T S  A N D  I M P A C T S

The data collected to tell the story of poverty alleviation is limited, as discussed later
in this section. Thus, the story that can be told of the net contribution of investments
and guarantees in the extractive industries is also limited. Revisiting the key areas
for poverty reduction, as articulated through the research and opinion papers of
WBG staff, a bleak picture emerges. WBG publications make clear what the
anticipated positive impacts of projects in the extractive industries are—employment,
outsourcing, taxation, infrastructure and empowerment.  

Employment and outsourcing

Jobs are being created, but the numbers generated through IFC investments and via
MIGA guarantees are not overwhelming. Between the two case studies, almost 500
jobs have been created at the regional level, although in Bolivia local people were
hired less frequently than outsiders. Through the entire portfolio, this study can track
roughly 21,000 jobs being created through investments in the extractive industries.
Many jobs have been created, and then lost through early shutdowns and closures.
Also, no data is available on whether large-scale mining jobs are displacing other
workers, such as small-scale miners or agriculturalists. Both Ghana and Tanzania
host mines invested in or guaranteed by the IFC or MIGA that have displaced small-
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scale miners.35 Estimates of displacement of small scale miners in the Tarkwa
region, where one IFC mine is located, are that roughly 60,000 people were
employed in the sector, compared to 20,000 workers employed by the large scale
mining companies in Ghana (gold, bauxite, manganese and diamond mines).36

Conflict between companies and small-scale miners is documented, particularly in
the Tanzanian case. MIGA only guaranteed the Tanzanian mine after the
displacement of artisanal miners.

While jobs are being created, there is no indication if jobs are benefiting
marginalized or poor sectors of the population. Gender analysis by corporations and
the IFC and MIGA at the project level are unavailable. Some corporations do track
percentages of local vs. expatriate staff, and many companies have quotas for local
hiring.

Job losses are a trend in the industry, with forthcoming closures at mines such as
Misima, Ok Tedi and Porgera in Papua New Guinea where 5,000 people will lose
their jobs between 2004 and 2011. Non-fuel minerals around the world employ just
five million people, with processing and refining employing another eight million.37

Jobs are on the decline in the industry, according to the International Labour
Organization, with 32 percent of mine workers in 25 key mining countries losing their
jobs between 1995 and 2000.38 In Canada, similar net job losses are seen,
according to the Canadian Auto Workers. Between 1997 and 2002, 9,600 jobs were
lost in mining and smelting, leaving 51,000 employed.39

Outsourcing is not tracked at all, and hence very little reporting in this research is
achieved on this variable. Most analysts apply a multiplier of at least two to assess
indirect, direct and induced benefits to assess the total impacts of costs. Without
assurances of local sourcing, assumptions about multipliers are suspect, as
indicated in our case study of the Turkish mine where outsourcing was perceived to
be local only occasionally.

Infrastructure

Infrastructure is part of the benefit of many of the projects invested in—roads,
schools, clinics and ports are just a few of the reported additions to communities. In
the overall portfolio, infrastructure is generally reported on by companies, but fiscal
expenditures and staff time are not reported, so there is no way to judge
sustainability of infrastructure. Infrastructure was needed in Bolivia much more so
than in Turkey, where infrastructure was already strong. However, the benefits of
infrastructure do not trickle down to the poor. In interviews with community members

                                                  
35 Akabzaa, Thomas and Abdulai Darimani. Impact of Mining Sector Investment in Ghana: A
study of the Tarkwa mining region. January 20, 2001. SAPRI.
36 Hilson, Gavin. Land use competition in developing countries: profiling the struggles of Ghana's
galamsey miners.  Minerals and Energy, 2002. 17(3): 2-14.
37 Payal Sampat. Scrapping Mineral Dependence. State of the World. 2003, p. 122.
38 Sectoral Activities: Mining. Information sheet. www.ilo.org
39 Statistics Canada, Sectoral Analysis, Mining and Smelting.
http://www.caw.ca/whatwedo/bargaining/cbpac/2002sectoralanalysis/mining.asp, Viewed July
2003.
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near mines in Tanzania during the Mozambique EIR meetings, accessibility was
highlighted as a key constraint to medical clinics. Clinics were located in the mine,
staff charged for visits, and community members interviewed did not use this
resource.40 In Bolivia, water distribution systems will become even more expensive
now the mine is closed and costs will be picked up by the end user, making it even
more difficult for low-income people to access services.

From the case studies conducted for this research, the principal positive impacts of
the investment or guarantee of extractive industries are seen in improved public
services, through improved electricity and water distribution systems, either directly
by company investment or through net taxation. These investments in public
services can be traced through the entire portfolio of IFC project partners and MIGA
guarantees, although government capacity and transparency with revenues remains
a key concern.

Even though these investments may increase electrification of a region and
extension of potable water to areas previously under served, there is little evidence
that these services reach the poorest people. In the Bolivian case study, the poor in
the region are still not connected to water distribution systems, cannot access
electricity and were not employed by the mine.

The record with respect to investment in capacity building (health and education) is
not easily traced. Data on investments or contributions made by corporations with
funding from the IFC or guarantees from MIGA is extremely variable, making
conclusions tentative. The case studies, on the other hand, revealed that very few
investments in health, capacity building, or education have been made by the
corporations. Community members perceived very little positive impact from the
investment in the project.

Taxation and royalties

Taxes and royalties are another of the major benefits claimed from the extractive
industries, with anywhere from 2-20% of a country’s revenue coming from this
source. In Bolivia, there was no transparency at the local level about how funds were
used and citizens demanded transparency on use of mineral revenues. In Turkey,
some citizens were aware of how mineral revenues were used, and there were no
reported concerns with administration of funds. Issues that hinder this revenue from
arriving in the central coffers and to the poor include non-payment of taxes,
corruption, and tax regimes that favour low tax rates in order to increase FDI, among
others. IFC interviewees suggest that assuring that dividends and rents from the
mining sector get to the “social” sector is extremely problematic. “Even getting the
monies into the central treasury is considered a success in some countries where
government corruption is an everyday part of life.”41 Another interviewee reports that
revenue is not adequately reported in many countries: “countries and governments
should become much more transparent with respect to equity in mining. What is
generated, how much money is actually transferred to the government.”42 Clearly,
the governance issue is key to fair distribution of royalties and revenues. In the

                                                  
40 Interviews with community members near the Kahama mine. January, 2003.
41 IFC staff interview. March 15, 2003.
42 IFC staff interview. March 14, 2003.
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Turkish case study, there were no concerns articulated about the distribution of
revenues, while in Bolivia, most interviewees were extremely suspicious of
government use of revenues. In addition, there is rarely adequate distribution of
revenue to local and regional governments.

Impacts

Negative impacts cited by the WBG, such as cultural, social, economic changes are
rarely documented. Through the case studies, impacts such as in-migration and
changes to the population were noted, along with health and environmental
concerns. One interviewee from the IFC did refer to negative impacts of the influx of
workers to an area, but countered that this problem was adequately treated:

“What we try to do is convert a risk into an opportunity. The risk was on food production,
in food supply in the area through the presence of these construction camps, actually
was having potentially negative impact on affordability of food within the communities,
because if you’re a farmer and somebody’s going to buy your food for 10 times what you
can sell it in the market for, you’re going to be selling it to the construction camps…If we
can make money available through micro lending we can improve their production
systems and just make their whole, you know, help them understand how to run a
business and also provide access to more markets outside their immediate markets.”

This approach suggests that a risk was turned into an opportunity, but without
information about changes in diet, increased or decreased use of pesticides, and
food security in the region, it is impossible to determine whether this risk became a
liability to local people.

The main impacts documented through the case studies were increases in cultural
change (e.g., language change), increase in rents and affordability of areas, and
increased concerns about environmental health. There was no concern in either
case that prostitution or alcohol abuse had increased as a result of the mine.
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P O R T F O L I O  F O R
P O V E R T Y  A L L E V I A T I O N

The portfolio of IFC and MIGA investments and guarantees through the years of
1993-2002 has changed remarkably, with new guidelines for information reporting
arriving through the late 1990s. In these years, new safeguard policies and
regulations have been adopted that have affected the flow of benefits and impacts
dramatically. The portfolio is largest in Latin America (with 20 active projects),
followed by Africa (with 14 active projects), the Former Soviet Union (with nine active
projects), and Asia (with six). Mining projects have received more financing and
guarantees than oil and gas—both in terms of numbers and net investments by the
IFC (for example the Mozal smelter has received an investment). See Table 2 below.
Some of the largest investments recently are in mega projects, such as the Mozal
smelter, the Chad-Cameroon gas pipeline and the Pecten II oil development in
Cameroon.

Regardless of changes made to date, the portfolio has limitations in its ability to
contribute to poverty reduction, either in situ or at a country level. The limitations of
the extractive industries' contribution to poverty alleviation are apparent when the
portfolio and barriers internal to the  WBG are considered.

Table 2. Breakdown of projects by region

Region
Conside

red
Active Breakdown

Asia Mining 11 1 IFC Gold

Asia Oil and
Gas

8 5 IFC Oil and Gas

Africa Mining 15 8
IFC 3 gold mines and one smelter

IFC two credit agencies and a consulting firm

Africa Oil and
Gas

12 6
IFC three oil and gas, one pipeline (Chad-Cameroon);
two credit facilities

Eastern Europe
Mining

2 1 IFC one copper and zinc mine

Eastern Europe
Oil and Gas 2 0

FSU Mining 8 4 IFC two active gold; MIGA two active gold

FSU Oil and
Gas

9 5 IFC oil and gas

Latin America
Mining

13 12 MIGA two active; many diverse mines

Latin America
Oil and Gas

13 8 MIGA two active; remaining IFC
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Portfolio and partners of poverty reduction

The portfolio in oil, gas and mining has economic drivers that do not overlap with
development objectives or the location of the poorest people in the world. The
largest and most diverse portfolio is in Latin America, with precious and base metals
mines, industrial minerals operations, and oil and gas projects. In Africa and the
Former Soviet Union, where there is often inadequate resources for base metal
mines, gold mines have received the majority of loans in addition to a few oil and gas
projects. The Human Development Index lists mostly sub-Saharan African countries
as the poorest. Proactive investment in the poorest countries, if investment in the
extractive industries actually does change the plight of the poor, has not been
pursued.

The portfolio in the extractive industries takes shape because of factors that do not
relate to human development. The diversity in Latin America is likely due to the well-
documented and varied geological potential, the extent of previous geological work
undertaken to modernize its geological mapping record, and the assessment by
major investors of lower political risk compared to other regions. The major factors
contributing to Latin America’s diversity are the same ones deflecting mining
investment from the other regions. While Africa is widely acknowledged to have
strong geological potential, it lacks solid geological data and is still seen by investors
as a risky place to operate. Asia itself has long been considered terra incognita by
the major international mining exploration countries (Canada, Australia, the United
States and Great Britain); thus, its geological potential has never been fully
assessed. Eastern Europe and Turkey hold virtually no profile, and the Former
Soviet Union is largely in gold, perhaps indicating that this developing region has not
had time to be assessed fully by the mining investment community for the three
major factors – geological potential, political risk, and comparative investment
climate – that apply to other regions.

It is gold and oil and gas that are the main survivors in the IFC portfolio. Many of the
gold mines with IFC investments have a short mine life, and short term investments
may do little to reduce poverty over a longer time frame. All other mines in Africa
based in other metals or minerals have faltered, due in alternating circumstances to
commodity price failure, local-regional-national conflict, or the inability of the
company to capably manage the operation.

One possible reason for project failure is proponent inability to operate the projects,
which leads to a suggestion that the Bank should analyze and publicly detail the
process within which project partner capacity is assessed, not only the project itself.
Partners are largely multinational corporations, although joint ventures with local
country partners are common in many of the projects. It is no surprise that the
majors, with access to financing, capital, and technical expertise are spearheading
projects in many parts of the world. Many of the partners to investment come from
the investment hotbeds of Canada, the U.S., England and Australia.

The portfolio has expanded to include projects that support small and medium scale
enterprises, operating through credit extension facilities. This change comes with
high risk. When loans are made through intermediaries, monitoring adherence to
WBG guidelines becomes more difficult to ensure.
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Internal barriers to poverty reduction

Critics of the WBG suggest that poverty reduction is not core to the institution’s
operations, as evidenced through high levels of dissatisfaction with Poverty
Assessments (PA).43 The OED, which evaluates the IDA and IBRD, found that only
63 percent of the PAs completed between FY96 and FY98 could be rated as
satisfactory.44 Although this trend may have changed, project sponsors do not
complete poverty reduction plans, nor are they required to understand a country’s
plan. Poverty assessment plans are not central to the business of the IFC or MIGA,
or to the project sponsor, and are left to the government (that may or may not
complete them).

Internally, at a staff level there are also barriers to staff ensuring that poverty
reduction is central to the projects they negotiate. Poverty reduction is anathema to
the reward structure of the World Bank, as indicated in an interview with a staffer:

“What’s the incentive for me to actually take a very strategic long term perspective on the
development or conversion of natural resources into economic and human capital in Congo
as poverty reduction activity?  As I am probably only going to be there for two to three years,
I’m not going to deliver anything in that time of substance. What I’m measured on is the
programme and you know the outcomes on the ground and the sort of approach that we
need on the extractive industries is the complete opposite to how my performance is going to
be measured.”45

This incentive structure is discussed in other studies, 46 where it has been noted that
task managers have tended to be judged more on project preparation and appraisal
versus implementation. Also, since projects can take years to complete, project staff
may have changed many times by the completion. This is already the case in the
Chad-Cameroon project, where community members have noted constantly
changing faces of project staff.

The same individual interviewed above suggests the WBG needs to change
evaluation of staff to reward achievement based on values and development
outcomes instead of financial outcomes. Objectives need to be valued (such as
building of skills in a community for poverty reduction and extension of potable water
to the poor), instead of outcomes (such as training of 200 teachers achieved in
FY2003). All of this needs to be placed within the context of a long-term strategic
plan built from the grassroots up. A strategic plan might help to shift perspective from
what an interviewee terms reactive.

“We have to get passed being reactive to proactive, we have to get out more into a
business development sort of context, we need to be positioning ourselves as, on the
sustainability front, so that we actually are seen to be able to help (a) reach the
public/private sector issues, be facilitators and conveners of various interests so that
we’re not just seen as people who provide money.47

                                                  
43 Lawrence, 2002.
44 OED, Poverty Reduction in the 1990s, p.xv.
45 IFC staff interview. March 16, 2003.
46 Gutner, 2002, p. 93.
47 IFC staff interview. March 16, 2003.
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Change is slow to come to large institutions. As one individual stated, “the resilience
of the system and the institution is too great. The Bank effectively is being built on
this for 50 years…it’s the system and the culture that has developed, and to change
that, effectively you have to break the institution.” 48

Barriers to achieving poverty alleviation are internal to the WBG but also integral to
the successful economic development of a project. Some of the barriers to change
are:
• The deeply embedded notion in the WBG that a model of development with

foreign direct investment as a key goal is the only path to national economic
growth, and that national economic growth necessarily means poverty reduction
for the poor.

• The "corporate" culture of the WBG, in part derived from the philosophy outlined
above, but also via a highly bureaucratized and centrally controlled institutional
culture. The institutional psychology of the organization prioritizes loan payback
over outcomes on the ground, emphasizes short-term goals over long-term
strategy, and rewards large investment portfolios over development outcomes.

• The lack of locally driven planning for the extractive industries regarding the
ingredients for poverty reduction in a region.

• The lack of consistently reported and gathered data at a regional level that
relates to the drivers of poverty, leading to an entirely inadequate portrait of how
the extractive industries contribute to poverty reduction. This is exacerbated by a
complete lack of outcome indicators relating to development outcomes.

Until some of these barriers are addressed, it is unlikely that direct investment in the
extractive industries will begin to affect the lives of the poor.

                                                  
48 Ibid, March 16, 2003.
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D A T A  G A P S
F O R  M O N I T O R I N G

Sparse data is available on social and environmental impacts of mines funded by the
Bank. While companies generally report environmental data in a common format,
there is absolutely no uniformity to reporting health, poverty or social program data,
leaving no way to judge scale of impacts. This lack of reporting uniformity and
priority on social issues is an urgent area for attention, considering the main
mandate of the Bank on poverty reduction, and what should be a key primary goal of
creating a transparent communication process between stakeholders. Reporting
standards, such as net amounts spent in a fiscal year and details on programs
should be made requirements of corporate reporting. Adoption of licensing systems,
such as ISO 14001, for social, health and education funding and programs may be
an option, although these were not explored in this research.

Poverty reduction data collection is similarly not treated adequately. Regional
poverty reduction is neither well defined nor measured. While country level data is
collected by international and national organizations, no regional data is available
near project sites. Hence, the WBG relies on the measures of employment provided
by the company, assumed spin-off effects of employment, and the revenues and
taxes earned by a government as proxy measures to inform the picture of poverty
reduction.

Likewise, data is sparse on the nature of resettlement, although the IFC reports on
whether a corporation was in compliance with guidelines. Resettlement is a common
theme in African Bank investments and occurs mainly in mining operations. There is
wide recognition that resettlement can incur profound changes to the economic,
social and population health of a community.

The WBG needs to adopt innovative ways to measure poverty reduction. Most
reporting is target based, using quantitative measures, rather than outcome based
using a qualitative approach. In most projects, community development plans and
social mitigation plans are developed, but subtle changes in quality of life and
distribution of benefits and impacts are rarely treated. As one IFC staffer put it, “We
are not looking to judge that we have made a new Bill Gates around a mine, but how
the individual has changed their life. This is hard to measure.”49 IFC staffers
suggested qualitative measures are an area for future growth. If new measures are
developed, a host of issues, such as training, implementation and use of data will
arise. The low ratio of social specialists to environmental specialists in the WBG may
continue to hamper any development of qualitative indicators for program planning.50

In addition, tension between the professions lends itself to a competitive
atmosphere, as articulated by an IFC staffer:

                                                  
49 Interview with IFC staff. March 13, 2003.
50 Ibid. March 14, 2003.
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“There is a tension between the two [disciplines]. The environmental specialists obviously
are more technically focused and therefore tend to be more: there is a right answer, there
is a wrong answer, or there is a better answer. The social specialists tend to be more of
the intellectual elite and even amongst the social specialists there is tension.”51

There are also weaknesses in terms of how and when data is gathered. For
example, projects rarely collect information at the outset of exploration, waiting
instead until the environmental impact assessment is required, which can often be
years after a junior exploration company has been working in a zone. Furthermore,
data reported at project preparation stages are rarely tracked over time.
Implementation of projects occurs with little review of social or economic realities.
There are also inconsistencies with respect to which data is acquired and how it is
collected.

There is a need for greater social due diligence on the part of the WBG and
corporations. Third party audits of projects of the WBG may be an asset to reporting,
a practice that is not foreign to the WBG, as indicated by third party reviews of the
Chad-Cameroon pipeline. While third party audits may be useful for increasing
transparency, an effective data gathering and evaluative methodology would involve
increased community participation in project monitoring and poverty alleviation
planning.

Data on occupational health and safety present another opportunity for
improvement. Currently there is no standardization on reporting requirements, with
some companies reporting accidents in man hours/month and others reporting per
year or simply as accidents. Furthermore, companies need guidance on what
constitutes a “lost time accident” and an “accident”. Guidance on emergency
response plans would also be useful, as has been done in the chemical industry.
Currently, public release of emergency plans is not a requirement—instead the
environment department decides what is in the best interest of the mine and the
population.52

Accidents tend to be the flashpoints for attention to mines and oil and gas projects,
such as the cyanide spill at the Kumtor mine, in Kyrghyzstan and the mercury spill at
the Yanacocha mine, in Peru. Accidents prompt companies to develop better and
more refined systems for emergency response and risk management. This is one
extremely under-reported area in the portfolio. In fact, the strongest reports on these
systems are publicly available from the projects that have experienced highly
publicized accidents. A problem with reporting data on emergency response,
according to one Bank staffer, is that this knowledge can be used to sabotage
mines,53 although corroborating evidence for this assertion is lacking. The chemical
industry has dealt with this concern adequately in the United States, where Risk
Management Plans have to be released by law.54

                                                  
51 Interview with IFC staff. March 11, 2003.
52 IFC staff interview. March 15, 2003.
53 IFC staff interview. March 15, 2003.
54 Kovacs, et al. Risk Management Plans: Communicating worst case scenarios. 1999.
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S E C T I O N  5 :
C O N C L U S I O N S  A N D
R E C O M M E N D A T I O N S

C O N C L U S I O N S

The central theme of this research is community perspectives on investment and
guarantees in the extractive industries, focusing on perceptions of benefits, impacts
and contribution to poverty alleviation. After a complete review of the IFC and MIGA
portfolio in oil and gas and mining, in-depth case studies in two countries, and
interviews with WBG staffers, we draw the following conclusions:

• There is little evidence that public services extended by mining companies or
achieved through their investment reach the poorest people. A key benefit of
investment in the extractive industries involves upgrading of public services
due to investments or guarantees. These investments are typically made to
improve project proponent capacity to operate in an area but benefits can
extend to the broader population. This research reveals that investments that
might look like contributions to poverty alleviation (i.e., electrification of a
region, potable water systems) do not benefit the poorest because tariffs are
out of reach and service distribution favours the urban or the middle class.

• Citizens report lack of access to information. In both case studies completed
for this research, citizens report that they have a deep distrust for the
company, due largely to the lack of contact and information provided by the
mine. Citizens in both cases were unable to name the investors behind the
mining company and often even incorrectly named the owners of the mine.

• Communities interviewed for case studies are unaware of the involvement of
the WBG, suggesting a lack of transparency and access to information at
local levels. This lack of knowledge about the investor was consistent. Even
though the IFC has grievance mechanisms available, community members
are not likely to access them. They also do not know about any of the
safeguard policies, community engagement strategies, or environmental
management recommendations that are now part of IFC policies for
corporations with investment. In these communities, the information strategy
is reactive both on the part of the company and the WBG.

• There is little evidence to indicate that poverty alleviation is achieved through
direct investments and guarantees in the extractive industries. The multi-
project analysis and case studies indicate that historic project funding in the
extractive industries has not had the main goal or the outcome of poverty
reduction. In fairness to the WBG, the goal of poverty reduction has not been
the prime mover defined within the group for specific project development
until recently. Certainly, under pressure from civil society and from internal
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champions for change, the WBG became more attuned to the issue of
poverty at the sub-national level in recent years.

• Community members cite negative changes due to mining. Changes noted by
citizens due to the mining projects include: changes in community structure,
in-migration, increase in cost of living, increased dust and noise and concerns
for water quality. On the other hand, prostitution and alcohol use were not
concerns for citizens in either case study.

• Community support for mining exists. Even though there were complaints in
Turkey about the mine and the company, citizens interviewed for this case
were in support of the mine staying open.

• Governance and lack of transparency continues to be a block at a regional
and national level to poverty alleviation. Community members from the
Bolivian case had no information about how mineral revenues were spent in
their area and demanded this information. In Turkey, where information on
how mineral revenues were spent was known, there were no concerns
expressed with governance. A key finding of Bank internal evaluation is that
strong institutions and governing structures are key to just distribution of
benefits. The benefits of revenue distribution were experienced in Turkey
(through provision of scholarships to students), but people were unable to
name other benefits from investments. In Bolivia, on the other hand, people
were extremely suspicious of the government and demanded to know the
amount of money paid by the company over time. Transparency of payments
is critical information for assessment of whether poverty alleviation is
achieved.

• The key drivers of poverty are not reflected in the project goals of the
extractive industries. There is no evidence that corporations prioritize the
drivers of poverty alleviation. The extractive industry portfolio for IFC and
MIGA is homogeneous and dominated by multinationals, with largely in gold
mines and oil and gas fields. Multinationals are favored in the portfolio as the
majority partner, although many joint ventures are found between these
companies and smaller in-country partners. Where there is no government or
corporate plan for poverty alleviation, it is unlikely that poverty in the region of
projects will be touched. Furthermore, IFC and MIGA investments and
guarantees have leverage with a corporation for defined periods of time. The
IFC can only leverage change while a loan is active, while MIGA can only do
so until the end of construction of a project. Even though these agencies have
safeguards and guidelines, these may only be adhered to for short periods of
time by a company. These finite windows of time must be carefully planned
with the input of affected communities, the various levels of government, and
the corporation.

• Data gaps are enormous in reporting, hampering transparency of Bank
information. There is an absence of publicly available empirical data on the
impacts and benefits of the IFC and MIGA investments and guarantees.
Furthermore, data is collected at the time of environmental or social impact
assessments, but rarely tracked over time. Virtually no gender analysis is
publicly available about employment or impacts of projects on women and
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children. When schools and medical clinics are reported, use of them (vs. use
of other informal medical systems) is not tracked. More extensive data is
needed for adequate poverty assessments, such as access to potable water,
access to services and infrastructure or education levels of women and
children, women’s income, and other quality of life measures. In the absence
of reliable data, it is impossible to conclude that poverty reduction is achieved
through investments and guarantees in the extractive industries.

• Data is gathered almost unilaterally by companies and validated through
project visits. There is very little participatory evaluation or monitoring of IFC
or MIGA projects, with a notable example of the newly formed committees
overseeing the Chad-Cameroon pipeline. Poverty reduction measures are
therefore not likely to be defined locally and rarely validated by third parties.

• Lack of transparency and consistency in reportage leads to inconclusive data.
While the WBG consistently concludes that poverty reduction is a key
outcome of the extractive industries, this research can not validate sufficient
data to come to this conclusion.

R E C O M M E N D A T I O N S

1. Community support for mining is apparent in some cases, for example in the
case of the mine in Turkey. At the same time, citizens launch many
complaints with this mine.

2. Poverty alleviation should be institutionalized in the plans of governments and
communicated clearly to corporations investing the extractive industries.
Plans to tackle the drivers of poverty through the investments of corporations
must be made jointly, with grassroots input. If the IFC and MIGA are to
continue in the extractive industries, the windows of time when leverage for
change is effective must be carefully planned with a range of stakeholders,
including the government, grassroots communities, and the corporation.

3. Poverty alleviation plans should be made key components of early planning in
the extractive industries, and given equal weight with environmental and
social impact assessments and plans.

4. There is a need to develop community driven poverty assessments and
evaluations of projects with sequencing of data collection over time. Since
poverty reduction is a key goal, the needs and priorities of communities
closest to extractive projects need to become involved in participatory
assessments of projects, giving prior informed consent to plans and projects,
before they begin.

5. Equal weight should be given to social (including poverty assessments) and
environmental impact assessments, with staffing levels reflecting this
weighting.

6. Reporting guidelines must be made clear to corporations so that regional and
national impacts and benefits due to investments or guarantees can be
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monitored or mitigated. Marginalized and at-risk communities should be
carefully monitored at the local level and should have input into poverty
alleviation plans for a region. Reporting on the impact of the extractive
industries should be locally driven and participatory.

7. Transparency with information, payments made to governments and earnings
are critical to the future credibility of the industry.
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
1.1 Background and purpose 
 
This report is part of the EIR process, that specifically covers small-scale mining 
(ASM) in relation to the overall objective of the EIR. It was prepared to identify and 
determine the views of the different stakeholders on the following two key issues and 
questions: 
 

q What should be the role and policy of the World Bank Group (WBG) in the                 
development of ASM?, and  

q What kind or types of projects and/or activities should the WBG be 
undertaking or supporting in the ASM sector? 

 
1.2 Approach and process 
 
To obtain as much information and from as many sources as possible, various 
methods of getting information and feedback from stakeholders were resorted to by 
the author. These processes are as follows: 

q Email information exchange and discussions 
q Survey questionnaires  
q Informal discussions with colleagues and small-scale miners met by change (at  

the EIR Bali workshop, Ghana CASM meeting and during a personal visit to 
the Philippines) 

q Literature searches to look into past ASM conferences/seminars, key ASM 
reports and relevant proceedings of the EIR workshops. 

 
The literature search was also meant to get an idea of the current and past  
work and experience of the WBG in ASM but this proved difficult despite an 
appeal for help from the EIR team members based at the World Bank  
headquarters in Washington DC. 

 
The details of the results and outcome from these various processes make up the main 
component of the report, and are presented as separate documents for easier reference.  
 
1.3 Some problems encountered and lessons learned  
 

q The email discussion allowed fast information flow but has obviously 
excluded those who have no access to the electronic media. 

q It is important to note that the concerns and ideas provided by some of the 
respondents and contributors who belong to or are identified with certain 
institutions do not necessarily reflect the positions of such institutions. 

q The difficulty in obtaining the views of the small-scale miners is mainly due to 
their general lack of knowledge on the WBG as a whole. Even the miners, 
who were met by chance and interviewed, felt they need to know what the 
WBG is or does in mining before they could volunteer meaningful comments. 
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2. RESULTS, FINDINGS AND REMARKS 
 
2.1 Stakeholders views on the role and policy of the WBG on ASM 
 
International institutions 
 
A WBG policy in ASM should be geared towards poverty reduction, which is linked 
with micro/macro policies and other sectors such as agriculture. It should also adopt a 
policy with strong national and cultural dimensions and give emphasis on country -
specific and people-centred programmes. The policy direction should also ensure that 
proper and equal interaction between the WBG and the different stakeholders is 
maintained. 
 
Government sector  
 
The WBG should have a pro-active policy on ASM to enable it to provide expertise, 
finance, infrastructure and other logistical support and assistance. The policy should 
also support programmes that hinges on sustainability of the livelihoods for the 
miners, and maintain an interaction process with the different stakeholders. 
 
Academe and consultants 
 
The WBG should adopt a policy on ASM that is integrated into rural development 
policies to draw it within the wider economic and social trends; and one that fosters 
strong partnership with all parties involved to better address problems of replication. 
Hence it should be linked with the poverty reduction strategies of the countries that it 
serves. It should be a policy that makes a global noise but makes local actions. The 
WBG should have a practical policy that supports artisanal and small-scale miners to 
obtain full and tradable mineral rights to their mineral discoveries. 
 
Small-scale miners 
 
As a basic policy, the WBG should fully support the development of the ASM sectors 
of the developing countries. The policy should also adopt and promote the idea that 
the mineral resources are managed at the local level to allow small-scale miners to 
have better access. The WBG policy should also provide equal treatment of ASM and 
large-scale mining projects, including those undertaken by foreign investors. 
 
Mining companies 
 
The WBG should have a grassroots level based policy on ASM. 
 
2.2 Stakeholders views on the projects and activities that the WBG should  
      pursue or undertake 
 
The views of the stakeholders on projects that the WBG should pursue, including 
those expressed in a number of key ASM reports and various ASM conferences are in 
shown in Annex-1. It does appear that each stakeholder or group have its/their own 
main concern or priority but there are also some commonalities and convergence of 
thoughts as to the practical projects or activities that the WBG should undertake or be 
involved in and these are enumerated below.  
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q ASM legislation and institutional frameworks 
q Capacity building (governments, ASM associations and NGOs), including 

collaboration work and p artnerships among the various stakeholders 
q Database projects to prepare, generate, collect and disseminate information, 

including mineral inventories and best practices 
q Research (technical and social/community concerns) 
q Financing of ASM activities including revolving loan scheme 
q Training and outreach programmes 
q Demonstration projects including model regional showcase  
q Holding of ASM conferences, workshops and seminars  
q Specific projects on abatement of mercury pollution, elimination of child 

labour, exploitation of industrial minerals, local production of appropriate 
tools and equipment and reinforcement and funding of the Communities and 
Small-scale Mining (CASM) initiative 

 
2.3 Views and recommendations expressed in ASM seminars and conferences  
 

q International agencies and banks should support the development of the ASM 
sectors of the developing countries  

q Multi-lateral agencies and funding institutions work to ensure the 
establishment of appropriate and realistic enabling conditions based on an 
integrated holistic approach for the strengthening, promotion and further 
development of small-scale mining as both a means of livelihood and a wealth 
generating activity in developing countries. 

q Small-scale mining be considered as important factor in tackling 
unemployment and in raising income levels.  

q Apply an integrated approach in addressing the ASM sector. 
q Donor organisations should coordinate their efforts and programmes in ASM 

and endeavour to create synergies in their activities with a view to establishing 
formal collaborative relationships, and to work together to disseminate 
examples of best practices and enhance better communication and cooperation  

q Formalize government commitment to ASM issues and increase the profile of 
ASM in International Financial Organizations (IFIs) and donor agencies 

 
2.4 Views expressed in key ASM reports  
 

q The WBG should adopt policies that recognise the economic potential of ASM 
and the subsistence nature of the sector and the fact that those involved 
generally lack of capital. Therefore, it should adopt supportive approaches that 
are different in dealing with large-scale mining projects. 

q The policy should also promote ASM at international level so that it is 
rationalised and strengthened in the developing countries, where it proved vital 
for continued survival of communities facing draught and economic recession. 

q The policy of the WBG should also focus on improving livelihoods of hose 
involved and reducing the in reducing the attendant adverse impact. 

q The policy should also allow the integration of ASM to regional and local 
development programmes, and enable the WBG to act as a sponsor and 
executor of ASM developmental projects 
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2.5 Other comments from the stakeholders 
 

q The WBG to fully define its role and policy on ASM  
q The WBG to also increase its capacity and capability to better address the 

ASM sectors of the developing countries  
 
3. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS  
 
The above findings reiterate the need for the WBG to support the development of the 
ASM sectors of the developing countries. The various stakeholders have also come up 
with key and important policy issues and concerns for the consideration in the EIR 
process in defining the policy and role of the WBG in assisting the ASM sectors of 
the developing countries. Similarly, practical ASM projects and activities that the 
WBG should be undertaking or supporting were also identified by the stakeholders.  
 
It is therefore recommended that the EIR team should fully take into account the 
views of the stakeholders on ASM that are p resented in this report.  
 
 
4. ATTACHMENTS 
Annex-1: Summary of stakeholders’ views 
Annex-2: Result of email information exchange 
Annex-3:  Result of questionnaire survey 
Annex-4: Results of literature searches  
Annex-5:  ASM proceedings, Maputo EIR workshop  
Annex-6: ASM proceedings, Bali EIR workshop  
Annex-7: Summary of WBG projects on ASM  
Annex-8: Questionnaire  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Edmund Bugnosen/September 2003/UK 
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FOREWORD

In the last decade, concern for environmental and social issues has affected many
business sectors. The emergence of corporate commitments, voluntary codes of con-
duct, and reporting standards signal that corporate leaders have heard societies’
demands for environmentally and socially responsible corporate practices.
Companies doing business in the mining, oil, and gas sectors are among the newest
participants in the corporate social responsibility dialogue. These industries’ recent
commitment to refrain from mining development in World Heritage Sites is an
acknowledgment that protection of sites of exceptional natural and/or cultural value
or sensitivity is socially responsible and worth the cost.

Mineral development is a high-stakes endeavor, and nowhere more so than in areas
where human communities and high-value environmental resources are perceived
to be at risk. Mining companies have faced fines and clean-up costs in the tens of
millions of dollars for pollution-related incidents. Investments of hundreds of mil-
lions have been written off when mining projects were blocked by social unrest and
challenges to environmental destruction. 

Mining can provide an important source of jobs and income, but sometimes the
biggest losers of all are isolated rural communities in the vicinity of mining projects,
where too-rapid social and environmental change can tear at the fabric of tradition
and daily life. Such incidents have fueled an often contentious debate about how to
identify areas that should be declared off-limits to mining because of their environ-
mental and social sensitivity. These discussions have yielded general principles, but
no specific framework for highlighting environmentally and socially sensitive areas.

Mining and Critical Ecosystems: Mapping the Risks represents an attempt by the
World Resources Institute and partner organizations in Papua New Guinea and the
Philippines to bridge this gap. It is the first study to systematically assess and map
global indicators of ecosystems and communities that are vulnerable to the negative
impacts of mining. It is also the first to adapt such indicators to the particular cir-
cumstances of two countries where mining plays a large role in the national econo-
my and which face important public policy decisions regarding the future of the
mining sector.

The framework developed in this study is intended to be used by financial institu-
tions and insurance companies who, until now, have relied upon less systematic and
comprehensive methods of assessing environmentally and/or socially vulnerable
areas to mining. We also hope that companies, governments, and non-governmental
organizations will find this work a useful contribution to ongoing efforts to define
“no-go” areas for mining. 



However, the pilot framework developed for this study is only one early step in a lengthy
process of risk assessment and stakeholder consultation to identify probable “no go” areas
for mining. Unfortunately, significant uncertainties remain regarding the fragility of ecosys-
tems, and data gaps make it exceptionally difficult to accurately predict the impacts of min-
ing in many areas of high conservation and social value. 

“No go” decisions must ultimately be made in the context of what societies are prepared to
accept in terms of risk, based on the environmental and social values attached to the areas in
question. This report argues that some parts of the world hold sufficient natural and social
values to justify their protection from destructive mining practices. 

This pilot framework represents the first of a suite of tools that WRI intends to develop to
guide socially and environmentally responsible investments in extractive industries, includ-
ing forestry, mining, and oil and gas development. Over time, we hope to expand our ability
to identify areas of high environmental and social value, where at the very least extreme cau-
tion is warranted in considering mining development.

WRI deeply appreciates the support provided for this project by the David and Lucile Packard
Foundation, the Netherlands Ministry of Foreign Affairs, the Tiffany & Company
Foundation, the World Bank Extractive Industries Review, and the Netherlands Committee
for IUCN.

Jonathan Lash
PRESIDENT

WORLD RESOURCES INSTITUTE

Peter Walpole, S.J.
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE FOR SOCIAL CHANGE

Yati Bun
CHAIRMAN

PAPUA NEW GUINEA NGO ENVIRONMENTAL WATCH GROUP

DIRECTOR

FOUNDATION FOR PEOPLE AND COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT, INC.
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Executive Summary

vii

Like many natural resource sectors, the hardrock mining
(metals and precious stones) industry has been under consid-
erable pressure in recent years to improve its environmental
and social performance. The financial and reputational costs
of mining in areas that are environmentally and/or socially
vulnerable have been high for both natural resource compa-
nies and the companies that insure and finance them. For
example, in 1996 the gold mining company Placer Dome
reported a $65 million loss due largely to a spill at its
Marcopper mine in the Philippines (Placer Dome, 1996). 

International initiatives have been launched to examine where
and under what circumstances mining is an appropriate land
use and how (or even if) it can contribute to environmentally
and socially responsible development. Nevertheless, much
uncertainty remains in identifying when the potential envi-
ronmental and social costs of mining are too high. Non-gov-
ernmental organizations (NGOs) and companies have devel-
oped general principles and criteria for identifying areas that
should be off-limits to mining, oil, and gas development.
However, to date no attempts have been made to identify
what might constitute “vulnerable ecosystems.” 

This study addresses a critical issue that is central to achiev-
ing environmentally and socially responsible mining: the
identification of areas that are too environmentally and/or
socially “sensitive” for mining. It entailed development of a
pilot framework that can be used as preliminary, coarse
screen to identify such areas globally. We also adapted the
methodology and applied the framework at the national level
in two country case studies. This effort represents the first
systematic attempt to develop and apply such a framework. 

Companies, governments, and NGOs can use the approach
piloted in this study to identify environmentally and socially
vulnerable areas. The primary audience is insurance compa-
nies and financial institutions that seek to limit their potential
financial losses associated with mining projects that perform
poorly because of environmental and social problems. Other
stakeholders, including mining companies, governments, and
NGOs, should also find it useful as part of an open, transpar-
ent, consultative decision-making process for identifying
probable “no go” areas for mining.

The framework developed for this study is not intended to be
used as a tool for making final decisions on siting, invest-
ment, or “no-go” areas for mining projects. Data uncertainties
and the qualitative nature of the methodology make it unsuit-

able for these purposes. While it does not provide a rigorous,
quantitative risk assessment methodology, the framework can
be used as a first step to highlight areas that may be environ-
mentally or socially vulnerable to mining, and which may
require further assessment. The framework also goes beyond
most other risk assessment tools in the mining sector to
incorporate indicators of governance capacity as well as other
environmental and social indicators for assessing mining
risk, hazards, and vulnerabilities.

THE MINING AND CRITICAL ECOSYSTEMS
FRAMEWORK
This study focuses primarily on hardrock mining (that is,
metals and precious gemstones), although the identification
of environmentally and socially vulnerable areas is also rele-
vant for other extractive industries, such as oil, gas, and
forestry. The analysis was conducted by the World Resources
Institute in partnership with organizations in two countries:
Papua New Guinea (Papua New Guinea NGO Environmental
Watch Group) and the Philippines (Environmental Science for
Social Change). 

The framework developed for this study consists of three broad
categories of indicators—vulnerabilities, natural hazards, and
other contributing factors—which were mapped at a global
scale. Case studies in Papua New Guinea and the Philippines
demonstrate application of the global framework and mapping
of indicators at a national level.

The framework’s three categories and the indicators they con-
tain are described below. Because risk assessment terminolo-
gy varies widely in the literature, we first define key terms
used in the analysis. For the purposes of this study, vulnera-
bility, hazard, and risk are defined as follows: 

■ Vulnerability is the likelihood of destruction or degradation
arising from a natural or environmental hazard, such as
destruction of an intact ecosystem or damages to an aquat-
ic system from water pollution. 

■ Natural Hazards are events, such as earthquakes or floods,
that can cause or exacerbate mine-related problems. 

■ Risk is the probability of a hazard occurring, such as the
probability that an earthquake of a given magnitude will
occur in a particular time period.



■ Actuarial risk is the probability of a hazard occurring mul-
tiplied by its consequences. Because data are limited, it is
difficult to measure actuarial risks with respect to mining
at the global level. 

■ Other contributing factors are conditions that either increase
or decrease the risk or probability that a hazard will occur,
such as particular mining practices that tend to increase
environmental hazards.

The Mining and Critical Ecosystems Framework is designed
to capture three key environmental challenges associated with
mining: waste management, water quantity and quality, and
habitat destruction (direct and indirect). The social impacts of
mining are less well-documented and difficult to model; thus,
the social element of the framework is limited to measuring
the degree to which communities are equipped to make
informed decisions regarding mining development. 

LIMITS OF THE ANALYSIS 
Until now, areas that are environmentally and socially vulner-
able to mining have not been systematically mapped. Thus,
the current framework is limited by data availability. Datasets
identifying the location of active mines and exploration sites,
the range of valuable species, and the impacts of mining on
local communities are often incomplete and/or not in the
public domain. Governance practices are difficult to measure
and existing indicators are inaccurate and largely subjective.
Because of these data limitations and the coarse scale at
which the analysis was conducted, some areas not identified
as “highly vulnerable” may, in fact, qualify as such if the
analysis were conducted at a finer scale. 

Ultimately, consideration of “no go” areas will involve value-
based judgments, requiring decision-makers to weigh poten-
tial economic benefits against social and environmental costs.
The values adopted in the analysis will bear importantly on
whether these costs are perceived to outweigh economic bene-
fits. The analysis conducted for this study deliberately attach-
es great importance to ecological integrity and healthy com-
munities, because these values are consistent with the
missions of conservation and development organizations
undertaking the analysis. Using the framework to emphasize
other values would yield different results.

RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
To date, mining has had a poor record in terms of its contri-
bution to sustainable development. While some communities
and nations have benefited significantly from mining, many
who should have benefited did not. Based on the global analy-
sis conducted for this study, we conclude that:

■ Although global and national policy debates often center
on “no go” areas on land that is already subject to legal
protection, mining in important ecosystems that are not
adequately protected may pose an even greater threat.
Three quarters of active mines and exploratory sites over-
lap with areas of high conservation value and areas of high
watershed stress.

■ Many mineral-dependent countries in the developing
world lack important safeguards to ensure that responsible
mining occurs, such as the ability to enforce laws, control
corruption, and foster a strong civil society. Nearly one
quarter of active mines and exploration sites are located in
countries where governance structures are weakest. In
these countries, continued investment in mining will be
less likely to contribute positively to economic develop-
ment unless governance improves.

Our analysis indicates that:

■ More than one quarter of the world’s active mines and
exploration sites overlap with or are within a 10-kilometer
radius of a strictly protected area.

■ Nearly one third of all active mines and exploration sites
are located within areas of intact ecosystems of high con-
servation value (see Map 2).

■ Almost one third of all active mines are located in stressed
watersheds (see Map 5).

■ Nearly one fifth of active mines and exploration sites are
in areas of high or very high seismic hazard (see Map 11),
and more than one third are in areas that may be predis-
posed to water quality problems (see Map 13).

Based on case studies in Papua New Guinea and the
Philippines, we conclude that:

■ Although mining in legally protected areas and ancestral
domain claims is difficult to justify in the Philippines,
some mine claims overlap with these areas, producing
latent claim conflicts. 

■ Because so many areas of active mining and/or explo-
ration in Papua New Guinea and the Philippines are sub-
ject to multiple vulnerabilities and hazards (75 percent and
40 percent, respectively), investment in mining projects in
these countries is likely to require greater due diligence to
ensure that development does not result in high environ-
mental and social costs.

■ The Porgera and Ok Tedi mines in Papua New Guinea
demonstrate the danger of dealing with multiple hazards
by adopting environmentally risky alternatives in a country
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where governance and the capacity for informed decision-
making are low. 

Our maps indicate that:

■ More than one quarter of Papua New Guinea’s fragile
forests occur within oil, gas, and mining concessions (see
Map 3). 

■ In the Philippines, more than half (56 percent) of all
exploration areas and mining leases overlap with areas of
high ecological vulnerability (see Map 4).

■ Two thirds of exploratory concessions and more than half
of active mines in the Philippines are located in areas of
high seismic risk (see Map 12).

USING THE FRAMEWORK TO SUPPORT OPEN AND
TRANSPARENT CONSULTATIVE PROCESSES
Identifying 'no go' areas is inherently part of a successful
business strategy, especially in the extractive industries sector.
Mining companies routinely assess whether investments pose
greater corporate risks (e.g., loss of reputation, loss of the
social license to operate, disruptions in operations) than

financial benefits. Besides mining companies, the indicators
developed for this study should also be useful to insurers and
providers of project finance, which are especially sensitive to
potential risks posed by mining, as they stand to lose the
most if the consequences of these risks result in disrupted
operations and/or large claims.

Project evaluators can use the data provided in this report to
answer questions in the table below. Answering positively to
one or more of these questions should trigger addtional inves-
tigation, including consultation with local NGOs and stake-
holders to determine if the proposed project conflicts with
regional conservation or social objectives. In addition, the
table can be used to identify some probable "no go" issues,
such as projects proposed in officially designated protected
areas or those with proposed riverine tailings disposal sys-
tems.

Because the process of deciding whether a project warrants a
"no go" decision is complex, it should not be reduced to a
checklist approach. Such decisions will require careful infor-
mation gathering, thoughtful analysis, and stakeholder
engagement. Although the questions listed below can be used
as an initial filter for project evaluation, they are not compre-
hensive and project evaluators may need to consider addition-
al issues. 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
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Question Maps Sample Indicators*

1.  Does the proposed project fall in high conser-
vation value areas?

2, 3, 4 ■ Officially designated protected areas 
■ Intact, unique, or rare ecosystems
■ Areas representing the last or most important examples of habitat types
■ Fragile forests of Papua New Guinea
■ Protected/ critical watersheds in the Philippines

2.  Does the proposed project fall within 
other environmentally vulnerable areas?

5, 6, 7 ■ Stressed watersheds
■ Groundwater availability in the Philippines

3.  Does the project propose environmentally risky
practices?

2, 3, 4, 9, 10 ■ Riverine tailings disposal
■ Submarine tailings disposal in areas of environmental or social vulnerability

4.  Is the project located in an area of 
high natural hazards?

11, 12, 13 ■ Earthquake-prone areas
■ Predominantly wet, humid climates

5.  Is the project proposed in areas with 
disadvantaged communities?

8, 9, 10 ■ Impoverished communities with low levels of education

6.  Is the project proposed in a country 
with poor governance?

14, 15 ■ High corruption levels
■ Low adherence to the rule of law
■ Lack of freedom of expression in civil society

*Note: The examples listed are by no means exhaustive, but reflect the indicators that were incorporated in this study. They are meant to be illustrative of the types
of information risk evaluators can use in their coarse-scale analyses.

Coarse-Scale Screen of Environmental and Social Sensitivity



Based on the results of this analysis and the conclusions we
draw from them, we recommend that financial institutions,
governments, NGOs, and the mining industry take the follow-
ing actions. 

1. Banks and insurers should use indicators like those devel-
oped for this study to rate the environmental and social
sensitivity of mining projects. Although banks and insur-
ance companies routinely apply environmental screens to
identify sensitive projects, the criteria for and application
of such tests appear to vary broadly and depend upon the
discretion of project evaluators. A more rigorous approach
would be to systematically develop and use indicators that
would assess proposed mining projects and classify any
with characteristics such as those listed in the table above
as “environmentally or socially sensitive.” 

2. Financial institutions should subject all environmental
and social impact assessments of proposed mining proj-
ects to review by an independent, external panel of
experts. A key weakness of current risk evaluation proce-
dures used by the financial sector is reliance on company-
funded environmental impact assessments to evaluate the
potential risks to investors. A more rigorous risk evalua-
tion process would entail external review of all environ-
mental and social impact assessments by a panel of
experts not employed by the mining company and prefer-
ably independent of the institution considering project
finance.

3. These expert reviews should be made publicly available,
further raising the level of oversight. For especially sensi-
tive projects, free prior informed consent with local stake-
holders should be considered a necessary condition for
project financing. Client confidentiality rules may make
some private banks reluctant to require transparency as a
condition of project finance. However, failure to identify
potential environmental and social pitfalls may prove
more costly in the long term, especially if community
opposition is strong enough to halt operations.

4. Government policymakers and NGOs should use method-
ologies like the one developed for this study to identify
areas that may be socially and environmentally sensitive to
mining. Despite the development of international stan-
dards for companies and financial institutions engaged in
the mining sector, governments and civil society will con-
tinue to bear the primary responsibility for ensuring the
long-term health of ecosystems and communities.

Thorough, rigorous assessments by governments and
NGOs of areas that are environmentally and socially vul-
nerable to mining could lead to more informed debates
and better environmental and social outcomes. 

5. Governments should support anti-corruption measures
aimed at the mining sector, such as mandatory disclosure
of payments made to governments by mining companies.
Such information should be disaggregated to show indi-
vidual company revenue flows as well as the distribution
of payments at a sub-national level. Lack of transparency is
a major problem in the mining sector, especially in coun-
tries that depend heavily on mineral wealth. Although
some argue that a voluntary approach would reflect a true
commitment to transparency, mandatory measures will be
far more likely to ensure that benefits are used effectively
to promote development. 

6. The mining industry should use indicators like the ones
developed for this study to identify areas that are environ-
mentally and socially vulnerable to the impacts of mining
and to identify probable “no go” areas. While adoption of a
Sustainable Development Framework put forward by the
global mining industry association (the International
Council on Metals and Mining, or ICMM) is an important
first step, more needs to be done to make general princi-
ples operationally relevant. Principle #4 commits the
industry to “implement[ing] “risk management strategies
based on valid data and sound science.” Using the frame-
work indicators developed for this study to identify envi-
ronmentally and socially vulnerable areas would be a good
start toward operationalizing this principle. 

7. Mining companies should make firm commitments not to
develop mines in an expanded set of “no go” areas, includ-
ing those identified using this and related methodologies.
The ICMM principles also call on mining companies to
“respect legally protected areas.” As a first step, ICMM
members should support IUCN Amman Resolution 2.82
and commit not to develop mines in strictly protected
areas, that is, IUCN categories I-IV. Moreover, this study
demonstrates the need for companies to go beyond the
Amman Resolution to consider other areas that are envi-
ronmentally and/or socially sensitive to mining and
should be designated probable “no go” areas. Companies
should use the framework indicators developed for this
study to help them identify such areas and avoid costly
investments in properties that are likely to be unfeasible
for environmental or social reasons. 
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8. Mining companies should also agree to disclose payments
made to governments as called for in the Extractive
Industries Transparency Initiative. The Extractive
Industries Transparency Initiative seeks to address corrup-
tion in the mining, oil and gas sectors by encouraging
companies to disclose payments made to governments.
Such a commitment would be in keeping with ICMM
principles, which commit member companies to “imple-
ment policies and practices that seek to prevent bribery
and corruption.”

9. Metal product buyers, such as jewelry retailers, electronics
manufacturers, and telecommunications companies,
should commit to sourcing their materials only from envi-
ronmentally and socially responsible mines. Such a com-
mitment would require metal product buyers to consider
the environmental and social risks associated with sourc-
ing materials from specific mines and thus could help per-
suade mining companies to change their practices.
Although further detailed analysis is necessary to identify
site-specific risks, mines located in areas that are environ-
mentally or socially vulnerable, or that use risky practices,
should be of concern to metal product buyers seeking to
implement responsible purchasing commitments.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
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Chapter 1 Introduction and Background

Like many natural resource sectors, the mining industry has been under considerable pres-
sure in recent years to improve its environmental and social performance. High-profile disas-
ters have been costly for both natural resource companies and the companies that insure and
finance them (see Table 1). In recent years, a plethora of international initiatives have sought
to address the environmental and social performance of the mining, oil, and gas industries
(see Box 1). These initiatives attempt to address the lack of international standards governing
where and how these companies should operate. Each initiative has a different focus, but
nearly all recognize that some parts of the world may not be suitable for mineral develop-
ment. Inherent in all these processes is a vigorous debate on where mining should or should
not occur and what should be taken into account when such decisions are made. 

Unfortunately, there is as yet no consensus on international standards for the mining, oil,
and gas industries, and much less on what areas may be unsuitable for development.
Despite the wealth of existing information on the social and environmental impacts of these
sectors, much of it is limited to case study analyses. Very little has been done to quantify the
impacts of mining on specific ecosystems, much less to identify ecosystems that are vulnera-
ble to the impacts from mining at a global level. The lack of independent data at a global
level makes it difficult to understand the threat posed by mining in remote areas, which are
increasingly being developed for mineral extraction. And without such data, it is difficult to
develop comprehensive international standards for environmentally and socially responsible
mining.

There are no global standards
for responsible mining.

Mine incidents are costly for
companies.

1

Mine Incident Company Financial Cost to Company (in $US)

Marcopper, Marinduque, Philippines (1996) Placer Dome (40% owner); 
Marcopper Mining (60% owner)

■ Total of $43 million in after-tax charges to earnings (including 
$18 million in clean-up and remediation) reported by Placer Dome

■ $2 million fine from the Philippine government

■ $2.5 million in fines between 1975 and 1988

Los Frailes, Spain (1998) Boliden ■ $24.5 million in direct and indirect costs

OK Tedi, Papua New Guinea BHP ■ $416 million write-off in 2001 due to withdrawal from project for 
environmental and social reasons

■ $49 million in compensation to landowners in 1996

Paracale, Camarines Norte, Philippines, 
unauthorized discharge of wastewater, 1995–1998 

United Paragon Mining Corporation ■ $60,000 in fines

Note: Includes fines and costs to companies from mine incidents for which information is available.  
Sources: Marcopper—Placer Dome, 1996; DENR-PAB, 2000.  Los Frailes—UNEP/World Bank /MMSD, 2002b.  OK Tedi—BHP, 2002.  Paracale—DENR-PAB, 2000.

Table 1. Costs to Mining Companies from Environmental Incidents



The goal of this study was to develop a qualitative framework for identifying ecosystems and
communities vulnerable to the environmental and social impacts of mining. Financial insti-
tutions, mining companies, governments, and nongovernmental organizations (NGOs)
could then use the methodology tested by this research in Papua New Guinea and the
Philippines to guide the development of a set of standards for environmentally responsible
mining, or the identification of areas that should be placed off-limits for mineral develop-
ment—so-called “no go” zones. The methodology used in this report is especially relevant for
financial institutions and insurance companies, which may be exposed to financial losses if
investments in mining projects result in environmentally or socially costly outcomes.
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The last 2 years have witnessed several large international
initiatives aimed at addressing mining and its environmen-
tal and social impacts:

The World Summit on Sustainable Development (WSSD): In
2002, in Johannesburg, South Africa, governments adopted
an implementation plan for sustainable development, which
committed states to: address the environmental, economic,
health, and social impacts and benefits of mining; promote
transparency and accountability for sustainable mining and
minerals development; enhance the participation of stake-
holders, including local and indigenous communities and
women, in all stages of mining; and, foster sustainable min-
ing practices by providing financial, technical, and capacity-
building support to developing countries and countries with
economies in transition (WSSD 2002). 

The Mining, Minerals and Sustainable Development Project
(MMSD): MMSD was a 2-year research and public consulta-
tion effort commissioned by the World Business Council for
Sustainable Development (WBCSD), and sponsored princi-
pally by mining companies. The project was executed by the
International Institute for Environment and Development
(IIED). In its final report Breaking New Ground, released in
2002, MMSD identifies the challenges faced by the minerals
sector and proposes an agenda for change (MMSD 2002).

The Extractive Industries Review (EIR) of the World Bank: In
2001, the World Bank launched a review with concerned
stakeholders of its future role in the extractive industries.
The objective of this ongoing process is to produce a set of
recommendations that will guide the Banks’ involvement in
the oil, gas, and mining sectors. The review is taking place
within the context of the Bank’s overall mission of poverty
reduction and promotion of sustainable development (EIR
2002).

IUCN, Mining, and Biodiversity: During the WSSD, the
World Conservation Union (IUCN) and the International
Council of Mining and Metals agreed to a dialogue to
improve the performance of the mining industry with
respect to biodiversity conservation and protected areas. The
initial focus of the dialogue includes “best practice guide-
lines/principles,” “reporting criteria” for the mining indus-
try, and a review of the application of the protected areas cat-
egory system to mining (IUCN 2003).

The International Council on Mining and Metals (ICMM): An
industry association, ICMM was formally launched during a
high-profile meeting on mining in Toronto in 2002 and
includes among its members most of the world’s major min-
ing companies. Its mission is “to be the clear and authorita-
tive global voice of the world’s mining and metals industries,
developing and articulating their sustainable development
case, discovering and promoting best practice on sustainable
development issues within the industries and acting as the
principal point of engagement with the industries for stake-
holders at the global level” (ICMM 2003). ICMM has estab-
lished various task forces to implement its work program,
such as Sustainable Development Framework, Interaction
with Key International Fora, Community and Social
Development, and Mining and Biodiversity.

Global Mining Campaign and other NGO Networks: The
Global Mining Campaign (GMC) was launched at an inter-
national meeting of community activists and NGOs in 2001.
The GMC is a network of groups that exchange information
and coordinate campaign efforts on mining issues. Other
NGO networks have also been created in other parts of the
world (e.g., U.S., Asia-Pacific), allowing increased collabora-
tion among NGOs and community activists on mining-relat-
ed issues.

Box 1. International Mining Initiatives



At the global level, our analysis identifies indicators that should be taken into account when
considering areas that may be too vulnerable to the impacts of mining. However, global level
indicators are not sufficiently detailed to allow decision-makers to identify vulnerable areas
and site-specific risks. For this reason, we engaged partners in two countries—Papua New
Guinea (Papua New Guinea NGO Environmental Watch Group) and the Philippines
(Environmental Science for Social Change)—to develop the global methodology and adapt it
to the realities in their respective countries (see Map 1). Both case studies are intended to
demonstrate how the global framework can be applied at a national level, using nationally
available datasets for each country.

These two countries were chosen as case studies in part due to the interests of supporters of
this research in the Asia/Pacific region. In addition to the importance of mining to the
economies of these countries, both are characterized by exceptionally high ecological value,
although the condition of remaining ecosystems is vastly different between the two. While
Papua New Guinea is fortunate to retain many of its ecosystems intact, the Philippines has
suffered extensive habitat destruction. Thus we believe these two countries are representative
of the challenges that decision-makers are likely to face when identifying “no go” areas in
countries where ecosystems remain intact or, alternatively, where ecological values are highly
threatened.

The analysis in this study focuses primarily on hardrock mining (i.e., metals and precious
gemstones), although the identification of environmentally and socially vulnerable areas is
also relevant for other extractive industries (e.g., oil and gas, forestry). Within this scope, we
have chosen to emphasize issues most closely associated with large-scale mining.1 For the
purposes of this study, “small-scale mining” refers to individual operators who may be
organized locally in cooperatives, but whose activities are typically not captured in formal
concession agreements with the state. 

This report is organized primarily according to kinds of indicators we developed to examine
environmental and social vulnerabilities to mining impacts. First, the remainder of this
chapter provides a brief overview of the mining industry and key environmental and social
issues covered in this study, and Chapter 2 outlines the methodological framework used in
this study. Then, Chapter 3 examines the results of analysis using indicators aimed at identi-
fying areas that are environmentally vulnerable with respect to mining. Chapter 4 outlines a
method for using indicators to identify socially vulnerable areas. Chapter 5 examines indica-
tors of the types of natural hazards that must be taken into account when considering poten-
tial mine development. Chapter 6 examines indicators of other factors that contribute to
mining risks, such as destructive mining practices and weak governance. Chapter 7 identi-
fies financial institutions exposed to social and environmental risks from mining. Chapter 8
presents conclusion and recommendations to those seeking to establish “no go” zones or

The analysis focuses
primarily on hardrock mining.

1 . Introduction and Background
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1 This is not to suggest that small-scale mining does not pose a major challenge to the health of ecosystems and
communities around the world. Indeed, despite the limited scale of their operations, individual miners have had a
significant impact on disproportionately large stretches of forests and riverine ecosystems.  For example, since its
discovery in 1983, the Mount Diwalwal small-scale mining area in the Philippines has produced considerable mer-
cury pollution, mine accidents, crime, and social disintegration (Beinhoff and Calvez, 2000; Manila Times, 2002).
However, small-scale mining is difficult to track. In most cases, small-scale miners operate illegally, making it nearly
impossible to identify their location within a given country, much less represent the collective impact of their activi-
ties on global maps.



international standards for the mining sector (i.e., financial institutions, government policy-
makers, and the private sector). Chapters 3–7 present the findings of our analysis, with each
chapter beginning with highlights of these findings, followed by an examination of the ana-
lytical methods used and a more detailed discussion of the results.

MINING INDUSTRY TRENDS
Metal mining is a volatile and competitive industry. Over the past 25 years, the minerals
industry has found it more difficult to meet its capital costs and turn a profit (MMSD, 2002:
58). During the 1990s, major players in the mining industry became increasingly interna-
tional, with exploration peaking during the middle of the decade. Since then, exploration
expenditure has dropped dramatically worldwide, due to low mineral prices and the Asian
economic crisis (Kuo et al., 2000). Production of major metals occurs primarily in the
Americas and the Asia-Pacific region, with Africa claiming the majority of diamond produc-
tion (see Figure 1). 

The mines database used in this study was purchased from InfoMine, a private, for-profit
provider of mining data and information. It includes nearly 4,500 mining areas, of which
half are exploration sites (see Figure 2). Most of the active mines and exploratory sites
included in this database are located in North and South America, which likely reflects gaps
in the quality of the global data.

PHILIPPINES

During the 1980s, the Philippines ranked among the top 10 producers of gold, copper, nick-
el, and chromites (ESSC, 1999b). In 2000, the Philippines ranked second only to Indonesia
in terms of prospective minerals and resources (Kuo et al., 2000). The approval of explo-
ration applications slowed considerably from 1999 to 2001, although it picked up again in
2002 (see Figure 3). The proposed National Minerals Policy indicates that the government
seeks to attract new investments in this sector. As of the first quarter of 2003, there were two
large mines and seven medium-sized mines in operation, dominated primarily by national
companies (MGB, 2003). One gold mine (Rapu-Rapu) is scheduled to come on line in 2004. 

The Philippine government is
seeking to attract new
investments.

Metal mining is a volatile and
competitive industry.
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FIGURE 1.  Share of Production by Global Region for Selected Minerals, 20001
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FIGURE 2.  Entries in Mines Database by  
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PAPUA NEW GUINEA

Mining contributes nearly three quarters of export revenue and 17 percent of Papua New
Guinea’s gross domestic product (GDP). It is the second most important sector in the coun-
try’s economy after agriculture. However, exploration in Papua New Guinea has stalled in
recent years. The government has received only nine new applications for exploration licens-
es in the last 4 years, down from a peak of more than 80 in 1987 (GoPNG, 2003).
Approximately 85 exploratory concessions have been granted, most of which remain largely
unexplored. Five mines ranking among the world’s top 10 producers of gold and copper pro-
vide the majority of Papua New Guinea’s mining production. Two of these mines are sched-
uled to close in the next 5 years. Notwithstanding these mine closures, the country is consid-
ered to be vastly under-explored and the importance of mining revenue to central
government coffers has made discovery of new deposits a high priority (GoPNG, 2003).
After stagnating in the last few years, the number of new exploration licenses is expected to
climb significantly in 2003 (see Figure 4). 

Exploration in Papua New
Guinea is expected to
increase.
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FIGURE 3.  Approved Exploration and Mining Permits in the Philippines, 1990–2002
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FIGURE 4. Approved Exploration Licenses in Papua New Guinea, 1980–2003
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KEY ENVIRONMENTAL AND SOCIAL IMPACTS OF MINING
The potential environmental and social impacts of mining range from limited, site-specific
contamination to large-scale, sometimes indirect ecosystem degradation. Although mines
may appear to generate smaller-scale impacts than other more land-extensive activities (e.g.,
agriculture and forestry), the environmental and social impacts of mining may extend well
beyond the mine site (see Box 2). Table 2 provides a summary of potential mining-related
impacts on ecosystems and local communities. 

The framework adopted in this study addresses the following key challenges:

■ Waste management, which may affect water and habitat quality

■ Natural resource access (land and water)

■ Uneven creation and distribution of wealth, which may lead to social upheaval and, in
extreme cases, violent conflict

Although some practices can play a role in minimizing the social and environmental impacts
of mining, data on the implementation of such practices are not globally available. Thus the

Environmental and social
impacts may extend well
beyond the mine site.
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Ranging from 2,000 to 5,000 hectares, mining concessions
or licenses typically are smaller than logging concessions.
Unlike forestry, a mine site does not occupy the entire con-
cession area and may encompass a few square kilometers.
However, companies may conduct exploration activities (i.e.,
drilling, vegetation clearing) in the entire concession allocat-
ed to them. In addition, mines require supporting infra-
structure (such as roads and electricity), processing facilities
(which may be located far from the extraction site), and ports
for the export of raw materials. Thus the environmental and
social impacts of mining can extend well beyond the conces-
sion area, depending on the stage of mining. Some exam-
ples of the extent of known impacts include:

Road building: For every kilometer of pipeline built in the
Amazon Basin, an estimated 400-2,400 hectares of forest
has been cleared for colonization (Ledec, 1990:592).

Riverine tailings disposal: Mine waste dumped in the Jaba
River in Papua New Guinea resulted in fish loss in 480
square kilometers (km2) of the watershed (Boge, 1998:212).
About 1,300 km2 of vegetation died in the Fly River water-
shed in Papua New Guinea and fish stocks have fallen
70–90 percent due to riverine waste disposal from the OK
Tedi mine (WRI, 2003).

Acid drainage: As of 1993, the U.S. Forest Service estimated
that 5,000-10,000 miles of streams within U.S. national
forests were severely affected by acid drainage, in some cases
from mines abandoned more than 100 years ago (USDA-FS,
1993).

Tailings spills: In 2000, approximately 100,000 cubic meters
(m3) of cyanide-laced tailings spilled into the Tisza River
from an impoundment at the Baia Mare mine in Romania.
Cyanide was carried downstream into the Danube River in
Hungary.

Processing: In the 1980s, a decline in wetland plant species
attributed to smelter emissions was reported 30 kilometers
from the Sudbury smelter in Ontario, Canada (Ripley,
1996:170–180).

Groundwater Depletion: As of 1996, mining was the largest
industrial user of groundwater in Tucson, Arizona, account-
ing for 15 percent of groundwater consumption.

Human Health: In 2000, a truck spilled 300 pounds of mer-
cury near the Yanacocha mine in Peru. Contamination from
mercury poisoning resulted in the hospitalization of 200 to
300 people.

Box 2. The Potential Scale of Mining Impacts



framework used in this study does not adjust for the implementation of “best” practices. A
more detailed discussion of the social and environmental impacts of mining is provided in
Appendix 2 to this report, which is available on WRI’s website (http://www.wri.org/).

WASTE MANAGEMENT 

Open-pit mining usually involves the movement of mass quantities of material, as well as
processing to extract valuable metals. In general, there are three types of mining waste:
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Stage Activities Potential Impact

Exploration ■ Geophysical/ airborne surveying
■ Drilling/trenching
■ Trench blasting
■ Exploration camp development
■ Road construction

■ Habitat loss/ fragmentation
■ Runoff of sediments/ increased suspended sediment load to surface

water
■ Disturbance to wildlife and local communities
■ Increased demand for local water resources
■ Spills of fuels and other contaminants
■ Increased colonization due to road development
■ Species loss due to hunting

Site Preparation/ Mineral
Extraction

■ Mine construction (vegetation removal, stripping of soils)
■ Mine infrastructure development (power lines, roads,

etc.)
■ Construction of plants, offices, buildings
■ Mine camp construction
■ Creation of waste rock piles
■ Creation of low- and high-grade ore stockpiles
■ Blasting to release ores
■ Transport of ore to crushers for processing

■ Habitat loss/ fragmentation
■ Chemical contamination of surface and ground waters
■ Declining species populations
■ Toxicity impacts to organisms (terrestrial and  aquatic plants and 

animals)
■ Altered landscapes
■ Increased demand for water resources
■ Increased demand for electrical power
■ Increased erosion and siltation
■ Altered patterns of drainage and runoff
■ Dust/fumes from explosives
■ Increased colonization due to road development
■ Species loss due to hunting

Processing/Smelting ■ Milling/grinding ore
■ Chemical leaching/concentration of ore
■ Smelting/refining ore

■ Discharge of chemicals and other wastes to surface waters
■ Emissions of sulfur dioxide and heavy metals
■ Increased demand for electrical power

Transport to final markets ■ Packaging/loading of final product
■ Transport of product

■ Noise disturbance
■ Dust/fumes from stockpiles

Mine closure/ Post-
Operation

■ Reseeding/ revegetation
■ Re-contouring waste piles/ pit walls
■ Fencing dangerous areas
■ Monitoring seepage

■ Persistent contaminants in surface and groundwaters
■ Expensive, long-term water treatment
■ Persistent toxicity to organisms
■ Loss of original vegetation/biodiversity
■ Abandoned pits/shafts that pose hazards and health risks to humans
■ Windborne dust

Source: Adapted from Miranda et al., 1998; Ashton et al, 2002.

Table 2. Potential Environmental and Social Impacts of Mining



■ Overburden and waste rock: This includes soil, vegetation, and earth located above a
deposit (known as overburden), as well as rock that has been mined and is deemed
uneconomical for further processing (known as waste rock). Overburden is often saved
for future use in revegetation and some mineralized waste rock may be stockpiled for
processing when the mine closes.

■ Tailings: The residual slurry that remains once ore has been processed. Tailings are often
liquid (usually at least 50 percent water) and are disposed of in impoundments on land or
in the aquatic environment. A key risk with tailings impoundments is the potential for
containment failure, releasing many tons of toxic effluent into local waterways. 

■ Leach heap spent ore: This is the residual material that remains from processing ore in a
heap leach facility. Heap leaching is most frequently used in North America and consists
of crushing ore, placing it on a liner, and spraying it with a cyanide solution. Heap leach-
ing allows companies to process low-grade ores more economically.

Many of the environmental problems associated with mining stem from the management of
these types of waste. Environmental challenges having the greatest impact on ecosystems
include:

■ Sedimentation: Sediments from waste dumps and tailings may be disposed of or erode
into waterways, harming fish and other aquatic wildlife.

■ Acid Drainage (AD): AD occurs when sulfide-bearing rock reacts with air and water, pro-
ducing acidic waters containing dissolved metals that may drain as runoff into water bod-
ies, killing aquatic flora and fauna. AD is arguably the most severe environmental impact
associated with mining because once it occurs, costly and perpetual water treatment is
often the only solution.

■ Metals Deposition: Tailings often contain heavy metals as well as reagents used in pro-
cessing, such as cyanide. Poor tailings management may result in the release of metal-
laden waste into the environment. In addition, heavy metals may be leached as a result of
acid drainage.

NATURAL RESOURCE ACCESS

Mines require access to land and water, and may compete with other uses (Ashton et al.,
2002). Such access can result in indirect effects such as colonization from road-building
(and associated wildlife hunting and deforestation), displacement of communities and
indigenous peoples, increased prostitution, and alcoholism. These indirect impacts may con-
stitute the worst long-term legacy of mining. Because mineral processing requires substan-
tial energy and water, mining may conflict with other land uses if water resources are already
scarce.

Mining may have far-reaching
indirect impacts.

Waste management is a key
challenge for environmentally
and socially responsible
mining.
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POVERTY ALLEVIATION AND WEALTH DISTRIBUTION

Mining companies often point to the wealth generated from mining as evidence of the posi-
tive contributions mining can generate, especially in developing countries. However, some
researchers contend that a higher proportion of the population in mineral-dependent states
live below the poverty line. In addition, mineral-dependent countries are characterized by
greater gaps between the rich and the poor (Ross, 2001a; Gelb et al., 1988). Rural communi-
ties dependent upon mineral development are especially vulnerable to the boom and bust
cycles typical of the industry (Kuyek and Coumans, 2003). New evidence suggests that min-
ing has contributed to civil wars by providing revenue for warring factions (Ross, 2001b;
Sherman, 2000). For example, in Africa control over diamond mines has become a primary
objective for rebels seeking income to finance civil wars (Sherman, 2002).

Mining does not always result
in the equitable distribution
of wealth.
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Chapter 2. The Methodological Framework

The need to assess a broad range of environmental and social factors when considering the
impacts of potential mining projects has been a recurring theme in recent international dia-
logues on mining. The final report of the Mining, Minerals and Sustainable Development
project stressed the need for a “rigorous risk assessment process” that would allow compa-
nies and other stakeholders to identify which areas should be off-limits to mineral extraction
(MMSD, 2002: 169). Unfortunately, there are few models for such a process. Prior efforts
produced preliminary criteria and indicators for a range of goals, but these initiatives do not
provide consistent definitions of what may constitute environmentally and socially vulnera-
ble areas with regard to mining (see Box 3). To date, none of these efforts has developed
maps to identify areas vulnerable to the impacts of mining. 

The framework developed for this study sought to complement these ongoing efforts by pro-
viding a set of indicators that will allow decision-makers to define areas that may be environ-
mentally or socially vulnerable to mining. These indicators are represented in mapped data
layers and are based largely on publicly available information. Thus, others seeking to identify
environmental and social vulnerabilities at finer scales can replicate the methodology adopt-
ed in this study.

The framework is not intended to provide performance standards for mining projects,
although it can inform the development of such standards. It is also not a tool for conducting
cost-benefit analysis of mining projects, nor does it provide the business case for defining
“no go” areas. Instead, the framework is designed to address the needs of companies that are

The framework is meant to fit
within a broader risk
assessment process.

The framework assesses
environmental and social
vulnerability to mining.
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Several initiatives have addressed the concept of “no go”
zones or the development of indicators to measure sustain-
ability in the extractive industries sectors:

“No Go” Zones in the Extractive Industry Sector: A World
Wildlife Fund discussion paper released in 2002 identified
criteria and indicators for designating “no go” areas for min-
ing. The paper proposed a decision tree consisting of three
filters: 1) protection status, 2) potential threats to biodiversity,
and 3) potential threats to human communities (Dudley and
Stolton, 2002). Conservation International recently released
a similar “site selection” decision-tree framework for the oil
and gas industry, which considers biodiversity impacts only
(EBI, 2003). 

Identifying “High Conservation Value Forests”: Principle 9 of
the Forest Stewardship Council’s Principles and Criteria of

Forest Stewardship introduced the concept of “high conser-
vation value forests.” Such forests do not necessarily consti-
tute “no go” areas; however, Principle 9 stipulates that any
industrial use of these forests must maintain or enhance
their conservation values. Efforts are underway to define spe-
cific criteria to identify such forests. 

Measuring Mining Indicators: The U.S. Geological Survey
recently completed its Minerals Roundtable indicator devel-
opment process, which culminated in a final report listing
key indicators that measure sustainability issues in the min-
ing sector. The goal of the project was to develop a set of
indicators that measure the contributions of mining to sus-
tainable development in the U.S. (Shields et al., 2003). The
indicators were developed for use in the United States and
are of limited value for most developing countries, where
data are lacking.

Box 3. Developing Criteria and Indicators for “No Go” Zones
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already convinced of the need to identify areas that are sensitive to the impacts of mining
and are seeking methodologies and tools to help them define “no go” areas. Although the
results of this study lead to the definition of some “probable no go” areas or issues, the
framework is meant to fit within a broader risk assessment process that includes transparent
stakeholder dialogue and consultation with independent experts. 

The remainder of this chapter outlines the basic framework used in this study. Appendix 1
provides a summary of the indicators and data used. Details on the sources and methodolo-
gies used are available on WRI’s website (http://www.wri.org/).

GLOBAL FRAMEWORK
The indicator framework used in this study is organized according to categories describing
vulnerabilities, natural hazards, and other factors contributing to the probability of hazards
occurring (see Figure 5). Each category is divided into sub-categories as follows:

VULNERABILITY CATEGORY

■ Biological, cultural, and natural values

■ Watersheds

■ Human communities

NATURAL HAZARD CATEGORY

■ Earthquakes

■ Excess Moisture

OTHER CONTRIBUTING FACTORS CATEGORY

■ Governance 

■ Mine practices

■ Building codes

The framework is designed to capture three key environmental challenges associated with
mining: waste management, water quantity and quality, and habitat destruction (direct and
indirect). The social impacts related to mining are less well documented and are difficult to
model. For this reason, the social element of the framework is limited to measuring the
degree to which communities are equipped to make informed decisions regarding mining.
Governance (e.g., transparency, public participation, and control of corruption) and mine
practices are considered “other contributing factors” that may influence whether mining
projects produce positive or negative environmental and social impacts.
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Risk assessment terminology varies widely in the literature.2 This study defines vulnerability,
hazard, and risk as follows:

■ Vulnerability is the likelihood of destruction or degradation arising from a natural or envi-
ronmental hazard. For example, a coral reef may be vulnerable to mining because poten-
tial release of mine waste would destroy corals and the fish that depend upon them. A
community may be considered vulnerable if its residents lack the capacity to make
informed decisions regarding a potential mine. In this report, the terms vulnerability and
sensitivity are used interchangeably and sensitivity does not refer to the degree to which a
vulnerable community or ecosystem is affected by exposure to a particular stress. 

Other 
Contributing 

Factors

Natural 
Hazards

FIGURE 5. Mining and Critical Ecosystems Indicators Framework

Biological, cultural, 
and natural values

Vulnerabilities

Categories

■ Location of protected areas
■ Areas of high conservation value

 
■ Intactness of ecosystems

Indicators

Human
communities  

Watersheds

■ Capacity for informed 
   decision-making  

■ Water availability per capita
■ Groundwater availability

Earthquakes

Excess moisture  

■ Ground motion hazard

■ Chemical weathering  
   (water quality problems)

Building codes

Governance 

Mine practices

■ Construction standards for  
   mine structures

■ Voice and accountability
■ Corruption
■ Political stability
■ Government effectiveness
■ Rule of law

■ Type of operation
■ Waste disposal method

Sub-categories

2 Weyman and Anderson-Berry (2002) define risk as a function of hazard (comprised of spatial and temporal char-
acteristics) and vulnerability (exposure of the elements at risk). Clark et al. (2000) identify human vulnerability to
environmental change as a function of exposure, sensitivity, and resilience. UNEP (2000) defines vulnerability
according to exposure to hazard, coping capacity, population density, and time.
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■ Natural hazards are events, such as earthquakes or floods, that can cause or exacerbate
mine-related problems. The release of mine waste into the environment can be consid-
ered an environmental hazard.

■ Risk is the probability of a hazard occurring, such as the probability that an earthquake
with a certain magnitude will occur in a given timeframe.

■ Actuarial risk is the probability of a hazard occurring multiplied by its consequences.
Because data are limited, it is difficult to measure actuarial risks with respect to mining
at the global level. 

■ Other contributing factors are conditions that either increase or decrease the probability of
a hazard occurring, for example, particular mine practices that may contribute to environ-
mental hazards or the status of local and/or national governance structures, which may
affect a given community’s capacity for informed decision-making about proposed min-
ing projects. Although an analysis of governance is not often included in risk assessment
frameworks, these factors were considered critical for evaluating the degree to which
ecosystems and communities are exposed to risk. 

APPLICATION OF THE FRAMEWORK
The indicators were mapped at a global scale as well as in country case studies in Papua New
Guinea and the Philippines. The resulting analysis identifies areas that may be environmen-
tally or socially vulnerable to the impacts of mining, based on ecological values, the existence
of hazards, and the presence of other contributing factors. For example, as a hypothetical sce-
nario, a mine with a proposed submarine tailings disposal facility may be under considera-
tion in a small island nation in the tropics. The unique, diverse aquatic ecosystems and fish-
ing communities depending upon these areas for their livelihoods are considered potentially
vulnerable to the impacts of the mine. The release of mine tailings into the marine environ-
ment constitutes a hazard. The design of the tailings disposal system and whether govern-
ment officials overlooked flaws in its design in exchange for bribes are defined as other con-
tributing factors that could increase the exposure of the marine environment and local
fishing communities to risk. 

Defining the extent to which the marine environment and nearby fishing communities are
vulnerable to mining-related risks requires understanding the probable impact mine-related
hazards will have on these areas. In many cases, the relationship between species and their
habitats are poorly understood. For example, the relationship between aquatic species that
may be destroyed by deep-sea disposal of mine tailings and the importance of these organ-
isms as food sources for other species in the marine ecosystem may not have been
researched by scientists. In addition, data may be lacking on the likely extent of the area in
which tailings dumped in the deep sea will smother bottom-dwelling organisms. In this con-
text, the mining and critical ecosystems framework cannot provide a final determination of
the effect of tailings released in the marine environment. However, this study argues that
some areas may be too vulnerable to be exposed to the high degrees of uncertainty posed by
certain mine practices. 
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LIMITATIONS OF THE APPROACH
Ideally, definitions and data would be available to address each of the categories and its asso-
ciated indicators. However, this was not the case, at either the global or national levels. Data
on the social impacts of mining are lacking, especially at the global scale. Thus the frame-
work is weighted more heavily toward consideration of environmental issues, for which
more information was available. It was also not possible to calculate the probabilities of
events occurring (e.g., earthquakes) or to accurately measure the consequences of these
events, due to lack of mine-specific data at either the global or national scales. The applica-
tion of the framework to Papua New Guinea and the Philippines required adjusting the indi-
cators. Thus, the analysis presented in this report uses one or both case studies to illustrate
the various indicators selected, depending on the quality of the data and the relevance of the
indicator for each country. For example, a watershed stress analysis was conducted for the
Philippines, where water availability is problematic, but not for Papua New Guinea, where it
is not. 

At a global level, the framework is necessarily coarse. As such, it cannot be used to make
definitive “no go” decisions with respect to specific mining projects. Instead, it is meant to
be used as a preliminary filter, beyond which further investigation is required to make a final
determination regarding whether mining is appropriate at a particular site. For decision-
makers, the global maps provide a coarse assessment of areas where mining may be more
problematic, but not necessarily where it should be allowed. The case studies are designed to
enhance and expand upon the global framework by applying the concepts outlined globally
to nationally available data. Even at the national scale, however, the definition of “no go”
zones must take place in the context of a transparent stakeholder process.

Data availability and quality pose problems. Additional details on data limitations are 
included in Appendix 1 and on WRI’s website. However, general limitations include:

■ Ecological value: Not enough is known regarding the number, habitat requirements, and
distribution of many critical species at a global level. In addition, some ecosystems (in par-
ticular marine and freshwater) have been poorly studied and are thus underrepresented in
this study.

■ Governance and social data: Global governance indicators are largely subjective and
some, such as degree of corruption, are characterized by a lack of data. Data on the social
impacts of mining are limited. Sub-national data on income and education are not consis-
tently available globally, which limited the scale of analysis.

■ Mining data: Global data on location, status, and type of mine operations are limited and
incomplete. The dataset used for this project is a summary of information on known
mine and exploration sites provided by mining companies to a private data organization.
In many cases, data points are estimates based on the distance to the nearest landmark,
and the data are limited by the accuracy and completeness of information provided by
mining companies. Thus, the mining dataset is likely an underestimate of existing and
potential mines. Although mine location is determined by the existence of economically
viable deposits, there is currently no publicly available dataset that describes the location
of such deposits at a global level. 

The framework does not
define “no go” areas for
mining.

Data limitations constrained
the indicators used in this
study.
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Despite these limitations, the methodology for the global-level analysis provides a first
glimpse into vulnerable areas that should be treated with caution when considering future
mine projects. Some global datasets, such as seismic hazard and water scarcity, are relatively
complete and detailed. As can be expected, the national datasets contain much more detailed
data, such that our degree of confidence in these analyses is relatively high.



Chapter 3. Mining in Environmentally Vulnerable Areas

Habitat destruction is the most important cause of biodiversity loss, especially in the humid
tropics (McNeely et al., 1995:751). The most obvious impact on biodiversity from mining is
the removal of vegetation, which in turn alters the availability of food and shelter for wildlife.
At a broader scale, mining may affect biodiversity by changing species composition and
structure. To identify areas that might be especially vulnerable from an ecological perspec-
tive, we developed three global indicators: protected areas, ecological value, and watershed
stress. A comparative analysis of these indicators with the InfoMine database revealed the
following:

■ More than one quarter of active mines and exploration sites overlap with or are within a
10-kilometer radius of a strictly protected area (IUCN I-IV).

■ Nearly one third of all active mines and exploration sites are located within intact areas of
high conservation value. 

■ Nearly one third of all active mines are located in stressed watersheds.

■ Nearly three quarters of active mines and exploration sites are located in areas deemed by
conservation organizations to be of high ecological value. 

Mining in strictly protected areas has received considerable attention to date and the issue
will likely remain contentious in countries where legislators are considering opening protect-
ed areas to mining, such as Ghana and Indonesia. However, the results of this analysis sug-
gest that at the global level the overlap between mines and areas of high ecological value will
likely present even greater challenges in the future, especially in areas that are not yet for-
mally protected or where protected area boundaries are poorly defined. 

Such challenges are particularly apparent when considering the results of the two country
case studies examined in this study. In Papua New Guinea, more than one third of the coun-
try’s forests and nearly half of the country’s mangroves have already been allocated in oil,
gas, or mining concessions. More than one quarter of forests classified as “fragile” in Papua
New Guinea government data overlap oil, gas, and mining concessions. In the Philippines,
more than half of all exploratory and mining concessions overlap with areas of high ecologi-
cal vulnerability. Although mining is prohibited in intact forests and protected areas, approxi-
mately one third of concessions overlap with these areas. Lack of clarity regarding protected
area boundaries and uncertainty regarding the definition of intact forests provides an oppor-
tunity for land use conflicts between mining and conservation objectives. The remainder of
this chapter examines in detail each of the ecological value indicators.

Overlap between mining
areas and important
ecosystems is apparent 
in Papua New Guinea and 
the Philippines.

Unprotected, high value
ecosystems are most
vulnerable to the impacts
from mining.

Protected areas, areas of
ecological value, and
stressed watersheds are
considered vulnerable.
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MINING AND PROTECTED AREAS
Societies routinely seek to formally protect areas of high cultural and natural value by estab-
lishing protected areas, such as wildlife refuges, national parks, natural monuments, and
biosphere reserves. Some areas are considered protected for conservation purposes while
others may be considered valuable for their scenic or landscape values. The World
Conservation Union (IUCN), an international, quasi-governmental body consisting of gov-
ernments and conservation NGOs has developed a system for categorizing protected areas
according to the degree of protection. Categories I-IV are protected for conservation purpos-
es, while categories V and VI are considered “mixed use” areas. Although all categories are
considered equally important, a gradation of human intervention is implied, such that
Categories Ia and Ib are the least influenced by human activity and Categories V and VI are
often modified landscapes. Strictly protected areas (IUCN I-IV) represent approximately 10
percent of the world’s land surface while World Heritage sites represent only 1 percent.

In addition, the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO)
maintains a list of designated “World Heritage Sites” and “Ramsar Sites.” Both designations
are subject to international conventions that establish listed sites as worthy of special atten-
tion due to their global natural or cultural significance. Of the 138 natural World Heritage
sites, more than one quarter are threatened by mining or oil and gas development
(UNESCO, 2003). Two of the natural areas listed as World Heritage in Danger sites are cur-
rently threatened by mining. 

A key goal for biodiversity conservation is ensuring representation of ecosystems and the
species that live within them. Although the total area under protection has increased nine-
fold in the last 40 years, many regions and ecosystems remain poorly represented. The
Pacific region has the fewest number of protected areas globally. In addition, grasslands,
coastal, and marine ecosystems are poorly represented in protected areas (Chape et al.,
2003).

Although governments have not explicitly prohibited mining in all IUCN I-IV protected
areas, some countries, including the Philippines, have passed laws making it illegal to mine
in these protected areas. In 2000, IUCN members passed Resolution 2.82, calling on all
governments to prohibit mining, oil, and gas development in IUCN I-IV protected areas and
recommending that any extractive activity in categories V and VI should take place only if it
is compatible with the objectives for which the protected area was established (IUCN, 2000).

OTHER ECOLOGICALLY VULNERABLE AREAS
Officially designated protected areas are only one component of ecologically vulnerable
ecosystems. Many conservationists argue that protected areas are insufficient to protect the
world’s biodiversity (Soule, 1986). On one hand, much of the world’s biodiversity is found
outside of designated protected areas (McNeely et al., 1990). On the other hand, many exist-
ing protected areas suffer from poor management, lack of funding, and isolation from other
areas of high biodiversity (Miller et al., 1995).

In light of the challenges inherent in conserving the world’s biodiversity through protected
areas, conservation organizations such as Conservation International, World Wildlife Fund,

Many areas of high ecological
value are not yet formally
protected.

Protected areas reflect
natural and cultural values
held by societies.
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Birdlife International, and The Nature Conservancy have identified important ecosystems for
conservation purposes. Some approaches (e.g., Conservation International’s “hotspots”)
focus on “the last of the best” places—that is, those critical remnants of habitat that could
disappear within a few years absent aggressive, near-term intervention. The World Wildlife
Fund has identified globally important ecoregions, some of which have been subsequently
evaluated at a regional scale to identify conservation priority areas based on biological value,
conservation status, and degree of threat. 

Other approaches, such as WRI’s intact forests assessments, focus on identifying large areas
of relatively undisturbed habitat, which if managed carefully could sustain human liveli-
hoods and provide basic natural resources for many years to come (Bryant et al., 1997;
Aksenov et al., 2002). Although approaches to identifying areas of conservation value differ,
they typically take into account several common themes (see Table 3). We aggregated these
approaches and compared them with active mines and exploration sites. Nearly three quar-
ters of active mines and exploration sites overlap with areas of high conservation value.

Conservation mapping approaches may be useful for establishing institutional priorities, but
they provide little insight into which areas may be vulnerable to the potential impacts of min-
ing. Depending on the methodologies used, high values are placed either on biologically
important remnants that may disappear without immediate conservation interventions
(“hotspots” approach) or large blocks of intact landscapes that should be conserved for future
generations (wilderness and ecosystems approaches). However, none of these approaches
adequately addresses whether and under what conditions development should occur. In fact,
high-value, highly threatened remnants and intact, remote ecosystems could be equally vul-
nerable if development activities were to proceed in an unsustainable manner.

Ideally, an assessment of areas ecologically vulnerable to mining would take into account
many of the criteria listed in Table 3. However, data for most of these criteria are lacking at a
global level. For this reason, we chose to use ecosystem intactness as a measure of ecological
value because it is a necessary condition for maintaining key species and ecosystem func-
tion. Scientists at Columbia University and the Wildlife Conservation Society recently under-
took a global mapping effort to assess the relative condition of the world’s natural habitats
and identify the degree of human influence on the Earth’s surface. They estimated that less
than 15 percent of the Earth’s terrestrial habitats remain uninfluenced by human activities
(Sanderson et al., 2002). 

We combined this analysis of human influence with the aggregated conservation value layer
to identify areas of high conservation value that are relatively undisturbed. These intact areas
were further stratified by size (see Map 2). The smaller areas (< 1,000 km2) may be especial-
ly vulnerable to mining if they are home to the last representative samples of a given com-
munity type or ecosystem that will not survive in smaller habitat patches. For example, many
mammals may not survive in patches smaller than 100 km2. The largest game mammals are
more likely to require patches larger than 10,000 km2 (Armbruster, 1993; Beier, 1993;
Terborgh, 1992).

Our analysis identifies intact
areas of high conservation
value and classifies these
areas by size.
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The existence of high conservation values does not automatically preclude mineral develop-
ment. However, such industrial activities should proceed only if it can be demonstrated that
these areas’ ability to retain their wilderness values and ecosystem services will remain intact
after development. Ultimately, decisions regarding which ecosystems may be too fragile to
withstand the impact of mining development will largely depend on local species require-
ments, as well as the potential for conflict with restoration goals in ecosystems that have
already been degraded. 

In addition to intactness, other parameters, such as uniqueness and representativeness,
should also be considered. For example, the Asia-Pacific region is characterized by small
islands, which are rich in endemic species. Uninhabited small islands in this region often
serve as important refugia for critical species, warranting protection from human interven-
tion. The coral reef and coastal ecosystems in the Asia-Pacific region harbor the highest
degree of aquatic biodiversity in the world (Burke et al., 2002). Mining poses significant
challenges on small islands due to the lack of safe and acceptable waste disposal sites, as well
as the inherent ecological fragility of these unique terrestrial and aquatic ecosystems.
Competing land uses and the high levels of biodiversity may justify a “no go” decision with
regards to mining on the smaller islands in this region.

The intactness analysis also offers little guidance with respect to mining in areas that
demonstrate high biological value but have suffered significant disturbance. Indeed, such
areas often coincide with highly threatened ecosystems, especially in countries where human
influence on natural habitats is high (e.g., the Philippines). The fact that some areas of high
ecological value may already be significantly disturbed does not imply that mining is a com-

Other parameters, such as
uniqueness, should also be
considered.

Mining in areas of high
conservation value should
only proceed if these areas
will retain their ecological
values after development.

Category Criteria Definition

Biological Species richness Number of species in a given area

Rarity Least common species or ecosystems

Endemism Degree of separation of a population, species, or ecosystem from its
closest comparable analogue

Representativeness Degree to which a given area contains examples of all species or
ecosystems

Threat Degree of imminent danger or harm from human activities

Function Role of species, communities, or ecosystems in determining sur-
vival of other species, communities, or ecosystems

Condition Relative condition of ecosystems or populations based on degree of
intactness

Social/ Institutional Utility Importance of biodiversity elements known to have utilitarian value
to humans

Feasibility Potential success of conservation efforts based on political, eco-
nomic, and logistical factors

Other Ethnic, religious, and/or cultural values assigned by local cultures

Source: Adapted from Johnston, 1995.

Table 3. Criteria Used to Define Biodiversity Conservation Priorities
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patible land use. Finer-scale analysis is required to determine whether potential mineral
development will have a negative impact on these habitats.

ECOLOGICALLY VULNERABLE AREAS IN PAPUA NEW GUINEA

The island of New Guinea is considered a major tropical wilderness area, containing one of
the world’s largest tracts of intact tropical forest. These forests are home to unique plants
and animals, including the world’s largest butterfly (Queen Alexandra’s Birdwing Butterfly)
and 42 species of birds of paradise. Much of the wildlife found in New Guinean forests is
highly dependent upon trees for its survival. Map 3 displays vulnerable ecosystems and min-
ing, oil, and gas concessions in Papua New Guinea. Nearly 90 percent of the country is
forested, with more than one third of all forests already allocated to oil, gas, or mining con-
cessions. A significant proportion (30 percent) of remaining forests within concession
boundaries is already fragmented, especially in the highlands region. These forests may be
especially vulnerable to additional clearing from road building, land clearing, and human
migration typically associated with mining in remote areas. 

Papua New Guinea’s mangroves may also be especially vulnerable to mining, oil, and gas
development. Less than 1 percent of the country’s forests is classified as mangroves, and 42
percent of mangrove forest areas have been allocated in mining, oil, and gas concessions.
Located largely on the southern coast of the country, these large tracts of mangrove forests
are considered to be internationally significant as spawning and nursery grounds for prawn
and fin fisheries, and are a source of subsistence for a substantial artisanal fishery (Sekhran
and Miller, 1994).

Establishing formal protected areas has posed unique challenges in Papua New Guinea,
given that nearly all of the country’s land is owned communally. Forty-seven protected areas
have been established, more than half of which are community-controlled Wildlife
Management Areas (WMAs). Although WMAs present a key conservation opportunity, man-
agement of such areas has been plagued by a lack of central government support, abuse of
license fees and other management mechanisms, and a backlog in requests for new areas.
Unfortunately, recent conservation efforts have focused mostly on the establishment of iso-
lated, “pristine” wilderness areas rather than strengthening community-based approaches
that are better suited to the cultural realities of Papua New Guinea (Hunnam, 2002).

The government of Papua New Guinea has identified “fragile forests” that experience slow
regeneration as a result of human-induced change. Occurring predominantly in the high-
lands region, these forests are likely to be especially vulnerable to mining, as the highlands
contain a disproportionate share of the country’s biodiversity and are subject to high popula-
tion pressures. Slightly more than one quarter of the country’s forests can be classified as
fragile, with 26 percent of fragile forests occurring within oil, gas, and mining concessions.

Fragile forests are especially
vulnerable to mining.

Papua New Guinea’s forests
are vulnerable to mining.
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ECOLOGICALLY VULNERABLE AREAS IN THE PHILIPPINES

The Philippines has been designated by scientists as one of the world’s top 20 “megadiversity”
countries. The country is richly endowed with marine biodiversity; the archipelago boasts
500 of more than 800 known coral species, more than 2,000 fish species, and over 40
species of mangrove plants (Ong, 2002). However, only 5 percent of the country’s coral reefs
remain in excellent condition and mangroves and sea grasses have shrunk to less than one
quarter of their original extent (Ong, 2002). Mining has been identified as a threat to the
marine environment due to impacts from releases of mine waste, resulting in fish kills and
coastal pollution (ESSC, 2003). Philippine terrestrial ecosystems are also critically threat-
ened. More than 93 percent of Philippine forests have been lost in the last 500 years and 418
species are already listed as threatened. 

Protected areas constitute the main legal mechanism through which the Philippine govern-
ment has sought to conserve the nation’s biodiversity. Approximately 8 percent of the coun-
try’s total land area has been designated as protected areas, and is consequently off-limits to
mineral development. Mining also is not allowed in the country’s remaining intact forests,
due to the highly fragmented state of these ecosystems. However, more than two thirds of
existing protected areas have not been ratified by law and forest cover estimates are subject
to large uncertainties due to lack of data. Moreover, according to the Philippine Biodiversity
Priority Setting Program (PBCPP), only 41 percent of protected areas retain original vegeta-
tion and the protected areas system does not include some areas of high biodiversity
(Mackinnon in Ong, 2002).

For this study we identified areas of high ecological value according to the location of exist-
ing protected areas and intact forests (see Map 4). These areas also correlate well with high-
priority areas identified by the PBCPP. More than half (56 percent) of all exploration areas
and mining leases overlap with areas of high ecological vulnerability shown on Map 4. Six
percent of mining leases and exploration areas overlap with protected areas (see Table 4).
More than one quarter of approved mining leases and 8 percent of exploration areas overlap
with intact forests, covering an area of approximately 60,000 hectares. According to the
terms of mineral agreements, protected areas and intact forests are excised from mineral
contracts. In practice, however, the lack of clear delineation of protected area boundaries and
uncertainty regarding the definition of intact forests provides the opportunity for land use
conflicts between mining and conservation uses.

WATERSHED STRESS
Mining is most likely to compete with other water users in places where water resources are
already scarce and demand is high. According to some estimates, global industrial demand
for water is projected to supersede that of agriculture by 2075 (Alcamo et al., 1997). At the
same time, the availability of clean water for human consumption is declining due to indus-
trial discharges and urban and agricultural runoff. This problem is especially serious in
developing countries, where pollution regulations and water conservation technologies are
less well developed (Revenga et al., 2000). Certain parts of the world, such as Africa, face
considerable challenges in ensuring equitable and sustainable access to water resources,
which can only be addressed through judicious management of water resources (Ashton et
al., 2001).

Access to clean water poses
a significant challenge in
some parts of the world.

Lack of clarity can exacerbate
conflicts between mining and
conservation uses.

High value ecosystems in the
Philippines are critically
threatened.
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The Pilot Analysis of Global Ecosystems (PAGE) estimated current (1995) and projected
(2025) water scarcity for individual river basins around the world, identifying “water stress”
in watersheds where less than 1,700 cubic meters (m3) of water per capita per year is avail-
able (Falkenmark and Widstrand, 1992; Hinrichsen et al., 1998 in Revenga et al., 2000: 26).

We compared the PAGE dataset with active mines and exploration sites (see Map 5).
According to this analysis, nearly 30 percent of active mines are currently located within
stressed river basins. Of these 20 percent occur in highly stressed river basins. In stressed
watersheds with competing demands for water, mining may prove to be incompatible with
other land uses. Furthermore, absent strict water quality controls, water returned to river
basins from mining operations may not be suitable for consumption, potentially reducing
water availability in stressed watersheds. Watersheds near the cut-off for stress may also be
especially vulnerable if a mine competes with other land uses.

WATERSHED STRESS IN THE PHILIPPINES

To understand the vulnerability of stressed watersheds to mining, we examined potential
water stress in the Philippines, as defined by vulnerability to floods, water quality, and quan-
tity. Papua New Guinea does not experience water scarcity; therefore watershed stress was
not calculated for that country case study. As shown in Map 5, the Philippines is moderately
vulnerable to water scarcity. Indeed, average annual precipitation is relatively high at approxi-
mately 2,300 millimeters per year. However, these generalized statistics mask important geo-
graphic and seasonal differences in rainfall across the country. Wide-scale alterations in the
landscape and deforestation have increased the rate of erosion and flooding throughout the
country, resulting in reduced dry-season stream flows (WRDP-WMIC, 1998:3). As a result,
many areas experience water shortages during the dry season. Projections based on popula-

Watersheds in parts of the
Philippines are stressed.

Mining may be incompatible
with other land uses in water-
scarce areas.

License # Contractor Location Area Affected
Overlap 

(%) Date Granted

156-00-CAR Philex Mining Corp. Tuba & Itogon, Benguet Lower Agno Watershed Forest Reserve 57 April 2000

157-00-CAR Philex Mining Corp. Tuba & Itogon, Benguet Lower Agno Watershed Forest Reserve 31 April 2000

012-92-VIII Hinatuan Mining Corp. Manicani Island, Eastern Samar Guiuan Protected Landscape and Seascape 98 October 1992

063-97-IX Philex Gold Phil., Inc. Sibutad, Zamboanga del Norte Jose Rizal Memorial Protected Landscape 3 April 1997

094-97-XI Alsons Development & Investment
Co., Inc.

Nabunturan, Davao del Norte Mainit Hotspring Protected Landscape 12 November 1997

EP-006-97VII Philippine National Oil Company
– Energy Development
Corporation

Amlan to Valencia in Negros
Oriental

Balinsasayao Twin Lakes National Park 47 November 1999

EP-007-00VII Altai Phils. Mining Corporation Amlan to Pamplona in Negros
Oriental

Balinsasayao Twin Lakes National Park 6 July 1997

Source: ESSC, Case Study Analysis, 2003.

Table 4. Overlaps Between Approved Mines And Protected Areas
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tion growth indicate that water usage is expected to increase by 250 percent, leading to mas-
sive water deficits by 2030 (Haman, 1999). In addition, nearly half of the annual rainfall
occurs as a result of intense storm events (PAGASA, 2000), which contribute to increased
runoff and erosion, especially in highly degraded watersheds.

The disastrous El Niño event in 1997-98 spurred the Philippine government to begin consid-
ering water consumption in land-use management decisions. Two land-use management
designations were developed to protect watersheds: critical watersheds and proclaimed water-
sheds. Critical watersheds are those that support agriculture and industry, but are known to
be severely degraded. Proclaimed watersheds encompass forests that are protected in order
to maintain water quality and yield. Mining is prohibited in both categories. Aquifer recharge
zones and other important groundwater resource areas are considered “environmentally sen-
sitive” and categorized by the Mines and Geosciences Bureau as low, medium, and high vul-
nerability. Map 6 provides a summary of environmentally sensitive water resource areas as
defined by the Philippine government. According to this map, 8 percent of approved mining
contracts and exploration areas overlap with proclaimed watersheds but no contracts or
exploration areas have been approved in critical watersheds. 

Although water quality and yield were the primary factors leading to the designation of pro-
claimed and critical watersheds, these protected area designations do not fully encompass
water scarcity. Some watersheds may be especially stressed with regard to water availability,
but have not been designated as proclaimed or critical watersheds. To account for these
unprotected, vulnerable watersheds, we evaluated water demand and availability at a national
scale. Areas where the demand-to-availability ratio exceeded 40 percent were defined as
“highly stressed” (see Map 7).

Although the resulting analysis cannot establish a cause-effect relationship between water
use and degree of stress, it does identify areas where land-use decisions will be especially
critical to ensuring future water supply. As indicated in Map 7, 14 percent of mining and
exploratory concessions overlap with areas of high watershed stress.

More overlap occurs between
mining and unprotected,
stressed watersheds.

There is some overlap
between mining and
protected watersheds.



Chapter 4. Mining in Socially Vulnerable Areas

Mining may provide an important source of revenue to national governments, but the bene-
fits do not always trickle down to local communities. This analysis uses basic human devel-
opment indicators—such as education, welfare, access to services, and participation—to
measure whether communities have benefited from mining in the past and the degree to
which they are equipped to make informed decisions regarding future mineral development
projects. Our results show that:

■ Three of Papua New Guinea’s five mining provinces have fared worse than the national
average when considering basic human development indicators, despite substantial pay-
ments companies have made to provincial governments (see Figure 6). 

■ Much of the developing world rates low in capacity for informed decision-making, with
countries in sub-Saharan Africa and the Asia-Pacific region faring the worst. 

■ In the Philippines and Papua New Guinea, capacity for informed decision-making is low-
est in remote, rural communities, where poverty rates are highest and education levels
are low. These communities are among the most disadvantaged and least likely to benefit
from mining without substantial investment in their education and welfare.

Disadvantaged communities will require substantial investment to ensure that they are able
to participate meaningfully in negotiations and stakeholder dialogues. Failure to make such
investments may result in high costs to the company and its investors as a result of unrealis-
tic expectations, disruptions to the mine, and—in a worst case scenario—civil unrest. The
remainder of this chapter summarizes the social contributions of mining to communities in
the Philippines and Papua New Guinea, and identifies populations (at the global and country
case study scales) that may be especially vulnerable to the impacts of future mineral develop-
ment, as measured by their capacity for informed decision-making.

Disadvantaged communities
require additional
investments.

Communities lacking the
capacity to make informed
decisions were considered
vulnerable.
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FIGURE 6. Change in Human Development Indices in Papua New Guinea’s  
Mining Provinces, 1980–1996 
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THE SOCIAL CONTRIBUTIONS OF MINING IN THE PHILIPPINES AND PAPUA
NEW GUINEA
Local communities are often in closest contact with mining companies. To understand how
communities have benefited from mining in the case study countries, we examined economic
and social indicators such as compensation, employment, and health and community welfare.

COMPENSATION

Mining has contributed substantial revenue in both Papua New Guinea and the Philippines.
Communities living near the Porgera mine in Papua New Guinea have benefited from the
mine through compensation payments, infrastructure, and employment (Biersack, 2001;
Nita, 2001; Imbun and Morris, 2001). In 2001, the five active mines in Papua New Guinea
contributed a total of over US$32 million in compensation and benefits to local landowners
and provincial governments (GoPNG, 2002). 

However, despite this substantial revenue, the benefits have not been equitably distributed.
For Papua New Guinea’s Porgera mine, a minority of the clans living within the special min-
ing lease receives most of the benefits (Nita, 2001; Biersack, 2001; Connell and Howitt,
1991). As a result, many of Papua New Guinea’s mining provinces remain among the most
disadvantaged in the country. Four out of five mines are located in districts defined by
researchers as “extremely disadvantaged” or “severely disadvantaged,” suggesting that the
wealth generated from mining benefits only those living closest to the mine (Hanson et al.,
2002). This inequitable distribution of wealth has exacerbated already existing tensions
amongst local communities, especially since the wealth provided by mining far outweighs
other income generating activities (Jacka, 2001; Filer, 1990). 

Similar problems with revenue distribution have been documented in the Philippines. The
central government receives 60 percent of the annual net revenue from mining, mostly in
the form of excise taxes. In theory, the remainder is subdivided between local government
agencies, with the national government remitting the community’s share to local govern-
ment treasuries. However, in practice this does not always happen (Cruz et al., 1999),
prompting some local officials to reject proposed mining projects.

EMPLOYMENT

In 2000, mining employed approximately 9,000 people in Papua New Guinea (GoPNG,
2002) and more than 100,000 in the Philippines (ILO, 2003). The latter figure represents a
drop of 62 percent from 1985 levels (Jennings, 2002).3 Unfortunately, competition for these
jobs is fierce. In the Philippines, low-skilled mining jobs often attract an influx of migrants
from other disadvantaged areas, marginalizing local residents (DOLE, 2002). Landowners
living near Papua New Guinea’s Porgera mine report having to bribe hiring committees to
obtain jobs (Jacka, 2001). 

Employment in the mining
sector is limited.

But the benefits have not
been equitably distributed.

Mining has resulted in
financial benefits for 
Papua New Guinea and 
the Philippines.
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HEALTH AND COMMUNITY WELFARE

In both Papua New Guinea and the Philippines, health care is lacking in remote areas and
mining companies frequently build hospitals or provide much needed medical care. Even at
the Bougainville mine in Papua New Guinea, where environmental degradation caused a
social uprising, the general health of the population was reported to have improved (Connell
and Howitt, 1991). 

However, in Papua New Guinea, mineral development has not necessarily improved the
health of residents in local communities, especially those living outside of the mining com-
pany’s defined zone of influence. Western province appears to have made important strides
in reducing infant mortality between 1980 and 1996, but Milne Bay and Enga provinces
have performed poorly on most indicators despite contributions from mining during those
years (see Figure 6).

In some cases, the biggest losers from mining development in Papua New Guinea have been
women. Mining is typically dominated by men, and women’s voices and rights are often
ignored (Macintyre, 2002). For example, communities on the island of Bougainville are
matrilineal and women own the land. However, mining officials negotiated with men when
the mine lease was established, undermining the island’s traditional matrilineal system.
Women were never consulted nor did they give their permission for the mine to be estab-
lished on their lands (Filer, 1990; Gillespie, 1996). Increased alcoholism and prostitution
have also affected women. At the Misima mine, alcoholism has become a major problem,
with men spending most of their paychecks on liquor (Gerritson and Macintyre, 1991). Men
living near the Ok Tedi mine reportedly use their newfound wealth to purchase more wives
(Hyndman, 1995). 

IDENTIFYING VULNERABLE COMMUNITIES 
In developing countries, human capital, especially education attainment, has been identified
as a critical factor for economic progress (TFHES, 2000). Countries with greater percentages
of higher education attainment among adult populations are more likely to contribute pro-
ductively to society, earn higher incomes, and be able to critically evaluate development
options. In addition, public participation can help ensure that costs and benefits of develop-
ment projects are taken into account (Petkova et al., 2002).

It stands to reason, then, that communities lacking basic education and the ability to partici-
pate in decision-making will be less likely to benefit from mining projects. These communi-
ties are at a significant disadvantage, as they may not possess adequate skills and access to
information to negotiate effectively in their own best interests. Thus, we developed an indica-
tor for this study reflecting the capacity for informed decision-making, which is based on
measures of education, functional literacy, income, access to services, and the degree of par-
ticipation in civil society. 

Low income communities
lacking basic education are
less likely to make informed
decisions.

3 Philippine employment figure includes mining and quarrying for metallic and non-metallic minerals, as well as oil
and gas development.
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As shown in Map 8, most of sub-Saharan Africa, nearly all of South and Southeast Asia, and
the least developed countries in Latin America (Guatemala, Haiti, and Nicaragua) have popu-
lations with low capacity for informed decision-making, while industrialized countries rate
high in this capacity. The southern cone of the African continent (Botswana and South
Africa), most of Latin America, Northern Africa and the Middle East, and the Newly
Independent States (former Soviet Union) are characterized by medium capacity for
informed decision-making.

VULNERABLE COMMUNITIES IN THE PHILIPPINES

The Philippines is characterized by a high population density (approximately 270 people per
km2), with most communities having access to roads and other infrastructure. Indigenous
peoples make up 16 percent of the population (CIPRAD, 1999) and their rights were only
recently recognized formally through the Indigenous People’s Rights Act (IPRA) and the
establishment of ancestral domains. According to this law, indigenous communities have the
right to approve or reject any development projects proposed within their claim areas.
Approximately 1 percent of the land area registered in ancestral domain claims overlaps with
approved mining or exploration areas. 

High poverty rates, especially in rural areas, are a major human development challenge in
the Philippines. In 2000, approximately 45 percent of the population was living on less than
US$2 per day and the rural poverty rate was estimated at 37 percent (World Bank, 2001). The
degree of welfare also appears to be linked to education levels; 75 percent of the poor in 1997
belonged to households where the head had not received more than an elementary school
education (World Bank, 2002a). The number of peoples’ organizations and NGOs is high. In
1995, there were 60,000 registered non-profit institutions in the country, indicating an
active civil society sector (ESSC, 1999b).

In the Philippines, capacity for informed decision-making was estimated using a combina-
tion of functional literacy, welfare, and the proportion of households with membership in a
people’s organization or NGO (see Map 9). As might be expected, capacity for informed deci-
sion-making is lowest in the most impoverished regions of the Philippines (e.g., Samar and
Leyte), as well as areas in Mindanao that are plagued by ongoing security problems and con-
flict. More than half of exploratory and mining concessions overlap with areas of low capacity
for informed decision-making, indicating that significant investments will be required to ele-
vate community members’ ability to participate effectively in decisions regarding mining in
their communities. 

VULNERABLE COMMUNITIES IN PAPUA NEW GUINEA

Papua New Guinea is one of the most culturally and linguistically diverse nations in the
world, with more than 850 separate language groups. Approximately 85 percent of the coun-
try’s population lives in rural communities based on a traditional village structure (Hanson
et al., 2002:11) and more than 95 percent of the land is under customary ownership. Few
communities have access to roads or other physical infrastructure and many of the existing
road networks are in serious disrepair (UNDP, 1999: 123).

Few communities have 
access to roads and other
infrastructure.

Mining overlaps with areas
that have low capacity for
informed decision-making.

High poverty rates in rural
areas pose a human
development challenge.

Indigenous communities have
the right to approve or reject
mining in their claim areas.

Citizens in much of the
developing world have a low
capacity for informed
decision-making.
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Road density has been shown to be somewhat correlated with school enrollment and life
expectancy at the provincial level. Remote areas within provinces are more likely to rank
lower in health and education, with the exception of the Highlands Region, where a high
percentage of the population rates poorly in school enrollment and basic health indicators
despite relatively high access to roads (UNDP, 1999: 126, 85).

Detailed information on education and access to health care is not publicly available at a sub-
provincial level for Papua New Guinea. Thus, we sought to roughly identify potentially vul-
nerable communities by estimating the remoteness of communities, based on their access to
roads and distance from one another (see Map 10). According to our analysis, communities
living in Sandaun and Western Provinces are among the most remote and therefore are like-
ly to have the lowest capacity for informed decision-making. These communities are more
likely to engage in traditional subsistence livelihoods and the relatively large cash benefits
associated with mining could disrupt traditional livelihoods, resulting in a greater incidence
of social ills, such as prostitution, alcoholism, and domestic violence. 

Remote communities are
more likely to have low
capacity for informed
decision-making.
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Chapter 5. Natural Hazards and Mining

In 1928 an earthquake measuring 8.3 on the Richter scale occurred near the Barahona cop-
per mine in Chile, causing a failure of the waste impoundment. Nearly 3 million cubic
meters of toxic waste flowed down the valley, killing 54 people (ICOLD, 2001:110). Tailings
impoundment design has improved considerably since the early days of industrial mining.
However, accidents still occur with surprising frequency. According to a study by the
International Council on Large Dams (ICOLD), about two mine structure accidents have
occurred per year over the last 6 years (ICOLD, 2001:6). In the last 12 years, approximately
31 tailings incidents have been recorded, of which nearly 40 percent resulted in loss of life or
property.4

Although global-level data are limited regarding hazard-prone areas, seismicity and excessive
moisture can be used to identify areas that pose challenges for responsible mine manage-
ment. Areas with high moisture availability are especially prone to water quality problems,
because high rainfall can cause tailings impoundments to overflow. The results of our haz-
ard analysis reveal that:

■ At a global level, 12 percent of active mines and 7 percent of exploratory sites are located
in areas characterized by high or very high seismic hazard. 

■ In the Philippines, however, much of the country and more than half of exploratory and
mining concessions overlap with areas of high seismic risk. This is of particular concern
for older operating mines, which may not have been built to current standards.

■ Areas that may be predisposed to water quality problems include most of the tropics and
the temperate coastal parts of North America and Europe. Approximately 10 percent of
active mines and an additional 25 percent of exploration sites occur in such areas.

Natural hazards have been relatively well studied and documented at a global level. ICOLD
has produced several bulletins defining risk parameters for tailings impoundments that
include consideration of natural hazards. However, the analysis presented in this chapter
represents the first time that a map has been produced comparing areas prone to natural
hazard with active mines and exploration sites at a global level. The analysis is divided into
two sections: seismic hazard and risk, and excessive moisture. 

Earthquakes and excessive
moisture pose challenges for
responsible mine
management.

Tailings incidents continue 
to cause loss of life and
property.

4 Calculation based on the number of metal and coal mine tailings incidents with recorded releases and known
impacts. For a complete list see: UNEP (2002), “Chronology of Major Tailings Dam Failures,” Available online at:
http://www.antenna.nl/wise/uranium/mdaf.html. Last accessed June 5, 2003
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SEISMIC HAZARD AND RISK
Seismic hazard is defined as the “probable level of ground shaking associated with earth-
quakes” (Giardini, 2000). Because earthquakes can disrupt buildings and other infrastruc-
ture, they are a major safety concern for mine development. Earthquakes are not the only
geological hazards contributing to failure of mine infrastructure. Breaches in mining infra-
structure, particularly mine waste dumps, can occur if mines are incorrectly sited near areas
prone to mass wasting.5

The analysis conducted for this study estimated the potential for geological instability using
global seismic hazard maps. Many countries and regional bodies develop such maps. From
1992 to 1998, the United Nations conducted a demonstration project called the Global
Seismic Hazard Assessment Program, which initiated several regional seismic hazard
assessment programs throughout the world. The resulting regional assessment maps were
combined into a global seismic hazard map (see Map 11).

Although seismicity may pose a hazard for many mines, Map 11 does not imply that tailings
facilities at these mines will fail. Modern mining operations are required to incorporate
design elements that account for seismic events. For example, ICOLD recommends that tail-
ings facilities built in areas of high seismic hazard be designed to withstand the strongest
earthquake expected to occur for many years (ICOLD, 1989:25). Thus, our analysis provides
a rough guide of where mineral development may entail increased costs to protect against
seismic hazard.

ESTIMATING SEISMIC RISK IN THE PHILIPPINES

According to Giardini et al. (2000), seismic risk is determined by combining seismic hazard
with vulnerability factors, such as the age and structure of buildings, population density, and
land use. In the Philippines, we estimated seismic risk by considering seismic hazard, soil
properties, and existing building codes for mine structures, such as tailings impoundments.
The objective was to identify areas where mining poses a risk due to the probability that a
strong earthquake exceeding existing building codes for tailings impoundments will occur.
Similarly detailed data were not available for Papua New Guinea or at a global level.

Inherent seismic risk remains high across much of the Philippines; two thirds of exploratory
concessions and more than half of active concessions are located in areas of high seismic
risk (see Map 12).

Seismic risk is high
throughout much of 
the Philippines.

Building mines in earthquake
prone zones implies
increased costs.

5 Mass wasting is a collective term for a variety of geotechnical phenomena whereby geological materials commonly
move down-slope either gradually or catastrophically. The term covers the following processes: soil creep, rock falls,
slides, slumping, flows, heaves, and debris avalanches. Montgomery C.,W., 1989 Environmental Geology 2nd Ed. by
Wm.C. Brown Publishers.
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Country/ State Weinert Hazard Level

North America

British Columbia, Canada High-Very High

Ontario, Canada High

New Brunswick, Canada Very High

Texas, USA Low-Very High

North Carolina, Florida, Pennsylvania, Missouri, Kentucky, USA High-Very High

Nevada, Idaho, Wyoming, Montana, Colorado, New Mexico, Arizona, Utah, USA Low

Europe/ Eurasia

Ireland High

Montenegro Very High

Stava, North Italy Very High

Nyukka Creek, USSR Low

Derbyshire, UK High-Very High

Southern Ukraine Low

Bilbao and Santander, Spain High

Los Frailes, Spain Low

Baia Mare, Romania High

Bekovsky, Western Siberia Low

Asia/Pacific

Philippines High-Very High

Dashi, China Very High

Shanxi Province, China Low

Tasmania Very High

Waitekauri Valley, New Zealand High-Very High

Japan Very High

Africa

Zambia Low

Arcturus, Zimbabwe Low

South and Central America

Guyana High

Minas Gerais and Goias, Brazil Very High

Note: Includes only metal and coal mines for which an approximate location is available.
Sources: ICOLD (2001); Map 13.

Table 5. Known Tailings Incidents and Weinert Hazard Level, 1939–2002
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FLOOD HAZARD AND WATER QUALITY PROBLEMS
One of the most common causes of tailings dam failures is “overtopping,” or overflow of the
impoundment during high rainfall. According to ICOLD, the major reason for tailings
impoundment failures in the past 60 years has been “lack of control of the hydrological
regime,” particularly in flood-prone areas (ICOLD, 2001: 31). High rainfall may also interact
with waste and ore piles at a mine site, creating acid drainage and the release of toxic metals
and reagents. 

Flood hazard maps are routinely provided to homeowners and insurance companies
throughout the United States and in other countries to identify flood-prone areas. Although a
global flood hazard map is not available, excessive moisture can be used as a proxy to identi-
fy where tailings impoundments are more likely to fail due to high rainfall. We used the
Weinert Weathering Index to estimate potential water quality problems due to excess mois-
ture (Weinert, 1964; Ashton et al., 2001). The Weinert Index is a mathematical model com-
paring net evaporation in the warmest month of the year to average annual precipitation.
The resulting dimensionless value indicates where annual precipitation greatly exceeds the
amount of moisture lost to evaporation (see Appendix 1 for details). 

According to Map 13, areas prone to exceptionally high rainfall are found predominantly in
the tropics and in the temperate coastal zones of the Americas, Europe, and the Pacific. This
is consistent with the predominantly warm, humid, and wet landscapes found in these areas.
Indeed, historical tailings dam failures tend to coincide with areas where Weinert hazard lev-
els are high (see Table 5). 

The map, however, does not fully capture all areas where water quality problems are likely to
occur and it is not a suitable proxy for estimating potential acid drainage problems. For
example, mines located in much of the western United States are known to have generated
acid drainage and have reported tailings incidents, even thought these areas appear to have
low vulnerability. This is likely due to the coarseness of the data used in this study. In addi-
tion, the Weinert Index does not capture the effects of high elevations on monthly and annu-
al precipitation (Weinert, 1964). Although mines developed in these areas are likely to
encounter water quality challenges, mines built in areas with low hazard ratings according to
the Weinert Index may also experience serious water quality problems. 

Both the Philippines and Papua New Guinea have high hazard ratings. In essence, any mine
constructed in either country can be expected to confront significant water quality manage-
ment challenges relating to high moisture levels and heavy rainfall.

Mining in other areas may
also result in serious water
quality problems.

Rainfall is highest in the
tropics and temperate coastal
zones.

Mines in areas of high rainfall
are more likely to encounter
water quality problems.



Chapter 6 Other Contributing Factors

The previous three chapters have highlighted areas that are environmentally and socially vul-
nerable to mining. However, the degree to which these areas are exposed to negative impacts
from mining depends in large part on the quality of national regulations, governance (as
defined by transparency, accountability, and the rule of law), and the relative footprint of cer-
tain mine practices. Good governance practices help to ensure that mining companies are
held accountable and that citizens have a hand in shaping positive development outcomes.
On the other hand, weak governance indicates a lack of important safeguards to ensure that
responsible mining occurs. Therefore, we chose to analyze determining factors that may
increase the exposure of environmentally and socially vulnerable areas to the potential haz-
ards posed by mining, as defined by: 1) governance and 2) certain mine practices. The results
of this analysis indicate that:

■ Many countries, especially in the developing world, are plagued by corruption, civil
unrest, and lack of opportunity for civil society to participate meaningfully in defining
development options that are most likely to benefit them. 

■ Nearly one quarter of active mines and exploration sites are located in countries exhibit-
ing the weakest governance structures, indicating that mining in these countries is less
likely to contribute positively to economic development. 

■ Disposing of mine waste in rivers has resulted in particularly high environmental and
social costs. Dumping waste in the deep-sea environment carries with it great uncertainty
regarding potential environmental impacts and should only be considered if there is a
high degree of assurance that such practice would not damage vulnerable ecosystems,
especially in the case of small islands.

A complete analysis of governance would include an evaluation of the quality of environmen-
tal regulations. Unfortunately, such an assessment has not been conducted globally and data
were limited for both case studies, making it difficult to measure the quality of regulations in
each country. For this reason, the analysis presented in this chapter focuses largely on global
governance datasets, supplemented by information collected in the Philippines and in Papua
New Guinea. 

GOVERNANCE
Transparent and democratic governance structures are a critical element in ensuring that
corporations and governments are held accountable for their actions (MMSD, 2002; TI,
2002; Kaufmann et al. 1999a, 1999b, 2002; Petkova, 2002). A recent study of the relation-
ship between governance and national economic performance found that countries with
weak governance are less likely to experience economic growth, although economic growth
by itself does not lead to better governance. In other words, the increased revenue that may
accrue from mining will not result in economic growth if a country lacks good governance in

Strong governance structures
are important.

Governance and certain mine
practices may expose
vulnerable areas to hazards.
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part because of “state capture,” a phenomenon the authors define as, “the undue and illicit
influence of the elite in shaping the laws, policies and regulations of the state” (Kaufmann
and Kray, 2002: 31). 

Governance may be measured by examining a country’s political and civil liberties, trans-
parency, control of corruption, and rule of law. While it appears obvious that developing
countries struggle more with governance issues than developed countries, countries such as
the U.S. are by no means immune from governance problems. We sought to portray areas
where governance may be weakest and hence, represent areas where mines may be less like-
ly to contribute positively to the welfare of a country’s citizens. Three aspects of governance
are reviewed: control of corruption, voice and accountability, and rule of law. These elements
of governance, as well as indicators reflecting government effectiveness and political stability,
have also been aggregated into a global governance index. 

CONTROL OF CORRUPTION 

Corruption represents a major impediment to ensuring that revenues from mining con-
tribute to national economic growth and has been identified by the World Bank as the single
greatest obstacle to poverty reduction. A recent study by Transparency International found
that mining, oil, and gas rated among the industries most likely to pay bribes, with the oil
and gas sector ranking the third most corrupt (TI, 2003: 268). In Papua New Guinea, weak
governance and rampant corruption have been recognized as the principal deterrent to the
wise use of revenues from the extractive industries. A World Bank report recommended that
continued investments in extractive industries in Papua New Guinea occur only if gover-
nance problems are addressed (World Bank, 2002b:7).

Corruption appears to be related to a country’s reliance on mineral wealth; of the 32 mineral-
dependant countries listed in Transparency International’s corruption index, nearly three
quarters scored less than 5 on a scale of 0-10, where 0 is considered highly corrupt (MMSD,
2002). Nowhere is this clearer than in Nigeria, where oil development fuels a well-developed
network of corruption, which permeates every level of society. One Shell Oil executive
remarked to a major European newspaper that the company spends more money on bribes
and corruption than on implementing community development projects (Human Rights
Watch, 1999: 9). 

Map 14 summarizes corruption according to Kauffman et al. (2002). Control of corruption is
most problematic in parts of Southeast Asia (Indonesia, Papua New Guinea, and Vietnam)
and throughout Africa (e.g., Angola, Cameroon, Kenya, Libya, Madagascar, Mauritania,
Niger, Nigeria, Somalia, Uganda, Zambia, and Zimbabwe). In Latin America, controlling cor-
ruption appears to be most challenging in Bolivia, Ecuador, Guatemala, Nicaragua, and
Paraguay. Control of corruption also appears to be poor in Russia and many of the newly
independent states (Kyrgzistan, Tajikistan, Turkmenistan, and Uzbekistan), as well as in
Afghanistan and Pakistan. Countries with the lowest levels of corruption include many of the
industrialized countries of the OECD (Organisation for Economic Co-operation and
Development). Countries in the southern cone of Africa and in parts of Latin America and
the Baltics also show strong performance, particularly Chile and Namibia, which appear to
perform as strongly as the OECD nations. 

Corruption is most
problematic in parts of 
the developing world.

Corruption impedes the
mining industry’s contribution
to economic growth.
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RULE OF LAW

The degree to which citizens abide by the law is related to a country’s ability to control cor-
ruption. At the global level, the resulting map for this indicator largely resembled Map 14.
According to this dataset, both Papua New Guinea and the Philippines score in the second
lowest quartile for this indicator. Data collected for this study in Papua New Guinea and the
Philippines underscored problems in this area of governance. The largest mines in Papua
New Guinea—Ok Tedi and Porgera—have been subject to their own legislation, which super-
sedes national law (Shearman, 2001). In the Philippines, nearly one mine-related pollution
incident has been reported per year in the past 18 years. In nearly 40 percent of the cases,
the government did not impose a fine. Even when fines were levied, these were minimal
(less than $5,000) with the exception of three cases, in which fines and/or compensation
exceeded $50,000. In the highest profile pollution case (Marcopper), the company offered a
$2 million compensation payment, but this did not cover even 5 percent of the estimated
cost of clean-up (DENR-PAB, 2000).

VOICE AND ACCOUNTABILITY

The UN considers civil and political liberties essential for human development (UNDP,
2002). A broad range of such liberties is reflected in the Kaufmann et al. (2002) voice and
accountability aggregate indicator, which measures the degree to which a country’s citizens
are able to participate in the selection of governments, including civil liberties, political
rights, and independence of the media. Another measure of civil liberties is the degree to
which environmental impact assessments (EIAs) are subjected to public comment and
review, although EIAs suffer from poor quality and inherent conflicts of interest (see Box 4).

Papua New Guinea and the
Philippines do not enforce
rigorous rules.

Many countries require environmental impact assessments
(EIAs) for mine development. In some countries, EIAs are
subject to public review, allowing citizens an opportunity to
comment on the potential impacts of projects before they are
constructed. In practice, however, public consultation on
EIAs often occurs late in the project development process
and some countries do not guarantee sufficient time for citi-
zens to comment. An analysis of the EIA process in Latin
America revealed that half of the countries in that region do
not require public consultation until governments have for-
mally approved EIAs (Petkova et al., 2002: 76). In the
Philippines, public consultation is required at several stages
of EIA development, including during initial drafting.
However, public consultation is not required at all in
Indonesia. In Papua New Guinea, public consultation is
required by law; however, in practice, this is commonly
ignored or circumvented.

Although EIAs are an important component of minimizing
negative environmental and social impacts, other problems

may render them ineffective. In most cases, EIAs are pre-
pared by company consultants and generally include an
analysis of anticipated environmental and social impacts as
well as plans to mitigate negative environmental and social
impacts. Independent review is necessary to ensure that any
potential environmental and social problems have not been
downplayed. However, many developing countries lack
trained personnel to review EIAs and ensure they comply
with the highest scientific standards (ESMAP, 1999:23). 

In addition, estimating potential impacts requires data col-
lection prior to development to establish baseline levels for
environmental quality. However, baseline data may not exist,
forcing environmental managers to set arbitrary standards
based on what little information is available. For example,
the “mixing zone” set by the Papua New Guinea government
for the Porgera mine was based on ease of access to the
nearest collection point for baseline flow data, rather than
scientific analysis of aquatic biodiversity in the river (CSIRO,
1996).

Box 4. Environmental Impact Assessments and Public Participation
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Many of the same countries that perform poorly in terms of corruption also fare poorly in
measures of voice and accountability (e.g., Afghanistan, Angola, Cameroon, Iraq, Libya, the
Newly Independent States, Pakistan, Somalia, Syria, Uganda, Vietnam, and Zimbabwe),
although civil and political liberties appear to be a greater problem for some than corruption
(e.g., China, Guinea, Guinea-Bissau, Saudi Arabia, and Sierra Leone). Citizens in most of
Latin America appear to have greater civil and political liberties than in other parts of the
developing world, with the exception of Cuba (see Map 15). 

MULTIPLE VULNERABILITIES

Because an adequate regulatory framework, public participation, and freedom from corrup-
tion are important for ensuring environmentally and socially responsible mining, it stands to
reason that weak governance exposes environmentally and socially vulnerable areas to poten-
tial hazards from mining. Proposed mines in areas with multiple hazards and vulnerabilities
may be especially problematic, as they imply the need for careful and deliberate decision-
making that may be less likely in areas of weak governance. Unfortunately, due to the coarse
and unreliable nature of governance data, it is not possible to combine the ecological and
social vulnerability maps developed for this study with the governance maps presented in
this chapter. However, some inferences can be made by examining the results of both analy-
ses. 

To examine these relationships, we combined all of the aggregate governance indicators
developed by Kaufmann et al. (2002) except regulatory burden to create a combined indica-
tor of governance. We then compared global indicators measuring seismicity, watershed
stress, and ecological value to the InfoMine database to estimate the degree to which mines
face multiple vulnerabilities or hazards.6 This analysis revealed that:

■ Nearly one quarter of active mines and exploration sites are located in countries with
weak governance. 

■ Nearly one third of the countries for which data are available rank poorly in both gover-
nance and capacity for informed decision-making, indicating that mining may be less
likely to improve the human development of citizens in these countries.

■ Nearly one third of countries with high watershed stress also rate poorly in governance,
reducing the likelihood of sound water resource management.

■ Approximately 4 percent of active mines and exploration sites face multiple vulnerabili-
ties, including seismicity, watershed stress, and ecological value. 

In Papua New Guinea and the Philippines, an analysis of multiple vulnerabilities revealed
that a significant proportion of mining and exploratory concessions are exposed to more than
one vulnerability or risk:

Multiple vulnerabilities may
pose additional challenges
where governance is weak.

Some developing countries
also fare poorly in measures
of voice and accountability.

6 We did not include excessive moisture in this analysis due to the coarseness of the evaporation dataset.
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■ In Papua New Guinea, 71 percent of exploratory and mining concessions overlap with
areas of low capacity for informed decision-making and fragile forests. More than 80 per-
cent of all mining concessions overlap with areas of low capacity for informed decision-
making and intact forests.

■ In the Philippines, 40 percent of exploratory and mining concessions overlap with high
vulnerability or risk areas in more than one indicator, including watershed stress, seismic
risk, ecological value, and capacity for informed decision-making. 

The vulnerabilities analyzed in this study may not be directly linked to one another; however,
the presence of multiple vulnerabilities implies higher costs for companies developing or
investing in a potential mine. If mining occurs in areas with multiple vulnerabilities and
weak governance, these costs may be borne by citizens unless adequate safeguards are put in
place to ensure that mining revenues are managed for the benefit of the majority of citizens.

ENVIRONMENTALLY AND SOCIALLY RISKY MINE PRACTICES
Certain mine practices are more likely to increase the exposure of vulnerable ecosystems and
communities to the potential hazards of mining. In some cases, the type of mine construct-
ed (e.g., underground versus open pit) is determined primarily by the characteristics of the
deposit. In others, the choice of engineering design for mine structures has a direct bearing
on the exposure of nearby critical ecosystems or communities to mine-related hazards. For
example, most tailings impoundment failures in seismically active zones have been associat-
ed with the upstream method of construction, rather than downstream or centerline con-
struction (ICOLD, 2001:47-48). This section examines the waste disposal practices that may
be especially problematic for sensitive ecosystems and communities.

RIVERINE TAILINGS DISPOSAL

In some parts of the world, seismic instability and high landslide probability have led compa-
nies to abandon the construction of tailings impoundments in favor of dumping treated
wastes directly into rivers, a practice known as riverine tailings disposal. For example, BHP
argued that dumping tailings into the Ok Tedi River was the only viable option at the compa-
ny’s copper and gold mine in Papua New Guinea, given that a tailings impoundment had
failed due to landslides in the region (BHP, 1997:37). Few mines around the world currently
utilize riverine tailings disposal for waste management, and all are located on the island of
New Guinea. 

The environmental costs of riverine tailings disposal have been high. The Panguna copper
mine in Papua New Guinea dumped approximately 150,000 tonnes of waste rock and tail-
ings per day into the Jaba River. The practice of riverine tailings disposal resulted in signifi-
cant negative impacts on the river and surrounding local communities, including the loss of
fish in the entire 480 km2 watershed, declines in local wildlife populations, loss of agricul-
tural land, and declines in coastal fish stocks (Boge, 1998:212). More than 60 percent of the
tailings and waste rock deposited in the Jaba River have been carried out to sea and aquatic

The environmental costs of
riverine tailings disposal have
been high.

Some waste disposal
practices may pose problems
for vulnerable areas.

Multiple vulnerabilities imply
higher costs for companies.
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species in the upper tributaries of the Jaba River were unable to migrate to the sea to spawn
(Brown, 1974:25-26).

By the company’s own admission, nearly two decades of riverine tailings disposal at the Ok
Tedi mine has resulted in the degradation of more than 2,000 km2 of forests. Approximately
50,000 residents in 120 villages have been affected by the 70 million tonnes of tailings and
waste rock dumped into the Ok Tedi River. Fish stocks are estimated to have declined 70-90
percent. As a result, BHP divested itself of the Ok Tedi mine, leaving management to a gov-
ernment-owned subsidiary. The company has since committed never to develop another
mine using riverine tailings disposal as a waste management option (WRI, 2003: 188-197).

Papua New Guinea legislation facilitates such practices by allowing companies large exemp-
tions from meeting water quality standards in discharge areas known as “mixing zones.” The
mixing zones for the Ok Tedi and Porgera mines are 200 and 150 kilometers, respectively.
According to analysis conducted in this study, more than 37,000 people live within 5 kilome-
ters of these mixing zones, suggesting that they may suffer lower water quality. 

MARINE TAILINGS DISPOSAL

Disposing mine tailings in the marine environment has been used as an alternative to river-
ine tailings disposal, especially for mines located in coastal areas. Impacts from marine dis-
posal systems have consistently included increased water turbidity, seabed smothering, and
trace metal accumulation (Ellis,1998:94; Ripley, 1996; Loring and Asmund, 1989). The shal-
lower waste disposal systems are among the most destructive because tailings are dumped in
areas of greatest marine biodiversity (MMSD, 2002). However, even tailings disposal at
greater depths may produce significant impacts on aquatic biodiversity, as pipes used to
transport waste to deep sea environments have been known to break at shallower depths,
causing a loss of fish and other aquatic organisms (MMSD, 2002; Coumans, 2002).

Deep-sea tailings disposal requires deposition of mine waste below the euphotic zone (i.e.,
sufficient light is not available for photosynthesis). In theory, the impacts of such disposal
should be minimal, given that the deep sea is generally more stable than coastal environ-
ments and the lack of light would preclude the existence of highly diverse aquatic organisms.
Although this has been found to be true for some mines practicing this method (Jones and
Ellis, 1995), one study found short-term reductions in growth rate and avoidance of mine
tailings in juvenile yellowfin tuna, suggesting that aquatic organisms that depend on the
seabed floor may have difficulty adapting to the disposal of mine tailings (Johnson, 1997). 

To date, there have been few independent, peer-reviewed studies on the impacts of submarine
tailings disposal on the deep-sea environment. Scientists point to a high degree of uncertainty
regarding the nature of the deep-sea environment, due to lack of data on how deep-sea benth-
ic organisms react to human-induced changes. Predicting the behavior of tailings deposited in
the deep-sea environment is hampered by a general lack of knowledge regarding the physics
of sediment transport in the marine environment (Coumans, 2002). Some have noted that
the deep-sea environment is characterized by significantly diverse microbial activity, the loss of
which could result in the decline and extinction of specific taxa, some of which may be critical-
ly important for the maintenance of fisheries (Mooney et al., 1995). 

Not enough is known about
the impacts of tailings
deposited in the deep-sea
environment.

Waste disposal in the marine
environment has resulted in
environmental damage.
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Despite the scientific uncertainties regarding the deep-sea environment and the recorded
incidents of pipe breaks at shallower depths, this waste management practice is increasingly
proposed for new mines, especially in the Asia-Pacific region. Four mines in Indonesia and
Papua New Guinea use submarine tailings disposal systems and six of eight mines propos-
ing submarine tailings disposal are in the Asia-Pacific region. Because the Asia-Pacific
region is endowed with the world’s greatest coastal and marine biodiversity, submarine tail-
ing disposal should only be considered if there is a high degree of assurance that these vul-
nerable ecosystems will not be damaged.

Some areas may be too
vulnerable to justify the use
of submarine tailings disposal
systems.



Chapter 7. Financial Institutions Exposed to
Environmental and Social Risks 

Many institutions are exposed to environmental and social risks from mining: mining com-
panies, financial institutions, insurance companies, and metal product buyers whose product
lines are potentially subject to consumer pressure. Mining projects require large amounts of
capital investment. Although financial institutions are not directly involved in mining, with-
out the much-needed capital they provide, many mining projects would not be built. As
such, these institutions are an important part of establishing accountability between the
global capital investments they support and local environmental and social impacts. The par-
ticipation of public financial institutions in particular can leverage additional domestic and
private investment in this sector. Public financial institutions are bound by social and envi-
ronmental mandates requiring them to meet poverty reduction and ecosystem protection
goals. As such, pressure is building on these institutions to better assess the social and envi-
ronmental risks of their lending and intermediation.

Unfortunately, there is no global dataset that identifies the mining investments of most of
these actors. Although it is possible to cull some information from corporate annual reports,
no comprehensive list of mining-related investments in all active and potential mines is pub-
licly available. The mine location database used for this project did not contain any informa-
tion on ownership of individual mineral properties. Researching the ownership of each
mine, while technically possible, was beyond the available resources of this project. For this
reason, this chapter focuses on a limited subset of public and private financial institutions
investing in Papua New Guinea, for which some information is available.

The results of the Papua New Guinea analysis revealed the following:

■ Three out of five active mines and one advanced exploration site fall within areas of high
ecological vulnerability, as defined by the presence of intact and fragile forests within con-
cession boundaries. 

■ Major international financial institutions, such as Citibank, ABN AMRO, Overseas
Private Investment Corporation, EFIC (Australia) and the Export Development
Corporation (Canada) have invested in the country’s major mining projects and are thus
potentially exposed to environmental and social risks. 

TYPES OF FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS
Financial institutions that lend to the mining sector can be categorized into three types:
export credit agencies (ECAs), multi-lateral development banks, and private banks (lending
and investment banking). These institutions can be briefly summarized as follows:

Financial institutions play an
important role by supporting
mining projects.
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■ Export Credit Agencies (ECAs): ECAs are generally state-supported financial institutions
whose main goal is to promote exports of equipment and services from their home coun-
tries. A company seeking to purchase capital equipment for a mine may seek a short-
term loan from an export credit agency in the country where the equipment will be pur-
chased. ECAs also provide longer-term project finance (5- to 10-year loans) for overseas
projects, political risk and currency transfer risk guarantees, as well as insurance.
(Maurer and Bhandari, 2000; Maurer, 2002)

■ Development Finance Institutions: The World Bank Group provides private sector loans
and guarantees through the International Finance Corporation (IFC) and the Multilateral
Investment Guarantee Agency (MIGA). Lending practices in both institutions require
compliance with World Bank policies and operating procedures. The IFC promotes pri-
vate sector investment in developing countries by providing direct project finance, as well
as other services, such as underwriting and security placement. MIGA provides political
and currency transfer risk guarantees, much like ECAs. Other regional banks, such as the
Asian Development Bank (ADB) also provide private sector loans and guarantees, usually
for investments in their focal region. 

■ Commercial (private) banks: Commercial banks provide debt finance for projects as well
as some equity financing. They may also provide advice and other services, such as assist-
ing a company to raise equity through a public offering. Insurance companies insure
against risks associated with mine construction and operation, as well as against political
risks.

The level of importance of each category for mine financing is difficult to determine because
information is not publicly available, especially for export credit agencies and private com-
mercial banks. Mining companies in many developing countries (e.g., the Philippines) also
receive financing from domestic financial institutions, but even less information is available
detailing these investments because most developing countries do not require these institu-
tions to publicly release independently audited account statements or annual reports.
National development banks often support state-owned mining companies, but information
on the portfolio of projects supported by these institutions is not publicly accessible. 

Notwithstanding this lack of information, anecdotal evidence suggests that ECAs have pro-
vided a significant proportion of the financing for many mining projects. For example, nearly
half of the total debt financing for the Antamina mine in Peru came from export credit agen-
cies (Grieg-Gran, 2003:124). The IFC plays an important role among development financial
institutions not only through direct investment in mining projects, which in 2001 made up 7
percent of its committed portfolio (Grieg-Gran, 2003: 122), but also because many other pub-
lic and private financial institutions adopt IFC standards and guidelines when assessing
potential environmental and social risks. Among regional development banks, the European
Bank for Reconstruction and Development (EBRD) provides significant financing for mining
projects, which make up the largest segment of the bank’s portfolio after oil and gas (UNEP,
2002a:19).

Data on the participation of
financial institutions in
mining projects are lacking.
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HOW FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS CONSIDER ENVIRONMENTAL AND SOCIAL
RISKS
Many financial institutions use a system of categories, ranging from A-C, to designate
whether a project is environmentally or socially sensitive. Category A projects typically are
the most sensitive, triggering the highest level of scrutiny by investors. Often a company pro-
posing a category A project is required to provide an environmental impact assessment.
Category B projects are deemed to have less serious potential environmental and social
impact than category A projects, while category C projects are considered to have minimal
potential impacts. Financial institutions often have difficulty distinguishing between “good”
and “bad” projects due in part to the fact that they rely on environmental impact assess-
ments provided by the company, and these are rarely evaluated for quality by independent
experts (Grieg-Gran, 2003: 137-138). Indeed, an internal review of the application of IFC safe-
guard policies found that bank staff tend to assign category B status to many projects to
avoid the additional requirements associated with category A projects (CAO, 2003). 

A few financial institutions state flatly that they will not invest in certain types of mining
activities. Both of the U.S. export credit agencies (OPIC and Export Import Bank) state that
they will not support projects located within IUCN I-IV protected areas or in “primary tropi-
cal forests,” although little guidance is provided regarding the operational definition of the
latter classification. In 2001, the private Dutch bank, ABN AMRO adopted an internal
forestry policy that “… precludes financing projects or operations which will result in
resource extraction from, or the clearing of, either primary or high conservation value
forests” (ABN AMRO, 2001).7

FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS EXPOSED TO RISKS IN PAPUA NEW GUINEA 
Much of the information regarding financial institution investment in mining is only avail-
able at a project level. We undertook an analysis to identify the financial actors connected to
active mining projects in Papua New Guinea (see Table 6).8 Although significant project
financing was likely raised for the Porgera and Misima mines, the information provided in
Table 6 underrepresents investments. Most project financing for these mines was raised
prior to 1995, the earliest year for which financial databases list transactions. A large number
of banks financed the Ok Tedi mine, although it is unclear whether these loans remain
active. Since 1998, financing for mines in Papua New Guinea appears to have diminished
significantly, likely as a result of lower levels of investment by the mining industry in this
country. One recent exception (2003) is US$25 million in equity raised for the Kainantu
advanced exploration project by ABN AMRO Morgans, a retail broker partially owned by
ABN AMRO.

Some institutions have
internal policies guiding
investments in mining.

Financial institutions have
difficulty distinguishing
between “good” and “bad”
projects.

7 The ABN AMRO Forestry Policy is primarily tailored to debt engagements governed by risk management process-
es. However, it is the bank’s goal to apply it to other sectors, such as equity and advisory engagements. At this time,
the policy does not formally apply to minority shareholdings in which the bank has no management control. Source:
ABN AMRO Environmental and Social Risk Management Unit. 

8 Unfortunately, insufficient data exist regarding the financing of most active mines in the mines database. A search
through project finance software (ProjectWare) revealed no current financing for active mines in the Philippines,
due to the fact that ProjectWare covers financial transactions with participation from international financial institu-
tions and most of the mines are operated by national companies that receive national financing.
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TABLE 6. Financial Actors Involved in Mines in Papua New Guinea

Financial Institution Mine
Amount of Exposure 
(millions of US$) Status

ABN Amro Kainantu
Lihir
Orogen Minerals (Misima, Porgera, and Lihir)

25 (equity facility)
50
10

Active
Active
Active

Citigroup Ok Tedi
Lihir

150
20

Uknown
Active

Bank of South Pacific Tolukuma 2 Active

Union Bank of Switzerland Lihir 24.33 Active

CIBC Asia Ltd Lihir 14.75 Active

Bayerische Vereinsbank AG Lihir 12 Active

Banque Bruxelles Lambert France Lihir 12 Active

AIDC Ltd. Lihir 16.66 Active

Dresdner Bank Lihir (Dresdner Australia)
Orogen Minerals (Misima, Porgera, and Lihir)

20
15

Active
Active

ANZ Banking Group Ltd Lihir
Orogen Minerals (Misima, Porgera, and Lihir)

14.75
27.5

Active
Active

Royal Bank of Scotland Lihir 14.75 Active

Bank of Nova Scotia Lihir 14.75 Active

KBC Bank Orogen Minerals (Misima, Porgera, and Lihir) 10 Active

West LB Orogen Minerals (Misima, Porgera, and Lihir) 20 Active

Warburg Dillon Read Orogen Minerals (Misima, Porgera, and Lihir) 27.5 Active

Credit Agricole Indosuez Orogen Minerals (Misima, Porgera, and Lihir) 15 Active

Export Finance and Insurance Corporation (EFIC) –  Australia Lihir
Ok Tedi

Export credit
250

Active
Unknown

Multilateral Investment Guarantee Agency (MIGA) Lihir Unknown amount Active

Export Development Corporation (EDC) – Canada Lihir
Ok Tedi

Unknown amount
88

Active
Unknown

Overseas Private Investment Corporation (OPIC) Ok Tedi 50 Unknown

Kreditanstalt fur Wiederaufbau (KfW) – Germany Ok Tedi 100 Unknown

Oesterreichische Kontrollbank AG (OeKB) – Austria Ok Tedi 50 Unknown

Source: Company annual reports; Project FinanceWare; Ok Tedi investments from McGill (1983).
Note: For Lihir, includes banks investing more than US$10 million.  Financing listed may include both debt and equity transactions.
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An analysis of forest cover within mining concessions revealed that all of the active mining
concessions except Misima and Lihir overlap with fragile or intact forests (see Figure 7). The
Kainantu concession contains both fragile and intact forests, albeit in a smaller proportion
than Porgera, Tolukuma, and Ok Tedi. This appears to contradict ABN AMRO’s forestry poli-
cy, suggesting that even though financial institutions have policies relating to environmental
and social risk, these policies may not yet apply to every area of practice within the organiza-
tion. 

Internal policies adopted by
financial institutions have not
been fully implemented.

FIGURE 7.  Ecological Vulnerability in Papua New Guinea by Active Mine
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Chapter 8. Conclusions and Recommendations

To date, mining has had a poor record in terms of its contribution to sustainable develop-
ment. While some communities and nations have benefited significantly from mining, many
who should have benefited have not. More alarmingly, the environmental footprint in some
cases is disproportionately large. Based on the global analysis conducted in this study, we
conclude that:

■ Although global and national policy debates often center on “no go” areas on land that is
already subject to legal protection, mining in important ecosystems that are not adequate-
ly protected may pose an even greater threat. Three quarters of active mines and
exploratory sites appear to overlap with areas of high conservation value and areas of high
watershed stress.

■ Many mineral-dependent countries in the developing world lack important safeguards to
ensure that responsible mining occurs, such as the ability to enforce laws, control corrup-
tion, and foster a strong civil society. In countries where governance is weakest, contin-
ued investment in mining will be less likely to contribute positively to economic develop-
ment unless governance improves.

In Papua New Guinea and the Philippines, we conclude that:

■ Although mining in legally protected areas and ancestral domain claims is difficult to jus-
tify in the Philippines, some mine claims overlap with these areas, producing latent claim
conflicts. 

■ Three quarters of active mining and exploratory concessions in Papua New Guinea and
40 percent of concessions in the Philippines exhibit multiple vulnerabilities and hazards,
indicating that investment in mining projects in these countries is likely to require
greater due diligence to ensure that development does not result in high environmental
and social costs.

■ The Porgera and Ok Tedi mines in Papua New Guinea demonstrate the danger of dealing
with multiple hazards by adopting environmentally risky alternatives in a country where
governance and capacity for informed decision-making are weak. 

METHODOLOGICAL STRENGTHS AND LIMITATIONS
The research conducted for this report was limited by the quality of the data and the scale at
which the analysis was conducted. While the country case studies allowed finer-scale defini-
tion of ecological and social vulnerabilities, the global datasets are too coarse to justify final
decisions to mine in areas of “low” vulnerability or to prohibit mining in areas of “high” vul-
nerability. Although they cannot provide the definitive answer to a “go/no-go” question, the

The methodology in this
report was limited by the
quality of the data.

Destructive mine practices
pose a threat to vulnerable
ecosystems and communities.
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indicators developed for this study can be used as a coarse-scale filter to highlight “red flag”
areas. Based on rigorous assessment of these sensitivities, “go/no-go” decisions can then be
made in the context of a fair and just process that includes stakeholder consultation. 

Although a final synthesis map summarizing all environmental and social vulnerabilities
and hazards at the global level would be a useful tool for decisionmakers, we did not create
such a map because of differences in the units of analysis at the global scale (e.g., water-
sheds, countries, one kilometer pixels). Aggregating environmental and social vulnerabilities
presented in the national datasets must be done with extreme caution due to qualitative dif-
ferences in the indicators. For example, areas of high seismic hazard may overlap with areas
of ecological or social vulnerability, but the actual exposure of these ecosystems and commu-
nities to potential mine-related hazards depends on the direction in which liquefied waste
would travel as a result of an earthquake.

Notwithstanding these limitations, several indicators developed for this report proved partic-
ularly robust and merit further development. These include ecological value as defined in the
case studies (especially Papua New Guinea), watershed stress, seismicity, and capacity for
informed decision-making at the national scale. Better sub-national data for education and
income would enhance the identificaion of vulnerable communities at the global level.

USING THE FRAMEWORK TO SUPPORT OPEN AND TRANSPARENT 
CONSULTATIVE PROCESSES
Identifying “no go” areas is inherently part of a successful business strategy, especially in the
extractive industries sector. Mining companies routinely assess whether investments pose
greater corporate risks (e.g., loss of reputation, loss of social license to operate, disruptions in
operations) than financial benefits. Besides mining companies, the indicators should also be
useful to insurers and providers of project finance, which are especially sensitive to potential
risks posed by mining, as they stand to lose the most if the consequences of these risks
result in disrupted operations and/or large claims. 

In particular, these indicators could prove useful to banks that are signatories to the so-called
Equator Principles. Recently agreed to by several major private banks, these principles com-
mit signatories to adhering to standards set by the International Finance Corporation (IFC)
in making project finance decisions about environmentally sensitive projects. The Equator
Principles apply to project finance in excess of $50 million and are most likely to affect
investments in the infrastructure, oil, gas, and mining sectors (see Chapter 7 for details). 

The indicators developed for this study could also be relevant in the context of the World
Bank’s Extractive Industries Review (see Box 1). The report produced as a result of this
process will include recommendations to the Bank regarding “no go” areas. In addition, it is
apparent that IFC guidelines and standards for project finance may come under review in
the near future. Our framework indicators could provide a tool for actors involved in these
reviews to identify areas that are environmentally and socially vulnerable to the impacts of
mining and to help identify what constitutes a “no go” decision. 

This framework can help
financial institutions
implement standards and
commitments.

Companies already make 
“no go” decisions regarding
potential investments.
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For example, project evaluators can use the data provided in this report to answer the follow-
ing questions:

Answering positively to one or more of the above questions should trigger additional investi-
gation, including consultation with local NGOs and stakeholders to determine if the pro-
posed project conflicts with regional conservation or social objectives. In addition, the above
table can be used to identify some probable “no go” issues, such as projects proposed in offi-
cially designated protected areas or those with proposed riverine tailings disposal systems. It
may also be easier to justify “no go” decisions for projects proposed in areas where finer-
scale information indicates that high conservation values exist (e.g., fragile forests of Papua
New Guinea or protected/critical watersheds in the Philippines). However, determining
whether a project is a “no go” in some situations will require examining the relationship
between questions. For example, any project with a proposed submarine tailings disposal
system warrants careful investigation, but one in which the site is near an area of high con-
servation value may qualify for a “no go” decision. 

Because the process of deciding whether a project warrants a “no go” decision is complex, it
should not be reduced to a checklist approach. Such decisions will require careful informa-
tion gathering, thoughtful analysis, and stakeholder engagement. Although the above ques-
tions can be used as an initial filter for project evaluation, the list is not comprehensive and
project evaluators may need to consider additional issues. 

The questions listed can be
used to screen projects for
their sensitivity.

Question Maps Sample Indicators*

1.  Does the proposed project coincide 
with areas of high conservation value?

2, 3, 4 ■ Officially designated protected areas 
■ Intact, unique, or rare ecosystems
■ Areas representing the last or most important examples of habitat types
■ Fragile forests of Papua New Guinea
■ Protected/ critical watersheds in the Philippines

2.  Does the proposed project coincide with 
other environmentally vulnerable areas?

5, 6, 7 ■ Stressed watersheds
■ Groundwater availability in the Philippines

3.  Does the proposed project involve 
environmentally risky practices?

2, 3, 4, 9, 10 ■ Riverine tailings disposal
■ Submarine tailings disposal in areas of environmental or social vulnerability

4.  Is the project located in an area of 
high natural hazards?

11, 12, 13 ■ Earthquake-prone areas
■ Predominantly wet, humid climates

5.  Is the project located in areas with 
disadvantaged communities?

8, 9, 10 ■ Impoverished communities with low levels of education

6.  Is the project located in a country 
with weak governance?

14, 15 ■ High corruption levels
■ Low adherence to the rule of law
■ Lack of freedom of expression in civil society

*Note: These examples are by no means exhaustive, but rather reflect the indicators incorporated in this study.  They are meant to be illustrative of the types of infor-
mation that risk evaluators can use in their coarse-scale analyses.

Course-Scale Screen of Environmental and Social Sensitivity
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RECOMMENDATIONS

FOR THE FINANCIAL SECTOR

1. Banks and insurers should use indicators like those developed for this study to rate the
environmental and social sensitivity of mining projects. Although banks and insurance
companies routinely apply environmental screens to identify sensitive projects, the crite-
ria for and application of such tests appear to vary broadly and depend upon the discre-
tion of project evaluators. A more rigorous approach would be to systematically develop
and use indicators that would assess proposed mining projects and classify any with char-
acteristics such as those listed in the table above as “environmentally or socially sensi-
tive.” Additional investigation might also be required to determine whether regional plan-
ning efforts have identified overlaps between proposed mining or exploration activities
with areas of high conservation value, or whether local communities oppose the project.
For example, the International Finance Corporation has “safeguard policies” in place
requiring assessment of the sensitivity of proposed projects, and systematic use of indica-
tors like the ones developed for this study would enable project evaluators to conduct
more rigorous evaluations. 

2. Financial institutions should subject all environmental and social impact assessments of
proposed mining projects to review by an independent, external panel of experts. A key
weakness of current risk evaluation procedures used by the financial sector is reliance on
company-funded environmental impact assessments to evaluate the potential risks to
investors. Environmental impact assessments can underestimate or deemphasize poten-
tial environmental and social impacts. Some consultants hired by companies to prepare
such assessments have an interest in providing future business services to the company
and may be tempted to downplay environmental and social vulnerabilities to ensure proj-
ect approval. A more rigorous risk evaluation process would entail external review of all
environmental and social impact assessments by a panel of experts not employed by the
mining company and preferably independent of the institution considering project
finance.

3. These expert reviews should be made publicly available, further raising the level of over-
sight. For especially sensitive projects, free prior informed consent with local stakehold-
ers should be considered a necessary condition for project financing. Client confidentiali-
ty rules may make some private banks reluctant to require transparency as a condition of
project finance. However, failure to identify potential environmental and social pitfalls
may prove more costly in the long term, especially if community opposition is strong
enough to halt operations.

FOR GOVERNMENTS AND CIVIL SOCIETY

4. Government policymakers and NGOs should use methodologies like the one developed
for this study to identify areas that may be socially and environmentally sensitive to min-
ing. The development of international standards for companies and financial institutions
engaged in the mining sector has received considerable attention in recent years.
However, mining projects operate over a relatively short time period. Governments and
civil society will continue to bear the primary responsibility for ensuring the long-term
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health of ecosystems and communities long after mine closure. Thorough, rigorous
assessments by governments and NGOs of areas that are environmentally and socially
vulnerable to mining could lead to more informed debates and better environmental and
social outcomes. 

For instance, the government of Papua New Guinea could use a similar approach to identify
areas that are ecologically constrained with respect to a range of industries, including mining,
oil, and gas. Papua New Guinea has no effective mechanism for protecting areas using
national parks, “no-go zones,” or enforceable protected species legislation. Despite this,
most of the country’s ecosystems remain intact, and support a largely rural population.
Conservation organizations have led several attempts to define and protect areas of bio-
logical importance, but these efforts have failed to gain traction largely due to their lack of
acknowledgment of the country’s unique social context. 

Notwithstanding these challenges, policymakers in Papua New Guinea are faced with a
unique mandate to consider areas that may be too sensitive for mining. The 1991 Forest
Act stipulates that areas with steep slopes, areas dominated by polygonal karst landforms,
or those that are permanently or semi-permanently inundated are too ecologically sensi-
tive for logging. Constraints-based land-use planning would be especially useful in Papua
New Guinea, as it would sidestep difficulties associated with land tenure conflicts, allow-
ing decision-makers to set aside ecologically valuable areas before exploration occurs. It
would also avoid the dilemma of identifying conservation priorities in a country where
the vast majority of land is held in customary title, by allowing areas to be set aside by
default or by virtue of their intrinsic unsuitability for mining.

In the Philippines, decisionmakers could use better information on areas that are vulnerable to
the impacts from mining to help them determine where mining activities conflict with other land
uses. Because much of the Philippines can be considered environmentally or socially sen-
sitive, the potential impacts of poorly planned mining could be especially costly to ecosys-
tems and those who depend upon them for natural services such as clean water and flood
protection. 

5. Governments should support anti-corruption measures aimed at the mining sector, such
as mandatory disclosure of payments made to governments by mining companies. Such
information should be disaggregated to show individual company revenue flows as well
as the distribution of payments at a sub-national level. Lack of transparency is a major
problem in the mining sector, especially in countries that depend heavily on mineral
wealth. Launched by the U.K. government at the World Summit on Sustainable
Development, the Extractive Industries Transparency Initiative seeks to address corrup-
tion in the mining, oil and gas sectors by encouraging companies to disclose payments
made to governments. NGOs are campaigning to make the disclosure of such informa-
tion a requirement mandated by security exchange regulators in Europe and the United
States.

Many governments and natural resource companies are reluctant to support a mandatory
approach, arguing that a voluntary approach would reflect a true commitment to trans-
parency. Additional questions remain regarding what information should be disclosed
and whether disaggregating the data would violate corporate confidentiality. Mandatory
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measures will be far more likely to ensure that benefits are used effectively to promote
development. Financial institutions can assist by requiring their clients to disclose pay-
ments made to governments. 

FOR THE MINING INDUSTRY AND METAL PRODUCT BUYERS

6. The mining industry should use indicators like the ones developed for this study to iden-
tify areas that are environmentally and socially vulnerable to the impacts of mining and
to identify probable “no go” areas. In May 2003, the International Council on Metals and
Mining (ICMM), a global industry association, released a Sustainable Development
Framework outlining key environmental and social principles that member companies
agree to abide by. While adoption of these principles is an important first step, more
needs to be done to make them operationally relevant through providing metrics and
benchmarks against which company performance can be evaluated. Principle #4 com-
mits the industry to “implement[ing] risk management strategies based on valid data and
sound science.” Using the framework indicators developed for this study to identify envi-
ronmentally and socially vulnerable areas would be a good start toward operationalizing
this principle. 

7. Mining companies should make firm commitments not to develop mines in an expanded
set of “no go” areas, including those identified using this and related methodologies. The
ICMM principles also call on mining companies to “respect legally protected areas.” As a
first step, ICMM members should support IUCN Amman Resolution 2.82 and commit
not to develop mines in strictly protected areas, that is, IUCN categories I-IV. Moreover,
this study demonstrates the need for companies to go beyond the Amman Resolution to
consider other areas that are environmentally and/or socially sensitive to mining and
should be designated probable “no go” areas. Our results show that active mines and
exploratory sites also overlap areas of high conservation value that are not yet subject to
strict legal protection. Companies should use the framework indicators developed for this
study to help them identify other environmentally and/or socially sensitive areas. Such
“pre-investment” criteria would help companies avoid costly investments in properties
that are likely to be unfeasible for environmental or social reasons. 

8. Mining companies should also agree to disclose payments made to governments as called
for in the Extractive Industries Transparency Initiative. Such action would be in keeping
with ICMM principles, which commit member companies to “implement policies and
practices that seek to prevent bribery and corruption.” 

9. Metal product buyers, such as jewelry retailers, electronics manufacturers, and telecom-
munications companies, should commit to sourcing their materials only from environ-
mentally and socially responsible mines. Such a commitment would require metal prod-
uct buyers to consider the environmental and social risks associated with sourcing
materials from specific mines and thus could help persuade mining companies to change
their practices. Although further detailed analysis is necessary to identify site-specific
risks, mines located in areas that are environmentally or socially vulnerable, or that use
risky practices, should be of concern to metal product buyers seeking to implement
responsible purchasing commitments.
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AREAS FOR FUTURE ANALYSIS
This report was the culmination of a 2-year effort aimed at providing guidance for the private
sector and policymakers on areas that are environmentally and socially vulnerable to the
impacts of mining. Because this was the first such attempt at a global scale, the results are
coarse and limited by the quality of available data. Future efforts could improve and build
upon this initial analysis in the following ways:

■ Additional case study analysis. Identifying environmental and social vulnerabilities requires
detailed analysis at the case study level. The approach tested in this report could be
applied to other countries, thereby refining and improving upon the methodology. Better
quality data (e.g., global location of mineral resource potential, biodiversity information,
more complete and accurate mines database) would greatly enhance the global analysis as
well.

■ Further detailed analysis in Papua New Guinea and the Philippines. Satellite imagery and
better data regarding the extent of environmental and social impacts from current mines
would help verify the most vulnerable areas and provide decisionmakers with guidance
on what may constitute “no go” areas.

■ More precise analysis of the financial exposure of specific companies. Additional research and
analysis could highlight the degree to which specific companies are exposed to the vul-
nerabilities and risks highlighted in this report. Such information could trigger investors
to critically evaluate whether companies exposed to these risks have adequately accounted
for them in their ledger books.

■ Critical evaluation of the quality of environmental impact assessments (EIAs). Financial insti-
tutions routinely rely upon EIAs as a key decision-making tool when evaluating potential
project finance. A rapid, indicator-based assessment could evaluate the extent to which
EIAs accurately anticipated potential environmental and social impacts, thus examining
the utility of EIAs as a tool for guiding project finance.

■ Analysis of mining revenue flows and compliance with environmental performance indicators.
Assuming the Extractive Industries Transparency Initiative is adopted by governments
and companies, analysis will be required to identify how payments were made, who
received them, and whether benefits flowed to communities. Additional information
regarding environmental infractions, fines, and compliance with environmental and
social regulations would provide investors and metal product buyers with information
regarding compliance of specific companies with norms and regulations.

Future studies could provide
insights on vulnerabilities and
the exposure of companies to
risks.
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The following is a brief summary of the methodology for the global
analysis of mining and critical ecosystems. For an expanded version
of the technical notes and data sources, including data descriptions
for the Papua New Guinea and Philippines case studies see
www.wri.org/. 

GEOGRAPHIC EXTENT AND RESOLUTION
The maps presented in this report summarize the results of global
and case study analyses. The data integration and analysis for the
global indicators were performed in Mollweide projection at a 1-kilo-
meter resolution. The Papua New Guinea case study analysis was
performed using a UTM Zone 55, Spheroid Australian National
Datum, Australian Geodetic 1984 (AGD 84) projection. The resolu-
tion of the digital elevation model was 90 meters. However, the
remoteness and ecological value analyses were performed at a 1-kilo-
meter resolution. Analysis for the Philippine case study was conduct-
ed using a UTM, Zone 51 Spheroid Clarke 1866 projection. Because
the Philippine case study was performed using vector-based analysis,
the scale varies based on the source of the data.

MINES DATABASES
The global mines database used in this study was provided by the
private information firm InfoMine. This database contains latitude
and longitude coordinates for over 4,400 active mines and explorato-
ry sites of the approximately 9,500 records in InfoMine’s electronic
archives. The database includes precious and base metals, diamonds,
other precious stones, and uranium mines. InfoMine staff estimate
the margin of error of the data to be ±10 kilometers. 

The U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) also maintains a global database
of mine points. This database contains records for 3,000 mines, but
much of them are out of date. For example, the dataset contains
records for 37 producing mines in the Philippines and only two
active mines in Papua New Guinea. Updated government data indi-
cate that there are two large mines and seven medium-sized mines
in operation in the Philippines and four active mines in Papua New
Guinea. The InfoMine dataset reflects the same number of active
mines for Papua New Guinea, although no active mines are identi-
fied in the Philippines. Thus, the InfoMine dataset likely underrepre-
sents mine sites globally.

InfoMine collects mine location data from company annual reports
and other corporate documents. Unless specific coordinates are
given in these documents, InfoMine estimates mine location based
on the mine’s average distance and approximate direction from a
known landmark. Thus the mine points are prone to error, especially
when the mine is far from a known landmark. Given that InfoMine
depends on company annual reports for its information, the dataset
is biased towards companies that report mine locations in their cor-
porate documents. Companies that trade on stock exchanges requir-
ing transparent reporting (e.g., in the U.S., Canada, and Europe) are
more likely to be represented than national private companies, gov-
ernment-run companies, or national companies that do not trade on
international exchanges. 

PAPUA NEW GUINEA MINES DATASET
Mines data for Papua New Guinea were collected from the
Department of Mining. The largest mines in Papua New Guinea are
allocated according to “special mine leases.” Medium-sized mines
are allocated mine leases and smaller mines receive alluvial mine
leases. Exploration occurs through exploratory licenses. Some pre-
liminary exploration activity may occur in properties not under
license. The database includes all exploration licenses and mining
leases, except for alluvial mine leases. Exploratory oil and gas licens-
es have also been included, although for the purposes of display they
have been grouped together on the maps. The dataset does not
include exploration licenses or mining leases for small-scale mining
operations. Updated oil and gas exploration licenses were not pub-
licly available.

PHILIPPINES MINES DATASET
In the Philippines, four main types of permits are allocated for min-
ing activity: exploration permits (EP), Mineral Agreements (MA),
Financial and Technical Assistance Agreements (FTAA), and Mineral
Processing Permits (MPP). An EP provides exploration rights only. If
an economic mineral deposit is found, the permittee may then apply
for an MA or an FTAA, which are contracts between the government
and a mining company. FTAAs are typically drawn up for large min-
ing projects. The database used in this study includes FTAA applica-
tions, exploration permits, and Mineral Production Sharing
Agreements (MPSAs). A total of 111 exploratory and mining conces-
sions are represented, of which 40 are exploratory and 71 are active

Appendix 1. Mining and Critical Ecosystems Methodology
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mining concessions. The data include only approved exploration and
mining permits. Digital data for licenses under application were not
publicly available. 

INDICATOR SUMMARY
The Mining and Critical Ecosystems framework is divided into three
main categories: environmental and social vulnerabilities, natural
hazards, and other contributing factors (see Figure 5). Indicators
were developed for six sub-categories—ecological value, watersheds,
capacity for informed decision-making, earthquakes, excessive mois-
ture, and governance—each of which is described below.

ECOLOGICAL VALUE
Ecological value incorporates an aggregated conservation value layer
defined as: 

■ WWF Global 200 Ecoregions: A set of natural landscapes whose
conservation is deemed by WWF to be critical for maintaining a
representative sample of habitats and species around the world.
See: http://www.worldwildlife.org/science/global200.cfml

■ Conservation International “Hotspots”: The 25 richest global reser-
voirs of biodiversity as defined by high degrees of species
endemism and levels of threat. CI defines these areas as among
their global conservation priorities. See:
http://www.conservation.org/xp/CIWEB/strategies/hotspots/hotsp
ots.xml

■ BirdLife “Endemic Bird Areas”: 218 regions of the world where the
distribution of two or more restricted-range bird species overlap.
These regions are deemed to be relatively rich in endemic bird
species compared to other parts of the world. See:
http://www.birdlife.org/action/science/endemic_bird_areas/index.
html

■ WRI Forest Frontiers: The last large tracts of intact forest which
are deemed to be sufficiently large to maintain their habitat and
species intact in the face of a once-in-a-century natural distur-
bance. See: Bryant et al., 1997.

There is no comprehensive analysis of the condition of aquatic
ecosystems. Thus the ecological value sub-category used in the
Mining and Critical Ecosystems project underrepresents these
ecosystems.

The Human Footprint map developed by Sanderson et al. (2002)
was used to determine the condition of the aggregate conservation
layer. The Human Footprint map estimates the relative condition of
the world’s ecosystems by using global datasets to map human influ-
ence (e.g., settlements, infrastructure, and land use). However, the
map overestimates degree of human influence in New Guinea (see
http://wcs.org/humanfootprint for further details on limitations). 

WATERSHEDS
The watershed sub-category encompasses a watershed stress indica-
tor. Watershed stress was defined according to the PAGE water
scarcity model developed by the University of New Hampshire in
collaboration with the World Resources Institute (see Revenga et al.,
2000). This dataset does not take into account the effects of pollu-
tion, climate change, impoundment and evaporation of water supply.
Thus, the data likely overestimate future availability of water per
capita. In addition, the PAGE analysis assumes constant water sup-
ply, with benchmarks of available water to identify watersheds that
may experience water shortages. 

CAPACITY FOR INFORMED DECISION-MAKING
The global indicator of capacity for informed decision-making incor-
porates measures of education attainment and income. Education
attainment was measured through indicators on adult literacy, func-
tional literacy rates, and tertiary education attainment rates. Adult lit-
eracy is defined as the percentage of people older than 15 years who
can both read and write a short statement about their lives.
Functional literacy reflects a higher degree of understanding, but it
has not been systematically measured at a global level. Functional lit-
eracy was estimated using data for the average number of years of
education of a country’s population and tertiary education attain-
ment rates. Tertiary education attainment reflects the proportion of
the population that has attained (but not necessarily completed)
some form of post-secondary education. An educational attainment
index was developed and combined with World Bank income classifi-
cation categories by country.

The data used in the global analysis were only available at a national
scale and do not take into consideration sub-national variation. The
resulting indicator of capacity for informed decision-making is
coarse and should be used with caution when combining it with
point data, such as the location of mine operations. However, the
indicator can be used to summarize general trends and it roughly
corresponds to similar global indicators (e.g., UNDP’s Human
Development Index).

EARTHQUAKES
Global seismicity was defined according to the Global Seismic
Hazard map developed by the USGS (Giardini et al., 2000). The
framework does not consider risk from landslides or mass wasting.
To some degree, earthquakes and landslides are linked; areas with
high seismicity tend to result in slopes that are highly sheared,
unstable, and prone to erosion. Furthermore, mass erosion of such
slopes contributes to sedimentation within rivers and downstream
flooding. Although steep slopes and sharp breaks in slopes can be
considered indicators for landslide and slope failure, the available
elevation data were deemed too coarse to identify areas with poten-
tial for mass wasting. 
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EXCESSIVE MOISTURE
To estimate areas where mines will face water quality challenges, the
framework incorporates the Weinert N Weathering Index, which
describes the weathering characteristics of an area (Weinert, 1964).
The index ranges in value from 1 (predominance of chemical weath-
ering) to 5 (predominance of physical weathering). Areas with low
values (< 2.0) are characterized by wet, warm climates year round
whereas those with high values (> 4.0) are predominantly dry. Values
in the moderate range (2.0-4.0) indicate seasonal periods of high
rainfall that may create water quality problems during peak rainfall
months. 

The Weinert Index was developed to estimate the suitability of
igneous rocks for road building in South Africa. To date, the index
has not been applied outside of the African context and may not
accurately reflect water quality problems in all parts of the world.
The model does not take into account the stability of other rock types
and their ancillary minerals. In addition, topography can affect
monthly and annual precipitation resulting in inaccurate N values.

GOVERNANCE
Governance data were derived from aggregate governance indicators
developed by Kaufmann et al. (1999a, 1999b, 2002). Based on a
wide variety of available private and public governance surveys, the
dataset groups the indicators according to “voice and accountability,”
“political instability,” “regulatory burden,” “rule of law,” “control of
corruption,” and “government effectiveness.” 

Kaufmann et al. rank countries on a scale of -2.5 (poor) to 2.5 (good)
for each aggregate indicator. Because the indicators are based on
subjective measures, the numeric values assigned to each country
cannot be meaningfully compared to one another, except in broad
country groupings. The standard deviations tend to be large relative
to the average value that defines performance for many countries
represented in the aggregate indicators. However, the advantage of
this dataset is that it covers more countries (175) than any other gov-
ernance dataset: Transparency International’s 2002 Corruption
Perceptions Index, which includes the second largest number of
countries, only ranks 102 countries.

COMPARING MINES WITH VULNERABILITY
AND RISK INDICATORS
The Mining and Critical Ecosystems report provides statistical com-
parisons of the proportion of mines that intersect with each of the
vulnerability, hazard, and risk indicators. At a global scale, the analy-
sis of mines compared to vulnerabilities and hazards consisted of

simple statistical calculations relating the point data available from
InfoMine to each of the indicators. Because the point data represent
approximate locations, error may occur when overlaying global
mines with small polygons. For this reason, we buffered protected
areas by 10 kilometers (the estimated overall error of the mines
dataset) when comparing the mines to protected areas. For the
remaining global indicators (seismicity, watershed stress, intact eco-
logical value, excessive moisture, capacity for informed decision-
making, governance) we compared the points to each indicator with-
out buffering vulnerable areas. These indicators were represented by
large polygons, such that buffering them was not necessary.
Although seismicity was represented by smaller grid-based areas,
buffering mines by 10 kilometers would not have changed the
results significantly. We recognize that overlaying mine points or
concessions with vulnerability indicators may not fully capture all
areas vulnerable to mining. Indeed, a mine will present different
hazards depending upon whether it is located upstream or down-
stream of an ecologically or socially vulnerable area and the types of
waste management practices employed (see Box 2). Therefore, the
statistics reporting overlap between these vulnerable areas should be
used for illustrative purposes only, rather than to convey the degree
of threat that environmentally or socially vulnerable areas face.

For the case studies of Papua New Guinea and the Philippines, we
compared concession boundaries with vulnerability and hazard indi-
cators. We estimated the percentage of all concessions for each coun-
try that are located in high vulnerability areas (e.g., protected areas,
fragile forests, intact forests, low capacity for informed decision-mak-
ing). These percentages reflect simple comparisons between the vul-
nerability layers and their intersections with concessions. The over-
lap between mining concessions and areas of vulnerability does not
necessarily mean that mining will have an impact on these areas;
rather, it indicates the potential vulnerability of these areas to mining.
For both case studies, we also calculated the percentage of each con-
cession that overlaps with areas of high ecological value.

OVERALL DATA QUALITY ASSESSMENT
Indicators developed for this report incorporated the best available
data. The quality of the maps and indicators varies according to the
resolution of the analysis. Variation amongst units of analysis was
greatest at the global scale. For this reason, combining indicators at
the global scale with data on mine sites should be done for illustra-
tive purposes only. Although this analysis can shed light on areas of
high vulnerability, further fine-scale analysis is required to determine
the degree to which these areas are exposed to the potential hazards
of mining. For more details on the limitations of specific datasets,
see the detailed technical notes available at www.wri.org/.
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promote community-based natural resource management and planning. ESSC activities
are organized according to five themes encompassing the major elements of natural
resource management: forests, water, culture, mining, and engagement with local govern-
ment units. ESSC accomplishes its objectives through:

■ thematic spatial illustrations and analysis of various natural resource management 
situations across the country;

■ national discussions and dialogues;

■ policy and program level engagement with government agencies, non-governmental
organizations, and international development agencies; and

■ environmental brokering for more effective governance.

PAPUA NEW GUINEA NGO ENVIRONMENTAL WATCH GROUP (NEWG)
Established in 1999, NEWG is an umbrella organization for PNG environmental NGOs
that aims to inform its members about environmental issues, particularly in relation to
sustainability within the natural resource sectors. Within this area, NEWG has four core
objectives;

■ develop and encourage skill-share programs among NGOs and the wider civil society;

■ inform key environmental NGOs on natural resource issues in the country;

■ carry out awareness and training programs in areas affected by mining and forestry
activities; and 

■ negotiate with and lobby government and international institutions on legislative
changes regarding natural resource management.
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